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THE NATURE OF ETHNIC IDENTITY AMONG THE PEOPLE OF 

CURACAO 

 

Abstract 
 

This qualitative research explores the nature of ethnic identity among 
the people of Curaçao. The questions that are of fundamental interest to 
this study are: how do the people of Curaçao perceive themselves 
ethnically, how do they experience their sense of belonging to an ethnic 
group and what factors influence that intrinsic part of their being due to 
ethnic group membership?  
The sample for this study consists of 182 adults; age groups 19 to 36 
(young adulthood), 37 to 60 (adulthood) and 61 and up (late adulthood), 
of both gender and who were born in Curacao or elsewhere, but have 
come to Curaҫao at an early age in order to have received the 
socialization patterns of the island. The sample is selected from fifteen 
major ‘ethnic’ groups in accordance with the subjects’ predominant 
ethnic descent. The groups are of: Dutch, African, Mulatto (Mixed 
race), Hispanic, Jewish, Surinamese, Arab, Chinese, Portuguese, Indian 
(India), British Caribbean, Aruban, Dutch Windward Island and 
Bonairean descent. The fifteenth group ‘Others’ consists of subjects of 
German, Haitian, Italian and Indonesian descent.  
The study adopts a social psychological model that embraces the 
cognitive, affective, behavioral and social components of ethnic 
identity. These components are explored by the semi open-ended 
interviews. 
Results show that the nature of ethnic identity among the people of 
Curaҫao is mainly characterized by a mono-ethnic identity, Curaҫaoan, 
with a multicultural disposition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
For over five centuries people from all over the world have come to 
Curaçao and made it their homeland. Independent of its motive or mode, 
migration has always played a characteristic role in the history of the 
island. Free and imposed migration and a history of colonization and 
slavery have shaped the psycho-social constitution of the island in 
intricate ways.  
The regular flow of migrants throughout times has set the tone for a 
unique laboratory of cultural exchange. Similar to other Caribbean 
islands its people ‘cohere and coexist’ and as Premdas (1996), stated in 
‘Ethnicity and Identity of the Caribbean’, independent of the 
combinations of race, religion, language and culture. Moreover, most of 
the diverse ethnic groups, if not all, have intermingled creating a social 
context wherein, according to de Jong (2006), multicultural identities 
not only developed but thrived. The various groups on the island have 
sought out how to live together in a natural way in spite of imposed 
segregation in the past and develop a ‘gemeenschappelijk’ (common) 
islands’ culture (Schrils, 1990).  
A contributing factor to Curaçao’s multicultural setting has been 
undoubtedly the ‘open door’ policy that the Dutch government 
maintained before the twentieth century wherein groups of various 
ethnic backgrounds and religions were allowed to settle on the island.  
 
The island’s multicultural society is composed of approximately 150 
nationalities (Population Registry, 2005), with a population density of 
more or less 319 per km². Curaçao is a tiny island in the Caribbean with 
a surface of 444 km² and an estimated population of 141.766 (CBS: 
Curaçao Bureau of Statistics, 2009). Immigration has played and 
continues to play a key role in shaping the character of the Curaçaoan 
society. The major immigrants’ countries of origin in the last five years 
are the Netherlands, Santo Domingo, Colombia, Aruba, Venezuela and 
China (CBS, 2009).  
Multiculturalism is a basic characteristic of Curaçao. It comprises a 
natural progression and creative interchange of numerous ethnic and 
racial subcultures and religions. Unlike Canada and most Western 
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European countries, the island has not known multiculturalism as an 
official national policy. The Netherlands, for example, adopted 
multiculturalism from the 1970’s, as a consensus ideology - ‘integratie 
met behoud van eigen taal en cultuur’ – (integration with maintenance 
of own language and culture), but reversed the national policy in the 
1990’s when debate on Dutch nationalism re-entered the political arena 
(Baker, (2004); Scheffer (2000; Koenis, (2007). The concept of 
multiculturalism soon lost validity in view of increased global 
migration, undemocratic social consequences and the fear of an 
eventually wearing away of the dominant host culture (Sharma, 2009; 
Helly, 2002). 
The social dynamics of the island have shifted from a pluralistic, 
segmented social structure to a ‘creolized’, ‘mixed’ make up, with inter-
phases of acculturation and assimilation (Hoetink, 1958, 1987; Römer, 
1974, 1979; Allen, 2009). Phaf-Rheinberger (2010) explains the concept 
of ‘creolization’ according to Collier’s formulation of ‘Creole fluidum’, 
as a natural progression of multiculturalism, which includes the 
presence of Africans of the Atlantic passage, who crossed the Atlantic 
as slaves. 
 
Curaçao being part of the Netherlands Antilles and of the Dutch 
Kingdom, and now in the process towards a greater autonomy, is 
looking for ways to affirm its own identity as a nation. The island is 
going through a crucial time of identity development, which is evident 
not only in the political field, but also in the social, economic and 
educational fields as well. The political progress towards a new 
constitutional structure has incited claims and question marks around 
the identity of the Curaçaoan among the island’s population.  
Allen (2009) in ‘Citizenship, national canon and cultural diversity’ 
highlighted the intense discussions and anxieties about culture, national 
identity and citizenship accompanying the political process. Newspaper 
articles, research articles, conference papers and books (among others 
de Jong, (2006); Haviser, (1997); Marcha & Verweel, (2001) have 
addressed the identity topic in the last decades, in an attempt to shed 
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more light on the question, ‘Ta ken ta e Yu di Korsou?’ (Who is the 
Curaçaoan?)   
Studies done worldwide on national and governmental structural 
changes denote that state and governmental transformations are 
associated with widening of social gaps and the forth-coming of self 
referential identities. The idea of social cohesion is called upon in these 
circumstances in order to take full advantage of the ‘richness of 
multiculturalism’ and to promote social inclusion and citizen 
participation (ECLAC, 2007). Social cohesion lies at the heart of 
contemporary cultural debates. A yearning for social cohesion has 
emerged in view of the rapid rate of globalization and the profound 
recurrent transformations that are associated with perceptions of 
increased social fragmentation and a loss of stable relationships. Social 
cohesion as such is conceived as both a premise and an achievement 
(ECLAC, 2001, 2007).  
In the context of the island, which is characterized by the natural 
progression of multiculturalism, Allen (2009) observed that the 
emphasis placed on the ‘Yu di Kòrsou’ (literally meaning child of 
Curaçao)  as the result of a ‘creolization process’, may be viewed as an 
effort to promote national integration and unity between groups of 
different ethnic origin. 
 
Societies are structured and typified by their members. Studies that 
contribute to a clearer understanding of the perceptions, feelings, 
thinking and behavior patterns of these members and consequently of 
the society as a whole are essential. The increased pluralistic character 
of societies around the world and the frequent occurrence of ethnic 
conflicts have emphasized the need to understand the nature of ethnic 
identity. The international meeting on the Challenges of Measuring an 
Ethnic World in Ottawa, (1992) noted that it is difficult to develop 
appropriate concepts and constructs of ethnicity and also to measure it 
due to its inherent flexible character. However, ethnicity is considered a 
‘fundamental factor in human life and a phenomenon innate in human 
experience’. It is important to collect data on ethnicity, as data on this 
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topic is much in demand for its valuable contribution to the 
understanding of the human nature and societies. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this research is to explore the nature of ethnic identity 
among the people of Curaçao and to consequently arrive at a deeper 
understanding of Curaçao’s past and present society.  
The adopted definition of ethnic identity in this research is the one of 
Phinney and Rotheram (1987, p. 13), (cited by Van der Dijs (1989, p. 
3), which refers to “the individual’s sense of belonging to an ethnic 
group and the part of his/her thinking, perceptions, feelings and 
behavior that is due to ethnic group membership”. Ethnic identity, as 
such, consists of four basic components. Each of these four components 
has a reciprocal influence on the others.  
Ethnic awareness refers to “the understanding of one’s own and other 
groups. “It involves knowledge about ethnic groups; their critical 
characteristics, history and customs, as well as the differences between 
oneself and others” (Phinney & Rotheram, 1987, p. 13). 
Ethnic self identification refers to ethnic self-labeling; “the label used 
for one’s own group” (Phinney & Rotheram, 1987, p. 13).  
Ethnic attitude refers to the “feelings about own and other groups” 
(Phinney & Rotheram, 1987, p. 13). 
Ethnic behavior refers to “behavior patterns specific to an ethnic group” 
(Phinney & Rotheram, 1987, p. 13).  
The questions that are of fundamental interest to this research are: How 
do the people of Curaçao perceive themselves ethnically? How do they 
experience their sense of belonging to an ethnic group and what factors 
influence that intrinsic part of their being due to ethnic group 
membership?  
 
The target group for this study is composed of descendants of fifteen 
major ethnic groups. In order to select the ‘ethnic groups’ that would 
constitute the target group, the research referred to the groups of people 
who throughout the history of Curaçao shaped and shared the island.  
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The groups were determined according to the definition of ethnic group 
that reads, “A group of people who are part of a common and distinctive 
culture” and on the basis of a complex set of characteristics such as: 
race, nationality, religion, ancestry and language (historycentral.com/ 
Civics/E.html).  
The subjects who formed each group were selected in accordance with 
their predominant ethnic descent (for more details on subject selection 
see Chapter 4 on Method).  
All participants in this study have received a multicultural pattern of 
socialization; on the one hand, a mono-cultural-, bicultural - or 
multicultural pattern, generated by the direct family environment and on 
the other hand, a multicultural pattern provided by the broader social 
context. The multicultural socialization pattern suggests à priori a 
multicultural ethnic identity which could embrace characteristics of 
various backgrounds or a mono cultural ethnic identity ‘Yu di Kòrsou’ 
(Curaçaoan), national identity, which comprises a blend of cultures, 
races and religions.  

1.2 Research premises 

The point of departure for this research is the continuous interplay of 
psychological and social factors in the development of a person. A 
psycho-social model enables the exploration of the intrinsic 
characteristics and qualities of ethnic identity. It embraces the affective, 
cognitive and behavioral components of ethnic identity, while 
investigating the congenital social structure that is subject to the process 
of social changes (Vaughan, 1987). 
Ethnic identity is part of a network of identity patterns (Phinney & 
Rotheram, 1987); it constitutes a multidimensional process in that it is 
influenced by the interchange of various individual and social factors, 
such as, personal development, place of birth, nationality, family, 
ancestry, culture, history, race, religion and language. As such, ethnic 
identity formation is inseparable from the culture(s) by which it is 
structured. Depending on one’s self-identity, one may be predisposed to 
respond in a certain way to life events.  
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Human consciousness is related to cultural historical mediation (Cole, 
1995). Cultural historical and psychological dimensions affect the 
functioning of the mind rooted in a given place and time (Cole, 2003). 
In relation to person, place and time Weiss (1988), a traditional 
psychotherapist, related in ‘Many Lives, Many Masters’ how past lives’ 
experiences have a bearing on our present life.  
Cheyny and Tarulli (1998) in ‘Person, Place and Time: Exploring 
Psychology’s Chronotopes’ considered important in the study of the 
various perspectives of the human being, that the ways in which 
findings are expressed change according to person, place and time and 
are changed by ‘our self understanding’.  
The above premises encompass the dynamics of a psycho-social model 
with the consideration of hereditary transmission at individual level as 
well as social levels in relation to ethnic identity.  
These premises justify the portrayal of the multicultural ancestral traces 
in chapter 3, which will enable a deeper understanding of the nature of 
ethnic identity people of Curaçao. 
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2. THEORIES OF ETHNIC IDENTITY 

2.1 General 

The relevance of ethnic identity, which constitutes the main topic of this 
research, may be sought at both an individual - and a social level. Ethnic 
identity as part of a network of identity patterns and subject to common 
group patterns, is not only important at an individual level, in that it 
influences the individual’s developmental process, but is also relevant at 
the social level in that the consequent group identity influences the 
development of the various dimensions (e.g. educative, economic, 
political, religious and cultural) of a society. 
A heterogeneous ethnic environment will increase the awareness of 
one’s own - and of other groups to a larger degree than will a 
homogeneous environment (Phinney & Rotheram, 1987; Tucker et al, 
1978). Individuals raised in a multicultural society may adapt norms, 
attitudes and behavioral patterns of their own ethnic group and of other 
groups. They may acquire the ability to shift between one or more 
cultures and show attributes of these cultures. 
Ethnicity is a matter of a double boundary: one from within, maintained 
by the socialization process, and one from without, established through 
intergroup relations (Encyclopedia of Canada’s People). The 
development of ethnic identity as in Erikson’s ego identity development 
is a function of the interaction of internal and external factors at work 
within a specific social context. According to Erikson, the course of 
development is determined by the interaction of the body (genetic 
biological programming), mind (psychological), and cultural (ethos) 
influences (Harder, 2009). As such the formation of ethnic identity is 
always psycho-social (Epstein, (1978). Ethnic identity is subject to 
change with the formation of the ego identity and the continuous social 
interaction (Cueli & Reidle, 1979). In addition, De Vos and Romanucci-
Ross (1975), consider the sense of identity as an awareness of one’s 
position and role in relation to a social group. It is a dynamic process, 
during which the individual develops understanding of self and ethnic 
background; it takes form and changes as the individual becomes more 
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aware of his/her ethnicity within a larger social context (Epstein, 1978; 
Rosenthal & Hrynevich, 1985; Phinney, 2003).  

2.2 Ethnic Identity Components 

The essence of ethnic identity constitutes an inner felt sense of 
belonging to an ethnic group and the ‘thinking, perceptions, feelings and 
behavior’ that are formed through the relationship with an ethnic group. 
Phinney and Rotheram (1987) distinguish four inherent parts of ethnic 
identity: ethnic awareness, ethnic self-identification, ethnic attitude and 
ethnic behavior.  
 
Ethnic Awareness 
Ethnic awareness includes knowledge about ethnic groups that may 
change to the degree that the individual develops and gains new 
experiences. Rosenthal and Hrynevich (1984), state that, an awareness 
of boundaries between one’s own ethnic group and other groups is 
essential in order to have a clear sense of one’s ethnic identity. In 
relation to the development of ethnic awareness, Tucker and others 
(1978) found that the growing child in an ethnically diverse context – 
parallel to developing an awareness of his/her own ethnic group – may 
develop an understanding of elements of other ethnic groups and may 
acquire the skill to adopt the roles of members from ethnic groups other 
than his/her own.  
The cognitive and the affective components of a developing sense of 
ethnic identity are as much complementary as they are essential to the 
individual’s development. Milner (1983) emphasizes the fact that a 
child learns not only details about ethnic groups, but also develops a 
disposition towards those groups. Tomine (1985) indicates that when a 
child is provided with an environment that reflects his/her self image 
through cognitive and affective experiences related to ethnic identity, 
the child’s self concept is likely to be affirmed and enhanced.  
The awareness of ethnic identity is generally broadened during periods 
of social conflicts and social transformation when customs and values 
are threatened and the individual is forced to reevaluate his/her identity. 
Rigid external group borders, cultivated for example by discrimination 
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‘may lead to self-organization on the part of a group in order to fight 
such treatment and thus increase its self-awareness’ (Encyclopedia of 
Canada’s People).  
In the event of a sense of inner conflict, the individual is constrained to 
choose and define where he/she fits in or who he/she is. Hence, the 
subjective identity conflict will have as much force in determining 
ethnic identity as will the external force of ascription exercised by the 
society (De Vos & Romanucci-Ross, 1975).  
 
Ethnic Self-Identification 
As one develops an awareness of ethnic signals, there is a concomitant 
development of ethnic self-identification (ethnic self labeling). Phinney 
and Rotheram (1987, p. 13) define ethnic self-identification as “the 
individual’s acquisition of the accurate and consistent use of an ethnic 
label, based on the perception and conception of him/herself as 
belonging to an ethnic group”. Ethnic self-identification is viewed as a 
process in which new ethnic elements are continuously added to one’s 
self-perception. Aboud (1980) notes that the perceptual measure of 
similarity among ethnic groups seems to produce accurate responses in 
the individual before the cognitive measures of categorization, labeling 
and matched descriptions are actually established by that individual.  
Rosenthal and Hrynevich (1985) indicate that the degree to which the 
individual identifies him/herself with an ethnic group and the quality of 
in-group solidarity are influenced by and associated with the structural 
characteristics of the dominant society. Where there is more than one 
strongly defined lifestyle, the force of group ascription may make the 
subjective experience of the individual who is being defined difficult 
(De Vos &Romanucci, 1975). In a multi-ethnic society individuals will 
identify and be identified by others as belonging to one or another 
ethnic group as long as a link to their ancestors can be made, even if 
they no longer actively identify with some or all aspects of a given 
group, as such, identification by others may arouse ethnic feelings 
(Encyclopedia of Canada’s people). 
Hutnik (1986) observes that ethnic self-identification is flexible since it 
may vary from mono to multiple ethnic self-identifications. This 
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flexibility of ethnic self-identification should be viewed in the light of 
stereotypes that the individual accommodates relative to the majority 
group and the ethnic minority group. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes 
Ramsey (1987) highlights the findings of developmental psychology, in 
that ethnic attitudes (ethnic feelings) become more integrated and 
differentiated with age. Abboud and Skerry (1984), found that the 
attitudes towards own and other groups develop quite early in children. 
The degree of likes or dislikes may vary with age and from one ethnic 
group to another. These scholars distinguish in the formation of ethnic 
attitudes, a first stage during which an early emergence of an affective 
form of differentiation between own group and other groups, in terms of 
liking takes place, which is subsequently replaced with a perceptual and 
cognitive form of differentiation. Not until after perception and 
cognition become differentiated within the individual and separated 
from affect, will the affective differences be attenuated. In a second 
stage, the focus on oneself will shift to the focus on groups, and then on 
individuals. The development of ethnic attitudes involves a gradual 
differentiated perspective in which the individual adopts mature ethnic 
attitudes based on inferences about the person’s disposition rather than 
his/her group membership.  
The ‘Ethnic Diversity Survey’ (2003) denotes that visible minorities 
(non-Caucasians), especially recent first generations, were more likely 
than others to say that they felt uncomfortable or out of place, at least 
some of the time because of their ethnicity, culture, race, skin color, 
language, accent or religion. The most common situation where 
perceived discrimination or unfair treatment was experienced was at 
work or when applying for a job or promotion. Feelings of belonging to 
one’s ethnic group may also be reflected in a higher awareness of ethnic 
heritage, customs and traditions. The first generation of immigrants was 
found to have a higher sense of belonging to their ethnic group, 
especially the recently arrived (The Ethnic Diversity Survey, 2003).  
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Ethnic Behaviors 
In relation to the behavior component of ethnic identity, Barth (1969) 
observes that ethnic identity involves not only an aspect of ascription 
(attributes), but also a performance aspect which requires the adequate 
acting out of roles to realize the identity. Garcia (1982), states that 
individuals who display a sense of cultural consciousness will also 
express behavioral patterns that belong to his/ her ethnic group. Results 
from ‘Ethnic Diversity Survey’ (2003) indicate that family and friends 
serve as an important network system to support new immigrants to 
settle, which tend to strengthen the bond with the ethnic group. 
Participation in groups or organizations was less common among the 
first generation than among the second generation and third generation 
or more, but it increased with time lived in Canada. This was the case 
across all age groups. The first generations were likely to participate in 
ethnic or immigrant organizations. 
Phinney and Rotheram (1987) recognize four dimensions along which 
ethnic behavioral differences may be observed. First: group (collective) 
orientation versus individual orientation. Group oriented cultures 
emphasize affiliation and social stimuli. Individuals are likely to be 
more attentive to the feelings and attitudes of other people compared to 
the ‘objective’ aspects of a situation often found in the individual 
oriented cultures. In a collective oriented culture the family encourages 
a spirit of cooperation and helpfulness in its members, whereas in an 
individual oriented culture, the family tends to encourage a sense of 
autonomy and competitiveness. Second: active versus passive coping 
styles. The active coping style is associated with doing and getting 
things done (being in control). The passive coping style reflects more 
the sense of being controlled by the environmental circumstances. 
Third: attitudes toward authority. Behaviors may vary from obedience 
and dependence to a nearly equal behavior and independence.  
The fourth dimension refers to the degree - open expressive versus 
restrained private- to which individuals of different cultures express 
themselves in a wide variety of situations. 
De Vos (1975) distinguishes two basic behavioral patterns: 
instrumental- (goal oriented) and expressive behavior which is an end in 
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itself. He highlights the fact that in a pluralistic society the individual 
often may be faced with a dilemma of ethnic identity, since success may 
require him/her to emphasize or disguise ethnic belonging. 

2.3 Ethnic Identity and Social Dynamics 

In relation to social dynamics and inter group relations, Padilla (1980) 
distinguishes three phases/models, acculturation, assimilation, and 
pluralism, according to which the migrant group establishes and 
develops into the host country.  
 
Acculturation is the process of learning about and adapting to a new 
culture. Acculturation implies “an acceptance of both one’s own and 
another group” (Rotheram & Phinney p. 12); it is a process during 
which ethnic elements are adopted at both personal and group levels.  
High social and psychological acculturation levels tend to lead to 
cultural assimilation, with absorption of one culture into the other 
(Berry, 2001). Grumwald (1985) in Cassagnol Chiericci, in relation to 
the adaptation process of immigrants within a host country, states, “each 
immigrant has a double identity and a double vision, being suspended 
between an old and a new home, an old and a new self”.  
 
Assimilation involves being absorbed into the new culture; 
“Assimilation describes a situation in which the minority ethnic group 
gradually loses its distinctiveness and becomes part of the majority 
group” (Rotheram & Phinney (1987) p.  12). 
 
Pluralism is defined as “the maintenance of separate norms, customs, 
values and possibly language by different groups within a culture” 
(Rotheram & Phinney (1987) p. 12). The result is a heterogeneous 
society in which individuals may acquire the ability to shift between one 
or more cultures and exhibit characteristics of these cultures. 
Phinney, Horenczyck, Liebkind and Veddar (2001) observe that ethnic 
identity is likely to be strong when there is a strong desire to retain the 
identity and when a country encourages and accepts pluralism. For 
example, plural oriented Dade County Florida, U.S.A., is perceived by 
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Cubans and their descendants as a source of ethnic components that 
satisfy their ‘psycho-cultural’ needs (Chavez, 1987 cited by Van der 
Dijs, 1989) and that provide all the elements for bi-ethnic identity 
patterns.  
Berry (2000) states that societies with a multicultural disposition need to 
pursue a ‘strategy of integration’, that requires the immigrant to adopt 
the basic values of the receiving country, and at the same time the 
receiving country must be prepared to adapt national institutions to meet 
the needs of all living in the society. 
 
There are many factors that may characterize the development of an 
ethnic group within a given society. Power, status, religion, language 
and socio-economic factors are perceived to play a differentiating role 
between groups within a society (Richmond, 1994, Encyclopedia of 
Canada).  
 
The entrance status of a group into the power structure of a society 
becomes particularly important in determining the direction the status 
may give to the social interaction patterns of the group within the 
overall system. Hence, the ethnic identity patterns of that ethnic group 
(Driedger, 1976).  
Groups have the tendency to mark a territory (religious, economic, 
educational), and ‘tightly knit a network system, in which often their 
offspring perpetuate their heritage’. These controlled territories tend to 
generate ‘forces of attraction’. A minority can develop its own social 
system with control over its own institutions, so that interaction of the 
group will take place largely within the system. The maintenance of 
these boundaries ‘residential segregation’ and ethnic institutional 
independence therefore tend to reinforce each other (Encyclopedia of 
Canada).  
 
Religion is considered an important factor in strengthening ethnic 
boundaries. Warner (1993) cited by Baker (2003, p. 102) views religion 
as a “fundamental expression of sub cultural identity in a pluralist 
society. According to Chong cited by Baker (2003) ethnic religion plays 
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a highly significant role through generations as a “source of support for 
emergent ethnic identity and group cohesion”. In relation to the latter 
Lightstone and Bird (1995) reaffirm the statement of Durkheim that 
“religion can never be divorced from its social nexus”, in the sense that 
religious life reinforces the identity as part of a community with 
common beliefs and thus provides guidelines for daily living.  
 
In relation to ethnic identity and language Anzaldua (2002; p. 113) 
states that “ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity”. Her book 
‘Taming the Wild Tongue’ (2002) deals with the language barrier that 
immigrants face in a host country, with the consequence that they 
ultimately erase and replace their native tongue for the dominant 
language. To ‘tame a wild tongue’ is to resist the social pressures related 
to language, based on the belief that without ethnic pride and 
knowledge, the desire to perpetuate tradition rapidly diminishes. 
Fishman (1999, p. 181)) asserts that “because language is fundamental 
in defining identity, it is inevitable that ethnic revivals become involved 
in language matters”. Language is not only an important feature of 
human identity, but also a “powerful symbol of national and ethnic 
identity”. 
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3. MULTICULTURAL ANCESTRAL TRACES 
 

Literary Review 
 

From its early beginnings the spirit of the island has emanated a coming 
and going of people and with it the influence of each group and the 
dynamics of developments and events worldwide. The island’s ethnic 
diverse constitution under the Dutch umbrella is 376 years in the 
making. Changes in political, social, religious, economic, cultural, 
music, fashion and technological fields presented on the international 
front soon found their entrance in the local market. The Curaçaoan port 
has always played an important role in this process.  
Since the time of the Native Indians, the port functioned as a trade 
haven between the Indians and pirates who came ashore (Nooyen, 
1979). The port of Curaçao has come to be the seventh harbor of 
importance in the world and the second in the western hemisphere (Daal 
& Schouten, 1988). Throughout the centuries the Port of Willemstad has 
constituted the center for commerce and navigation. It has evolved into 
a multifaceted maritime service center and lies at the core of the socio-
economic development of the island. Many who arrived through this 
port came to form the ancestral inheritance of the island. Their historical 
background set the stage for multicultural Curaçao and the psycho-
social dynamics in relation to ethnic awareness, ethnic attitudes and 
ethnic behaviors of today’s island people.  
Teenstra’s (1863, p. 162) description of the ‘old Curaçaoan society’ is 
cited here as a prelude to early identity patterns that constituted the 
community; “De bevolking van Curaçao bestaat, gelijk in meest alle 
koloniën, uit eene samenvloeijing van verschillende natiën, talen, 
kleuren en godsdienstige gezindheden, alhoewel men in de laatste de 
zoo hoog geroemde verdraagzaamheid, liever onverschilligheid zou 
mogen noemen, en de verwijdering van kleur zotte verwaandheid”, 
meaning: the Curaçaoan population consists like most colonies, of a 
confluence of various nations, languages, colors and religious entities, 
though the latter highly honored for its tolerance, may as well be 
considered indifference… and the gap between colors foolish arrogance.  
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3.1 Curaçaoan Indian Ancestry 
 

The first inhabitants of Curaçao were the Amerindians, who arrived 
from Northern South America 2500 BC to be followed by the 
Caiquetios Indians (AD 500), who migrated from present day 
Venezuela (Rupert, 2002); they constituted the Curaçaoan Indians, ‘de 
Naturellen’ (Nooyen,1979). The Caiquetios is a tribe that belonged to 
the Arowakan Maipure family who mainly populated the north coast of 
South America. They came originally from the Andes Anawaco tribe. 
Their communities covered approximately 13000 square kilometers 
from the northern coast of Venezuela, including the Península of 
Paraguaná at the Northwestern coast of Venezuela between the 
Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Venezuela, Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire. 
It is interesting to note that the Península of Paraguaná was once an 
island just like Curaҫao, Aruba or Bonaire. Nowadays the former island 
is joined with the continent (Sapozhnikov, 2007). They spoke the 
Caiquetio language, which belongs to the Arowakan family of 
languages (Zonas Indígenas de Paraguaná; Arellano, 1987).  
Hartog (1961) stated that ethnically Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire formed 
part of the mainland of South America. In ‘Zonas Indigenas de 
Paraguaná’ the Caquetíos territory is described as forming an ‘ethnic 
union with the Caiquetios of the coastal line of Falcon (Venezuela) and 
of the Netherlands Antilles’.  
The Indians used to roam the Caribbean seas between the mainland and 
the islands. The communication with Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire was 
customary and when there were problems on the mainland the 
Caiquetios used to look for shelter on the islands or vice versa (Zonas 
Indígenas de Paraguaná). Premdas (1996, p. 15) underlines the shifting 
character of the Indians in the Caribbean stating that unlike the 
“imposing permanent civilization such as constructed by the Incas, 
Aztecs, and Mayas, the Caribbean was the locus of a series of shifting 
small-scale settlements which were therefore easy to dismantle by the 
European intrusion and conquest”. 
The Caribbean Indians had great maritime abilities; ‘en el agua se 
mueven diestramente’, meaning, they move skillfully in water 
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(Casteñanos cited by Felice Cardot, 1973). They maintained a 
networking system among them and efficiently communicated with 
each other over great distances through journeys by canoes (Hofman, 
2008).  
 
The physique of the male Caiquetios was robust and well developed. 
The women were described as beautiful and strong; reason why the 
valley of Vararida (Venezuela) is called the valley of the Dames 
(Arellano, 1987). Castellanos a Spanish poet described the Curaçaoan 
Indian in one of the 18 stanzas dedicated to the ABC islands in his 
colossal epos ‘Eligias de los varones ilustres’(Felice Cardot,1973);“les 
llamaban islas de Gigantes, Gentiles hombres todos los varones; Gente 
de grandes miembro y bien hecha, Son las mujeres por estremo bellas”. 
(They called them islands of the giants. The men were kind and well 
built. The women were extremely beautiful). 
The Caiquetios attached great value to moral qualities such as: 
friendship, generosity, hospitability, respect, obedience and despised 
deception and betrayal. The norms that guided their lives were: do not 
kill someone of the same lineage, be giving, do not rob, do not commit 
adultery, maintain peace and friendship with others and provide food for 
guests (Hulme, 1993; Arellano, 1987; Nooyen 1979; Zonas Indígenas 
de Paraguaná). Michener in his novel ‘The Caribbean’ (cited by Hulme, 
1993), portrayed the Arawaks as one of the most peaceful people in the 
world: “they had no word for war, for none was needed, and they reared 
their children in abounding love... They lived in harmony with their 
small universe, reveling in the abundance and beauty of the island and 
accepting the hurricanes when they roared in to remind them that nature 
was omnipotent, not man” (p.  9). 
An overall appraisal of Hartog (1961, p. 4) of the cultural level of the 
Curaçaoan Indians denoted it as being similar “to the circum-Caribbean 
civilization, with a signature of the high degree of civilization of the 
Andes, but less developed”. The Caiquetio culture was considered 
advanced in comparison to other Indian tribes as they used the language 
of the petroglyphs to express their worries and emotions, they counted 
with their fingers and toes, they measured time through the full moons 
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for the months and read the hours by the movements of the sun and the 
projection of the shadow of their bodies (Zonas Indígenas de 
Paraguaná).  
The Caiquetios were described by Castellanos to have a superb dexterity 
for hunting, fishing and excelled in ball games, especially in throwing 
technique with calabash, and flat stones in the water. Castellanos 
considered peacefulness and an enjoyment of cleanliness as their virtues 
(Hartog 1961).  
Archaeological research (Haviser (1987) cited by Rupert (2002; 
Arellano, 1987) indicates that Curaçao’s Caquetíos, at the time of the 
Spanish conquest, had an organized trade network. They traded in salt, 
tobacco, as well as conch, parrot feathers, shell beads, ornaments and 
stones. Shell beads and pendants were used as money. These trade 
networks apparently developed as far back as 800 AD.   
 
The Curaçaoan Indians were regarded by the Spaniards, as ‘hendenan di 
mas razon i habilidad cu esnan di otro parti’; meaning, people with more 
sense of righteousness and ability than others from elsewhere (Ampiés 
cited by Hoyer, 1934). An abbot, De la Porte describes in “De Nieuwe 
Reiziger, beschryving van de Oude en Nieuwe Wereld, Deel XII, 136ste 
brief" his encounter with Indians of Curaçao. Around the mid sixteenth 
century his ship was struck by a hurricane and landed accidently on 
Curaçao. Some Indians led him to what apparently was a grave; they 
showed him a piece of wood with writings in French; ‘I am a 
Frenchman, from Rennes, Bretagne; through shipwreck I found myself 
on these coasts without knowing how I lost consciousness. The wild of 
this island found me and took excellent care of me. They are very gentle 
people and I have spent twelve years with them without the need to 
leave the island; now I feel that my life is coming to an end, and if a 
traveler may read these words after I have passed away, may they pray 
for my soul. Jean Remi Perrin’ (Brusse, 1882, p. 68). 
All historical sources coincide in indicating the good nature of the 
Caiquetios (Arellano, 1987). The overall perception the Spaniards held 
of the Curaçaoan Indians was that they were ‘cautious but hospitable’, 
‘gentle, benign and obedient’, ‘refined and clean’, ‘open to be baptized 
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and to accept the Catholic teachings’ and ‘amigos de los Españoles’ 
(Rivero, 1729 cited by Arellano, 1987). There were contradictions 
between Federmann and the Dominican Bartolomé De las Casas on how 
the Germans in 1529 perceived the Caiquetios; Federmann found the 
Caiquetios ‘indecent and false’ while De las Casas described them as 
‘gentle’ (Hartog, 1961). Father Schabel a German priest who lived on 
the island at the beginning of the eighteenth century (1704-1713) 
described the Curaçaoan Indian as ‘being of good nature and 
disposition’. 
Hartog (1961) in an effort to understand the nature of the Caiquetios, 
retraced their historical reactions towards the arrival of the Germans in 
Venezuela (1529) and the Dutch in Curaçao (1634) and reached the 
conclusion that the Caiquetios were ‘bad fighters, cowards and sly’, 
since the Caiquetios fled upon the arrival of the Germans in Venezuela 
and the Dutch in Curaçao. In Curaçao, they left the Spaniards to battle 
alone and took refuge in the caves. They tended to avoid open battles 
but seized their opportunity to attack when this presented.  
One could equally argue the non confrontational behavior of the Indians 
by the fact that they had no reason to battle the Dutch alongside the 
Spaniards, who before the Dutch had occupied their land and taken 
away their freedom. The Spaniards may have considered the Indians as 
‘friends of the Españoles’ and the Indians may have received the 
Spaniards with ‘hospitability’ because it was their nature to do so. On 
the other hand to ‘flee’ may also be seen as a way to survive.  
 
Gomera and Férnandez de Ovieda (1978) in Palm (1978) describe that 
the Caribbean Indians expressed episodes from their lives in their songs 
and music ‘en una buena y gentil manera’ (in a good and gentle way). 
The Indians collectively sang ‘cantares’ (songs) about their lives before 
and after the arrival of the Spanish; how the Spanish took their land, 
women and freedom of religion. Their music, songs and dances were 
called ‘areito’. The areito consisted of a big ensemble of music, songs, 
dance and pantomime. The areito performances took place during 
religious and folk events. It was considered the most important way of 
expression of the Caribbean Indians. Palm noted that in that same pre 
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Columbian period, similar events and cultural expressions took place in 
Africa. The instruments used by the Antillean Indians were the 
‘mayohuacan’ a big drum, conch shell, maracas and various sizes of 
flutes made out of animal bones. The mayocan had a sound range of 
over a mile. With the variety of instruments they expressed their 
happiness, sadness and anger (Palm, 1978).  
 
The Caiquetíos of Paraguaná followed the matrilineal system, e.g. the 
kinship was represented by the mother. The natural mother and all her 
sisters were the mothers of all their children. The brothers of the 
biological mother were practically the fathers. The (extended) family 
was considered an important unit with the father as the authority figure.  
The Caiquetíos practiced polygamy; the men could have various 
women, but were not allowed to commit adultery. The Caiquetíos had 
the ‘matrilocalidad’ system, which permitted the men to visit the 
women’s place but not vice versa.  
Tolosa (1546) in a letter to the king of Spain described that the houses 
of the Caiquetios were simple and that they slept in hammocks. The 
hamaca (hammock) was a typical object used by the Caiquetios. The 
hammock was also used as an object for funeral rites. The dead body of 
a cacique was put in a new hammock after a fire ritual. The hammock 
was renewed until the disintegration of the body. The whole tribe came 
together for the final funeral rites that lasted three days. The Spanish 
adopted the use of the hammock on their ships, which proved to be a far 
more hygienic sleeping system than on the floor (Areyano, 1987). 
 
The political organization of the Caiquetíos consisted of the supreme 
authority of the Cacique Manaure, in whom all the military, political, 
administrative, religious and medical power was vested.  The latter 
changed with the coming of the Spaniards in 1499. The ultimate power 
structure was shifted towards the colonizers.  
The Spaniards kept a twofold government on the island, a cacique who 
was officially named and crowned by the Indians, and a Spanish 
‘hofmeier’ like a mayor (Hartog, 1961). The cacique formed part of the 
official Spanish government. Nooyen (1979, (p. 60) noted that the 
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Dutch contrary to the Spaniards hardly showed any kind of respect for 
the political constitution of the Indians and did not give official 
recognition to their caciques. While the Dutch denoted the natives as 
‘Indianen’, they identified themselves as “Caiquetíos, people of the 
Great Manaure”. 
Prior to the Dutch arrival in Curaçao the Dutch West Indian Company 
(WIC) issued a legislative draft in 1629 that stated that the Indians were 
not to be enslaved and that their belongings needed to be respected by 
all members of the W.I.C. Schiltkamp cited by Nooyen (1979) 
mentioned that besides the above statement, the Indians were hardly 
considered in texts of law; they were more or less a forgotten group. 
According to Nooyen the group of Indians was small and too isolated to 
come up for their own rights and laws under the WIC reign. 
The attitudes of the Dutch towards the Indians were of the superiors 
towards the subordinates, people of a lesser rank. West Indian Company 
rules dictated that the Dutch were not to socialize with ‘wilde vrouwen’ 
(wild women, referring to Indians) and ‘zwartinnen’ (black women). 
Christian officials of the W.I.C. were allowed to marry Indian women 
only if they were converted to Christianity (Nooyen, 1979).  
There was a mutual attitude of mistrust between the Indians and the 
Dutch, increased by espionage by the Indians, sent by the Spaniards on 
the mainland. The Indians were often threatened by the Dutch to make 
confessions. But since the Dutch needed the Indians, they tended to go 
‘softer’ on them (Hartog, 1961). 
Governmental instructions determined that the Indians had to be 
redeemed from their “barbarische manieren” (barbaric behavior) and to 
be converted into civilized subjects (Hartog, 1961). The Indians were 
forcefully converted to Roman Catholicism.  
Unlike the Spaniards, who intermingled with the Indians, the Dutch did 
not mingle, unless for sexual pleasure and maintained their separate 
ethnic characters (Nooyen, 1979). Paula (1967) explained the 
Spaniards’ close relations with the Indians by their common religious 
grounds, since they were baptized Catholics by Spanish priests. The 
German priest Schabel wrote a catechism book for the Indians in 
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Curaçao by which it could be deduced that at least a few of the Indians 
could read (Brada, n.y.). 
Contrary to the Spaniards who took the Indians into account as people, 
as a group, the Dutch practically did not show concern for the Indians as 
humans; they were rather interested in them for their work. The Dutch 
were concerned that the Indians complied with their work, purely out of 
practical interest. The work consisted among others in hunting, wood 
chopping, cleaning of wells and horse training (Nooyen, 1979).  
The Dutch individual oriented culture was imposed on the Indian 
collective oriented culture. The collective culture, of which the very 
basic constituents are affiliation, trust, loyalty and strong cohesive in-
group affiliation, was undermined by an individual oriented culture, 
characterized by individualized behavior, accomplishment and power 
(Hofstede, 1994).  
Since the arrival of the Spaniards and the Dutch in Curaçao there has 
been a coming and going of Indians. They were deported by both and 
later came back. This denoted an attitude of resilience and a sense of 
freedom held by the Indians despite the continuous manipulation of both 
the Dutch and Spanish.  
 
The Indians were called in to defend the island during the French attack 
and were repeatedly recruited to locate runaway slaves. Towards the 
eighteenth century the attitudes of the Dutch towards the Indians slowly 
started to change as they incorporated the Indians more into other 
activities. The Indians were trained under Governor Beck to constitute 
an assistant police corps on horses to maintain order in the 18th century. 
The Indians became ‘law abiding’ (Hartog, 1961; Nooyen, 1979), which 
denoted a further process of incorporation of the Indians as a ‘minority’ 
(subordinated) group into the Dutch oriented ‘majority’ (dominant) 
group. Minority – and majority group are here referred to in relation to 
groups’ status and determined by the presence of distinguishing features 
such as discrimination.  
The Indians felt that with the disbandment of the West Indian Company 
(1792) and under the direct government of the Netherlands their social 
economic situation worsened. In 1806 the Indians in Curaçao, Bonaire 
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and Aruba went on strike collectively; they decided not to work for the 
government. They felt entitled to do so as they had the awareness of 
being free citizens. Nooyen (1979) noted, after all that they were not 
slaves. Although the Indians were considered free people under Dutch 
rule, they lived an impoverished existence (Hartog cited by Fouse, 
1984).  
The aforementioned and the accounts of the Spanish priest Caysedo 
from the mid eighteenth century indicate that the Indians went along 
with the changes in the society. They came to Punda and Otrabanda 
regularly to buy and sell their goods; “het waren geen wilden die ergens 
op Curaçao waren blijven wonen” (they were not wild people who 
stayed behind somewhere on the island) (Nooyen, 1979, p. 127).  
In approximately 1900 in the surroundings of the ‘Indian Ranchu’, 
Brievengat and Tras di Seru there was a clay pottery place, where a 
group of women made pottery according to the Indian system. The same 
family involved in clay pottery, supposedly from Indian descent, used to 
also make chairs and wooden bowls, which were sold on the 
marketplace in exchange for flour and rice (Nooyen, 1979). Juliana 
(1981) in ‘Wazu riba rondu’ relates of an ‘Indian like’ woman called 
Rebecca of the early twentieth century. She was engaged in what was 
considered the ‘lowest’ of jobs, which was to collect human waste from 
door to door in Otrobanda and Punda to be dumped at Marichi, since 
many houses did not have toilets. When the colonial government 
introduced hygiene trucks, these became popularly known as ‘the 
Rebeccas’. The Dutchman who was head of the Hygiene Service drove 
‘the Rebecca’ himself and had an assistant to help him out; he was 
commonly called ‘the waste inspector’.  
Nooyen (1979), who studied the existence of the Indians over the period 
1499 till 1895 on the ABC islands (Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao), was 
surprised to learn how many Curaçaoans still treasured stories of their 
Indian ancestors well into the 20th century. Estevez (2002), finds it 
curious that people on the smaller Caribbean islands held by the English 
or Dutch, readily accept their Indian ancestry, while on the larger 
Caribbean islands where ‘survival was more easily attainable,’ he 
encountered a strong denial of the Taíno heritage.  
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This phenomenon can be understood by the social cultural discrepancies 
and values attached to being Spanish or Indian in Hispanic countries. 
Research on Colombian history denoted that as the character and value 
system of the nation was formed, so were the ‘notions of color, class, 
and culture’. Being white was synonymous to belonging to the high 
class, while being black and or Indian meant just the opposite, hence, 
the self-identification of the mulattos and mestizos as Spanish 
(Colombia Historical Development, 1998). Tajfel (1981) found a high 
correlation between people's group identification and the integration of 
group membership into their self-concepts and the need for a positive 
self-image.  
The above also explains the identification with the Indian ancestors on 
the ABC islands where a large part of the islands’ population is black 
(not in Aruba), where notion of color and class are vivid and where 
great value is given to physical attributes, hence the identification with 
the Indian with straight hair and a lighter complexion.  
Another valid explanation would be an ‘intuitive identification’, a 
nostalgic recalling of past memories, at an individual level and free of 
collective ascriptions.  
 
The Indian identity within the island’s population of 1790 was gradually 
fading. Official governmental papers no longer registered the Indians as 
‘Indian’, but as Curaçaoan. Reports of the West Indian Company (WIC) 
on the population of Curaçao stated that there were a few decrepit 
Indians left on the island; Hering (1779) in Nooyen (1979), summed up 
in his book about the various ethnic groups on the island –‘Dutch 
(majority), Germans (some), Jews (quite some), Spaniards and French 
(not steady on the island), free blacks, free mulattos and slaves - but 
completely ignored the presence of the Indians. The Indians appeared to 
be a forgotten group. Baptism books however, kept registering children 
born of Indian parents as ‘Indian’. Nooyen (1979) strongly argued the 
number of Indians on the island, since baptism lists of 1774 through 
1780 indicated the presence of quite a few young Indians in Curaçao. 
Brada on the writings of Pater Schabel, S.J. 1704-1713, commented 
villages of Indians could not have disappeared out of the blue, which 
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suggest that they may have gone into hiding. Kicza, in lectures at the 
Mind Extension University related that the Amerindians knew their 
terrain and went into hiding, which made it difficult for the colonizers to 
take them captive. 
Nooyen (1979), furthermore argued that soon after the emancipation of 
the slaves, Curaçaoan merchants started bringing Indian children from 
Guajira to Curaçao, which suggested an increase in the Indian 
population. Baptism registry books from among others Santa Ana, Santa 
Rosa and Pietermaai (parishes on the island) revealed baptism of these 
Guajiran children. The trade lasted from 1864 till 1895 with an average 
of one child per month. The children were ‘adopted’ by well to do 
families, as ‘yu di kriansa’ (foster child), who were destined to help out 
in the households. Civil registration certificates of these Guajiran 
children indicate that when the family name was unknown, the first 
name became the surname. 
Nooyen (1979) further wrote that although the number of Indians could 
fill a village, they were ‘officially’ non- existent in the community; 
‘they lost their identity as Indians; they have merged into the Curaçaoan 
population’. Brenneker in ‘Sambumbu 3’, cited by Nooyen (1979), tells 
the story of the first born child of an African father and an Indian 
mother. The song went: “Jucan a pari gene, de Indiaanse heeft een 
zwarte gebaard, nu zijn wij allen broeders” (translated: the Indian has 
given birth to a black child, now we are all brothers). The latter not only 
illustrated ethnic awareness of the Indian and the African group, but 
indicated a receptive attitude between both cultures as well.  
The above suggests an assimilation process of the Indians within the 
larger black community of similar social ranking. The Indians and the 
Africans were absorbed into one group.  
A similar process was observed all over the Americas. Like Nooyen 
(1979), many others questioned writings about the extinction of the 
Amerindians. Brown (1992) on the Amerindians and African in the 
United States wrote ‘they amalgamated to the degree that it was difficult 
to distinguish the populations’.  
The blending of the Indians into the larger community may well have 
been a survival skill. Ferbel (2004) on the Taíno Indians in Santo 
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Domingo related, ‘una estrategia para sobrevivir es la invisibilidad’ 
(translated, a strategy to survive is to become invisible). He wrote, ‘The 
Taíno Indians did not show their identity to be able to survive in their 
new situations. They shared culture and blood to build their own 
communities’ and ‘la historia de la extinción Taína nunca ha sido 
verdadera’ (the history of the extinction of the Taína has never been 
true).  
Brown (1992) on Amerindian and Blacks stated that “relations between 
the two groups has been obscured and neglected because of the 
emphasis placed upon the Euro-American experience”. He further 
highlighted the fact that throughout the Americas African-Amerindian 
relations provided the basis for the ‘re-peopling’ of the Americas. He 
explained the strategy of the Europeans to divide and rule in order to 
keep the two groups from joining forces. Another strategy was to 
foment tensions between Africans and Amerindians. These furtive 
maneuvers were also the case in Curaçao as illustrated by Nooyen 
(1979) in the chapter on the involvement of the Indians during the slave 
uprising near ‘Ceru Bientu’. Each group was used against one another to 
achieve some sense of security and political advantage. Brown shares 
with many others the opinion that the Indian has not disappeared from 
the land, but is now part of the Negro population.  
Recent research (Martinez Cruzado, 2000) on genetics, to determine the 
continental origin of the mtDNA of Puerto Ricans (300 samples) 
identified 62% as Ameridians, 30 % as African blacks and 8% as 
Caucasians. Scientists are tracing ancestry with mtDNA which stands 
for human mitochondrial DNA (NOVA on line/Tracing Ancestry). The 
results cast doubt on the notion that the Taíno disappeared by the end of 
the sixteenth century. Similar results were found in Belén, Brazil. 
 
The legacy of the Curaçaoan Indians is exemplified by their historical 
cultural bond with the family on the mainland and other Caribbean 
islands, matrilineal system, group oriented culture, resilience, 
endurance, agility, dexterity in ball games and throwing technique, 
hospitability, cleanliness, good disposition and maritime abilities. The 
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development of trading abilities that formed part of the Indian’s 
existence on the island was cut short.  
The Indian’s shifting mode of life has for the longest time been 
represented by the Venezuelan sailors, many from Indian descent, who 
bring merchandise from the Venezuelan coast to Curaçao. They form 
the floating market in Curaçao and in which case the wife and children 
are left behind for approximately two months (Kaufman, 2003). 
Added to the inheritance of the basic nature of the Curaçaoan Indians, 
are the psychological repercussions of colonization. Study done on the 
impact of colonization on the indigenous people in the Americas 
(Universidad de Antioquia, 2006), revealed that loss of land, poverty, 
acculturation and racial discrimination weakened the mental health of 
the Indians generating anxiety, depression and alcohol abuse.  
Espionage practices were repeatedly imposed by the Spaniards and the 
Dutch on the Curaçaoan Indians. Research in this field denotes a 
destructive effect on the sense of trust and betrayal (Sarbin, 1994).  
Furthermore, the many years of child abduction from Guajira to 
Curaçao must have left their toll on these children. Studies on the 
impact of abduction reveal psychological repercussions well into 
adulthood.  
Throughout three centuries well into the eighteenth century the Indians 
managed to maintain their identity. They endured colonization of the 
Spanish and Dutch. They were deported and later came back, they 
endured. They may not have been confrontational, but they survived. 
They knew their land and managed according to their capacities to 
preserve their freedom, but alas not their identity. As alien domineering 
traits (Europeans) were diffused into the Curaçaoan society, the Indians 
assimilated within the broader multiethnic society, Facets of their being 
and language still live forth; especially in names in Papiamentu of 
plants, animals, places and natural phenomena (Nooyen, 1979; Van 
Buurt and Joubert, 1997; Fouse, 1984).  
Joubert and Van Buurt (1997) in ‘Voices of the past’ together with 
Lauffer in ‘Di Nos’ pay homage to the Indian heritage citing, “Tin 
hende ku a bisa ku nos tin un sneif di kultura Indjan”. “Ta parse ku e 
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sneif ta un tutumba yen” (Some say that we have a touch of the Indian 
culture; that touch though appears to be a full calabash). 

3.2 Hispanic Ancestry 

The first Spanish ship landed at Curaçao in 1499 on the 26th of July 
under the command of Alonso de Ojeda, accompanied by Juan de la 
Cosa and Americo Vespucci. The harbor bay was called after Saint 
Anna, whose Patron day is commemorated on the day of the Spanish 
arrival. The Spaniards occupied Curaçao during the next century and a 
half, from 1499 to 1634. They actually passed via Bonaire before 
reaching Curaçao and were amazed at the sight of the strong physique 
of the Indians, reason why they dubbed Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao 
(ABC islands) ‘Islas de los Gigantes’, meaning ‘Islands of the Giants’.  
The ABC islands were not of much value to them. Since there was no 
gold, they were considered ‘islas inútiles’, worthless islands. The 
islands were governed from Hispañola and were pretty much left on 
their own (Römer, 1998).  
The ultimate aim of the Spaniards was to acquire gold and to 
accumulate riches. During the years 1513 to 1540 the Spaniards took 
about two thousand Indians from Curaçao to Santo Domingo for mine 
labor. In general, the Indians proved to be physically inapt for the 
arduous work and died in great numbers (McLean, 1999). The death rate 
was excessively high. Salmoral (1982) referred to Santo Domingo, 
under the first century of Spanish rule, “isla que no solo consumió a sus 
propios habitantes, sino también a gran parte de los de las islas vecinas”, 
(meaning, an island that not only consumed its own inhabitants, but also 
great part of neighboring inhabitants). The maltreatment of the Spanish 
towards the Indians in Hispañola was in blunt terms, flat out inhumane. 
Bartolomé de las Casas (1474–1566), a 16th century Spanish priest, who 
became the most fervent defender of Indians throughout the Americas, 
detailed the abuse of the Spaniards towards the Indians in his work 
‘Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies’, “…their reason for 
killing and destroying such an infinite number of souls …to swell 
themselves with riches in a very brief time and thus rise to a high estate 
disproportionate to their merits. It should be kept in mind that their 
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insatiable greed and ambition, the greatest ever seen in the world, is the 
cause of their villainies. …the native people so meek and patient, so 
easy to subject, that our Spaniards have no more consideration for them 
than beasts. And I say this from my own knowledge of the acts I 
witnessed. But I should not say "than beasts" for, thanks be to God, they 
have treated beasts with some respect; I should say instead like 
excrement on the public squares. And thus they have deprived the 
Indians of their lives and souls” (las Casas, 1542). The Bonairean born 
Debrot (1902-1981†), previous Governor of the Netherlands Antilles 
(1962-1972) challenged the European assumption of spiritual, racial and 
moral superiority in the colonized countries in his last novel ‘De 
Vervolgden’ (Persecuted); in which he moved back to the sixteenth 
century confrontation of the Spanish and the Caiquetíos and questioned 
the validity of European laws and ways on the islands (Van Neck-
Yoder, 1986). Father Josepa (1971) describes in his work 
‘Bartholomaeus de Las Casas: Advocaat der Indianen’ (Advocate of the 
Indians) how Las Casas defended his standpoint in court that the Indian 
is not a natural slave, since they have an organized political and social 
life and are perfectly capable to govern their lives. Josepa underlines the 
broader perspective of Las Casas’ pleas, which is the battle for human 
rights. 
 
Juan de Ampiés (or Ampués) got permission from Diego Colon, who 
occupied a vice royal position in Hispaniola, to repopulate Curaçao. He 
became factor (royal governmental official) of the ABC islands. He was 
known to be sympathetic to the Caiquetíos.  
The Indians in Santo Domingo are of the Taíno clan.  Many Indians 
were taken back to Curaçao in 1540 (Nooyen, 1979). The latter suggests 
that the Taíno Indians have also been present in Curaçao. Alvarado 
(1921) in his ‘Glosario de voces Indígenas de Venezuela’ (Glossary of 
Indigeneous Voiced of Venezuela) cited by (Nooyen, 1979) mentioned 
words that were used in Venezuela and on the ABC islands that had 
African and Hispanic Taïno Indian roots (from Sto. Domingo and /or 
Puerto Rico); a few are: datu (type of cactus), dividivi (leguminous 
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tree), pita (century plant), tuturutu (plant: peacock’s tail), cabuya (rope), 
makuto (basket), hamaka (hammock) and yòrki (jerky).  
Ampiés provided the Indians with animals such as sheep, goats, cows, 
mules and horses (Daal & Schouten 1988). The Spaniards were very 
successful in the raising of cattle. These were raised for their skins, 
which were cured by tanning with pods from the divi divi tree. These 
skins were exported in fairly high numbers for that time (Rupert, 2002).  
Ampiés prohibited further slave raids by the ‘indieros’ (merchants in 
Indians) on the ABC islands. Goslinga described Ampiés as ‘el indiero 
pacífico’ (peaceful Indian dealer), since he traded in slaves but instead 
treated the Indians well (Hartog, 1961). Curaçao was used as an Indian 
trade post. These Indians were captured elsewhere and brought to the 
island before being sent on to Hispañola. It is interesting that Curaçao 
was to play the same role in the transshipment of enslaved Africans 
almost two hundred years later under the Dutch (Rupert, 2002), wherein 
the Spanish colonies constituted the main marketing outlet (Emmer, 
2006).  
The ABC islands were awarded to Ampies for life. After his death the 
three islands passed to his daughter Maria (Beatriz) and his son in law 
Bejarano, who actually lived in Curaçao. Bejarano alternated his stay in 
Curaçao with visits to Coro, Venezuela. He was called ‘el señor de 
Curazao’ (the gentleman from Curaçao). Bejarano left the island after 
the death of their son (Felice Cardot, 1973).  
Hartog (1961) relates of the mainland Indians who were aware of the 
good treatment of Ampiés towards the Indians in Curaçao. 
Consequently, many Indians fled from the mainland to Curaçao in the 
years 1529-1546 to escape the cruel treatment of the German 
administration in Coro. In 1528 mainland Venezuela was leased to the 
German Banking House of Welser in Spanish Velzare (Marley, 1998). 
Many Indian villages emerged on the island; Santa Barbara was the 
center of government at that time under Spanish rule.  
The value of Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire was apparently due to their 
vicinity to the mainland (Daal & Schouten, 1988). The Spaniards on 
Curaçao maintained close relations with other Spanish settlements on 
the northern coast of the mainland (Rupert, 2002). The Spanish 
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influence was from the onset characterized by the island’s relation with 
the Latin Caribbean region and the Curaçaoan Indian population, whose 
habitat included the north eastern coastline of Venezuela. The natives 
constituted the common factor, the human link between the mainland, 
Curaçao and Hispañola. Their mobile character and shared membership 
to the Arowac family maintained the bond between the natives of the 
Latin Caribbean area.  
Religion and viable negotiations went hand in hand. Since the 
seventeenth century the mainland and the islands carried on trade and 
during this era negotiations were common. Tardieu (2008) related of a 
fishermen project issued in 1539, for which the crown recommended the 
bishop of Venezuela to recruit Indians of the ABC islands, since the 
‘Lucayos Indians’ of the mainland were diminishing in number. The 
request was turned down by Ampiés.  Bejarano also opposed the idea, 
but suggested the incorporation of Indians around the lake of 
Maracaibo. In turn he promised to make arrangements for their 
conversion to Christianity and to pay them for their work.  
 
Fajardo, (2007) referred to the ecclesiastic and civil historical link 
between Coro, Venezuela and Curaçao. In relation to the latter he cites 
the works of Felice Cardot, ‘la evangelización de Curazao atravez de 
Venezuela’, ‘Curazao Híspanico’ and the work of Gonzalez Batista 
‘Antillas y Tierra Firme’. Rupert in Jaffari (2007) cites Felice Cardot’s 
(1982) and Goslinga’s (1985) writings about Catholic priests who 
combined priesthood duties with commerce; the clerics traded in a 
variety of merchandise, including slaves. Curaçao was subordinated to 
the ecclesiastical law of the Diocese of Coro and was under jurisdiction 
of the ‘Audiencia’ (royal governing body) of Santo Domingo, at the 
time of the Dutch take over (Römer, 1998; Lampe, 2001). In 1580, the 
Spanish Dominican order Manuel Martinez de Mazanilo (January 1592†) 
was appointed Bishop of Coro, Venezuela. On November nineteenth of 
1581, he took his diocese and signed the official documents as 'Bishop 
of Venezuela and the islands Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire'. The Spanish 
priests continued their work into the eighteenth century operating out of 
the mainland. They laid the foundation for the Catholic Dutch 
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missionaries to continue their work in the face of the opposition of the 
Dutch (Frowley, 1984). The Dutch West-Indian Company forbade, 
under severe penalties, the practice of the Catholic religion, under the 
placards of the States General of the Dutch Government (Plakaten der 
Staten-Generaal). This ban was repeated in 1635, 1661 and 1703, but 
since many Venezuelans settled on Curaçao, they introduced 
Venezuelan priests (Marcha, 2009). Lampe, (2001) underlined the 
survival of Catholicism on the island due to the receptiveness of the 
Indians, who allowed Christianity to be integrated into the popular 
belief of the island. The Blacks and Mulattos had a marked preference 
for the Spanish priests. This caused sentiments of dissatisfaction within 
the Dutch Roman Catholic Church and led to competition between 
Dutch and Spanish Church authorities in the late eighteenth century. 
Upon arrival of Dutch priests, the Bishop of Caracas claimed religious 
authority in Curaçao and petitioned the ecclesiastic authorities the right 
of appointment of the island's priests with the justification to solve the 
language problems between the Dutch priests and the non- white 
Catholics. Klooster (1994) sees the decision in 1776 of the Dutch of the 
Franciscan Order to preach in Papiamento, “as a Dutch bid to gain the 
confidence of the faithful Blacks and Mulattos”. Spanish priests, 
however, continued to arrive. In the 20th century prayer books in 
Spanish were still very much in use. 
Fouse (1984) identified two early significant items of influence the 
Spanish had on the islanders, which were the presence and work of the 
Catholic Church and the influence of Spanish on Papiamentu (native 
language of the island). Its importance within the Curaçaoan community 
has shifted over time, according to internal and external developments. 
Father Schabel related that there were quite some Indians who spoke 
Spanish at the arrival of the Dutch (Hartog, 1961; Nooyen, 1979). 
Klooster (1994) also placed a distinct link between latinization of the 
island’s population with the work of the Spanish Catholic priests.  
One is not surprised by the fact that one hundred and fifty years of 
Spanish domination does suggest a certain degree of cultural 
interchange. Taking into account the strong imposition of the Spanish 
language on the colonized countries, Spanish must have been besides 
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religion, one of the first influential aspects to be adopted by the Indians. 
Morillo-Alicea (2009) related that ‘the link between the pretense of 
linguistic comprehension and violent conquest is present in the ritual 
‘the Requirement’, unique to Spanish colonialism, during which the act 
of colonization was read aloud in the original Castilian to the natives’. 
Father Josepa (1971, p. 22) explains the ‘Requerimiento’ as, “een 
rechtvaardiging zijn van het binnendringen van de Spanjaarden in de 
Nieuwe wereld” (a justification of the Spaniards’ conquest on the New 
World). The ‘Requerimiento act’ served as justification for the 
penetration of the Spaniards in the New World, as well as for the 
committed abuses by the conquistadores towards the Indians and as a 
soother for the Spanish Kingdom.  
The use of the Spanish language increased in 1821 when numerous 
political refugees sought exile in Curaçao, following a pattern earlier 
observed with the Indians. When there was trouble in the mainland they 
looked for shelter in Curaçao. In the view of so many Venezuelans, 
Statius Muller and Neumann published in 1839 ‘Spaansche 
Spraakkunst’ (Spanish Grammer) for the Dutch (Arnold, 2001). A 
group of Sephardic Jews fled from Coro, Venezuela to establish on the 
island in 1855, strengthening as such the islands Latin component 
(Rutgers, 1996). Until the First World War at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, there were many private schools in Curaçao that used 
Spanish as the language of instruction: namely El Neerlandia, Colegio 
Vargas, Colegio Santo Tomás, Colegio Smith, Colegio Concordia, 
Colegio Curaçao, Colegio Sedestrom, Colegio Villavicencio and 
Colegio Colonial and the boarding school ‘Welgelegen’ for girls at 
Habaai. Colegio Santo Tomás was founded around 1884 by John M. de 
Pool, the uncle of John de Pool, author of ‘Del Curazao que se va’. De 
Pool (1935) proudly mentioned the fact that he was the first student to 
be enrolled. Many Latin Americans joined Colegio Santo Tomas, which 
later became a public school. John de Pool (1935) mentions a prominent 
figure of that period, by the name of José Natividad Malo, who not only 
stood out in the field of education and journalism, but who was the first 
to open a school for former slave children and an evening school for 
free black adults. His school was known as ‘School di Civilizadó’. The 
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noble work encountered adverse social prejudices, since classes were 
given ‘to sons of slaves and the masters of yesterday’ in a shared room. 
Besides, Malo was an agnostic, which was not well received by the 
Catholic Church; he was a fighter for what he believed, and it was there 
that Malo and the church found common ground in that they fought for 
common ideals among the under-privileged. Even after his death his 
battles for what he stood for were continued by his disciples, who 
bearing witness to his memory, put an inscription on his grave that read: 
“El trabajo, la libertad y la Ciencia, Trinidad augusta de la única 
religion redentora, son el Dios a quien rindió tributo” (work, liberty and 
science, the majestic trinity of the only redeeming religion, constitute 
the God to whom he rendered honor). The directors of the Protestant 
cemetery objected to the writing, but had no legal right to remove it. 
The problem was solved by secluding the grave with a wall. Years after 
his death, his son arrived in Curaçao and agreed to bring down the wall 
and to remove the inscription (De Pool, 1935). 
 
The commercial links with the Hispanic neighbors has strengthened 
cultural ties and made Spanish one of the most important languages of 
the Leeward Dutch Islands (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 
1985). It was through these commercial relations that Luis Brion got 
involved with Simón Bolivar. Simon Bolivar, Luis Brion and Carlos 
Manuel Piar, prominent political figures in the battle for independence 
of ‘El Gran Colombia’ (what later became Colombia, Ecuador and 
Venezuela), represent the link between Hispañola, Curaçao and 
Venezuela. The commercial triangle Haiti (including Santo Domingo 
under Haitian rule), Curaçao and Venezuela in which Brion did 
business, constituted at the same time a powerful channel for 
transmission of ideas and for the revolutionary process within the 
Caribbean. Phillipus Lodovicus Brion, of Belgian ancestry, was born on 
July 6th, 1782 in Curaçao and died on the island on September 27th, 
1821. He dedicated his life to fight for freedom; first in the Netherlands 
(Bataafse Jagers), then in his birthplace Curaçao (English Invasion at 
Fort Beekenburg) and then in Venezuela and Colombia. Brion and Piar 
were both born in Otrabanda. Sixty years after his death, his remains 
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were ceded to Venezuela, on request of the Venezuelan government and 
placed in the Panteón Nacional. Bolívar appointed Brion for his merits 
‘Grand Admiral of Gran Colombia’, (Palacios, 1983) and named him 
‘Protector de América’ (Protector of America) and ‘El mas liberal de los 
hombres’ (The most liberal among men) (De Pool, 1935).  
Manuel Carlos Piar was born in 1778 in Curaçao and executed in 1817 
in Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela. Brion and Piar are the only non-
Venezuelans, with statues in their honor on Avenida de los Proceres in 
Caracas, Venezuela (Palacios, 1983; Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse 
Antillen, 1985). Brión and Piar stood for independence, as they stood 
for equal rights for people of color. They opted for the struggle for 
liberation of all people in the region On an occasion when Admiral 
Pedro Luis Brion visited the island on board of a Venezuelan warship, 
he was denied permission by the Dutch authority to go ashore. He was 
told that he could go on land as a civilian but not as a military, probably 
fearing that he would incite the slaves for actions for liberation 
(Godfried, 2006).  
 
Curaçao has been temporarily a home for several exiles among others, 
Simón Bolivar during 1811-1812, a period when the island was under 
English rule. Bolivar lived in a house called ‘Plezierhuis’ on the Motet 
Hill at Otrabanda, from where he used to stroll with his walking stick to 
his sisters’ (Juana and Maria Antonia) house ‘the Octagon’ in Penstraat. 
The house (Plezierhuis) was demolished and a new house built on that 
spot by the Martijn family and was named ‘Quinta Bolivar’ (De Pool, 
1935). In 1844 Curaçao was also home to Juan Pablo Duarte, who 
fought for the independence of Santo Domingo from Haitian rule 
(Palacios, 1983).  
‘Centro Bolivar y Bello’, a cultural center was founded in both, Curaçao 
and Aruba as a cultural link between Venezuela and The Netherlands 
Antilles. The center forms part of the Venezuelan Educational Ministry 
with an interdependent relation with the Department of Foreign Affairs 
in Curaçao (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 1985). 
Römer, (1998) underlined the role of commerce in the interflow of 
people between the mainland and Curaçao, and the consecutive Latin 
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cultural influence on the island’s population. Marriages between 
Curaçaoans and Venezuelans were very common and these Venezuelans 
tended to adopt the social patterns of the group they married in. Those 
Hispanics who married into the Protestant group were referred to as 
Protestants (Heiligers, 2001). 
The exiles were of great influence on the cultural life of the Curaçaoan. 
‘El Anunciador’ (l908), ‘Civilizado’ and ‘Notas y Letras (1886-1888) 
were all newspapers that emerged at that time and played a key role in 
enhancing the cultural process. Notas y Letras was internationally 
known in Latin America and Europe. The establishment of the publisher 
Bethencourt and the literary production reinforced the use of the 
Spanish language, although there were publications in English, French, 
Papiamentu and Dutch (Rutgers, 1996). De Pool (1935) mentioned that 
the advertising skills of Bethencourt reflected ingenuity and thorough 
knowledge of the unconventional behavior, which was characteristic of 
the island. He cites an advertisement in the first edition of Civilizadó, 
which in a creative way drew a parallel between the enlightening work 
of the newspaper and the lamps Bethencourt was selling; it had the title 
“Luz di Civilizadó i luz di Sjon Bethencourt”; “Mees kos koe Civilizadó 
ta destina pa plama luz di civilización, pakoes di Sjon Bethencourt 
tambe ta destiná pa plama luz artificial …e tin tur sorto di lampi…” (p. 
192) (Like Civilizadó is destined to spread light of civilization, the store 
of Sjon Bethencourt is also destined to spread artificial light …it has all 
kind of lamps). The diary of Bethencourt is housed in the island’s 
Central Historical Archive and the Biblioteca Nacional of Caracas has a 
six volume catalogue of the works that Bethencourt printed during the 
years in Curaçao (Rheinberger in Arnold, 1992). 
Another contributing factor of the Latin influence on the Curaçaoan 
society were the Venezuelan radio and television programs that at first 
had high ratings and later went down with the introduction of cable 
networks in the twentieth century. The ‘telenovelas’, (soaps) and photo 
novels ‘Corín Tellados’ (by María del Socorro Tellado López 1927-
2009, Asturias, Spain) was warmly received within numerous 
households. Tellado was listed in the Guiness World Record books in 
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the 1994 for having sold the most books written in Spanish (Corin 
Tellado website).  
It was still customary in the beginning of the twentieth century that 
speeches and announcements at ceremonies, such as weddings, baptism 
and burials were conducted in Spanish.  
Brusse (1882) in relation to the intensive use of the Spanish language on 
the island and the consequent need of Spanish in schools in addition to 
Dutch raised the question “…zoude de hier zoo noodige Spaanche taal 
ook niet tegelykertyd onderwezen kunnen worden?” (Should not the 
here so needed Spanish language be taught parallel to Dutch?). For 
many years Spanish was taught in elementary and higher education 
(Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 1985). Where for quite 
some time Spanish, Dutch, French and English were mandatory in high 
school, in the present, students get to choose an educational package in 
which often Spanish is not included, leaving a void in their multilingual 
and multicultural formation, while international tendencies indicate an 
intensified need for multilingualism. ‘CNN en Español’ (May 18th, 
2010) reports that the 100 biggest businesses in the U.S. show 
preference for hiring persons with proficiency in English, Spanish, 
Portuguese and Mandarin. Commercial entities in Latin America are 
following the same trend in the view of increased globalization and the 
prominence of Brazil and China on the international market.  
 
With the establishment of the Shell Oil Company in 1915, many 
workers were attracted; most of the Hispanics came from Venezuela and 
Colombia. They were assigned a living section in Suffisant. This group 
referred to their neighborhood as ‘La Villa Suffisantina’. The Hispanics 
used to celebrate the Independence date of their country of origin, viz.: 
20 de Julio, Colombia and 5 de Julio, Venezuela. On these solemn 
events the respective consuls paid visits to ‘Suffisantdorp’. They 
adapted to their new homeland, but maintained an active link with their 
country of origin (De Passaat, 1959).  
 Gomes Casseres in “Punda Punda” described the transition from 
Spanish to Dutch in 1929 as, “de ‘ontSpaansing en de’verHollandsing” 
(a process of becoming less Spanish and more Dutch). Spanish words 
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that were common such as e.g. ‘regalo’ became ‘cadeau’. He 
distinguished four types of Punda customers: locals, Isla workers (e.g. 
Spanish, English), Isla Dutch employees and tourists. The store 
personnel had to be proficient in at least four languages.  The next story 
illustrates the at times complex and ‘amusing’ side of the language 
issue. “Once a ‘Hollandse Isla Mevrouw’ (Dutch Isla lady) came into 
the store and asked for ‘Mariakaakjes’ (cookie brand). The very 
experienced store employee rushed to the back and came back with an 
‘au bain Marie koker’ (au bain Marie cooker). The lady, perplexed, said 
‘I asked you for Mariakaakjes (Maria cookies), you know, ‘biscuits’.  
The employee upon hearing ‘biscuit’ went to the back and got a 
container of ‘Verkade Marie’ biscuits. As soon as the customer left, the 
employee commented “what is that now, calling a nice ‘buskuchi dushi’ 
(cookie) a kakje (shit)” (Gomes Casseres, 2004, p.  33). 
 
Hispanic actors, artists and musicians form a huge part of Curaçaoan 
life. Edgar Palm (1978) mentioned the prominent Venezuelan exiles 
(some are: Fransisco de Miranda, Felipe Larazábal, Agustín 
Bethencourt), who gave a new impulse to the musical life in Curaçao. 
Through them, local musicians came in contact with the Hispanic music 
and that of other European composers.  
De Jong (2003) highlights the influence of Cuban music such as the 
guaracha and bolero at comeback parties and the guayabera shirts. The 
Mariachi music is enjoyed very much on the island. In 1957 Tony 
Aguilar y sus Mariachis performed in ‘El Teatro Suffisantdorp’ and 
were well received (de Passaat, 1957). ‘La Casa Dominicana’ was host 
to the Dominican soprano Violeta Stephens in 1958. La Sociedad 
Bolivariana and The Pro Arte Association sponsored a recital of Berta 
Singerman from Argentina, at Teatro Roxy in 1950.  
Aguinaldos, villancicos and gaitas (means: to be danced) performed by 
groups all around the island have become a Christmas tradition in 
Curaçao. The villancicos are religious songs, while the aguinaldos have 
more ‘popular’ themes. These genres originated in Spain around the 
fifteenth century and were adopted by Venezuelans after which they 
found their way to the island. They are played with musical instruments 
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such as: drum, furruco, tambourine, cuatro (a kind of guitar), maracas, 
and guitar that also found their way to the island.  
The more recent contagious sound of bachata (called the ‘music of 
bitterness’); a musical genre that developed in the rural part of Santo 
Domingo is heard all over the island. It was considered the music of the 
lower-class. The well known Juan Luis Guerra uplifted the genre to the 
world status it has today. 
The wide gamut of Latin music and dances are part of the islands’ life. 
Dance classes vary from the slow bolero to the bachata, merengue, 
salsa, montuno, zouk, danza, carioca, rumba and joropo improvisations 
(Dance Workshops on Curaçao, 2009). 
The Hispanic culture spread roots in the Curaçaoan society in a variety 
of ways, through religion, language, literature, music, food, and festive 
events. Christmas, being a religious event, represents a key element of 
the Hispanic culture. De Pool (1935) relates about the Christmas 
celebrations, with houses with wide open doors, people visiting each 
other, the hospitality, the ayacas and the music. Jews also participated in 
the Christmas celebration by visiting their Christian friends. De Pool 
relates to the gathering explaining, “los grupos se formaban segun las 
simpatías y amistades” (birds of a feather flock together), referring to 
intergroup relations, but according to the classes to which they 
belonged. De Pool wrote from the white Protestant-Hispanic elite 
perspective and formed part of the first or second post slavery 
generations, which suggests that attitudes were formed according to a 
strongly white biased class society; although his accounts went beyond 
racial and class borders. 
Accounts of the Shell Refinery Hispanic workers, on Christmas 
holidays, included traditions like, attending mass ‘misa de Gallo’ at 12 
o’clock midnight on Christmas Eve, putting on ‘Sunday clothes’ to 
welcome Christmas and New Year with a great deal of joy and 
enthusiasm, putting up the Christmas tree and partying. Traditional 
Hispanic Christmas celebration includes among others, the ‘Noche 
Buena’ (Christmas Eve celebration) with family gatherings and 
Christmas dinner after midnight. The traditional holiday meal in 
Venezuela consists among others of ‘hayacas’, which is a cornmeal 
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dough wrap with chicken, capers, olives, raisins and prunes within 
plantain leaves and the pan de jamón (ham bread). Many homes in 
Venezuela put up Christmas trees and a Nativity display (pesebre). 
According to Hispanic traditions, children receive gifts on Christmas 
Eve (from the Child Jesus) and on January 6th, on Epiphany 
(manifestation of Jesus to the gentiles) from the ‘Three Wise Men’ 
(Dictionay.com, 2010). An article about Christmas celebration among 
Hispanic Shell workers (De Passaat, 1959) reads like this, “en la villa 
Suffisantina …los clubs de las distintas colonias lucían sus tradicionales 
árboles de Navidad.., lo mismo que las casa de sus habitantes. Hubo 
baile en el Club Surinameo, en el Inglés, en la sala de recreación y 
también en el de Rif…auspiciados por la Compañia, para deleite y gozo 
de sus obreros”. (In Suffisant village…clubs and houses of the various 
colonies had the traditional Christmas trees. There was dancing in the 
Surinamese and British clubs, in the recreation hall and also at 
Rif…sponsored by the Company to the delight and joy of the workers). 
The various ethnic groups working for the refinery had their own social 
club, but felt free to celebrate the holidays with other clubs. The latter 
description concerns worker class immigrants in the mid twentieth 
century, living together and sharing with various ethnic groups in a 
neighborhood assigned by the Refinery. The heterogeneous 
‘Suffisantdorp’ setting suggests a priori flexible attitudes and a high 
acculturation rate within groups, as well as an increased ethnic 
awareness and - understanding (Tucker 1978). 
Being the Patron Saint of Suffisant ‘Virgen de Fátima’ (Patron of the 
Portuguese), her feast day is extensively celebrated on 13th of May by 
the inhabitants of Suffisant. A typical religious event is ‘La quema de 
Judas’, meaning ‘the burning of Judas’, an Easter-time ritual, celebrated 
yearly on the night of Easter Sunday. The Venezuelans used to organize 
this event in Suffisantdorp (Passaat, 1958). Juliana in ‘Wazu riba 
Rondu’ relates of a similar happening from his childhood, popularly 
called, ‘bati Huda’. A doll is made out of pieces of cloth and paper and a 
rope is attached around its neck. A group of children with sticks in their 
hands would hit the doll in turns while dragging it through the streets 
from Monteverde to Pietermaai, yelling how they punished the traitor. 
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The ‘bati Huda’ is apparently an old custom, as evidenced in the article 
in ‘La Union’ by W. Buttner (1963) cited by Juliana (1981), which 
narrated an occurrence that took place in 1682 in relation to ‘Judas’ at 
the dockyard in the Saint Anna Bay. Seamen on a ship that transported 
slaves were hitting a doll with the appearance of Rabbi Pardo, 
seemingly to tease the Jews. The latter caused a lot of indignation in the 
Jewish community. Director Liebergen, who was contacted by the Jews, 
put an end to it.  
Typical Curaçaoan (Dutch inheritance) festive days were celebrated by 
the Refinery and adopted by the Hispanic community, such as 
Sinterklaas (Saint Nicolas) on the fifth or sixth of December and the 
Queen’s birthday on the thirtieth of April. The ‘San Nicolas’ 
(Sinterklaas) festivity, became a major event for the children of the 
refinery workers. The Queen’s Day, which is publically celebrated on 
the island, was also incorporated into the Hispanic activities. On Queen 
Juliana’s 50th birthday, an article in the Hispanic section of De Passaat 
(1959; p. 22) was dedicated to the Queen: it read, “Con gran entusiasmo 
celebró el pueblo de Curazao el cumpleaños de la reina. Llegó Su 
Majestad al medio siglo de su existencia… Suffisantdorp celebró 
también “ (people of Curaçao celebrated with a great deal of enthusiasm 
the half century existence of the Queen…Suffisant village celebrated 
too).  
While the Hispanics adopted facets of the Curaçaoan culture, they very 
much kept track of events, calamities and politics in their homeland, 
through family, media, church and Hispanic priests. On several 
occasions funds were raised by the refinery’s workers association to 
help out back home. The aforementioned accounts denote not only the 
maintenance of own cultural characteristics, but also adaptation of 
cultural characteristics of the host country.   
Sports constituted a huge place in the lives of the Shell workers and 
children. There were regular competitions of all kinds of sports. Some 
Hispanic sport clubs were: ‘Victoria’ (especially for teenagers) and 
‘Beisbol Club Pampero’. Sport competitions at national level between 
Curaçao and Hispanic America were and still are very common. 
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The geographic and ethnic closeness (Hartog, 1961) between Curaçao 
and Venezuela led to interrelated historic ties. Schrils (1990) considers 
Venezuela as the second country of importance for the development of 
Curaçao after The Netherlands; history suggests, alongside The 
Netherlands.  Klooster in his ‘Illicit Trade’ referred to the ‘intensive 
trade’ between Curaçao and Venezuela as a ‘symbiosis’, facilitated by 
the proximity of their coasts. The trade was characterized by daily 
business by Venezuelan partners with more or less six vessels a day. 
Curaçao represented the connection haven for trade between Europe and 
the mainland. The relationship with Venezuela includes mutual 
economic benefits of legal and illegal trade by a powerful merchant’s 
class in Curaçao and Venezuela. De Granda (1973) mentions the 
existence of an ‘incessant’ flow of Blacks from Curaçao to Venezuela, 
through illegal trade in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Numerous merchants were known to be trading in goods and slaves. 
Even the Governor of Caracas, Casas in 1711 is accused of protecting 
and participating in the slave trade with Curaçao. Williams, (2009) 
underlines the illicit trade with the mainland, as most crucial to the 
islands’ prosperity. She describes the connections along the Guajira 
peninsula, which remained under Indian control in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, where Curaçao merchants not only traded with, but 
lived among the Guajiran people, exchanging logwood, among other 
products, for the gunpowder and firearms to be used against the 
Spanish. Trade in Guajiran children is most probably from this period 
(see Indian ancestry).  
Goslinga (1975) observed in relation to Guzman Blanco (President of 
Venezuela in three separate terms, from 1870–1877, from 1879–1884, 
and from 1886–1887), that The Netherlands has neglected the political 
relations between Curaçao and Venezuela, backed by strong economic 
relations. As a reaction to the Dutch rejection towards Guzman’s stay in 
Curaçao with the aim to obtain money and munitions, when he became 
President he imposed 30% surcharge on all imports from the Antilles in 
1882. The 30% surcharge on Antillean goods, which have greatly 
affected the Antillean economy, was repealed in 1974. Guzman Blanco 
tried in vain to buy Curaçao from The Netherlands to improve his power 
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position. Schrils (1990) cites several Venezuelan presidents, Carlos 
Andrés Pérez, Rafael Caldera, and currently Hugo Chavez, who alluded 
to the link Curaçao-Venezuela. Pérez once expressed, “llegó la hora de 
nuestro reencuento definitivo y total” (the time has come for our definite 
and total reunion).  
The refinery plays a pivotal role in the relation of the island with 
Venezuela. It is interesting to note that the assault of Fort Amsterdam in 
1929 by Venezuelan rebel Rafael Urbina was partly planned in Mexico 
and Curaçao, in collaboration with some Venezuelans like, Domingo S. 
Lovera, who was the head of ‘Oficina de Representación de Obreros 
Venezolanos’ (Office of representitives of Venezuelan workers) turned 
to be an enemy of Gomez at the Shell Oil Refinery. A group of 80 men 
overthrew the guarding force at Fort Amsterdam, taking a huge amount 
of arsenal and forced the captain of the ‘S.S. Maracaibo of the Red-D-
Line’ to take along the kidnapped Governor Fruytier to Coro, 
Venezuela. Curtailment of Venezuelan emigrants to Curaçao was 
considered by the Venezuelan government as preventive measures 
against security threats from the island (Mc. Beth, 1983).  
Debrot quoted by Van Neck-Yoder (1986) highlighted in ‘De 
Vervolgden’ the vulnerability of the island in relation to the influence of 
what was going on in the mainland in the sixteenth century. The latter 
observation could have been valid then, as it is in the present. 
In the face of the disbandment of the Netherlands Antilles, The 
Netherlands, in the final ‘Defense report: Verkenningen 2010, Houvast 
voor de krijgsmacht van de toekomst’ considers the scenario of attack 
by Venezuela on Aruba and Curaçao (Reconnoitering 2010, Grip for the 
Military Power of the Future) (Amigoe, April 1, 2010). During the 
Copenhagen summit (2009), Chavez turned the roles around. He 
accused The Netherlands of plotting with the United States against his 
nation by allowing military access to the Dutch Antilles.  
Schrills (1990) by analyzing the possibility of constitutional ties with 
Venezuela argued on the one hand, the several economic and 
commercial benefits; one for sure was that the continuity of the refinery 
would be safeguarded. Commercial relations would be enhanced and 
familial, cultural and ethnic similarities would find common grounds. 
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On the other hand he considered that in such a ‘union’ Curaçaoans 
would not learn to stand on their own feet. The Venezuelan culture and 
Spanish language would easily overshadow and undermine our culture 
and the Papiamentu language. The Venezuelan’s class society, in which 
blacks are a minority, would come in conflict with our social structure 
in which blacks are a majority and free of social restrictions. Such a 
perspective would represent a social and cultural battle, which in reality 
the Curaçaoans have already fought. The awareness of the Curaçaoan 
collective multicultural richness excludes such a liaison, and in the 
process towards a more autonomous constitution makes it even 
‘unthinkable’. 
The flow of migrants from Santo Domingo, Colombia and Venezuela 
has been continuous in the last five years (CBS, 2010). Like in the mid 
nineteenth century with the increase in the Hispanic population, 
newspapers in Spanish emerged; at present there are two weekly 
Spanish newspapers in circulation namely, El Periódico (6 years) and La 
Brújula (in its first year). Both journals cover local and international 
news, although the latter covers mostly the Hispanic countries. 
An interesting development of late is the rise of beauty salons and 
barbershops in Curaçao, owned or run by Hispanics, especially 
Dominicans. Almost every street in Santo Domingo has a beauty salon 
or barbershop, from simple to the most elaborate, where people go not 
only for beauty, but to socialize (colonialzone-dr.com/businesses-
salons_y_barbers.html). Dominicans seem to have an obsession with 
hair texture. Robles of the Miami Herald in a radio talk show brought 
forth the tendency of Dominicans, both Whites and Blacks to straighten 
their hair. A Dominican-American student visiting Santo Domingo 
commented on the latter, “At home in New York everyone speaks of 
skin color. Here, it’s not about skin color. It’s about culture”. The origin 
was sought in a ‘historically learned rejection of all things black’ 
(Robles, 2007); “The Dominican Republic is the only country in Latin 
America that got its freedom not from Spain, but from Haiti, from a 
black country”. For 22 years, the Dominicans were under Haitian rule, 
with consequent bad sentiments towards Haitians; “anything Haitian 
was bad, anything black was bad” (National Public Radio, 2007). 
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Resentment towards Haitians increased with the occupying Haitian 
forces that lived off the land in Santo Domingo, confiscating as much as 
possible; this was perceived by the Dominicans as simple theft. Racial 
animosities also affected attitudes on both sides; ‘black Haitian troops 
reacted with reflexive resentment against lighter-skinned Dominicans, 
while Dominicans came to associate the Haitians' dark skin with the 
oppression and the abuses of occupation’ (Library of Congress; Haiti 
and Santo Domingo; miamiherald.com, 2007).  
Hair straightening represents a complex identity subject with deeply 
rooted emotions. Recognizing the depth of the background of hair 
straightening which goes beyond beauty trends, Kas di Kultura (a semi-
governmental Institution for Culture) addresses the issue through 
consciousness raising programs among the black population.  
Venezuelans are another Latin group that put a great deal of attention on 
beauty. Leslie Mazoch in USA Today (2005), states that beauty salons 
and spas outnumber drugstores in Caracas. Beauty is perceived in 
Venezuela, as an aspect that isn't necessarily something you're born with  
“it's a pursuit that has evolved into an industry, a national obsession, a 
staple of daily life”. “Girls in Venezuela grow up thinking that being 
beautiful is the most important goal in life”, according to Xiomara 
Rivero, a 32-year-old manicurist quoted in an article by Brasileiro in the 
The Seattle Times (2008). These are perceptions and thinking modes 
that the immigrants bring with them.  
 
The legacy of the Hispanics is intertwined with the history of the 
Curaçaoan society from its roots up to the present. The Hispanics 
progressed naturally with the development of the island, parallel to one 
of their most characterizing factors, which is Catholicism. It concerns a 
group whose lineage is present at all socio-economic levels on the 
island. They blended with the Curaçaoan people and within the 
Curaçaoan culture while at the same time enriching the society with 
their cultural traditions and language. History shows some kind of 
‘Hispanic involvement’ in all social dimensions and at all 
developmental stages of the Curaçaoan society.  
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3.3 Dutch Ancestry 

The entrance status of the Dutch on the island was one of ‘conqueror 
and ruler’, which from the onset determined the course of history of the 
people of the island. The conquest of Curaçao by the Dutch in 1634 was 
described by Schrils (1990) as ‘the beginning of a lengthy Dutch 
meddling’. Curaçao was seized from Spain by the Dutch West Indian 
Company (WIC). The WIC was established in 1621. It was a chartered 
stock company of Dutch merchants to which a 24 year monopoly of 
trade, navigation, conquest and commerce was granted by the ‘Staten 
Generaal der Zeven Verenigde Provinciën (States General of the United 
Province) of The Netherlands, to operate in the West Indies. The 
company had the support and protection of the Dutch government. It 
was divided in five Kamers (Chambers): Amsterdam, Zeeland 
(Middelburg), Maze (Rotterdam), Noorderkwartier (Hoorn) and Stad en 
Land (Groningen). The Chambers were under the general management 
of a board of 19 members, known as ‘de Heren XIX’ (Gentlemen XIX) 
(Ramerini, 2010). The objectives of the WIC were centered on doing 
business; merchandising commodities among them, gold, ivory and 
sugar, licensed piratry (kaapvaart) and slave trade. Slave trade soon 
gained importance as evidenced by the incorporation of a "commissie 
tot saaken van de slavehandel" (committee for slave trade affairs) by the 
directors (Stipriaan, 2008). Emmer (2006) mentions the Dutch’s initial 
vacillation for entering the slave trade, and how they succumbed in view 
of the economic opportunities that opened up for the WIC. 
 
With the coming of the Dutch, the society of Curaçao took on a plural 
and stratified character, which Paula (1967, p. 13) denoted as “small 
groups that lived together on an isolated rock in the Caribbean Sea but 
nevertheless retained their separate ethnic characters”. In addition, roots 
of racial categories were established early on by the institutionalization 
of slavery soon after the Dutch arrival (Hoetink, 1958; Paula, 1967). 
Like in other colonial societies worldwide, the arrival of the colonizer 
had a subsequent social stratification in which class relation was 
established with division between the subjugator and the subjugated 
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(Vargas Alarcon, 1999). The colonial conquest implied a complex 
cultural project of control through which societies were reconstructed 
and transformed in addition to the superior arms, military force, political 
power and economic wealth (Dirks, 1992).  
Commensurate with the takeover, the main goal of the Dutch 
governmental policy was to further its own economic interest. Activities 
and decisions on all societal fronts were geared to accommodate and 
accomplish these economic goals. The governmental policies, which ran 
through three and a half centuries to the present, are characterized by a 
domineering, Dutch self-serving attitude (Schrills, 1990). Simons 
(1868) illustrated the latter, “the Dutch are the owners of Curaçao and 
the ‘Curaҫaoenaars’ are the inhabitants”.  
Although the conquest of Curaçao had at first mainly a military strategic 
character, the West Indian Company (WIC) employed all means to get 
economic benefits from the island (Renkema, 1981; Römer, 1998). The 
natural harbor was considered a most appropriate asset and served as a 
base for the Dutch fleet in the Caribbean until 1648, with the ending of 
the eighty years war against the Spaniards. Like other Europeans in the 
seventeenth century, the interest of the Dutch was to develop a 
commercial empire in the western hemisphere. Indeed they did; “The 
Dutch had successfully transplanted their highly developed mercantile 
system to their new Caribbean colony, transforming this small, barren 
island into a successful, bustling hub of their commercial activities in 
the Western Hemisphere” (Rupert, 2002). Curaçao has been described 
by Klooster (2001) as ‘an American counterpart of Amsterdam’, ‘a 
thriving regional entrepôt in the Dutch commercial system, linking 
American colonies of several different imperial spheres with Europe, 
Africa, and markets well beyond the Atlantic’ (Williams, 2009).  
In 1660 Curaçao gained importance as a slave trade haven and became 
the most important slave trade center in the West Indies. The slave trade 
represented a triangular commercial route; merchandise was transported 
to Africa in exchange for slaves, who were sold on the Curaçaoan ‘slave 
market’, to West Indies’ plantation owners. The final route included 
products from the Americas to the Dutch Republic (Lampe, 2001).  
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The period 1634 to more or less 1840 was characterized by a 
tremendous drive by the WIC to make the venture on the island, at any 
cost, a profitable one. During that period the French made several 
attempts to conquer the island and almost succeeded in 1713 under 
Jacques Cassard. The British occupied Curaçao in two consecutive 
periods; the first occupation took place in 1800 followed by the second 
one from 1807 to 1816, year in which the Dutch regained control. It was 
during the second attack that Pedro Luis Brion (a Curaçaoan military 
officer of Belgian Descent) fought the English at Fort Beekenburg at 
Caracasbaai. The years 1840 to 1915 were marked by a decline of 
revenue which weakened the Dutch economic position, a period which 
corresponded with the abolishment of slavery and began to pick up 
steam again with the arrival of the Shell Oil refinery at the beginning of 
the 20th century. In 1954 Curaçao got an autonomous government, 
which meant an end to the colonization period, with Holland overseeing 
defense and foreign policy matters.  
Since The Netherlands had pulled the strings in a variety of ways for so 
long, the local governmental system was not prepared to carry the 
responsibilities of an autonomous status. The Netherlands was officially 
no longer in charge of the island’s internal affairs, but via roundabouts 
still managed to exercise influence. The latter has been a constant 
characteristic between the Dutch and Curaçaoan governments and has 
locally cultivated a ‘dependant’ governmental nature. The history of 
The Netherlands playing the upper tone behind and in front of the 
screens has hampered local governments to appropriately take command 
(Schrils, 1990). In relation to the latter, OostIndie (2002) observed that 
in most Dutch colonies the most ‘genuine Dutch variant’ was to be 
found in the government. He related that the colonial governmental 
parameters were set in The Netherlands and were followed to a certain 
degree by an administrative system dominated at the top levels by 
Dutch. As such, political domination involved a progressive structural 
attitude of dependence in the dominated colonies. Schwartz (1992) on 
colonialism wrote that political subjugation and social subordination 
went together with economic dependence in a world order loaded in 
favor of the expansionist nations of Western Europe.  
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In 1635 the ’Kamer van Amsterdam’ (Chamber of Amsterdam) 
deliberated about a concept dealing with how to populate the island. As 
Hartog (1961) observed, ‘de wording van het Curaçaosche volk zou 
echter langs zware wegen gaan’ (the formation of the Curaçaoan 
population had a tough road ahead). There was a shortage of workers for 
which Stuyvesant proposed to import slaves from Africa and in 
addition, for Curaçao to become a slave depot; a more profitable 
solution which would generate huge revenues regardless of the social, 
psychological and humanitarian repercussions. Nyatanga (2007) a 
psychologist, observed on the matter, ‘the slave trade was not only 
characterized by economic ruthlessness and total disregard of the 
possibility that slaves were once normal people with proper identities’, 
but in addition fueled the beliefs of superiority and racism. Even the 
written instructions by the West Indian Company for the ship-crew to 
ensure physical well-being of the slaves at the beginning of the slave 
trade (Vrijhof (1937) cited by Römer, (1998), were driven by economic 
motives rather than by humane interests; a “handicapped slave was after 
all worthless” (p. 24). Daal and Schouten, (1988) relate that the same 
economic interests prevailed above humanitarian reasons for the 
abolishment of slavery on the islands, thirty years after England did so. 
At the dawn of the abolishment, economic factors formed a stumbling 
block to put a definite end to slavery. Disagreement about 
indemnification costs for the owners played a major role. The painful 
irony was that the masters were rewarded and not the slaves. Moreover, 
the initial proposition was for the slaves to pay off their freedom; this 
was turned down and the government finally agreed to pay an 
indemnification of 200 guilders per slave to the owner. The 
governmental slaves went free without a cost.  
Emmer (2006) questioning morality in relation to the Dutch 
involvement into slave trade points to failure for taking part and for 
being the last country to abolish slavery. Emmer considers these failures 
morally reprehensible, since both were attributed to the weight of 
economic benefits above humanitarian concern. The delay in the 
abolishment of slavery was explained by the feeble economic situation 
by which the Dutch believed they were in no position to take risks. With 
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the increasing profits from the exploitation of their East Indian 
possessions they felt able to afford to end slavery in their American 
colonies. While recognizing ‘guilt’, Emmer reasons out the Dutch 
involvement in slave trade in terms of measuring the overall revenue of 
the Dutch with that of other European countries and questioning the 
cost- effectiveness of the trade; somehow maintaining a similar business 
based pattern of thinking that originated the trade (Price, 2006). 
For their own economic sake, the Dutch adopted a flexible open door 
policy of freedom of religion and culture to attract a variety of groups to 
populate the island. A similar policy was applied in Brazil. Before 
Pernanbuco and Recife were even conquered by the Dutch in 1630, the 
Dutch had already issued a pledge of religious tolerance (Encyclopedia 
Britannica; Le Page and Tabouret-Keller, 1985). OostIndie (2008) 
explained the latter as a ‘national’ character of the Dutch colonial policy 
by which Europeans of other nationalities and religions were 
encouraged to establish in its colonies with the result that the Dutch 
colonies had a definite Dutch stamp, but were never typically Dutch. 
Unlike other colonial power structures the Dutch did not develop an 
official cultural governmental policy before the twentieth century 
(Schrils, 1990). Couwenberg (1981) in Schrils (1990) highlights the 
lack of Dutch nationalism as a valid reason for not being able to 
sufficiently project its norms and values on its colonies  
The Dutch traders and colonists came from all parts of the Netherlands 
to Curaçao. There were those employed by the West Indian Company – 
military men, bureaucrats, Calvinist ministers - and the ‘vrije burger’ 
(free citizen) or ‘vrije koloniër’ (free settlers) among others, farmers and 
merchants who emigrated from the Netherlands to seek a new life in 
Curaçao (Hartog, 1961). OostIndie (2002) highlighted the fact that 
many ‘Dutch’ sailors and colonists were often from other European 
countries. They were Germans, Southern Netherlanders, French, 
Scandinavians, Swiss, and some British. Klooster (1994) indicated that 
shipmasters, sailors and merchants from other countries also settled in 
Curaҫao. They made use of the island's status as a free port. This 
included that “any white man who married on the island, or promised to 
obey local laws while registering as a guard, was considered a full 
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citizen”. Kruijtzer in Oostindie, (2008) found that a considerable 
number of the ‘Dutch’ colonists who formed the backbone of the Dutch 
colonialism were born outside the Netherlands, but would adopt the 
Dutch culture. They were described by OostIndie (2002), as deep 
rooted, ‘creolized’ Europeans, who carried on the Dutch century’s old 
existence in Curaçao.  
 
The Dutch ‘enterprising, tenacious spirit’ was immediately evident upon 
their arrival. Against the odds of an arid land they proposed the 
development of a production capacity plan for the soil. Hartog (1961) 
described the latter attitude as ‘typisch voor de Nederlander’ (typical of 
the Dutch). Dutch historians like Huizinga, (1946, DBLN 2009) and 
Romein and Romein, (DBLN 2006) explain the resolute and often 
inflexible characteristics of the Dutch identity in the light of the lowland 
water conditions. Curaçao, however did not develop into a plantation 
colony and many of the planters lived rather sober lives, but indeed with 
a pretentious attitude that characterized the white master in a racially 
slave driven society (Römer, 1998); plantation life went on “because of 
a peculiar civilization based on the aristocratic lifestyle of the local élite 
to which the blacks were indispensable” (Lampe, 2001, p. 128). 
The colonists were mostly Protestants. Protestantism remained for a 
long time the Dutch state religion and was constituted by individual 
oriented ways as opposed to the Roman Catholic system that embraced 
more collective oriented behaviors (Frijhoff and Spies, 2004). As a 
matter of fact the overall Dutch identity is characterized by an 
individual oriented culture (Hofstede, 2009), which collided with the 
collective native Indian, Spanish and black cultures. The Dutch 
mentality driven by industriousness, sense of moderation, thriftiness and 
preciseness (Huizinga, 1946, DBLN 2009; Romein & Romein, DBLN 
2006) struck against the more communal, generous and less structured 
system of the encountered cultures. Furthermore, the white Protestants 
maintained a patriarchal family structure while the Indians, Blacks and 
Spanish kept a matriarchal lineage (Schrils, 1990) 
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The Dutch culture manifested itself initially mostly in the top white 
layer of the white Protestants employed by the West Indian Company. 
The influence of the Dutch on the rest of the population took place 
through the white free colonists and missionaries with none or little help 
whatsoever of the governments, locally or in the Netherlands (Rutgers, 
1996). Fouse, (1984) noted that the attitude of indifference of the 
government and the Reformed Church for the well-being of the non- 
Dutch lower social strata, created a cultural-linguistic void that was 
eventually filled in by Spanish speaking Catholic priests. The Dutch 
language was kept within the encapsulated white Protestant circle as a 
way to keep other groups (Indians and Blacks) out of the group (Schrils, 
1990). OostIndie (2002) denotes language as the most striking example 
of the pallid legacy left by the Dutch colony in comparison to other 
European colonies. English, French and Spanish colonizers made their 
native language the official language of the colonized lands and these 
languages are widely spoken outside the respective countries. Claassen 
(1992) wrote that the seventeenth century Dutch was indifferent with 
regards to expanding the use of their language and culture since the 
interest for business had the upper hand.  
 
The Curaçaoan society was described by Hoetink (1958), as a stratified 
society, in which groups existed, according to race, language, religion, 
economic sphere and various places of origin, with the color-line as the 
most important dividing factor between the segments. On the one hand 
there were the elite groups of European Protestants: the Dutch, German, 
French and Flemish and the Sephardic Jews, and on the other hand there 
were the oppressed groups of Indians, Africans and Mulattos, who co-
lived but maintained their separate cultures (Schrils, 1990; Dekker, 
1982). OostIndie (2008) refers to the cultural configuration of the 
colonial societies as being characterized by power imbalance and ethnic 
differences.  
The segmented character continued well into the twentieth century in 
spite of the fact that legally equal rights were given to all segments. 
Schrils (1990) explains that the continuity of the unjust economic and 
political structure by the groups in power was the reason why each 
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segment automatically maintained their socio-economic status, which 
prior to the abolition in 1863 was determined by law.  
 
Religion is considered one of the key building blocks of ethnic cultures 
(Gordon, 1964; Schermerhorn, 1978 cited by Swatos, 1998). Lampe 
(2001) explains that the strong anti-sentiments between the Protestants 
and Catholics had its roots in Holland from the beginning of the 16th 
century during which the Protestants constituted the dominant and 
privileged religious group, while the Catholics led a secret life. The 
Dutch Protestants brought with them from Holland the notion of 
superiority and discrimination towards Catholics to Curaçao, 
constituting as such the discriminatory religious, class and color line on 
the island. The Reformed Church was the only church with a privileged 
status and protected by the director of the WIC. The church was built in 
Fort Amsterdam, which denoted the close link of the colonial state and 
the Protestant community. The church services were held in Dutch. The 
Protestants had their own cemetery in Otrabanda. Based on opinions of 
prominent Protestants in the community, a governor expressed in 1770 
that Catholics cannot be buried in the Protestant cemetery unless they 
are white, continuing discrimination even after death (Lampe, 2001). 
For a long time after slave abolition, religious and class borders went 
hand in hand; non- whites were Catholic and belonged to the lower 
class, while members of the white élite were either Protestants or 
Jewish. Lampe (2001) relates of an account of a Protestant pastor 
Rasveld, who rejected to baptize Blacks in spite of the orders of his 
superiors in Amsterdam. Rasveld’s response was that he had baptized 
free born mulattos and argued that history shows that Protestant pastors 
have never accepted slaves, blacks or mulattos in the Reformed Church. 
He further contended that the masters did not allow their slaves to get 
time off for religious purposes.  
With the disbandment of the West Indian Company, the Protestant 
Church lost its status as the official national church. Still, attitudes of 
intolerance and discrimination of Protestant officials towards the Roman 
Catholic Church were tangible. Römer-Kenepa (1983) illustrated the 
friction between the two religious groups by the account of the secret 
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conversion of a young Protestant woman into Catholicism. The young 
lady attended a supposedly ‘neutral’ Roman Catholic school in 
Otrabanda, led by nuns, where “al de Curaçaosche dames, Katholieke 
zoowel als vele die tot andere gezindten behooren, hare opleiding 
hebben genoten” (all young women of various religions have enjoyed 
education in this institution (Brusse, 1882, p. 21). The incident was very 
traumatic for the father, who was a high ranking Protestant official at 
the Governors palace. Religious and governmental authorities were 
called in to deliberate on the event, which appeared in the newspaper 
‘De Curaçaosche Courant’ 28 December, 1844 (Lanternu 1983,  p. 16) 
as “een betreurenswaardig voorval…, hetwelk het geluk in een deftig 
huisgezin en de gansche Protestants Gemeente alhier in grote onrust 
gebracht heeft” (a regretful incident .. that has greatly affected a well to 
do family and stressed the whole protestant community). The incident 
had a long social religious aftermath and denoted the often intertwined 
and mutually reinforced character of religion and class.  
A. Römer (1997), a Catholic priest, qualified the social setting on the 
island as ‘propitious’, because of the  paternalistic behavior of the Dutch 
clergy and religious groups, who have played a big role in maintaining 
the status quo of the stratified system. Schrils (1990) indicated that the 
clergymen adopted the same attitude of superiority as the white upper 
class. The colored people were perceived as lower beings, who must be 
educated according to Catholic and European norms and values to raise 
their ‘consciousness’. Hanratty (1989), described a similar social pattern 
in colonial Ecuador, a model actually common in colonial societies 
worldwide, wherein the higher-status Whites considered their own 
positions as derived from a superior racial background and as the ‘self-
proclaimed standard bearers of civilization’(Premdas, 1997; 
Organización Mundial de la Salud, 2006). This was also the case in 
South Africa. Manganyi (1973) cited by Richards (2004) reports that 
apartheid policies have given the whites ‘a feeling of superiority, 
narcissism, and omnipotence’. The whites contended that only they 
manifested proper behavior. Richards (2004) found that colonialism has 
negatively impacted the psychological development of both, the 
oppressed and the oppressor. The participants on either side of the 
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color/political line expressed that they carried with them an imposed 
identity image of being the oppressor or the oppressed, although they 
did not identify with past racist colonial politics. The white superiority, 
imprinted for centuries, meant for many a barrier in their development. 
One of the participants in Richards’ study related “though as a white 
person I did not really perceive myself as better than a person from 
some other race, it was sometimes hard not to fall into that trap of 
thinking that whites are somehow superior to non-whites’.  
The island’s elite group of white Protestants that included other 
Europeans was divided into higher Protestants and lower Protestants 
(higher and lower denoted a social classification). The Jews formed part 
of the elite group but each of the groups maintained their own separate 
ways. The higher Protestants consisted mostly of Dutch officials of the 
W.I.C., who held high ranking governmental posts. Later generations of 
white Protestants, who did not necessarily have official schooling, 
entered the civil apparatus as clerks and worked their way up. Others 
were military officers, merchants and plantation owners. The plantations 
did not yield sufficient revenue and more than economic reasons their 
ownership meant a degree of social prestige. Renkema (1981) 
underlines the fact that most of the planters belonged to the elite class 
simply because they were white and Protestant. The planters were 
addressed in governmental documents as ‘Heeren Planters’, which 
denoted their high social status. Renkema described that the planters 
tended to act haughtily in their contacts with the government and the 
non-white population.  They were rather accustomed to give than to 
receive orders, as such they did not feel committed to provide 
information to the yearly district requirement about the number of 
slaves, animals and harvest results, most probably to avoid head taxes. 
Only under pressure of considerable fines did the “weinig 
medegaande…tegenstrevende en dwarsdrijvende” (not very compliant 
…resisting and thwarting) planters cooperate.  The planters were known 
to get irritated if an authority figure such as the police or fiscal dared to 
meddle in their business or set foot on their terrain. Policemen, who 
controlled in the rural parts after 1863, were often denied entrance to the 
plantation property. For a long these landowners were the lord and the 
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authority on their lands, owing no explanation whatsoever to anybody, 
but to themselves; making as such the conceivability of other authority 
figures controlling them hard to accept and digest. The fact that 
policemen were classified within their minds into a lower social class 
was probably a contributing factor to their aversion.   
Brusse (1882) on the nature of the late nineteenth century Curaçaoan 
wrote that their ‘good qualities’ went hand in hand with “een grooten 
afkeer van alles wat de publieke zaken betreft…en van de samenstelling 
van het bestuur huns lands niets hoegenaamd afweten” (with despise for 
public affairs... and a lack of knowledge of the governmental 
constitution of their country). Brusse described the aversive attitude 
towards the colonial government and authority as ‘lack of public spirit’. 
The plantation houses were strategically built on top of hills to oversee 
the plantation and to maintain visual contact with others; this allowed 
for communication in case of emergencies.  
Several plantation owners kept living and working on the plantations 
after the slave emancipation in 1863. Other land-house owners had their 
houses downtown and used to spend week-ends and vacations on the 
plantation. They were called the ‘absentee landlords’. Van der Walle 
(1974), who has visited friends (landhouse owners) in the country- side, 
was full of praise for the hospitality and the friendliness of his hosts and 
the villagers. He experienced the relationship between the plantation 
owners and the villagers as very close. About one century earlier, 
Brusse (1882), who lived on the island and married a Curaçaoan 
expressed a similar opinion about the islanders “De aard van den 
Curaçaonaar is goed, …De inboorlingen der kolonie in het algemeen 
zyn zachtaardig, eenvoudig, beminnèlyk, menschlievend, gedwee en 
werkzaam” (p. 35), meaning: the Curaçaoan has a good nature... Those 
born in the colony are generally gentle, simple, loving, humane, docile 
and industrious and “de gastvryheid van Curaçao's ingezetenen is 
spreekwoordelyk geworden” (p. 52) translated, ‘the hospitality of 
Curaçaoans has become proverbial’. Respectively, Statius-Muller in 
Marrevée (2004) relates that his father, a plantation owner of the post-
emancipation period, maintained good contact with all kinds of 
Curaçaoans, although the contact with each group had its ‘own place’. 
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As he explained, the relations were respectful and in accordance to 
mutual acceptance between groups, referring to the fact that everyone 
acted according to learned patterns. Every person carries within himself 
or herself patterns of thinking, feeling and potential acting, which were 
learned throughout their lifetime. Much of it has been acquired in early 
childhood, because at that time a person is most susceptible to learning 
and assimilating (Hofstede, cited by Horst, 2007).  
 
For a long time the Protestant group was favored by the legislative 
system and other institutions in the community. They had more political 
than economic power (Schrils, 1990).  
The Protestants were pretty much Dutch minded and loyal to the Dutch 
Kingdom. They formed a tight closed circle and conserved the Dutch 
culture and their identity as pure as possible. Many of the higher 
Protestants lived in Otrabanda. In the course of the second half of the 
nineteenth century several members of this elite group started to move 
to rural parts of the island (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 
1985). This group was inclined to marry within their own circle or with 
‘Dutch newcomers’, other Europeans or white upper class Venezuelans 
(Römer, 1998). The lower Protestants, popularly called ‘djaka di batrei’ 
(rats of defense forts) lived mostly at the Punda side. They were among 
others tavern holders, craftsmen, policemen and soldiers. The 
acculturation rate of this group went far faster than that of the higher 
Protestants. They were more likely to relate with rich Mulattos and 
white Catholics.   
 
Dutch was generally spoken at home, although according to Schrils 
(1990) increasingly badly. Van Paddenburgh quoted by Fouse (1984) 
attributed the lack of proficiency in Dutch by ‘Antillean born whites’ to 
the upbringing of Dutch children by Papiamentu speaking black yayas 
(nannies) and to the Dutch wives who were bound to spend a great part 
of their day at home with Papiamentu speaking servants with the result 
that they had a lesser ability to speak Dutch than their husbands. Besides 
home duties, the elite women used to regularly organize social activities 
to raise funds for the lesser fortunate and these activities did not 
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necessarily include a Dutch ambiance (De Pool, 1935). Claassen (1992) 
attributes the extensive use of Papiamentu, besides the aforementioned 
aspects, to the fact that Papiamentu was the vehicle of communication 
between the masters and slaves and between all the diverse ethnic 
groups of the society. The yaya has been a key figure in the rearing of 
the children. She made sure that the ‘appropriate’ behavior and family 
rules were applied. She was considered the affective link between the 
blacks and whites and a balancing factor in the development of the 
Curaçaoan culture. The love for Yaya took the overhand in the 
distinction between paternalism and servitude. The love and respect for 
the yaya figure are cherished forever (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse 
Antillen, 1985; Statius-Muller in Marrevée, 2004). The yaya is 
described by Statius-Muller as the second mother, the bridge between 
race and class of all generations to come. He considered the yaya as 
family; the death of his yaya was experienced as a personal loss. 
The Protestant group kept a zealous social control over its members for 
them not to relate too closely with blacks or other subordinate groups. 
Inter ethnic and inter racial relations was a big taboo. De Palm in 
‘Kinderen van de fraters’ (children of the frères) cited by Rutgers (1996) 
relates of the frère’s categorical refusal of his request to add the book 
“Mijn zuster de Negerin” (My sister the Negress), which actually 
discusses interracial relations, to his literature list. Relations of white 
men with black women were acceptingly tolerated as long as it was of a 
passing nature. The regularity of these encounters were illustrated in the 
novel ‘Cria lo bira shon’ (servant will become master) by Rot, in which 
the protagonist Shon Feli, a white man had multiple encounters with 
black women (Ruku, November/December, 1969). Already in the 
eighteenth century the group of well to do mulattos was of considerable 
numbers (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 1985).  
Paula (1967) highlighted the unanimous attitudes of the elite groups 
higher and lower Protestants and Jews, with their feeling of being 
socially and racially far superior to the Blacks and groups of lower 
strata. The latter applied also to the person on the lowest social ladder of 
the ‘lower Protestant group. Even those who could not hold up 
economically tended to keep a distinctive façade (Römer, 1998). The 
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elite maintained a distinguished behavior and demanded respect from 
the subordinated groups. The attitude towards non whites was too often, 
‘I am not your equal’ (Renkema, 1981, p. 95).  
Teenstra (1863) describes the nineteenth century white population as 
ethnically and linguistically diverse. He portrayed the Whites as being 
very distinguished, not only in their physical qualities and clothing, but 
also in their manners and lifestyle. Brusse (1882) on the Curaçaoan 
women, found them to present an exaggerated shyness, which he 
attributed to a ‘vice d’education’ (negligence in education). He 
expressed the opinion however, that “de Curaçaoasche vrouw is de 
verpersoonlyking van alle huiselyke deugden” (the Curaҫaoan woman is 
the personification of all domestic life virtues). 
 
Freemason lodges like ‘Igualdad’ in Otrabanda and ‘De Vergenoeging’ 
formerly located in Punda, nowadays at Emmastad, were reunion spots 
for Protestants, Jews and some Catholics. The members of the Igualdad 
were mostly Sephardic Jews and elite mulattos. The members of the 
Vergenoeging were represented by the Protestant elite who were also 
members of the Colonial Council (Schrils, 1990). Both entities were 
established as a reaction towards the increasing influence of the Roman 
Catholic Church. In spite of existing differences of opinion, the 
ambiance in the reunion spots were described by Van der Walle (1974, 
p. 51) as ‘harmonious and friendly’. In his work ‘Beneden de Wind’ 
(Leeward Islands) he portrays the people of Curaçao as extremely 
religiously tolerant. Teenstra (1863, p. 174) expressed a similar 
perception, “de verdraagzaamheid der verschillende gezindheden is hier 
zeer groot” (the tolerance of the various religions is here enormous). A 
religious attitude that has transformed from religious rivalries to 
tolerance, as groups acculturated.  
 
The mid nineteenth century was characterized by the upcoming of 
‘leessociëteiten’ (reading clubs) for men, located in hotels such as in 
Hotel Concordia en Internationaal Hotel. In 1842 Cornelis Gorsira 
opened a private library; those interested could make use of it on 
payment of 1 ½ guilder a month. Rutgers (1996) mentioned several 
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property descriptions that included an extensive multilingual collection 
of books, of among others were Mathias Erasmus van der Dijs, (26th of 
April 1859†), Casper Lodewijk van Uytrecht, (20th of Juli 1862†) and 
Constant Paulus Hermanus Rojer (18th of April 1873†). From the book 
titles, Rutgers deduced that the books were predominantly meant for 
‘the master of the house’.  
Many from the Protestant group were affiliated to ‘Sociëteit De 
Gezelligheid’ (The Fun Society) situated in Punda. The club was 
established in 1871 by and for a “besloten gezelschap” (secluded group) 
(Brusse, 1882, p. 36). It had its library and brought together people of 
both parts of downtown. Several Venezuelan citizens of a certain 
cultural standing also visited the club. The big ‘official’ day of the club 
was ‘Koninginnedag’ (Queen’s birthday), with plenty of music and 
dance (Van der Walle, 1974).  
Music has been an indispensable expression of cultural differences on 
the island and has played an important role in ethnic and religious 
integration. Here too it showed the capacity “to stretch across stylistic 
boundaries between folks and religions, by blurring cultural and musical 
borders and reformulating ethnic and racial differences” (Bohlman, 
2004). Music and dance influences from Latin, Dutch and West-
European and African cultures have developed in ‘a couleur locale’ 
(local color) (Palm, 1978). The white Protestant group got more 
involved into the world of music at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. The music and dances of European heritage were the 
Curaҫaoan waltz, mazurka, polka and figure dances such as; the 
polonaise, quadrille, ‘baile di sinta’ (ribbon dance), lancier and 
ecossaise. 
Palm (1978) described the Otrabanda of the nineteenth and twentieth 
century as the hub of music lovers. Piano, cuarta, flute and violin 
sounds were heard from various family houses in the neighborhood of 
Langestraat. Neighbors often met to make music. Palm called the 
scenario ‘een stem uit de goede oude tijd’ (a voice from good old 
times). Curaçaoan music has progressively developed since the 
seventeenth century by the driving force of local musicians: Jews, white 
Protestants, Mulattos and Blacks, as well as international musicians. 
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These musicians literally came from all parts of the world and stayed for 
short or longer periods on the island. Curaçao of the nineteenth century 
was a melting pot of influences of various musical backgrounds. The 
island’s music has developed in a cocktail of Spanish, American, 
European, and African elements with a piquant local rhythm.  
In relation to the various ethnic groups and the natural mix of musical 
influences on the island, it is interesting to note, that the way the human 
brain understands music is similar to the way it perceives language. 
Musical tones are related to emotions; the emotion (sad or happy) 
attached to tones are unconsciously perceived by the brain (Carter, 
1998). Emotions are subsequently expressed in music. One may deduct 
that a multi-ethnic population, as the Curaçaoan, which represents 
multi-ethnic wired brains sets a propitious platform for the learning of 
music and languages. Mithen (2007) underlines the intimate link 
between brain, body, language and culture. 
 
Towards the end of the nineteenth century going into the twentieth 
century was described by John de Pool in his book “Del Curaçao que se 
va”, as ‘idyllic’. He referred to a post emancipation era, in which the 
diverse groups, ethnic, religious and racial, were united by ‘special’ 
common affections or ‘well defined affinities’, as ‘one big family’. The 
latter description corresponded with the aforementioned account of 
Statius-Muller in Marrevée about the good, but categorized relations, 
which his Dutch Protestant father maintained with diverse kinds of 
Curaçaoans.  
‘Del Curaçao que se va’ was written from the perspective of the elite 
circle in which de Pool was brought up. His memoirs reflect the 
integrated richness of cultural aspects, customs and behaviors of 
Hispanics, Dutch, Protestants, Catholics, Jews, and Blacks, within a 
framework of simplicity and elegance, characteristic of that period (Van 
der Walle, 1974). Papiamentu was a constant aspect of reference 
throughout the work. Especially on De Pool’s many travels in Latin 
America, Papiamentu was perceived as a uniting element of 
identification between Curaçaoans. He mentions that in almost every 
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country he visited he met Curaçaoans of various races and social 
standing and relates of the joy of communicating in Papiamentu. 
De Pool’s memoirs suggested a change of attitude within the white elite 
group. Attitudes that were historically formed along the color line may 
have been present, but through personal development and an increased 
awareness of the social context, were acted upon differently. In addition, 
the work of de Pool expressed a tacit social respect between groups and 
a sense of freedom, a release of chained feelings that was emanated by 
the population as a whole.  
Brusse (1882, p. 55) showed another angle of the population; he 
observed that the ‘mixed’ society of Curaçao of the nineteenth century 
with the ‘uncharacteristic’ class system (unlike European class system 
or elsewhere), made it difficult for social mobility to take place; the 
society was too divided. The system has generated attitudes of envy and 
resentment among members of the groups especially in the lower 
classes. “De maatschappy van Curaçao, een gemengde zynde, laat, wat 
samenhang aangaat, veel te wenschen over. Tusschen al deze kringen 
heersenen de, aan kleine plaatsen vooral, eigene nayver, afgunst en 
vyandigheid, terwyl de vermetele, die tot den eenen kring behoort en 
zich vermeten mocht den anderen binnen te dringen, als een 
ongenoodigde gast behandeld wordt en als een geslagen hond met de 
staart tusschen de beenen afdruipen moet”, meaning: the ethnic diverse 
society of Curaçao, is far from harmonious, where coherence is 
concerned. There is a lot of jealousy, greed and hostility between all 
these small groups, those who were audacious enough to make their 
way into a group found themselves treated as an uninvited guest who 
had to withdraw as a beaten dog with the tail between the legs.  
In spite of good intentions, perceptions, attitudes and behavioral patterns 
were transmitted to varied degrees from one generation to another, but 
were shaped according to the spirit of the times. The white Protestant 
group was in a dominant position, its mindset and ways were to a great 
extent projected onto other groups and maintained by most of the 
society, as evidenced for example in the strongly implanted color line. 
Just the fact of being white still opens doors, one and a half century after 
abolition, and this is supported not only by Whites but by Blacks and 
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Mulattos as well. Powell Hopson cited by White (1993) highlights the 
facts that although racial relations may have changed for the better, 
people tend to maintain those old stereotypes. The incorporated patterns 
of racial dynamics in a white racially biased society are often 
unconsciously and ‘covertly’ supported by whites, coloreds and blacks 
as well. Whites are not less vulnerable to racial messages. That 
incorporated perceptions are hard to eliminate, is illustrated by the 
observation of a white subject in South Africa, “I noticed that, because 
they (a white family) socialize with blacks and coloureds, they are 
viewed as contemptible by some whites, blacks, and coloureds 
(Richards, 2004). Schrils (1990, p. 121) referring to the Curaçaoan 
white biased society at the end of the twentieth century described “nog 
steeds is het zo dat vooral iemands huidskleur en afkomst zijn aanzien 
en mogelijkheden bepalen” (it is still so that the color of the skin and 
ascendance determine somebody’s possibilities).  
There was, however, after the abolishment of slavery, an optimistic 
belief, in a new society, a cultural uplifting. One of the building blocks 
was believed to be literature. The emerged literary clubs and journals 
like the ‘Impulse’; a paper in English portrayed that image of 
hopefulness towards a more educated society (Rutgers, 1996).  
The Freemason loges were strong advocators for spiritual, moral and 
general well-being. Several foundations for charity and social work 
emerged to support the less privileged (examples are ‘Fonds Frederik 
der Nederlanden, 1876 and Victoriafonds, 1897). 
 
In the nineteenth century, strong markers of social identity such as 
language, religion (Roman Catholic Church) and education engaged in a 
tight bond. The effort of the Roman Catholic Church to educate the 
masses in Papiamentu and the progressive use of the language gave 
emergence to a two centuries long struggle over the prevalence of Dutch 
over Papiamentu, especially as the language of instruction in education. 
In 1825 Monsignor Niewindt began to promote the Catholic faith and to 
educate the black population. It was only in 1849 that a Dutch Grammar 
was published by Father Putman, who had his own press, to teach native 
Papiamentu speakers.  
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The role of the Catholic Church in relation to language and education 
could be characterized as dualistic, since Papiamentu was perceived as 
the nation’s language, while Dutch was seen as the ‘higher’ cultural 
language (Rutgers, 1996).  
Simons (1968) on the linguistic character of the island described the 
Curaçao of the 1860s as a ‘polyglottische kolonie’ (polyglot colony) 
since many languages were spoken. Dutch was spoken by the Dutch and 
the ‘fatsoenlijke en beschaafde’ (descent and civilized) class, while 
Papiamentu was spoken by the ‘geringe’ (lesser) class. Simons 
expressed the hope that his ‘schooner moedertaal’ (refined mother-
tongue) would in time replace the ‘Curaçaouwse patois’. Teenstra 
(1863; p. 179) on Papiamentu, “Dit wanluidend Spaansch patois, op 
Curaçao papiamento genaamd, is niet minder onaangenaam van dialect 
als armoedig in woorden”  
(This dissonant sounded Spanish patois, in Curaçao, called Papiamento, 
is equally aggravating as a dialect, as it is poor in words). Note that 
‘Spaansch’ (Spanish) is written with capital letter and ‘papiamento’ in 
lower case letter, which in itself connoted a diminishing attitude towards 
the language. 
Many languages such as English, French, Spanish and German were 
spoken in commercial circles, while Dutch was the official language of 
government. From the late nineteenth century to the early twenties, 
Spanish occupied a position of prestige due to commerce with South 
America and the presence of political exiles from the mainland. Spanish 
was by way of saying ‘the trendy language’ (see Hispanic section). 
However, Papiamentu was spoken widespread by all strata of the 
community also by the whites and in particular the Curaçao born whites. 
According to Hartog (1961) the second generation of Dutch knew and 
spoke Papiamentu already. Neerlandia (1903, p. 60), indicated that ‘out 
of thirteen members of the Colonial Council, less than three spoke 
Dutch as their everyday language at home’ (Claassen, 1992). Fouse 
(1984) mentions van Paddenburgh, the new education director, who 
upon his arrival in Curaçao in 1816, after the second English 
occupation, observed that the Dutch language did not hold the 
‘paramount’ position that he felt it should. He perceived the sound of 
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Papiamentu as the ‘cackling of turkeys’. The unfamiliar sounds of the 
language and probably prejudiced attitudes towards Papiamentu 
engendered such comparison.  
The newcomers were puzzled that Dutch took a back seat to 
Papiamentu, a language, which was associated with slaves (Fouse, 
1984). The observations of Snijders (1907) quoted by Claassen (1992) 
illustrates the latter “Onze voorvaderen hebben hier hunne moedertaal 
als huistaal prijsgegeven en zijn afgedaald tot den neger…” (Our 
ancestors abandoned their mother tongue for the inferior language used 
by the Negroes).  
Claassen (1992) highlighted the debate that was going on around the 
role of Dutch as the possible national language at the beginning of the 
twentieth century The language dilemma was illustrated in the 
newspaper ‘a national language cannot be imposed by force …. 
Language and nation are one… Papiamentu is also the soul of a nation’ 
(Amigoe 26 V11, 1902); six years later… ‘Dutch will be more and more 
the family language…at least of the well to do citizen’ (Amigoe 11, 
1908).  
The use of the Dutch language varied among the ex- Dutch colonies. 
Unlike Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire, where from the onset the language 
of communication was Papiamentu, in Suriname the contact language 
among the various ethnic groups was Dutch (Phaf-Rheinberger in 
Arnold, 2001). In an international colloquium on the Dutch language in 
the world (‘Nederlands in the wereld’) held in Brussels in 1991, 
Morroy, the director of the ‘Institute for Language Research and 
Development’ in Paramaribo, characterized Dutch as a ‘neutral 
linguistic medium’. Romero (2008) cites Paul Middellijn, a writer who 
composes poetry in Sranan Tongo (Surinamese language), in an article 
“debate over official language, Suriname seeks itself”, "We shook off 
the chains of Dutch colonialism in the 1970s, but our consciousness 
remains colonized by the Dutch language". He points out that although 
Dutch is the contact language, newcomers tend to adopt the Sranan 
Tongo. He illustrates two currents of interest, those who lean more to 
the Dutch language and those who opt for a change of the national 
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language to English or Spanish to better fit in within the Caribbean 
region. 
In Indonesia, Malay (Indonesian) came to be used by the Dutch 
European rulers as the most important medium of communication 
between government and people in Indonesia. Quinn (2001) indicates 
that unlike in many other colonies, in Indonesia the language of the 
European rulers was not forced upon the local populace and that only a 
small elite of indigenous Indonesians ever learned the Dutch language. 
With the Japanese take-over in 1942 the use of the Dutch language was 
prohibited. In relation to colonial language policies and especially to 
Japanese strategies, Hiroyuki (2002) observes that the imposed language 
affects the language ecology of the colonized countries. It dominates the 
language of the ruled, while the language of the ruled is oppressed, 
deprived of, or treated as marginal. He found that the population still 
carries the effects of hurt of the colonial rule ‘in their minds’.  
 
Since the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present, discussions 
on Papiamentu and Dutch in relation to schooling, has been a divisive 
factor not only in the political, educational and cultural arenas, but also 
in common households. In spite of multiple reports and concerns on the 
deplorable educational outcomes at local level and the importance of the 
mother-tongue in the psycho-social and intellectual development of 
children worldwide, disputes on Dutch as the vehicle language in 
education continued (Prins-Winkel, 1983; Schrils, 1990; Kook and 
Velder, 1989). The colonial Dutch government laid out a law for Dutch 
to become the language of school instruction in 1819. Rutgers (1996) 
saw the latter as a reaction of negative language politics towards the 
expansion of Papiamentu in the Curaçaoan society. Jaspal (2009) argues 
that language is capable of binding and dividing groups and that its 
prominence may displace other identities, such as ethnic or religious 
ones. If the Catholics reinforced the use of Papiamentu in the nineteenth 
century, the Dutch Protestants strongly abated it (Fouse, 1984).  
The arrival of new Dutch immigrants at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century awakened the controversy around Papiamentu and Dutch. Dutch 
teachers, officials and Protestant clergymen showed their contempt for 
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Papiamentu and deliberately placed a social stigma of deficiency on the 
language. The Protestant Dutch were the strongest defenders of Dutch. 
Dutch language was brought into play since the newcomers felt that 
their identities were threatened. In these situations use of a given 
language may constitute an act of defiance (Jaspal, 2009). 
In a conference held in 1981 on ‘Papiamentu problems and 
possibilities’, Prins-Winkel emphasized the failing educational system 
due to the mandatory Dutch language. She regretted the ‘unjust’ 
conditions, set to reinforce the Dutch language. These conditions were: 
“no grants will be forthcoming, unless teaching takes place in Dutch. No 
other medium of instruction can possibly be accepted for teaching in 
Dutch schools and no Dutch subject should be refused the opportunity 
for mastering the Dutch language” (p. 10). Papiamentu, as mother-
tongue was completely alienated from the system. Children were 
forbidden to speak Papiamentu at school and were punished if they did 
(Prins-Winkel, 1983). Breakwell, (1986) cited by Jaspal (2009) found 
that since individuals are motivated to feel good about their identities, 
the negative evaluation of one’s language, which can be associated with 
one’s identity, may create psychologically threatening situations. 
Cummins, (2003) observes that when a child’s language is rejected in 
school, it is the same as rejecting the child. When the child feels the 
rejection, s(he) feels less likely to participate in the classroom. 
The progressive promotion of Dutch as mandatory language of 
instruction with the parallel rejection of Papiamentu was described by 
Prins-Winkel (1983), as a ‘brainwashing’ process; ‘kon leu bo ta bai ku 
Papiamentu?’ (How far can you go with Papiamentu?). People of all 
strata eventually came to believe that education should be in Dutch, 
otherwise it is not good. The search for a positive social identity seems 
to underlie the latter. Breakwell (2001) in Jaspal (2009) highlights that 
speakers of stigmatized languages may accept and reproduce negative 
social representations of their own languages, which could in fact have 
negative repercussions for their identities. Identity processes may 
explain both group-based and individual-based decisions to accept or to 
reject languages.  
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Prins-Winkel (1983) denotes the conflict-ridden nature of the 
educational system:  on the one hand a small group that managed to 
surpass language difficulties and on the other hand a large majority that 
did not make it. In addition, the inadequacy of the system had a high 
rate of dropouts as result, strong emotions such as fear of failure, 
uncertainties about personal worth and abilities, feelings of frustration, 
sorrow, insufficiency, shame and anxiety. Children and many a parent 
felt ashamed of not being able to communicate with the teachers in 
Dutch; hence, a fear to express one’s thinking and feeling and fear of 
making mistakes. Marcha and Verweel (2003) have extensively 
addressed ‘the culture of fear’ in Curaçao as an inhibiting factor in 
individual development and social interchange.  
The affected group consists mostly of the ones of a lower socio-
economic background and who have less supportive parents, who 
probably were victims themselves of the system. 
Recently released statistical data shows a decrease in dropout rates 
(CBS, 2003). Dropout figures were 50.3% in 1992, and 41.8% in 2001. 
Whether the decrease in dropout figures has a direct relation with the 
implementation of Papiamentu as language of instruction is yet to be 
known. However, Kolegio Erasmo, the first local primary and high 
school with Papiamentu as the language of instruction, has academically 
booked great success. Records of high school graduations were 80% in 
2001, and 95.2% in 2002 (Arion cited by Liddicoat, 2007).  
One may wonder how come so many Curaҫaoans have done well in 
Holland. Prins-Winkel (1983) addressed the latter explaining that 
besides intellectual abilities, those that made it had a parent or 
acquaintance that provided for the right stimulation and motivation. She 
pointed out however, that the ones that succeeded represent still a small 
percentage in comparison to those that did not succeed.  
Efforts to teach Dutch to a majority of children whose surroundings 
outside school are predominantly Papiamentu is generally ineffective 
(Prins-Winkel, 1983; Mijts, 2006). Moreover, the fact that teachers and 
pupils with a common Papiamentu language have to communicate in 
Dutch generates feelings of uneasiness and negativism towards the 
Dutch language and educational system. Mijts (2006) noted that most 
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books are in Dutch and deal with topics of the Dutch geo-historical and 
socio-cultural context, which are foreign to the Curaçaoan setting, 
alienating the children as such of their own history, reality and sense of 
nationalism. Huizinga (1946) on the importance of history for the 
development of the sense of nationalism, wrote “een national gevoel, 
dat zich niet spiegelen kan in de roerloosheid van het verleden, mist de 
grondslag van zijn wezen” (p. 387) (a national feeling that can not 
reflect itself in the stillness of the past, lacks the foundation of its 
essence).  
On the intellectual level, the system hampered the normal development 
of learning abilities by putting a great demand on memorizing rather 
than exploring and understanding. Learning became synonymous to 
knowing Dutch (Prins-Winkel, 1983). With the result that looking for 
knowledge and the verbal expression of thoughts and feelings, in any 
language, were made difficult. The inherent joy of learning is cut off 
when the dialectical connection between culture and language is 
missing. The communication of subtle nuances and meaning inherent to 
learning Dutch are obviously absent. Linguists and anthropologists have 
long recognized that the forms and usages of a given language reflect 
the cultural values of the society in which the language is spoken 
(Peterson and Coltrane, 2003). Comprehensive studies in Scandinavia, 
Australia, Russian Federation, India, North America, and, especially in 
Africa indicate that it takes 6 - 8 years to learn enough of a second 
language to be able to use it as a vehicle to learn (Heugh, 2009). Heugh, 
who is an expert on mother-tongue education, makes a clear distinction 
between learning a second language and getting education in a second 
language. She is of the opinion that interruption of mother-tongue 
education at too early a stage disrupts cognitive and academic 
development.   
In spite of the fact that children have an inherent capacity to learn 
languages, provided they are exposed to it during infancy (Carter, 
1998), like in the Curaçao case scenario, achievement may be 
threatened by related negative emotions such as those aforementioned. 
Findings by Tricomi (2006) show that the affective qualities of our 
experiences not only produce subjective feelings that may be positive or 
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negative, but also provide information that allows us to shape future 
behavior. In other words intellectual development goes hand in hand 
with emotional development and the latter may take the upper hand in 
defining behavior patterns.  
For centuries, the system led to believe that what is Dutch is better, who 
is Dutch knows better and who speaks Dutch is smarter. The local social 
system and educational policies have perpetuated the mental image of 
Dutch superiority and as such indirectly reinforced a bias for the white 
race and fostering racial prejudice at a young age, through “complexes, 
negative attitudes and mentality” (Schrils, 1990, p. 183), whether at a 
conscious or unconscious level and not necessarily by whites, but by the 
whole gamma of colors on the island.  
Developmental studies show that ethnic and racial attitudes are learned 
at a young age (Aboud & Skerry, 1982). Morlan (1963) highlights 
studies done with children in relation to race in the U.S. that show that 
both black and white children show preference for the white race and 
identify with it rather than with black. Morlan (1963) distinguishes 
racial bias from racial prejudice; he explains that racial bias not 
necessarily implies rejection because of race which is different than 
racial prejudice. CNN did a study recently on racial attitudes entitled, 
‘Black White Kids on Race’ (May, 2010). The overall results show that 
white was associated with positive attributes and black with negative 
attributes. White children were perceived as more beautiful and smarter 
than Black kids. The bias towards white was found to be still very much 
part of the U.S. culture. Spencer (CNN, Black White Kids on Race, 
2010) on the latter expressed “we still live in a society where light is 
valued and dark is devalued” and wherein centuries old stereotypes are 
still valid.  
Generally, the society itself lays the basis for racial bias through contact 
with attitudes of racial prejudice. Societies are working at erasing 
racially loaded products. Well-known in the Curaçaoan society were the 
children books, such as ‘Sjors en Sjimmie’, ‘Puk en Muk en Moortje’ of 
the 1960s, in which the black kid is featured as the dumb one. Brazelton 
cited by White (1993) stresses the importance of racial education in 
schools, wherein teachers and parents should promote the right attitude 
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and mutual respect. Key elements are the parents and teachers who have 
been subject to the aforementioned psycho-social formation in relation 
to their own education at home and at school. In a research about a 
newly introduced school program ‘La Escuela Nueva’ (literarly 
translated New School), in rural parts of Bogotá in the 1980’s, results 
showed that changes in teachers’ attitude proved to be a difficult but one 
of the most cardinal aspects for the successful functioning of the 
implemented program (Van der Dijs & Roa, 1985). 
The historical place that the Dutch language has in the community is 
indisputable. A governmental study group in 1998 (Mijts, recognized 
the relevance of Dutch as well as other languages for the island’s 
multilingual community. However, the results warned for the 
implementation of a monolingual oriented system, whether Dutch or 
Papiamentu. Wesley Clarke, a Unesco-advisor, who visited Curaçao in 
2006, welcomed the idea of Papiamentu in the educational system, 
given the importance of Papiamentu as the mother tongue, but at the 
same time alerted policy makers not to lose sight of the favourable 
multilingual position of the island in a globalizing era (Anon, 2006 cited 
by Mijts, 2006), alluding to a multilingual system. 
 
The importance given to education and language in this research lies in 
the fact that educational institutions play a key role in identity formation 
(Feliciano, 2009). Mabele (2006) very accurately illustrates the intimate 
link between education, language and identity, “Ethnic identity is twin 
skin to linguistic identity (Anzaldua, 2002 cited by Mabele, 2006); 
“Language is more than just a tool to communicate. It connects people 
with something greater than themselves. A common language breaks 
barriers between people. It allows people that share a language to 
identify with each other even though they are different. A new language 
makes you notice things that you have always missed. It leads to an 
appreciation of things that you never knew existed. And, in doing so, a 
new person is formed”. Most of those who succeeded in the Dutch 
oriented educational system will probably think this way… or not? 
Ansano (2006) a sociologist raised in Curaçao wrote “Language was 
taal in school. A subject in which you read very short descriptions of 
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the Dutch missionaries in Africa… Call me dense, but it was only in 
fifth grade that I finally realized that taal was the Dutch word for 
"language", and that it did not have anything intrinsic to do with the 
sounds, letters and constructions I was being taught. I finally came to 
understand that there are different languages, and that there is a 
hierarchy among them. It was a milestone for me to understand how 
some people could say that Papiamentu was not good enough for us to 
speak: it was a ‘language’, not life as we grew up thinking it was. 
School was confusing, all the way up to college, when I started reading 
the three F’s: Fanon, Freire and Fromm. I remember being so incredibly 
angry for a while during this process, and really crying hard …I knew 
then that both clarity and life had been stolen from me before”. ‘Taal’ 
(language) is still believed to be ‘Dutch’.  
 
Papiamentu was introduced as a subject in all grades of elementary 
school for half an hour a day in 1983. In 1993 a new plan for elementary 
education was issued, which decreed that Papiamentu should be the 
language of instruction throughout the elementary school, and Dutch 
should be treated as a second language. This policy brought along 
opposition in the political educational and social arenas. As of 
September 2000, it was decided in Parliament that Papiamentu would be 
the language of education. This brought dispute over freedom of choice 
that went to the courts (Liddicoat, 2007). The present official languages 
of instruction are Papiamentu, English and Dutch and parents can 
choose the schools for their children according to the language of their 
choice (Onderwijswetgeving, 2009). Current language per school 
distribution indicate that all the Protestant schools have Dutch as 
educational language, one public school is bilingual, one is Dutch and 
the others have Papiamentu as language of instruction. The Catholic 
schools vary between bilingual-, Papiamentu- and Dutch educational 
system. Apparently, ‘L’histoire se répѐte‘ (history repeats itself); In the 
19th century the Dutch (especially the Dutch Protestants) felt threatened 
by the widespread use of Papiamentu and pushed for Dutch to become 
the language of instruction. In the present the Protestant schools and the 
popularly considered ‘upper class’ schools, choose for Dutch as vehicle 
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language. The present uncertainties surrounding the developments 
towards a new constitutional structure seem to bring up the need to 
reaffirm all that is Dutch and to hang on to what is known, what 
provides ‘security’. Parents tend to choose Dutch over Papiamentu as 
the language of learning and teaching for their children, because that is 
what they know and assume to be an empowering language.  
In addition, the Dutch are invited on a regular basis to provide 
educational and technical aid to indicate how things should be done 
(Mijts, 2006). Juliana in Clemencia (2004) illustrates the latter tendency 
among the island’s authorities in a humorous way in the poem titled 
“Pan Fransés”. Señor Presidente…”Kiko ta e diferensha den peso o 
tamaño entre un buskuch’i soda i un pan Fransés? Wѐl, kerido 
miembro, Esei ta un charada pa no saka un dos tres. Ta un eksperto 
mester bini di Europa pa deskubrί ta kon bini dia pa dia buskuch’i soda 
ta birando más pisá ku pan fransés”. (“French Bread”. Mr. 
President… “What is the difference of weight or size between a soda 
cracker and a French bread? Well, dear member, that is not an easy 
charade to resolve. We are in need of an expert from Europe to come 
and establish the reason why with every new day the soda cracker is 
becoming heavier than the French bread”). 
A recent article in the newspaper ‘Amigoe’ (March, 2010), reported the 
preoccupation of the ‘Vereniging Bedrijfsleven Curaҫao’ (Association 
for Trade and Industry) for the low Dutch reading scores in high school 
students and the prompt reaction of the Minister of Education to put the 
findings in educational context; the low scores seemed to be a small 
fraction of a whole educational package. The article denotes reigning 
attitudes and the many powers at play on the language/education issue 
and incapacity to think beyond Dutch. 
Many believe that proficiency in the Dutch language will facilitate 
further studies in The Netherlands and in view of financial aid many 
students choose to continue studies in Holland. Hundreds of students are 
leaving yearly for The Netherlands for advanced studies.  Once in a 
Dutch surrounding, chances are small to break with social inherited 
mental patterns and behaviors in relation to Dutch superiority. These 
inborn patterns are mostly induced by the aforementioned over-valued 
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Dutch educational system and racial discrepancies in the Curaçaoan 
society. Being in Holland may reinforce established patterns. For the 
same reasons, the chances to break with mental and behavioral 
inhibitions might come at a slower rate. The latter is valid for all 
Curaçaoans at each step of the color ladder, although at various degrees. 
As soon as certain patterns of thinking, feeling and acting have 
established themselves within a person’s mind, (s)he must unlearn these 
before being able to learn something different, and unlearning is more 
difficult than learning for the first time (Hofstede cited by Horst, 2007). 
Possible results are developmental disparities whereby a person may be 
intellectually developed, but lack behind in emotional and social areas.  
Burnet and Atmowirono (2007), in a study about depression among 
Aruban and Antillian students at the Haagse Hogeschool indicate related 
adaptation, study and cultural bonding problems. Adaptation to the 
Dutch assertive attitude and to express one’s thinking with confidence 
into the Dutch language proved to be difficult especially in group 
projects. The students expressed feelings of alienation and not being 
understood by Dutch students. The study denoted points of difficulties 
between two opposite oriented cultures, namely Dutch individualism 
and Antillian and Aruban collectivism, which makes adaptation more 
complex. 
The other side of the coin shows the enthusiasm of youth, the 
commencement of a new phase in life, incorporation of new experiences 
and an acquired knowledge to infuse new ideas and energy in the 
society upon return. Over the years, study in Holland meant the chance 
of tremendous social mobility for a great number of people.  
The CBS Modus (2006) reports an increase in the percentage of persons 
with a tertiair education level during 1992-2001. However, the 
Commissioner of Education, Marilyn Alcalá-Wallé mentioned that 30 to 
40% of the students that go to Holland have not completed their studies 
over the last years (zakelijkcuraҫao.com, 2007). 
An additional point of discussion in relation to education abroad is 
studying in the Latin Caribbean region, which has been obstructed by 
over-evaluation of the Dutch educational system or under evaluation of 
the Latin educational system. Students who have chosen to study in the 
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Latin Caribbean region were confronted with sub-evaluation of their 
diplomas, while in the last decade health professionals are contracted 
from the region to work on the island. Moreover the government has a 
whole system in place to send local patients for health care to regional 
countries (Zorg en Advies op Curaҫao, 2009). 
 
A new era commenced with the establishment of the Refinery on the 
island. The Royal Dutch Shell built an extensive oil refinery installation 
on the former site of the slave-trade market at Asiento in the beginning 
of the twentieth century. It is interesting to note that the slave trade and 
the Shell Company, both economic promoters with degrees of sad 
traces, were established in the same area. 
The arrival of the Shell on the island brought new economic 
perspectives and complex social changes, since a diversity of 
nationalities, cultures, languages and religions were added to a society 
that was already segmented and divided by the ‘color factor’ (Gibbes, 
Römer-Kenepa, Scriwanek, 1999). The existing social structure was 
definitely altered and inter group relations underwent changes with 
regards to attitudes, and behaviors on both sides of the socio-economic, 
religious and racially traced line.  
The establishment of the Shell Oil Refinery corresponded with the 
founding of other Dutch enterprises on the island. An overwhelming 
number of European Dutch were sent by the Netherlands to facilitate 
administrative procedures for a successful development of these 
enterprises with the result that many of these ‘new’ Dutch were placed 
in governmental positions, which traditionally were destined for white 
Protestants. The thoroughly experienced and trained ‘old’ Dutch 
Protestant civil officials had to make room for academically formed 
Dutch (Schrils, 1990). 
Van der Walle (1974) perceived the emerged contrast between the 
Curaçaoan upper classes and the new Dutch as a clash of cultures. He 
described the ‘local Renaissance ways’ versus the ‘intellectually North-
European, industrialized/economic’ conduct, as opposite patterns. The 
new Dutch were conceived by Kasteel (1956) cited by Rosalia (1997,  
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p.  265) as “middle class people who come to the colonies to lead upper 
class lives”. Van der Walle observed that in addition, behaviors like 
punctuality, business- and one lane mentality were not well accepted on 
the island.  
The structured Dutch ‘goal’ oriented ways, clashed with the overall 
‘expressive’ behavior patterns, which is an end in itself (De Vos, 1975), 
leading often to lack of mutual understanding and trust.  
Among the Dutch newcomers was a group of the working class, who 
were popularly called the ‘Pletters’, since they worked for the ‘pletterij’ 
(ironworks factory) of the Refinery. The Protestant whites definitely did 
not associate with this grou 
 They were perceived as boisterous and rough, but ‘good-hearted’ and 
according to A. Römer (1999) similar to the Curaçaoan workers class. 
This group apparently did not fit in the mental picture Curaçaoans had 
of the Dutch and was shunned. With their behavior they shocked the 
ideal image the Curaçaoan held of the European as a cultural person 
with a certain lifestyle. 
 
The Shell period was perceived as one of Dutch imposition and cultural 
division. The tendency of the European Dutch to rule and divide has 
created social ‘fragmentation’, sense of ‘apartheid’ and has diminished 
cultural expression by favoring Dutch interests and language (Van der 
Walle, 1974; Schrils, 1990; Rutgers, 1996; Marcha & Verweel, 2001).  
The resurgent circumstances signified a gradual loss of power for the 
Protestant elite group over the various social institutions and other 
groups and brought about sentiments of uncertainty and confusion. The 
gap between the white population (high – and lower Protestants, rich 
and poor Catholic whites) narrowed. The poor whites ascended socio-
economically as a result of the arrival of the refinery and the two groups 
of white Protestants somewhat leveled in a common front against the 
new Europeans (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen, 1985).  
The consequent profuse imposition of Dutch norms and values led to 
shifts in identity patterns within the white Protestant circle and to 
opposing behaviors on the part of the Curaçaoan in general to 
everything Dutch. The cultural evolvement triggered past memories and 
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barriers that were overcome and the consequent tendency to protect 
what was considered own. Ironically enough, it brought up fear of 
foreign domination (Mijts, 2006).  
The confrontation of the ‘old’ Dutch and the massive ‘new’ Dutch led to 
the awareness of being a ‘different Dutch’ (Römer, 1998). The 
Curaçaoan identity became more accentuated. These changes however 
did not unify the groups, but amplified the division between the Whites 
and the Blacks with attitudes of mutual mistrust (Schrils, 1990). The 
latter situation closely resembles the description of a participant in 
Richards’ (2004) study on ‘the impact of colonial culture on ethnic 
identity’ in South Africa and Rhodesia; “One of the reasons why it was 
so difficult to shake colonialism was because we were separated from 
one another and we lived in fear and distrust of one another. Those of 
us, who opposed colonialism, no matter our colour, found it hard to 
work together legally, physically and psychologically”.  
The social changes induced by the arrival of the Shell Oil Refinery have 
affected people in different ways. Abraham (2001) brings forth the 
literary work of Marugg, in which the psychological repercussions of 
the colonial racial stratification are projected from the perspective of the 
white side of the color line. Marugg’s work ‘Weekendpelgrimage’ 
(Weekend Pilgrimage) illustrates the intensely lived emotions of a white 
Protestant in relation with the arrival of the Shell Refinery. The 
protagonist experiences the “many changes in the society which once 
were so familiar to him and the loss of influence of the white Protestant 
group to which he formed a part”, as a personal loss. “Before the radical 
industrialization the society used to be better, the people were 
themselves and their culture was authentic. Since the establishment of 
the Oil Refinery people have changed, as did the scenery”. Marugg 
portrays the changes in the Curaçaoan society as an “exclusive club of 
white people, where nowadays the blacks drink whisky. He 
denominated these memories as ‘crippled sights’, since they represented 
scenes that were inconceivable to him. The collective mental 
programming within a white biased and prejudiced society has made 
coping with change unbearable. 
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Jansen, the son of a Dutch sergeant arrived in Curaçao in 1926, at the 
age of fifteen. Curaçao is for him his island. He states that particularly 
the Dutch who came to Curaçao with the Shell have spoiled a lot, since 
they expressed themselves with disdain about the Curaçaoan population 
regardless of color. Even after the death of his wife, the thought never 
crossed his mind to return to Holland. He tells that the ‘dienstauto’ 
(company car) of the Colonial government for which his father worked, 
was a donkey. The leather trousers he used to ride the donkey turned on 
the long run greenish. He supposes that the name ‘makamba kulo bèrdè’ 
(Dutch green buttocks) is derived from this time.  Jansen relates that in 
spite of a different background he was well accepted by ‘goede familes’ 
(well to do families) to help their children with the Dutch language. He 
experienced that period as pleasant. Papiamentu is considered by him 
his favorite language (Heiligers, 2001).  
Winkel, a Curaçaoan of Dutch Protestant descent narrates in Heiligers 
(2001) about the pleasant ambience of Otrabanda, where she grew up 
and Scharloo, where she lived for approximately fifty years. The 
relationships between people were described by Winkel as good and 
respectful. Among the various classes and ethnicities, “existed good 
mutual relations, but no social intimacy” (p. 17). The latter was also the 
case with new Dutch Shell arrivals. Young women from the Protestant 
circle of which she formed part, were not allowed to continue their 
studies abroad. In her life time she saw how the nature of social contacts 
progressively changed and in the present she enjoys close relations with 
a diverse group of people. 
Little is left of the white Dutch Protestants as an elite group. Since the 
end of the nineteenth century acculturation was visible and in the 20th 
century, the group seemed to have assimilated within the broader 
community (Römer, 1998). However, with the avalanche of ethnic 
diverse newcomers, attitudes in relation to class and race may have 
strengthened (Schrils, 1990). The ‘new’ group of Dutch that emerged 
consolidated the existing image of the Dutch as a superior group.  
For centuries ‘the old Dutch’ has made its impression on the Curaçaoan 
setting.  The high entrance status (economic and educational) of the 
‘new Dutch’ into the Curaçaoan society matched the existing power 
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structure, reaffirmed the values of its own culture, strengthened group 
boundaries and control over social-economic networks.  
The Shell elite consisting of Dutch and Antilleans in high position had 
their own club, ‘Sociëteit Asiento’ and separate living quarters in 
Julianadorp and Emmastad. The Schröeder Schools in Emmastad and 
Julianadorp were initially, especially designed for the Shell elite 
children. These Dutch formed their own group and led their own life. 
Gomes Casseres (2004, p. 33) relates of the Shell Dutch enclave, 
consisting in ranks and classes, with often conflicting attitudes. A Dutch 
woman from higher standing of the Shell group in a condescending way 
commented of a Dutch newcomer, “Oh die is pas uit de klei getrokken. 
Nu zal ze snel moeten wennen aan de overgang van de wasteil naar de 
cocktail” (Oh that one has just come out of the shell. Now she will have 
to adapt quickly to the transition from washtub to cocktail). 
 
The ‘avant garde’ attitude of Curaçaoans towards the Dutch and the 
heavily Dutch accentuation on all fronts facilitated Dutch intra-group 
cohesiveness and identity.  
The account of a European-Dutch in ‘Yunan di Korsou’ (Natives of 
Curaçao) by Marcha and Verweel (2001) gives an example of the cycle 
of social dynamics and identity formation of the group. The subject was 
born in the Netherlands and came to Curaçao in 1950. She identifies 
herself as Dutch; her thinking and behavior patterns are Dutch. She 
associates with Dutch people and moves predominantly within the 
Dutch circle, but relates well with other groups and feels a sense of 
belonging to the island and its people. She sees her children as 
Antilleans. The descendents of this ‘shift’ of Dutch are in the present 
denoted as the Curaçaoan-Dutch.  
The legacy of the Dutch is characterized by their mighty social political 
entrance in 1634, which progressively paved the way and set an 
advantageous socio-economic stage for the next Dutch immigrants 
within the Curaçaoan society; perpetuating as such the Dutch supremacy 
on the island.  
The initial strong seclusive attitude of the first Dutch in relation to 
ethnicity (Dutch), race (white), class (elite), language (Dutch) and 
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religion (Protestant), consolidated an inner and outer group image that 
alienated this group from the remainder of the population (Indians, 
Blacks and Mulattos), who were classified by them as the Curaçaoans. 
Through generations the tacitly projected image by the ‘Dutch white 
elite’ cultivated a subsequent identification within the society that the 
‘others’ (the colored people) are the Curaçaoans; and placed at the same 
time interrogatives about the identity of the Whites. Remember the 
aforementioned statement of Simons (1868) ‘The Dutch are the owners 
of Curaçao and the Curaçaoans are the inhabitants? 
The almost four centuries of constitutional ties with the Netherlands 
have durably influenced the political, educational, religious, cultural and 
socio-economic dimensions. Even at the dawn of a greater autonomous 
status, the Netherlands keeps pulling strings and politicians and the 
people of Curaçao are divided on what the autonomous status should 
include and how to go about the decision making policies with the 
Dutch as equal partners. 
Colonialism and slavery laid the basis for a strong racially oriented 
society in which perceptions were formed and acted upon in accordance 
to a stipulated class/color line, with all its detrimental lingering psycho-
social effects on individuals, families and the society as a whole.  
 
The legacy of the Dutch language may seem pale in comparison to the 
English, French and Spanish languages in regards to the quantity of 
people that speaks them outside of the mother country (Oostindie, 
2002), but surely not in regards to the depth of its repercussions on the 
socio-emotional and cognitive development of those ill affected by an 
education with Dutch as the imposed language of instruction. The 
language/education dilemma has been a contributing factor in keeping 
the divisionary nature of the colonial socio-cultural and racial structure 
alive. For a long time, education predominantly and continuously bore 
the Dutch stamp, which preconditioned the minds to think that Dutch is 
superior, making it difficult to go beyond Dutch ‘prescriptions’.  
Many, if not all Curaçaoans, have family and/or friends living in the 
Netherlands, which keeps the link between the Netherlands and Curaçao 
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alive.  There is an emotional bond; many of us share some kind of 
emotion with the Dutch, be it at a conscious or unconscious level.   
The initial colonial cultural and religious open door policy laid the 
foundations for a multicultural, multilingual and religious tolerant 
community. The egalitarian Dutch system has enabled social mobility 
and has prevented the colonial society to develop into a class structured 
system such as is known in Latin America.  
The enterprising spirit of the Dutch expresses itself in the highly 
developed infrastructure of the island and the drive to undertake new 
ventures. The Dutch sense for discipline and perseverance are 
characteristics from which the community can greatly benefit.  
The Dutch history on the island comes alive in the Curaçaoan 
architectonic monumental inheritance. The 17th, 18th and 19th century 
Dutch colonial buildings of Willemstad earned the UNESCO hallmark 
of World Heritage City in December 1997 (unesco.org/whc).  
The Dutch legacy as handed down from the past to the present 
constitutes a trajectory of double standards, generating awareness, 
attitudes and behaviors along the same lines. It represents a bittersweet 
heritage which produces contradictory feelings that are pleasant but 
tinged with a sense of uncertainty, popularly conceived as a love – hate 
relationship. 

3.4 Jewish Ancestry 

The entrance status of the Sephardic Jews on the island was 
characterized by two main determinants: negotiation spirit and Jewish 
religion. These two characters to a fair degree, typified the existence of 
the Jews on the island.  
The first group of Sephardic Jews to settle in Curaçao in 1651 went 
according to an agreement between the West Indian Company and Joao 
D’Illan, a Portuguese born Jew, who was established in Amsterdam. 
D’Illan was given concession by the West Indian Company to bring a 
group of settlers to Curaçao and establish an agricultural colony and in 
turn they would be free to practice their religion (Hartog, 1961). A letter 
that the directors of the WIC wrote to governor Stuyvesant about Illan’s 
plan read, “he intends to bring a considerable number of people there to 
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settle and cultivate, as he pretends, the land, but we begin to suspect that 
he and his associates have quite another object in view, namely to trade 
from there to the West Indies and the Main” (web site of Mikvé Israel-
Emmanuel, 2000-2003).  
It is in that same year of their arrival (1651) that the congregation 
‘Mikvé Israel’ (the Hope of Israel) was founded (Römer, 1998). A small 
house functioned as their synagogue and it probably stood in the fields 
in Bleinheim where the colonists lived and worked.  
A few years later, in 1659, twelve Jewish families from Amsterdam, a 
total of seventy five persons settled in Curaçao. After the takeover of 
Dutch Brazil by the Portuguese, a group of Jewish colonists under the 
leadership of Isaac da Costa left for Amsterdam. They were granted 
religious liberty by the Dutch authorities in the colonies. Some names of 
the early settlers were: Aboab, Aboab Cardozo, Chaves, Henriquez 
Continho, Jesurun, De León, Marchena, De Meza, Oliveria, La Parra, 
Pereira and Touro. They were followed by several independent Jewish 
businessmen from Amsterdam (website of Mikvé Israel-Emmanuel, 
2000-2003). In the middle of the seventeenth century, Curaçao had the 
largest Sephardic community in the Caribbean and the island ‘acted as a 
hub’ for the smaller communities in the West Indies (Abraham-Van der 
Mark, 2000). The Jewish community grew rapidly and counted about 
1500 to 2000 members in the year 1750, constituting nearly half of the 
white population (Fouse, 2002). 
 
The Sephardic Jews had their roots in Spain and Portugal, where their 
ancestors had lived for more than ten centuries. By the end of the 
fifteenth century, due to the inquisition, the Jews had either gone 
underground, as ‘Conversos’ (Jews who outwardly converted to 
Christianity, while secretly maintained their Judaism) or into exile. 
Many went to Portugal where they lived for centuries until the Roman 
Inquisitors arrived. In Protestant Holland, with the ‘freedom-loving 
Huis van Oranje Nassau’, these Spanish and Portuguese Jews found 
their new home (website Mikvé Israel-Emmanuel, 2000-2003).  
Kaplan in ‘De Grote Godsdiensten ter Wereld’ (The World’s Great 
Religions, 1957, p. 133) defines Judaism as a “civilization and the Jews 
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as a people, bound together by a shared history,  common religious 
language (gebedstaal), collective vast literature and a sense of solidarity 
provided by their fate (lotsverbondenheid)”, while most people view 
Judaism as a religion. The Jews are spread all around the world and are 
from different races. There are for example Chinese Jews, Black 
Ethiopian Jews and Mexican Indian Jews. According to ‘De Grote 
Godsdiensten ter Wereld’ (The World’s Great Religions, 1957), Jews all 
around the globe may have sympathy for the State of Israel, but are 
primarily loyal to their various countries of origin.  
Brusse (1882) and Teenstra (1863) referred to the Jews on the Island of 
Curaçao in their works as ‘Israëlieten’ (Israelites, which refers to the 
biblical term of Israel, while inhabitants of the modern State of Israel 
are called Israeli). Till the end of the 18th century the Sephardic Jews 
were alternately denoted in official papers as the ‘Jewish nation’ or ‘the 
Portuguese nation’ (Römer, 1998). 
In 1732 the current Mikvé Israel (Hope of Israel) synagogue was built. 
It is the oldest synagogue in continuous use in the Western Hemisphere. 
The sand covered floor of the synagogue has a twofold meaning. It may 
represent the underground life of the Jews in Iberia, (Spain and Portugal) 
where on the surface the Sephardic Jews led a life as converted 
Christians, but conducted secret prayer services. The sand served to 
muffle their footsteps so they wouldn't be heard walking on the wooden 
floors. The second connotation may also represent sand of the Sinai 
desert, sand over which the Jews wandered for forty years during the 
Exodus from Egypt (Book of Exodus).  
In 1746 the Nivé Salom (House of Peace) synagogue in Otrabanda was 
constructed, so the Jews in Otrabanda did not have to violate the 
Shabbat by sailing to Punda on the Shabbat. That congregation was 
dissolved in the mid nineteenth century.  
The religious history of the Jews in Curaçao had several intense ingroup 
moments. The several discords required interventions by Governors, 
Faesch and Cantz’laar, the Stadholder, Willem IV and King William I 
of Oranje.  
After a rift among community members in 1864, a third of the Jewish 
group, who wanted a more liberal and modern religious approach, built 
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the ‘Temple Emanuel’ building, (Dutch Reformed Israelite Community) 
and consecrated their own cemetery at Berg Altena after the split. The 
oldest Jewish cemetery is Beth Haim, meaning the House of Life (1659) 
situated on the plantation Bleinheim in the ‘Joden Kwartier’ (Jewish 
Quarter). The total number of people buried in Beth Haim is calculated 
by Emmanuel and Emmanuel (1970) to be between 5200 and 5500.  
Due to the decline of the number of Jews, congregations merged into a 
‘Reconstructionist’ affiliated group and joined the ‘World Union for 
Progressive Judaism’ in 1965 (Römer, 1998; Gomes Casseres, 1990). 
De Pool (1935, p. 204) writes that after the separation a group called ‘El 
Porvenir’ (The Future) started a newspaper named ‘Shemah Israel’. The 
focal point of the group was to propagate the idea that the religion of 
Moses not only permits discussion and reasoning, but it also 
recommends both practices. De Pool mentions that the rupture was due 
not only to dogmatic and ritual reasons, but basically for commercial 
motives.  
 
The negotiation spirit of the Sephardic Jews, popularly called ‘Hudiu’ 
(Jew) was observable shortly upon their arrival (1651). Initially the 
group was assigned the area named Joden Kwartier (Jewish Quarter), 
which comprised plantations: Bley En Heim (later Bleinheim), Judio 
(Jew), Rozentak (alias Gasparito) and De Hoop (The Hope). The area 
included land next to today ‘Rooi Catootje’ where the Indians owned 
terrains. There were complaints by the Indians that the Jews did not act 
conform established rules in dealing with the land prices. There was 
apparent bribery in relation to the latter and the new Director Liebergen 
(governors were at that time called directors). Hamelberg cited by 
Nooyen (1979) relates of a letter in the ‘Documenten’ signed by a group 
of Jews in 1680 renouncing the accusations and stating that their gift to 
Director Liebergen was a simple act of goodwill. 
As the Jews went more into trade they moved closer to Willemstad. It 
was not until the second half of the nineteenth century that Scharloo 
became known as a Jewish neighborhood (Römer, 1998).  
Soon after the group’s arrival (1651), commerce became the main 
activity. Trade networks with other Jews in the Caribbean region, North 
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America and Amsterdam, facilitated the trade possibilities. In addition, 
the command of the various languages (Portuguese and Spanish) played 
a major role in that the Jews took the upper hand in commerce over the 
Dutch Protestants on the island. They formed their own power structure 
beside the ‘higher Protestants’. The backbone of the island’s economy 
was the international transit trade, which was controlled by Sephardic 
Jews. This group developed prominent merchants who had the control 
over the international transit trade and shipping. The Jews imported 
goods from Holland and traded colonial wares in neighboring countries. 
Very soon these merchants possessed their own sailing ships, a total of 
more than 1200 vessels between the years 1670 and 1900 (Encyclopedie 
van de Nederlandse Antillen, 1985). Soon after 1693, colonists from 
Curaçao, some being Sephardic Jews, established the settlement of 
Tucacas on the Paraguaná peninsula that served as the center of a 
smuggling network. Tucacas had its own synagogue, which suggests the 
presence of quite some Jews. The settlement Tucacas survived until the 
1720s. According to José Francisco de Canas, Governor of Caracas in 
the mid 1710s, it was protected by the ‘Spanish friends’ of ‘the Jews 
and Dutch’, and that its connections reached deep into the interior of the 
Spanish empire, linking Curaçao with cities as distant as Santa Fé de 
Bogotá and Quito, and these, in turn, with the wider Atlantic world 
(Williams, 2007). 
The Jesurun firm owned more that 100 ships in the nineteenth century. 
The first Jesurun arrived on the island in 1659, making the family one of 
oldest Jewish families on Curaçao. Because of their wealth, they 
became known in the region ‘as the Rothschilds of the Caribbean’. 
Several times as far back as 1848, the family bailed out the Venezuelan 
government, “in exchange for the guarantee of customs receipts from 
several Venezuelan ports and government bonds” (Rupert, 2002).  
 
Jewish merchants also took part in slave trade. Large numbers of slaves 
were bought from the West Indian Company depot, generally to be sold 
in neighboring countries. Moreover, Sephardic Jews also ‘had a direct 
hand in wholesale slaving’. As Wiznitzer cited by Mills (1993) has 
pointed out, “Jews in Amsterdam owned as much as ten percent of the 
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stock in the Dutch West Indian Company, the great slave-shipping 
enterprise that helped launch the Netherlands into international 
commercial prominence during the 1600s”. Philipe Henriquez, a noted 
seventeenth century slave trader, was authorized by the Admiralty to 
purchase slaves directly from Africa (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse 
Antillen). David Lowenthal cited by Mills (1993) wrote, "Curaçao's 
Jews prospered early through shipping and slave-trading". Lee Raphael 
(1983, p. 14) affirms the latter, “Jews also took an active part in the 
Dutch colonial slave trade; indeed, the bylaws of the Recife and 
Mauricia congregations (1648) included an imposta (Jewish tax) of five 
soldos for each Negro slave a Brazilian Jew purchased from the West 
Indies Company. Slave auctions were postponed if they fell on a Jewish 
holiday. In Curaҫao in the seventeenth century, as well as in the British 
colonies of Barbados and Jamaica in the eighteenth century, Jewish 
merchants played a major role in the slave trade”. Oostindie (2007) 
observes in relation to the above that the direct participation of the Jews 
in the Atlantic slave trade itself was small, contrary to their involvement 
in the Dutch slave trade which was disproportionally enormous, due to 
their particular position in the colonial networks. Oostindie, citing 
Schorsch; Bernadini and Fiering, explains the Jewish relation to the 
Dutch expansion to the West: in The Netherlands, the Jews (expelled 
from Spain and Portugal) received the first, the longest and the widest 
acceptance, setting the stage for economic network expansion across the 
oceans.  
 
Jews in Amsterdam followed the same separatist racial patterns as the 
Protestants in the Dutch colonies. In Amsterdam in the seventeenth 
century, Jews were allowed by Dutch authorities to keep their house 
slaves who they brought along from Iberia. As the number of the Jewish 
fathers and African slaves’ offspring became larger, broader social 
relations got more complicated. “The Amsterdam Jews emphasized their 
claim on equality with other white citizens”, by setting a clear distance 
between themselves and the Blacks (Oostindie, 2007,  p.  13-15).  
Schorsch (2004) wrote that like the Protestants in Curaçao, the 
Sephardic Jews had their slaves christened as Catholics and kept their 
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social distance. The Curaçaoan community had an economy based on 
slave trade; and the Sephardic Jews not only traded in slaves, but had 
slaves, plantations, ships and enterprises that were dependant on slave 
labor. Jewish men created children with slaves and so on. Jews shared 
the position of social elite with the Protestants on an island where the 
majority of the population was black or mixed, and maintained the 
stratification system by race, religion and class.  
At the time of the abolition of slavery in 1863, the aforementioned 
Jesurun family owned a total of 366 slaves. According to locals, Jacob 
Abraham Jesurun, known as Shon Cochi, owned a large number of 
slaves who he allegedly treated quite badly. Rupert, (2002) writes that 
after his death, a legend circulated about “his ghost …damned to drag 
heavy chains along a dark country road in eternal payment for his 
brutality”. Emmanuel & Emmanuel cited by Mills (1993) report that 
“almost every Jew bought from one to nine slaves for his personal use 
or for eventual resale." 
Not all Jews were wealthy. According to Gomes Casseres (2000) the 
Amsterdam congregation often got rid of it’s less fortunate by giving 
them free passage to Curaçao. It reached the point where in 1736 
Governor van Collen had to write to the West Indian Company asking 
them to stop issuing passports to poor Jews because they would become 
a burden to the State. However, in cases like the latter, Jewish charitable 
institutions were set up and the congregation would see to it that poor 
members received relief and the necessary assistance needed to become 
self-supporting. 
During the eighteenth century relations between Curaçaoan authorities 
and the ‘Jewish Nation’ (the Jewish community was denoted as the 
Jewish nation remained cordial. Jews contributed together with others 
toward the maintenance of the forts, the insane asylum, the leprosy 
hospital as well as the military hospital (Encyclopedie van de 
Nederlandse Antillen, 1985). Wealthy Jewish merchants stepped in 
when necessary to give a ‘helping hand’ to the government for the 
smooth running of local business (Rupert, 2002). 
In the small island’s society, the Sephardic and the other white elite 
such as the Protestants of Dutch origin, were interdependent, yet social 
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interaction between the two groups could be characterized as formal. In 
1825, the Jews were granted full citizenship by the Dutch and by the 
mid nineteenth century Jews on the island could also hold civil positions 
(Römer, 1998).  
With the critical economical times during the nineteenth century, many 
Jews left Curaҫao for other regions in the Caribbean and America (St. 
Thomas, the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Jamaica, Central America, 
Venezuela, Colombia, and the United States). However a core group 
maintained their distinguished social and economic position. The 
traditional Sephardic community of Curaçao was typified by “its large 
degree of autonomy, its tight internal organization, and strong 
cohesion”. Intra group relations were characterized by a strong 
hierarchy, according to income, property, power, and esteem. Wealth 
and status determined the positions within the religious organizations 
and the degree of power over the less wealthy (Abraham-Van der Mark, 
1993, 2000,  p. 258).  
In the twentieth century, the Sephardic Jews maintained their position of 
leadership in banking and commerce. The early twentieth century saw 
the rise of three Sephardic commercial banks: Maduro's Bank, Curiel's 
Bank and Edwards, Henriquez & Co.'s Bank. The first two banks 
merged in 1932 into the Maduro & Curiel's Bank, the oldest and also the 
most extensive bank in the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba. The third 
bank was sold in 1968 to the Curaçao branch of the large Dutch 
Algemene Bank Nederland (ABN) (Gomes Casseres, 2000), now the 
Royal Bank of Trinidad and Tobago (RBTT). 
In his book ‘Punda Punda’ Gomes Casseres (2004) pleasantly narrates 
the interrelation of small, middle and large business owners in Punda. 
The work reflects a thorough knowledge and feelings of the Punda 
Community which consisted of a mix of ethnic groups at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, which mirror a co-habitation characterized by 
respect and acceptance between groups.  
 
Once the economic sphere was secured, cultural life began to flourish. 
Sephardic Jews began to figure in various professions and the arts. Palm 
(1978) writes that musical life developed in the eighteenth century in the 
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Jewish community. In the nineteenth century Curaçao already had a 
small orchestra.  
Gomes Casseres (2000) mentioned several Jewish professionals who 
stood out for their work: Dr. Haim Abraham de Casseres is particularly 
remembered for having written medical treatises and Abraham Mendez 
Chumaceiro pleaded a century ago for the introduction of the popular 
vote to elect the colony's legislative body. Abraham Mendez 
Chumaceiro was also a strong advocate for the introduction of 
Papiamentu in schools. When in 1877 the president of Venezuela, 
Guzman Blanco, proposed to buy Curaçao, Chumaceiro vehemently 
opposed the proposition in a writing “Is Curaçao te koop?” (Is Curaçao 
for sale?) that appeared in The Hague at Belinfante. It read, “You may 
not sell Curaçao, people of The Netherlands, not to Venezuela, or to 
anybody, because you may not sell your brothers, and the Curaçaoans 
are your brothers, descendants of the same fathers, we are Dutch, just 
the same as you are” (Römer in Chumaceiro, 1998, p. 55). George 
Maduro (1916-1945), a Curaçaoan, was studying law in Leiden, when 
the Second World War broke out. As a Curaçao Jew he chose to fight 
and is remembered as a hero. Madurodam in The Netherlands is named 
after him as is also the ‘George Maduroweg’ a street in Curaçao. There 
were also pharmacists like Isaac Haim A. Mendes Chumaceiro, who 
was also the founder of the Curaçao chapter of the International Red 
Cross. Fourteen Sephardic Jews have been educators, most of whom ran 
their own private schools, before the advent of a good public school 
system for the colony. The language of instruction at those schools was 
usually Spanish and destined for the elite (see 3.2 Hispanic Ancestry). 
The Sephardim also produced journalists and editors. Naar founded the 
first theater, ‘Teatro Naar’, and brought many theatrical companies to 
the island. May Henriquez (1915-1999), is author of many books and 
plays in Papiamentu and was also a gifted sculptress. Fouse (2002,  
p. 114) cites Gomes Casseres who describes the early Portuguese 
speaking Jews of Curaçao to have “significantly influenced the local 
language Papiamentu”. Many Sephardic Jews have been active as well 
in the political, intellectual and social life of the island.  
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Benjamin (2002) observes that in spite of the Sephardic Jews active 
participation in Curaҫaoan affairs, they have maintained their distinct 
identity. In the present, members of the Curaçao Sephardic Jewish 
community continue to play a vital part in Curaçao’s economic, 
commercial, cultural and social life and at the same time keep a strong 
sense of their group as a ‘unique entity’ (Abraham-Van der Mark, 
2000). Respectively, ‘The Encyclopedia of Canada’ states that the Jews 
since they settled in Canada, developed an “identity based on being a 
national minority with a distinctive religion and communal structure” by 
founding organizations, which expressed each of these dimensions of 
their identity.   
 
In the 1920s and early 1930s Ashkenazi Jews from Eastern Europe 
came to Curaçao; in 1926 a considerable number settled on the island. 
Most of the Ashkenazi Jews, popularly called ‘Polako’, came from 
Rumania, Poland and Russia. They had been soldiers, artisans and small 
merchants and most of them started their careers in Curaçao as peddlers. 
The image of the ‘Polako’ in Curaçao was one of a peddler with all his 
possessions on his back, someone with strange manners and customs, 
who spoke an incomprehensible language, Yiddish (Abraham-Van der 
Mark, 2000). The Ashkenazi peddlers called themselves ‘knockers’ (to 
knock on the doors to sell or to collect money) A. Römer (1999, p. 77) 
relates that the peddlers were popularly called ‘partisher’; a name whose 
origin he does not know. He describes the vivid image of the ‘partisher’ 
“Un hòmber doblá bou di un kantidat di sobrekama riba su skouru, un 
maleta grandi na man bon yená…” (A man bent under the weight of 
bedspreads on his shoulders, holding a big fully filled suitcase...). He 
would display his wares with an ‘angelical’ patience and many times he 
would leave the house without having sold anything, but still managed 
to bid goodbye with a smile. To Römer that was the mark of what a 
good salesman stood for.  
A few, who could afford, paid a boy to help them carry their goods. It 
would take them three days by foot to walk to Westpunt (Western end 
of Curaçao). Later they bought a donkey and eventually a cart. This 
group together with the Lebanese immigrants saw a gap in the market 
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between the city and country side and traveled back and forth selling 
their merchandise (Abraham-Van der Mark, 2000).  
With the arrival of Shell Oil Refinery at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, better job opportunities became available, which increased the 
overall purchase power and with that, sale possibilities. Slowly but 
surely the Ashkenazi Jews started with retail shops downtown. Like the 
Mulattos in the past (see section 3.6 on Mulattos) the Ashkenazi initially 
experienced obstructions imposed by the Chamber of Commerce, as a 
protection of the old established merchant elite. Abraham-Van der Mark 
(2000; p. 264) relates regarding Sephardim, “They were a strong 
political pressure group in the Colonial Council as well as in the 
legislative council of the island, they continued to keep the Chamber of 
Commerce closed to outsiders, and they fiercely resisted any 
infringement on the existing system of exclusive agencies”. 
The Ashkenazic Jews, by their drive and dedication, got ahead and 
many managed to attain great prosperity within an average of fifteen 
years. Father Römer expressed a lot of respect for the hard work of 
those men. He wrote regarding them: “Relashon humano, trabou duru, 
sentimentu pa progresá, sakrifisio, nada di miedo di trabou” (Human 
relations, hard work, yearn for progress, sacrifice, no fear at all for hard 
work) (p. 78). 
The Sephardic Jews were taken aback by the arrival of this very 
different category of Jews, and in fact, at first, “they rejected them and 
locked them out”. According to Abraham-Van der Mark (2000) and 
Ditzhuijzen (2009) the Ashkenazim experienced this as painful. The fact 
that both groups were Jewish was not enough to unify them. The 
Ashkenazi felt socially inferior by the exclusion of the Sephardic circle. 
This contributed to a negative self-image in the first generation. Even 
when they shared neighborhood and schools, no social contact 
developed. Their status in society did not correspond with their 
economic position (Abraham-Van der Mark, 2000).  
Upon their arrival, Ashkenazic Jews were allowed to pray in the Snoa of 
Congregation Mikvé Israel, but they were not allowed to join the 
Sephardic Congregation. According to (Abraham-Van der Mark, 2000; 
p. 265) “some of the men claimed that they were made to feel 
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unwelcome and out of place”. In 1932 the Ashkenazim founded their 
social center Club Union. By 1959 the synagogue of Congregation 
Shaarei Tsedek (Gates of Righteousness) was consecrated in Scharloo. 
Later they used a house in Lelieweg and recently moved into a new 
building in Mahaai. The Ashkenazi community kept their Jewish 
identity and kept strong social and cultural ties. The group's size shrank 
significantly in the 1980s and 1990s. Most of the first settlers died of 
old age and, because of political insecurity and economy decline, many 
Ashkenazim left the island in the 1980s to settle elsewhere (Abraham-
Van der Mark, 2000).  
 
Marriage within the Sephardic Jewish community had to comply with 
Jewish traditions. Some were: “to support the authority of family elders; 
to maintain the congregation as a bounded legal, religious and social 
entity; to preserve family based divisions in wealth and to protect 
patriarchal social organization” (Benjamin, 2002; p. 130). Marriage 
between Jews of different socio-economic level was not welcome. It 
was tolerated by some for Sephardi Jewish men to have sexual relations 
with Afro- Curaçaoan women before and during marriage but marriage 
between these two groups was not allowed by the congregation 
(Benjamin, 2002). Endogamy was enforced through marriages by 
agreement between families. However, intergroup marriages led to a 
considerable decline in the population over the years (Encyclopedie van 
de Nederlandse Antillen).  
At present, many Sephardim are marrying non-Jewish partners, while 
about 30 percent of the second generation Ashkenazi (born in the 1960s) 
has married a non-Jewish partner (Abraham-Van der Mark, 2000). As a 
rule the women in those marriages tend to convert to Judaism while the 
men do not. Jewish marriage partners are sought in Latin and North 
America and in Israel.  
Abraham-Van der Mark (2000, p. 270) relates of one man of the older 
Ashkenazi generation who married an Afro- Curaçaoan woman. Suher 
tells: “We lived in Otrabanda and all the boys in our street went to the 
meetings of Jonge Wacht (Young Guards, a Roman-Catholic youth 
organization). I wanted to join too, I wanted to be like everyone else, 
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and I was told that at Jonge Wacht they had table football, checkers, and 
all sorts of other games. So I went with the other boys but I had hardly 
entered or a priest got at me and asked for my name. And as I said 
"Suher Meit" he yelled at me "out! out! you're not a Catholic! I have 
never told my parents about this escapade”.  
Abraham-Van der Mark (2000) observed that although the Askenazic 
Jews did not partake in slavery, most followed the encountered 
stratification system on the island. 
The Ashkenazim kept a rather isolated position in Curaçaoan society. 
Outcomes of studies done on Ashkenazim in the U.S., (Zenner (1980) 
cited by Abraham-Van der Mark, 2000) show how trade has had an 
important impact on the culture of these groups and their image in 
society. Stereotypes of the Ashkenazim (Polako) on the island were 
formed according to their way of conducting business, which was 
predominantly geared towards making money. As Abraham-Van der 
Mark (2000, p. 272) writes, “Several of them explained that to do 
business one has to be shrewd, which means as much as: to be clever, to 
be one-up, to always have your eyes wide open, to take advantage of 
every situation, to see business in everything, and not to be 
sentimental.” How others in the community perceived the Ashkenazi 
group does not necessarily agree with how they saw themselves in 
relation to others. With the May 1969 upheaval this group was 
portrayed as ‘malafide capitalists’ by the groups of Stanley Brown 
(Oostindie (1999). An Ashkenazi Jew relates “It was often said that we 
exploit our workers and that we abuse the black population…I always 
had a good relation with my workers” (p. 118).  “We came poor but 
became rich. We worked hard, from early in the morning till late in the 
evening” (Oostindie, 1999, p. 120).  
Although there was daily business contact between Ashkenazi Jews and 
the Afro-Curaçaoan Roman-Catholic population (personnel, customers), 
no further social relations developed with this group. The way of 
dealing with employees was described by Abraham-Van der Mark 
(2000) as paternalistic rather than progressive. Some employees felt 
exploited and did not feel free to look after their rights since it was 
publicly known that many Ashkenazim disliked labor unions.  
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In Curaҫao the Ashkenazim lived in their own closed community, with 
their own lifestyle, which was based on Eastern European Jewish 
traditions and strong work ethics. This group focused on the retail trade. 
The grandchildren are also in business but just as many have chosen 
other professions. Most if not all go for study abroad and only a few 
return. Abraham-Van der Mark mentioned a couple who have returned 
as medical specialists. The Ashkenazim maintained a tight intra-group 
support; gave each other credit as well as loans in cases of illness or 
bankruptcy. The Jewish identity was kept and assimilation was resisted. 
Until the 1980s there was little progression of integration into 
Curaçaoan society.  
In the 1970s social contact between Ashkenazim and Sephardim was 
still minimal since differences in social status and culture inhibited 
social intimacy. With the third generation, social relationships with the 
Sephardim as well as with other groups in society developed. 
Ashkenazim and Sephardim have separate religious congregations and 
are two distinct ethnic groups; even so that an Ashkenazi Jew cited by 
Abraham-Van der Mark stated: "If the two groups could join together 
they would be much stronger, but it might be like mixing oil and water." 
Regular Shabbat and Festival services are held in both synagogues. 
Both congregations have an expanding program for children, teenagers 
and adults, which have a social character (B’nai B’rith). The Sephardic 
and Ashkenazi congregations together count about 450 members (web 
site of Mikvé Israel, 2000-2003). 
Ashkenazi Jews on the island apparently experience their identity as 
Jews first, than as Curaçaoan; and they maintain strong ties with Israel, 
while “Sephardim feel they are Curaçaoan first and Jewish after” 
(Benjamin, 2000; p. 135). The latter can be explained by the fact that 
the Ashkenazi’s sense of history of the island is comparatively less than 
the Sephardic sense of history. Benjamin found that “the Sephardic Jews 
are deeply Curaçaoan and the Ashkenazi are less so” (p. 135), which is 
understandable considering the fact that the Ashkenazim arrived more 
or less three centuries after the establishment of the first group of 
Sephardic Jews. Their cultural historical background differs hugely 
from the Sephardim. The Ashkenazim left family behind during 
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turbulent times in Central Europe (poverty, persecution and political 
disillusionment) in the mid twentieth century and through World War II 
they were cut off from their beloved ones and in many cases not to see 
them again.  
History and life patterns of the Ashkenazim in the U.S. and the relation 
between the Sephardic and the Ashkenazi Jews have been similar as in 
Curaçao. In the U.S. too the Sephardim have looked down on the 
Ashkenazim (Sarna & Golden, 2000). Ditzhuijzen (2009, p. 226, 229) 
writes that the Ashkenazi Jews in the long run found their own spot in 
the Curaçaoan community, which she describes, “de Ashkenazi zijn nu 
eenmaal anders en hebben een ander geschiedenis” (the Ashkenazi are 
in any way different and have their own history).  
 
Previously Ashkenazic and Sephardic children used to attend local 
public schools, but nowadays most go to the International school. They 
become proficient in English, which serves them for later study in the 
U.S., but the children have less contact with the local population 
(Ditzhuijzen, 2009) and speak less or no Papiamentu. The language 
Papiamentu is not included in the school’s curriculum. 
Bejarano in “Sephardic Jews in Latin America” (2004) describes the 
existence of the Caribbean Jews: “Most of the Caribbean Jews were 
gradually assimilated in a process defined by Mordechai Arbell as 
“comfortable disappearance.” They have blended into their respective 
communities, but still maintaining their distinctiveness.  
Freedom of religion and harmonious co-habitation is an essential aspect 
of the island. During Queen Beatrix’s visit to Curaçao in 1980, 
representatives of four religions, Rabbi Peller, Sheik Ayoubi, 
Monseignor Ellis and Protestant Minister Snow, were standing next to 
each other on a photo (oral information: Rabbi Peller, 2010). An article 
in the newspaper Extra (12th of January, 2005) shows a photo of the 
President of the Maduro and Curiels Bank, Mr. Capriles with the 
President of the Muslim Community, Mr. Ahmed Ayoubi. Although the 
context of the photo is a banking negotiation, it also reflects the nature 
of the island, where a Jew could stand next to a Muslim without the 
situation being perceived as awkward. Other examples that reflect a 
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harmonious religious co-living, are the accounts of May Henriquez 
(1999) at ‘Bloemhof’, the property of her maternal grandmother. She 
relates of the annual celebration of the ‘Dia di San Juan’ (Saint John’s 
Day) and the frequent visits of the Protestant Minister, Dominee 
Eldermans during vacations. The fact that Sephardic Jews could 
celebrate Christmas with their Catholic friends (see Chapter 3.2 
Hispanic Ancestry, De Pool, 1935) and put up Christmas trees 
(Benjamin 2002), connotes besides assimilation, a sense of religious 
tolerance and co-living that characterizes the island.  
Gomes Casseres (1999) in “Veranderend Curaçao” (which means 
Curaçao in a changing process) relates of his youth in Scharloo during 
which they used to play in the backyard of the then ‘Sociëteit Curaçao’, 
when all of a sudden they heard a bang and a triumphant exclamation: 
“blanca la niña, blanca la flor, changá” (white girl, white flower, got 
you); they knew that those voices came from ‘het spel van de oude 
heren’ (the game of the old fellows). Gomes Casseres observed that in 
Papiamentu one does not refer to elder people as ‘old’, but as ‘grandi’ 
(of age) upon which he observed “wat is Papiaments toch een mooie 
taal, je wordt niet oud, maar groot” (how beautiful is the language 
Papiamentu, you do not grow older, but you age) (p. 57). He relates of 
his close group of Protestant and Jewish friends who lived in Scharloo 
or nearby. They knew the inhabitants of all the houses and had their 
special names for them. The switch between languages Spanish and 
Papiamentu was a delight. May Henriquez in Heiligers (2001) who also 
grew up in Scharloo, comments that to her the neighborhood meant 
more than simple rows of elegant houses, It was a wonderful 
neighborhood that covered the dockyard at the Brandhofstraat up to 
Juliana square. Irrespective of the huge social differences, everybody 
knew each other, politely greeted one another and showed interest for 
each other’s weal and woe. The evening’s strolls, the chats with passers-
by, sitting in the rocking chairs on the balcony with family members 
and friends, were all pleasant memories that at the same time typified 
the Curaçaoan community in the twentieth century. These reminiscences 
showed similarities with recollections expressed by the Dutch, Mulattos 
and Hispanics. 
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The legacy of the Jews on the island is undoubtedly trade, banking and 
their commercial spirit. The entrance status of the Sephardic Jews into 
the early beginnings of the Curaçaoan society constituted an 
independent power entity next to the Dutch; a socio-economic status, 
which they preserved until the present. The Sephardim form as such an 
integral, but ‘distinct’ part of the island. The image of the Jew (whether 
Sephardi or Ashkenazi) in Curaçao is associated with the upper class 
society.   
The Sephardim developed a national identity ‘Curaçaoan’ with a 
distinctive religion Judaism.   
Sephardic involvement in slavery, as described above, has been 
channeled through the Dutch West Indian Company, which does not 
take away the weight and the effects of their participation in the latter. 
 
Sephardic ancestors contributed greatly to the development of 
Papiamentu (May Henriquez) and the Jew in general, to the 
multicultural aspect of the island.  
The perseverance and hard work of the Ashkenazi in a relatively short 
time is worth mentioning. They attained what they anticipated when 
leaving their mother country: freedom of religion and economic well-
being (Ditzhuijzen, 2009).  
The standing commitment of the Sephardi for their island with the 
underlying commercial spirit, is expressed in the citation of Charles 
Gomes Casseres in (Rupert, 2002) “We can almost say, without 
exaggerating, that our history consists of a single long search for the 
perfect answer to the question: What do you do with an island that has 
been tagged as --- useless?” It is with pride that the Sephardim present 
their island and themselves “Curaçao, home of the oldest active Jewish 
community” in the Western hemisphere. 

3.5 African Ancestry 

The entrance status of the Africans within the Curaçaoan society were 
as ‘chattelled’ slaves; literally meaning ‘moveable property’. The first 
ship with enslaved Africans sailed into the harbor of Curaçao around the 
mid seventeenth century and the last one approximately one and a half 
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century later, around 1788. Slavery was abolished in Curaçao in 1863, 
after two hundred years of its existence on the island, now 147 years 
ago. African ancestry dates back more or less eighteen generations in 
Curaçao. Approximately ten generations of African descendants lived in 
slavery and eight generations as free citizens. The latter alone suggests a 
collective burdensome inheritance.  
The sorrowful path from the natal place Africa to the final destination 
(which often kept changing) in the New World laid in fact the social 
psychological ground plan for generations after. The consequent racism 
and social exclusion placed a mounting grief in personal and social 
development of African descendants (Patterson, 1982; Akbar, 1996; 
Hickling, 2000). The intense atrocities of slavery have had a lingering 
mental effect, which according to Dr. Na’im Akbar represents the worst 
form of slavery; “it captures the mind and imprisons the motivation, 
perception, aspiration and identity in a web of anti-self images, 
generating a personal and collective self destruction” (Akbar, 1996,  
p. iv). Although slavery ended about one and a half century ago, 
evidence indicates that the inhumane conditions live forth in individual 
and collective minds. Akbar states that history cannot be altered, but 
that the genesis can be understood, hence acted upon. Like in 
psychotherapy, once insight is acquired, mental healing starts taking 
place. Both Blacks and Whites seek to deny or justify slavery as 
‘something’ of the past; often trying to diminish the intensity of events, 
predominantly geared by ignorance.  
 
The trajectory of the enslaved Africans went in stages: they were 
captured and then taken to slave depots on the Western coast; afterwards 
they were loaded onto the slave vessels. After reaching their destination 
in the West they were put up for auction to continue their life journey as 
somebody’s property. The enslaving stages involved such emotional 
and social heartbreaking experiences that they are difficult to put into 
words. Each separate phase represents an emotional roller coaster in the 
worst sense of the word. Polk (2006) describes in an interview with 
History News Network (HNN) that the ‘capturing’ marked the start of 
the atrocious slave emotional process; “That horrible experience began 
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as raiding parties kidnapped whole villages, incarcerated the people they 
wanted to keep in concentration camps and sold them off to slave 
traders. That traumatic experience was intended to “break” the slaves. 
Many of these enslaved Africans were taken captive from the interior of 
Africa as a result of tribal wars or by black slave traders engaged in the 
business of trading slaves for European goods. At the initial stage of the 
slave trade, Africans were captured directly by Europeans in raids in the 
coastal areas. But this soon gave way to buying slaves from African 
rulers, military aristocracy and traders, since the Europeans were fined 
for capturing slaves. The kidnapped Africans would be marched to the 
coast, sometimes traveling hundreds of miles to be sold to slave traders. 
Many lost their lives along the way. Losses from the point of capture to 
the point of arrival at the slave trading forts were estimated to be 40% 
(Miller cited by Frankel (2009).  
By the middle of the seventeenth century, when the gold trade was 
being overtaken by the slave trade, the Akan people of the Gold Coast 
had become exporters of slaves. The buildings that had originally been 
lockboxes for gold were converted into prisons for captives. These 
prisons were called ‘barracoons’. In the eighteenth century these 
‘slavengaten’ (barracoons) at the Elmina factory contained, at times 
around, 300 to 400 slaves (Delepeleire, 2004). The enslaved persons 
remained about ten to fifteen days in the barracoons before being 
transported to the slavers. The males and females were kept in separate 
places. Donoghue (2008) relates the accounts of a kidnapped slave 
named Crowther in the barracoons and the apathy he developed 
realizing his impotence towards the situation he was in. He remembered 
the feelings of fear and trembling when for the first time a white man 
examined his body. Men and boys were chained together at their neck. 
Henry Wise, American Naval Commodore, in Donoghue (2008), 
described that while the slaves were branded you could see the smoke 
and hear the screams; the row of chained people driven by lash from the 
barracoons to the slave ships. Many succumbed by the lack of food, 
dysentery, fresh sea air and anguish for the uncertainty awaiting them. 
Delepeleire (2004) relates of persons with a physical or mental handicap 
who were declared ‘macroen’ and were permanently refused. It was 
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through these barracoons that most of the millions of Africans began the 
journey across the Atlantic (Polk, 2006). 
During each single crossing that lasted approximately 2 months, more 
or less nine to fifteen percent of the slaves died (Loveboy cited by 
Frankel, 2009). The average number of enslaved Africans per ship was 
about two hundred and eighty-seven. During the period 1674-1740, the 
WIC had 383 slave ships in service. The slave navigation formed, as 
such, the most extensive activity of the West Indian Company 
(Delepeleire, 2004). 
Accounts of ex slaves on the crossing relate of the inhumane situation 
on the slave vessels. Nichols (1963) tells the story of Venture, the son of 
a tribal prince, who together with his mother were captured on their way 
to Dukandarra by a hostile tribe that sold them to slave traders. His 
experience of the Atlantic crossing on the slave ship is described by 
Nichols, “he soon found himself chained hand and foot to another slave 
and crowded into a space so small that he could only sit or with 
difficulty lie under the deck. Around him were the hapless victims -- 
some stolid, others, moaning, all disgruntled. As the voyage lengthened, 
the stench and filth became unbearable... the slaves sat in their own offal 
and vomit” (p. 5). Patterson (1982) named the enslaving process social 
death, referring to the idiom of power, alienation and degradation of the 
persons involved. 
 
The question of traditional servitude is often raised in connection with 
the Atlantic slave trade. Enslavement of Africans is often justified by 
indicating that slavery already existed in Africa, since the Muslim trans-
Saharan and Red Sea trades were long-standing endeavors. Guisepi in 
‘Africa and the Africans’ describes slavery in Africa as a widely 
diffused form of labor control and wealth, which with the preexisting 
trade in people allowed Europeans to mobilize the commerce in slaves 
relatively fast by tapping existing routes and supplies. Guisepi 
recognized that the ‘new’ European call and on-going demand not only 
intensified enslavement in Africa, but changed the nature of slavery 
itself in African societies. Polk (2006) associated the ‘old’ slavery 
system in African societies to the suffering of ‘contemporary European 
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white peasants’, in contrast to the dehumanizing American slavery. 
Harris (1982) sharply points out that the African kind of servitude 
should not be confused with the chattel American slavery; servants were 
regarded as human beings and not chattel. He explains the African 
society as the resemblance of a ‘feudal’ social order “with rural vassals 
and subjects.” Although the vassals were free men they owed services 
and tribute to their ruler, who provided general protection. The vassals, 
in their turn provided protection for their subjects in exchange for labor 
and goods.  The African societies were basically ‘communal and 
stratified’, wherein nobody worked for money but instead provided 
individual or collective ‘duties’ to someone else. There existed domestic 
slavery as well as people with no freedom such as community outcasts, 
adulterers, debtors and war criminals. With these exceptions servants 
were free to live their lives, and should therefore not be confused with 
Western slavery where slaves were considered property.  
Obadina (2000) tells the story of the Portuguese Duarte Pacheco Pereira 
in the early sixteenth century, who after a visit to Benin wrote that the 
kingdom "is usually at war with its neighbors and takes many captives”. 
Since African states were usually non-egalitarian and since all land was 
owned by the state or the "ruler," the control of slaves was considered 
one of the few ways, if not the only, in which individuals or lineages 
could increase their wealth and status (Guisepi, Africa and the 
Africans). In general, African rulers did not enslave their own people, 
except for crimes or in other unusual circumstances, but rather sought to 
enslave their neighbors, since personal interests were subordinated to 
group interests (Paasman, 1984). As a crucial factor in the African 
participation in the slave trade, Harris (1982) explains the way the 
Europeans applied their knowledge of African factionalism to play 
leaders and groups against each other. Olaudah Equiano, an ex-slave, 
described the latter in his memoirs published in 1789; "When a trader 
wants slaves, he applies to a chief for them, and tempts him with his 
wares” (Obadina, 2000).  
 
The Atlantic slave trade set the platform for human and social 
denigration. It led to expansion and intensification of slavery in the 
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African societies. Traditional chiefs, Muslim traders, and merchant 
princes in the vicinity of the Gold Coast engaged in wars of expansion 
for the sole purpose of acquiring slaves for the export market. The 
presence of Europeans on the coast meant a shift in the power structure 
within Africa. With access to European goods, especially firearms, iron, 
horses, cloth, tobacco, and other goods, West and Central African 
kingdoms began to redirect trade toward the coast and to expand their 
influence. The result was unending warfare and the disruption of 
societies as the search for slaves pushed even farther into the interior. 
The access to firearms allowed the rulers to create a despotic and brutal 
political regime based on the slave trade (Guisepi, n.y.). Delepeleire 
(2004) described that much of the slave trade depended very much on 
the internal wars between tribes. It was during those times of war that 
the slave trade would flourish; “…floreerde de slavenhandel van de 
Compagnie vooral in tijden van oorlog. Wanneer Afrikaanse staten 
onderling een burgeroorlog uitvochten, leverde dit voor de 
overwinnende partij krijgsgevangenen op, die vervolgens als slaven aan 
de Nederlandse factorijen werden verkocht. In tijden van algehele vrede 
werden echter geen slavenrazzia’s georganiseerd, zodat de slavenhandel 
met de Europeanen op de Goudkust nagenoeg stilviel” (When the 
African states were fighting a civil war, the winning party would get 
prisoners of war who were sold as slaves to the Dutch factories. In times 
of general peace, no slave raids were organized and consequently slave 
trade with the Europeans at the Gold Coast was practically non-
existent). 
Obadina (2000) tells the story of Ottobah Cugoano, who was about 13 
years old when he was kidnapped in 1770 in Ajumako in today's Ghana 
and he pointed to the shared responsibility of Africans for the horrid 
business. He wrote "I must own, to the shame of my own countrymen, 
that I was first kidnapped and betrayed by some of my own complexion, 
who were the first cause of my exile and slavery." But he added, "If 
there were no buyers there would be no sellers." Obadina (2000) 
director of Africa Business Information Services, adds “for the same 
token, if there were no sellers there would be no buyers.” Obadina 
highlights the responsibility factor on both sides of the coin, “seeking to 
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maximize the culpability of Europe in the slave trade, minimize the part 
played by African rulers and traders or explain it as the result of white 
trickery. Such distortion of history may make the moral case against 
European imperialism seem sharper, but it does nothing to aid the 
understanding by Africans of a critical period of their history. African 
slavers acted out of their own will and for their self interest. They took 
advantage of the opportunity provided by Europe to consume the 
products of its civilization.” Obadina observes that from the outset 
economics characterized the relations between Africans and the 
Europeans: both parties “grew wealthy from the slave business”. Greed 
was the name of the game; “Inflamed by greed, incensed by hate, 
confused by delusion, overcome by them, obsessed by mind, a man 
chooses for his own affliction, for others' affliction, for the affliction of 
both and experiences pain and grief” (Bhudda). 
 
Stigmatization of blacks is firmly and indelibly ingrained in the western 
mind. Harris (1982) explains that even before the peak of the Atlantic 
trade, the Europeans already showed signs of racial prejudice and that 
denigration of Africans can be traced back before the Christian era. 
Early seeds of prejudgment were sown by classical writers leaving 
lingering images in the mind of the Europeans of the Africans as 
‘barbarian, savage and mysterious’ (p. 15); altogether as a “badge of 
primitiveness” (p. 16). Homer and Heroditus alluded to the African 
(Ethiopian) as “a strange, barbarous and sub-human creature” (p. 15). 
The Scott philosopher David Hume wrote in his Essay and Treatises 
(1768), “I am apt to suspect the negroes….to be naturally inferior to the 
white….No ingenious manufacturers amongst them, no arts, no 
sciences”; Hegel in his “Philosophy of History” noted, “...at this point 
we leave Africa not to mention it again. …it is no historical part of the 
world; it has no movement or development to exhibit” (Harris, 1982, p. 
20). Consequently, these writings were taken up by Europeans 
interested in Africa and projected throughout times in their literature to 
the present. Harris considered that these early European attitudes and 
the need for slaves in the Western world conditioned minds and served 
as precursors for the Atlantic slave trade and the New World slavery. A 
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Dutch clergyman from Drenthe considered ‘continuous chastising’ (the 
Curse of Ham) of the ‘sons of Cham’ as an effective means to obtain 
good services from them; referring to earlier interpretations of the 
descendants of Cham (Ham) in connection with race and slavery 
(Menkman, in Slavery, Slave Trade and Abolition). The ‘curse of Ham’ 
(Cham) refers to a passage in the Book of Genesis, in which a Noah 
Ham’s father places a curse on the descendants of Ham. The curse of 
Ham has been used as a justification for enslavement of people of Black 
African ancestry, who were presumed to be descendants of Canaan 
(Harris, 1982).  
While there were also descriptions of the African as “pious and just”, 
the perception that made the greatest impact and survived is that of their 
physical attributes and sub-humanness. 
Even before the era of metals, Africans had developed forms of social 
organizations beyond the immediate family and had their own language 
and political structures. They displayed an outstanding ability for 
agriculture, technology, architecture, trade and metaphysics. Harris 
denotes Carthage and Egypt as the bridge between Africa, Europe and 
Asia through which political, economic and cultural influences were 
transmitted back and forth. Africa represented the ‘touchstone’ of the 
ancient world civilization fed by a ‘continuous and abundant’ input 
from Africans and Africa (Harris, 1982). Polk (2006) in an interview 
with History News Network (HNN) about his book ‘Birth of America’ 
says that what struck him was the complexity and richness of the 
original societies in Africa. He mentioned that for example, “West 
African societies were as proficient in metallurgy and textiles as any 
contemporary people and by far more advanced than the American 
colonists. They had elaborate bureaucracies and armies that dwarfed 
those of the colonists and the Indians. They built several huge empires, 
but maintained a surprising degree of autonomy, culturally, 
economically and even politically within them.” 
From the writings of Harris and Polk can be deduced that the Africans 
that came enslaved to the western shores came with a background unlike 
the portrayals of ‘sub-human race’ in aforementioned European 
literatures.  
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A recent circulating e-mail (May, 2010) entitled “Life without Black 
People” reveals in a humorous way how America would be without the 
accomplishments of Blacks, some of these achievements are: “There are 
no cities with tall skyscrapers because Alexander Mils, a black man, 
invented the elevator, and without it, one finds great difficulty reaching 
higher floors. There are few if any cars because Richard Spikes, a black 
man, invented the automatic gearshift, Joseph Gambol, also black, 
invented the Super Charge System for Internal Combustion Engines, 
and Garrett A. Morgan, a black man, invented the traffic signals. When 
they entered their homes, they found them to be poorly ventilated and 
poorly heated. You see, Frederick Jones invented the Air Conditioner 
and Alice Parker the Heating Furnace.” The mail finishes with a quote 
of Martin Luther King, Jr. which reads, "by the time we leave for work, 
Americans have depended on the inventions from the minds of Blacks." 
The arrival of the Portuguese in the fifteenth century followed by other 
Europeans in coastal Africa was a crucial episode. It opened the doors 
for the European slave trade from Africa and the dispersion of Africans 
all around the world. 
Most of the enslaved Africans brought  to the Americas, came from the 
West African Coast namely, Ivory- (modern Liberia), Gold- (modern 
Ghana), Slave Coast (Bight of Benin on the Gulf of Guinea, Nigeria, 
Sao Tomé, Principe and Togo) and as far south as Angola. Historical 
literature suggests that 62% of slaves came from Western Africa to 
America (8 million slaves), 30% from West-Central Africa (4 million), 
and 8% from southeastern Africa (1 million) (Thomas 1998, in Salas et 
al, 2004). The mtDNA composition in America broadly supports these 
historical researches (Salas et al, 2004). The Slave Coast as its name 
suggests was the biggest supplier of slaves to the Dutch, followed up by 
the Gold Coast (Delepeleire, 2004).  The Ivory Coast was sporadically 
visited by the WIC. The period of glory for the WIC on the Angolan 
Coast was from 1640 to 1650. In 1648 the Portuguese recovered most of 
their possessions (Delepeleire, 2004). Those were the key ports of 
loading and not necessarily the place of origin of the enslaved Africans.  
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Between 1650 and 1860 ten to fifteen million enslaved people were 
transported from Africa to the new world (Frankel, 2008).  
 
Curaçao functioned for a long time as transit harbour for the enslaved 
Africans who were destined to go to various places in the Caribbean. An 
estimated 112.000 slaves were traded on the island out of the 
approximately 500.000 slaves shipped to America by the Dutch (Curtin, 
1969; Daal & Schouten, 1988).  
In 1641 the Dutch WIC established in Curaçao a collective market for 
slaves who were captured from alien vessels, which was probably also 
the commencement of slave smuggling to Venezuela (Postma, 1990). 
Curaçao became important as slave trade center until the late 1650’s. At 
that time Matthias Beck was the Governor of Curaçao. Spanish 
businessmen from the main coast had contacted him for possible slave 
negotiation on a regular basis, which opened the eyes of the WIC for 
promising trade possibilities. Postma noted that the importance of 
Curaçao in the Atlantic slave trade ‘was always predicated by the need 
for slaves on the Spanish mainland colonies’ (p. 29). In accordance with 
the Treaty of Tordesillas, Spain could not establish colonies in Africa 
and had to acquire slaves through contracts, ‘asientos’ with the 
‘asentistas’, slave suppliers. The slave trade increased on the island in 
the late seventeenth century. The WIC used a special unit for slave 
export called Pieza de India. This unit stood for an adult slave, man or 
woman, between 15 and 35 years who was ready for delivery. The 
‘asientos’ stipulated the prices and the conditions under which the 
slaves had be turned over to the new owners. According to the ‘asiento’ 
contracts from 1683 and 1699, children aged 3 to 7 and 8 to 12 were 
worth one third and one half respectively of a ‘Pieza de India’. Initially, 
there was a higher demand for male slaves since they were physically 
more apt for the heavy plantation labor. During the course of the 18th 
century, the Spanish asiento contracts showed an increased interest for 
female slaves and stipulated a ratio of two men per one woman 
(Delepeleire, 2004). At a certain point in 1668, a total of 3000 slaves 
were detained in the island’s ‘storing facilities’ (Postma, 1990). The 
booming slave period was between 1685 and 1713. Curaçao was 
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therefore considered the ‘Amsterdam of the Caribbean’; a name that 
without any doubt entailed a dubious character.  
Once in the Americas, auctions were held to determine the price and the 
destiny of the slaves.  Curaçao as a slave market knew the ‘transit 
system’, but frequent interruptions in the ‘asientos’ led to surpluses, 
through which the free open market practices and the slave auction 
system developed on the island. The auction practice had been disputed 
due to price fluctuations (Postma, 1990).  
Auction is the fourth stage of the slave trajectory and includes, like the 
prior stages, extremely denigrating experiences. The scene of a slave 
auction in New Orleans was portrayed like this, “the slaves stood in 
ragged lines or sat on crude benches at one end of the yard. The men 
and boys,.. looking their best in bright colored neck-cloths, clean shirts 
and even stout shoes. A few proudly wore hats”... the female slaves 
sitting "huddled close together neatly dressed in gray; young Negro girls 
with white collars fastened by scarlet bows and in white aprons" 

(Nichols, 1963, p. 14). The unedited account of an ex American slave, 
Charlie Smith, (his age uncertain) on his auction experience, reads; "the 
highest bidder gets you. He'll carry you to his plantation. Put another 
one up there. Me highest bid, which ever one bid, gives the most, he'll 
carry him to his plantation … in the South. And they went to mistreating 
the, the colored. Getting children by the colored women. And all such as 
that… And the white find it out, how they was treating them. They hurt 
them. And they come down here, the first war ever was in the United 
States was the North and South fought a war to free the colored" 
(American Memory from the Library of Congress). This six line account 
reflects a world of emotions: hurt, uncertainty, sorrow, fear, abuse, 
powerlessness and the want to overcome. 
Auctions may have varied from one place to another, but involved the 
same dehumanizing process of publicly selling humans like a property, 
a piece of merchandise through a bidding system. On arrival of a slave 
ship at different ports in former Dutch Guyana, Berbice, Essequibo, and 
Demerara, auctions were held and plantation owners came from all over 
to ‘find bargains’. The slaves were merchandised naked and were 
closely inspected by the prospective buyers to determine if they were 
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healthy. They had to jump, swing their arms and legs and were 
examined ‘like farm animals’ (Slavery on the Plantations). Accounts of 
the last slave ship to reach Berbice in 1806 describe various scenes on 
board “the smell, throughout the ship was appalling… in the cabin at the 
stern of the vessel were half a dozen naked, young girls – better fed than 
the others on board – who had been selected for the sexual gratification 
of the captain and mate for the duration of the voyage”. The auction on 
the next morning after the arrival of the slave vessel was compared by 
Thomas Staunton St Clair to “a horse fair in England….The buyers 
examined the Africans limb by limb”. Even the private parts of the 
males who were for sale were inspected (Slaves and Highlanders). 
 
Once the enslaved Africans arrived in Curaçao, after the horrendous 
months on the ships they were taken to slave camps, namely ‘Plantage 
(plantation) Sòrsaka’ or to the reserve camp ‘Plantage Chinchó Grandi’ 
(present day Groot Sint Joris), to recuperate before being sold to 
Spaniards, Portuguese, English, French, Danish and Americans at the 
Asiento depot (now located on the property of the oil refinery) (Daal & 
Schouten, 1988; Goslinga, 2000). The WIC had plantations on which 
food was grown for the slaves in transit. There were also local brokers, 
such as, Messrs. Grillo and Lomelin who took charge of the transit 
slaves (Postma, 1990). The slaves would undergo a medical checkup. 
The description of the physical condition varied from “een zoo 
aanzienlijk armasoen (= lading) frissche Kustslaven, die zoo bijzonder 
fraay in hun soort waren als er konde zijn” tot “slecht geconditioneert, 
zoe mager als een geraamte” (a considerable cargo of slaves, whose 
conditions varied from exceptionally beautiful to badly conditioned, ‘as 
thin as a skeleton’). The enslaved Africans were washed and fed. On the 
slave markets, mothers were separated from their children and siblings 
from each other and sold separately. The slaves were branded by their 
new owners and got new names mostly biblical or typical Dutch. The 
receipts reported the name, gender, the kind of work the slave was fit for 
and physical condition. The average fee varied from 200 to 500 guilders 
and during times of scarcity could mount up to 1000 guilders 
(geschiedeniszeeland.nl). The slaves had to comply with certain 
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conditions, such as height and be in an overall good health. Slaves were 
not allowed to have filed teeth and large breasts (Delepeleire, 2004). 
Those that did not comply with the required conditions stayed on the 
island and were later sold illicitly; others remained on the island in 
service of the West Indian Company. Relatively few enslaved Africans 
remained in Curaçao (Klooster, 1998). Juliana (2003) cited by 
Clemencia (2004) illustrates the latter process in a poem titled, “Aviso 
Komersial (1784)”.                   
A kaba di yega, Fresku for di Afrika, Neger domá, stigmatizá, ku heru 
kayente. Den perfecto kondishon, (algun hembra ya priñá, pa piratanan 
hambrá), Kreá segun lei di Dios, Europeo-Hulandes, Destiná sin mas 
pa karga,-meskos ku kuakier hèrmèn, O mákina di plantashon-, Peso 
pisá di tur trabou, Den kunuku o na kas, Henter su bida largu, Mientras 
e tin rosea, Komo propiedat di Shon” (Commercial   (1784). Just 
arrived, Fresh from Africa, Niggers, tamed and stigmatized with hot 
irons, in perfect condition, (some females already pregnant by hungry 
pirates), Created by laws of the Dutch European God with the sole 
purpose to carry just like any tool-or agriculture tools ~heavy burdens 
of all kinds of work on the fields or at home, For a lifetime. Until its last 
breaths, as property of their Masters). 
 
Konadu (2010) contends that Africans from the Gold Coast had arrived 
in Curaçao well before the WIC leased plantations to private persons in 
1715. As early as 1680, Akan persons were shipped to the island. Haring 
cited by Delepeleire (2004) referred to the rapid expansion of the Akans 
on the Gold Coast. The captured slaves were often from neighboring 
Aowin, home to the Akan Sewfi. Konadu (2010) traces Akan 
experience in Guyana, Jamaica, Antigua, Barbados, former Danish and 
Dutch colonies, and North America. He indicates that a great number of 
African descendants on the island may be of Akan ancestry. The latter is 
based, among others, on the number of Africans from the ports of 
embarkations, lexicon data and cultural traces. Prior to 1725, 
approximately half of the total population of enslaved Africans by the 
Dutch came from the Bight of Benin, Slave Coast (Delepeleire, 2004). 
After the Dutch position on the Slave Coast declined, Africans came 
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from the Sierra Leone-Sengambia region (labeled Gangu) and the rest 
came from the Luango-Angola region (labeled Luango people). Konadu 
(2010) found that the regional or port of origin of the Akan Africans that 
came to form part of the population of Curaçao can be gleaned from the 
place names such as: Popo, Amina, Calabari, Mandinga and Africa (a 
burial ground for the enslaved located at the San Juan plantation).  The 
Lexicon aspect in Curaçao and Suriname, such as reduplication is a 
salient feature in Akan languages. Martinus (1997) in ‘The Kiss of a 
Slave’ extensively analyzes the connections between Papiamentu and 
West African languages. As a matter of fact many Akan cultural aspects 
exposed in the next sections are recognizable in the Curaçaoan culture. 
The Gold Coast belonged predominantly to the empire of Asante 
(Ashanti), members of the Akan people (Guisepi, Africa and Africans). 
There are about 7 million Akan speakers in eastern Ivory Coast, south-
central Ghana, and central Togo. There are numerous dialects of Akan, 
including Twi, Fante, Bono, Wasa, Nzema, Baule and Anyi, with a high 
level of mutual intelligibility between them (Omniglot, 1998). The 
Akan spiritual-, ideational (anansi) and material culture (matrilineality) 
are traced in the Curaçaoan and Surinamese ways. Some of their most 
important mythological stories are called Anansasem. Anansesem 
literally means "The Spider Story" (Konadu, 2010; Lampe, 1988). From 
the fifteenth century to the nineteenth century, the Akan people were the 
most powerful ethnic group in the West African region. The Akan 
people share common customs, cultural practices and religious beliefs; 
they are divided however, into dozens of tribes (Akan Encyclopedia). 
Most traditional kingdoms were divided into three hereditary classes: 
royals, commoners, and slaves (Schwimmer, 2010). Generally, West 
Africans indicate their social status through the display of wealth. West 
Africans place great emphasis on politeness, hospitality, and formality. 
Upon meeting, acquaintances must shake hands and ask about each 
other's health and families, which is recognizable in Curaçaoan 
behavioral patterns. Polygamy is allowed and attests to the wealth and 
power of men who can support more than one wife. The Akan domestic 
arrangements are based on matrilineal principles. Most West Africans 
traced descent matrilineally. Succession to clan chieftaincy, inheritance 
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of immoveable property, slaves and access to arable land were 
determined by matrifiliation (Yarak, 2003). Young children are treated 
with affection and indulgence; siblings, aunts, uncles, and other 
relatives take a keen interest in the child and often assume caretaking 
responsibilities, sometimes on an extended basis. The extended family 
structure is typical for the Caribbean, although it is slowly changing 
towards the nuclear family system (Dudley-Grant & al, 2003 cited by 
Steele & Roberts, 2005). 
Traditional craft production is divided according to gender. Men are 
weavers, carvers, and metalworkers. Women make pottery and engage 
in food processing. Petty trade is a pervasive economic activity among 
women. Examples in the Curaçaoan society are the ‘Bòn’ (credit 
system), ‘Sam’ (saving system), games activities like Bingo, ‘Bon Ku 
Ne’ (card game) and small sales at home (jewelry, Tupperware). The 
Akan women control any money that they receive from their 
undertakings, even though the husbands normally provide the capital 
funding. Wives, however, are the key figures in assuming financial 
responsibility and taking care of their husbands and children. Akan 
female elders within the lineage and extended family also assume 
important social, political, and ritual roles; they assume authority, 
predominantly over other women, since they are considered to be the 
ablest advisers and the possessors of family histories (Schwimmer, 
2010).   
Akan religion acknowledges many spiritual beings, including the 
Supreme Being, the earth goddess, the higher gods (abosom), the 
ancestors, and a host of spirits and fetishes. The ancestors are perhaps 
the most significant spiritual force. Each lineage reveres its important 
deceased members both individually and collectively. Death is one of 
the most important events in society and is observed by most ethnic 
groups and religions by elaborate and lengthy funeral observances that 
involve the whole community (Schwimmer, 2010). Similar attention is 
given to the death in Curaçao. Juliana (1976) on funerals on the island 
explains that in the mid twentieth century in the rural parts, when a 
person was dying, family, neighbors and acquaintances used to 
accompany the family. Everybody would help covering the costs for 
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cookies, tea, coffee and rum for the ones who came to visit. As soon as 
the person died, drums filled with water around the house were turned 
over and filled again with fresh water. This custom was based on the 
belief that ‘La-Muerto’, ‘Mr(s) Death’ had to take all bad things along 
with it, ‘bai ku tur malo’. Windows and doors were opened wide for the 
soul to be able to leave freely (Lampe, 2001). Teenstra (1863) describes 
that funeral houses function as meeting places for family and 
acquaintances whether they were Blacks, Whites or Mulattos. Lampe 
encounters similarities in the Ashanti’s ‘Apo celebration’ eight day 
preceding New Year during which ‘Nanzi’ stories are told with the 
observance of ‘ocho dia’ after the burial in Curaçao. The ninth day 
symbolizes to be born again in the ‘womb’ of mother earth and the 
rebirth in the realm of the ancestors; the closure and beginning of a new 
cycle like the closure of the old year and the start of a new one.  
Doumbia and Doumbia (2004) find West Africans in general, to have 
the belief that they are all part of one ‘Spirit’, who is the ultimate 
receiver of their greetings and blessings’. “Everywhere there is sky, 
there is spirit”; this saying lies at the heart of West African spirituality 
and traditions. Nyama is the projective energy of the Spirit that flows 
throughout the whole universe; it represents the connective primordial 
force that connects all beings. The ancestors are the guiding spirits who 
offer their guidance and protection. This widespread spiritual belief is 
found throughout West Africa. Ansano (2006) a Curaçaoan, relates of 
his mother’s sayings: “the ancestors, along with Catholic saints and 
other spiritual beings, are there to guide you through the maze of life. 
Their counsel is far more benign than that of fellow human beings since 
it is clear they have only one role: to guide, teach and protect and have 
no undeclared motives “. 
In the area “Little Popo” on the African West Coast, the people were 
originally Akan immigrants who formed a Diaspora west and east of the 
Volta River. According to Hall cited by Konadu (2010), the latter 
regions that constitute the present day Republic of Benin, was home to 
the Aja and Fon people. The Fon family compound is patrilocal. The 
wife, upon her marriage, goes to live with her husband's family. On a 
compound one may find the grandfather, his brothers, the father, his 
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brothers, and the brothers of the husband himself along with all their 
wives. The family structure is strongly patrilineal (Vogt, 2003). 
Children are simply expected to obey their parents. The goal of life is to 
be remembered, "If the name exists, the person exists." Respectively, in 
Curaçao importance is given to ‘mantené bo bon nòmber’ (maintenance 
of ‘a good image, name’). Another essential drive that seems to control 
Fon society is jealousy. When a family member becomes successful 
other members of the family will attempt to bring this person back down 
to "their level." In relation to this the community is characterized by a 
constant atmosphere of suspicion (Gordon, 2003). The late Surinamese 
born Ong-A-Kwie, who came to Curaçao as a young adult, referred to 
the latter as ‘mentalidat di kangreu’ (crab mentality). The Fon people 
have also been present in Curaçao. Hall cited by Klein (2010) 
mentioned that the Fon members were re-exported from Curaçao to 
Louisiana during the Spanish rule.  
The Angolan presence in Curaçao dates back to the mid seventeenth 
century. The WIC authority recommended Angolan slaves for the labor 
problems in Curaçao since 1634. They were preferred above other 
groups for having been influenced by Catholicism. That plan, however, 
did not follow through. Klooster (1998) however, wrote of a Portuguese 
slave vessel seized by the Dutch in 1652 with forty slaves, supposedly 
Angolans, who were sold on the Curaçaoan market. A consortium in 
Amsterdam was specialized in obtaining slaves from Angola. It 
consisted of Ferroni, an Italian agent with asiento in Amsterdam and 
prominent in the Spanish trade, and Nunes da Costa, a Sephardic agent 
in Portugal, who provided the passes. In 1664 the consortium delivered 
350 Angolans to the Grillo’s local brokers in Curaҫao (Postma, 1970). 
In 1666 a Dutch vessel reached Curaçao with another 350 Angolans 
(Israël, 1989). In 1696, directors of the WIC considered arming Angolan 
slaves in case of a potential war and also to incorporate them in the 
Dutch militia, since they had the physical condition and military 
experience. They were considered better equipped to fight in the tropics. 
The governor on the island did not follow up on the proposal (Brown, 
Morgan and Lehrman, 2006). 
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Curaçao Stick Fighting (Bassula), originally from Angola, was a 
popular art in Curaçao until the beginning of the 20th century. Juliana in 
Clemencia (2004, p. 58) refers in a drawing “wega di palu” (game of 
sticks) to this sport. Bassula is considered an Afro-Brazilian art form 
that combines martial arts, music and dance, to put the opponent out of 
action. It has been said to be a base for Capoeira, (African terms at a 
glance); wherein two men would get in the ring and fight with sticks, 
dance and jump around to the rhythm of the singing and clapping. Once 
a blow was dealt to the head, the one who dealt the blow was the 
winner. If blood came from the wound, the audience would shout 
"Sanger Pa Tambú", (Blood for The Drum). The loser then had to let 
some of his blood flow on to the drum. The weapon used is a walking 
stick ("Garoti" or "Koko Makaku" in Papiamentu) (African terms at a 
glance).  
The word ‘makamba’ is believed by Leonora (1988) in Warner Louis 
(2004) to be derived from Angolan. The word is a derivative from 
Kamba being one of the Kongos subgroups. It is a term used to denote 
foreigners: locally ‘makamba’ refers to Dutch Europeans who are non 
natives of Curaҫao (Saher, 1949 cited by Warner Louis, 2004). 
Makamba is also the name of a song sang during harvest time, called 
‘Kantika di Makamba’. Weeks before the Seú  (harvest feast) the corn is 
cut, from the morning to the evening hours, after which three to four 
people would sit together talking and playing the Bastel to get 
inspiration to compose songs, called ‘kantikanan di Makamba’ for the 
harvest celebration (Juliana, 1976). From the latter can be deduced that 
the expression ‘no ta kos di kanta makamba’, which means nothing 
special, comes from the ‘kantikanan di Makamba’. The saying most 
probably referred to a poor harvest. 
 
The slaves who remained on the island were key players in structuring 
the society of Curaçao. They contributed to the molding of an own 
Creole culture with its intrinsic feelings, behavior and thinking patterns 
(Teenstra, 1863; Hoetink, 1958, 1962; Römer, 1998; Allen, 2007). The 
social class constitution of the society was typified by small white upper 
layers and large colored lower layers. The built in attitudes and behavior 
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that went along with the interplay of classes is described by Teenstra as 
small groups leading their separate lives; “Op Curaҫao leeft ieder 
bepaaldelijk in den gemeenzamen omvang met zijnen zoogenaamden 
stand, …en deze beide klassen houden zich weder op eenen zeer 
grooten afstand van den omgang met den kleurlingen verwijderd” (p. 
183). Meaning, ‘in Curaçao, everybody lives in their own group and 
according to their own standing…these classes (referring to the upper 
classes of white Protestants, Catholics and Jews) in their turn kept a 
large distance from associating with Indians, Blacks and Mulattos’. 
Besides, “they were convinced of their social and racial superiority” 
(Paula, 1967). Paula raised the aspect of homogeneity within the groups, 
highlighting the similar nature of the members of each group, with the 
exception of the group of Blacks. The members of the African group 
came from various social levels and cultures; they even might have been 
at war with each other, but were still identified as one group and 
indiscriminatively placed on the lowest step of the social ladder.  
The discriminatory attitudes were inherent to the colonial political 
affairs as well. Vicar Bosch cited by Teensta (1863, p. 183) wrote, “Dat 
het eene koloniale staatkunde is, om de menschen van de zwarte en 
bruine kleur in minachting te brengen; dat, hoe grooter men den afstand 
houdt tusschen blanken en zwarten, hoe meer men den laatsten 
vernedert, des te vaster en langduriger zoude het koloniale stelsel staan” 
(The colonial politics were geared towards the disdain of the colored 
people, the larger the distance between the whites and blacks, the more 
immense the humiliation and hence the stronger and more lasting the 
colonial constitution). 
 
The slaves were classified as: domestic slaves, craft slaves and 
garden/plantation slaves, which denoted a hierarchy in itself. The house 
slaves were classified higher on the social ladder and in many ways 
were treated as servants. The house slaves were looked up to by other 
slaves, since they were closer to their masters and their ways. Besides 
house chores there were women working as seamstresses, laundresses or 
vendors. The house slaves tended to adopt the manners of their ‘shons’, 
owners (Römer, 1998). The craftsmen in particular were able to 
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improve their economic conditions and to further develop their skills 
(Klooster in Brana-Shute and Sparks, 2009). They formed a group much 
sought after both on the island and abroad (Daal & Schouten, 1988). 
They were often the source of income for their owners. The plantation 
slaves had the roughest time; not so much for what concerned the work, 
which consisted of farming activities and other labor such as carpentry 
and cleaning of the wells, but for the additional rough ‘slavery’ 
conditions attached to it. The notion of being held in involuntary 
servitude as the property of somebody else with low or no pay added 
additional weight (Allen, 2007). The field slaves formed the highest 
percentage of runaway male slaves. From a report of 1774 about the 
occupations of runaway slaves, in Klooster (1994) the following can be 
observed among males: field slaves (25.8%), seamen (16.4 %), 
carpenters (9.4 %), fishermen (6.4 %), shoemakers (6.0 %), cooks (3.2 
%), musicians (3.0 %), bakers (3.0 %), bricklayers (2.8 %), tailors (2.8 
%) and others (21.2 %). Among females there were: laundresses (17.6 
%), seamstresses (14.1 %), knitters (11.8 %), vendors (10.6 %), field 
slaves (9.4 %), domestic slaves (9.4 %) and others (21.4 %) (Source: 
ARA, NWIC 1166 fol. 124).  Occupations were presented from highest 
to lowest percentage.  
After emancipation, many freed slaves moved to Otrabanda, where they 
joined the already existing black and mulatto community. Many 
continued working in the range of profession aforementioned. Some 
worked as office clerks or low level government employees. Otrobanda 
became the center for independent black shop owners and craftsmen. 
The fieldworkers continued to work plantation lands under the paga tera 
("pay for land") share cropping system (Rupert, 2002). 
Most slaves worked for well to do Protestants and Jews. Slaves in 
Curaçao were described to be “less a capital good as in Suriname and 
more a luxury servant, sometimes even a form of conspicuous 
consumption” (Klooster in Bran-Shute & Sparks, 2009; p. 169). Studies 
done on the Curaçaoan slave community by among others Teenstra 
(1863), Hoetink, (1962), Renkema (1981) and Römer, (1998) often 
compared Curaçao with countries like Suriname, Trinidad and others; 
these studies sustain that the relation between master and slave on the 
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island was relatively ‘mild’, considering the fact that Curaҫao did not 
have a plantation economy like the other countries. Paula (1967) does 
not deny those assessments, but draws in his turn a parallel, while 
alluding to ‘degrees of mildness’:  “whereas in other countries the 
prosperity of the masters depended on the hard work of the slaves, on 
the island of Curaçao no amount of lashes could make the soil less 
rocky or produce the required rainfall” (p. 24). He points out, that the 
sorrow inherent to slavery is not measurable. Lampe, (2001) on the 
latter states that labor circumstances may have varied between Curaçao 
and other countries, but the essence of slavery was the same, “in this 
peculiar institution the slave was considered another person’s private 
property available to be sold like any other product” (p. 127). In a recent 
article by journalists Van Ditzhuijzen and Langenfeld (2007) in 
‘Historisch Nieuwsblad’ strongly argue the depth of slavery on the 
island stating, “Slavery on the island was different from what the 
standardized stories suggest about the relation between Blacks and 
Whites… A first dive in the National Archives of the Netherlands 
Antilles immediately projects an image that stands in sharp contrast to 
the stereotype of the angry white master versus the poor black slaves.  
In fact, the slaves participated themselves in the system.” The latter 
article addresses slavery on the island at the hand of a few archival data 
and lays the accent on the achievements of a few ex- slaves, but 
completely ignores the implications of slavery. 
The sole definition of slavery already suggests the bereavement of 
general liberty, let alone the psychological and social historical sorrow it 
involves. The most common underlying feelings related to the fact that 
too often, too many have sought to justify, diminish or deny the impact 
of slavery, are found to be shame, guilt and ignorance;  Whites and 
Blacks alike. The Mid Atlantic slavery represents a horrible part of 
history that was kept silent by a majority because of different reasons. 
Paula (1967) writes of a prevalent “tendency in the community of 
Curaçao to erase the past, a deliberate silence about all affairs related to 
the African origin (p. 61).” DeWolf (2008) in “Inheriting the trade” 
writes about his feelings of shame and guilt when he discovered that his 
family riches were acquired by the Atlantic slave trade. He related to his 
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wealth as an ‘undeserved inherited privilege' that scorches the 
conscience. When as adults he and his family came to know their 
ancestral contribution in the slave trade, they trailed and faced the past 
as a way of healing. Colar, an Afro-American writes in Psychology 
Today about her feelings of ‘irrational guilt’ with regards to slavery 
(2010). Allen (2007) relates findings in black Curaçaoan women “who 
have been double silenced in the Curaçaoan historiography” (p. 257) 
due to experienced barriers related to race, class and gender. Huender 
(1993) and Eikrem (1999) in their studies about the Curaçaoan 
community found that Curaçaoans tend to maintain a façade and repress 
personal and collective history with regards to ancestry and race, since 
these were related to feelings of shame. Huender found that school 
seemed to have played an important part in forming these attitudes; 
black was related to dumb and dirty, while white was related to 
everything which was good.  
 
There is an overall void in the educational contents about the Mid 
Atlantic slave trade in Curaçao and in The Netherlands. “De Stichting 
Amsterdam Centrum” was established with the aim to raise 
consciousness among the Dutch about the slave enterprise. Stipriaan 
(2008) emphasizes the need for people to talk about this ugly past that 
has been silenced by both sides.  
Slaves were psychologically and socially deprived. Slaves in the Dutch 
colonies had no legal status until 1828. The status included that “dat de 
meesters tegenover hen kwamen te staan in de positie van voogden 
tegenover onmondigen” (the masters would assume the role of 
guardians with respect to ‘fools’). Parallel to the latter was made known 
that legally slaves were not considered persons but objects; (Menkman, 
1953, p. 105) and were treated as such. Slaves were not allowed to 
marry since a marriage would interfere with sales possibilities 
(Teenstra, 1863). The state prohibited marriages while the church 
defended the right of the slave to marry. Lampe relates of Father 
Stöppel who wrote a letter to the King of The Netherlands in 1817 
requesting permission for baptism of slave children, slave marriages and 
spiritual care for the old, sick and dying. He died one year later in 1818. 
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The Governor’s response was, if he had lived longer he would have 
been suspended of his duty as a priest due to his ‘dangerous’ vision 
which would interfere with the “peace and order of the colony where 
slavery was a reality” (p. 137) Slaves were not allowed to go to school; 
the arrival of Monsignor Niewindt in 1825, who founded parishes and 
schools, brought fundamental changes in this aspect (Lampe, 2001). 
Slaves needed a ‘pass’ from their owner after eight o’clock in the 
evening to prove that they had his approval to go out. Slaves were 
‘controlled’ through fear of torture or punishment. According to Paula 
(1967) frightful penalties on the island were numerous. He cites the case 
of four slaves who were penalized in 1694: the first was hanged; the 
second’s arms were chopped off, while the other two had to stand with a 
noose around their neck. Negligence, undernourishment and brutal 
punishment regularly formed part of the slaves’ life. The use of rack and 
severe corporal punishment were also part of the castigation methods 
(Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen). Teenstra (1863) relates 
about the punishment methods of the slaves on the island; for example 
an act of molestation or touching of a white woman was publicly 
punished with a whipping ‘Watapana’stick, while at home punishment 
would take place with a ‘bullepees’ (rod).   
Curaçao did not know the ‘familieregt’ (family right); children of seven 
or eight years could be sold without previous consent of the mother. 
Teenstra (1863) wrote in regards to the latter, ‘who did not grief a bit 
(“die er even min om treuren”), since upon the departure of the fully 
loaded vessels from Curaçao, a general hooray was heard’ (p. 168). This 
was rather peculiar to read. No ‘normal’ mother will be happy to see a 
child leave, unless she is sure (told) that the child will be better off. 
Renkema (1981) expressed his doubt about the latter phenomena citing 
a case where the mother pleaded the owner to sell her together with her 
sons. Since only the sons were sold, she tried to kidnap them, which 
failed.   
A report of ‘Comissarissen’ (directors) mentioned the ‘sad’ condition of 
the slaves. Although on the island they were better dressed, ‘even’ wore 
shoes and did less work than the slaves in Suriname, they were less well 
fed. Their teeth were not healthy looking. Many slaves in their old age 
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after a whole life of having served their masters were ‘set free’ for 
having become a financial burden for their masters. They were left on 
their own and often died of starvation (Teenstra, 1863). Van Ditzhuijzen 
and Langenfeld (2007) argue the veracity of the latter data, since slave 
registration of the nineteenth century not only shows countless 
(‘talloze’) old slaves, but also data of manumitted children and young 
adults. Renkema (1981) confirms the writings of Teenstra, stating, that 
for that reason restrictions on manumissions were introduced with the 
purpose to counteract such practices. Hamelberg (1979) in Klooster 
(1994) states, “considering the practice of abandoning old or sick slaves, 
they proposed to make it obligatory for slaveholders to commit 
themselves to take care of their former slaves if they were reduced to 
poverty.” The latter took place in 1787; the manumissions increased 
when in 1850 those restrictions were removed. Teenstra (1863) states 
that then also young persons were manumitted. The proportion of freed 
people was relatively large (Schrils, 1990; Klooster 1994; Allen, 2007). 
The underlying motives for manumissions were various; a gesture of 
affection from the master to a loyal slave, or for an own offspring, but it 
was also as aforementioned, a way to get rid of a slave who has become 
a burden due to illness or old age. Bad financial times were an 
additional reason to manumit slaves (Klooster, 1994). 
A population census of 1857 registered 7.036 slaves on the island; 3.385 
men and 3.651 women. In 1863, at the time of the slave abolition, 
Curaçao registered 6751 slaves: 6684 private - and 67 governmental 
slaves; 285 slaves less (Renkema, 1981).  
 
Slavery in Curaçao contained state regulations that directed the 
master-slave relation with respect to food, clothing, working hours, kind 
of punishment and social life (Renkema, 1981).  Nineteenth century 
regulation prohibited slave gatherings. Since the revolt of 1795, reforms 
aimed to ‘humanize’ slavery and when the importation of slavery was 
prohibited in the late eighteenth century, the preservation of the slave 
community became of utmost importance. A letter by the district chief 
to the governor in 1825 expressed his preoccupation for Father 
Niewindt’s intention for a church in the rural part, which read 
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“…reunite 500 to 600 hundred slaves in a rural area… they will have 
the opportunity to discover their strength…Niewindt’s apostolic zeal 
makes him blind…and he is not aware that he is in a mixed colony with 
slaves, who will erroneously interpret the most sincere and the best 
intentions”. Niewindt replied that before there was only one church in 
the capital where a far greater number of slaves used to come together 
and which implied much more danger. Both gentlemen, although in 
different ways, accepted the ‘historical force of the oppressed’ (Lampe, 
2001,  p. 134).  
Rosalia (1997) conceived the legal restrictions of public cultural 
expressions directed towards the Black and Mulattos as ‘a boundless 
intolerance of the white government’ (“een grenzeloze 
onverdraagzaamheid van het blanke bestuur”) (p. 125). The prohibitions 
turned basically around group forming out of fear for revolt. The music 
of ‘Tambú’, which Rosalia identifies as the essence of the African 
spiritual world, the expression of life itself of the enslaved African, was 
legally forbidden on the island. The tambú music is explained to 
facilitate and canalize expressions of emotions related to the inner and 
outer life experiences. Its repression represented the oppression of ways 
of expression of the African group which was already ‘held back’ in all 
respects. The church was also opposed to the tambú music. Rosalia 
(1997) cites among others the story of a priest of Pietermaai who used to 
enter houses without permission whenever he heard sounds of the tambú 
music to punch holes in the tambú (instrument) with his umbrella.  
Teenstra (1863) portrayed the Blacks of Curaçao as ‘upbeat’; they loved 
to dance. Music definitely constituted an important part of life on the 
island. Juliana (1976) in Guia Etnológiko wrote of several musical 
instruments that had an African origin. In the rural parts in the evening 
it was a custom that the people lit candles. They sat outside and made 
music, called ‘Muzik di Zumbi’. The wind would take the sound to 
other places, creating a ‘mystical impression’ with the coming and 
going of the sound. People would not know where the sound was 
coming from. They could only hear it out of the blues, hence the name 
‘muzik di zumbi’, meaning spirited music. The ‘muzik di zumbi’ is 
played with the ‘benta’, a big tambú (drum), wiri, trianguel and 
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matrimonial (musical percussion instruments). According to experts, the 
benta originates from the African language Twi. The tambú grandi is 
known in Africa, China and India. The wiri is a typical Curaçaoan 
instrument played with the waltz, danza, mazurka, tumba, marcha, 
calypso and ‘Kaha di òrgel’ (barrel organ). The trianguel resembles a 
triangle, made of iron. The matrimonial is similar to the pandereta used 
in ‘aguinaldos’ (see Hispanics).The ‘Muzik di Zumbi’ also used to be 
played at parties in the rural parts. The Kachu (horn) had a twofold use; 
it was played as an instrument and as a means to announce the passing 
away of a person, during hard work,  harvest feast and while taking a 
sick person on a ‘paniwiri’ from the kunuku to the hospital downtown. 
The bastel is a musical instrument that originated after the prohibition of 
the use of the tambú (drum) by the slaves. It was used during 
‘kòrtamentu di maishi’ (harvesting) (De Pool, 1935; Van Meeteren in 
Juliana, 1976). Palm (1978) highlights that the fusion of the African 
rhythm with the European music reached its climax in the nineteenth 
century, ‘when finally our music took its own form’ (p. 17). He 
mentioned Chris Ulder who gave free music classes to orphans at Santa 
Rosa. This initiative was later adopted by ‘Internaat Scherpenheuvel’ 
(orphanage) that formed many good musicians well known in the 
community.  
 
Römer (1998) characterizes the master- slave relation as a ‘symbiotic 
dependence’. Teenstra (1863) explains this relationship of dependence 
from the side of the Curaçaoan ‘born’ whites as “ongemeen sterk aan 
hun land en slaven gehecht, zoodat zij dezelven niet, dan in den 
hoogsten nood, om ‘s lands lasten te voldoen of  uit broodgebrek 
verkopen” (uncommonly, strongly attached to their land and slaves, so 
that they only sold the slaves in case of high necessity to comply with 
taxes or bad economic times). Paula (1967) describes the symbiotic 
dependence between master and slaves on the island as ‘cooperation’ 
and ‘mutual understanding’, driven by totally different motives; the 
master needed to uphold his social prestige while the slave needed the 
master to provide for his basic needs. Paula thought the coexistence of 
these two groups, Blacks and Whites to be possible, due to the 
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submissive acceptance of the white superiority and ‘infinity of 
tolerance’ by the Blacks. The submissiveness of the Blacks was 
described by Lampe (2001) as ‘docile’, while Teenstra (1863) writes 
that the Curaçaoan slaves and free men were known to always have 
been stubborn and bold. Boeij and Grovenstein report, “…“in geen eene 
kolonie geweest te zijn, waar de negers zooveel losbandigheid en 
stoutmoedigheid bezitten dan in Curaçao” (p. 167) (not having been in 
any of the colonies, in which the blacks displayed that much frivolity 
and audacity as in Curaçao). The blacks were known ‘even’ in other 
colonies for their ‘noisy’ conversations; in addition, they love clamor 
and excitement “zij beminnen veel geraas and leven” (Teenstra, 1863; p. 
169). He was amazed at the ‘village like’ speed with which news 
circulated on the island. The black women were described by Teenstra 
to be extremely skilled in quarreling and swearing. Cuba’s José Marti in 
Godfried (2003) also expressed the same perception. A report of the 
‘Commissarissen’ read, that on the first sight of the Blacks on the island 
one might get the idea of free people, definitely not slaves. The Curaçao 
Blacks were perceived to lack discipline and order in comparison to 
Surinam.  
Teenstra (1863) in his work wrote of the uncleanliness of public places, 
such as squares and gardens, with mounting garbage heaps. He 
described the Blacks as clever and work motivated.  
 
Very soon after the arrival of the enslaved Africans in Curaçao, this 
group expressed a desire to be free. Between the mid-seventeenth and 
the late- eighteenth centuries, hundreds of slaves, women as well as 
men, fled the island for the Spanish Tierra Firme, where they 
established themselves in Coro, Venezuela. By 1704, the local Spanish 
authorities considered creating a new town to accommodate them. By 
mid-century, former fugitives from Curaçao could be found living in 
communities throughout the region. Some became landowners and 
many also participated in the contraband economy, often in 
collaboration with Venezuelan-based slaves and freemen (Williams, 
2007). Their settling as free people in Coro did not go smoothly. The 
pressure of Hispanic slave holders and the need of exterior politics led 
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the Spanish Crown to sign extradition agreements with Denmark and 
The Netherlands in 1767 and 1791 in relation to runaway slaves (De 
Granda, 1973). The ‘runaway slaves’ did not stand still and learned to 
use the Spanish colonial legal system to obtain and defend their rights. 
With the support of Cañas, a mulatto governor of Caracas, freedom and 
land were obtained as stipulated by the audiencia in 1704 (Ferry, 1989). 
Together with Curaçaoan traders and seafarers, they were instrumental 
in spreading Papiamentu throughout the region. The Curaçao -Tierra 
Firme connection is considered by Rupert in Jaffari (2007) to “have 
opened opportunities beyond the economic sphere- freedom of 
enslavement, the pursuit of new religious identities, opportunities to 
acquire land and grow export products, possibilities for revolt, and even 
the development of new Creole languages”; above all a group of 
courageous people found their freedom and finally reached ‘home’.  
The ‘maritime maroonage pattern’, labeled by Neville Hall (1985) cited 
by Rupert (2010) has been common among enslaved Curaçaoans; they 
would often escape as soon as the ship reached a port. The high number 
of slave fishermen and sailors set Curaçao apart from other slave 
colonies (Klooster in Brana-Shute & Sparks, 2009). Although the 
practice of borrowing manumission (freedom) letters to be recruited on 
ships was outlawed, it held on. The seamen’s life provided for much 
freedom of movement and the possibility to run away. Enslaved males 
were hired to work as seamen in order to provide income for their 
owners. Even though there was significant maritime maroonage, most of 
these enslaved sailors kept returning to the island, which according to 
Renkema (1981) gives some indication that they were not altogether 
unhappy with their fate. Another related factor could have been because 
of family ties (Price cited by Allen, 2007). Stipriaan denotes resistance, 
uprising and maroons as the most ‘visible’ and probably the most 
spectacular part of slavery, since they reflect the attitude of people who 
fought for their freedom. 
The enslaved Africans showed endurance to build up a new life and 
refused to accept the slave fate (Stipriaan in Barros, 2006; Schrils, 
1990). In spite of descriptions of the Curaçaoan population as ‘docile’ 
and ‘passive submissive’, people have shown their frustrations and 
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malcontents according to their ‘rhythm’. Curaçao has known two slave 
revolutions, one in 1750 and the second one in 1795. The latter revolt 
occurred almost simultaneously with that in Coro, May of that same 
year. The rebellion of (August) 1795 found its cause in the French revolt 
of 1789 and the slave abolition in 1794 on the island of Saint Domingue 
(Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen). Amelunxen cited by Paula 
(1967) reports extensively on the castigations that the leaders involved 
in the 1795 revolt underwent; “the gallows were set up at Rif (part of 
the south coast of Willemstad) 29 slaves were hanged, 3 were scourged, 
7 were publicly sentenced to be deported from the island, while ten free 
slaves, who had participated in the revolution were banished” (p. 25). 
Tula, one of the three leaders was taken to the place of execution, 
“bound on a cross and was from head to feet broken upon the wheel, 
then he was scorched in the face, while the head was finally cut off and 
put on the gallows.” Bastiaan Carpata underwent the same cruelty. Their 
heads were put on poles and exposed on the gallows field. Pedro Wacao 
was “dragged by his legs around the gallows, afterwards tied to a pole… 
The hands were cut off and the head sledged with a sledge hammer… 
the bodies were thrown into the sea.” Amelunxen stated on the latter, 
“all that cruelty, while the slaves only sought their freedom” (p. 26).  
After abolition, the fight for justice continued. In 1871 a great number 
of the black population overtly opposed the dismissal of the Public 
Prosecutor Willem ‘Papachi’ Sassen, who was loved by the Blacks.  The 
peaceful protest was broken up with military force, but not the spirit of 
the opposition, since orders were consciously and unconsciously 
ignored and work neglected (Schrils, 1990).  
People dared to take steps. At the beginning of the twentieth century, 
many Curaҫaoans left for Cuba to work on the sugar cane fields due to 
harsh economic situations. They were mostly men, although there were 
also a few women who left to look for a better life. They learned to be 
independent. They struck collectively with the ‘Cuban compañeros’, in 
demand for better salary and became members of the Cuban trade 
unions since 1939 (Allen in Oral History Project, Project Cuba No 28; 
Gowricharn, 2006). Ellis Juliana (1961) has dedicated a poem “Donde 
Cuba” (There in Cuba) to those who went to Cuba and returned. 
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Curaҫao knew two harbor strikes; the first in 1913 and the second in 
1922 (led by Felix Chacuto). Both strikes were related to ‘unjust’ salary 
arrangements. In the 1922 strike a group of three hundred foreign 
workers were contracted at a higher salary rate than the local workers. 
From this strike the first official labor union was formed, ‘Liga San 
Telmo’ (Daal & Schouten, 1988). The social upheaval of May 30th, 
1969 surged from a trade union conflict at the Curaçao refinery and 
mounted into a general strike in which the harbor labor union and all 
others joined. The dispute centered on unequal pay between WESCAR 
foreign workers and Curaçaoan workers, doing the same work. The 
initial causal economic character of the strike changed into a movement 
with social political motives (Anderson & Dynes, 1975). Related 
political, racial, cultural and economic underlying tensions allowed 
temperatures to rise and emotions to erupt. The May Movement served 
as the basis for the formation of a new Labor party.  
Curaçaoan students in The Netherlands and those who completed their 
studies and returned took part in raising the social consciousness. They 
formed a group called “Vereniging van afgestuudeerden Contact” 
(Association of the Graduated Contact) to promote changes in Curaçao 
and the Netherlands Antilles with respect to the socio-political power 
structure. Articles in the weekly ‘Vito’ and magazines such as ‘Ruku’ 
were forerunners for the May movement. It corresponded with the era of 
the Black Power Movement and black awareness (Schrils, 1990). 
Following the May social upheaval of 1969, The Netherlands Antilles 
got its first black Governor, Leito, its first black Prime Minister, Petrona 
and Curaçao’s first black Lieutenant Governor, Kibbelaar.  
The perception of several persons on the May movement denoted a 
variable scope. Some have previewed and even predicted an upheaval 
while others were completely astonished by the intensity of the strike. 
Monseignor Amado Römer in Oostindie (1999), “it was no surprise for 
me…I had predicted an upheaval seven years ago” (p. 101) Römer was 
banned from the Shell grounds after he warned Shell directors and 
government people to respect and recognize the dignity of the workers. 
Martinus Arion spoke of “contained anger that broke out” (p. 79); Jandi 
Paula, “the Curaçao I knew did not exist anymore, the Yu di Kòrsou that 
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I thought I knew, does not exist anymore” (p. 95); Lio Capriles, “I 
foresaw with pain in my heart that the social-economic and political 
disparities would lead to high rising tension” (p. 31); Herbert de Windt, 
“before May 1969, everybody knew their place…old norms and values 
have been sacrificed … obtained freedom has simultaneously brought us 
a great deal of insecurity” (p. 126). Ewald Ong-A-Kwie saw the 
upheaval as an episode in the development of the Curaçao people and 
interpreted the May movement within the social historic contexts of the 
Blacks on the island and the economic disparities that together 
cultivated the existence of mental slavery (Oostindie, 1999). The 30th of 
May resembles a pressure cooker containing centuries of a despaired 
power structure and oppressed feelings; the lid has been lifted in the 
process of cooking by the labor union conflict, causing an abrupt flare-
up which together with huge amounts of alcohol shook all parts of the 
community from its roots. Social-emotional patterns were brusquely 
altered. Amado Römer observed that the ‘oppressed’ came in command 
all of a sudden, but lacked sufficient collective preparation to grasp the 
moment and to channel the acquired power into the right tracks 
(Oostindie, 1999).  
 
The over two hundred years continuous collective trajectory of slavery 
covers at least ten generations of burdensome existence. For two 
centuries, lives were collectively and incessantly shaped within the 
boundaries of slavery. It is this intense, continuous and collective 
experience that marks the enduring psychological and social patterns 
inflicted by slavery. Slavery as an institution ended almost one hundred 
and fifty years back, yet its impact persists “as a kind of post-traumatic 
syndrome on the collective minds of those of African descent” (p. ί), 
which Akbar (1996) refers to as ‘chains of psychological slavery’. Allen 
(2007) states that life of Curaçaoans from African descent has 
represented a continuous struggle to survive, both during and after 
slavery and that the present continues to be marked by legacies of the 
past. Juliana (1977) in Clemencia (2004) recognizes the inheritance of 
the ‘chains of slavery’ among Curaçaoans in the following poem: 
“Suspiro, ainda e herida, ku kadena di sklabitut, a laga na pia di mi 
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pueblo ta saka pus”(p. 28 (A sigh... still this bleeding wound on my 
people’s feet, caused by the chains of slavery generates pus).  
International and national history of Black people show individual and 
social breakthroughs. Social mobility has taken place. Many external 
barriers on the political, economic and intellectual fronts have been 
overcome. What remains are the internal battles to be fought and won. 
Therefore Akbar considers that confrontation with the origins of the 
‘mind’s faulty’ necessitates adaptations. For healing to take place it is 
important to recognize and understand the attitudes and behaviors that 
had their origins during slavery. Fanon (1968) following a similar line 
of thinking states “the black man must wage his war at both levels 
(referring to personal and social levels)…any unilateral liberation is 
incomplete” (p. 11). Akbar (1996) alerts, “those who fail to recognize 
that the past is a shaper of the present….. leave themselves vulnerable 
by not realizing the impact of influences which do serve to shape their 
lives” (p.  ίίί).  
Paula (1967) and Allen (2007) indicate that the ‘seeds of complexity’ of 
the Curaçaoan society were sown during slavery. Paula (1967) explains 
the contradictory features of the island in the tacitly established bonds 
between Whites and Blacks and to the silent mutual consent, “that might 
erroneously lead one to believe that inner tensions no longer exist” (p. 
67). Scholars (among others Paula, Akbar, Fanon) identify several 
present attitudes and behaviors that are related to the slave past and that 
have passed from one generation to the other, including: work, property, 
leadership, personal inferiority, community division, language, family 
life and color discrimination. Akbar (1996) referred to the attitudes and 
behaviors inherited from slavery as ‘tarnished legacy’. The origins of 
the latter may look far- fetched, but are still strong indicators. 
Slavery is coupled with forced labor; as such, ‘work is equated with 
enslavement and freedom with avoiding work’. Hence, the saying “traha 
manera katibu” (work as a slave), which equals hard work. Work is 
identified with punishment and equated with inferiority’. Akbar 
identifies various ways that work is avoided which includes gambling 
and reliance on welfare. ‘Wega di number Kòrsou’ is one of the popular 
ways of gambling on the island. Gambling constitutes a problem in 
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Curaçao, to the degree that the government has placed advertisement on 
the local television channel, alerting against gambling. Carolina and Pau 
(2008) found that the high unemployment rate in Curaçao is related to 
the social security benefits, since many people are able, but not willing 
to work because they would lose their social security benefits. 
Within the plantation slaves, the ‘vitó’ and the ‘bomba’ black or mulatto 
supervisors, were condemned and disliked figures (Allen, 2007). They 
were charged by the masters to take care of the work to be done. In case 
of any failure they had the authority to exercise physical punishment. To 
gain the trust of their masters, especially the bomba, tended to adopt 
wicked behavior towards his fellow slaves. This has engendered 
feelings of deception and distrust from Blacks towards others, 
hampering social and work relations. Feelings of distrust might even be 
derived from unconscious feelings of having been betrayed by own 
countrymen. It often takes time for a Black Curaçaoan to trust 
somebody. 
Other work related inherited aspects are leadership and authority. 
Akbar conceives the disrespect for Black leadership as “one of the most 
destructive influences which has grown out of slavery”. A head or 
leader who in a natural way emerged among the slave community was 
systematically eliminated. Only the head who was appointed by the 
master and who was also loyal to him was rewarded and given 
privileges. Eliminating the ‘head’ (the leader) implied taking away 
reasoning; a ‘black head is not allowed to think’. The lack of interest to 
look for information, to read and to think something through may find 
its origin among others from the latter. Orders from the white master 
had to be accepted and acted upon, hence the tendency to rather take 
instructions from the Dutch than from a fellowman or –woman. 
Authority is strongly associated with the white race and often goes 
together with ‘disrespect and lack of confidence for members of own 
congeners’ (Paula, 1967). The opposite is also true; an overconfident 
attitude combined with distrust towards Whites, especially among 
‘graduates’, engendered by covert feelings of inferiority; “S(he) might 
presume to be acting freely while in fact s(he) is laboring under social-” 
or internal pressure (Paula, 1967, p. 73). These internal conflicts may 
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also conduce to the observation that Curaçaoans have difficulties with 
receiving any kind of criticism about their work (Simons, 1868). Fanon 
(1968) notes that the way a black person behaves with a white person is 
different than with another black. He sees the latter behavior as a direct 
result of subjugation.  
Clemencia (1989; 2004) based on the work of Juliana, wrote that the 
oppressive system did not allow active participation of Blacks, as such 
they adopted alternative behaviors to be able to survive which included: 
‘silence, talk without saying, look without watching and exist without 
being’. Tjin–Kon-Fat (1984) on the ‘avoiding’ nature of the Curaçaoan 
observed, ‘a way to be happy is to be ignorant’.  The behavior of non 
commitment is the result of the cultivated self denying characteristics 
during slavery; know but not knowing, not to get in trouble.  
The dependent nature born of the master–slave relation forms one of the 
barriers to generate independent businesses and to assume the 
responsibility to manage it successfully. Akbar relates the latter with the 
‘preference to work for someone else with a periodic salary’, which at 
the same time would also provide for a sense of security. The slave had 
to work to produce for the master without receiving any reward; “his 
work was to benefit a world to which he did or could not belong” 
(Paula, 1967, p. 71). This explains why liberated slaves chose to re enter 
slavery. Work was done because it had to be done, it did not matter 
whether the job was liked or disliked and often it was under the threat of 
abuse. The feelings of burden attached to work, form the origin of 
negligence, mediocrity, lack of responsibility, lack of perseverance and 
not finding pride in the labor, which Paula denoted as an overall 
‘inertia’.  
Fanon (1968) exposes the disastrous impact of language on “the negro 
of the Antilles”. “Every people in whose soul an inferiority complex has 
been created by the death and burial of its local cultural originality finds 
itself face to face with the … culture of the mother country” (p. 18).  
The use of language, the expression of thought, and communication of 
ideas has been cut short over and over. Juliana (1986) conceives the use 
of euphemism to find its roots in slavery. Expression was related to fear, 
as a result speech on the island goes often with the use of euphemism, 
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an indirect way to say things in order to avoid confrontation and not to 
hurt and be hurt. Language is intimately linked with behavior; as with 
language, tasks are often apparently finished but not in details.  
Euphemism is also found in daily life (Juliana, (1986) cited by 
Clemencia, 2004; Allen 2007, p. 25). Juliana observed developmental 
inhibitions related to slavery which he expressed in the following poem: 
“Lòs e Mucha” Tende mama: Lòs e mucha! Lòs e mucha fo’i herida dje 
kadena di katibu. Lòs su mente lagué pensa. Lòs su lengua lagué papia. 
Lòs su pia lagué kana buska su mes identidat. Duné piki di orguyo p’e 
koba su buraku hundu dera bѐrguensa, dera kompleho, dera frustrashon” 
(“Untie the child” Listen mother: Untie the child from the wounds 
caused by chains of slavery. Untie his mind and let him think. Untie his 
mouth and let him talk. Untie his legs and let him walk… in search of 
his own identity. Give him an axe and let him dig a hole so deep where 
he can bury all traces of shame, complexes and frustrations).  
 With regards to ‘property’ Akbar (1996) observes that the slave was 
permitted to have little or nothing, while having to take care of other 
persons’ property. As such property was closely related with feelings of 
envy and resentment, which expresses itself in a ‘secret delight’ in 
attacking it, as seen in vandalism or abuse of other’s property. The 
island faces problems of vandalism in schools. Experienced educational 
problems in young males add to the latent feelings of anger towards 
others’ belongings. There is mention earlier in this section of the 
amount of garbage in public places by Teenstra (1863). The lack of 
public cleanliness can be retraced to the extreme filthy circumstances on 
the vessels during the approximately two months of crossover. The 
slaves were shackled and confined to remain in their own waste and 
stench. Their surroundings represented the most denigrating experience. 
The vessels were the possessions of the masters as are public places; 
they are viewed as foreign belongings. On the other hand Akbar 
observes as a direct result from slavery, an over-attraction to material 
objects without denying the materialism of the Western mind. The 
obvious display of acquired properties lies in the thought that 
‘possessions make the person’, from there among others the former 
expression “negrita loko pa oro” (negress crazy for gold). 
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Teenstra (1863) wrote about the malnutrition among the Curaçao Blacks 
and Allen (2007) denoted the ‘meager’ corn meals that had to keep the 
energy going for the long working hours of the plantations. According 
to the hierarchy of needs of Maslow food is one of the basic physical 
needs. Maslow’s motivation theory suggests that people are motivated 
to fulfill basic needs before moving on to others. The increase of obesity 
in Curaçao, especially among women of a low socio-economic status, is 
alarming. The latter is also a fact in the Caribbean region. Dr Rosemary 
Wright-Pascoe reports on how medical efforts in Trinidad to reduce 
obesity have been compounded by a culture in which being overweight 
and obese are perceived as desirable traits. Kennedy (2005) makes a 
direct link between food insecurity (uncertain or scarce access to food) 
and problems of obesity. In addition to a cultural desirable trait, obesity 
may be related with ‘filling up’ a mental void, a memory of food 
deficiency that finds its beginnings in slavery.  
The sense of inferiority is the most systematically targeted aspect during 
slavery. Methodical trans-generational physical and mental insult served 
to harden loss of self respect, self hatred and low self esteem. Loss of 
cultural traditions, religion, family life and even names led to personal 
and social identity loss. Akbar conceives that the imposed pattern of 
rule and divide has created wedges of division among the Blacks. 
Slavery has not only contributed to a lack of social cohesion but also to 
a lack of family cohesion. Paula (1967) observes that although the 
African ancestry knew the polygamic system, within slavery the role of 
family man was forcibly reduced to ‘role of mere procreator’. He was 
taken from his responsibilities as a family man, pulled out of the family 
circle and had no saying when his children were sold or his wife was 
sexually used by the master. The integrity as a man and as a person was 
being affected. Without any doubt these mental pictures that passed 
from one generation after the other led to the alienation of the father 
figure from family life and the result of large number of single mothers 
heading families on the island. Even child registration does not require 
the name of the father. The father’s name can remain anonymous 
(SEDA in Antilliaans Dagblad). 
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Akbar (1996) writes on color discrimination, “it keeps returning in a 
more insidious form each generation; skin color became the code for 
social position” (p. 22). The equation of black skin color with slavery 
went parallel with the association of white skin color with ‘superhuman 
traits’, “in fact, God, all the saints and the entire heavenly hosts became 
identified with the pale skin” (Akbar, 1996; p. 23). Schrils (1990) and 
Paula (1967) describe a similar ‘color situation’ which is ingrained in 
Curaçaoan people. Formerly black skin was called ‘triste color’ (sad 
color). Even sadder is the fact that black children in today’s Curaçao 
keep similar self discriminating perceptions. Black children in 
predominant ‘black’ schools on the island still express self depreciation 
in relation to their skin color. In a mocking way, they allude to features 
of the black race, some are: ‘djuku’ (a pitch black kind of bean), ‘saku 
di karbon’ (bag of charcoal), lips like street brooms, eyes like 
scarecrows and ‘orea di para taxi’ (ears like taxi stoppers). Tjin-Kon-Fat 
in ‘Spil’ (1974) on discrimination wrote, “e diskriminadó mas grandi di 
e neger, ta e neger mes” (the biggest discriminator of the Negro, is the 
Negro himself). Current studies on racial prejudice such as ERIC Digest 
and CNN (2010) denote that self depreciation is still going on in 
American schools. In Oregon U.S., schools have effectively declared 
public repugnance on permanent plaques that state: “We will not make 
statements or symbols indicating racial prejudice. Freedom of speech 
does not extend to hurting others. Racism will not be tolerated and 
action will be taken to ensure this”. Other valuable projects include the 
‘Project Reach’, developed by the Arlington, Washington, School 
District (1986) based on ‘human relations skills, cultural self-awareness, 
multicultural training, and cross-cultural encounters’.  
 
The dynamics of life for the Black Curaçaoan in the twentieth century 
included a continuous striving to do better, socially, economically and 
spiritually. For Virginia Maria-Mambi in Heiligers (2001), who was 
born in the beginning of the twentieth century and brought up in 
Westpunt (countryside), life means ‘independence’, in harmony with the 
‘kunuku’ (country side) and the sea. She sees the self-supporting spirit 
of the Westpunt villagers as the main difference between the people of 
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Westpunt Village and other surrounding villages and attributes this to 
the fact that Westpunt has not known plantations, landhouses and 
‘shons’ (master).  As she remembers they had their land for generations 
and did not have to live on the plantation of the ‘Shons’ in turn for work 
on the land. Her grandmother had a small store in Westpunt, where she 
sold goods, which were bought in Punda or from Arab peddlers.  
Communication among villagers took place through Felipi (he was 
called the radio of Westpunt) who lived on the top of a hill. Whoever 
had important news to share went to Felipi and when Felipi’s voice 
augmented by a cow horn was heard, everybody went silent. 
They cultivated the land and found joy in their work. Besides cultivation 
of the land, fishing constituted a big part of Westpunt Village. The 
harvest was primarily for own use and in case of overproduction this 
was sold in Punda. Before she was born, her parents used to walk to 
Otrabanda with the products to be sold on the marketplace in Otrabanda.  
They stayed the night on the way. The load was carried on their head 
and the rest was carried by a donkey that was later replaced with a horse 
and a carriage (kitoki). At eighteen years, being a good student and a 
good role model, she was appointed teacher by the nuns. The 
recollections of her youth exemplifies family life, hard work, discipline, 
harmonious co-living with Westpunt villagers and prayer. After she got 
married she went to live closer to the city, where she experienced the 
co-living between neighbors as less tight than in Westpunt (Heiligers, 
2001).  
Marcha was born in the first half of the twentieth century (Marrevée, 
2004). He was the first and the only offspring of seven to attend high 
school and university. As he recalls, he was the only black child in his 
class at high school. He describes his feelings at that time as “walking 
on eggs, expecting at any moment to step through” (p. 93). The divisive 
social-color line was sharply traced, sorting everyone in their own 
group. He studied civil engineering, building of bridges. The study 
period abroad, opened up horizons and brought him feelings of freedom, 
‘where the sky is the limit’. He learned to build bridges literally and 
symbolically, linking worlds, that of his parents as simple workers and 
his, a successful professional with a Ph. D. degree. Life taught him to 
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fall and stand up. He perceives life as a process, in which the right 
attitude would be to assume the consequences of one’s actions.   
Don Martina, a former Prime-Minister (1979) and politician, is 
recognized for his genuine effort in striving for the ‘emancipation of the 
oppressed, social justice and his sincere disposition’. In the book “Don 
Martina: Waardig and rechtvaardig” (Don Martina: Dignified and 
Righteous), Marcha, Van der Wal and Van der Wal (2009) give honor 
and recognition to this ‘great, yet humble native statesman’.  
 
The legacy of the African ancestry constitutes a history of trans-
generational slavery that has put an extra burden on individual and 
collective development of Curaçaoans in addition to representing the 
‘touchstone’ of the ancient world civilization (Harris, 1982; Polk, 2006). 
In spite of the facts that in the late 20th century class and social 
distinctions have largely worn down, social mobility has taken place and 
African descendants have gradually become integrated in all levels of 
society (Gomes Casseres, 2000), ingrained mental patterns ‘chains of 
mental slavery’ continued. Acknowledgement of these patterns is 
necessary for internal healing to take place. Too often a façade of 
‘everything is good’ is kept. Tjin-Kon-Fat (1984), a Curaçaoan, 
accurately observed, “E preokupashon mas grandi di hende ta, di parse 
di ta un hende sin problema” (the biggest problem of a person is to 
pretend to be a person without problems). Eikrem (1999) described the 
latter aspect in his thesis about ethnicity in Curaçao, as an ‘official 
façade’, behind which significant ethnic differences are hidden. People 
often show aversion towards addressing painful past experiences and 
often express the thinking ‘why opening new wounds’. However, 
mental specialists agree that they should be worked out to be resolved.  
Disparities on all social fronts have contributed to harden and 
consolidate these restrictive mental patterns. Blacks, Whites and 
Mulattos were all actors who had a role (active or passive) on the slave 
platform. Any healing effort would be far more effective if parallel to 
individual, collective efforts and participation take place. Fanon (1968) 
states, that Blacks as well as Whites should assume responsibility in the 
healing process, “for authentic communication to be possible” (p. 231).  
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In spite of all these burdens, black Curaçaoans have maintained their joy 
for life (Teenstra, 1863). They strive to the best of their abilities to live 
life; call it ‘docile’ or ‘passive’. It is their merit, oppressed or not, to 
have chosen to live what Paula (1967) named ‘the peaceful modus 
vivendi’. It is that capacity of adaptability, which Paula observed, in 
spite of all difficulties that set the Curaçaoan community apart from 
other slave societies. The ‘yaya’ figure (nanny) is the striking example 
of the latter description that managed to bridge the black and white 
worlds.  
The Blacks resisted the blows of slavery like the trunk of the Divi Divi 
tree (Caesalpinia Coriaria) typical to Curaçao, fissured and bent by the 
hard Trade winds, but still standing. The drive of the women is worth 
mentioning; they worked hard and kept their heads up like Ma libertina, 
a street peddler. Rupert (2002) referred to her and others like her, “No 
matter how hard they worked, their talents were insufficient to raise 
them above the triple hurdles of race, gender and class”. In spite of the 
latter the Curaçaoan black women maintained a sense of 
resourcefulness. 
Many are the Curaçaoans of African descent who succeeded and 
excelled, each one in their particular field, a few are: Ergilio Hato 
(1926-2003), a goalkeeper, known as ‘Pantera Negra’,  Ellis Juliana 
(1927- ) ,writer, artist and sculptor, Julian Coco (1934- ), a guitarist, 
who has tutored Princess Christina of The Netherlands. 
African ancestors canalized their intense emotions through the 
memories of their culture and music. Palm (1978) distinguishes several 
kinds of music from African origin qua melody, form and rhythm; some 
are: tambú, tumba, seú, muzik di zumbi and dandé. African music has 
merged with European and Hispanic genres creating a true Antillean 
blend. The contribution of the African rhythm to the Antillean music is 
enormous. Since the 1900’s Blacks have participated on the musical 
platform in all music genres and various constellations: dance 
ensembles, combos, típicos, conjuntos, the beat bands and musical 
groups. 
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Striking similarities with facets of the cultures of African origin, such as 
matrilineality, extended family, the innate sense for rhythm, still form 
part of the Curaçaoan culture. 
The language Papiamentu was the vehicle of communication for all on 
the island since the seventeenth century.  Papiamentu came to be the 
language with which the Blacks identify since they contributed in 
structuring it. It is the language of the island, as the Blacks are part of 
the island. Curaçao came to represent the new home for many 
generations of African descent.  
Multicultural ancestral traces such as hospitability, docile nature and 
dexterity in ball games presented by the Indians are set forth with the 
African ancestry. It is interesting to note that the majority of 
Curaçaoans, who are known internationally, are in baseball.  
 
Dr. Akbar, a black American psychologist wrote; “each of us has to 
make the commitment in the personal and collective job in freeing 
ourselves from mental slavery” (p. 46); ultimately, the journey to 
liberation is individual whether black or white.  
“All too often we engage in fighting the "enemy" in its physical and 
material manifestations, whereas the real enemy may be lodged deep in 
our minds” (Mbulelo Vizikhungo Mzamane, 2009). 

3.6 Mulatto Ancestry 

The Mulattos have formed a considerably large group in Curaçao since 
the eighteenth century. With the progression of slavery on the island, a 
mixed race was created as children of the masters and slaves were born. 
Continuous offspring of Whites and non-Whites eventually created a 
separate group ...“with their own social hierarchies and a specific 
nomenclature to account for their varied racial origins" (Heuman (1981) 
in Klooster, 1994). The origin of the term Mulatto is traced to the 
Arabic term ‘muwallad’, which means "a person of mixed ancestry". 
Others seek its base from the Portuguese and Spanish word mulato 
meaning mule, “the crossed offspring of a horse and a donkey”. Often 
people of mixed white and black ancestry prefer not to self- identify as 
Mulatto, since the term is associated with slavery. There is a preference 
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for ‘mixed’, ‘biracial’, ‘mixed-race’, and ‘multiracial’ (Dictionary.com, 
2008).  
Like in Curaçao, Mulattos all over Latin America and the Caribbean 
represent a significant part of the population: Dominican Republic 
(73%), Cuba (70%), Venezuela (30%), Brazil (38.5%), Puerto Rico (up 
to 11%), Colombia (14%) and Haiti (5%) (Cowater International, 2009; 
Encyclopedia Britannica, 2010).  
In Curaçao it was usual for the house slaves to be the Mulatto 
descendants of the Protestant or Jewish landlords themselves 
(Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen). As such they had a 
‘preference status’ above the Blacks. The offspring of these relations 
often got the freedom from their fathers at a later age. However, 
freedom for people of color had its boundaries; free Coloreds on the 
island like elsewhere in the Caribbean, did not enjoy the same rights as 
Whites. The free Mulattos formed their own segment, ‘clenched’ 
between the white upper layer of Protestants and Jews and the black 
lower layer (Schrills, 1990). The Mulatto and descendants “formed a 
‘buffer zone’ between Blacks and Whites that was indispensable for 
maintaining the authority and prosperity of the Europeans” (Cowater 
Inetrnational).  
In the eighteenth century context for example, in judicial matters the 
white man was simply taken at his word. The black or mulatto witness 
was not legally recognized. If a white man was found guilty he would 
be fined quietly, while a person of color would noticeably be held 
accountable in public. It was difficult for Whites to break with the 
mental pattern that people of color could be free people. Klooster (1994) 
cites among others the regulation of 1742, ordering the group of free 
Blacks and Mulattos to supply clay and stones for the construction of 
fortifications. Another obstacle they had to face was the prohibition in 
1749 to keep a shop downtown, since they were perceived as a 
commercial menace for the less well to do white Protestants. Instead 
they were allowed to do their business from their homes (‘bende na 
bentana’ meaning sell from the window) or take their merchandise 
downtown during working hours.  
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With the economic boom of 1761, Mulattos were allowed to register as 
‘citizens’, which meant a new status within the society. Alas, after 1783, 
during the economic depression these same people were considered a 
threat by the Whites, because of their economic endeavors and were 
therefore treated as people of a lesser status (Encyclopedie van de 
Nederlandse Antillen).  
Members of the Mulatto group were assigned tasks that the Whites 
themselves would not assume and chose not to entrust to blacks. 
Frawley (2002) mentions the participation of the security forces 
consisting predominantly of Mulattos and free Blacks in the revolts of 
1750 and 1795. In turn for their service they were exempted from taxes.  
Racial issues formed an integral part of all social domains. Marital 
bonds between some well to do Mulattos and Whites caught the Island's 
Council attention upon which the councilors decided that they should 
now ‘be treated as the whites' equals.’ On the installation day of 
Governor Faesch, the two militia groups (free Blacks and Mulattos) 
made it a point of discussion which group should march ahead of the 
other. Faesch reported that the Blacks “argued that they should be 
considered superior to the Mulattos, because their race had produced 
kings, and besides, without blacks there would never have been any 
mulattos”. Most probably the Mulattos thought ‘we are white and 
therefore superior’, but that was not on the record (Klooster, 1994; p. 
294). It is important to note here that the latter argument of the black 
group connotes knowledge of personal history and a sense of pride in 
identifying with the black race. This perception may not have been 
general among others of African descent and may have vanished 
through times due to the overpowering slavery structure. Unlike in Alex 
Hailey’s ‘Roots’, cultural traditions were kept for seven generations, 
until descendants met with family in Africa as free persons.  
 
The general culture on the island was drenched with racism. Attitudes, 
behaviors and social relations were geared by race consciousness. 
Prosperity, somatic traits and corresponding behaviors went hand in 
hand. The Whites looked down on the Mulattos, the Mulattos looked 
down on the Black slaves and the slaves who were born on the island 
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(especially the lighter skinned) tended to feel themselves more than the 
slaves brought from Africa. Skin color determined the kind of work; the 
lighter skin was related to the easier house duties and the darker skin 
with the harder field work. Through somatic similarities with the Whites 
and family relations with the ‘shons’, the Mulatto group had greater 
possibilities for social mobility than the Blacks (Schrils, 1990; 
Encyclopedie van de Nederlanse Antillen, 1985). 
A salient characteristic of the Mulattos was their sensitivity for 
everything related to skin color. The Mulattos were the segment that 
most portrayed the norms and values of the European, in spite of the 
fact that many of them were in the same social economic situation as the 
majority of Blacks. They shared a common social economic and cultural 
background with the Blacks, but tended to shun all that was black. Rich 
or poor Mulattos strived to be white and behaved as such (Schrils, 
1990). Through their attitudes they were not liked by the Blacks, 
because Mulattos were perceived to be arrogant and pretentious (Allen, 
2007). Ambivalence described this group best, “As the intermediate 
class between blacks, with whom they did not want to be linked, and 
whites, with whom they could not be linked, people of ‘mixed blood’ 
thus achieved social permanence” (Cowater International).  
The large numbers of free Mulattos and Blacks was often a reason for 
complaint by the Members of the Council of Curaçao, since they 
experienced difficulties in governing the island. The Council argued that 
only one out of twenty inhabitants was white, and expressed their 
concern about the self-assured group of free coloreds. Reports at the end 
of the 18th century expressed disdain for the growing group of Mulattos; 
“the undersigned cannot see the usefulness and benefits of the coloreds 
for the land….the basterdised offspring is the origin of the destruction 
and ruin of many of our youth…” (Römer, 1998; p. 30) There was 
distrust by the Whites towards the free Blacks and Mulattos that 
increased after the revolt of 1750 (Klooster, 1994).  
Manuel Carlos Piar (1777-1817) who was born from the relationship of 
a Spanish sailor and a Curaçaoan Mulatto exemplified the Mulatto type. 
Piar believed that his mixed race interfered with his career within the 
militia. At a young age he moved with his mother to Venezuela. There 
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he was classified within the ‘Pardos’, the lighter skinned of African 
descents. Piar had the conviction that those of African descent, like him, 
would never hold power in Venezuela unless they took it for 
themselves. “His race, once such a hurdle to his advancement, is now 
celebrated.” Many Venezuelans of color consider him as "their" 
liberator. Not only is he interred in the Venezuelan Pantheon of Heroes, 
but an airport and a major, multi-million dollar dam have been named 
after him (Minster, 2010). 
In addition, the eighteenth century scenario of ‘discomfort and mistrust’ 
also had a religious and ethnic connotation. Rodier who was Governor 
in 1780, argued in relation to the militia formation and the islands 
population, “in the event of a Spanish attack, Curaçao …could not rely 
on slaves or free coloreds, since they were ‘blind Roman Catholics’ and 
felt much affection for both Spanish clerics and the Spanish nation.” 
The predominant Roman Catholic population of non Whites formed a 
‘nuisance’ for the Dutch Protestant authorities since they found 
themselves governing a predominantly Catholic population (Klooster, 
1994). In the face of the lack of Protestant involvement and the growing 
power structure of the non White Catholics, the West Indian Company 
urged the local government for inclusion of Blacks and Mulattos into 
Protestantism, but objections and justifications from the Protestant 
minister had the upper hand (see Dutch ancestry) Lampe, 2001). At the 
end of the 18th century Governor de Veer even objected to the sending 
of an Anglican priest. He argued that “Roman Catholic priests manage 
to keep them in check” (referring to the free Blacks and Mulattos) (p. 
292). Catholicism constituted one of the fundamental elements of the 
Mulatto culture (Klooster, 1994). Like the Protestants, the Jewish 
community also kept aloof from the coloreds (Schrils (1990). In 
Suriname, the Blacks and Mulattos had their own Jewish community in 
the late 18th century. Their place of worship was called ‘Darchei 
Yesharim’ (Ways of the Righteous) in a location called Sivaplein, 
Paramaribo. The place was torn down in 1800 and 25 years later the 
Jewish mulatto congregation ceased to exist (Suriname-Jewish 
Community.com, 2009). 
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The Mulattos tended to adopt the lifestyle and general behavioral 
patterns of the Protestants and Sephardic Jews. A small group of 
Mulatto managed their way up. Through business exchange with Latin 
America, the Mulatto elite had good contacts with Hispanics and often 
married within that circle (Römer, 1998). The Mulattos were 
predominantly Catholic and therefore maintained better relations with 
white Catholics.  
The on growing number of mixed races on the island increased the 
complex nature of social contacts within and among groups. There were 
many categories of colored offsprings: Black and White is a Mulatto, 
Mulatto and Black is a Griff, White and Indian or Mulatto is a Mestizo, 
Black and Indian is a Sambo or Cafuso, White and Mestizo is a Castizo 
and Castizo and White is a Pustizo and it goes on till the white status is 
reached (Teenstra 1863; Frawley, 1984; Schrils, 1990). Till the 
beginning of the nineteenth century these classifications were still used, 
but gradually vanished. Van Leeuwen in Römer (1998) called the 
Mulatto “blanke honoris causa” (white honoris causa). The popular 
expression ‘drecha rasa’ (improve the race) stems from this intense 
desire for ‘whiteness’. 
The preferred somatic norms went together with behavioral patterns that 
made the Curaçaoan very conscious of his/her looks. The behavioral 
patterns were divided in the so called ‘herengedrag’ (cultured behavior) 
and the slave behavioral patterns of the Blacks, which were loud and 
outgoing. The ‘cultured’ behavior included dress styles, refined 
manners, talk nicely, and the list goes on. These were desirable conducts 
to adopt, since they opened doors towards ‘higher circles’ (Schrils, 
1990). However, the described behavior pattern created a faҫade that not 
necessarily corresponded with personal feelings, thinking patterns and 
family way of life, underpinning as such an inner and outer sense of 
ambivalence. 
 
With the ‘Mulatto image’, the figure of the ‘absent father’ (see African 
ancestry) was reinforced. It concerned the white father, the master, who 
lived with his own white family in the landhouse, and the mulatto child 
who lived separately with the black mother and other siblings. The 
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Mulatto offspring was caught between the white world of the white 
master father and the black world of the black slave mother. The 
projected image on the offspring was of an ‘emotionally detached’ 
authority figure. The psychological burden must have been tremendous. 
An excerpt from ‘The Mind of Frederik Douglass’ by Martin (1985) 
illustrates the affliction and feelings of ambivalence of a slave mulatto 
offspring.  
“An undercurrent of racial ambivalence, symbolized by his mulatto 
identity, complicated this racial teleology. Douglass's expanding racial 
awareness demonstrated an increasingly sophisticated perception of 
self-identity, collective identity, and their mutual dependence. 
Frederick's subsequent discovery that Aaron Anthony, his master, was 
probably his father complicated his developing sense of identity. Harriet 
Bailey, his mother, was, like Frederick and the rest of his family, a slave 
in Tuckahoe, Maryland. Frederick's relationship with his father-master 
was virtually nil, yet psychologically significant. "Slavery," he would 
later observe, "does away with fathers, as it does away with families." 
The "penalty for having a white father," he recalled, was very heavy. 
The mulatto slave child represented "a standing accusation against him 
who is master and father to the child." For the master-father, that child 
signified a sin which he preferred to ignore. For the child, the results of 
this paternal rejection were often painful. In Frederick's case, his non-
relationship with his white master-father reinforced both his Negro 
identity and his sense of racial ambivalence as a mulatto. It also 
heightened his ambivalence towards whites in general. ‘there is not, 
beneath the sky, an enemy to filial affection so destructive as slavery. It 
had made my brothers and sisters strangers to me; it converted the 
mother that bore me, into a myth; it shrouded my father in mystery, and 
left me without an intelligible beginning in the world." 
In relation to the absent father figure and Caribbean families structures, 
Sharpe (1996) states “Young boys may view family patterns such as 
matriarchal households, male absenteeism, and extramarital 
relationships as norms and continue them as adults.” In fact, one of the 
reactions on the article ‘Caribbean Families’- Family Structure’, of an 
American woman and a Dominican man, tells of a 21 year marital 
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relationship, in which the man has had multiple “outside girlfriends”. 
The woman writes, “His expressions of love come from a very 
physically and emotionally painful place”. The lack of emotional 
involvement is even bigger than the physical absence.  
The ambivalent situation of the Mulatto, marked by social economic and 
emotional disparities not only sets the basis for defective interrelations 
with regards to the role of man, woman and children, but often goes 
hand in hand with feelings of anger and pain. A recent article in the 
newspaper ‘Amigoe di Curaçao’ (April 7, 2010) relates about the 
feelings of shame and pain of an adult with respect to social economic 
disparities within his family; a well to do grandfather whose mistress 
and offsprings lived in a poor world, just the opposite of the 
grandfather’s.  
The pattern of sexual intercourse between the white upper class with 
colored people of lower class continued after abolition (Schrils, 1990). 
It was often the case that the black servant breastfed the white child. 
The early nurturing communication with the soothing black skin implies 
a bond and human closeness that stays with the person (breastfeeding 
articles). The latter explains but in no way justifies the extra marital 
relations of white men with non-white servants (Manring, 1998). The 
poem of May Henriquez, ‘Nostalgia’, illustrates the ‘calming and 
nourishing’ figure of the ‘yaya’ (nanny). Some lines reads, Yaya pretu 
zojando jiu blancu (black nanny rocking the white child), Yaya stima, cu 
cueru di satin (loved Nanny, with a satin skin), Yaya cu ta canta cantica 
di bieu (Nanny who sings old songs), Yaya cu pechu grandi y moli 
(Nanny with large and soft breast), Yaya cu brasa gordo y frescu 
(Nanny with fat cheeky arms), Mi ta corda bo holo (I remember your 
smell), dusjimarga (sweet-bitter), Di puiru cu habon (of talc and 
soap)... Mi ta sinti un nostalgia pa bo scochi (I feel nostalgic for your 
lap). Mi ta sinti un gana di jora pa bo brasa (I feel like crying for your 
arms), Unda mi por bai core sconde (where I can hide),Unda mi por 
busca un consuelo (where I can look for comfort), Pa mi alma tormenta 
(for my troubled soul). 
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Many freed people lived and worked in Otrabanda.  Several had their 
own shop or sold their homemade ‘kos dushi’ (sweets) at home. 
Monseignor Amado Römer (1999, (p.  20) in his book ‘Bo ta kòrda?’ 
(which means Do you remember?), describes life around the beginning 
of the twentieth century in Otrabanda as ‘friendly’. People co-lived and 
cared about each other and when needed there was always a helping 
hand.  “No tabatin kuestion di diferensha manera awe” (there were no 
differences like at present). “The harbor worker, ...teacher…or musician 
all lived together”. Lucille Berry-Haseth (1999) in ‘Veranderend 
Curaçao’ (Changing Curaçao) relates of the two sides of Scharloo, the 
poor and the wealthy, in the beginning of the twentieth century. Her 
account resembles that of Father Römer’s of Otrabanda. The 
neighborhood was a very mixed one with Bonaireans, British 
Caribbeans, Dutch Windward Islanders and a few Hispanics. The latter 
constituted the poor side of Scharloo and the rich side was mostly made 
up of Jews. The wooden houses in Fleur de Marie were mostly very 
humble, without running water and water closet installations. She was 
born and raised in Fleur de Marie, where she lived with her mother and 
grandmother who were both bread and cake maker. The neighborhood 
has known unskilled workers, civil clerks, sportsmen, musicians, 
sailors, merchants, miradó di karta (card seer, fortune teller), artisans 
and ‘fiyado di plaka’ (sam, money saving plan among a group of 
people). The way that people co-habited was described by Berry-Haseth 
‘kai lanta ku otro manera famia’ (literally meaning: fall and stand up 
together like a family). The neighbor yells good night, upon which the 
grandmother responds, “te mañán ku Dios ke’, Nini stot e porta ei 
p’ami” (till tomorrow God willing, Nini, would you push the door for 
me). In the months of June and July, the Bonaireans who lived in the 
neighborhood celebrated San Juan and San Pedro. (see section 3.7.1 on 
Bonaireans). San Antonio de Pádua, ‘Lele Toni’, was also celebrated in 
June, on the 13th, after ‘ocho dia’ (novena, eight days of prayer). These 
festivities are a combination of African rituals combined with Roman 
Catholic features (Lampe, 2001). When a person died, the neighborhood 
kept silence, which meant the radio was kept off till after burial and at a 
low volume past eight days of prayer for the departure of the soul.  
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The Sephardic families had their club, ‘Club Curaçao’ next to 
Julianaplein (Juliana square), where luxurious parties were held. The 
rich and the poor knew each other. (See section 3.4 Jewish Ancestry). 
My mother and my father got to know each other by walking in 
Scharloo. Class difference, social standing and Jewish social rules 
prohibited interracial and inter- class marriage. Berry-Haseth would say: 
“He always took care of me and loved me dearly”, but that does not take 
away that her mother, had to be mother and father at the same time, but 
as she described her mother did that with courage (Berry-Haseth, 1999, 
p. 73). Anthonia, a Mulatto, who was raised in Seru di Pietermaai 
(Pietermaai Hill), indicates that “chances were determined by the color 
of the skin” (Heiligers, 2001, p. 20). At the Roman Catholic school 
besides arithmetic and the Dutch language, they learned that your value 
as a person was co-determined by “the color of your skin and the 
smoothness of your hair”. That pattern was so fixed in their minds that 
they treated and judged others accordingly. Antonia in Heiligers tells 
that when as a child he entered a store he could hear the murmurs of the 
store clerks, ‘is he not the son of so and so?’ The sense of inferiority he 
had was a barrier to establish sound relations with his father and siblings 
in later years. He comments that with the years the inferiority complex 
vanished as he grew older and more mindful and was pleased to see that 
his children were saved of those feelings. 
In the beginning of the twentieth century ‘the Centro Social Católico’ 
was established in Penstraat; it was a social club for predominantly 
middle class Roman Catholic Mulattos and Blacks. Santine in 
‘Veranderend Curaçao’ (1999) narrates about the social clubs of the 
twentieth century that served as meeting places and social exchange. 
Many long term relations were formed in these social clubs. Santine has 
the opinion that the decay of these clubs started with the first group of 
students from The Netherlands who came with progressive ideas that 
were quite different from the former generations. In addition, these 
social clubs were established by the first generations of the various 
ethnic groups. The ‘Ethnic Diversity Study’ in Canada (2003) indicates 
that the first generations were likely to participate in ethnic or 
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immigrant organizations, while participation in general social 
organizations was more common in the second and third generations. 
The overall racial animosity that characterized especially the 18th 
century, diminished somewhat as the ‘mixed group’ became bigger and 
found their own place within the community. Nonetheless, 
discriminatory patterns held on (Römer, 1998); ethnic relationships 
remained vibrant and the racially self conscious members of the mixed 
race continued seeking to improve their status sufficiently to be 
considered whites. With the establishment of the oil refinery at the 
beginning of the twentieth century the ‘Mixed race’ group multiplied in 
size with the arrivals of the various groups and races. A ‘native’ middle 
class consisting of Whites and Coloreds developed; characterized by a 
certain degree of prosperity and material comfort.  
Great politician came forth from the Mulatto group, such as Dr. Moises 
F. da Costa Gomez (1907- 1966), Juan M.G. Evertsz (1923-2008), both, 
former Prime Ministers of The Netherlands Antilles.  
 
Buscaglia-Salgado (2003) describes the Mulatto people, as the group in 
which tensions, contradictions and discrepancies contributed to bridge 
the intersection between master-slave, Catholics and non Catholics and 
White and Non-whites. As such, the Mulatto group played a big part in 
destabilizing the colonial power structure.  
The ‘Mixed Race’ group in Curaçao embodies the conglomeration of 
the multicultural ancestral traces.  
 
3.7   Caribbean Ancestry 
            
The Caribbean embraces interrelated historic and cultural ties and shares 
an array of common ancestry. The Caribbean scholar, Trouillot cited by 
Premdas (1996, p. 2) states: “Caribbean societies are inescapably 
heterogeneous...the Caribbean has long been an area where some people 
live next to others who are remarkably distinct. The region—and indeed 
particular territories within it—has long been multi-racial, multi-lingual, 
stratified, and some would say, multi-cultural”.   
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The entry of immigrants in the Caribbean region in the nineteenth 
century took place during a period of transmission in politics, 
economics and social relations. It was the period of slave abolition, 
industrial revolutions with new Europe-American links and new forms 
of labor-capital relationships (Look Lai, 1998). 
 
The Dutch Caribbean territories share a common governmental history. 
Throughout post-Columbian history the island of Curaçao has usually 
been the center of the Dutch Caribbean Island Territories, in practically 
every respect. In 1828, the three colonies, Suriname, Curaçao (with 
Aruba and Bonaire) and the Dutch Windward Islands (Statia, Saint 
Martin, and Saba) were joined under one general government in 
Paramaribo, Surinam; this governmental arrangement was dissolved in 
1845. Before 1828, the islands had directors or vice directors. A new 
governmental composition took place in 1848 that united the Dutch 
Windward Islands and the Leeward islands in one entity ‘Kolonie 
Curaçao” under the authority of one governor seated in Curaçao; each 
island had a lieutenant governor. When in 1922 the term ‘colony’ was 
no longer used, the Dutch territories were altogether named Curaçao. It 
was until 1948 that the territories became The Netherlands Antilles 
(Daal & Schouten, 1988). The political constellation with Curaçao as 
the center of Government has engendered feelings of nonconformity of 
Aruba, Bonaire and The Windward Islands towards Curaçao. This has 
cultivated the desire to separate from Curaçao especially in Aruba and 
Saint Martin (Schrils, 1990). 
The interrelated history of the Netherlands Antilles is in fact the history 
of six islands, Curaçao, Aruba, Bonaire, Saba, Statia and Saint Martin 
(Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse Antillen), each island with its own 
particular cultural flavor. Papiamentu is the local language of the 
population of Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaҫao, although with different 
intonations and orthography (Bonaire and Curaçao have a phonological 
system, while Aruba maintains an etymological method). “Inter-island 
migration between the Dutch Leeward Islands was common since the 
Native Indians.  
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The establishment of the Oil Refinery in the 1920’s in Curaçao opened 
up new work opportunities and migration to Curaçao increased. A large 
number of laborers were needed, since local labor was “niet alleen 
kwantitatief onvoldoende, maar miste volgens velen ook de 
noodzakelijke kwaliteit” (not only insufficient in number, but missed 
also the required quality). They were considered lazy and indifferent, 
(Soest, 1977; p. 243). It was during this period of ‘new-comers’, when 
race and group differences were greatly identified and emphasized, and 
that each group started getting nicknames: The Dutch, Makamba (see 
African Ancestry for origin), the Dutch worker, Pletter (see Dutch 
ancestry for origin), the Ashkenazi Jew, Polako (after Poland), the 
Windward Islanders and British Caribbeans, ‘Somebody’, Batiyandi and 
‘BG’ (from British Guyana), East-Indians, ‘Kuli’ (coolie; meaning 
manual laborer from Asia), Portuguese, ‘Kompader’ (from compadre; 
meaning buddy or pal), the Chinese, ‘Chino’ (Gibbes et al, 1999) and 
Bonaireans (Bonasaira or Yu’i Bonei; child of Bonairean).  
The use of ethnic nicknaming is common all over the globe and has 
generally been used with insensitivity and ‘xenophobia’ (fear, mistrust 
or dislike of foreigners). Scholars have taken up the term ethnophaulism 
for “ethnic slur”, coined by Roback in 1944, to denote ethnic 
nicknames. 

3.7.1 Bonairean Ancestry 

From time beyond the reach of memory Bonairean and Curaçaoan 
families have been intertwined. Bonaire’s first inhabitants were the 
Caiquetíos, whose communities (extended families) in Curaçao, Aruba 
and the mainland of South America formed an ethnically integrated 
whole (Hartog, 1961). Their lifestyle was characterized by periodical 
shifting between islands and the mainland, which at the present is still 
the case between the ABC islands and the mainland Venezuela. 
Popularly, people from the islands also speak of ‘islanan ruman’ 
(sibling islands) and many Venezuelans refer to the ABC islands as ‘las 
islas hermanas’ (sister islands), which suggest the family bond between 
these units. 
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The proximity of the islands played a role in that the Spanish (1499) and 
the Dutch (1634) passed via Bonaire before reaching Curaçao (Daal & 
Schouten, 1988). When the sky is clear, Bonaire and the Mainland can 
be seen from Curaçao. This proximity between the islands is indicative 
for the relationship between Bonaireans and Curaçaoans. 
The Caiquetíos were known for their maritime abilities as are the 
Bonaireans. The Bonaireans are recognized in the Caribbean as great 
navigators. As a matter of fact many Bonaireans worked as sailors on 
tankers for the Refinery. They used to work at the harbor and at the Oil 
Refinery. Soest (1977) relates that in the early years of the Refinery, 
when many Curaçaoans went on leave in the months of October and 
November to work the earth, the contracted Bonairean workers used to 
go home to spend the holidays. Nowadays, many Curaçaoans go to 
Bonaire for the ‘Regatta break’ in October or just for a weekend for 
leisure or to visit family.  
Back then, the Caiquetío inhabitants shared the Caiquetío language 
(Arowacan Language), like at the present inhabitants of the ABC islands 
share a common language Papiamentu. Although Curaçaoans and 
Bonaireans speak Papiamentu they have different words for the same 
thing. The Bonairean pronunciation differs from the Curaçaoan; they 
speak ‘kantá’ (melodically) (Nobo, 7th of September, 2003) and tend to 
leave out part of the words (e.g. kaminda (road) becomes kamin).  
The calm and friendly nature of the Bonaireans bears a great 
resemblance to the tranquil and peaceful disposition of the Caiquetíos. 
 
In Curaçao, Bonaireans and their descendants used to live in areas such 
as: Scharloo, Fleur de Marie and visited each other with regularity. In 
Scharloo in the upper part there was even a place called, ‘Den Bonairu’ 
(in Bonaire). After the Wilhelmina Bridge was built, many Bonaireans 
moved to other neighborhoods, among others: Brievengat, Mari 
Pompoen, Koraal Specht and others (Berry-Haseth in Veranderend 
Curaçao, 1999). 
Bonaireans maintained the celebration of San Juan, San Pedro and had 
the custom to go from one house to another, so more people would join 
the celebration. The traditional San Juan celebration includes a fire 
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ritual where young and old jumps over a pyramid on fire. The San Juan 
celebration finds its origin in an old Indian ritual in which the smoke of 
the fire has to bring about rain. With the arrival of the Spaniards this 
ritual got a Catholic touch (Antilliaanse Dagblad, 25 June, 2005).  
The harvest celebration, Seú in Curaçao, is called Simadan in Bonaire. 
Every year the Simadan is celebrated in the Bonairean Club. Soon after 
their arrival Bonaireans felt the need for a place where they could meet 
and hold their social activities (Eus Anthony in the daily Nobo, 
September 7, 2003). 
The Club Union Boneiriano (Bonairean Union Club) was established in 
1953. The first location was established in Pietermaai and moved later 
to Monte Carmelo. ‘Dia di Boneiru’ (Day of Bonaire) on September 6th 
is yearly grandly celebrated at the club.  
Musical groups from Bonaire used to perform in the Club. The 
Bonairean music although similar to the Curaçaoan is still different and 
liked by Curaçaoans. The Bonaireans use an array of musical 
instruments such as the Chapi, made from the metal end of a hoe and 
struck with a small metal bar, the Benta, a mouth-held string instrument 
made with a bowed-out knife and the cow horn that are also familiar in 
Curaçao (Interknowledge Corp., 2010). 
Bonairean born Dominico Herrera is a well-known pianist, who 
composed several waltzes, danzas, mazurkas, polkas and tumbas (Palm, 
1978). The group Kompère, a Bonairean group that plays popular local 
music, is well liked in Curaçao. Evo Cicilia (Nobo, 7 September, 2003) 
expressed the perception that the cultural ways of the Bonaireans on the 
island are vanishing, and felt the need to revive them. While speaking 
about the revival of the Bonairean culture, he started talking about the 
‘cultural invasion’ of Latin immigrants in Curaçao, which implies dual 
intertwined feelings, Curaçaoan and Bonairean that are difficult to 
separate. 
With the fiftieth anniversary celebration of Club Union Bonaireano, the 
newspaper ‘De Antilliaanse Dagblad’, quotes Eus Anthony a Bonairean, 
“If Curaçao was like the Bonairean Club, the Justice Department had no 
work left to do” referring to the calm nature of the Bonairean (De 
Antilliaanse Dagblad, 29 January, 2003). Boekhoudt and Anthony in 
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relation to differences between the nature of Curaçaoans and 
Bonaireans expressed that the Bonairean has a “calmer disposition, 
probably because the island itself ‘breathes’ tranquility. Salsbach, a 
well-known musician and ex-politician states, “As much as I am 
attached to Curaçao, every time that I see Bonaire from the window of 
an aircraft, I feel that I am at home” (Heiligers, 2001, p. 45). He recalls 
the inexplicable pain he felt as a boy, observing the familiar shore 
fading away, when the vessel he was on headed for Curaçao. Bonaireans 
recognize each other by certain behavioral patterns and intonation in 
speech. Before people used to tease Bonaireans as backward people, 
which according to Salsbach may have produced awkward feelings, but 
the “gratefulness of the Bonaireans for what the island of Curaçao 
offered them surpasses all sour feelings”. Klomp cited by Sedoc-
Dahlberg (1990) comments that Curaçaoans see the Bonaireans, 
‘Bonasaira’, as “friendly, but a little backward and old fashioned” (p. 
114). According to Klomp Bonaireans hold resentment towards 
Curaçao(ans) that expresses itself in negative statements such as: 
“somebody with big talk, but little cash” (p. 113). They perceive 
Curaçaoans to have the attitude of “nos ta manda, nos ta di kapital” (we 
rule, we are from the capital). In addition there is the perception among 
Bonaireans that Curaçaoans are aggressive. Curaçao is viewed as “a 
hindrance rather more than an aid: a bureaucracy which arbitrarily 
postpones projects which Bonaire needs” (p. 113). Klomp further states 
that little of the negative perception is noticed in the daily interaction 
with Curaçaoans. Strong contacts are maintained between Bonaireans 
back home with relatives in Curaçao and as mentioned before often 
vacations and holidays are spent with families in Bonaire. Evers (2006) 
in his poem ‘Avion’ writes of the character and tight family relations 
between Bonaireans and Curaçaoans. A few lines read as follows: 
“Techi, Katan su prima a kasa bai biba Rincón (Techi, Katan’s cousin 
married and went to live in Rincón, Bonaire)…Techi ta bini Kòrsou tur 
ora, bin buska drechi di Katan. (Techi comes regularly to Curaçao to 
visit her cousin Katan) Ya a hasi treinta aña ku Techi ta kasá, ku Lònchi 
un Bonaireano, un hòmber masha soshal (It has been thirty years now 
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that Techi is married to a Bonairean, named Lònchi, a very sociable 
man.)    
 
Curaçao used to fulfill the provisionary and service needs of 
Bonaireans. Bonaireans used to come to Curaçao to receive their high 
school education in the twentieth century. The boys stayed with families 
or with the Congregation ‘Kruisvaarders of Sint Jan’ (Crusaders of Saint 
John) at ‘Brakkeput Ariba’ (eastern part). There they encountered boys 
from Aruba and the Dutch Windward Islands. The girls used to stay 
with nuns in the boarding school ‘Alverna’, or with acquaintances or 
families.  
Salsbach in Heiligers (2001) described the change from Bonaire to 
Curaçao as a cultural shock, as Bonaireans live very much in touch with 
nature. Back then, life in Bonaire was more natural and simple and 
opposite to the complex way of life in Curaçao.   
At the present many Bonaireans follow higher studies at the University 
of the Netherlands Antilles or other institutions. Bonaireans come to 
Curaçao to visit medical specialists and hospital. Many do their 
specialty shopping on the island. ‘Don Andres’ is a well-known cargo 
ship that has been transporting shipment between the islands for 
decades. 
It is customary for Bonaireans to go for work abroad; this fact is 
portrayed in the book ‘Boynay Tei’. Some lines read, “when Bonaireans 
abandon the island to live and work abroad they should take a sack of 
the sacred soil, called Guturucu with them, which is found only at 
‘Piedra Bonaire’ (the site is believed to be the birthplace of the first 
mythological Bonairean ancestor, ‘Boynay Tei’), so when they are on 
their death bed they can put this sack of Guturucu under their pillow and 
die in peace on their beloved native soil” (Booi, 1997). The latter 
denotes that while pursuing a better life abroad, Bonaire lies at the heart 
of Bonairean descendants. 
Bonaireans are proud of the fact that several of their country wo(men) 
held key governmental positions in the Government of The Netherlands 
Antilles. Three of their countrymen have held the position of Governor 
of The Netherlands Antilles: Nicolaas (Colá) Debrot (1962 to 1970), 
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Jaime Saleh (1990-2002) and the Aruban born, of Bonairean descent 
Frits Goedgedrag (2002-2010). Governor Goedgedrag is currently 
serving as the first Governor of Curaçao, in the island’s status as an 
autonomous country. 
Franklin Crestian, a Bonairean politician (daily Nobo, 7 June, 2003) 
stated with regards to the link Curaçao – Bonaire: “Notwithstanding 
political differences, the link between the two islands is “real and 
profound”. 
The legacy of the Bonairean descendants in Curaçao is shaped by the 
proximity of the islands, a historical family bond and governmental ties. 
  
3.7.2 Aruban Ancestry 
 
The ‘naturally’ shared living territories of the extended Caiquetío 
families on the ABC islands (Aruba, Bonaire Curaçao) and the 
mainland, laid the basis for shared memoirs. Nooyen (1979) recounted 
of the networking between the Caiquetíos of the ABC islands and of 
their collective strike against the Government in the eighteenth century 
(see 3.1 Curaçaoan Indian Ancestry). Shortly after their arrival, the 
Spanish took many of the Caiquetío inhabitants of the three islands for 
labor to Hispañola (see Hispanic Ancestry 3.2). At their arrival in the 
seventeenth century, the Dutch imposed a governmental liaison between 
Curaçao and Aruba. The history of the forced political union was 
colored by sentiments of neglect and rivalry as perceived by Arubans. 
Daal and Schouten (1988) describe that Aruba was of little economic 
interest to Curaçao, hence neither to The Netherlands. Now and again, 
Aruba served as ‘strafkolonie’ (penal colony), where criminals were 
sent to spend the rest of their lives. The people of Aruba were 
accustomed to taking care of themselves and to think for themselves. 
The establishment of the Lago Oil Refinery and the Arend Petroleum 
Company in 1927 brought prosperity to the island, which increased the 
possibilities of the Arubans to handle their affairs independently.  
Continual controversy about internal political struggle for economic 
power between Curaҫao and Aruba fed the desire of the latter to leave 
the constellation of Dutch Caribbean islands, to form an autonomous 
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part within the Kingdom of the Netherlands, which was ultimately 
granted in 1986. The late Juan (Juancho) M. G. Evertsz, Prime-Minister 
(1973-1977), described the separation of Aruba from the Netherlands 
Antilles as ‘6-1=0¹, ‘a paradoxical phrase with a prophetical outlook for 
the future of the Netherlands Antilles’ (Evertzs, 2006). The dismantling 
process of the Netherlands Antilles is to be concluded on October 10th, 
2010. 
The Arubans were determined to stand on their own, what they referred 
to as ‘bula curá’ (jump over the fence). The ever growing desire of 
Aruba to obtain a separate status from the Netherlands Antilles 
furthered the search for its own Aruban identity, with a strong accent on 
the “Mestizo Aruban folk culture” as opposed to the predominant 
“African Caribbean Curaçao” (Alofs, 2008, p. 21). Emphasis on the 
cultural differences and separate identity served as a tool in the political 
struggle for separation of the (Afro-Caribbean) Netherlands Antilles.  
When the autonomous status was finally granted in 1986, Arubans and 
their descendants in Curaçao went in great numbers to Aruba to 
celebrate the event. 
The Aruban flag emphasizes the island’s independence in relation to 
The Netherlands and the other islands: “the two yellow stripes on the 
flag denote the free position of Aruba with respect to The Netherlands 
and other islands while maintaining closeness with them” (p. 28). “The 
star symbolizes the four points of the compass, denoting the varied 
source of more than forty nationalities living on Aruba”, while the red 
color represents the love for the country.  
Unlike Curaçao, Aruba has not known large scale slavery in its society 
and slavery in Aruba lasted only from approximately 1800- 1863. As 
the article “Places of Memory’ (UNESCO) reveals, “African slavery is 
not a very popular topic on Aruba”. Aruba’s national identity centers on 
the 19th century’s evolvement between poor white colonists 
(newcomers at the time) and Amerindians. In addition, identification 
with the Dutch and African cultures is weak. Arubans tend to identify 
with the American and Latin culture. Aruban ‘Papiamento’ has a more 
intense Spanish influence in comparison to the ‘Papiamentu’ spoken on 
Curaçao and Bonaire (Alofs in Countries and their Cultures: Aruba). 
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The Arubans chose for an etymological spelling versus the phonological 
spelling adopted by Curaçaoans. 
Among the most eminent Aruban musicians are Juan Chabaya Lampe 
(known as Padú del Caribe) and Rufo Wever, who are known even 
beyond the borders of The Netherlands Antilles (Palm, 1978). The 
Aruban groups Oreo and Tsunami enjoy great popularity in Curaçao.  
The next few lines taken from the poem “Pakiko Mi Ta Rubiano”(Why 
I am Aruban) illustrate the sense of pride and patriotism of Arubans for 
their country:  Mi ta Arubiano! (I am Aruban) No pasobra m'a nace sol 
na Aruba (not only because I was born in Aruba); pero pasobra dos-
tres siglo pasá mi hendenan a radicá aquí (but because two to three 
centuries ago my people lived here) … Ni bon ni mal tempo no a corre 
nan (they did not run off for good or bad times). Nan a queda…(they 
stayed) Mi ta Arubiano!( I am Aruban) Mi papa tabata y a muri 
cunuquero (my father was and died a farmer)… y ora tur hende a bende 
nan tera cu LAGO (and when everybody sold their land to the Lago 
Refinery).. mi papa a retené di dje (my father retained his); pa 
patrimonio,mescos cu lo mi muri larga pa mi yiu, nieto y bisanieto (as 
patrimony, just like I will die and leave it as inheritance for my child, 
grandchild and over grandchild) (Julio Maduro). 
 
The Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) census of 2001 registers 1485 
Arubans born on the island, of which the number of females is 
considerably larger than males. The registered majority is in the age 
range 15-64. Migration of Arubans to Curaçao comprises one of the 
Curaçao’s major immigrants’ countries of origin in the last five years. 
Arubans and their descendants live scattered all over Curaçao, in lower 
and upper scale neighborhoods, with higher concentrations in 
Brievengat, Mahuma and Bonam. They are mostly Roman Catholics. 
Arubans are employed in a variety of work areas, with a high number of 
corporate managers, office clerks, personal and protective service 
workers and teaching professionals (CBS Census, 2001). 
Marriages between Arubans and mainly white or Mulatto Curaçaoans 
are usually the rule and family ties maintain the vital link between the 
islands. Klomp in Sedoc-Dahlberg (1990) cites Phalen (1981), who 
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states that Arubans are very biased against black Curaçaoans, but not 
against black Bonaireans, who are perceived by the Arubans to be 
‘goodhearted’. The statement alludes to the historic inherent grudge of 
sister island Aruba towards paternalistic Curaçao (Schrils, 1990). 
The conjugal nuclear family household constitutes the center of kinship 
organization. Great value is attached to celebrating Christmas and New 
Year as a family, which is the reason why Arubans who were working 
for the Refinery used to go ‘home’ during the holiday season (Soest, 
van, 1977) and still do. Many Aruban descendants in Curaçao also 
consider Carnival period a favorite time to spend with family back 
home. 
The ‘Dia di Himno y Bandera’ (‘Day of the National Anthem and the 
Flag’), on March 18th which stresses Aruba's political autonomy and 
represents Aruba’s pride, is commemorated yearly by Arubans in 
Curaçao.  
The legacy of Arubans and their descendants in Curaçao, although 
sisterly intertwined, is marked by a historic rivalry and typified by a 
strong Aruban identity and sentiments of pride for their island. 

3.7.3 Dutch Windward Islands and British Caribbean Ancestry 

Life of the Dutch Windward Islanders (Saba, Statia, and Saint Martin) 
and British Caribbeans (Jamaica, Trinidad, Saint Kitts, Grenada, 
Barbados and others) in Curaçao is very much interrelated because of 
their common predominance of the English language and Methodist 
Religion. The Methodist Church is one of the largest Protestant 
churches in the Netherlands Antilles (Encyclopedie van de Nederlandse 
Antillen, 1985). A women’s day of prayer held in April 1959 in 
Ebenezer Church in Oranjestraat, united a congregation comprised by 
245 women belonging to different Protestant congregations in the 
island. The various churches had their own choir (De Passaat, 1959). In 
addition to language and religion, the geographic proximity of the 
Dutch and British Windward Islands and the migration among them, 
unify the islands in many cultural ways.  Badejo (1998) states that “the 
very definition of the geographical location of the three islands that 
comprise the ‘so-called’ Dutch Windward Islands indicates that things 
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are not what they seem to be” (p. 676). Badejo finds this also to be true 
for the literature that is produced in the three territories, where Dutch 
literature is practically non-existent. Schrils (1990) states that the large 
distance between Curaçao and the Dutch Windward Islands made the 
governmental constellation of ‘Curaçao en Onderhorigheden’ (Curaçao 
and Dependant Territories), an ‘artificial creation’. In addition the 
strong sense of insularism of the islands’ population tended to be 
undermined in the constellation. This led to feelings of dissatisfaction, 
especially among the people of Saint Martin. Around 1919, there was a 
discontent in Saint Martin because of a supposed neglect of the Central 
Government. Through the local press the population of the three islands 
(Saba, Statia and Saint Martin) called to strive for independence. As 
Saba and Statia did not support the idea, the separatist movement did 
not hold on. The latter illustrates however the strong sense of 
nationalism among the people of Saint Martin (Schrils, 1990) and the 
desire to stand on their own, since then.  
The political dependence and the marked difference between American / 
Caribbean oriented Saint Martin and Dutch / Hispanic oriented Curaçao, 
have increased the inter-island rivalry (Badejo cited by Sedoc-Dahlberg, 
1990). 
 
Like the other islands in the Caribbean, the Dutch Windward Islanders 
migrated to Curaçao in large numbers to work for the Refinery. Statian 
workers were considered an advantage, since at the end of the year, 
unlike the Bonaireans, Arubans and Curaçaoans, they were willing to 
work. Many Statians worked on tankers as sailors for the Refinery. The 
Oil Company considered the English speaking workers less skilled than 
the Surinamese, but as very loyal laborers, reason why the Refinery 
chose mostly British Caribbeans to work in the security service, driver 
and porter (Soest, 1977; Gibbes et al, 1999).  
Part of the money was sent back home. In Saint Martin, modest wooden 
houses started rising, built from the money earned in Curaçao and were 
therefore called the ‘Curaçao houses’. The Dutch Windward Islanders 
and British Caribbeans were assigned by the Refinery living quarters in 
Valentijn and later in barracks in Suffisant. Other areas around Isla 
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(Refinery) like Buena Vista, Kanga and Dein, housed many of the 
English speaking islanders. Neighborhoods in the ‘Stads District’ 
(Downtown district) such as Monte Verde, Cher Asile and Nieuw 
Nederland were known to have English speaking inhabitants. There was 
an area in New Nederland, popularly called Saint Kitts, because of the 
so many British Caribbeans living there.  
Evers (2006, p. 29) in his poem “Mr. Brooks” describes how several 
British Caribbeans came and settled during the Refinery period. At the 
same time the poem relates to the close link between the English 
speaking Caribbean islands. Some lines from the poem read: “Djo su 
tata tabata un navegante, riba barku di wilde vaart, stowaway ku un par 
di amigo, bin Korsou pa buska trabou….(Djo’s father was a sailor, on 
tramp shipping, stowaway with some friends, came to Curaçao looking 
for work)…Tabata promé ku guera, tempu ku Isla ta floresé (That was 
before war when the ‘Isla’ refinery was flourishing) Mr. Brooks a bini 
for di Anguilla, na unda el a mira lus, pero el a bai skol na Sint 
Maarten, einan e la siña Hulandes. (Mr. Brooks is from Anguilla, where 
he was born, but he went to school in Saint Martin, where he learned 
Dutch)… ”. 
Cultural life of the English speaking islanders included carnival, calypso 
and steel pan music. Shell Oil refinery had its own steel band. A LP 
(long playing record) by the Shell Steel band “Souvenir of Curaçao” 
was issued by ‘Grabaciones Angel Job’ (Angel Job was a well-known 
entrepreneur and television personality on the island). Lord Kitchener 
(Aldwyn Roberts) and Mighty Sparrow (Slinger Francisco) calypso 
(Trinidadian music genre) singers from Trinidad and Tobago were well-
known in Curaçao. Lord Kitchener (1922-2000) was known as the 
"Grandmaster" of calypso who linked Calypso music to the steel pan. 
He visited Curaçao in 1947 Mayer (2009). The English Caribbeans 
brought the calypso and steel bands to Curaçao. De Passaat (1958) 
proudly mentions the Europe Tour of “The Golden Rock Heroes Steel 
band”, made up mostly of Statians and the vocalist ‘Baptiste’ of the 
Suffisantdorp (Suffisant Village).  
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The history of carnival in Curaçao used to have Calypso as the road 
march music, which was later changed to the Tumba, a music genre 
typical of the island. 
 
The British Caribbeans in service of the Refinery had their own section 
in the Shell monthly magazine “De Passaat”, called the BWI (British 
West Indian) Section, through which this group could keep in touch 
with news and activities of their homeland and Britain. Cultural and 
educational activities were organized by the British West Indian 
(B.W.I.) Association, established in 1952. The B.W.I. Association 
included British Guyana. The Association was popularly addressed as 
the English Club in Suffisant, where among others New Year and 
Carnival parties were held with steel band music. The (B.W.I.) 
Association maintained close relations with the British Consulate and 
celebrated the British Queen’s birthday. Much time was dedicated to 
sports such as cricket, cycling, tennis and basket-ball. Whenever there 
were international cricket matches, the British West Indian Community 
in Curaçao would follow the events with great enthusiasm (De Passaat, 
1950). Cricket matches were also held with Navy crew members 
visiting the island, such as those of the H.M.S. Troubridge.  
Yearly held vacation camps for the children of the heterogeneous 
Refinery workers enabled the children to interrelate with the different 
groups (De Passaat, 1957) and to be introduced in new activities, such 
as ballet dancing. At that time questions were raised about the 
usefulness of ballet, since many among the English community were 
inclined to regard ballet “as the property of the few professional dancers 
and the pastime of wealthy audiences” (De Passaat, 1958, p. 26).  
In 1957 the seventh of twenty-five West Indian Conferences, was held 
in Curaçao to promote a spirit of friendship and goodwill in relations 
between the islands and their people (De Passaat, 1957).  
The Windward Islanders and British Caribbeans brought with them 
‘Johnny Cake’, also called Caribbean dumplings, which now forms part 
of the Curaçaoan list of foods and is sold in most snack bars on the 
island and tokos (small convenience stores). Sweet potato and yams, 
originally from Africa (Trowbridge Filippone, 2010), which are typical 
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vegetables in Saint Martin and British Caribbean, are now dishes, which 
also found their way to Curaçao. 
 
Since the Refinery period, English speaking women used to work in the 
household, which is still a reality among British Caribbean migrants 
(Gibbes, et al, 1999). There are weekly job columns in the ‘Amigoe’ 
daily newspaper with offers such as, ‘English speaking lady for work’. 
These women often leave their offspring with family behind, to look for 
a better life elsewhere (a job with which they can finally support their 
children and family), often at the expense of the joy of living. They 
often form a new life with a new family in the host country and work 
very hard to maintain the family here in Curaçao and to send money 
back home. Allen in Marrevée (2004) tells of her mother who is from 
Saint Kitts. She worked as a maid with the director of the Refinery. As a 
small girl Allen was teased because of her English accent in 
Papiamentu, the way she dressed and the braids in her hair. Freedman 
(2006-2010) indicates that lack of understanding of "differences" may 
be one of the  underlying factors in teasing, since many children are not 
familiar with or do not understand cultural or ethnic differences.  
Not being able to relate and participate in the social activities of her 
high-school study mates due to class differences and different lifestyles, 
Allen focused more on her studies. She realized the high input of her 
parents and the sacrifices they made in order for her to make it. Life 
experiences have made her aware of race and class disparities and raised 
her consciousness, interest and empathy for the history of the black 
people in Curaçao and the working class migrants.  
Many teenage students used to come from the Dutch Windward islands 
to continue their studies in Curaçao. Will Johnson, Saban politician 
since 1962, who served as Senator,  
Commissioner, Lt. Governor and Island Council Member until July 2nd 
2007, also received his high school education in Curaçao. He stayed for 
five years at the ‘Boys town Brakkeput’ with many others Antilleans, 
such as, Rudy Ellis, former Senator and politician of Bonaire (Profile of 
Will Johnson, 2010). 
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There were several members of the English speaking community who 
entered politics. They dared to criticize and speak their minds. The 
second woman to occupy the position of Prime Minister, Mrs. Maria 
Liberia Peters, is a descendant of the Windward Islands.  
Allen in Marrevée (2004) underlines courage as the basic characteristic 
of migrants; the fact of leaving familiar circumstances behind to go to a 
foreign country without knowing what to expect, denotes a risk taking 
factor, while emphasizing the will to succeed at any cost.  
 
3.7.4 Surinamese Ancestry 
 
Until its independence in 1975, the territory of Suriname on the South 
American coast formed part of the Dutch Kingdom; as such, the links 
between Suriname and Curaçao date back for centuries. 
Sjak-Shie, a Surinamese, in Heiligers (2001) remembers that as a child 
Curaçao was for him a ‘paradise’. He could tell who in Surinam had 
families in Curaçao by the way they dressed. At the age of seventeen, he 
gladly followed the order of his father, to come to the ‘paradise’ to 
continue his studies in 1942.  He moved in with two Swedish ladies in 
Otrabanda and used to visit Surinamese families in “Suriname dorp” 
(Surinamese Village) in Suffisant. In addition to housing families, there 
was also a division for Surinamese bachelors in Suffisant. The section 
Suriname dorp was only for Surinamese. The barracks had names such 
as: Normandie and Queen Mary. There were also other housing 
facilities for Surinamese in Groot Kwartier, Steenrijk and Brievengat. 
The higher ranking employees lived in Julianadorp and Emmastad 
(Nobo, 27 maart 2004). 
The Shell Oil Refinery had many Surinamese in service. In 1943 the 
Shell Oil Refinery chartered a plane to bring Surinamese from Surinam 
to Curaҫao (Panday in Napa 23rd of June, 2001). According to Van 
Soest (1977) the Surinamese were known to be loyal workers, but were 
apparently not effective as operators and guards. The Surinamese had an 
edge over other non-Dutch groups within the Refinery and in the 
community because of their proficiency in Dutch. They knew how to 
manipulate this power towards their benefit, which has cultivated 
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feelings of distrust among the islanders towards the Surinamese 
(Schrils, 1990). Farrell cited by Hardin (2004) states that “power and the 
effects of power on the interests, may clearly affect trust under certain 
circumstances” (p. 85). Willems in the newspaper Nobo (2004) tells that 
the discrepancy in salaries between Shell workers from The 
Netherlands, Surinam and Antilles was large. The Dutch used to have a 
far higher salary in comparison to the Surinamese and Antilleans.  
Sjak-Shie, a history teacher, in Heiligers (2001) recognizes common 
social and political characteristics between Curaçao and Surinam. He 
found that just like in Surinam there is a tendency here to “always be in 
disagreement with everybody”, characteristic, which he sees reflected in 
the political system. Surinamese in Curaçao soon formed part of the 
political system, the Democratic Party.  
According to Sjak-Shie, Curaçao history, like Surinam and The 
Netherlands, has known the brutal ex-communication or suppression of 
supposed rebels. The Ñapa edition, 15th of August, (1998) dedicated an 
article to Doedel entitled “Louis Doedel: Een vergeten rebel” (a 
forgotten rebel). Mister Doedel arrived in Curaçao as tax clerk in the 
1920s. He strove for the social well being of Surinamese at the 
Refinery. Because of his rebellious nature he was expelled from 
Curaçao by the colonial Government. According to the Government 
“had hij onvoldoende middelen van bestaan en vormde een gevaar voor 
de openbare orde en rust” (he had insufficient means of subsistence and 
formed a danger to public order and peace) (Hendrikse, in Ñapa, 1998, 
p. 2). In Surinam he continued his ‘rebellious’ work in the social field 
for which he was interned by order of the government in a psychiatric 
institution, where he remained until his death. 
 
After the Second World War, school teachers were recruited from 
Surinam. The Surinamese were soon employed in all sections of the 
community: police, infirmary, labor union, law practice and politics. 
Many Surinamese left for The Netherlands with the closing of the Shell 
in 1985, but again many stayed and integrated. 
The Surinamese Club in Suffisant was founded in 1937 and served as a 
center to relax after a hard day’s work. Many prominent Surinamese 
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have visited the club. For the Surinamese of the Suffisantdorp the club 
represented a piece of Surinam where they could meet and bring back 
memories of their country (De Passaat, 1957). The youth activities in 
Suffisantdorp included approximately 700 children in 1957 and were 
considered a priority. They were sponsored by the Refinery, while the 
parents contributed on a small scale. The children were instructed in 
judo, fencing, ballet, swimming and different other sports activities.  
The cultural life of the Surinamese was very rich. The Surinamese 
Cultural Association, ‘Wie Eegie Sanie,’ (Our Own Thing) developed 
among others plays entitled “De geboorte van Bonnie” (The Birth of 
Bonnie) and “Safroe wierie de dresie hatie soro” (Mild herbs cure 
painful wounds). The first play consisted of three parts and had as main 
theme the slave revolt in Surinam. Wie Eegie Sanie had sections in 
Aruba, Surinam and Curaçao that worked closely together. Movie 
evenings were organized at times with typical Surinamese movies such 
as: “Lee De Hattie Moro Soro” (Lies hurts the heart).  
“Kotomiesie” (traditional dress) fashion-shows were held to share with 
countrymen the history of the Surinamese traditional costume and to 
introduce to Curaçaoans a piece of pride of their country. The 
Surinamese were also active in music as evidenced by ‘Association 
Unitas’ that organized well visited concerts, under the guidance of 
Mister Vijent (De Passaat, 1959; no.2). The Indian (Hindu) Surinamese 
formed a band that a few times played on India’s Independence Day 
(Panday in Ñapa, 2001). The cultural exchange of the Surinamese with 
the Curaçaoan society was very active. They included members from 
other groups into their activities, erasing borders between groups. The 
Club used to hold “the Oranjebal” to celebrate the Queen’s birthday. A 
group of excursionists used to go to Suriname yearly to celebrate the 
“Konfriejarie” (Queen’s birthday).The articles in de Passaat mirrored a 
great interest for all developments that took place in Surinam. 
Justitia Pietas Fides JPF Club (Justice Compassion Trust) was 
established on the 17th of July, 1941 “om het eigen volkskarakter te 
kunnen behouden” (to preserve the own character of the Surinamese 
people) in Curaçao (Amigoe, 14 July, 2001). Herman Sjak-Shie in 
Heiligers (2001) considered the club as a means to keep the Surinamese 
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boys off the streets. The JPF club as it was popularly called, was active 
on all fronts and was well visited. Shon Cai Winkel (a well-known 
Curaçaoan citizen) who was described in De Passaat of 1957 (no.12) as 
‘de beschermheer’ (patron) van JPF, commented with praise about the 
hospitality of the Surinamese. The Surinam Day (Sranang Day) used to 
be celebrated on the first of May, while in Surinam that day was not 
recognized as such. The ‘Ketti Koti’, slave emancipation day on July 1st 
and the Independence Day of Surinam on November 24th are 
commemorated in the club. In the last two decades the number of 
members diminished considerably. People used to go there to play cards 
and billiards. The children could play in a section at the back. For many, 
JPF Club was their weekend family outing place. Funds were gathered 
destined for Surinam, but all that has faded away. The newer 
generations are not interested anymore. Santine in ‘Veranderend 
Curaçao’ (1999) referred to the social clubs as ‘omgevallen 
monumenten’ (fallen monuments), because of their bygone glory. 
The organization ‘Jolly Walkers’ organizes Avond Vierdaagse (four 
evening’s walks) in combination with Surinam. There are regular 
cultural exchanges between Surinam and Curaçao (Amigoe, 14 July, 
2001). 
 
The Surinamese usually speak Dutch and Sranang Tongo (Surinamese 
language) at home. Many of the Surinamese learned Papiamentu at their 
work. Those who worked in the schools learned the local language with 
their students. Those of Surinamese descent are used to address each 
other with ‘mati’ meaning, friend. Through the years intercultural 
exchange between Surinamese and Curaçaoans has taken place. The 
Surinamese kitchen has largely influenced the Curaçaoan way of 
cooking. Many Surinamese women cook at their house for take- out 
food sale.  
Sjak-Shie narrates in Heiligers (2001) relates that when he came as a 
young man he was well received within Curaçaoan families. The 
Surinamese way of approaching young women at that time was 
perceived by Sjak-Shie as far more open than that of the Curaçaoans.  
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At the ‘Sint Martinus Gesticht’’where he followed his study to become 
a higher ranked teacher (hoofdakte) the classes were divided by color of 
the skin. The ‘frater’ (frère) even told him why he bothered to go to The 
Netherlands to continue his studies as a history teacher, since he would 
not be accepted as a high school teacher in Curaçao. He went and 
concluded his studies as a history teacher and he worked in the same 
area until he retired.  
 
The Surinamese were often perceived as arrogant and egotistical; 
reasons why at the Shell Company they were stereotyped among the 
Curaçaoan employees to have ‘grote mond, lange tenen and grote oren’ 
(big mouth, long toes, and big ears).  They were considered uppish, 
insincere and offended easily. Co-workers were careful what to say in 
their presence, since they tended to use the information against them 
and to their benefit. The fact that the Surinamese were proficient in 
Dutch contributed to the often haughty attitude.  
In spite of the latter, being Surinam a heterogeneous society may have 
facilitated its members to integrate easily within the Curaçao culture, 
since a multicultural environment enables its members to shift between 
cultures and to adapt behaviors of the various cultures (Phinney and 
Rotheram, 1987).  
The second generation in Curaçao acculturated and the third 
assimilated. Panday (Ñapa, 23 June, 2001), a second generation 
Surinamese Hindu Indian relates that the Indians from Surinam, like his 
parents, kept a tight bond, but the Indian religious festivities were not 
celebrated. Marriage partners were sought in Surinam within their own 
caste. The children (many of the second generation) married Antilleans. 
Panday, at this stage of life does not feel any bond with the Surinamese 
Hindu culture, while his wife who was raised in Surinam does. He feels 
more for the Latin culture, since he worked for a long time in Latin 
America. He has since settled on the island and owns his own jewelry 
store. The second generation Surinamese on the island acculturated very 
quickly. Sjak-Shie notes (Heiligers, 2001) that his children are and feel 
themselves Curaçaoans and that the acculturation rate of the Surinamese 
who married Curaçaoans went much faster. Surinamese descendants are 
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active in all sections in the community. De Palm in Enclopedie van de 
Nederlanse Antillen (1985, p. 73) states, “de Surinamer is een blijver” 
(the Surinamese are stayers) and the second generation is completely 
integrated into the community.  

3.7.5 Haitian Ancestry 

The Haitians come from a poor background, which characterizes their 
entrance status. Haiti is the poorest country in the Western hemisphere 
and one of the poorest in the world. The gap between a small number of 
rich and the huge poverty stricken strata is enormous. Haiti gained 
independence in 1804 and is the world’s oldest independent republic 
established by Blacks; a fact that denotes a striving spirit which is the 
strength of the Haitians.  
Haiti’s population consisted for 95 percent of African descendants, and 
the remaining 5 percent of Mulatto and White descendants in the year 
2000. Most Haitians have a strong sense of nationalism (Countries and 
Their Cultures: Haiti, 2010). Haitians of poor rural and urban 
backgrounds choose migration as a way to survive (Cassagnol Chierici, 
1991). 
 
Haitian migration to Curaçao became evident in the 1980s, which 
indicates that they are a fairly ‘young group’ on the island. Desroches, a 
Haitian who has lived in Curaçao for more than twenty five years and 
has a Dutch passport, expressed his preoccupation for the future of 
Haitians, in relation to the power gap that increased with the flight of 
Jean Bertrand Aristide (Amigoe, 28 February, 2004). Desroches is 
president of the ‘Fundashon Solidaridad pa Imigrantenan’ (Association 
for the Solidarity of Immigrants), established in 1999. He states, that ‘in 
spite of the integration courses organized by the Curaçao Government, 
the Haitians did not integrate into the society’. He feels that since the 
Haitians in Curaçao feel discriminated against, they tend to act 
accordingly. The latter corresponds with the findings of ‘The Ethnic 
Diversity Survey’ (2003), which denotes that visible minorities (non-
Caucasions) were more likely than others to say that they felt 
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uncomfortable or out of place, at least some of the time because of their 
ethnicity, culture, race, skin color, language, accent or religion. 
In America, Haitian immigrants experienced the ‘triple minorities’, 
which is common to many new arrivals: “they were foreigners, they 
spoke a language (Haitian Creole) that no one else did, and they were 
black”. Anti-Haitian prejudice and discrimination created barriers to 
finding employment in South Florida. However, unemployment rates 
among Haitians in America dropped considerably from 1983 to 1990, as 
businesses realized that Haitians “would work cheaply and without 
complaint” (Haitian Immigration: 20th century). “Travay (travail) 
kontra” (migrant labor) was considered better than unemployment by 
Haitians.The Haitian immigrant has the goal to “pouse pi lwen” (puis 
loin) (push much further) (Cassagnol Chiericci, 1991, p. 157). Haitians 
immigrants maintain a concept of “demele”, which means “to come up 
with a solution, to get out of a bind” (Cassagnol Chiericci, 1991,  p. 
158).  
Similar attitudes and behaviors patterns are visibe in Curaҫao. The CBS 
Census of 2001 showed an employment rate of over 50% of the total 
Haitian population. Haitian men often work seven days a week as 
among others: gardening, agriculture, construction work, and security, 
while Haitian women work as maids.  
The ratio of Haitian females to males on the island is more or less the 
same (CBS Census, 2001). The Haitians live all over the island, with 
higher concentrations in Berg Altena and Kanga/Dein (CBS Census, 
2001). 
The report of ‘Haitian Immigration: 20th Century’, in America, states 
that Haitians are devout Christians and that a high percentage attend 
church at least once a week. The religious communities provide a 
support system for fellow immigrants. Haitians in Curaçao are 
predominantly Catholic (CBS Census, 2001). 
A former Roman Catholic priest on the island, Alfons Baak, is a strong 
advocator for mass in Haitian ‘Patois’ (Creole) in order to accommodate 
the religious needs of the Haitians. There are Roman Catholic churches 
in different areas on the island that conduct mass in various languages: 
the church of Coromoto has mass in Spanish, Santa Famia conduct mass 
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in English and in Dutch at ‘Klooster (Monastery) Alverna’. A letter was 
sent to the Diocese in Haiti asking permission for the availability of a 
pastor from Haiti to be sent to the island, specifically at the parish of 
Santa Maria and under the supervision of the local Bishop.  
 
Like in America, families in Curaçao sponsor and organize migration. 
Haitians send money home while many have also formed families here 
on the island. Nuclear families often include distant relatives. Haitians 
have a social network system that keeps fellowmen informed about 
things, such as, housing, employment and knowledge on how to survive 
in the host country.  
Children are at the core of Haitian life (Haitian Immigration, 20th 
century). Children are expected to be respectful to adults and obedient 
to elder persons. They are not allowed to talk back or stare at adults 
when being scolded. They are expected to say please and thank you and 
to share with others what they have. Great value is given to properly 
greeting. They attach importance to keeping the body clean.  
Education is extremely important for Haitians. (Countries and their 
Culture: Haiti, 2010). Almost the whole school-going population of 
Haitians in Curaçao attends school (CBS Censes, 2001). Haitian 
parents, like other immigrants, view education as a path for their 
children to achieve higher social standards. Many Haitian children do 
indeed excel, but sadly, often at the cost of their cultural roots, by hiding 
their Haitian background and claiming that they do not know their 
native language (Haitian Immigration: 20th century). Language, as 
mentioned above constitutes one of the so called ‘triple minorities’ that 
immigrants often face. The latter implies a form of insecurity that goes 
hand in hand with feelings of shame and intense emotional pain 
(Anzaldua, 2002). 
Haitians on the island stand out for their hard work and their guiding 
concept of “demele”, which means “to come up with a solution, to get 
out of a bind” and to “push further” (Cassagnol Chierici, 1991).  
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3.8 Arab Ancestry 

The first Arabs arrived in Curaҫao at the beginning of the twentieth 
century before the establishment of the Shell Oil Refinery. There were 
approximately one hundred Lebanese at the turn of the century (Gibbes, 
Römer-Kenepa, Scriwanek, 1999). In the 1970s another wave of 
Lebanese found their way to the island. Former Governor, Judge Jaime 
Saleh calculates the Arab community, including all the descendants, to 
be approximately three thousand in number (Marrevée (2004). 
The Arabs came mostly from Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and Egypt 
(Veranderend Curaçao, 1999, p. 456; Vigilante: Historia di Arabirnan 
(history of the Arabs), p. 17). They were called ‘Arabir’ (Arab) 
irrespective from where they came from.  
Governmental regulations stipulated in 1874 to restrict the number of 
immigrants with limited resources. This decree was brought up in 
relation to the Arabs, who were categorized as ‘ongewenste elementen’ 
(undesired elements) by the Chamber of Commerce in 1906. It was in 
relation to that statement that the British consul in the ‘Diplomatic 
Reports’ of 1912 expressed “They seem to be honest, sober, hard 
working and industrious people”, referring to Arabs who were working 
and living in Curaçao at that time. Isa, entrepreneur, lawyer and ex-
Minister of Justice (in 1969), stated that contrary to the prognosis of the 
Chamber of Commerce that Arabs “will remain foreigners who most of 
the time will abandon the island as soon as they have obtained a certain 
degree of well-being”, the Arabs integrated and proved them wrong 
(Nobo, p. 35). Carlos Dip, of Arabic descent, (ex-Director of the 
Department of Justice, Vice President of the Advisory Council of The 
Netherlands Antilles, just to name some) in “Veranderend Curaçao” 
(1999) with regards to the observation of the Chamber noted that it was 
improbable that the expressed criticism was based on commercial 
motives, but rather on personal, subjective prejudices towards Arab 
immigrants. He quotes Kassim Elhimani, an Arab journalist, who 
vistited Curaçao in 1934 and who referred to the Arabs in general, “The 
Arab is recognized across the globe for his/her dedication to 
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work…striving to earn money through honest work and all possible 
sacrifices and thrift” (p.  455).  
The Arabs lived scattered from Banda Abou (Western part) to Banda 
Ariba (Eastern part), at times in a cluster of three to four families as was 
the case in the areas of Paradijs, Rio Canario, Otrabanda, and Santa 
Maria. This group included Christians as well as Muslims.  
Many Arabs were peddlers who sold their merchandise from house to 
house. People living in the countryside who did not often come to 
Punda bought their necessities from the Arabs. They also sold ‘sombré 
di kabana’ (straw heads). The Lebanese and Syrians were the first who 
established a merchant relationship between town and countryside. They 
were later in competition with the Askenazi Jews (Abraham-Van der 
Mark, 2000) in this kind of selling.  
Many Arabs established themselves in the surroundings of the Shell Oil 
Refinery after it opened its doors in 1918. They started their businesses, 
among others coffee shops, bakeries and groceries at the popularly 
called ‘Porta di Isla’ (Gate of Isla Refinery). Today the Arab 
businessmen are more engaged in furniture stores and since the last 
decade, Arab cuisine with dishes such as tabbuli, hummus, and kibbeh 
has become more available to the general public with the opening of 
two or three restaurants.  
 
The Arab peddlers were generally perceived by Curaçaoans as 
“humilde, hende desente y sobre todo masha respetuoso” (simple, 
decent and above all very respectful). Education of children stressed 
politeness and respect for elders; seniors were addressed with ‘Shon’.  
They lived modestly and saved their income. Often funds were sent to 
their relatives who stayed behind in their country of origin. Most of 
these Arabs came without very much money, but worked their way up 
the economic, social and political ladder and their descendants today 
hold key positions in the Curaçaoan society (Vigilante; p. 17-18). There 
are well-kown professionals of Arab descent in the various sectors of 
the community, including business, banking, medical world, sports, 
automobile dealers and politics. Businesses were typically family run. 
Several of the second generation of the early Arabs entered politics and 
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civil service, as head of the Department of Public Health, Finances and 
Central Bureau for Legal and General Affairs, and since the Netherlands 
Antilles became autonomous in 1954, this group has produced a 
President and members of Parliament, Ministers, Member of the Island 
Council, Commissioner, and Governor (Dip, 2004). Abraham-Van der 
Mark (2000) observes in relation to the latter “to do so the Arab had to 
integrate fully into Curaçaoan society, and build extensive networks” (p. 
271). The current Prime Minister of The Netherlands Antilles is Emily 
de Jongh-Elhage of Lebanese descent. 
Through marriages with Antilleans the Arabs have become integrated 
into the higher middle class of society. Dip (1999) stated that Arabs 
who immigrated at the beginning of the twentieth century, completely 
integrated in the Curaçaoan community and many married Curaҫaoan 
women from the upper-middle class, both Roman Catholic and 
Protestant.The Catholic Arabs found, because of their religion, easy 
entrance within the predominant Catholic community, while the Muslim 
Arabs tended to stay more within their own group. According to 
Abraham-Van der Mark (2000, p. 271) the Muslims maintain a mosque 
and appear to be more eager to maintain a distinct ethnic identity. The 
latter acculturated rather quickly despite the fact that many marriage 
partners were brought directly from Lebanon.  
The most characteristic family form is the nuclear family where 
marriage and family life is taken very seriously. 
A mosque “Kalifar Omar” was built in Otrabanda in 1964, next to the 
Islamic Centre, where the youth are taught (mundialcenter/ 
islamCuraҫao). On the 24th of September 1968 “Association of the 
Muslim Community” in Curaҫao was established (Encyclopedie van de 
Nederlandse Antillen, 1985). The Islamic community numbers 
approximately eight hundred members of which the majority are 
Lebanese and the rest are from Suriname, Africa and other Caribbean 
Islands (Amigoe, 30 December, 1998). The recently arrived Muslim 
Arabs tend to adhere stronger to their cultural ways, as attest e.g. the 
female dress code. According to the results of ‘The Ethnic Diversity 
Survey’ among Canadians, recently arrived first generations tend to 
adhere stronger to their culture. 
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The Arabs indeed assimilated and live the religious and cultural 
freedom of the island. The first sentence of an article in the newspaper 
Extra (27 December, 2000, p.  8) made mention of an interesting event, 
“Ayera nochi klup Libanés Antiyano a organisá un grandioso 
selebrashon di Ramadan kombiná ku fiesta di Pasku di Nasimentu” 
(Last evening the Antillean Lebanese Club organized a grandiose 
Ramadan and Christmas celebration). The harmonious celebration of 
Ramadan and Christmas denotes the religious coexistence characteristic 
of Curaҫao. Ronchi Isa, of Arab descent, a prominent politician and 
former Minister, in an article of the newspaper Nobo “Nos baluartenan 
di Siglo 20” (Our strongholds of the 20th century) stated that in the 
history of the Arabs of the island there never existed discord between 
Greek, Catholic and Muslim Arabs, not even among the first generation 
of Arab immigrants, who because of religious reasons abandoned their 
country at the turn the twentieth century. He stated very clearly and 
succinctly “Lebanese integrated silently” (p.  35). 
Although the second generation of the Arabs on the island hardly speaks 
Arabic, the new comers speak Arabic and Papiamentu. The newcomers 
tend to stay in touch with their ancestors’ place of origin, unlike most of 
the older generations.  
The newspaper ‘Amigoe’ in the article “Muslim community condemns 
the murder of Hamas leader” (23rd of March, 2004), wrote that the Arab 
community on the island mourned the death of the Sheik Amad Yasin. 
Sheik Ayoubi (religious leader) asked the people of the Netherlands 
Antilles to join them in peace, so there can be peace in every corner of 
the world. Arab newcomers keep abreast of the social issues on the 
island and are involved in them as well. The Arabs and their 
descendants speak with pride about the history of their ancestors in 
Curaçao.  
The late Carlos Elias Dip (2004, p.  355) quoted John F. Kennedy, who 
in his inauguration speech used a statement from the famous Lebanese 
Kahlil Gibran “Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you 
can do for your country”. Dip further states that the original Arabs in 
Curaçao have considered Curaçao as their second homeland and have 
unmistakably contributed to its development. “For their children, 
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Curaçao is their first and only homeland and in accordance to the lines 
of Gibran, they have done their best on all levels to serve their country”. 

3.9 Chinese Ancestry 

The Chinese arrived at the beginning of the twentieth century. The two 
to three Chinese, who first arrived at Curaçao, came as stokers on board 
of an oil tanker ship. Others came as cooks or stowaways aboard ships. 
The first Chinese seem to have come from the same region in China, 
deduced from the Cantonese language they spoke (Ng in Heiligers 
(2001); Nobo: Nos Baluartenan di Siglo 20). The Chinese on the island 
were popularly called ‘Chino’. The Chinese, who came to Curaçao, 
came as free settlers unlike the many, who came as indentured (on 
contract) laborers to work on the fields elsewhere in the Caribbean (e.g. 
Trinidad) Look Lai (1998).  
The term for Chinese living outside of China is “huaqiao”, which 
literally means “Chinese nationals sojourning or residing overseas, and 
is often translated as Overseas Chinese” (Li in Encyclopedia of Canada, 
n.y.). Ho (2010) states that the Caribbean Chinese became 
‘enculturated’ in the Caribbean culture unlike the traditional Overseas 
Chinese.  
Like elsewhere in the Caribbean Chinese men in Curaҫao married 
locals. Only a few adhered to the traditional arranged marriage. In the 
basic Caribbean Chinese household unit, men and woman have an equal 
voice (Ho, 2010). In traditional China, Confucian values place women 
as strictly subordinate to men. Women had no rights and were treated as 
possessions, first of their father's and later of their husband's. Under 
Mao, men and women were given ‘legal equality’ (Countries and their 
Cultures, China).  
The absence of family led to the tendency by Chinese men to marry 
Curaçaoans, who were often working for them. These males married 
Curaçaoans of all ranks, standings and ethnicities (Oosterwijk, 1988). 
Ng relates that her grandfather, who was married off since childhood in 
China, left a wife and two children behind. Here he formed a family 
with a Native Indian woman from Aruba, who worked for him in a 
laundry place he had downtown (Heiligers, 2001). Ho (2010) observed a 
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similar pattern in British Guyana and Trinidad, where some of the 
Chinese men born in China had wives and children in China as well as 
in the Caribbean.  
The next two cases illustrate the fast acculturation process of the 
Chinese in the multicultural setting of the island. The first case relates of 
the late Ho Ping, who was born in Canton, China and who came to 
Curaçao as a young boy and started working with his father in the 
laundry business. His father married a Curaçaoan, as did Ho Ping. He 
got married in a Catholic Church and later Ho Ping became the 
spokesman for the Chinese Community in The Netherlands Antilles. 
Through his efforts with the Chinese Embassy in Caracas, Venezuela, 
the Chinese Four Villages Neighbors Club became the coordination 
point, to handle Chinese affairs on the island and the rest of The 
Netherlands Antilles. He was President of the Club till his death on 15 
February, 2003 (Revista, 2003, No.5).  
The second case relates of ‘Chebu’, the son of a Venezuelan mother and 
Curaçaoan father. His mother later married a Chinese man for whom 
she worked, and gave him two Chinese siblings. He also learned to 
speak Chinese. Once he overheard his stepfather making plans to open a 
business in Maracaibo, Venezuela and Chebu ran off to tell his mother. 
He was known as the ‘lorito’ (parrot) that spoke Chinese (Revista, 2003, 
no. 6). The latter case shows that in a heterogeneous society individuals 
may acquire the ability to shift between one or more cultures and 
exhibit characteristics of these cultures (Phinney and Rotheram, 1987). 
 
Historically, the Chinese in Curaçao are self-employed in laundries, 
restaurants, groceries and small retailing businesses. Most Curaçaoan 
children are brought up knowing the ‘preimu di Chines zür i zut’ 
(Chinese prune, sour and sweet snack) which can be bought in any 
Chinese grocery shop. In the last decades, snack bars and supermarkets 
have been added to the list. Cheng (2009) relates that Chinese residents 
in Santo Domingo owe a variety of businesses including: restaurants, 
laundries, beauty salons, video clubs, furniture stores, supermarkets, and 
pensions. The latter not only denotes the enterprising spirit, but also the 
disposition of the Chinese immigrants to integrate. As a matter of fact a 
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plaque on one of the gateways to Santo Domingo’s Chinatown reads, 
“Home is Everywhere”.  
Immigrants bring with them their customs and traditions into the host 
country, where these are introduced and adjusted to the local ways of 
life. Ng tells that many of the Chinese, who came to the West, worked 
as cooks or opened their own restaurant, while back in their homeland 
they had a completely different profession. To register as a cook was a 
way to get a permit. The first arrivals of Chinese worked mainly in 
restaurants or laundries. Later arrivals helped the relatives out and went 
on in the same areas of work. They would adapt their cooking style to 
the country in which they are, for example a lumpia (eggroll) in 
Curaçao, is different from an eggroll in The Netherlands or China. 
Original Chinese food is quite different from the food served in Chinese 
restaurants. They became known for making ‘saté ku batata’ (kebab 
with potatos) which is not a tipical Chinese food. They themselves 
normally eat steamed food, meat with ginger and lots of vegetables with 
rice, but not fried potatoes. A few Chinese families on the island tried 
the cultivation of vegetables and greens till 1980’s, but the highest 
concentration remains in the restaurant industry (CBS Census, 2001). 
Gomes Casseres in ‘Punda Punda’ (2004) refers to the first Chinese 
restaurants downtown by their owner’s name, Ng Tjak and Chong. A 
group of businessmen were the regular customers of Oriental 
Restaurant, where they used to have their bachelor’s party. In China it is 
customary to place the first name after the family name, so e.g. Ng Tjak 
came to be known in Curaçao as Tjak.  
The increased interest for Chinese Arts and practices such as Feng Shui 
(system of aesthetics) in the last decades has gained popularity all over 
the world, and is also evident in Curaçao.  
The traditional Chinese fireworks constitute an item indispensable on 
the island to celebrate the ringing in of the New Year. The ‘pagaras’ 
(firework shows) at the end of year have become an annual event, and 
are used by many, Chinese and non-Chinese alike, as a way of bringing 
in a successful New Year. 
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The Chinese had their club “Chinese Four Villages Neighbors Club” in 
Scharloo. In this building the former Consulate of China was housed. 
Official celebrations used to take place at the club. On the day of birth 
of the Republic in China, 1911, which falls on the 10th of October, and 
is referred to as ‘double ten’, the shops and stores would close and 
families and personel would go early in the morning to Kenepa Bay to 
spend the day. In the evening the festivities would go on with the 
traditional dragon dance. The double ten is also celebrated among 
Chinese in Trinidad with Creole music and dance (Ho, 2010). 
At the club, classes were given for the children to learn Cantonese. 
Most of them spoke more Papiamentu than Chinese, following a similar 
pattern as that of other Chinese in the Caribbean, where the offspring 
spoke the local language (Ho, 2010). The descendants of the first 
Chinese on the island are Curaçaoan in most aspects, with the exception 
of their appearance. With few exceptions, they were born and raised 
here and are not familiar with the language of their fathers. Those 
Chinese who came as a couple tended to maintain their customs and 
language for a longer period of time. With the arrival of new groups of 
Chinese from other parts of China the bond within the community 
became less, since they spoke different languages (Heiligers, 2001). 
 
The Chinese newcomers (with a Chinese nationality) live scattered all 
over the island with higher concentration in Kanga/Dein, Dominguito 
and Steenrijk (CBS Census, 2001).  
Statistics from the 2001 census show that out of 307 Chinese 
newcomers, 242 reported no religious affiliation and 28 belonged to 
Bhuddhism, 4 were active in the Bahai’ Faith and 3 registered as 
Baptist, the others did not report (CBS, 2001).  Many early Caribbean 
Chinese converted from Buddhism to Roman Catolicism, since they 
conceived that social mobilization had to be on ‘Creole Terms’. The fact 
that a great number of schools were Roman Catholic played a key role 
for religious conversion, as schooling was considered by them to be a 
major socialization agent for their children to come in contact with other 
races and cultures in the society (Ho, 2010; Wilson, 2004), which 
illustrates their disposition to adjust to the host culture. 
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The Chinese colony is decribed by Ng as a rather ‘quiet’ community. 
Chinese people are in general nonconfrontational. China knows a 
hierarchy that places older people above younger and men above 
women.  Obedience to elders is considered extremely important. Fear of 
losing face controls social interaction and the failure to perform not only 
brings shame on the individual but on the family and community as 
well, since individuality is often included in the group identity 
(Countries and their Culture, China). 
The Chinese on the island help each other out and mostly do not make 
use of the social benefits of the host country. Ng in Nobo (Nos 
baluartenan di siglo 20) observes the sense of order at home, store or 
office as a basic difference between Chinese who were born and raised 
in the West and those of the East. The ‘Overseas Chinese’, those of the 
West, tend to have things more categorized, while e.g. a Chinese store 
has merchandise heaped all over the place. As a matter of fact the whole 
attitude towards life was found to be different between ‘Creolized 
Chinese’ and those born in China. The Guyanese Chinese for example, 
knew little of China and their knowledge was limited to their personal 
ancestors (Ho, 2010). 
The Chinese quietly live their lives, without asking much and without 
imposing their ideas. There were two exceptions one during the Second 
World War, in which a salary conflict arose between the Curaçaosche 
Scheepvaart Maatshappij (Curaçao Navigation Company) and its 
officers in relation to the increased danger in the Caribbean Sea. The 
work conflict ended on April 20th of 1942, day on which fifteen Chinese 
seamen, workers from the Curaçaosche Scheepvaart Maatshappij 
(Curaçao Navigation Company) were shot dead by the police. The 
bloodbath caused a huge commotion in the Curaçaoan community, since 
the Chinese were known as calm, hard working people. The rebellious 
behavior towards authority was considered by many as a deep felt 
resentment of injustice towards them (Sint Jago, 2000). They were 
buried in the cemetery at Colebra Bèrdè, where criminals and 
lawbreakers were buried. 
The second exception was the group protest in 2004, after the murder of 
a member of the Chinese community. The Chinese on the island joined 
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together to get the attention of the Government. They felt the need to 
put forces together in a “roep om respect” (call for respect) of the 
Curaçaoan population. The funeral took place according to Chinese 
rituals; the wife of the deceased wore a Chinese traditional head cover 
and the family got the support of the Chinese community who raised 
money for the funeral. Several expressed their feelings of anger towards 
the attack on their stores, while as members of the Curaçaoan society 
they adhere themselves to their communal and legal responsibilities. 
Hostility towards Chinese settlements is still the case. There is a covert 
‘antipathy’ towards Chinese newcomers which may find its origin in 
that people feel that they lack allegiance toward the island. An example 
of the latter is that mostly Chinese people work in the Chinese shops 
and when all shops inclusive those of the ‘old Chinese’ are closed on 
festive days, the ‘new Chinese’ still open their shops, which people 
consider as a lack of respect towards the Curaçaoan community. 
Many refer to the impolite ways of addressing the Chinese (newcomers), 
like ‘ey Chino’, which in itself is a form of discrimination. Wilson 
(2004) observes a similar attitude in Jamaica, where the Chinese are 
frequently addressed as Mr or Mrs. ‘Chin’, while people know their 
names.  
Group ascription of the Chinese is very strong on the island. Ng in the 
newspaper Nobo: “Nos baluartenan di siglo 20” (our strongholds of the 
20th century) comments ‘you can live for one hundred years on the 
island, but they will keep considering us Chinese’. She herself made the 
differentiation of ‘they’, referring to Curaçaoans and ‘us’ Chinese. 
Chinese were often the object of discrimination; they were made fun of 
at school, because of the way they speak or of their slanted eyes. Visible 
minorities were found to be a target for discrimination (Ethnic Diversity 
Survey, 2003). Chinese found that the Curaҫaoans were too ready to 
complain and felt too easily tired of work. Ng in Heiligers (2001) tells 
of her father who kept the philosophy that it was his choice to live here 
and that he always loved and honored the country. ‘He taught us to take 
responsibility for our action’. He considered himself Curaçaoan Chinese 
and (p. 44) “I consider myself Yu di Kòrsou’ (Curaçaoan), who happens 
to be of Chinese descent”.  
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3.10 Indian (India) Ancestry 

The entrance status of the East-Indians in Curaçao, were as merchants. 
The first East Indians to arrive on the island are ‘Sindhis’, who came 
from Hyderabad-Sind, the former province Sind in India which is now 
Pakistan. Sind is considered the cradle of the Indus Valley civilization. 
By the time of the take over of the province by Pakistan in 1947, the 
Hindu Sind inhabitants of the region had to flee. The Indus Valley 
Civilization is one of the most ancient and highly developed 
civilizations dating from approximately 2500 B.C. (British Museum). 
From 1860 onward the Sindhis spread all over India and the world. 
They are known to be mostly merchants (Markovits, 2000) and are 
characterized by their merchant abilities and network. A Sindhi in 
Curaçao once observed ‘if you go to Mars, most probably you will meet 
a Sindhi selling his merchandise there” (newspaper Extra, 2000). 
In 1925 the first East Indian, M. Dialdas arrived in Curaçao from 
Panama. He saw business opportunities in Eastern merchandise and 
soon found a good location in Heerenstraat, where he opened Gran 
Oriental Bazar. Soon after, Boolchand Nandwani opened ‘Oriental Art 
Palace’, and Tirdas and Dharamdas Daryanani, opened Palais Oriental 
in 1929/1930. The brothers Daryanani separated in 1958, Tirdas 
remained with Palais Oriental and Dharamdas opened Palais Hindu. 
Their store manager Roberto Kimatrai later established Casa Roberto. 
At the beginning of the 1960s the East Indian group consisted only of 
twenty-five persons. Most, if not all of them, were from Hyderabad Sind 
(Gomes Casseres, 2004).  
Normally, it was the men of the families that came first and their wives 
and children remained in India. Once the Indians established on the 
island, they brought their siblings and cousins to help out in the 
businesses. In the early seventies, during the time that many merchants 
were selling their stores after the upheaval of May 30, 1969 a large 
group of Indians arrived. They bought many of the former Jewish stores.  
Once the families were brought over in the seventies, the Indians really 
found a home in Curaçao.  
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Another group of Indians settled on the island with the opening of the 
Free-Zone. At the end of the twentieth century (1989), a group of thirty 
six Indian engineers and their immediate families came to work for the 
Oil Refinery on a contract basis. Only a few remained after their work 
period came to an end. The aforementioned data indicate that the 
Indians are a fairly ‘young’ group on the island, in spite of the fact that 
the first Indians (Hindus) arrived at the beginning of the century.  
The Indian Merchant Association of The Netherlands Antilles 
(IMANA) was established on September 22nd, 1975. The Indians on the 
island are mostly in commerce with very few in real estate and more or 
less three Indian restaurants were established in the last decades.  
The Indians honor their ancestors by adding their names to the name of 
the enterprise they started e.g. Ram Boolchand’s official name is 
Ramchand Nandwani. The name of his enterprise is Boolchand’s, 
Boolchand Pessomal. Boolchand is the name of his grandfather and 
Pessomal of his greatgrandfather (Boolchand in Marrevée, 2004).   
The Sindhi community has a rich cultural inheritance, with their own 
Sind language, way of life, customs, beliefs and traditions that differ 
from other Indian communities. The religion, beliefs, rites and most of 
the social customs of the Hindu Sindhi community are mainly based on 
the Vedic traditions (Boolchand in Heiliger, 2001; Sindhi people: 
Academic Dictionaries and Encyclopedias). The Sindh community has a 
great feeling of pride in its origin, rich traditions and literature (oral as 
well as written).  
According to research on ethnic identity, it is likely for a process of 
bidimensional acculturation to take place when the entrance status of an 
immigrant group is backed up by a strong socio-economic position with 
a well defined religious and rich cultural identity (Szapocznik & 
Kurtines, 1979). In addition, ethnic identity is likely to be strong when 
there is a strong desire to retain the identity and when a host country 

encourages and accept pluralism (Phinney, Horenczyck， Liebkind and 
Veddar, 2001). 
The early Indians (Sindhis) on the island were called ‘Coolie’ by locals, 
a name used by the colonial British. The Indians experienced this name 
as painful, since a ‘coolie’ in India is a worker at a very low level of the 
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social ladder (Doulatram Boolchand in Heiliger, 2001). Nowadays the 
Indians are referred to as ‘Hindu’ (Extra, October 6, 2000; Heiligers, 
2001).  
Hindu refers to Hinduism, which is considered the world’s oldest and 
the third largest religion after Christianity and Islam (De Grote 
Godsdiensten ter Wereld, 1957). The majority of the Indian population 
on the island is Hindu. Hinduism included the caste system, which was 
abolished by law in 1949, but which remains “a significant force among 
Hindus” (Religious Tolerance, 2007-2010). Jobs, professions and 
marriages in India used to take place within the same caste, keeping 
successive generations within the same caste and inhibiting the 
possibilities of social mobility. 
The Indians in Curaҫao generally marry an Indian partner. The Sindhis 
tend to marry within the Sindhi community as a way to preserve cultural 
inheritance and life standards. Whereas before, parents used to choose 
the marriage partner, at the present, they suggest a partner and the 
children have the choice to make their own decision. Very few Indians 
on the island have married locals (Boolchand in Heiligers, 2001). 
Family and social bonds among Sindhis are kept strong through 
personal, social and economic networking (Kokot et al, 2004).  
Within the Indian tradition, the mother is considered the key figure to 
transmit the cultural values to the children, which is the reason why she 
herself takes care of the children and not the maid. Doulatram 
Boolchand points out in Heiligers (2001) that with the changing role of 
the women in today’s society the latter facet has also changed.  
 
Ram Boolchand denotes that every immigrant group actively or tacitly 
contributes to the host country (Marrevée, 2004). The late Arjun 
Daryanani and later IMANA brought Swamis and Indian philophers 
regularly to visit the island. Spritual leaders such as, Yogesh 
Swarananda, Dada Vaswani, Swami Rama and Swami Satchitananda 
have visited the island and have contributed with their teachings to the 
spiritual uplifting of many on the island. 
Indians (Hindus) are used to cremate their dead. On the 26 January of 
2004, on the Independence Day of India, the first stone was laid for a 
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crematory. The Indian merchants Association (IMANA) in (Antilliaans 
Dagblad 18 June, 2001) has for long worked to establish a crematory on 
the island. The Crematory Foundation Netherlands Antilles 
(CREFONA) was founded on the December 8th, 2003 and opened 
October 3rd, 2005. Cremation constitutes a key part of the Indian death 
ritual. Previously, the Indian community had to take their deceased 
loved ones to Miami to be cremated. Members of the Indian community 
perceived the governmental approval to establish a crematory, in 
Curaçao, as a symbol of acceptance of the Indians on the island. 
Among the islanders lives the perception that the Indians (Sindhis) keep 
themselves distinct from other groups. Willems, an interviewee in 
Heiligers (2001), who has experienced most of the Curaçaoan 
development of the twentieth century commented that slowly but surely 
one could perceive the influence of foreign groups on Curaçaoan life, 
with the “exception of the newly arrived Hindu group” (p. 11). 
Doulatram Boolchand in Heiligers (2001) says to be aware that the 
assimilation rate of the Indians has been slower than that of other 
groups. He ascribes the latter to the large gap between eastern and 
western cultures. He perceives that in time the next generation will 
acculturate and assimilate. At the same time he underlines the 
importance of respect, good education and civil behavior that used to 
characterize the island, which he considers the strength for the integral 
functioning within a society. He regrets the changes that took place in 
the society, especially the lack of respect of the youth towards 
newcomers that do not benefit the development of the country.  
The fact that the first Indians who arrived on the island had their 
families in India explains in part ‘the slow acculturation rate’ and the 
strong group cohesion. Most of the offspring of the first-comers were 
born and raised in India and came as young adults to the island. 
Research has shown that regular arrivals of family and friends tend to 
strengthen the bond with the members of the immigrant group (Ethnic 
Diversity Survey, (2003).  
The Indians (Sindhis) have marked their ‘territory’ as merchants. They 
constitute an independent socio-economic, cultural and religious entity. 
Like in Canada, the work and social cultural interaction of the Indians in 
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Curaçao take place largely within the group, by which the maintenance 
of the group boundaries and the group identity are reinforced 
(Encyclopedia of Canada).  
In the present, many of the Indian children go to the International 
School of Curaçao, whereas in the past most attended public schools. 
Paulson (2009) on the integration of Hindus in America found that large 
numbers of Hindu youth take classes in Hinduism and Asian studies to 
better understand their own heritage and faith. Some are reluctant to 
identify as Hindu and other feel unsure about their knowledge of 
Hinduism in order to practice it. Warner (2002) found that in relation to 
Hindu adolescents in America, once they leave for college they assume 
responsibility for their religion, which indicates an inherent need for 
self-identity and cultural preservation.  
On 4 April, 2004 an Indian temple was inaugurated in Curaçao, where 
not only the Hindu but also any other Curaçaoan of a different faith can 
go for worship. 
Boolchands in Marrevée (2004) emphasizes the importance of the 
immigrant who with his/her culture, skills and motivation contributes to 
the enrichment and reinforcement of the structure of the country. The 
latter constitutes the Indian legacy, in addition to their distinctiveness as 
a group. 

3.11 Portuguese Ancestry 

The Portuguese came to Curaçao around 1925 from Madeira, Azores 
and Portugal. Madeira and Azores are both Portuguese territories 
located in the Atlantic Ocean, west of Marocco. The main motive for 
migration was the limited socio-economic situation in their mother 
country. The entrance status of the Portuguese was largely at a low 
socio-economic level.  
Many Portuguese had settled earlier in The Caribbean. The first 
Portuguese to arrive worked for the government (Dienst Openbare 
Werken) as road sweepers, gardeners, drivers, cleaners, garbage 
collectors and road constructors (Oosterwijk, 1988). Like in British 
Guyana, the gardening market was practically monopolized by the 
Portuguese (Ho, 2010). 
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Soon after, before the Second World War, three thousand Portuguese 
joined the workforce at the Shell Oil Refinery (then the C.P.I.M.) as 
unskilled workers. The second group arrived during the War and the 
third and last group of Portuguese to work for the Shell arrived in 1946. 
There were also skilled workers: bench operators, carpenters and 
instrument makers. The Portuguese were contracted by Shell directly 
from Portugal or Madeira or from Venezuela and Brazil. Several who 
were employed by the government, later went to work for The Oil 
Refinery (Van Soest, 1977).  
The migration included mostly male Portuguese, who saved and took on 
extra jobs, in order to send money home and later bring their families to 
Curaçao. Most of them had worked their land in Madeira and had some 
cattle.  
The Portuguese who worked for the Government lived at the end of the 
Penstraat where at the present the Martin Luther King elementary 
school is located. The Portuguese workers of the Shell were assigned a 
living section in Valentijn and later in Suffisant. Until 1944, eighty 
percent of the Portuguese lived in barracks type one, which were the 
simplest ones. The Portuguese camp had three medical doctors, who 
were Portuguese themselves (Pijnenburg & De Wit, 1984). The 
Portuguese of the mainland distinguished themselves from those of the 
islands. Those of the mainland obtained positions within the Refinery as 
skilled laborers, and had a higher standing of living and had housing 
outside the camp.  
The two ice factories, Ritz and Super, contracted workers directly from 
Madeira. There were no local workers interested in those jobs. The 
Portuguese were considered honest and hard workers (Pijnenburg & de 
Wit, 1984). From the ice industry and agriculture they opened doors 
towards commerce. The Portuguese with their ice cream pushcarts were 
called ‘kompader’ (buddy), which de Freitas, unlike others considers a 
kind name (Beurs en Nieuwsberichten, 1999). 
Plantation owners also contracted Portuguese to work on the land. From 
their savings, Portuguese later bought land for agriculture. From there 
they sold their produce and little tokos (grocery stores) started 
emerging. The Portuguese tokos in the neighborhoods became an 
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essential part of an entire social setting. In the morning people drop in 
on their way to work to buy their newspaper and/or a pastechi (deep 
fried meat, fish or cheese pastries) People in the neighborhood are 
attached to their convenient store which is at hand and the Portuguese 
toko owners came to love their neighborhood (Extra, 2000).  Some 
‘tokos’ grew, in time, into supermarkets. 
The Portuguese were known as hard workers. They were considered by 
the Shell as exemplary workers, always willing to work extra hours and 
not having to worry about strikes or discounts. Within the Government, 
however, there was regularly discontent with large number of foreigners 
on the island (Oosterwijk, 1988). By 1935, The Government pushed the 
Refinery to contract Antillian workers, but as before mentioned, the 
Company was not too happy with the Antillean workers (in 1954 the 
number of Antillean workers constituted 41 %). The Refinery stopped 
renewing contracts of Portuguese in 1960. Since most of the Portuguese 
did not know the Dutch language and were not able to follow courses, 
more Antillians got work (Pijnenbug & De Wit, 1984). Koot and van 
der Wiel (1981) and Piore (1980) cited by Oosterwijk (1988, p. 64) 
indicate, “…a single factor which characterizes all migrant jobs, would 
be simply that the work is disdained by native workers.” The Portuguese 
were unskilled workers, foreigners, who did not speak the local 
language and did work that the locals considered beneath their standard. 
Oosterwijk explains that as possible underlying motives for accepting 
the jobs, was the temporarily nature of their stay and the goal of saving 
as much money as possible. Temporarily work tends to lead to higher 
level of tolerance.  
 
As was the case with the other ethnic groups at the Shell, the Portuguese 
too had their own club sponsored by the Shell. When the Shell stopped 
the subsidy for the club in 1962, the ‘Centro Recreativo Portugues’ was 
officially established. Men used to meet there to play domino. On the 
festival days the whole family joined the festivities. On the Portuguese 
Day, 10th of June, Luis de Camôes, a poet, is commemorated and 
celebrations take place at the Club. Previously, all social activities were 
centered around ‘Centro Recreativo Portugues’ (Portuguese Recreation 
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Center). Hardly any Antillians used to visit the club, whereas now, more 
find their way to the club (Beurs en Nieuwsberichten, 1999).  
With the dissolving of the camp in Suffisant, the Portuguese went to 
live all over the island. Many experienced this as a rupture of the 
community. Their identity as a group became increasingly less. The 
Portuguese Club is considered an important element in maintaining the 
link among the members of the community. All social levels are 
represented in this club. 
Most of the Portuguese on the island are Catholic. Their Saint is Fatima, 
which is the reason why religious events were mainly celebrated in the 
Church of Fatima in Suffisant.  
The language at home used to be Portuguese and was preserved by the 
formerly tight knit community. Even the ‘De Passaat’ (Trade Wind), the 
Shell magazine, had a section written by and for the Portuguese 
community of the refinery in Portuguese. Now children speak 
increasingly less Portuguese and more Papiamentu. 
The Portuguese tended to marry within their own group. Pijnenburg 
(1984) observes that married life with Curaçaoan partners, which 
increased in the 1970s was bound to failure due to very different 
mentalities. Marriage outside the community is now considered normal. 
Many looked for a partner during their vacation in Madeira or Portugal. 
The majority of the Portuguese were married at the time they came to 
Curaçao, but it took years before they could bring their family over. 
After the Second World War twenty nine families arrived on the island 
(which was one percent of the total number of Portuguese), and most of 
them were skilled workers (Pijnenburg & De Wit, 1984). 
The assimilation rate of the Portuguese went very slowly. According to 
Wong cited by Oosterwijk (1988) assimilation was practically nil. They 
kept a strong bond with the mother country and maintained their 
language, and cultural traditions within their isolated group.  
Pijnenburg and De Wit (1984) denoted that the rapid socio- economic 
growth of the Portuguese became the source of envy for locals. They 
felt threatened by the latter, especially in the difficult economic times. 
In relation to work mentality and the perception of local Blacks, De 
Freitas, an entrepreneur, states in the newspaper (Beurs en 
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Nieuwsberichten (1999) that after the May (1969) upheaval the local 
employee assumed the attitude that ‘they do you a favor to come to 
work and they tend to take things for granted’. 
In addition the color issue played an active role in accepting the 
ascending life standing of the Portuguese. The Portuguese have a strong 
desire to be economically independent and to be able to expand their 
economic horizon. They knew how to make use of the opportunities 
presented to them. With more economic independence, the Portuguese 
children were not obliged to work anymore in the business of their 
parents and thus could receive schooling. With the change in 
socialization patterns, the Portuguese moved from their cocoon to adopt 
the life style of the broader community. This development denoted at 
the same time social–economic mobility, “Portuguese were no longer 
seen as a ‘low status’ group”. 
The Portuguese came with the idea to make money fast and to return to 
their country. Many returned when their contract finished with the Shell 
and when there were multiple lay-offs at the refinery. Several 
Portuguese received their termination letter when they were on vacation 
in Madeira in the 1960’s. Portuguese in service of the Shell, used to get 
three months vacation every four years, wich included a paid trip to 
their home with their wives and underaged children, and back. It is for 
this reason that the first Portuguese refer to Shell as ‘Santa Companhia’ 
(Holy Company) (Heiliger, 2001). Vacations were regularly spent in 
Madeira and those of the first generation used to go back home to look 
for a marriage partner.  
The first generation of Portuguese on the island kept close and multiple 
contacts with family in Madeira. Ribeiro relates that he enjoyes 
spending a great part of the year in Madeira. Several Portuguese 
returned to their country to pass their old age as many greatly missed 
their home-country (Heiliger, 2001).  
Songs in Portuguese, like ‘Sempre que Lisboa Canta’, would stir up 
emotions. A Portuguese woman used to take out her old record player 
and sing with her cracking voice and tearful eyes, while reminiscing 
about Madeira, the land, the cattle, streams of icecold winds and 
ansjofish fishermen with small boats. They traded their island Madeira 
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with ‘flowers and dreams’ for another island Curaçao, for a more 
prosperous life. They had their music groups and played the accordion 
(Antilliaanse Dagblad, 2005). 
Rodrigo, who was born in Curaçao from Portuguese parents and has a 
high school diploma, decribes having a toko (convenient store) in 
Otrabanda as a complete multilingual and multicultural experience 
(There are Surinamese, Jamaicans, Haitians and Hispanics). He lives in 
Otrabanda and underwent the multi-ethnic experience as pleasant and 
harmonious (Antilliaanse Dagblad 17th of September 2005). He 
observed that Portuguese are rarely involved in crime and attributes that 
to their disciplinary upbringing. They were brought up with displine and 
had to work hard in the business. He considers that the fact of having 
been born on the island enables him to blend into the multicultural 
system of the island. He finds that the youth reflect a high integration 
rate; they identify with the local culture. De Freitas in Beurs en 
Nieuwsberichten (1999) affirms the latter and states that there is a huge 
difference in the Portuguese community of thirty years back and that of 
now. The ‘Ethnic Diversity Survey’ (2003) conducted in Canada found 
that the ethno-cultural make-up of the population varies considerably 
according to the number of generations a person’s ancestors have lived 
in the country. The first generation, especially the recent arrivals, tend 
to report a strong sense of belonging to their ethnic group. 
The historic traces of the Portuguese in Curaçao is described by 
(Oosterwijk, 1988) as “the development of labor migrants into 
entrepreneurs” and characterized by discipline and hard work.  

3.12 Other Groups 

The categories ‘Others’, ‘Europe, other’, ‘Central America, other’, 
‘South America, other’ and ‘Asia, other’ classified by Curaçao Bureau 
of Statistics, denote very small numbers in the population tables and are 
statistically insignificant (CBS Census, 2001). 
Included in this group are the Haitians, who are considerable in size, but 
‘newcomers’ on the island.  
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The Italians, Germans and Indo-Dutch are examples of these ‘other 
groups’. They came as individual immigrants and mainly blended 
within the white middle upper-class circles.  
 
Italian descendants are a handful and assimilated within the Curaçaoan 
community. A few who married other Italians keep the contact with the 
mother country and speak Italian in addition to the other languages 
spoken on the island. 
At the middle of the twentieth century Ciro Gallopi, an Italian, arrived 
in Curaçao from Caracas, Venezuela, with a few other Italians. He 
worked as a cook at Hotel San Marco, property of Italian immigrants. 
Soon he went into business. Because he became rich and made a 
prosperous living in Curaçao, he wanted to give back to the island. He 
did so by letting Italian sculpturers make a historic Curaçaoan scene, 
which has the name ‘Parke Ciro Gallopi’ (Extra, 2003).  
 
The German presence on the island goes way back in time. Nooyen 
(1979) cites Hering (1779) who in his book ‘Beschrijving van Curaçao’ 
(Case study of Curaçao) mentions the presence of ‘some Germans’. 
During war time, when Germany invaded The Netherlands, the 
Germans who lived in Curaçao had to move to Bonaire and into camps 
on orders of the Governor, Wouter (Veranderend Curaçao, 1999).  
 
The Indo-Dutch on the island are called in Dutch ‘Indische 
Nederlanders’. In 1958 this group repatriated to The Netherlands after 
the exodus from Indonesia and settled all around the world. 
The Japanese take-over of Indonesia, from 1942 to1949, meant “the loss 
of their homeland, their properties and their careers” for the European-
Indonesians, who were not Europeans, nor Indonesians (Onghokham, 
1995 in Gill, 2004). They had the Indonesian freedom fighters against 
them and had to deal with the Japanese imposition. They were kept 
captured in camps. 
Approximately six hundred Indo-Dutch came and settled on Curaçao 
and Aruba between the 1950s and 1970s. The Indo-Dutch arrived in 
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Curaçao on an individual basis and according to work offers or 
professional possibilities.  
The Dutch Indonesians occupied high ranking governmental positions. 
Helfrich, an Indo- Dutch, was Governor of the Colony of Curaçao from 
1919 till 1921. The ‘Helfrich Village’ at Groot Santa Martha (village in 
the country side), the ‘Helfrich plein’ (square), nowadays Gomez plein 
and the Helfich school at the present Krijtschool were named after him.   
Werbata and Van Rosse are Dutch-Indonesians who designed the 
houses for Shell in Emmastad that have typical Indonesian features, as 
is e.g. the small shutters in the roofs (Gill, 2004). There were also Indo-
Dutch in education, medicine and mechanical engineering.  
‘De Indische Vereniging Curaçao’ (The Indo-Dutch Association 
Curaçao) was established with three hundred members. The opening 
took place in the JPF building of the Surinamese club. In 1976, the club 
moved to Fokkerweg, Saliña. In 2001 it celebrated its 40th anniversary.  
They had their own ‘contact paper’, ‘Suara’ (which means the voice). 
At home they speak Dutch. With the upheaval of May, 1969 many Indo-
Dutch left for The Netherlands. The turmoil brought up sad memories 
from back home, while others stayed and Curaҫao became their 
homeland. Those who went for short periods to Holland, identified 
themselves there as Antillians, while in Curaҫao they feel themselves to 
be ‘Indiers’. Several married Dutch and Curaçaoans from Dutch or 
Surinamese descent. 
For the Indo-Dutch Curaçao represents an island in the tropics that filled 
a great loss and which for many became their second homeland (Gill, 
2004). 
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4. RESEARCH METHOD 

4.1 Design 

The design concerns a qualitative research. This study uses an evolving, 
exploratory, inductive qualitative approach (McNamara, 1999: 
Valenzuela and Shrivastava, 2008; Weinberg, 2002), which enables the 
exploration of the intrinsic characteristics and qualities of ethnic identity 
such as the affective, cognitive and behavioral components, while 
investigating the congenital social structure that is subject to the process 
of social changes (Vaughan, 1987). The inductive qualitative approach 
allows the investigation of the multidimensional character of ethnic 
identity: as part of a network of identity patterns (Phinney and 
Rotheram, 1987) and as a multidimensional process, which is influenced 
by the interchange of various individual and social factors. 
The design for this qualitative study includes the method of semi open-
ended interviews to explore the nature of ethnic identity among the 
people of Curaçao. The semi-structured interview does not restrict the 
researcher to the established questions of the instrument, but leaves 
space to investigate associated elements brought forth by the 
respondents (Valenzuela and Shrivastava, 2008; Van der Dijs, 1989).  
The interviews are recorded and digitally filed per group. The collected 
data are organized per group in charts, according to the order of the 
questions, and the associated factors are coded according to a color 
coding system.  
The analysis of the data consists in interpretation and qualitative 
description of the records per group (see Chapter 5 on Descendants: 
Ethnic Identity Patterns).   

4.2 Subjects 

The sample for this study consists of 182 adults, of both gender, who 
were born in Curaçao or elsewhere, but have come to live in Curaçao at 
an early age (before seven years of age), in order to have received the 
socialization patterns of the island.  
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The sample is selected from fifteen major ‘ethnic’ groups on the island 
in accordance with the subject’s predominant ethnic descent, given by 
race, ancestry, nation or religion. The groups are of: Dutch, African, 
Mulatto  (Mixed race), Hispanic  (among others Venezuelan, 
Colombian, Dominican), Jewish  (Sephardic and Ashkenazi), 
Surinamese, Arab, Chinese Portuguese, East Indian, British Caribbean, 
Aruban, Dutch Windward Island and Bonairean descent. The fifteenth 
group ‘Others’ consists of subjects of German, Haitian, Italian and Indo-
Dutch descent.  
The fifteen sample groups were selected according to their historical 
role in the formation of the islands population (Gibbes et al, 1999). The 
Mulatto group, which consists of a mix of Blacks and Whites, is 
selected for its crucial place in the history of the island (Hoetink, 1961; 
Schrils, 1990; Römer 1998). In addition, the historical psycho-social 
portrayal of the multicultural ancestral traces of these groups in Chapter 
3, serve as a base to understand the findings described in the 
implementation reports in Chapter 5 on ‘Descendants: Ethnic Identity 
Patterns’.  
The sampling strategy for this qualitative study is the ‘Judgment 
Sampling Technique’, which is considered ‘the most common sampling 
technique’ in qualitative research (Marshall, 1996). The researcher 
selects the most productive sample to answer the research question. 
Emphasizing the productivity aspect of qualitative sampling, Marshall 
(1996) states, “choosing someone at random to answer a qualitative 
question would be analogous to randomly asking a passer-by how to 
repair a broken down car, rather than asking a garage mechanic; the 
former might have a good stab, but asking the latter is likely to be more 
productive”.  
An appropriate sample size for a qualitative study is one that adequately 
answers the research question and is mostly a small sample (Marshall, 
1996).  
The sample size of each group in this research is approximately ten, 
with the exception of the African, Dutch and Mulatto descent group that 
consist of more or less 20 subjects. 
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The sample size was meant to be 180, but resulted in 182 because of 
unforeseen backgrounds of the subjects. For example, a subject is 
invited for the interview within the ‘African Descent’ group, but the 
predominant factor proved to be Surinamese. A few cases were 
dismissed by not having received the socialization pattern on the island.  
Each group consists in three age ranges: 19 to 36 (young adulthood), 37 
to 60 (middle adulthood) and 61 and up (late adulthood). The age ranges 
are in line with the psycho-social developmental stages of Erik Erikson, 
in which the ego identity formation is considered to be in constant 
change due to social interaction and the maturing characteristics of the 
given age stages (Newman and Newman, 1987). In the stage of young 
adulthood (19-36) our significant relationships are with marital partners 
and friends. During the middle adulthood stage (37-60), significant 
relationships are within the workplace, the community and the family, 
through which transmission of cultural values takes place. The stage of 
late adulthood (61- ) is characterized by integrity and wisdom; the 
‘resignificant’ relationship is with all of mankind (Harder, 2009).  
The most available age range was 37-60; and the least accessible was 
the younger age range 19-36. This latter was the case in all groups, with 
the exception of the East-Indian (Hindu) group. The East-Indians 
constitute a quite ‘young’ group in Curaçao, by which available 
participants in the middle adulthood (two interviewees out of 
approximately 4) and late adulthood (one interviewee out of perhaps 2) 
are scarce. Each group consisted basically of 10 interviewees. The 
groups of African, Dutch and Mulatto descent were supposed to consist 
of 20 participants, considering their group dimension among the 
population of the island. The final size of some groups varied according 
to the availability of subjects. The interviewed Haitians, who are a fairly 
‘visible’ group on the island, was classified in ‘Others’ since the 
availability of adult Haitians with a Curaçaoan socialization pattern is 
very rare.  
The availability of subjects in the age range 37 to 60 was higher than in 
the other age ranges across most groups.  
The selection by gender is taken into account but not controlled for, in 
relation with accessibility of the subjects.   
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The sample has its limitations in that most of the subjects have a 
secondary education or higher, although the educational aspect was not 
controlled for. 
 
4.3 Instrument 
 
The instrument consists of a ten question semi-open ended interview 
(Appendix I). The questions are used by the interviewer (the author of 
this research conducted all the interviews) as a guide to investigate the 
four components of ethnic identity – namely, ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic awareness, ethnic attitudes and ethnic behavior- and the factors 
associated with these components. Each question is developed to study 
one or a combination of components, the interaction among the four 
components, as well as the inherent dynamic character of ethnic 
identity, which is subject to change according to individual and social 
factors.  
Each question is followed by complementary questions (how, what, 
where, why) to derive a clearer understanding of the component(s) and 
associated factors brought forth by the respondents. A tenth question is 
added to the original version of nine questions, as applied to the Cuban-
American community by Van der Dijs (1989). The added question 
reads, ‘What are the aspects that you like or dislike of the Curaçaoan; 
the Curaçaoan in all his/her varieties?   
The interviews are recorded and later directly transcript into work tables 
(Excel application) for analysis. The work tables include the 
demographic data and the responses corresponding to each question. 
The average of the interviews is of approximately 45 minutes.  

4.4 Procedure 

The interviewees for the study are contacted personally and provided 
with an explanation as to the purpose of the study. The subjects are 
contacted by reference of others, their last names from telephone guide, 
or by their appearance (‘ethnic visibility’) in public places. 
The subjects were in general open in accepting the invitation for the 
interview. Those, who in general were more hesitant to participate, were 
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in the age range 60 and up. However, only a few declined the invitation 
to take part in the study. 
The demographic data: such as age, place of birth, occupation and 
parents’ ethnic background is asked for at the beginning of the interview 
and are described in Chapter 5, ‘Descendants: Ethnic Identity Patterns’. 
The subjects are free to choose the language in which the interview is to 
be conducted. At the beginning of each interview the subjects are 
informed that their identity will be kept anonymous and that the 
conversation will be recorded for practical and reliability purposes.  
 
An observer additional to the author is selected for reliability purposes 
in the transcription and data analysis phases. The selection of the 
observer is made on the characteristics of having a multi-ethnic 
background and being brought up in a heterogeneous society. These 
characteristics suggest the capacity to perceive and conceive the ethnic 
issue from a broader perspective. The recorded interviews are digitally 
filed according to group.  
The interviews are transcribed in eleven work tables (Excel application) 
by group and according to the answers given by each interviewee to 
each question. The slots of the diverse responses (associated factors) get 
a color by which the given factor can be retrieved from one chart to the 
other. The coding system highlights the factors associated with the 
components. Each question represents a specific component or set of 
components (Appendix I). Each table contains at the bottom a short 
account of the encountered data. There are totally 165 tables (due to the 
large amount of tables they cannot be published).  
 
The analysis of the data constitutes the implementation part in Chapter 
5, ‘Descendants: Ethnic Identity Patterns’, which includes a qualitative 
report by group, delineated by the order of questions with a descriptive 
interpretation made according to the four components of ethnic identity 
and the corresponding factors. The reports reflect the global wording 
and tone used by the interviewees of the specific group. 
The Discussion section in Chapter 6: ‘The Nature of Ethnic Identity 
Among the People Of Curaçao’, discusses the review of literature of  the 
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multicultural ancestral traces (Chapter 3) with the overall qualitative 
implementation reports (Chapter 5), involving the factors associated 
with ethnic self-identification, ethnic awareness, ethnic attitudes and 
ethnic behavior as observed in the groups and as one community.  
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5. DESCENDANTS: ETHNIC IDENTITY PATTERNS 

Qualitative Implementation Reports 
 

This section consists of a qualitative description of the studied groups. 
A report is made for each of the fifteen groups. The account of each 
group elaborates on the results obtained to each question of the 
interview, while striving to maintain the wording and tone applied by 
the interviewees. The qualitative report takes into consideration the 
interactive nature of the four components of ethnic identity:  ethnic self-
identification, ethnic awareness, ethnic attitudes and ethnic behavior.  

5.1 Hispanic Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of fourteen interviewees. Ten of the subjects were 
female and four were male. All interviews were conducted in 
Papiamentu, with the exception of one interview that took place in 
Papiamentu and Dutch. The latter concerned a female subject in the 
younger age range whose partner speaks Dutch. Apparently she felt 
comfortable switching back and forth between both languages. 
The subjects were distributed according to the three age ranges, as 
follows: three in the age group 19-35, seven in the age group 36-60 and 
four of age 61 and up. Their ages varied from 27 years to 71 years. 
Nine interviewees were born in Curaҫao and five elsewhere. The 
interviewees have Hispanic ancestors from Chile, Colombia, Cuba, 
Santo Domingo, Spain and Venezuela. The subjects have besides 
Curaçaoan and Hispanic ancestors, African, American-Indian, Arab, 
Dutch, and Jewish ancestors. Eight of the interviewees have in common 
that one of their parents is Curaçaoan and the other one Hispanic. The 
latter suggests that their ancestors go at least three generations back on 
the island. Seven of the interviewees have one or both parents that are 
from Venezuela.  
Their neighborhood of upbringing is scattered all over the island and 
denotes various socio-economic levels.  
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The profession/work fields are: administration/ business/ accounting/ 
international affairs, communication/ education/ psychology/ 
social/politics, maintenance/ artist/producer. Their educational 
background varies from high school to academic educational levels.  
 
Hispanic Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification  
Results showed nine ethnic labels: Curaçaoan, Curaçaoan-Venezuelan, 
Curaçaoan-Latina, Chilean-Curaçaoan, Curaçaoan-Colombian, Latina, 
Dutch, Multinational Human Being, and International cocktail.  
Ethnic self-identification shifted from a mono-ethnic self-identification, 
‘Curaçaoan’ to bi-ethnic self-labels ‘Curaçaoan-Venezuelan’, 
‘Curaçaoan-Latina’ ‘Curaçaoan-Colombian’ and ‘Chilean-Curaçaoan’, 
to multiple ethnic self-denominations such as, ‘Multinational Human 
Being’ and ‘International Cocktail’.  
The results denoted a predominant bi-ethnic self-identification. Two of 
the three subjects in the younger age range, who were born ‘elsewhere’, 
not in Curaçao, adopted a bi-ethnic label. Actually, all the three subjects 
who were born somewhere else identified themselves other than 
‘Curaçaoan’. Seven out of the fourteen interviewees identified 
themselves as Curaçaoans; one of these subjects complimented the 
Curaçaoan label with Curaçaoan-Venezuelan and two other subjects 
mentioned their affinity for Latinos, namely Venezuelans in addition to 
the Curaçaoan label.   
The Curaçaoan label was mostly associated with the fact that the 
subjects were born and raised in Curaçao; they identified by nation. 
Several subjects of all the three age ranges, linked their identity with 
Curaçao, the place where they were born and raised saying, ‘this is what 
I know’ and ‘here is where my roots are spread’. A few subjects linked 
their ethnic identity with their feelings for the island, ‘it is the love for 
this land and ‘it is an inner feeling, a feeling of having all this in me’.  
Many subjects also associated their Curaçaoan identity with their 
familial cultural heritage and the multicultural setting of the island. 
Respectively, a male subject (Mulatto) in the middle age range said ‘I 
am Curasoleño’ and immediately added ‘to me the Curaçaoan has no 
ethnicity, as there is no specific characteristic that denote the Curaçaoan 
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as such’; ‘My ex wife is blonde and white but is as Curaçaoan as I am’. 
He referred in fact to the multi-ethnic and multi-racial character of the 
Curaçaoan. 
Another male subject in his sixties elaborated on how his Venezuelan 
father taught him respect for the Curaçaoan culture and all the people 
that came here and integrated. He pointed out that unlike in Holland, the 
integration of the various groups took place in a rather smooth and 
natural way, notwithstanding the separatist policies that the Shell Oil 
Refinery maintained in respect to housing and work positions. His 
father is a patriotic Venezuelan, but taught him that Curaçao is his 
country and showed him since he was young, the importance of 
nationalism, patriotism and the recognition of one’s own ethnic identity. 
One male subject in the middle age range passionately related his ethnic 
identity to feelings of nationalism saying, ‘to be Curaçaoan means to 
identify with this country and to defend it. He expressed his hope for 
Curaçao to have its own identity, to be an independent country, separate 
from the Netherlands Antilles.  
The subjects noted with respect to multiculturalism, ‘I have various 
cultures in me’, ‘I can fit in anywhere’ and ‘it is the variety of the 
Curaçaoan people that constitutes its richness’. Another subject in the 
older age range, associated his identity with his Latin mother that spoke 
Papiamentu to them. He also mentioned the multilingual aspect of the 
island as an asset. An elderly male expressed that to be Curaçaoan 
meant, to contribute to the wellbeing and development of Curaçao.  
The Curaçaoan-Venezuelan identity was expressed with sentiments for 
both countries and the identification with both cultures. The family unit 
and Venezuelan relatives have played an important role in the subjects’ 
identification process. They expressed their admiration for the 
patriotism of the Venezuelans by saying, ‘we lack that patriotic feeling 
here in Curaçao’. Their ethnic identity was also linked to the ability to 
communicate in Papiamentu and other languages.  
The Curaçaoan-Latina label was adopted by a female subject in the 
younger age range. She was born in Colombia, to a Curaçaoan mother 
(White Catholic and Arab) and Colombian father. She linked her 
identity to the fact that she was raised in Curaçao and has enjoyed 
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schooling here but displayed confusion in relation to her identity, as she 
felt for Colombia, but found that she lacked a sense of belonging as she 
could not identify fully with one country, a hymn, and a flag. She 
recognized her multicultural background as an asset and mentioned with 
a sense of pride that they all spoke Papiamentu at home, and added, 
‘even my father’.  
The Curaçaoan-Colombian identity was embraced by a female subject 
in the middle age range who had a Curaçaoan mother (Mulatta) and a 
Colombian father. She was born in Curaçao. The subject related her 
identity with her predominant Colombian upbringing and the fact that 
she was born in Curaçao. She found that her Colombian identity has 
been accentuated by the fact that by law she was Colombian not 
Curaçaoan, until the day that her father was naturalized. 
The Latina identity was adopted by a female subject in the middle age 
range who was born in New York, but raised in Curaçao since she was 
one year old. Her identity as Latina was associated with the Cuban 
family traditions and the Spanish language with which she was brought 
up. She mentioned that her father’s family was originally from Curaçao. 
The ‘Multinational Human Being’ label was explained from a 
philosophical point of view and supported by a multicultural heritage, 
upbringing, adaptability and life experiences. The latter label was used 
by a female subject in her late fifties, who was born in Aruba, to a 
Curaçaoan mother and a Dominican father. She elaborated about the 
ethnic label she used by saying, ‘I was raised in Curaçao, in Banda 
Abou and van Engelen (areas in Curaçao), with so many cultures around 
me, I myself have so many cultures in me, I married a British Caribbean 
Indian and I can adapt to all these cultures’. She reached the conclusion 
that before all these cultures she is a human being and wanted to 
emphasize that aspect. 
The Dutch label stood for everything which is Dutch. This ethnic label 
was applied by a subject in her seventies who was born ‘elsewhere’, but 
raised in Curaçao. She explained her ethnic label with a simple ‘that is 
what I stand for’ and when she was asked about her Venezuelan 
heritage she answered that there was a lack of emotional bond with her 
Venezuelan father in her upbringing. 
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The International Cocktail label was appropriated by a female subject 
in her late sixties, who was born and raised in Curaçao and who is an 
artist. She vividly explained her identity, ‘I feel Latina, European and 
Caribbean’, ‘my parents were Venezuelans’, ‘I also feel as an islander, 
‘Curaçaoan’, ‘my upbringing was a cocktail, a gift, fantastic’, my 
Venezuelan cousins did not see me as Venezuelan’, ‘I lived in the U.S. 
for 25 years’, ‘I was married to an American, but my current partner is 
Dutch’, ‘I have lived everywhere’ and ‘I am a real international 
cocktail’. 
The Chilean-Curaçaoan label was adopted by a male subject in his 
twenties, who was born in Chile, but who came to Curaçao at a young 
age. His parents are both Chileans. He associated his ethnic label with 
the facts of having been born in Chile and raised in Curaçao, ‘this is 
what I know, and I don’t know Chile as well’. Language was an 
important determinant that he linked to his identity ‘I speak Papiamentu 
but at home we speak Spanish’ and when we went to Chile they did not 
consider me Chilean, because of my pronunciation of Spanish’. 
The key factors in determining ethnic-self identification were; place of 
birth, upbringing on the island, love for the island, parental/familial 
influence, multiculturalism, Papiamentu and Spanish language, 
relatives, personal development, nationalism/patriotism and nationality 
law.  
 
Ethnic identity Formation and Developmental Stages among Hispanic 
Descendants 
Many subjects that identified themselves earlier in the interview as 
‘Curaçaoan’ related that in their childhood they did not know anything 
different, ‘I always saw myself as one of the island’. Although the 
subjects identified themselves as Curaçaoans, the influence of their 
Hispanic upbringing was strongly felt in their responses. They 
recounted that strong family values, language, neighborhood; sport 
events and schooling have played an important part in their ethnic 
identity formation. Subjects in all the age ranges mentioned their father 
as the central figure at home. He set the rules and imparted values. As 
one male subject observed earlier in the interview, his father taught him 
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and his siblings to respect the island that had received them and many 
others. They described their home, as a ‘typical patriarchal household’. 
The mother had a more nourishing role and was the one to be turned to 
when rules had to be overlooked. The female subjects spoke about their 
protective upbringing. They mentioned that in most households both 
languages, Papiamentu and Spanish were spoken; the siblings spoke 
Papiamentu to each other and one or both languages to one of the 
parents. Relations with the broader family circle were regularly 
nourished through visits to the parental homeland.  
Subjects of all age ranges recalled having had friends all along in their 
upbringing, from all ethnic groups, races and creeds and sports was 
mentioned as the key player in this multi-ethnic union.  
Several male subjects talked about their multicultural neighborhoods in 
which they played and where kids of all backgrounds would join. A 
male subject who was raised in a working class neighborhood, destined 
for workers of the Shell Refinery, spoke about the tight bond between 
the children and the high social control, irrespective of the variety of 
ethnic groups. People knew each other and they would take care of each 
other’s kids. He recounted that all kids knew that those of Venezuelan 
parents were good in baseball and those of Surinam homes were more 
into basketball. They knew that each group had their own characteristics 
but as children they did not care, they joined in sports; for example, 
Surinamese were known for their drive to progress since they spoke 
Dutch well and as such had better positions. Black Curaçaoans did not 
integrate easily but as he recalled, the neighbors lived together and 
shared.  
With respect to ethnicity and schooling, perceptions varied. A female 
subject in the younger age range recalled with satisfaction the 
multicultural setting of the International school that she went to and also 
remembered her friends that were from various ethnic backgrounds. 
An older male subject who was born in Curaçao, from Venezuelan 
parents, brought to mind that when he was in elementary school, a 
Dutch teacher he had, tended to create ethnic divisions by putting the 
kids in categories, e.g. ‘I was categorized Venezuelan’ and others fell in 
other categories. He mentioned that all through his elementary years, he 
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always had Dutch teachers with exception of one local teacher. He 
pointed out that he learned everything that was Dutch and in Dutch, but 
not local issues. He literally said, ‘we were at the mercy of the Dutch 
teachers’. He spoke of the ‘denigrating’ attitude of the Dutch referring 
to additional unpleasant experiences during his teenage years; the 
subject told his Dutch teacher when he finished M.U.L.O. (a high school 
level) that he wanted to continue with the H.B.S. (a more advanced high 
school level) on which the teacher condescendingly remarked, ‘you 
already have your MULO diploma that is enough to allow you to 
become president of Venezuela’. 
With the same breath he told, how one day he had to translate a letter 
for his father that came from the Shell, where he worked. The letter was 
written in Dutch; still with pain in his voice he brought forth that the 
letter said that his father could not get promoted because of his lack of 
the Dutch language. 
Two other male subjects (Mulattos), both from Otrobanda (western part 
of Willemstad) spoke of social class awareness and that the social 
classes were determined by race and ethnicity; Otrobanda was known as 
an area of all classes, but as a male in the older age range noted, ‘there 
were pretentious kids but since we did sports, we left them alone; in 
sports kids come together and they form their own group’. Another male 
subject in the middle age range spoke of racial discrimination in his 
upbringing. He observed that he was aware of racial differences, as in 
Curaҫao people discriminated; he noted that discrimination was not only 
a black-white issue but that even whites would discriminate each other 
and the same between blacks. He added that as a kid he knew that he 
had ‘better hair and was a tone lighter than the average Curaçaoan’ but 
that he did not stand still at that. As an adult he realized that in America 
and Holland he is considered black whereas in Curaçao he is not. A 
male in his sixties, putting ethnicity matters into context, described the 
Curaçaoan as having an ‘ambivalent complex’; the Curaçaoans display a 
superiority complex towards the region and an inferiority complex 
towards the Dutch. 
The Curaçaoan-Venezuelan label was adopted by a female subject 
(Mulatta) in the middle age range, from Venezuelan-Curaçaoan parents. 
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She was born and raised in Curaçao. She sees herself as Curaçaoan with 
great affinity for Venezuela, and referred to her identity when she was 
little ‘I knew that I was half-half’ and related that in her teenage years 
her identity shifted to ‘Curaçaoan’.  
The Curaçaoan Latina remained constant throughout the subject’s 
development. The female subject was born in Colombia, to a Curaçaoan 
mother and a Colombian father. She came to Curaçao at the age of five 
and spoke only Spanish. She related that she was very close to her 
family and especially her brother who was one year older; she reflected 
and said ‘they were my friends’. Her mother and grandmother 
(Curaçaoan Arab descent) used to help them with their school tasks and 
they worked hard to do well at school.  
The Colombian-Latin-Curaçaoan label was adopted by a female subject 
in the middle age range to a Curaçaoan mother and Colombian father. 
She was born and raised in Curaçao. She mentioned that when she was 
little she perceived herself as Colombian because of her father, his 
customs, values and his Latin friends. She related that her father set the 
tone at home and that her mother followed his rules, ‘our values were 
Colombian and my mother had a more nourishing role; she kept herself 
to my fathers’ ways’. She mentioned that in her teenage years as she 
befriended more people she saw herself as a Colombian-Curaçaoan. As 
an adult she married an Aruban and wanted people to see her as Aruban. 
She pointed out that she identifies with the ways of her husband, who is 
self assured, unlike the Curaçaoans. She firmly added, ‘I don’t identify 
with the Curaçaoan who is stuck in the slave mentality of the past, I 
identify with the more progressive Curaçaoan’, but that in reality she 
does not feel attached to the island.  
The Latina Label remained constant throughout the development of the 
female subject in the middle age, who was born in New York from 
Cuban parents. She came to Curaçao at the age of one and was raised 
here. She recalled that when she was very little and she did not know 
Dutch, she mostly played with Hispanic kids. During her teenage years 
she had multicultural friends. She did her academic studies in the U.S. 
She acknowledged the influence of her upbringing on the island by 
saying, ‘basically, I feel like a Curaçaoan, but from Cuban parents’. 
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The Dutch Label was used by a female subject in her early seventies. 
She recalled that she adopted the Dutch label when she was a teenager. 
She maintained the Dutch identity throughout her adolescent years, into 
adulthood. She mentioned that her friends were Curaçaoans of the same 
social class. 
The International Cocktail was adopted in adulthood by a female subject 
in her sixties. She related that she found it a blessing to be born and 
raised in Curaçao. She recalled that her friends were always of various 
groups; and gesturing with both her hands she said ‘I really feel 
international, not tied to one identity’. 
The female subject in the middle age range that identified herself as 
Multinational Human Being respectively said, ‘life made me reserved’; 
she referred to the fact that she preferred to adopt a philosophical 
outlook in relation with ethnicity, which permitted her to feel free, not 
limited to one ethnic group and moreover, as she herself had such a rich 
ethnic heritage. She also mentioned that she got to know her Dominican 
father as an adult.  
The Chilean-Curaçaoan identity was used by a male subject in his 
twenties, who was born in Chile from Chilean parents. He told that as a 
child he knew the Chilean home, with his Chilean parents and that when 
he started school the notion of a broader environment set in; hence the 
Chilean-Curaçaoan identity.  
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Hispanic Descendants 
Many of the subjects found that events concerning Curaçao, the hymn of 
Curaçao and ‘life itself on the island’ heightened their Curaçaoan 
identity. All of the subjects of the younger age range and a few of the 
middle age range found that when they went to Holland for study their 
ethnic feelings became stronger, Subjects that identified differently 
earlier in the interview noted that in Holland they felt Curaçaoan. Their 
ethnic feelings were accentuated by the differences of culture and 
weather in Holland in comparison to their homeland. A male 
interviewee in the middle age range observed, ‘In Holland I was an 
ethnic minority, there I was Black and was treated accordingly, unlike in 
Curaçao where we extend carpets for visitors of other nationalities, race 
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and creed’. The subject in the younger age range born from Chilean 
parents experienced the change from Curaçao to Holland as ‘too drastic’ 
and could not cope with it. A female subject in the younger age range 
(the one who shifted between languages) and who has a degree in 
accounting, commented that in Holland she felt the urge to show that 
she was a ‘Curaçaoan, and an efficient one’. A subject in her late fifties 
that earlier identified herself as Multinational Human being, realized 
when answering the question, that when she went on vacation to 
Holland she felt blessed to live in Curaçao. 
A female in the middle age range and who is a professional in the social 
field mentioned the misbehavior of Curaçaoans abroad in relation to 
her ethnic feelings. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range commented that when they 
visit Venezuela they feel very much at ease but that they realize that 
they are Curaçaoans and added ‘they do not see me as Venezuelan’. A 
male and a female subject mentioned feeling their Venezuelan blood 
running and their Curaçaoan identity heightening in matters of 
patriotism. The male interviewee in his sixties pointed out ‘in difficult 
times I feel my Venezuelan mentality of solidarity coming up and I 
realize that I am more Curaçaoan than anything else’. 
The young female interviewee, with a degree in accounting related that 
when it comes to giving service she feels her Latin part accentuated as 
that has been a major aspect in her upbringing. Another female in the 
legal field recognized her ‘emotional reactions’ as Latin versus a more 
‘neutral’ Curaçaoan.  
Many interviewees observed that international recognition of 
Curaçaoans heightened their ethnic feelings; they mentioned sport 
events and the Miss Universe competition in which Curaçaoans did 
well. In relation to sport events, the Chilean male subject jokingly 
observed that if there was a soccer game between Curaçao and Chile 
that he would go for Curaçao; laughingly he asked ‘you know why?’ 
and answered his own question ‘Chile would win anyway’. 
 
Work circumstances were also mentioned as a determinant factor in 
ethnic feelings. An older male subject who worked in education brought 
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to mind an incident in which he changed a passage in a book about 
Curaçao that stated that iguana soup was disgusting; he found the 
statement disrespectful of an aspect proper of the Curaçaoan culture and 
as such not appropriate for schools. He recalled that a Dutch inspector 
came to school to call his attention about his act. He wanted to make a 
point that it was the condescending attitude of the Dutch towards the 
Curaçaoan people and the lack of consideration and respect for its 
culture and its ways, that would stir up reactions in him. He also 
mentioned being aware that he would react upon issues that other 
Curaçaoans would accept as ‘normal’. He alluded in fact to what he 
perceived as a tendency in Curaçaoans to be passive. 
In relation to social class and work, a female subject noted that she saw 
clear differences in her work values and those of her colleagues who 
were Black and who had an academic degree, but who displayed a lax 
and many times rough attitude at work. She attributed these differences 
to disparities in upbringing and social class and to a gap between 
intellectual development and social-emotional development in her 
colleagues that impede them to act the same. With regards to the latter 
she showed a preference for the identity as ‘Curasoleño’ over ‘Yu di 
Kòrsou’, and made a clear distinction between her being ‘Curasoleño’ 
and the colleagues being ‘Yu di Korsou’. She illustrated her viewpoint 
as follows: Yu di Kòrsou (literally translated the child of Curaçao) holds 
the connotation of a child in development, towards adulthood, while 
Curasoleño denotes an adult Curaçaoan. 
 
Hispanic Descendants and Ethnic Identity abroad  
A majority of the subjects would identify themselves abroad as 
Curaçaoans. The subjects who adopted a bi-ethnic self labeling earlier in 
the interview switched to a mono-ethnic label abroad, namely 
Curaçaoan. A subject in the middle age range, who got her Dutch 
passport in 2007 because of the naturalization law, mentioned that in 
Holland she identifies as Dutch and in the Caribbean as Latin.  
A male subject in the middle age range mentioned that he travels with 
the Curaçaoan flag when he goes to sport events. A female subject 
related that she has proudly represented Curaçao abroad for 
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international chess games. A female subject that at the beginning of the 
interview identified herself as Multinational Human Being would 
identify herself as Curaçaoan abroad and noted that she feels privileged 
to be raised here and is grateful for the freedom that we enjoy here. 
The Latin label, the Dutch label and the International Cocktail label 
remained the same when the subjects are abroad. 
The subject who identified herself as Latin related that in Miami, she 
identifies differently (Dutch?) because of what she called ‘all the 
Cubanera sphere’. 
 
Behavioral Patterns among the Hispanic Descendants  
The behavioral patterns that stood out in this group were; respect and 
social tolerance, as observed by the subjects in the acceptance of all 
cultures, race and creed. Respectively, one senior male subject 
observed, ‘truly, I don’t see Black or White, my children came home 
with all kinds of friends, the island itself stands for that, inspires that’. A 
subject in the younger age range answered right away, ‘it is that ability 
to take the best from each group around you to develop yourself’. 
Several subjects of all age ranges mentioned the strong family bond and 
family oriented activities as typical of their behaviors. Many 
interviewees mentioned that respect of the children towards their 
parents and others was a key norm in their upbringing. A female 
subject in the middle age range related that the sense of respect towards 
an authority figure was so strong in her that as an adult it almost shifted 
towards a submissive behavior and that she had to make an effort not to 
let it become a limitation in her work. With regards to respect, norms 
and values received in the upbringing, a female subject in the middle 
age range brought to mind that once in Holland, when she went 
swimming with a group of friends, the group went topless and that she 
was the only one that remained with her top on, because of the strong 
norms and values, that were implanted in her by her parents. She added, 
‘besides, that was not the custom in Curaçao’. 
Because Spanish and Papiamentu were spoken in many households, the 
shift between languages became a normal aspect. A male subject in his 
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late fifties related that he still uses Spanish words to denominate 
household things that as a child he heard his mother mention.  
The subjects mentioned that the use of a specific language changed 
according to an activity, for example: a female subject in the younger 
age range, who was born in Colombia, from a Curaçaoan mother and 
Colombian father, raised in Curaçao, accomplished her studies in 
Psychology in Holland, expresses herself emotionally in Papiamentu, 
does math calculations in Papiamentu, prays in Papiamentu,  prefers to 
read in Dutch, reasons in Dutch then translates to Papiamentu, plays 
chess in Spanish and English and speaks English and Papiamentu at 
work.  
Several subjects, of both genders, in all age ranges brought forth the 
international taste with respect to food, clothing, music and general 
personal appearance. In addition, the subjects related as Curaçaoan 
values, personal hygiene and neat appearance. 
The subjects attributed the following personal traits to the behavioral 
pattern of the Curaçaoan: compassion, discipline, helpfulness, 
easygoingness, friendliness, joyfulness, perseverance, passiveness, 
patience, punctual in comparison to the Latin and sense of sharing. A 
female in the younger age range observed, ‘the Curaçaoan is naturally a 
good person, kindhearted’ and ‘we are not that explosive as people say 
we are, the Curaçaoan is able to take a lot’. 
Two subjects a male in the older age range and a female subject in the 
middle age range expressed their tendency to react against what they 
saw as ‘Dutch imposition’ (referring to Dutch oriented education) and 
made clear not to have anything against the Dutch themselves, by 
saying, ‘that does not mean that I am anti Dutch’. The ‘aversion’ was 
described by the female subject as ‘ feelings of injustice, an inner 
reaction to what may sound simple but weighs heavy, for example, that 
I knew Dutch topography better than I knew that of  Curaçao’.   
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Hispanic 
Descendants 
Most of the subjects considered as one of the most influential aspects in 
their ethnic identity formation the fact that they were born and raised in 
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Curaçao. A subject in her late fifties illustrated her personal 
development, hence her ethnic identity formation, as follows: ‘I was 
born here, raised here, I went to school here, I live and work here and 
that makes me identify myself as a ‘Curasoleña’. 
Family and schooling were also mentioned as significant aspects. 
Family was felt as the core provider of their norms and values and 
school was perceived as the ‘first contact’ with an outer social entity 
that formed them. The ‘over protective’ upbringing of the girls by the 
Latin mother and the strong sense of patriotism and nationalism instilled 
by the Venezuelan father were recognized as durable indicators in the 
subjects’ ethnic identity formation.  
What one senior male subject, who worked in education and identified 
himself as Curaçaoan, experienced as ‘imposition of and segregation by 
the Dutch’, another senior female subject, who also worked in education 
and identified herself as Dutch, experienced as a gratifying influence of 
her Dutch identity.  
Another female brought up in relation to schooling, her multilingual 
abilities and made it a point that her mother tongue was Spanish but that 
in spite of that her Dutch was fluent. She resisted the thought that 
education in Dutch could be the major obstacle in education and 
ascribed the problems in schooling instead to the lack of vocation in the 
current teachers.  
The subjects perceived the multicultural, multilingual and multi-
religious setting of the island, as strong contributing factors to their 
identity formation. Two subjects in their late sixties described their 
childhood in the ‘vivid and colorful’ neighborhood they were brought 
up in, as a ‘joyous, warm and memorable’ period of their lives. 
Respectively, another senior female pointed out that many times she 
referred to her upbringing on the island in conversations she has had 
about current ethnic problems around the world, ‘I am lucky because 
where I come from everybody is the same, we don’t talk about religion 
and race, I do not care, my friends were of all races and creed, I had 
Jewish and Arab friends’.  She added, ‘Esaki ta dushi di Korsou’ 
(translated, this is the greatness of Curaçao) and I wish we can keep it 
this way’. 
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Ethnic Attitudes of the Hispanic Descendants towards other groups 
All of the subjects answered that they could have close relationships 
with people of all groups. 
Many mentioned that their circle of people were Curaçaoans in all their 
variety. Others clarified their answers based on experiences they have 
had with a given group by adding: ‘I learned from the Dutch that you 
can have differences of opinion but still remain friends’, ‘I recognize 
characters of all groups in me’, ‘my friends are mixed, like me, we 
understand each other’ and ‘it is important who they are as a person’.  
The subject that earlier in the interview identified as Latin answered the 
question by saying: ‘I identify immediately with Latinos, although, I get 
along with everybody, being with Latinos gives me a sense of 
belonging’. 
 
Hispanic Descendants: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans  
Likes 
All the subjects of all age ranges expressed their likings for the friendly, 
kind, warm ways of the Curaçaoan. The Curaçaoan was perceived as a 
‘genuinely, good person, a good race’. The subjects found that the kind 
disposition of the Curaçaoan radiated in the acceptance of others, 
independent of culture, race and faith; and as a young interviewee noted, 
‘bottom line is, that we have a social culture, unlike in the Netherlands 
where you have ‘autochtoon’ and ‘allochtoon’ (translated native 
inhabitants and foreigner), which she found ‘is the beauty of Curaçao.’  
The subjects perceived sense of hospitability, sharing, and the readiness 
to help, as great assets. However, many subjects mentioned that 
nowadays they see deterioration in the latter aspects.  
 
Dislikes 
A few subjects apologized for expressing their dislikes and were 
respectful in articulating their thoughts. Instead of ‘they’, the subjects 
referred to ‘we Curaçaoans’.  
Many subjects spoke about their dislike for the ‘inferiority complex and 
the low self-esteem that they perceived in the Curaçaoan of African 
descent.  They thought that the latter aspects were born from the 
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adherence to a history of slavery. Respectively, the subjects referred to a 
‘passive attitude, lack of perseverance, lack of discipline, lack of 
conviction, lack of drive and a lack of identity’. The lack of identity and 
conviction were explained by a senior male interviewee as the absence 
of loyalty towards one’s own beliefs. He thought that the Curaçaoan 
was too easily persuaded by others, especially by the Dutch and lacked 
confidence to stand behind their own principles. He said, ‘it is the lack 
of that margin of self-esteem, to know that what the other says or does 
may be true, may be good, but what I say and do is equally good or 
better’; ‘why should I give up my ideas for yours’, he added, ‘perhaps 
since childhood they have been instilled with the thought that the Dutch 
is top of the line’. 
A female senior interviewee thought that, ‘as a people we are lazy, 
without drive we have been spoiled by ‘onderstand’ (welfare), but it is 
like a double edged knife, since we do not have to fight, nor work for 
our needs, we learned to depend’.  
A female subject observed that mix Curaçaoans perform better than 
black Curaçaoans and questioned why the performance rate of the black 
Curaçaoans abroad is better than at home.  
Another female subject in the middle age range strongly showed her 
disapproval for the discrimination tendency of the black Curaçaoan 
towards other Curaçaoans that are not black; ‘we are not considered by 
them as Curaçaoans’. She also observed an inadequacy in giving service 
and she mentioned seeing this even in professionals who are 
academically trained. She perceived this ‘phenomena’ as the result of an 
inferiority complex and low self-esteem’. Respectively, a senior female 
interviewee observed, ‘it is this lazy, dependant and unreliable attitude 
that reflects itself in politics’. 
A few subjects also expressed their disapproval for the boisterous 
behavior in public, the often observed ‘crab mentality’ (e.g. obstruct the 
progress of others due to one’s own incapacity), machismo complex and 
irresponsible spending. 
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Additional Ethnic issues of the Hispanic Descendants 
The interviews seemed to have revived the subjects’ perspectives 
concerning ethnic identity and highlighted the importance of this study 
in relation to the multi-culturalism and the formation and understanding 
of the Curaçaoan identity, as such.  
A few subjects reemphasized the multi-cultural and multi-lingual 
aspects as portraying the beauty of the island and the true characteristics 
of its inhabitants. 
The responses centered on who they were as Curaçaoans and 
reaffirmed their identity as Curaçaoan, in spite of the fact that the black 
Curaçaoans did not consider them as such. Respectively, a male subject 
stated, ‘the Curaçaoan identity is constituted, not only by a black 
majority or white minority, but also by all the other minorities of all 
color, creed and caste’.  
The subjects questioned in this last section the new generation of 
Hispanics on the island who have not integrated as well as they did.  A 
few subjects brought up that a contributing factor to the latter may be 
the fact that our people will not give the foreigner a chance to learn to 
speak Papiamentu, as people will address the person in their native 
language. A subject commented respectively, ‘that again, is the 
considerate aspect, the beauty of our people’. 
Several interviewees brought forth their expectation for a united 
Curaçao and expressed their hope for the preservation of the multi-
faceted characteristics of the island.  
 
Summary 
The general results revealed that the nature of ethnic identity among the 
Hispanic group is mostly characterized by a bi-ethnic identity, 
‘Curaçaoan, of Latin descent’. 
The subjects considered as one of the most influential aspects in their 
ethnic identity formation the fact that they were born and raised in 
Curaçao. Other significant factors were family and schooling. 
Additional aspects mentioned were: the multicultural, multilingual and 
multi-religious setting of the island, going to Holland, patriotism and 
life itself on the island. 
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The four basic components of ethnic identity - ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic atitudes, ethnic behavior and ethnic awareness - were represented 
by this group as follows: 
The subjects overall identified themselves ethnically as ‘Curaçaoan’ 
and/or Curaçaoan-Latin. The many used ethnic labels and the 
corresponding explanations reflected a strong affiliation with Curaçao, 
where most of the subjects were born and raised, together with strong 
feelings for the Latin family. 
Their Ethnic Attitudes reflected a Latin part that was experienced at an 
affective level and interwoven with a Curaçaoan part, at behavioral and 
cognitive levels. 
The subjects’ ethnic behavioral patterns were shaped by a Latin 
oriented familial inner circle and a multi-cultural outer setting, 
Curaçao.  
The subjects displayed a high ethnic awareness parallel to a profound 
sense of respect and understanding for the multi-cultural society that 
they live in and recognize as their country. 
 
5.2 Dutch Descendants 
 
Demographics 
The Dutch descent group consisted of seventeen interviewees, almost all 
of the interviews took place in Papiamentu, with the exception of two; 
one was in English and the other one in Dutch. Eight of the subjects 
were female and nine were male. All the subjects were fair skinned. 
Their ages varied from 20 to 78 years and were distributed as follows: 
five subjects in the age range of 19-35, seven subjects in the age range 
of 36-60 and five subjects of 61 years and up.  
Fifteen interviewees were born in Curaçao and two of them in The 
Netherlands. All the interviewees had Dutch ancestors in common. Ten 
of the subjects’ parents were both born in Curaçao, four of the subjects’ 
parents were both born in the Netherlands and three of the subjects had 
one of their parents born in Curaçao and the other one in the 
Netherlands. The majority of the subjects’ ancestors settled on the island 
many generations ago. The subjects’ ancestral ethnic backgrounds were 
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Amerindian (2), Bonairean (4), Dominican (3), Jewish (1), Panamanian 
(1), Venezuelan (4), Windward Islander (1) and European (7) in 
addition to Curaçaoan and Dutch.  
Their neighborhoods of upbringing were scattered over the whole island 
and denoted various socio-economic environs with many of them in an 
upscale socio- economic area.  
Their profession/work-fields were in: administration, business, 
management, marketing, education, language, law, journalism, social, 
medicine, chemistry, automotive, ICT, security, film/radio and 
musician/musicology. Business was the most recurrent field. 
The education level of the interviewees varied from basic and middle 
education to higher levels of education.  
 
Ethnic self-identification among the Dutch Descent Group 
The ethnic label used predominantly by this group was Curaçaoan ‘Yu 
di Kòrsou’. It denoted a mono-ethnic self –identification pattern. In a 
few cases the subjects added a second or third label, European, World 
Citizen or ‘White’ label to the Curaçaoan label. The three other ethnic 
labels were Curaçaoan-Dutch, Dutch-Caribbean and Dutch. 
The subjects expressed their feelings, thoughts and behaviors in relation 
to their ethnic identity in multiple ways. Several interviewees reacted in 
the first instance to the question ‘please explain in what ways you 
consider yourself Curaçaoan with, ‘I have never thought of it’. A male 
subject from the younger group reacted even with some irritation on this 
question, indicating that he did not have time ‘for this’, still he managed 
to go through with the whole interview. 
Some said, I am born and raised here, another added ‘I feel myself as 
part of this island, while two different subjects expressed ‘well I am 
from here, but I see myself more as a virtual world citizen’, alluding to 
the multicultural setting of the island.  
An older male subject (78 years), leaning forward in his chair, with a 
soft smile on his face explained his Curaçaoan identity by saying, ‘I still 
consider myself mucha di Otrabanda and mucha di kunuku’ (child of 
‘Otrabanada’ is a western part of the center of Willemstad and’ kunuku’ 
refers to the rural parts of the island); he added, ‘I always come back to 
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Curaçao’. He commented that since his wife died recently, he did not 
see any reason why at his age he would go live anywhere else. He 
recalled that when he was living abroad little things would bring up 
memories of his ‘dushi Korsou’ (beloved Curaçao), the lightning of the 
oil lamps would remind him of the smell of ‘Banda Abou’ when 
evening hours set in. With a little chuckle he added ‘can you believe it if 
I tell you that one day when living abroad, I opened the windows wide 
to inhale the smell of oil reservoirs nearby that would remind me of the 
Shell’ (oil refinery on the island). 
Being Curaçaoan was also linked with the sense of rhythm, music, food 
and the kindness of its people, ‘our hospitality as a nation’. A young 
female and a male in his fifties communicated their feelings for Curaçao 
in their striving to make the island a better place to live. 
Almost all of the interviewees linked feelings of belonging and pride 
with their ethnic identity ‘Curaçaoan’: ‘I feel that I am Curaçaoan’, ‘in 
my heart I am Curaçaoan’, ‘this is what I know’, ‘this is my country’, 
‘here I feel at home’, ‘it is a feeling within so difficult to describe, so 
difficult to put in words’, ‘it is the longing to live your culture’ and 
‘when I hear the national anthem I get goose bumps’. An elder female 
subject added, ‘I feel ashamed of a group of Curaçaoans that misbehave 
abroad, we are not like that’. She said that on a given occasion in the 
Netherlands she even reprimanded some boys that were behaving badly. 
Various subjects associated their Curaçaoan identity with their 
multicultural background. At the same time they recognized the 
multicultural setting of the island as a major asset, as ‘the beauty of 
Curaçao’. They observed that the fact that the Curaçaoan is ‘from all 
over’ makes him/her a citizen of the world; ‘you cannot narrow it down, 
you cannot restrict the identity only to the island; as you can fit in 
anywhere’. An elder female subject said plainly, ‘I am Curaçaoan, 
without adding anything’, referring to her dislike for the slots that you 
have to fill out on forms in America, like Afro-American, Italian 
American and so on, she explained ‘here we don’t have those 
distinctions’.  
There was also display of feelings of confusion in relation to the ethnic 
identity, ‘I am Curaçaoan but I don’t identify with everything of our 
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culture, nor do I identify with the Latin culture in spite of the fact that 
my grandfather was Venezuelan. 
Many interviewees, especially from the middle and older age range 
brought to mind racial issues. As a female interviewee observed, being 
white or black was very much part of the islands’ history, she continued 
‘but you did not discriminate’; ‘nowadays I feel discriminated because I 
am white and black locals don’t see me as Curaçaoan’. Other subjects 
remarked respectively, ‘people judge me by my appearance, because I 
am white, I am being discriminated, they see me as Dutch’. Two 
subjects in the middle and older age range noted with concern, ‘people 
dislike the Dutch lately’. In relation to the observed feelings towards the 
Dutch, an elder male brought up his preoccupation for the ‘misplaced 
feelings’ of some groups in the community that as he said ‘have no 
foundations’. 
Several subjects, mostly of the older ranges, mentioned the presence of 
their ancestors for generations on the island and acknowledged with 
pride the history of their families in Curaçao. One particular interviewee 
saw himself as forming part of that history. One more subject brought 
up how families through the ages have mixed. One or two referred to 
their European ancestors with respect to their identity. 
 
The Papiamentu language was brought up as a significant factor in 
relation to the Curaçaoan identity, ‘I make it a point to speak 
Papiamentu as purely and correctly as possible’. An older female 
subject showed her disapproval for the use of Spanish words in 
Papiamentu, like ‘ela aksidentá’ (s(he) was in an accident, ‘no’ she said, 
’in Papiamentu we say, ‘e ta den un desgrasia di auto’. In relation to 
language another interviewee observed that although her mother tongue 
is Dutch, she does not identify with the Dutch. She recalled that her 
parents spoke Dutch with the children for school purposes as they did 
not want them to go through hardships with the Dutch language as they 
went through. An elder male subject commented that his father spoke 
Dutch to them, as he did not consider Papiamentu a language, but 
between siblings they spoke Papiamentu.  
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A few subjects showed concern for the political system. One male 
subject, who was born in Curaçao, to Dutch parents and who identified 
himself ethnically as ‘Curaçaoan’ perceived Curaçao as an autonomous 
entity in the Dutch Kingdom and referred to the recurring history of 
antagonism between the islands.  
 
Other ethnic labels used were Curaçaoan-Dutch, Dutch, Dutch-
Caribbean, European and ‘White’.  The two labels Curaçaoan-Dutch 
and Dutch-Caribbean indicated a bicultural ethnic self label. The 
European label and ‘white’ were used in combination with the 
Curaçaoan label and denoted a bi-ethnic label. 
The Curaçaoan-Dutch identity was adopted by a young female 
interviewee who was born in the Netherlands. Her parents are both 
Dutch. She came to Curaçao at an early age. She saw herself as a mix of 
two cultures. She perceived the identity issue as somewhat confusing, ‘it 
is difficult for me because I know Holland, but not its daily life; here I 
went to school’. She acknowledged her Dutch side, imparted by her 
parents in her upbringing and a Curaçaoan part which formed her 
everyday life; ‘my boyfriend is local’. She tended to defend both 
cultures. This young interviewee found pride in the fact that since 
kindergarten she could speak fluent Papiamentu and without intonation.  
The Dutch label was in spite of being mono-ethnic, backed up by 
bicultural perceptions: ‘I have a Dutch nationality, upbringing and roots 
but I also have the influence from here’. She reflected by saying, ’I feel 
that I belong here, not in Holland’.  
The Dutch identity was associated with feelings of confusion and 
elements of discrimination. This young female subject, who was born 
and raised in Curaçao from Dutch parents, realized when she went to 
study in The Netherlands that the Dutch did not consider her one of their 
own. She perceived attitudes of prejudice by the Dutch and when she 
came back to Curaçao she felt discriminated by black locals; she was 
literally told, ‘go back to your country’. She remembered having an 
identity crisis during her adolescent years. 
The Dutch-Caribbean label was adopted by a male subject in the older 
age range, who was born and raised in Curaçao. Respectively, he 
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acknowledged the Dutch family and Dutch roots as well as life on a 
Caribbean island. He lived for a while in Holland during his student 
years. The subject found that ‘Caribbean’ denoted a broader connotation 
than the island Curaçao in and of itself. He is the third generation in 
Curaçao. He commented that in the present he could not live in the 
Netherlands anymore, ’I am much too tropicalized’. He expressed his 
likings for Curaçao and mentions his involvement in the development of 
the island. He also brought up his concern for the use of Papiamentu in 
schools and expressed his preference for classes to be taught in Dutch. 
He chose to speak English during the interview. 
He strongly expressed his thoughts about a group of (black) locals, 
whose feelings and acts according to him were based on emotions and 
not on facts. 
The World Citizen Label was primarily related with multi-ethnic 
background, multicultural and multilingual setting of Curaçao and was 
backed up by a philosophical outlook, ‘before ethnicity, country, race or 
religion, you are human’. One subject used the ‘World Citizen’ label to 
emphasize his inclination towards development of humankind. He 
acknowledged the multicultural setting of Curaçao and mentioned that 
he liked to take the best of each culture for self growth and the 
development of humankind. Respectively, he also brought forth his 
thoughts that racial issues would be put in context in an international 
forum, if Barack Obama would be elected president of the United States 
of America. 
The European and ‘White’ label denoted identification with the 
European ancestors and the white race. The fact that the subject lived 
for many years in France and has a major in the French language 
heightened the European identity. 
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and Development Stages in the Dutch 
Descent Group 
The Curaçaoan identity or part of the identity seemed constant, but 
latent throughout the childhood stage, ‘I knew that I was living in 
Curaçao’, ‘I knew that I was from here’. All of the subjects alluded in 
some degree to the perception of their Curaçaoan part during their 
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childhood to adulthood. However the awareness of belonging to the 
White Protestant group and racial issues seemed to have played a far 
bigger role in the identity patterns than the identity with Curaçao itself 
as such. 
 
Childhood 
The white Protestant elite family nucleus as well as schooling proved to 
be predominant ethnic determinants that have heightened the subjects’ 
ethnic and racial awareness, with a very few exceptions evident within 
the younger generation and born from Dutch parents. They mentioned 
that they did not have a notion of ethnicity as such. 
Many of the interviewees, of all ages, recalled having gone to a multi-
ethnic and multiracial school. Some interviewees emphasized their 
memories of child’s innocence ‘I did not see color or group only play’, 
whereas others, especially within the older age ranges brought up clear 
recollections of the family social norms and values in relation to 
ethnicity and race. Many remembered the rule imparted by the family, 
to distinguish between house friends, school friends and work friends. 
One particular female subject in her sixties mentioned that she recalls 
clearly the sense of superiority expressed by her parents towards blacks 
and minority groups. She remembered making up a list of friends she 
wanted to invite for her birthday party and when her mother saw a 
specific last name she made objections to invite the child because of her 
appearance, upon which the subject reacted ‘than there will be no party’. 
Since then she remembers making up her mind ‘all this black, white 
thing is pure nonsense’. 
A male interviewee of 78 years and a female in her forties commented 
that they were aware who they were as a family, ‘white Dutch 
Protestants’. One more female subject noted that it was clear to her that 
she belonged to the Curaçaoan white circle. A female subject in her 
early forties pointed out that although her parents never restricted her 
getting involved with people from different racial or ethnic 
backgrounds, she did not know better, as they always moved within the 
same circle. She said respectively, ‘I have been brought up very much 
protected’. The contrary was also true, another male subject in his fifties 
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from a Dutch Protestant home, noted that he and his siblings received a 
very disciplined upbringing, in which there was acceptance of all, 
independent of ethnicity, race or social class, as long as there were 
corresponding norms and values. He recalled in details, his sister’s 
friend who was black, from a different social class as theirs (her father 
was a bus driver) and who used to come to the house; he recalled that 
they braided each other’s hair.  
 
The responses reflected a shift in ethnic and racial attitudes, as seen in 
the upbringing of the older generations to the younger ones; a shift from 
tight attitudes to more lenient ones. Many of the interviewees, a few 
from the middle age range and all of the older age range, brought to 
mind racially tainted memories. The male subject of 78 years recalled 
clearly how he protested against the rule that the children with whom he 
used to play at school or in the streets were not welcomed at home 
parties. Once he took a black friend home and invited him to eat with 
him; he remembered his black nanny reprimanding him harshly how he 
could put in his mind to seat a black child at his mother’s table. He 
added, ‘our yaya (nanny) would reinforce the rules set by my parents 
and many times acting according to her own judgment’. Another female 
subject in her seventies remembered that as a kid she was not allowed to 
go to her black school friend’s first communion. A subject in her late 
sixties expressed with strong feelings how since an early age she would 
rebel to the family’s norms and values which she found hypocritical and 
disgusting. Respectively, this subject and one more elder remarked 
‘racial and social class discrimination was an ugly family issue’. They 
both recalled that black people had to enter their house from the 
backdoor. One of them vividly brought to mind, that her father punished 
her because he caught her playing with a Portuguese child on the 
schoolyard, when he picked her up after school.  
 
A female subject in the middle age range stated that she was brought up 
within an interfaith family. Her father was Protestant and her mother 
Catholic. She remembered that her parents had a different approach in 
relation to socializing rules. Her father was strict with respect to house-, 
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school- and work friends and in respect to racial and social class; while 
her mother who was a Catholic and a professional in education 
maintained norms and values that were the same for everybody, but 
until marriage. Girls were brought up very much protected as interracial 
marriage was a taboo. Results also showed that mostly male subjects of 
the older age range reported having had multi-ethnic and multi-racial 
friends in their childhood. A male subject could name family by family 
on the block and recalled how he would play with his friends barefoot 
on the street. 
In relation to religion and social class a male subject of 78 years noted 
that the elite shifted in time from the Protestant whites to the Catholic 
whites. He also recalled that the Protestants married Venezuelans.  
Two elder interviewees, one male and one female mentioned that they 
were definitely not allowed by their parents to associate with ‘the 
Pletters’, who were considered ‘new Dutch’, of a low socio-economic 
class. 
 
Teenage years 
Ethnic attitudes cultivated within the family circle during childhood 
were still valid in the teenage years. Moreover, it accentuated as 
heterogeneous relations came in the picture. The self-identity as a 
‘White Curaçaoan’ and ‘White Protestant’ awakened. In the majority of 
the subjects 40 + years and up the white/ black issue was like a built-in 
pattern that would shape perceptions. An elder female subject, talking 
about her teenage years illustrated the latter by saying, ‘you associated 
with everybody, but knew that you would not go to each others’ houses; 
everybody knew their place, but you did not discriminate’. One 
particular female subject in her forties raised with a Protestant father 
and Catholic mother, was brought up according to Catholic norms not to 
discriminate. She recalls that during her teenage years she found it 
difficult to befriend white Protestants as she could not identify with 
what she called ‘their obnoxious behavior’.  
However, ethnic attitudes are subject to time; all of the interviewees of 
the younger age range mentioned that during their teenage years they 
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had friends from all ethnic groups and that they would go to each 
others’ houses. 
Another female subject in her early thirties, who was born in Curaçao, 
of Dutch parents commented that she could not identify with the new 
Dutch. 
One more female subject in the 60+ age range brought to mind that in 
her high school years a teacher commented that Curaçaoans could never 
be independent; she remembered that the attitude of superiority was 
striking to her as she realized at that moment the awkward relation 
‘Dutch superior – Curaçaoan inferior’.  
Most of the subjects were brought up speaking Papiamentu at home. 
One female subject in her forties, from Curaçaoan parents and who was 
brought up with Dutch as her mother tongue pointed out that in her 
teenage years she felt the need to learn to speak Papiamentu properly. 
Several of the subjects mentioned that they became aware of their ethnic 
identity, mainly, through the contrast between cultures when they went 
to the Netherlands for study. Some mentioned that the Dutch would see 
them as Dutch because they are white, others (from Dutch parents) 
noticed that their pronunciation of Dutch was different. One more 
female interviewee of the younger age group, from Dutch parents and 
who earlier in the interview identified herself as Dutch, stated that it was 
difficult for her in Holland as the Dutch would see her as ‘different’ 
meaning ‘non Dutch’. 
 
Adolescence/Adulthood 
The subject of 78 years illustrated with respect to the black and white 
relationship on the island, that he was the first white Curaçaoan 
Protestant that actually accepted a governmental position under a 
Curaçaoan Roman Catholic Black. This fact reflected the ethnic 
awareness of a past reigning power structure of the ‘white Protestant’ 
and the change in ethnic attitudes of a young man; a change whether 
induced by personal development, socio-economic mobilization of the 
Blacks, or both.  
He described the social position of the elite white protestant as a group 
that had prestige but no money. The many landhouses (plantation 
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houses) owned were rather a symbol of status display. He recalled that 
with the establishment of the Shell Oil Refinery on the island and the 
parallel arrival of the new Dutch, the position of the white Protestants 
changed drastically and their prestige lessened. He remembered the 
feelings of hurt expressed by his father because of the change in the 
social structure of the island. Key governmental positions were no 
longer reserved for the white Protestants. 
 
Circumstances and ethnic Feelings in the Dutch Descent Group 
A few interviewees experience the Curaçaoan identity under all 
circumstances: ‘In my daily life I feel Curaçaoan’, when I see the 
beauty of the island, hearing our music and just eating or cooking local 
or international food at choice, ‘and when memories of places where I 
have played pop up reminding me of a beautiful youth’. A young male 
mentioned that to drop by at a ‘snèk’ (snack bar) have a drink and enjoy 
the spontaneous talk and laughter would make him feel relaxed at 
home’.  
One young female subject that was born in Holland and raised by her 
Dutch parents, found pride that she was completely integrated 
inclusively in taking care of her appearance (nice clothes, cleanliness) 
and adopting the sense of hospitability that she considers so proper of 
the island.  
A few subjects saw their identity reinforced with the celebration of 
cultural events and raising the Curaçaoan flag. One male interviewee in 
his early fifties commented that when he was living in Holland he 
would proudly commemorate the Curaçaoan Day by raising the flag and 
treating the neighbors with ‘Ponche Crema’ (a typical Curaçaoan cream 
based liquor, similar to egg nog).  
The celebration of Carnival, while enjoyed by one, was disliked by 
other subjects in their forties as they found that they could not identify 
with the deterioration of norms and values displayed in the parade. One 
female interviewee that identifies herself as white European thought of 
the cultural events, seú (harvest) and carnival as ‘volks’, belonging to 
the common people.  
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Reflecting upon the question under what circumstances do you feel 
Curaçaoan, the male subject of 78 years, felt free to bring forth in 
relation to his development, religion and the ‘past’ social status of the 
white Protestant group, that at his age he did not have the need neither 
to belong nor to identify with any organized religious group, referring to 
the Curaçaoan white Protestant group in which he was brought up. He 
has seen it all and lived it all. He also showed his disapproval for racial 
disrespect of the past and added that if he comes to ‘notice any racial 
residue’ in his circle he would immediately call that person’s attention 
on the matter.  
Another subject in her late sixties observed that the group as a social 
entity practically did not exist anymore. However, one more subject of a 
younger generation sees that her white European identity accentuates 
when she attends mass at the Fortkerk (Protestant Church) as she says, 
‘I enjoy the mass in Dutch, the prayers, the songs, meeting the people, I 
identify with that, I feel that I am in my own group’. A male interviewee 
in the younger age range showed regrets for a past glory; ‘before people 
knew who you are, you are the son of so and so and of family that and 
that’. ‘They would recognize your last name’. He went on saying that he 
could not identify with the new Dutch because there were no common 
memories, no shared experiences ‘they are just not part of you’. 
Several interviewees found that the multicultural setting in which you 
can meet people from all over, accentuates their Curaçaoan identity, 
like: ‘talking to people’, ’meeting people from all over, it’s like a world 
on a small island’, ‘the multicultural shifting’ and ‘it is the people 
around me that makes me realize my identity’.  
A male subject of the older generation said, ‘the bottom line is that we 
Curaçaoans feel, understand each other and in moments that you get 
that feeling, you just know it is because I am Curaçaoan’.  
Racially charged circumstances in combination with attitudes towards 
Dutch proved to accentuate the ethnic identity among the interviewed 
subjects. A male subject in the middle age range, who was born in 
Curaçao from Dutch parents, said that his Curaçaoan identity heightens 
when the Dutch criticize the Curaçaoans, he takes a defensive position. 
Others felt their ethnic identity accentuated when black locals judge 
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them by their appearance and consider them non Curaçaoans, ‘my roots 
are here and go back for generations’. Several subjects expressed their 
rejection for the discrimination felt from black locals towards them and 
towards the Dutch and showed their concern for racial attitudes of 
blacks towards whites that have arisen in the last years. 
A male subject in his early fifties, who is in a leadership position over 
mainly black locals, mentioned having been confronted with racial 
discrimination in work circumstances; he brought forth that on a regular 
basis he has to call his workers’ attention on racial remarks. 
Going to the Netherlands to study or to live there, have definitely 
accentuated the Curaçaoan identity by many, ‘In Holland I felt 
Antillean, Curaçaoan’, ‘by going abroad you learn to value what you 
have’, ‘how I missed Curaçao’ and ‘the sweet feeling of coming back 
home’. The contrast in life standard when traveling in the Caribbean and 
other places made some interviewees realize ‘how good we have it 
here’, ‘how beautiful and unique our island is’ and ‘how blessed we are 
to live here’. 
The subjects showed their pride for achievements of Curaçaoans 
abroad, as seen with Andruw Jones (major league baseball player). 
Several subjects showed their concern for the indecisive preparatory 
measures for a new political structure. A young female subject 
expressed the desire to see more involvement of the Curaçaoan people 
in political matters. A female subject in her sixties expressed her 
thoughts that Curaçao should be more Caribbean oriented instead of 
European and that would give a wider scope, a broader identification 
and open new doors for the island. One more interviewee opinioned that 
Barack Obama as president would impact the black/white issues on the 
international platform in a positive way.  
 
The Dutch Descent Group and Ethnic Identity abroad 
Most of the subjects interviewed would identify themselves abroad as 
Curaçaoans with the exception of four subjects who maintained the 
same self-identification label as earlier observed in the interview, 
Curaçaoan-Dutch, Dutch-Caribbean, Dutch and World Citizen (virtual). 
However, almost all referred to their Curaçaoan affiliation and many 
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that identified as Curaçaoan would make reference to their Dutch 
affiliation. The supplemental explanations that the subjects gave of their 
identity abroad were various: ‘it is a pity that most of the time people do 
not know where Curaçao is’, ‘I will not say Antillean because I do not 
identify with the other islands’, ‘we are part of the Dutch Kingdom’ and 
‘I am proud of my Dutch passport’, ‘I am born and raised in Curaçao’. 
One particular female interviewee recalled with laughter how in Bolivia 
she and her sister were walking on the street and talking Papiamentu, 
when they were approached by a Brazilian who wondered in what 
language they were talking, as he first thought he understood them, but 
then he realized they were not speaking Spanish. The subject 
interviewed found so much pride in explaining how rich Papiamentu 
was and how it expresses the melting pot of its inhabitants. One other 
female subject that in addition to Curaçaoan also identified herself as 
Dutch, referred to the multi-lingual pattern of the island when she gave 
details of her identity abroad. 
A male interviewee mentioned that he would avoid saying that he is 
Curaçaoan when he is abroad, in a situation with other Curaçaoans that 
exhibit a vulgar behavior. 
 
Behavioral Patterns among theDutch Descent Group  
One particular young female subject emphasized her patriotic 
inclination. She explained that she realizes that the Curaçaoans are not 
as patriotic as the Arubans and Latinos, but that she desires it to be 
different, more patriotic. 
Many of the subjects interviewed identified with the multilingual and 
multicultural shifting, as characteristic of the Curaçaoan behavioral 
pattern. A person in the younger age range of Curaçaoan parents, with 
Dutch, Dominican and Bonairean ancestors related that she prays in 
Spanish (because as a child her Spanish speaking grandmother used to 
pray with her), scolds in Papiamentu, counts in Dutch, says the days in 
Dutch and thinks in Papiamentu. Many mentioned the ease in relating to 
people of different cultures as inherent to the Curaçaoan behavioral 
nature. 
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A female subject gave credit to the multi-ethnic and multi-racial 
upbringing on the island through which she has learned not to 
discriminate, to see the person, the human being before the outward 
belonging to a nation or cultural group. She said, ‘that is why I feel 
privileged to be born and raised here’. 
A male subject, who identified himself as Dutch-Caribbean, emphasized 
the Dutch language in education and the flexible lifestyle of the 
Caribbean. 
Young and old saw the taste for local or international music and food 
as part and parcel of the island.  
A few mentioned family unit and loyalty in matrimony as characteristics 
that they as Curaçaoans attach importance to, but that are not 
necessarily basic characteristics of Curaçaoans. 
One particular male subject in the middle age range observed, with 
respect to family, that he finds it important to honor family traditions 
but realizes that they are subject to change in time. His answer to the 
question and as a matter of fact to the interview, as a whole, was 
influenced by the recent death of his uncle, the last member of his 
father’s generation, because of which he was confronted with familial 
customs, the loss and relative nature of life. 
The personality traits that were perceived as basic to the Curaçaoan 
behavioral pattern are: easy going, relaxed, flexible, sociable, 
hospitable, sharing and caring, respect for people of all races, culture 
and class, simplicity, humbleness, respect for elders and genuineness in 
friendship.  
One young male subject noted that as a Curaçaoan he always saw his 
parents work and that he likes to work too, he likes doing business and 
being an entrepreneur. Moreover he adds, ‘the Curaçaoan likes to work, 
contrary to what others often think’. 
One subject in the younger age range, who identified herself ethnically 
as Curaçaoan-Dutch, expressed a bicultural behavioral pattern. She 
observed that she has a broader perspective of life because of the 
influence of two cultures.  
She sees herself as independent with a Dutch active attitude versus a 
dependant Curaçaoan passive attitude; for example, in work settings 
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she will give the utmost of herself saying, ‘even if something is not 
mine I will be as efficient as possible to bring forth a change, unlike 
Curaçaoans’. A female subject in the middle age range of Curaçaoan 
parents, observed with respect to the ‘passive’ attitude of the 
Curaçaoans, ‘it is even notable in the expression often used by 
Curaçaoans, ‘ku Dios ke’ (translated: God willing) adding, ‘you have to 
want also’.  
The Dutch and European White label were associated with behavioral 
patterns such as discipline, punctuality, law abiding, and directness.  
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Dutch 
Descent Group 
The interviewees considered the fact that they were born and raised on 
the island as the predominant influential factor in their ethnic identity 
formation. They reinforced their answer by saying: ‘I never went abroad 
to study’, ‘my friends and my whole upbringing were here’, ‘I have had 
an excellent youth’, ‘and the love I have for the island, its nature’ and, 
‘the humane aspect of the island’. The history of their families on the 
island played an important role as well in the subjects’ ethnic 
development. Others brought to mind the thoughts of streets and places 
their ancestors walked. 
A few interviewees considered the parental upbringing as an influential 
factor in their ethnic formation in which the parental warmth and 
protection played an important role. A young female subject born in the 
Netherlands highlighted her parent’s attitude and their effort to integrate 
to the island’s life – to speak the local language Papiamentu and to 
associate with the villagers-, as a strong determinant in her Curaçaoan-
Dutch identity. She also mentioned that her neighborhood of upbringing 
has generated a special affiliation in her with the black Curaçaoans. 
One specific female interviewee in the age range 60+ reacted fervently 
to the question by answering, ‘Well I don’t know exactly, but one thing 
I know for sure that I am Curaçaoan, not Antillean, it irritates me when 
people refer to me as Antillean. When you hear Antillean you may think 
any ‘Buchi’ Wan’ (translated anybody), no, give me the name that 
corresponds to me. That is what the Dutch do; they put everybody on 
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one line. The subject clearly did not want to be associated and showed 
her feelings of disdain for those Antilleans that have created a bad 
reputation in the Netherlands. She added ‘I was brought up knowing 
that I am a Yu di Korsou and nothing else’. 
Some other subjects, mainly in the middle age range and 60 years and 
up, mentioned the island’s history and one female interviewee referred 
to a book that she read in her teenage years about the island’s culture, 
titled ‘Volkenkunde’ written by van Meeteren, as having influential 
ethnic determinants.  
The upheaval of 30th May, 1969 and subsequent racial issues seemed to 
have impacted several subjects in the sense that the people and the 
society that the subjects thought they knew turned out to be different. 
People changed and social attitudes and relations deteriorated.  
A female subject in her sixties observed respectively that her racially 
tainted upbringing has definitely sharpened her ethnic awareness, but 
that as she matures she has come to realize and understand that 
discrimination is a human characteristic, ‘ugly, but true, here on the 
island it is a black and white issue, somewhere else it might be a class or 
religious issue’.  
Whereas before in Curaçao the Whites discriminated the Blacks, now 
the roles turned, the Blacks discriminate the Whites as well as Blacks. A 
subject related to the latter, saying ‘people discriminate me because I 
am white, they see me as Dutch, and they push you in a direction’. 
An interviewee in her forties brought forth that the influx of Dutch and 
Latinos in recent years has in a way accentuated the black and white 
relations especially in relation to work; she also observed a tendency to 
favor Europeans and Dutch and discriminate locals and other minorities. 
Several interviewees have denoted the multicultural setting and the 
Papiamentu language as influential factors in their ethnic identity 
formation. However, there were one or two subjects that remarked that 
currently they cannot fully identify with the structural change of people 
on the island qua socio economic class and ethnicity. A male subject in 
his thirties indicated that he did not feel any point of reference with the 
new Dutch. A female in her forties pointed out that she could not 
identify with the business like attitude of the Dutch. She added that 
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perhaps with the Latinos she felt some identification but again she found 
them too ‘superficial’ at times. 
The last on the list but definitely not the least influential is the factor of 
going abroad for study. The subjects in this group basically went to the 
Netherlands for their higher education. The contrast between cultures 
has impacted even this group of Dutch descent and has not only 
heightened their ethnic awareness but has reinforced their identity as 
well. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes of the Dutch Descent Group towards other groups 
All of the subjects found that they could relate closely to members of 
other ethnic groups and many, after an instant of reflection came upon 
the presence of the islands’ multicultural nature in their upbringing, as 
the main factor that has sculptured their ethnic attitudes. The 
multicultural characteristic of Curaçao has provided the setting where 
according to the subjects, ‘people could mingle through times’, 
‘intergroup friendships were formed’, ‘a sense of liberty was felt, free to 
move and experience life’, ‘you could get the opportunity to grow and 
overcome racial barriers’ and ‘you could learn to appreciate aspects that 
are common to  each group’. One female in the middle age range 
observed that she loved the ‘joy for life’ of the blacks, she continued 
saying, ‘my group (white Protestant) is more uptight and I myself tend 
to worry too much’.   
Many of the interviewees stressed however on the importance of similar 
norms and values in a close relationship, independent of ethnicity, race, 
social class or religion. 
A female subject in the 60+ group said that she could relate to all 
groups, although corresponding to what was inherent in her upbringing 
she would ‘automatically’ distinguish house friends from work friends. 
She added, that now she sees changes in her children and grandchildren 
and very honestly she went on saying, ‘but I would not like either of 
them to marry a black person. It is another culture’.  
A male subject brought forth that he feels more comfortable with 
Curaçaoans of all groups and that in spite of the fact that his girlfriend is 
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Dutch he does not identify that well with the Dutch because he is not 
fluent in the Dutch language. 
 
Dutch Descent Group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Many interviewees of all three age ranges expressed on the whole, their 
appreciation of the humane, cheerful and hospitable character of the 
Curaçaoan people. The Curaçaoans are perceived by the subjects as 
warm, sociable, genuine, loyal and friendly. Relating to the latter a male 
subject of 78 years said ‘the Curaçaoan is always ready to make friends, 
at times assuming a friendship beforehand, without any proof, I saw that 
in myself’. One female in her forties pondering what to answer said, ‘if I 
have to make a list, the first thing on it would be the hospitability of our 
people, our giving nature, people are always ready to give, to share and 
when guests come to your house, you will make sure they eat even 
though there might not be enough for yourself; I saw this in many 
homes’. Another young female interviewee said with respect to the 
hospitability aspect that she enjoys the warm welcome feeling when she 
drops in at a relative or friend at any time.  
Many took pleasure in the cheerful, spontaneous and expressive nature 
of the islanders; one female subject in her forties said with a laughing 
face, ‘yes, we are loud, black and white and we talk with our whole 
body’. One female in her sixties remembered that when she was living 
in Holland she would enjoy the ‘so spontaneous laughter’ of the 
Curaçaoans. One more female interviewee in her sixties found 
Curaçaoan men kinder than Curaçaoan women. 
Others showed their approval for the relaxed, easy going and flexible 
way on the island. One female elaborated on the flexible nature, saying 
‘it is that same flexible character that enables the Curaçaoan to co-live 
with people not only of different cultures, but also to accept what is 
‘different’. She went on saying, for example, ‘they have a sense of 
generosity and mildness that makes the acceptance of homosexuals 
possible; I saw in a whole family how the macho attitude evaporated 
and made place to support a homosexual family member’. She observed 
that’ it is because of that same resilient spirit that we somehow always 
make it’.  
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Some of the younger age group expressed their liking for the partying 
spirit, the creativity and the intensity with which Curaçaoans live their 
culture. A female interviewee of Dutch parents said that she loved 
everything of the Curaçaoans. 
A few subjects mentioned their appreciation for how Curaçaoan men 
and women take great care of their personal appearance and hygiene. 
 
The list of dislikes was twice as large as the likes and was observed 
mostly in the black Curaçaoan population. Many subjects expressed 
their dislike for the feelings of inferiority, accompanied by lack of 
responsibility and an attitude of having rights and forgetting duties. The 
expressed dislikes were in a sense linked together as one would set the 
tone for the other. 
A female subject of 60+ years forcefully expressed her opinion that she 
definitely dislikes the lack of capacity displayed by the Curaçaoans to 
assume responsibilities for their actions; ‘They blame everybody for 
their misfortunes and then hide their incapacity behind the pain inflicted 
by the Dutch through colonialism and slavery’. ‘That is true’, she 
continued saying, ‘but if the Curaçaoans despise the Dutch so much 
they should take a stand as a person, as a citizen and as a nation, 
political- and education wise, by building their own nation, but that they 
are too lax to do so’. With indignation she observed that they feel that 
they have the right to continue to blame the Dutch and that the Dutch 
have to pay for their wrong doings, she then asked herself, till when?  
Another female interviewee also above sixty years found that 
Curaçaoans often display a lack of education in spite of their academic 
studies; she observes that there is like a lag in their social-emotional 
formation in comparison to their academic development. In their 
eagerness to prove themselves they become disrespectful of other’s 
points of views.  
One or two subjects showed their disapproval for the use of foul 
language and the loud and impudent behavior displayed in public. 
A young subject, born in the Netherlands from Dutch parents and who 
considers herself as Curaçaoan-Dutch, found that the Curaçaoan white 
exhibit a superior attitude towards the blacks. 
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Several interviewees of all age ranges condemned the degeneration in 
family norms and values, as seen in careless conceiving and child 
rearing and men who do not assume their fatherly responsibilities.  
Many disapproved of the lack of commitment with respect to work: ‘a 
passive attitude, ‘not complying with appointments’, ‘not service 
minded’ and ‘an often exhibited crab mentality’. However, an elder 
female pointed out that ‘before the upheaval of 30th of May the work 
attitude was different, not like this’. The 78 year old subject perceived a 
general lack of ability to take decisions independently, as he said ‘the 
Curaçaoan is full of ‘abulia’, I see that in myself, it is that insufficient 
focus to set goals’. A young female interviewee observed a lack of 
involvement in University students; she made a comparison with Latin 
America where the students actively voice their opinions in national 
matters’. 
A few subjects of all age groups alluded to an increased materialistic 
tendency, ‘too much spending, more than they can afford’, ‘people have 
become ambitious, and they want to make easy money’. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Dutch Descent group 
Two interviewees, one female of the younger age range and another 
female of the older age range mentioned that they found the interview 
difficult. Ethnicity was not a topic that they would consciously think 
about. They realized that they had the answers, only not at hand; they 
had to dig into their minds to come up with the answers. The ethnic 
issue has been perceived by the young interviewee as conflictive in her 
adolescent years, probably intensified by her perception of the 
interview. The elder subject got confronted with her own racial attitudes 
during the interview, that seemingly have not changed that much over 
time; by realizing this she reflected,  ‘things are nowadays different, 
things have changed, I have seen that with my granddaughter’.  
The interviews seemed to have awakened dormant ethnic feelings and 
increased ethnic awareness. A subject in her early forties who identified 
herself as European White at the beginning of the interview, realized 
and felt free to say at the end of the interview, how fortunate she feels to 
be born and raised in Curaçao with all the groups ‘it gave me the 
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opportunity to learn from others and grow’. The interviews seemed to 
have provided insight in the matter. 
One female in the younger age range observed,’ as Curaçaoan we are 
losing our identity, that humane aspect, the simplicity that is so much 
ours’. She asked herself whether it is the Dutch influence or that we are 
trying too hard to prove ourselves before the Dutch and as such losing 
our integrity.  
The responses brought forth in this last section, centered mainly on 
change. A male in his fifties emphasized on a change in attitudes for 
betterment of humanity. Several subjects considered that a change in 
attitude is necessary; especially a change in the slave mentality that 
hampers the development not only at an individual level but of the 
country as a whole. Other subjects expressed their thoughts about 
politics saying that politicians should raise their functioning level and be 
more self determinant. Respectively, a female subject pointed out that 
the self determination should come from the black majority, as they 
would not accept it from any white. 
Several remarked about the deterioration in norms and values after the 
upheaval of 30th of May, 1969; as some perceived earlier in the 
interview, supported by a wrong attitude, on having rights and 
forgetting duties.  A female subject brought forth that our education 
should include history of the island and of our culture in order to raise 
consciousness of our people. Two subjects highlighted the fact that 
change should start at home where the basis will be laid for strong 
norms and values. 
 
Summary 
The overall results disclosed that the nature of ethnic identity among 
this sample of Dutch descendants was predominantly mono-ethnic, 
‘Curaçaoan’. Almost all of the subjects identified with the Curaçaoan 
multicultural character, with a few extensions towards the Dutch 
culture.  
The majority of the subjects, independent of the adopted ethnic label, 
acknowledged the fact that they were born and raised on the island as 
one of the most influential factors in their ethnic identity formation. 
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Other aspects were multicultural setting, island’s history, especially 
upheaval of May 30th and subsequent racial issues, parental/ family 
influence, Papiamentu/Dutch language, going abroad and neighborhood 
of upbringing. 
 
The four basic components of ethnic identity – ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic attitudes, ethnic behavior and ethnic awareness - were 
represented by this group as follows: 
The majority of the subjects identified themselves ethnically as 
Curaçaoan and acknowledged their white race. 
The ethnic attitudes revealed inner experienced feelings of love and 
belonging for the island and were associated with an inherent pride of 
having a multi ethnic heritage and generations of presence on the island. 
Throughout the interviews the subjects expressed their ethnic identity in 
relation to the black Curaçaoans, whether at an affective, behavioral or 
cognitive level.  
The Curaçaoan identity was also experienced at a behavioral level and 
lived as the integration of many cultures, although perceived as different 
as the black Curaçaoans. 
This group displayed a high racial – and ethnic awareness, reinforced 
by an inborn pattern of belonging to a white Protestant, minority upper 
class and a racially inclined and multicultural society, with a majority 
black lower to middle class. 
 
5.3 Jewish Descent Group 

 
Demographics 
This group consisted of nine interviewees, five subjects were Sephardic 
Jews and four were Ashkenazic Jews. Seven of the subjects were 
interviewed in Papiamentu. One male subject in the middle age range 
chose to be interviewed in English.  A female subject in the younger age 
range, whose mother is American, shifted during the interview back and 
forth between English and Papiamentu. 
Seven of the subjects were female and two were male. Their ages were 
distributed among three age ranges: four subjects in the age group 19-
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35, two subjects in the age group 36-60 and three subjects of age 61 and 
up. The youngest subject was a female of twenty years and the oldest 
subject was a female of seventy seven years.  
Eight subjects were born in Curaçao and one male subject in the older 
age range was born in Panama. 
Almost all the subjects, with the exception of one subject, had at least 
one Curaçaoan parent. The ancestors of many of the subjects have lived 
for generations in Curaçao. Only a female in the oldest age group had 
both parents who were from Venezuela, although she herself was born 
and raised in Curaçao. All the subjects had a Jewish background in 
common, whether Sephardic or Ashkenazi. Their ancestors were besides 
Curaçaoan, Austrian, Polish, Russian, American, Colombian, 
Panamanian, Peruvian or Venezuelan. 
The subjects’ profession/work-fields were in: accounting, business, 
marketing, management consultant and architecture.  
 
Ethnic Self-Identification in the Jewish Descent Group 
The explanations of the subjects’ identities were of a bi-ethnic nature, 
all the subjects acknowledged to some extent both their Curaçaoan and 
Jewish background. Both of these identities formed inborn parts of the 
clarification of their ethnic labels. 
There were four ethnic labels: ‘Yu di Kòrsou (Curaçaoan), with a 
Jewish religion’, ‘Curaçaoan and Jew’, ‘Jew and Curaçaoan’ and 100 % 
Jew and White’. 
Many of the subjects explained the Curaçaoan identity by the fact that 
they were born and raised on the island. The subjects highlighted their 
identification by saying: ‘mi lumbrishi ta derá aki’ (literally translated 
my umbilical cord is buried here), I am born here; my roots are here’, ‘I 
know the beauty of my island, I know my way here’, we live 
independent, free without persecution of faith’, ‘if I had to choose 
between Curaçao and being Jew, Curaçao comes first’, I feel that I am 
part of the Curaçaoan community’, ‘to be Curaçaoan surpasses the fact 
that I am a Jew’ and ‘I know my hymn, my flag’. The oldest subject of 
the group, a female, born and raised in Curaçao to Venezuelan Jewish 
parents, identified herself as, ‘Yu di Kòrsou, kompletamente (translated 
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completely Curaçaoan)’. She laughingly related that she used to tell her 
husband that if there would be a war between Curaçao and Israel she 
would be on the Curaçaoan side.  Illustrating her Curaçaoan ways she 
further said, ‘as a good Curaçaoan I like to read and listen daily to the 
news to keep myself updated’. 
Two subjects, a female in the older age range and a female in the middle 
age range identified themselves as Curaçaoans, who have a Jewish 
religion. The subject in the older age range added to the Curaçaoan 
label, ‘but I also feel my Jewish religion strongly’. The subject in the 
middle age explained ‘in the first place I am Curaçaoan, although 
Judaism includes cultural aspects, to me it is a religion and I know that 
some may see it differently’. She reemphasized her Curaçaoan identity 
by saying, ‘my ancestors, from both parents’ sides lived for over nine 
generations in Curaçao. A female subject in the younger age range, who 
identified herself as Curaçaoan said, ‘I am Yu di Korsou, first and 
foremost: I happened to be Jewish and I also relate to the American 
culture as my mother is American’. 
The three older subjects and one female subject in the middle age range 
expressed immense feelings of love, pride and gratefulness for Curaçao, 
‘I hold the love for the island into my heart’, ‘I feel that I am Curaçaoan 
that is how I feel’, ‘to be Curaçaoan is a source of pride; Curaçao gave 
us the opportunity to grow and to be what we are today’, ‘I am proud to 
be Curaçaoan’, ‘ I love my island’, ‘I am thankful to my island and the 
Dutch Kingdom for having received our ancestors’ and ‘I know my 
hymn and my flag’.  
Several subjects associated the Curaçaoan identity with speaking 
Papiamentu and mentioned to speak the native language with pride, ‘I 
am proud to speak my language’. Several subjects mentioned also being 
multilingual and having been brought up with multicultural friends. 
The responses in relation to use of Papiamentu and the school of choice 
indicated a change of attitude towards these aspects, between the 
generation of the middle age group and that of their children. The 
subjects related having gone to public schools and knowing Papiamentu 
since they were young. They mentioned though, that their kids hardly 
spoke Papiamentu. Partly because the children are going to the 
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International School and partly because the parents themselves speak 
English to them. One subject who attended a public school herself, 
commented that her child could not adapt to the culture of the public 
school and that she had to change the child to the International School. 
A male subject said that his son who is going to a Dutch oriented public 
school does not speak Papiamentu and that neither do the children of 
friends who attended other Dutch oriented public school. 
Some answers were associated with perceptions of socio-economic class 
and racial differences, in relation to being white and Jew. A female 
subject in the middle age range observed that people who considered 
themselves ‘di pueblo’ (of the common people) would not regard her as 
a Yu di Kòrsou, because of her socio-economic background and she did 
not agree with this. Another female subject in the middle age range said, 
‘I am aware that people see us as privileged’. A female subject in the 
younger age range and who identified herself as Curaçaoan Jew, said ‘to 
be Jew set me apart from a white Curaçaoan, I am not into racial issues’. 
Three subjects, a male in the older age range and two females in the 
younger age range identified as Curaçaoan and Jew. The three subjects 
explained their identity by balancing out both identities. The male 
subject explained, ‘given the importance I would say Curaçaoan first 
and then Jew, but I cannot differentiate between the two’; ‘although I 
cannot say ku mi lumbrishi ta derá aki (literally translated my umbilical 
cord is buried here), but it must have followed me from Panama to here, 
because I do think that the one that cares for the island and puts his 
shoulders under the projects for the development of the island is the true 
Yu di Kòrsou’. He added, ‘and I strongly identify myself as a Jew’.   
Several subjects spoke about how their familial upbringing has 
influenced their identities. A female subject in the middle age range, 
who identified as Curaçaoan, mentioned that her mother did not bring 
her up as a Jew, religious wise. However, her parents instilled in her the 
history of their ancestors and Jewish fellowmen on the island and the 
feeling to be thankful to Curaçao. She said, ‘people may consider us 
wealthy, but they ignore how our ancestors reached here. Most came 
only with what they could carry and worked hard to be where we are 
today’. 
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A female subject in the younger age range highlighted the fact that she 
has received the Jewish tradition from her family. She mentioned that it 
is tradition that Jews marry within their faith. Reason why, she said, her 
parents were initially against her Curaçaoan non-Jewish partner. The 
female subject in the younger age range pointed out that within the 
Jewish tradition the mother was the one that transferred the religion to 
the children and that her partner accepted for their children to be Jewish. 
Another female subject in the younger age range, who identified herself 
as ‘Curaçaoan, who happened to be Jewish’, brought forth that as her 
mother is Catholic her upbringing has been more liberal. She felt free to 
have a non-Jewish fiancé. 
 
The self-identification as a Jew had various connotations; to be a Jew 
was explained among others: as the one that professes the Jewish 
religion, has an affiliation with the Jewish community, identifies with 
the Jewish culture, follows the Jewish tradition and/or practices 
Judaism as a way of life. The subjects expressed accordingly the 
following: ‘I feel my religion strongly’, ‘I am baptized and raised within 
a liberal Jewish community’, ‘I do not feel that I need to go to the 
synagogue to pray as I have a good relation with God’, ‘my upbringing 
is traditional but not Orthodox Jewish Ashkenazi’, ‘I feel a sense of 
belonging to the Jewish community’ and ‘I identify with the Jewish 
culture’. A male subject in the older age range fervently said that he 
adored the Jewish tradition and that he treasured the values it teaches. 
He related that he has instilled in his children the teachings of the 
Jewish religion and that he not only would defend the religion as such 
but also the Jewish people. He added, ‘I have an emotional bond with 
the Snoa (Sephardic Synagogue in Curaçao) and Judaism; they represent 
my roots’. He said that Judaism to him was a way of life, that he loved 
the Jewish history and kept high the human values it stands for’. A 
female subject in the older age range spoke of her parents who were 
‘non-observant Jews’ and who did not go to the Temple, although they 
kept the Ten Commandments to the letter. She also spoke of her late 
husband who in reality introduced her to Snoa (the oldest Jewish 
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synagogue in the Western hemisphere in continuous use) and who in her 
words has been a ‘pillar of Snoa’. 
A male subject in the middle age range who was born and raised in 
Curaçao, identified as ‘White’ and ‘100% Jew’. He explained that he 
was plainly a Jew, as opposed to the other subjects, who identified 
themselves as Jew-Curaçaoan or Curaçaoan Jew. He said that he felt 
that his affiliation was with Israel. He did mention that he was thankful 
to Curaçao that gave him the opportunity to be who he is today and to 
develop into his Jewish religion.  
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and Developmental Stages in the Jewish 
Descent Group 
Most of the subjects related that being both, Curaçaoan and Jewish was 
a constant factor throughout their development. An older female 
described, ‘the identity as Curaçaoan with a Jewish religion was always 
there’. Another older female said, ‘to be Curaçaoan was something 
natural’. She came to know that she was Jewish during war time as they 
were not allowed to say that they were Jews. The subject was then about 
ten years old. She told that they were taught to say that they were 
‘Unitarians or Free Thinkers’ and that people with typical Jewish names 
changed their names, so as not to be recognized as Jews.  
A female subject in the middle age range explained her identity ‘I got 
the sense of being Curaçaoan and Jewish as we were brought up with 
the thought of being grateful to the island that opened its doors to our 
great grandfathers centuries ago’. A female subject in the younger age 
range related that she recalled how her grandfather proudly used to say 
‘Ami ta yu di Korsou (I am a Curaçaoan)’ and she added ‘actually we 
all say that we are Curaçaoans and if asked then we will say that we are 
Jews’. 
Friends, language, schooling, multi-ethnicity and race were influential 
ethnic determinants. A female subject in the younger age range 
associated the multi-ethnicity factor as the main aspect of her Curaçaoan 
identity. She explained that the fact that she was raised within a multi-
ethnic and multi-religious familial background and society, identifies 
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her as Curaçaoan and gave her a sense of freedom that she could feel 
only in Curaçao. 
Several subjects in the older and middle age ranges mentioned the black 
Curaçaoan maid or nana as an influential factor that has shaped ethnic 
perceptions. The black Curaçaoan maid or nana was described as a 
member of the family and dear to all.  
A female subject in the older age range recounted in relation to black 
and white, that as a child she and her siblings were not allowed to speak 
of ‘e mucha pretu ku ta sinta banda di mi’ (the black child sitting next to 
me). Speaking of color was considered by her parents as a lack of 
respect. She said that they were brought up with the notion that 
everybody was the same, independent of race or creed. She added, ‘still 
I think that if it comes down to the matter, they would not have let me 
marry a black person’.  A female subject in the middle age range 
mentioned that as a child she was more aware of black and white than 
that she was aware of the ethnicity of groups.   
The majority of the subjects spoke about having multilingual, multi-
ethnic and non-Jewish friends, through whom they became more aware 
of ethnicity, race and religion. Some of the subjects have attended 
Public, Catholic or Protestant schools where they have made friends 
from various religions. Several subjects mentioned that their best friends 
were Catholic or Protestant. A female subject in the middle age range 
who went to a Catholic school said that in her childhood she did not 
have Jewish friends and that she knew more about Catholicism than 
Judaism. Two subjects, one in the middle age range and one in younger 
age range, who have attended different schools, recalled their 
consternation about a class session of religion in which the teacher said 
that Jesus was killed by the Jews, later, both subjects received further 
explanation at home. 
 
Being Jewish was associated with going to the synagogue (Snoa), strict 
traditional Jewish upbringing, family religious traditions, Sabbath 
observation and attending Hebrew school. An older female related that 
she was not brought up within the Jewish religion and that they only 
used to go to Snoa (Synagogue) once a year. A female subject in the 
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middle age range recounted ‘I did not know what it was to be Jewish as 
my mother did not bring me up with the Jewish religious tradition’. A 
female subject in the younger age range spoke about her grandfather 
who used to go to the Snoa once a year. Another female subject in the 
younger age range recalled with regret that she could not go to tennis 
classes on Saturdays as she had to go to the synagogue early in the 
morning.  An older male subject said that as a little boy he definitely 
had a notion of his Jewish roots. He remembered how every Saturday he 
used to walk with his grandfather to Snoa. He brought up vivid 
memories of his grandfather who was very active in Snoa and who 
observed the Sabbath. One female subject in the middle age range, who 
received a strict traditional Jewish upbringing, mentioned that her non 
Jewish friends were school friends and her Jewish friends were those 
that could come home. She explained that the thought behind the latter 
was to preserve the Jewish culture, although it may have suggested 
feelings of superiority. She recounted that during her teenage years 
being Jewish became very difficult for her. She was not allowed to go to 
school parties or participate in non Jewish activities while her non 
Jewish friends were allowed to go. She left for the U.S. to finish her 
high school. The latter case however was not the case of the other 
subjects. Most of the subjects said that they were allowed to socialize 
with non Jews and participate in non Jewish activities as well. School-
friends could also be house friends. An older female subject related that 
in her teenage years when she went to parties on Fridays she could not 
make it to go to the synagogue. Through her Catholic friends she 
learned that they had to attend mass and understood the importance of 
religion and the respect for other religions. The youngest subject of the 
group, a female of twenty recounted that her parents left her free to 
choose her religion and for a year she took a step back to make her 
decision and decided that she wanted to be Jewish. 
Most of the subjects said to have continued their studies at a U.S. 
Hebrew college which has impacted their ethnic identity in different 
ways. A female subject in the middle age range commented that when 
she came back from America her identity as Curaçaoan awakened; she 
said ‘my Curaçao, do not touch’. The subject, who identified himself as 
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100 % Jew and White, said that in America his knowledge of Judaism 
increased and that as an adult he went deeply into Judaism.  
 
Circumstances and ethnic Feelings in the Jewish Descent Group 
The circumstances that intensified ethnic feelings of being Curaçaoan 
and Jewish went mostly hand in hand, some were: instances of love, 
going abroad, life on the island, celebrating Jewish holidays, performing 
activities in the synagogue, telling about the history of the Jews in 
Curaçao, attending the International School, living in a multicultural and 
religious setting, speaking Papiamentu, speaking about politics, having 
interfaith relations, feeling proud for Curaçaoans who excel, and 
working in the family business. 
Several subjects, mostly of the older generation, associated feelings of 
love and affection by identifying circumstances that would enhance their 
ethnic feelings as Curaçaoans. An older lady said, ‘I realize that my 
heart beats for this island’. An older male responded, ‘to be a Curaçaoan 
and a Jew go hand in hand; I may be a Jew anywhere in the world, but 
there will be a complementary part missing which is Curaçao’.    
One or two subjects in the older and middle age range realized a 
heightening of their ethnic feelings of being Curaçaoan in association 
with their civic sense to give back to the island and civic activities they 
undertake.  
Others found great pride when Curaçaoans excel abroad. 
Some subjects noted that when they went abroad ethnic feelings 
strengthened. A female subject in the older age observed that when she 
went to visit her children in the U.S., she tended to maintain her 
customs like greeting a perfect stranger in the elevator or waiting for a 
visitor to leave the yard before closing the door. Her children would tell 
her ‘mamá no por stop di hasi e kosnan ei di yu di Kòrsou’ (literally 
translated mother cannot you stop doing those Curaçaoan things).  
A young female subject brought forth that when she was studying in 
Holland and she identified herself as Curaçaoan she became defensive 
at the racial remarks of the professor. A male subject in the older age 
range related that he has visited Israel several times and that it was 
something that had to be done, but that his country is Curaçao. A female 
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in the older age range told that she lived in Israel when she finished high 
school in Curaçao, but she did not like to live there. She said whenever I 
go abroad I come back to Curaçao.  
A few subjects observed that when they went to the U.S. (Hebrew 
College) for study their identity as a Jew was automatically accentuated. 
 
The identity as a Jew was strengthened by performing activities in Snoa 
and by celebrating Jewish holidays. Two of the older subjects said to be 
a member of both congregations. A male subject in the older age range 
found pride to know the history of Jews in Curaçao by heart and that 
Curaçaoan Jews are getting publicity internationally. He said to have 
been always ready to help out tourists who sought information for 
documentaries and research. A female subject in the middle age range, 
who said to have received a strict traditional Jewish upbringing, related 
that she tries as much as possible to stay within the Jewish social circle. 
She said to encourage her children to have Jewish friends, wants to send 
them off to a Hebrew College and desires for them to marry a Jew. Two 
other female subjects expressed different thoughts with respect to 
(inter)faith marriage; a subject in the younger age range said that she 
felt free to marry a non-Jew. A subject in the older age range said that 
she happened to marry a Jew. 
A female subject in the middle age range realized and regretted by 
sorting out her ethnic feelings that her children lacked the ingredients to 
identify themselves as Curaçaoans, as they go to the International 
School of Curaçao and speak English at home. She found pride in the 
fact that her grandmother participated in the standardization process of 
Papiamentu. She showed regrets for not having made optimal use of the 
example set by her grandmother in relation to Papiamentu. 
 
Jewish Descent Group and Ethnic Self-Identification abroad 
Most of the subjects would identify themselves abroad as Curaçaoans 
and added with pride the following expressions: ‘a nice melting pot, 
here is where I want to live’, ‘I will speak with pride of the history of 
Curaçaoan Jews’, ‘I will be diplomatic in saying that I am a Jew’, 
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‘religion has nothing to do with it’, ‘Curaҫaoan, at heart I am 
Curaçaoan’. 
An older lady said to identify abroad as Dutch as nobody knows where 
Curaçao is. 
One older male subject maintained the Curaçaoan Jew label initially 
used in the interview. 
The subject, who identified as 100 % Jew, said ‘I am just Jewish’. 
 
Characteristic Behavioral Patterns among the Jewish Descent Group  
The behavioral patterns mentioned denoted a bi-ethnic nature, 
Curaçaoan and Jewish. The behavioral patterns mostly associated, 
were, to carry on the Jewish traditions, Sephardic or Ashkenazic and to 
be multilingual oriented.  
Two subjects of the younger and middle age ranges emphasized the 
correct use of Papiamentu as well. 
The behavioral patterns associated with the Jewish identity were 
religiously as well as socially oriented: ‘disciplined practice of Judaism’ 
(middle and older age range), ‘Sabbath observation’ (middle age range), 
‘carry the Jewish star as a reminder of her faith’ (younger age range), 
‘Saturday prayer for the Dutch Kingdom that received the Jews’ (middle 
age range), ‘attend Jewish ceremonies‘ (younger age range), and 
‘appreciation for the State of Israel’ (middle age range). An older male 
subject made it a point to say that his norms and values were from 
Judaism. 
The oldest subject of the group spoke about the Jewish children that 
leave the island when they reach adulthood. They go for study to the 
U.S. and many stay there. She found this a typical pattern among 
Curaçaoan Jews. Another female subject in the older age range 
mentioned the diminishing number of Jews on the island and the effort 
of the Jewish community to bring more Jews to the island. 
The two male subjects brought forth the fact that the Jews are 
predominantly merchants. The younger subject of the two pointed out 
that the reason that he lives in Curaçao was because of family business. 
The two Jewish groups organize social events together such as 
‘celebrate Independence day of Israel’, ‘fundraising for Israel’ and are 
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supportive of each other in calamities. Although, as one subject 
observed, the cohesiveness between the two groups has become less 
nowadays.  
Several subjects of all age ranges said to be involved in civic activities 
or are affiliated with organizations to promote well being of the island. 
The subjects considered association to community service important as 
a way to honor and give back to the island that has received their 
ancestors. For this same reason a female subject in the middle age group 
spoke of the loyalty among Jews for the Dutch Kingdom. 
Some personal traits that the subjects found characterized them as 
Curaçaoan were: sense of independence and freedom, gesturing while 
talking, happy, hospitability, sociability, loud, spontaneous, acceptance 
of all groups, politeness in greeting, co-living with neighbors and 
respect for parents and fellow countrymen. One female subject talked 
about her tendency not to assume responsibility for her actions. She 
thought this to be typical Curaçaoan and gave the example of ‘e kuchú a 
kortami’ (translated the knife cut me) and quickly added ‘I am working 
on it’. Three female subjects, all in the younger age range, mentioned 
their liking for food, local, Jewish and international. 
One male subject in the older age range passionately pointed out, ‘what 
characterizes me as Curaçaoan is my love for my motherland Curaçao’. 
A female subject in the middle age range said in an equally passionate 
way ‘e pida baranka aki ta mi moederland’ (translated this rock is my 
motherland) not Israel; unlike many Jews I do not have the thought that 
one day I will establish in Israel and that everybody someday will go 
back to Israel’. ‘I do not see The Netherlands as my motherland either, 
Curaçao is my motherland’. 
 
Influential factors in the Ethnic Identity Formation of the Jewish 
Descent Group 
The aspects that have influenced the subjects’ ethnic identity process the 
most were of a bi-ethnic nature. Most of the responses were intertwined 
and referred to both, Curaçaoan and Jewish identity. Several subjects 
considered the facts that they were born and raised in Curaçao and that 
they were born within the Jewish religion as key determinants for their 
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ethnic identity formation. Some responses were: ‘I love the island it’s 
people, my family is here’, ‘I am born within the Jewish religion’, 
‘activities that are organized for Jewish children within the Jewish 
community to preserve and nurture their faith’, ‘I still cherish memories 
of festive days with family’, ‘I am through and through Curaçaoan, the 
people, my friends’, ‘I am raised within a multicultural, multi-religious 
environment, ‘I love my language Papiamentu’, ‘life itself on the 
island’ and ‘the freedom, not being put in a box’.  
A female subject in the middle age range pointed out that Papiamentu 
was the language with which she grew up and she emphasized, I grew 
up Curaçaoan, I am Curaçaoan, everything around me was Curaçaoan. 
She described the entourage in her grandmother’s house where she used 
to meet a variety of Curaçaoan writers and artists, but said to realize that 
until recent years, the vivid influence of that surrounding and the 
importance of her grandmother’s work for the development of 
Papiamentu and on her Curaçaoan identity. 
A male subject in the older age range mentioned as an important 
element in his ethnic identity formation that his mother’s family has 
been on the island for generations; this has nurtured his fidelity for 
Curaçao. As a matter of fact he says that his loyalty is for Curaçao, not 
Israel.  
Several subjects of all age ranges brought forth as a determining ethnic 
factor the history of Holocaust and the identification with family who 
have lived through these horrors. An older male subject observed that 
because of that, he thought that a person converted into Judaism cannot 
feel completely what it means to be Jew. Several subjects mentioned as 
an influential ethnic factor their visit to Israel, as something that 
identifies them as Jews something that needs to be done. 
The male subject, who identified as ‘100 % Jew’, ‘I am just Jew’, 
identified his spiritual leader as the influential factor for his identity as a 
Jew. Curaçao is for him the island that permits him to practice his 
religion freely; it is a safe sheltered place for his children to grow up 
and for his family to live. For this subject, Judaism is a way of live, 
though he thought that this may not be true for the general Jewish 
community on the island. He explained that the Jewish community has 
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integrated with the ways of the island, and added that perhaps the older 
generation has integrated only to a certain degree. He further detailed 
about the Jewish code of laws that represent the blueprint on how to live 
your life and that he adhered to that; he added ‘always with respect for 
other religions’.  
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Jewish Descent Group towards other 
Groups 
For most of the subjects it was the same to have close relationships with 
members of all ethnic groups. One female subject in the younger age 
group mentioned that she felt uncomfortable when her Jewish friends 
and her friends from other groups mix. She explained that this was the 
case not so much because of her, but more because of individual 
attitudes of various people from all sides. 
Another female subject in the middle age range who earlier in the 
interview expressed her strong thoughts about inter-faith marriage and 
who had multi-ethnic non-Jewish friends said, ‘still I would not like my 
children to marry my best non Jewish friends’ children’. 
 
Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans among the Jewish Descent 
Group 
The likes 
The likes centered around the sociable character of the Curaçaoan, such 
as: ‘caring, considerate, friendly, hospitable, and sharing. Several 
subjects mentioned also the joyous ways of the people; It’s laughter, 
loudness, openess and zest for life.  
A male subject in the middle age range spoke of the goodness of the 
Curaçaoan people and a male subject in the older age range said, ‘give 
the Curaçaoan a chance and she/he will develop. He alluded to the 
creative nature and desire to succeed of Curaçaoans which a female 
subject in the middle age range more or less also referred to earlier in 
the interview. 
The multi-linguistic character of the islanders was among the likings 
combined with appreciation for Papiamentu.  
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A few subjects mentioned their fondness of the inherent sense of rhythm 
of the Curaçaoans. 
A female subject in the older age range talked about her appreciation for 
the increased interest of the community for the Jewish aspects on the 
island, e.g. since schools are coming to visit the synagogue. 
A few subjects brought forth their approval of the support system within 
the Jewish community. 
 
Dislikes 
The most disliked aspects of fellow Curaçaoans were lack of 
commitment and lack of responsibility that presented itself as a tendency 
to look for the easy way out and taking things for granted. A few 
subjects found the inclination towards materialism and false pride that 
lead to buying luxury items instead of buying bread objectionable. A 
subject in the middle age range said to dislike the tendency of people in 
bad economic positions  to display ‘an attitude of nobody is helping me’ 
while they would not move a finger to help themselves. 
A male subject in the middle age range brought forth the foul language 
and the often degenerative behavior and way of dressing of the youth. 
A female subject in the middle age range expressed strongly her dislike 
for the so called crab mentality that was also brought up  in other 
groups. She said to detest that act of  bombing an idea that somebody 
came up with just because they were not the ones came up with the idea. 
A male subject in the older age range expressed sentiments of distaste 
for  discrimination by a group of blacks towards whites. He detested the 
way racial attitudes were mixed with politics and had especially hard 
words for ‘the group that pretends that they are the real Curaçaoans’. He 
recounted an event in which he overheard a remark of a black 
Curaçaoan who said ‘we were here first’; upon which he reacted ‘the 
Jews came here since 1651, when did your people come?’ He further 
said to dislike the attitude of some black Curaçaoans that the world 
owes them and said that they have to let go of that slave past, of that 
chip on their shoulders. 
Two subjects spoke about ‘a general low functioning educational level’ 
and a lack of interest to look for in depth knowledge. A female in the 
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younger age range observed that people tended to accept things too 
easily whithout figuring out for themselves; ‘people  ignored what is 
going on in Curaçao but know exactly what is going on in the U.S.’. 
A female subject in the younger age range expressed her dislike for the 
lack of integration between the orthodox Jews and other Jews on the 
island and said that she would like them to be more integrated. 
 
Additional Observations of the Jewish Descent Group 
The additional thoughts that some subjects brought up dealt with the 
history of Jews in Curaçao and racial perspective. The subjects spoke 
about the approximately 360 years of presence of Jews on the island and 
that Curaçao is known for the motherland of the Jews in this 
hemisphere. 
A female subject in the younger age range expressed her desire for the 
average Curaçaoan to know more about the Jews and Judaism. 
A male subject in the older age range and a female subject in the 
younger age range expressed the thoughts of  what they called ‘needless 
black and white issue’ and the  idea of  a group that pretends that the 
blacks are the only Curaçaoans. 
 
Summary 
Overall results showed the nature of ethnic identity among the Jewish 
descent group to be bi- ethnic, Curaçaoan and Jewish. 
The majority of the subjects identified themselves ethnically as 
Curaçaoans, with an inherent Jewish distinctiveness, which was passed 
on to them by their ancestors for generations on the island; some of 
whom the ancestors from both parents’ side, lived for over nine 
generations in Curaçao. 
The aspects that played an influential role in the ethnic identity 
formation of the participants were the facts that the subjects were born 
and raised in Curaçao within the Jewish religion, the knowledge that 
their ancestors have experienced the Holocaust, and travels to Israel. 
 
Ethnic self-identification remained constant throughout the interviews, 
Curaçaoan and Jew.  
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The ethnic attitudes were characterized by intertwined feelings towards 
both identities, Curaçaoan and Jew. Those were feelings of freedom and 
immense love and gratefulness for Curaçao, which received their 
ancestors. These feelings showed as well an inborn sense of belonging 
to the Jewish community and feelings of pride for being the oldest 
Jewish group in this hemisphere. 
The behavioral patterns were bi-ethnic in nature; they featured the 
Curaçaoan sociability, multilingual patterns and friendliness as well as 
the Jewish religious traditions and cohesiveness as a group.  
The interviewees showed a high ethnic awareness cultivated by the 
upbringing in a multi-cultural society and at the same time forming part 
of the Jewish community that denoted their uniqueness as Curaçaoan 
Jews. 

5.4 African Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of twenty one interviewees. All of the interviews 
were conducted in Papiamentu. Ten of the subjects were female and 
eleven were male.  
Their ages varied from 19-92 years; five subjects in the age group 19-
35, eleven subjects in the age group 36-60 and five subjects of age 61 
and up.  All interviewees were born in Curaçao, as were their parents.  
Their ancestors have lived for generations on the island. All of the 
interviewees had in common that their ancestors were of African 
descent. Very few of the subjects also had predecessors of Curaçaoan 
Indian, Bonairean or Venezuelan blood.  
The majority of the subjects’ parents happened to be natives of Banda 
Abou (Western part of Curaçao), while many of the interviewees 
themselves also happened to be brought up in Banda Abou.  
Their neighborhoods of upbringing were scattered all over the island 
and denoted in its majority a simple living environment.  
Their profession/work was in diverse areas such as: administrative/ 
accounting/ economics, education, social/cultural/art/politics, law, 
medicine, automotive technician and ICT.  
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The education level of the subjects varied from basic to middle and 
higher education. Most of the interviewees had received an academic 
education, which denoted social mobility. In relation to schooling, the 
subject of 92 years old related that she was prepared by the Roman 
Catholic nuns as a kindergarten teacher. 
 
Ethnic Self-Identification in the African Descent Group 
The self-identification pattern proved to be mono-ethnic: ‘Curaçaoan’. 
The participants identified by country and race. Almost all of the 
interviewees of African descent, self-identified themselves as 
Curaçaoan, some added ‘mi lumbrishi ta dera aki’ (meaning my 
umbilical cord is buried here). Other self-identification labels combined 
with the Curaçaoan label were Afro-Caribbean, Negroid, black, and 
African descent. One subject identified himself as a World citizen, since 
he considers that before anything he is ‘human’. He said that he 
recognized his roots and underlined, ‘even my last name was identified 
by a professor as being African’.  
The whole topic of ethnic identity seemed ‘alien’ to many of the 
subjects at the beginning of the interviews, ‘this is not something that I 
think about’ they reflected, ‘what else can I be’, ‘Curaçaoan of course’. 
As the interviews progressed spontaneously dormant ethnic elements 
start floating towards the surface.  
The subjects explained the ethnic label ‘Curaçaoan’ with the place 
where they were born and raised.  Curaçao was brought forth as the 
place where they have received norms and values in their upbringing. 
They recognized that their ancestors were from Curaçao, ‘my people are 
from here as are their customs. ‘I don’t identify with any other nation’, 
‘here is where I have received my education and have worked all my 
life’.  
Many pondered over what their personality traits were as Curaçaoan. A 
‘Yu di Kòrsou’ was perceived as a progressive person, one ‘who strives 
to have an education’, ‘who knows its people, its culture, who has pride 
and dignity’, ‘who holds high norms and values’, ‘who knows its rights 
as a citizen’, ‘who cares and works for the development of its nation and 
is willing to defend what is considered his own. A person who was 
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brought up within the ‘Curaçaoan culture’ was perceived as ‘complex’, 
with various ways of ‘thinking and nuances of attitudes’.  
The Curaçaoan label was also explained, mostly by the younger age 
groups with attributes of the island and in particular the multicultural 
and multi-lingual setting.  To be Curaçaoan indicates someone who 
speaks the native language Papiamentu, lives on a ‘small tropical 
island, which is culturally diversified and has the capacities to 
communicate with all cultures, in various languages’.  The multicultural 
and multilingual exposure embedded in the upbringing of the 
Curaçaoan, implies an inborn versatility, which in its turn may explain 
the ‘complex’ trait of the ‘Yu di Kòrsou’ earlier observed in this section.  
There was also a utilitarian characteristic linked to the Curaçaoan label, 
i.e. the high living standard on the island, good facilities of life, ‘that 
makes it worthwhile living here’. 
Many of the interviewees related their ethnic label with feelings for 
Curaçao: ‘here I feel a sense of belonging, ‘I am proud to be Curaçaoan, 
’the love and care I cherish for this island, ‘my heart beats for this 
island’, the sense of patriotism ‘I believe in Curaçao and its values’, ‘it 
feels good to be home, free of discrimination’, ‘I have never been 
confronted with ethnic issues in Curaçao till going abroad’.  
One subject linked the ethnic label with the political changes the island 
is facing; he expressed regrets for the falling apart of the Netherlands 
Antilles; with a light smile he added that he used to identify himself as 
‘Antillean’.  
 
Some of the subjects added a second label ‘black and/or ‘of African 
descent’ to the Curaçaoan label. The black label was used by subjects 
whose parents are for a great part from Banda Abou and half of them 
themselves were also raised in Banda Abou. The black label was linked 
with having roots in Africa, the history of slavery, family and growing 
up in Banda Abou. The black skin color was seen as a fact of which to 
be proud of and there was no ‘need to affirm or reject it’. Being black 
was perceived as rather reinforced by the social environment ‘others 
will let you know that you are black’. 
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There was a certain sense of pride, passion and respect in the subjects’ 
explanation of their ethnic label in relation to their roots, family and 
neighborhood. Education and hard work were considered tools for 
social mobility and of raising of consciousness in their rearing.  
The subjects spoke about the simplicity in their upbringing in which 
hard work was emphasized as a means to succeed. Unlike the 
interviewee of 92 years old, who was brought up in Saliña (area in 
Curaçao) and mentioned that her elders would not speak about the 
slavery past, several subjects proudly recall the history of slaves told by 
their families with the sole intention of overcoming limitations, raise 
awareness and to improve self esteem and self worthiness. The family 
reinforced education for the same reasons; ‘history should not repeat 
itself’. One of the interviewees whose work is in education emphasized 
the thought that ‘people should learn from history to raise 
consciousness’, in order to overcome limitations. This interviewee 
perceives the black people on the island as ‘those of African descent 
whose ancestors were taken from their family unit’; they are ‘the heart 
of multicultural Curaçao, the foundation on which the island was built’. 
She adds, the aftermath consists of a slave mentality and inferiority 
complex that needs to be overcome as this is one of the main reasons for 
lack of unity on the island. She tells that her parents have instilled in 
them an ‘exaggerated’ respect towards ‘all that is white and Dutch’; 
teachings against which she definitely rebels. 
Both subjects that used the Afro Caribbean label were academically 
formed in the Caribbean. The older subject was brought up in Banda 
Abou, while the other subject had strong family ties in Banda Abou. He 
also recalls the pride with which his elders, living in Banda Abou, 
would talk about their ancestors. One of them had a degree in the social 
field.  
The label Afro Caribbean was closely linked with African roots, the 
history of slaves in the region, a common way of feeling, thinking and 
shared hardship and happiness.  
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Ethnic identity Formation and Developmental Stages in the African 
Descent Group 
The Curaçaoan identity was perceived by most of the interviewees as 
constant throughout their development from childhood into adulthood.  
Several subjects observed that in their childhood they could not recall 
being aware of ethnicity as such, but still many (of all age ranges) 
brought up vivid memories of racially loaded elements during this 
period. A few experienced their ethnic identity in relation to their race, 
‘Being Curaçaoan to me was the one that is black and has my kind of 
hair’ . Various subject reported that they were aware of being black in 
their childhood because others, mainly within the school setting, 
neighborhood or Roman Catholic Church would let them know that they 
were black. The older interviewees had recollections of racial 
discrimination mainly from white adult authority figures, while many of 
the younger ones recalled that in their childhood, they were teased by 
other black children themselves. They were called names as ‘ugly, 
stinky or black’.  
A lot of the racial occurrences took place at school. The memories of 
school, Dutch language, Roman Catholic frères (brothers) and nuns 
and racial discrimination are all interrelated and had a common 
denomination, being black. A subject, in the age range 19-35, whose 
parents were brought up in Punda and Banda Ariba (Eastern side of 
Curaçao) and who has an academic degree in business, recalls lucidly 
how a black child called her ‘Tula’ (name of a slave) when she was in 
the primary school, she even remembered that she felt ugly. Some 
subjects expressed the feelings of rejection they had towards school’, ‘I 
did not like going to school’. Others report being cut short in their self 
expression. Some remembered that the black children had to sit in the 
back; teachers tended to show preference for Dutch and Surinamese 
kids because of their dominance of the Dutch language. A few related 
that if the teachers caught you speaking Papiamentu on the playground 
you would be punished. It was obligatory to speak Dutch. While the 
latter was perceived as a means of aversion by one subject (middle age 
range), another subject (92 years), who has worked as a kindergarten 
teacher, saw it as a way to improve her Dutch. 
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Schooling was closely related to Roman Catholic policies and practices. 
A subject (age 36-61) recounted that although she passed her tests 
successfully, she was not allowed to go to the primary school at the age 
of five, because her parents were not married. A child of a single mom 
was told by the nuns that he was a ‘child of sin’ and for that he had to 
recite extra prayers. The subjects brought to mind clear recollections of 
‘Dutch white’ nuns, frères and priests associated to ethnic attitudes, ‘I 
have learned to be respectful, because they are ‘white’. A subject of the 
middle aged range related that his teacher, a Dutch frère discouraged 
him in all possible ways to become a pilot, as that implicated a study 
above his capacities. In the present he has an academic degree. Several 
male subjects (in the age ranges 36-61, 61-and up) spoke about being 
beaten and kicked by frères and Dutch teachers in primary school as 
well as in middle school.   
A medical doctor, in the middle age range brought to mind how as a 
child of about 6 years he was sent by his mother to buy provisions at the 
grocery store in the neighborhood. He was told by the owner that he was 
one cent short, on which he responded ‘but it is only one cent’. The 
owner lifted one cent into his face and said, ‘do you see this cent, you 
are blacker than this black (copper) cent, so it has more value than you’.  
The ones brought up in Banda Abou expressed that they were aware that 
people of Banda Ariba saw them as ‘different’, as ‘less’. They were 
teased because of the way they talked and dressed. There was also the 
consciousness by the ones brought up in Banda Abou that they were 
gentler, calmer in their behavior, ‘you were conscious that things were 
awkward, but you have learned to accept’.  
A subject in the older age range relates that the fact that he was brought 
up in a multi-ethnic neighborhood has greatly influenced his ethnic 
formation. ‘We have been brought up in a neighborhood where almost 
all ethnic groups lived together; our culture was the combination of all 
in one, Curaçaoan’.  A younger interviewee (age 19-35) shared her 
multi-ethnic school experience as follows, ‘I have been brought up at a 
school with diverse groups knowing that we are all Curaçaoan’.  
Many of the interviewees reported that as they became more 
consciousness of themselves in their teenage years they became 
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especially more aware of differences in social economic classes and in 
relation to being black. The interviewees that were brought up in Banda 
Abou and that had to come to Punda to continue their studies relate that 
they grew to be more conscious of the various groups around them. One 
female subject explained the ethnic diversity at school as, ‘there was an 
accepted difference that was noticeable during break-time, sharing of 
bread, dumplings and arepitas’. ‘All groups would come together and 
you could hear a mix of all languages Papiamentu, Dutch, English and 
Spanish’. There was also an awareness of segmented groups at schools, 
‘white students used to form their group’.  
In relation to language, a female interviewee recounted very 
spontaneously ‘Dutch has always been a barrier for me’; she went on 
‘there was a time that to speak Dutch was fashionable, this Dutch radio 
station that you could call in, everybody, I mean locals talked Dutch, I 
still remember’, she reflected, ‘I stuck to my Papiamentu’. 
Several subjects narrated their experienced instances of ethnic and 
racial discrimination. One subject recalled a new group of Venezuelans 
at school, that distanced themselves from the blacks and spoke only 
Spanish, as she observed, ‘this lead to nasty attitudes from both sides 
that went on for about a year’, but after that the situation was alright. 
Another subject remembered moments of racial tensions in the 
classroom. One interviewee brought up discrimination he experienced 
from Aruban students because he was black and from Banda Abou. An 
older subject recalled that in the ‘ambachtschool’ (technical school) it 
was quite common that Dutch teachers would kick the students and they 
would find refuge with the Curaçaoan teachers. It did not happen to him 
because as he observed, he was from Banda Abou and as such his 
behavior was different in the sense that ‘you knew your limits’, ‘you 
would not easily cross the line’. He recounted that the sense of respect 
instilled by his father was very strong. One more subject related with 
great disgust how a Dutch frère used to belittle the students, calling 
them names and discouraging them, breaking their morale by deciding 
upon their capacities, ‘you will never become that’. A female 
interviewee told a story about the birthday party of her friend with 
whom she used to go to school every day. She was not invited to the 
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party, and when she asked the friend why she was not asked, the friend 
answered ‘my mom said because you are black’.  
The family proved to be an upholding factor amongst all these stories. 
The importance of family was emphasized, ‘families stick together’. 
Family and especially the grandmother seemed to have played an 
important role in the formation and the morale of the interviewees in 
how to face life. They have been taught ‘to stand tall as a person’. As a 
subject growing up, ‘you are aware of things, but then you will tell 
yourself it is not a major thing... you can handle it’. The role as 
Curaçaoan was also emphasized, ‘my grandmother would proudly tell 
us that we are Curaçaoan’.  
 
This adult developmental stage was closely related with going abroad 
for study whether to the Netherlands or the U.S.A. The subjects’ ethnic 
awareness was heightened by the contrast of life on the island and 
abroad, and their ethnic self identification as Curaçaoan was reaffirmed. 
The students that went to America identified well with international 
students, however not that well with black Americans ‘I could not 
identify with black Americans’, as they were very much in their own 
world. They realized that it was normal for them to relate to all kinds of 
people independent of race, culture or creed, while the American blacks 
tend to stick to people of their own. Most of the students that went to 
Holland mentioned having experienced some kind of racial 
discrimination.  
As one of the interviewees observed, ‘in Curaçao you don’t know that 
you are black’, recalling a vacation in Aruba. They went with a group of 
people to an event and he could not understand why the people would 
look at them with ‘ugly’ faces and when he asked his friends what was 
going on, they told him because the event was attended mainly by 
whites, and that they were the only blacks. 
A male in the middle age range saw himself as ‘product of his time’, as 
internationally the black power movement was going on. He recounted 
being influenced by his teachers who talked about black power. He 
relates wearing dashikis and reading the socially oriented works of 
Paolo Freire. 
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A male interviewee told the story of when he came back to Curaçao as 
trainee in engineering at the Shell Oil Refinery. He plainly described this 
period as ‘hell’. At Shell he learned the true meaning of discrimination 
and segmentation. Two of them came at the same time, himself a black 
Curaçaoan, and the other a white Aruban student. He was placed in a 
workshop with mostly illiterate workers and the Aruban student was 
placed on a pickup truck with higher leveled workers, for outside jobs. 
The first time that he used the restroom he was literally kicked out 
because those were restrooms assigned to ‘temporary’ employees. Little 
did he know that the hygiene facilities were categorized according to the 
level of work. The illiterate workers had as toilet, a man made channel 
with flowing water; they had to squat to use it. The higher the work 
level, the better the hygiene facilities. Once he decided to join the 
Aruban student on an assignment, and he was harshly reprimanded for 
this. He was given two options, either excuse himself with the Dutch 
manager or leave. He chose for the first option as he still had to finalize 
his studies. He went to the manager and said, ’they told me to excuse 
myself, but I don’t know why’, upon which the manager answered, 
‘because you are too much opinionated’. The trainee replied, ’that, I 
learned in Holland’ and that answer broke the ice. He was excused and 
allowed to stay, however, in the same job. Sadly enough, certain jobs 
were for blacks and others for whites. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the African Descent Group 
Several interviewees expressed that under all circumstances they felt 
that they are ‘Yu di Korsou’ (Curaçaoan). One subject explained, ‘I see 
being Yu di Kòrsou as an ongoing development, like in my work, I grow 
with my work and I grow as a Yu di Korsou. Work was conceived as a 
means through which the ethnic identity and personal identity was 
reinforced. ‘When I work I assume my responsibility as a citizen’.  
Others recognized being Curaçaoan, but gave priority to their ‘identity 
as a person’, a ‘human being’ in their current developmental stage of 
life. Ethnic identity was perceived as a past station, a stage that they 
outgrew through a maturation process.  
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Ethnic feelings were accentuated with national symbols and cultural 
events, such as, the first time that the Curaçaoan flag was raised and 
carnival time on the island. One particular subject, saw carnival time as 
a time of ‘union’, a time of bonding, ‘during this period, although only 
once every year, all heads are turned in the same direction’. She got so 
caught up reflecting on this event that she noticed getting goose bumps.  
‘New Dutch and Latinos’ on the island have brought up feelings of 
irritation and of ‘being on guard’ in several interviewees. There were 
expressions such as, ‘having so many Latinos around tend to irritate 
me’, ‘the invasive number of Dutch on the island’, especially in the 
hospitality sector ‘makes you feel out of place’ in your own country.  A 
male interviewee described in details how he and a friend went into a 
restaurant; there were predominantly Dutch guests. Upon arrival the 
waitress looked at them with a face that spoke volumes, ‘what are you 
doing here’? They sat anyways and he made it a point to order in 
Papiamentu and asked for a drink called ‘Cuba Libre’. The Dutch 
waitress that could not understand him assumed a nasty attitude and told 
them that if they could not speak descent Dutch, they could better leave. 
A female subject related that when she is in Dutch company and they 
are speaking Dutch and she recognizes the Dutch culture, she notices 
that automatically she goes into a guard mode; ‘it puts me in an alert 
mood, like putting things in context, I am now in my country and 
enough is enough’.  
One more response alluded to ongoing discussions about the use of 
Papiamentu in education and the political status of the island; the latter 
was perceived as menacing and seemed to trigger the subject’s sense of 
patriotism ‘when culture and language are threatened’, I feel like 
standing up and defending what is my own’. 
 
Going abroad was perceived as a significant factor that enhanced the 
subjects’ ethnic feelings as a Curaçaoan. The capacity to adapt to 
various cultures and communicate in many languages was perceived as 
an asset to be proud of, as was also the possibility to speak with other 
people about Curaçao, its history, norms and values and its multicultural 
citizens. In relation to the latter the responses showed recognition of 
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‘multicolored neighborhoods’ that has brought forth great people that 
has shaped and uplifted the thinking process of many. 
Several subjects expressed their ethnic feelings in relation to the Dutch. 
The way the Dutch perceive the Curaçaoan and the need of the 
Curaçaoan to prove him/herself was a latent factor in many responses: 
‘When I left for the Netherlands I saw myself as an ambassador of 
Curaçao’. ‘At the beginning I was underestimated by a Dutch fellow 
student in relation to my academic achievement’, ‘we had a football 
team of Antillean students and we proved that we could’, ‘the Dutch 
have an attitude of knowing better, but once you put them in their place 
they are o.k.’. Many subjects expressed feelings of malcontent about the 
bad behavior of Curaçaoans in Holland; they felt as if they were 
attacked by their own identity, ‘I am not like that’. 
The other side of the coin showed a pride for Curaçaoans that excel 
abroad and at home: the pride they felt with the performance of 
Andruw Jones (one of Curaçao’s major league baseball players), or an 
ex pupil that graduated or the satisfaction felt when handing a diploma 
to a student.  
Responses concerning current political status of the island transmitted 
feelings of discontent and uncertainty: ‘I feel like being pressed, I have 
to defend’, ‘the situation worries me, I have seen the upheaval of 30th of 
May’, ‘Curaçao is being sold for nothing’, ‘giving up its dignity’, ‘I feel 
like standing up for our rights, our politicians seem so submissive’ and 
‘there should be equal rights of partners in the Kingdom’. 
 
African Descent Group and Ethnic Identity abroad  
Almost all of the interviewees would proudly identify themselves 
abroad as Curaçaoan. Being Curaçaoan was closely associated with 
their love for the island, as observed in the following expressions: ‘I 
always travel with Curaçaoan flags,’ if it was not for having to fill out 
those slots on the immigration forms, I am simply a Yu di Kòrsou’, 
‘there is always a need to explain where Curaçao is and I will avoid to 
use the explanation next to Aruba’, ‘I will sing the pride of my island’, 
‘I do not like to be away from home for too long’, ‘we speak four 
languages’ and ‘I just love this island’. 
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The labels Curaçaoan and Antillean were switched by a few subjects 
according to the place they encountered themselves. The Antillean label 
was used as a way to identify the geographic position of Curaçao as 
follows: ‘Antillean, being that Curaçao is part of the Dutch Antilles in 
the Caribbean’. One more subject added Dutch Antilles, but not Dutch’. 
Others mentioned that the Dutch generally refer to the Curaçaoan as 
Antilleans. 
One particular subject said very plainly to have used the Dutch or 
Curaçaoan label strategically as a student in Holland in relation to 
financial and exam arrangements and later in international settings. The 
interviewee recognized and distinguished the weight and use of the 
Dutch or the Curaçaoan ‘badge’ according to a given setting. 
 
Behavioral Patterns among the African Descent Group  
Several interviewees denoted the freedom to move, within an informal 
island lifestyle, independent of ethnicity and race, as the typifying keys 
to their behavior patterns, ‘Me, the sun, land and water’, with the 
accessibility to go to the Portuguese Toko (convenience store) in the 
neighborhood to buy groceries and then just around the corner buy food 
at a Chinese restaurant, ‘do business with America’ and ‘take a dive in 
the sea’. 
The Curaçaoan was described as the one that ‘you cannot put in 
categories’ because he/she ‘is one that has no color and comes in all 
shapes and forms’, alluding to the multicultural nature of the islands 
population as well as the general acceptance of races, cultures and faith. 
A few recognized their overall international inclination. 
The majority of the subjects emphasized the importance of family and 
educational values that they received in their upbringing and that have 
strengthened personal traits that they still keep foremost in their 
behavior patterns, those are: respect towards others, speak the truth, to 
do good, be honest, be straightforward, whatever you do, do it right, be 
helpful, be simple, be disciplined, be humble and do not spend beyond 
your means. In general the children are expected to do better than the 
parents. 
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The care within the family unit, extended family and the care for elders 
were considered important by the interviewees. They also mentioned the 
care between siblings: the girls were expected to take care of their 
brothers, while the boys had to protect the dignity of the girls. Very 
often grown- ups will remain in their parental homes. 
Other behavioral patterns that characterized the subjects were to be with 
family and friends. 
The Curaçaoan was perceived to be more emotional than the Dutch. 
Many recognized personality traits in themselves such as, sociable, 
friendly, kindhearted and having certain warmth in relating to others. 
Several male and female subjects saw themselves as self assured, in the 
sense that they would stand up for what they believed in and found that 
they were entitled to their opinion. One particular male interviewee 
found himself reacting boldly to ‘awkward’ remarks, made most of the 
time by the Dutch. One or two more subjects recognized their creative 
capacity as an aspect very own of the Curaçaoan. 
Several subjects brought up the importance of living with and caring for 
neighbors, as well as the aspect of social control with which they have 
been brought up in Banda Abou.  
One particular interviewee observed an increasing feeling of patriotism. 
Religious beliefs were observed as valuable in shaping the behavioral 
patterns.  
With respect to gender, several female subjects recognized the drive of 
women to survive, as seen in other Curaçaoan women before them. 
Curaçaoan women and men were thought to find pride in taking care of 
their appearance. In relation to the latter the subject of 92 years told the 
story of her aunt that would always go so neatly dressed and combed 
that they called her ‘Hudiu Pretu’ (black Jew). 
One particular subject found that complimenting women was a 
characteristic of the Curaçaoan men.  
A few subjects brought up the importance to speak the language 
Papiamentu properly. The use of language would shift according to a 
given activity. One showed preference to read and reason in English, 
another mentioned counting in Dutch and one more said to pray in 
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Papiamentu, ‘as it comes from the heart’. Shifting between languages 
was seen as a capacity befitting of the Curaçaoan. 
A few subjects denoted a national and an international liking with 
respect to food, music, dancing and as well as a sense of rhythm were 
typical to the Curaçaoan people. 
One particular subject observed that in reality the Curaçaoan likes to 
work, ‘she likes to work’. Another subject said regarding work that the 
Curaçaoan is a good loyal worker when he/she feels understood by the 
boss.  
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the African 
Descent Group 
The fact of having been born and raised in Curaçao, the love cherished 
for the island and the feelings of belonging were considered by several 
interviewees in the younger and middle age group as significant in their 
ethnic identity formation. The attributes of the island, its infrastructure, 
the facilities and the accessibility to do business are perceived as aspects 
that contribute to the well-being of living on the island and at the same 
time seems to fuel the pride of being a Curaçaoan. 
While reflecting on the factors that had a major impact on the subjects’ 
ethnic formation, treasured memories of the neighborhood of 
upbringing came to the fore in the minds of many. An interviewee that 
was raised in a multi-ethnic environment commented ‘name it and we 
had it, Venezuelans, Surinamese, Dutch, Bonaireans, Arubans, 
Windward Islanders’. He recounted with a mix of pride and passion 
about the tight bond and moments of happiness and sadness everyone 
on the block shared and still share as adults. He remembered the strict 
social control held especially by the mother figure, ‘you had to behave, 
as you were identified by your mother, son of so and so’, and he went 
on ‘we were formed by this neighborhood’.  
The subjects that were raised in Banda Abou expressed a similar kind of 
pride in being Curaçaoan, but still ‘mucha di Banda Abou’. The sense of 
simplicity in their upbringing was highlighted. The smell of the earth 
and cultivation of the land taught life lessons literally and figuratively, 
‘what you sow you will reap’.  
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One female subject that was raised in Otrabanda brought to mind vivid 
memories of the stories of the people, movements in the streets, the 
houses, small alley, the daily walks to school, the sweets…, and the 
pride to be part of this old historic neighborhood in which she was 
raised. 
Subjects in all ranges found the values instilled by their parents and 
family (aunts and grandmothers), as a major factor in their ethnic 
identity formation, as is the love for Curaçao, exposed by aunts and 
grandmothers through their stories of previous generations. The 
admiration for aunts and grandmothers came clearly to the fore as a 
dynamic aspect to the Curaçaoan identity ‘my aunt and grandmother, 
both huge black ladies, very independent and live driven’. 
Very few interviewees, mainly in the middle and older age range, 
denoted school education as an important factor in their ethnic identity 
formation. The comparison of the overall development of Curaçao in 
respect to other islands in the Caribbean generates a sense of pride of 
what ‘we represent as an island’, an aspect, which they found is 
frequently ignored or taken for granted.  
The native language Papiamentu is perceived by several subjects as a 
key denotation of their identity as Curaçaoan within a multicultural and 
multilingual setting.  
The recognition and the acceptance of the influence of other cultures 
through daily interaction, in one’s formation was beautifully explained 
through the story of an elder subject about an illegal Haitian migrant 
worker who changed his perception when he made a remark about his 
status on the island, on which the Haitian ‘unexpectedly’ responded, 
’but the greatest respect one can give to a country, is to be part of it by 
working’. 
‘Going abroad’ for study purposes was perceived as a truly ethnic eye-
opener by the subjects within all the three age ranges. The cultural 
contrast and the discrimination experienced in many cases was an 
awakening to who they were as a person and a Curaçaoan. Going abroad 
heightened their awareness of the norms, values and customs with 
which they were raised. 
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One particular older subject saw the detrimental racial discrimination he 
experienced at Shell Oil Refinery as a huge impact in his formation. The 
experience was painful but he did not permit it to hamper his 
development. He lived his life to the fullest, although the memories of 
the events are as fresh as they were then.  
 
Ethnic Attitudes of the African Descent Group towards other groups 
The majority of the interviewees expressed that they felt comfortable to 
have close relationships with members of other ethnic groups. Their 
feelings of easiness were supported and influenced by experiences of 
living abroad and points of views adopted, ‘I will not oppose my 
children marrying into other cultures’, religious beliefs and parental 
outlook in upbringing towards ethnicity. 
The underlying motive proved to be human values; it is the person that 
counts independent of his/her race, culture or faith. One subject 
recognized and emphasized the aspect ‘human’ as an innate value that is 
proper to the native language Papiamentu and as such also identifiable 
to the ‘Yu di Kòrsou’. In Papiamentu you would say ‘ hende homber 
(man), hende muhé (woman) and hende di koló (black person)’, 
denoting as such the human value before being man, woman or black. 
Many subjects linked their multiple ethnic disposition to the 
multicultural setting in which they have been brought up lived and 
worked. However, many also recognized their affinity with ‘people their 
own’, alluding to a smoother communication, with no language barriers.  
One more subject observed with respect to ethnic groups, that the 
Curaçaoan has learned to accept all cultures and creeds, through the 
history of the island. 
A male interviewee in the middle age range observed respectively that 
his relation to other groups could be characterized as rather superficial, 
although he added that there are exceptions as was the case with his 
Haitian gardener, who he came to appreciate a lot and who grew to be as 
family. A female subject in her late thirties, spontaneously said, that her 
first inclination was to say ‘yes’ to the question whether she could relate 
to other groups as well to her own group, but realized after giving it 
some thought that she did not see herself with a European partner, she 
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added, ‘especially the Dutch, they are less warm hearted, with others no 
problems’.  One female subject said that she can relate to all groups and 
that she has even dated men from other ethnic groups (Greek and 
Jamaican) when she was studying, but when it came to marrying she 
preferred a Curaçaoan and ‘a black one’. She brought to mind that when 
her daughter left to Holland for study, her mother impressed on her 
mind not to come back with a Dutchman.  
 
African Descent Group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans  
Basically all interviewees expressed their liking for the humane 
character of the Curaçaoan people. One subject described the latter 
saying, ‘Curaçao is considered a developed country as concerns its 
humane nature, while the Netherlands is sub-developed in this aspect’. 
The subjects showed their feelings of approval for the warmth, 
helpfulness, simplicity, hospitability, respectfulness, generosity, 
sociability and kindness towards people of all races, cultures and faiths. 
They brought to mind that when you walk into a place, people will greet 
you ‘moru, bon dia’ (good morning, good day). Many of them 
remembered also a day that they took a friend home at the time of lunch 
or dinner and their mother would feed them, although she herself would 
stay without food. The subject of 92 years old brought up the caring and 
sharing among neighbors irrespective of ethnic group.  
The Curaçaoan is seen as the one who is considerate and sensitive to the 
feelings of others. One interviewee spotted that even in the way that the 
Curaçaoan speaks its language Papiamentu, the expressiveness of the 
language and the innate sense of rhythm of the islander and the richness 
of the islands’ culture come to the fore. 
They also expressed their likings for the relaxed, free way of the 
islanders, their simple nature to enjoy life, the laughter, their talent, 
creativity and ‘just the air of happy people’. The creative nature was 
observed not only during carnival time but also in looking for ways to 
make a living ‘ela bira man ku kalke kos’ (s(he) seized the opportunity 
to make a living with petty trade), as seen especially in women on the 
island. The safety of the island was also observed, in the sense that 
when people come to the island, be it a prince or a well-known artist, 
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that they could feel safe in the crowd; the Curaçaoans will not bother 
them, they just want them to feel at home and are proud too that they are 
having a good time. 
A few subjects showed their approval for the growing feeling of 
patriotism on the island and the resilience of the people to keep the 
culture and the native language alive. A small number of female 
subjects, actually one in each age group showed their appreciation for 
the way the Curaçaoan women carry themselves and the pride they take 
in caring for their appearance. 
 
The interviewees presented several of their likes and dislikes, as both 
sides of the coin.  
Quite a few expressed their feelings of disapproval for the boisterous, 
loud and rough way of talking. One female pinpointed the lack of 
respect in addressing especially the Chinese and the Haitians; ‘hey 
Chino, bo tin (do you have) so and so’. The foul language was also 
mentioned as a nuisance that you could hear everywhere. One subject 
(about 19 years) pointed out his displeasure for the pretentious display 
of Curaçaoans, as he noted ‘abroad you could hear and see that they are 
Curaçaoans’. Subjects of all three age ranges expressed in some degree 
their dislikes of the following interrelated behaviors: ‘ taking things for 
granted, lack of responsibility, getting aggressive, too sensitive, 
gossiping, too prone to imitate bad things, talking without knowing, 
narrow-mindedness of people that never left the island,  and having an 
excuse for everything’. Respectively, an older male interviewee 
observed ‘the Curaçaoan invented excuse’.  
Additionally there were observations that in general people have 
become more materially oriented and less caring, which is also 
perceivable in how neighbors exist today.  
One or two female subjects found objectionable in relation to the 
increased materialistic aspect the increasing number of women that sell 
their dignity for material things. They mentioned also the growing 
numbers of single mothers together with the irresponsible behaviors of 
Curaçaoan men that do not assume their responsibility as they should. 
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Several subjects expressed their dislike for the so called ‘crab mentality’ 
which is the tendency to hinder the progress of others in relation to 
work. Furthermore, there was mention of a ‘lack of commitment, poor 
work achievement, too much complaints, lack of clarity in performing 
tasks, too much focus on personal issues rather than on work goals, 
slave mentality which limits the capacity of giving service and a 
defensive attitude that makes it difficult for the people to accept 
criticism. Quite a few subjects said that they definitely disliked the 
inferiority complex displayed by many Curaçaoans; blacks discriminate 
other blacks and as they often perceived, people will not accept orders 
from another Curaçaoan, but would accept them from the Dutch.  
Some interviewees showed their disapproval for the ‘ostentatious 
display’ of politics, the tendency to fight each other, not assuming a 
position, lack of patriotism and pride for the island and fear for change. 
 
Additional Ethnic issues of the African Descent Group 
The majority of the subjects added that ethnicity was not really 
something that they would think about and that the topic as such caught 
them by surprise. It took intense reflections by the subjects throughout 
the interview to plow through their minds and to bring up related 
information. Some mentioned that the questions brought up thoughts 
that they did not even realize were still there. 
Many of the subjects brought forth additional thoughts to the last 
question ‘Is there something else you would like to add’. Some were a 
little hesitant that perhaps their last answer would not relate completely 
to the topic, but the responses centered all together on a sense of 
nationalism, political issues and policy making and related psycho-
social elements. The responses reflected underlying feelings of concern 
with respect to decision making policies towards ‘nation Curaçao’, 
without mentioning it as such. 
In relation to newly arrived ethnic groups on the island, the 92 year old 
subject observed that before, migrants made an effort to fit in, they 
learned to speak Papiamentu, but that this was no longer the case, 
alluding to a shift in attitudes of immigrants. Another subject remarked 
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that Curaçaoans tend to favor immigrants more than their own referring 
to permits that were being easier extended to Dutch than to locals. 
Quite a few subjects mentioned behavior patterns that need to be 
changed or reinforced in order for the inhabitants to assume their 
responsibilities as dignified citizens. One female in her thirties remarked 
that we are Curaçaoans for convenience; ‘when we do not like 
something we adopt an attitude of who do you think you are to think 
that you can come and tell me, I am Yu di Korsou, but when we are in 
need please come help, no better still, we demand help as then we are 
also Dutch; too easy’. Others brought forth that ‘we have to stand up for 
our pride and dignity, raise consciousness in our children for self 
worthiness, give more attention to the elderly  so they can pass their 
wisdom to the next generations, learn from past history to develop a 
sound nation, recognize the simplicity of the people of Banda Abou and 
their inclination to stick to high social and work values, recognize and 
respect others work in order to reach common goals and the importance 
for children to receive education in their own language’.  
The role of the Curaçaoans in the Netherlands seems to be point of 
concern; one subject observed that, ’we mainly hear about the bad 
things that happen to Curaçaoans in Holland, but that there are good 
Curaçaoans that do great things’; besides she adds, ‘people focus on the 
blacks, even though the misbehavior is general’.  
In relation to politics a subject refers to current politics as ‘limiting’ and 
that it implies loss of dignity in respect to the island and its people. He 
elaborates upon the latter saying that ‘politics of privilege have 
contributed to the degeneration of the morality of our people’.  
Reflecting upon the social-political consequences of the upheaval of 
30th of May in relation to a general perceived deterioration in the 
younger generation, an older interviewee elaborated that the fact that 
‘unions have promoted rights and ignored the importance of duty, it has 
promoted authority and ignored responsibility; the abrupt massive social 
shift from absolutism to flexibility, without proper coaching’, has led to 
a ‘moral devaluation’ in the Curaçaoan people as they were not prepared 
to deal with the attained ‘state of flexibilty’. It is from this point of view 
that he emphasizes the recognition and acceptance of the black majority 
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on the island and the Caribbean, being Curaçao part of the Caribbean, 
different, but nevertheless with similarity in its history and people.  He 
considers as such, the importance for Curaçao to open its focus to the 
world in regards to policy making and not limit itself to what is only 
Dutch. Doing this, will enable the people to amplify their horizon and 
realize that there is more to experience beyond the Netherlands. 
One more subject answered this last question ‘if I have to reincarnate, I 
wish to be born again in Curaçao’ displaying his love and trust in the 
island. 
 
Summary 
The general results revealed that the nature of ethnic identity among of 
this sample of African descents was characterized by a mono ethnic 
identity: ‘Curaçaoan’. All the subjects identified themselves with the 
Curaçaoan culture, which in fact was perceived by the group as one 
culture that represents an agglomeration of many cultures. The results 
were similar in the three age ranges and gender. 
The subjects mentioned as predominant influential factors in the ethnic 
identity formation the fact that they were born and raised on the island, 
their upbringing in Banda Abou and historic Otrabanda and the multi-
ethnic environs, as well as the social control experienced by a few. The 
parental and family upbringing was also mentioned as a very influential 
factor in combination with norms and values that were instilled in them, 
family history, and the prominent role of the female figure, -mother, 
grandmother and aunt. Other significant factors were school education, 
Papiamentu language, going abroad and discrimination, experienced 
abroad as well as in Curaçao. 
 
The four basic components of ethnic identity - ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic attitudes, ethnic behavior and ethnic awareness - were 
represented by this group as follows: 
The subjects identified themselves ethnically as Curaçaoans and 
acknowledged their black race.   
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Their Ethnic Attitudes reflected profound feelings of love, pride and a 
sense of belonging for their island. These ‘inner’ felt feelings were like 
a thread, affectionately knitted throughout all their responses.  
The Netherlands, the Dutch and/or the Dutch language were in less or 
more degree, points of reference throughout the interviews. The attitude 
towards the Dutch mirrored feelings of assertiveness and being on guard 
to protect and preserve what is considered their own. 
The subjects’ answers reflected in general, attitudes of thoughtfulness 
for fellow Curaçaoans, condemnation of an inferiority complex within 
black Curaçaoans and resilience as Curaçaoans to move on. 
The subjects’ ethnic behavioral patterns were constituted by an inborn 
humane, compassionate central part, nurtured within the family circle, 
and with outer layers of multicultural components, cultivated by the 
broader social context.  
The interviewees displayed a high racial and ethnic awareness in all 
their responses, heightened by an upbringing in a racially inclined and 
multicultural society.  

 
5.5 Mulatto Descendants (Mixed Race) 

 
Demographics 
This group consisted of sixteen interviewees. All interviews took place 
in Papiamentu. Eleven of the subjects were female and five were male.  
The subjects were distributed in three age ranges: four in the age group 
19-35, six in the age group 36-60 and six of age 61 and up. Their ages 
varied from 26 years to 93 years. 
All sixteen interviewees were born in Curaçao and are Mulattos, 
belonging to a mixed race group, whether in first, second or further 
degrees.  
Thirteen of the interviewees have in common that both their parents are 
Curaçaoan. Three of them have one parent that is Curaçaoan and the 
other Swiss, Aruban or Dutch. All of the interviewees have black and 
white ancestors in their ancestral line.  Their ethnic heritage is in 
addition to Curaçaoan: Dutch, American Indian, Aruban, Bonairean, 
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Colombian, Dominican, German, Italian, Jewish, Portuguese, Swedish, 
Venezuelan, Swiss or Windward Islands.  
The subjects’ neighborhoods of upbringing are mainly in the center of 
Willemstad, Punda and Otrabanda and in Banda Ariba and represent all 
socio-economic levels.  
The profession/work-fields are in: administration/ business/ accounting/ 
banking, education/ housewife/ seamstress/ languages/ writing/ 
art/musician/sport instructor/ consulting, law/ tax and aviation. The 
subjects’ educational foundation varies from basic to middle and 
academic levels.  
 
 Ethnic Self-Identification among Mulatto Descendants 
All of the subjects, with the exception of one subject identified 
themselves as Curaçaoan, thus, a mono-ethnic self label. The 
Curaçaoan label was complimented with other denominations such as: ‘I 
am a total mix, a Mulatto’, ‘Yu di Korsou Latino’, American, of Dutch 
descent, of African descent, a World Citizen and Caribbean punch. The 
subjects referred as such to their multicultural ancestral heritage. One 
female interviewee, in the older age range, also mentioned in addition to 
her ethnic label that she is Catholic. Another subject mentioned that 
before any ethnic label she is ‘Human’. 
One male subject in the middle age range identified himself as Afro-
Caribbean and black.  
 
The subjects in all age ranges irrespective of their gender found the fact 
that they were born and raised on the island as a determining factor for 
their ethnic label, Curaçaoan. They explained their identity with passion 
saying, ‘Mi ta Yu di Korsou, di pura sepa’ (translated I am a real 
Curaçaoan), mi lumbrishi ta derá aki’ (translated: my umbilical cord is 
buried here). Almost all of the elder interviewees spoke with pride about 
their upbringing on the island and their relation with it, ‘I am born on 
the most beautiful island in the world’, ‘this country has been good to 
me’, ‘here I have received my education’, ‘I have promoted my island 
everywhere that I have been’ and’ it is only when you know the island’s 
history that you will be able to identify with it’. 
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Many of the interviewees associated their Curaçaoan identity with their 
multi-ethnic ancestral heritage and the multicultural setting of Curaçao, 
‘to be Curaçaoan means to be multicultural, we are like an international 
race’, ‘this is the culture I know’, ‘I do not only identify with the 
culture, but at the same time I know that I have so many cultures in me’ 
and ‘I am proud of my island and its human richness, culturally, racially 
and all the spoken languages’. A female in the middle age range 
explained her identity as Curaçaoan by saying, ‘I have received a 
European upbringing at home because of my Swiss mother, but I have 
gone to school here’. An elderly female interviewee, born of a Jewish 
father who acknowledged her Catholic faith, said ‘I have a lot of 
feelings for the Jewish culture’. 
One or two interviewees also linked their identity as Curaçaoan to the 
fact that they are Mulattos, ‘I am part of the largest group in Curaçao’, 
‘I am glad to be a Mulatto as it gives me the ability to communicate 
with all kinds of people and move in all circles’ and another said ‘I have 
the Dutch and the Black cultures in me and I will defend both’. 
Many interviewees reinforced their Curaçaoan identity by describing 
their feelings for the island, ‘first and foremost I feel that I am 
Curaçaoan’, ‘deep within I know that I am Curaçaoan’ and ‘it is a 
feeling of happiness, I am happy to be Curaçaoan’. Others described 
their feelings of attachment by saying, ‘this is my home’ and ‘when I 
am away I get nostalgic, I really get homesick’. One senior male subject 
expressed his patriotic feelings, ‘I am a true nationalist, ‘I love my 
country and I will defend it to death’. 
Several subjects related their ethnic identity with the history of their 
family on the island, the fact that for generations their families have 
lived here. One elderly interviewee detailed that her grandmother lived 
with them and that she was raised with all the Curaçaoan customs and 
values. The female subject of 93 years old associated her identity with 
the great musicians in her family. 
Other subjects linked their ethnic identity as Curaçaoan with what they 
can do for their country, ‘to be a Curaçaoan means a person that works 
for his country and contributes to its development’.  
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A male subject in the middle age range brought up in relation to work 
and his Dutch affiliation by saying that somehow he found it difficult to 
sort out his mind, as he did not identify with the Dutch, but more with 
the American way of working and doing business.  
A male interviewee in his early seventies brought to mind in association 
with his Curaçaoan identity, an incident that happened in his primary 
school years with a Dutch frère that hit him hard on his head. He 
recounted with pride that his ‘Mulatto’ father intervened and that the 
Roman Catholic School Board called upon the frère’s attention to the 
matter. The subject highlighted in fact an occurrence that was unusual 
for that time within the Curaçaoan community; a ‘White Dutch 
Religious’ authority figure that was reprimanded for his actions by the 
Roman Catholic School Board, because of the doing of a ‘Mulatto’ 
parent.  
The language Papiamentu and the variety of languages spoken on the 
island were proudly associated with the Curaçaoan identity. 
Several interviewees brought forth their feelings of confusion in relation 
to their ethnic identity, ‘it has been a search for belonging’ and ‘I have 
always looked for a way to identify myself’. The reality of having been 
brought up with interracial parents seemed to have been a source of 
confusion in growing up. As one female recounted, she would 
constantly see differences between her predominantly white Dutch 
school and her neighborhood, her father’s black family and her mother’s 
white family and she could not identify with either of them.   
Physical appearance proved to play an influential role in matters of 
ethnic identity. Two female interviewees pointed out that because of 
their looks people would see them in a certain way; ‘it is obvious, and 
because of my looks people can see that I am a mulatto, a mix’ and 
‘because of my looks locals don’t see me as Curaçaoan’. Another male 
in the middle age range who identified himself as Afro-Caribbean, said 
with respect to the latter, ‘it is a complicated issue; I have been brought 
up hearing and believing that I am white with ‘good hair, till I went to 
the U.S. and I was called nigger’. He related that when he went to live 
in Africa, the Africans saw him as ‘White’. 
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Music was another determinant that one or two subjects associated with 
their ethnic identity. One elderly female interviewee related that she 
enjoys a good ‘tambu’ (local dance) but that as a child she was not 
allowed to dance it. The subjects said that in reality as Curaçaoans they 
liked all kinds of music. 
The Afro-Caribbean or Caribbean label was adopted by a male subject 
in the middle age range who recounted that throughout his development, 
he came to realize that ethnic identity is a relative and personal issue. 
He recognizes that in his heart he is Curaçaoan but chooses to identify 
with the Caribbean culture. Curaçao has a lot in common with the rest 
of the Caribbean, like the history of colonialism and slavery. He said 
that he recognized in himself the effort to overcome related issues of 
inferiority/superiority complex. He showed a high racial awareness and 
had strong opinions against racial attitudes in relation to work, language 
and intelligence, mentioning instances of discrimination: ‘when people 
choose to receive orders from a Dutchman rather than a black local, or 
when you speak of good and bad hair, when the local language is being 
discriminated against and when intelligence is considered rare for a 
black person’. He gave an example: ‘he is black but still he made it far 
on the career ladder’. He found racial attitudes abominable and 
preferred not to associate with people that held them. 
The Dutch Label was adopted by an elder male interviewee and related 
to the Dutch nationality, Dutch passport and feelings of gratitude and he 
mentioned that he wished to keep the latter as it is. 
The World Citizen Label was implemented by a female subject and was 
primarily related to having lived in many places and having the ability 
to fit in anywhere. The subject related that in spite of the latter she 
always comes back to Curaçao, as she considers Curaçao her home. 
 
Ethnic identity Formation and Developmental Stages in the Mixed 
Race (Mulatto) Group 
The Curaçaoan identity was basically a constant factor during the 
developmental stages of the subjects, although not at a conscious level 
in the childhood stage. 
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Family and school were identified by the subjects as major sources 
which have influenced racial, socio-economic and ethnic awareness, - 
attitudes and -behaviors.  
Childhood 
Almost all of the subjects of all age ranges mentioned that within the 
family circle they have been brought up with the notion of skin color 
and type of hair. Racial connotation seemed to have been a big issue 
within families; it has complicated views and personalities and shattered 
dreams; the subjects illustrated, ‘my family was also mixed, at home I 
was raised with discriminative views’, ‘there was a lot of racial tension 
between siblings as the one was ‘whiter’ than the other and had ‘better 
hair’, ‘my father would tell me that a mixed person cannot become a 
pilot, only whites’, ‘my family from my mother’s side is mixed and I 
could identify with them , not so much with my father’s Dutch family, 
although my family never made color a point’, ‘my family openly gave 
preference to the lighter colored children in the family’ and ‘as a child I 
recalled saying that I would marry a white girl’. 
 A female subject born of a Curaçaoan mulatto father and Swiss white 
mother recalled clearly discriminative expressions of her father, such as, 
‘pretu mahos’ (ugly black). She brought to mind that her father had 
problems when she brought a black child home while her mother would 
not mind at all and that she realized that her father in fact repeated the 
same discriminative pattern of her well to do black grandfather. She also 
recalled that ‘as I looked Dutch, I was invited to parties, unlike my 
black friends’. 
As some older interviewees observed, ‘oh sure there was discrimination, 
the whiter the better the possibilities and the whites were always one 
step ahead’. 
One or two subjects found that their ethnic identity was highlighted by 
their family. One female interviewee pointed out that her Aruban 
mother’s family made her aware of her identity as a Curaçaoan. Another 
female in her forties related that she has been brought up with her 
Venezuelan family talking Spanish and eating Venezuelan food. 
Many interviewees, mostly the older ones, remembered with affection 
the friends from various cultures in the neighborhood and from school. 
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An elderly lady with sparks in her eyes recounted that when she had a 
quarrel with a friend she would say, ‘you are Surinamese or so and so, 
but children of all creed, race or cultures played together’.  
Many recalled the multicultural neighborhoods in which they were 
brought up and all mentioned how they respectfully lived together as 
neighbors.  
An interviewee in the older age range observed in relation to 
neighborhood and the language Papiamentu, ‘people were different 
then; they adopted and respected our language and our culture; that is no 
longer the case now’.  
School, the Dutch, language, skin color, teachers, racial attitudes and 
behaviors were mentioned by the interviewees of all age ranges, as 
interrelated ethnic and racial determinants. Many of them mentioned 
having gone to a school with children from various cultural 
backgrounds. One female subject in her thirties mentioned that she feels 
more comfortable speaking Dutch as she went to kindergarten in the 
Netherlands and an elementary school in Mahaai (an upper class 
neighborhood) that had Dutch as language of instruction. She did not 
recall any discrimination as a ‘mulatta’. Two or more subjects recounted 
that they attended a school where the kids were mainly black and that 
they stood out as whites. An older male subject recalled having a 
nickname and as he was ‘light colored’ he had to fight to prove himself. 
A female and male of the middle and older age ranges brought forth that 
teachers would more readily punish black children than whites and 
would favor the white children, Dutch kids and those that spoke Dutch 
fluently, over the dark skinned students. A male in the older age range 
talked about what he called the ‘sadistic behavior’ of Dutch frères 
towards the children. The female subject that works in education 
mentioned that unfortunately racial attitudes still exist in schools. 
Older subjects brought forth that skin color was closely related to social 
class and that the socio economic level in turn played an important role 
in the acceptance of mulattos within the white upper class circles. As a 
male senior observed, ‘school friends were not necessarily house 
friends’ but as his father was an upper class mulatto he was invited to 
white peoples’ houses.  
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Teenage Years 
The subjects related that during this developmental stage they became 
more aware of the social class to which they belonged to and had 
friends accordingly. Two male subjects in their sixties mentioned that 
their identity as a Yu di Korsou accentuated during their teenage years 
as they became more aware of the various groups around them. Most of 
the subjects mentioned that they had friends within the various cultural 
groups and also from the same social-economic class, mostly middle 
class to upper class. An elder male interviewee in his seventies related 
that back then as an upper class Mulatto you associated with people of 
your own group and that each group had their own club, in his case they 
were members of the ‘Centro Social Católico’. People knew their place 
and that was the attitude that prevailed. He commented that he would 
not dare to lay eyes on a white Protestant girl and laughingly added 
‘there was no need to, as in his group there were plenty of beautiful 
Mulattas’. A fair skinned lady in her early seventies born of a mulatto 
single mother and a Jewish father recalled that she had friends from all 
groups, but only until marriage. She mentioned that her mother 
maintained strict rules in matters of marriage and that she was expected 
to marry a white man. 
A female in her thirties with a Curaçaoan Protestant white mother, from 
an upper class family and a Curaçaoan black father from middle class 
family, recounted in relation to school, social class and ethnic identity, 
that after having attended a Dutch oriented primary school with a 
predominant upper class population her mother moved her to a 
Papiamentu oriented high school for her to get more acquainted with the 
Papiamentu language and the culture. The school population was largely 
middle to lower class. She commented that she had a real hard time 
fitting in, in spite of her efforts to integrate and ‘identify myself as a Yu 
di Korsou’. Class mates called her ‘Makamba Pretu’ (translated black 
Dutch) as she felt more comfortable speaking Dutch. This subject 
brought up that now as an adult when she looks back to her own life, 
she realizes how difficult and complicated it must have been for her 
parents, considering the close white Protestant circle of back then. 
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Adolescence and Adulthood 
Two female subjects in the younger age range mentioned that going 
abroad for studies has heightened their ethnic awareness. One female 
went to The Netherlands and the other to the U.S., two completely 
different experiences. The interviewee that went to Holland did not 
recall any personal discrimination but remembered somebody in her 
presence making bold remarks about Antilleans and Arubans that were 
not allowed to live in a given housing complex. It was rather the 
contrast in cultures that made her aware of her own identity. The female 
subject that went to the U.S. was confronted with having to fill out slots. 
As she was blonde and white and liked to sing gospels, the black 
community had to find that black percentage in her in order to be 
accepted in the music world. She recalled that people would see her as 
Brazilian or Latino. When she was living in Georgia she identified with 
the Caribbean people living there.  
One male subject proudly highlighted the fact that Curaçaoans are the 
only ones in the world who call themselves child of the country they 
inhabit ‘Yu di Korsou’ (literally translated child of Curaçao). 
  
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Mix Race (Mulatto) Group 
The majority of the subjects considered that going abroad and 
recognition of Curaçaoans abroad and locally are the circumstances that 
have mostly heightened their Curaçaoan identity, ‘In Holland I realized 
that I am Yu di Korsou’. Others who traveled in the Caribbean 
compared life standards of Curaçao with other Caribbean islands and 
realized with pride what they have taken for granted. 
Musicians who have represented Curaçao abroad mentioned that they 
felt immense satisfaction and pride when the public received their music 
with loud applause. The female subject of 93 years old told about her 
well known family member that has received international recognition 
as a musician and about the recent event that was held in his honor at 
the governmental palace and that has filled her with emotions that she 
could not put into words. With respect to the rich and diverse Curaçaoan 
culture, an interviewee in the older age range observed that she does not 
identify with the perception a group nowadays holds of the Curaçaoan 
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culture. She mentioned that for example music has been limited to 
tumba and tambu (popular local music genres) while the Curaçaoan 
waltz, mazurka, classical music and others have equally been part of our 
culture and interpreted grandly by our great musicians.  
A subject in her seventies identified Curaçaoan jewelry and Curaçaoan 
ayacas (a corn pastie) at Christmas time as part of her culture. The 
making of ayacas not only has become a family happening during 
Christmas time, but was considered by the subject as a way of an extra 
income. She said with a naughty look that although the ayacas may be 
originally Venezuelans, as Curaçaoans we know very well how to make 
things our own and give them a true Curaçaoan flavor. 
The Curaçaoan flag and hymn were considered by the subjects as 
national symbols and which they recognized as true expressions of their 
identity.   
Especially elder interviewees mentioned just the fact of being able to 
display their multicultural and multilingual abilities in many ways 
represent a source of pride of their ‘rich and diverse’ Curaçaoan 
identity.  
Circumstances involving nation building, education and patriotism 
were at the heart of several subjects. A female in her forties found 
gratitude for the life opportunities that the island offers to everybody 
regardless of race, creed or ethnicity. She showed concern that there are 
no structured nation building programs to stimulate a sense of 
patriotism among the inhabitants. A male subject expressed his opinion 
about education which he found deficient as it was not sufficiently 
oriented to the reality of the island.  
The upheaval of 30th of May, 1969, awakened sentiments of anxiety in a 
female subject that was away during that time. She recounted that being 
abroad and hearing the news made her want to be home.  
Racially prejudiced attitudes seem to heighten the ethnic feelings of a 
few. An interviewee in the older age range mentioned that well to do 
whites tend to have attitudes and said, ‘yes, although you studied you 
are still discriminated against’. She recounted how her Dutch neighbors 
that used to organize birthday parties for the Dutch friends on one day 
and for the non Dutch neighbors on another day. She still laughed at the 
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thought of how they pulled a trick on her, once they noticed her 
separatist attitude. They sent her the most chic present and let her sit 
with all her birthday goodies. Since that day there was only one birthday 
party.  
A young interviewee mentioned her feelings of hurt for not being 
judged by her performance but by her looks; as she is a fair skinned, 
blonde Mulatta she is not seen as a true ‘face’ of Curaçao. She related, 
‘I have worked hard and I have represented my country and still…’ she 
reflected, ‘I notice reverse racism’. A female interviewee in her early 
forties mentioned that she gets irritated with what she referred to as ‘the 
display of slave mentality’. Another female subject, who is married to a 
Dutchman, observed that she gets defensive when she notices lack of 
respect from either side, Dutch or Curaçaoan. Another male subject 
observed that he could not identify with those of the black race who 
deny their origin to embrace the European culture.  
 
Mixed Race (Mulatto) Group and Ethnic Identity abroad  
Results show two ethnic labels: Curaçaoan and Caribbean. Almost all 
the subjects identified themselves abroad as Curaçaoan, adding ‘I need 
to explain where Curaçao is’, ‘The Dutch talk of Antilleans but I always 
say that I am Curaçaoan’ and ‘my nationality may be Dutch but if I had 
the choice I will go for the Curaçaoan nationality’.  
Several subjects alluded to their ability to blend in wherever they are, 
‘we are worldly’ and I will blend in wherever I am’. 
The subject that at the beginning of the interview identified himself 
ethnically as Afro-Caribbean maintained a similar label abroad, ‘from 
the Caribbean’, explaining that in general people are more familiar with 
the Caribbean than with Curaçao.  
 
Characteristic Behavioral Patterns among Mixed Race (Mulatto) 
descendants  
Several interviewees found that the Curaçaoan is ‘socially’ open, the 
Curaçaoan respect, accept and relate well to other cultures.  
Almost all of the subjects identified with the humane nature of the 
Curaçaoan and described it accordingly: the Curaçaoan compliments 
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another and is furthermore considerate, thoughtful, compassionate, 
friendly, kind, warm, goodhearted and helpful. 
The Curaçaoan was considered by many subjects as hospitable. An 
elder interviewee who is a writer said ‘in matters of hospitability the 
Curaçaoan is like a millionaire’, she cited this from the book ‘De 
Benedenwindse Eilanden’ from Van der Walle. She recalled that once 
when she was little, a guest came unexpectedly and one of the children 
went from the backdoor to the neighbor’s house. There the neighbor 
wrapped some bottles of soda and the guest was treated beautifully. She 
added that it is typical for the Curaçaoan ‘pa saka Kara’ (literally 
translated put the face out. Show the best of you). She added that the 
Curaçaoans are masters in maintaining a façade. Her grandmother used 
to tell them that nobody needs to know what you have or don’t have. At 
the same time she illustrated how neighbors used to live together and 
share. Almost all of the elder interviewees talked about the social 
control, co-living and the sharing within a neighborhood.  They 
mentioned that some time ago you used to know your neighbors and 
that now they do not even introduce themselves. They found that before 
the Curaçaoans were better mannered than nowadays. There was 
respect in the way you would address yourself to elders, never directing 
them with ‘bo’ (‘you’ in the informal usage).  
Many subjects noted that good ways were lost. The subjects found that 
before the upheaval of May 30th , 1969 people had less, were simpler, 
but shared more, were more respectful and everybody ‘knew their 
place’. A subject in her seventies observed that even the way that men 
on the streets would make flirtatious compliments to the ladies, such as 
‘dushi, di kon hende bunita tin ku muri’? (sweetheart, why do beautiful 
people have to die?)’ has degenerated; now people have become rather 
vulgar and indecent. 
In relations to earlier observed changes and appearance, a female 
subject in the older age range remarked that the Curaçaoan has always 
been neat in their appearance; before you distinguished house clothing, 
school clothing from church and festivities clothing. She added, ‘that 
has changed too, people have become exaggerated in their dress styles, 
with golden shoes and shiny dresses during day time’.   
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A female subject who is in accounting brought forth that the Curaçaoans 
have become very materialistic and irresponsible in the way they spend 
and there is no planning. She added, ‘we lack criticism, development 
and we are ignorant from an individual to the governmental level, we 
always think that we know better’. 
A few mentioned the creative capacity of the Curaçaoan, meaning that 
the Curaçaoan was seen as talented. 
One or two identified with the happy, festive nature of the Curaçaoan 
and one male subject saw himself as a lover of cultural festivities such 
as carnival and seú (harvest festival). 
Family facts such as strong family ties and values were considered part 
of the Curaçaoan behavior pattern. Remaining as an adult in the parental 
home is in the present still valid. An elderly subject brought up how as 
childeren they were not allowed to sit in on conversation with adults, to 
illustrate that within the family circle you were taught to know your 
place, and she also found that that aspect has been lost. Family bonds 
were tighter and educational values were kept high. 
Many subjects recognized the characteristic shift between languages 
depending on a given activity. Papiamentu was related to inner feelings 
and emotions. One subject pointed out that since she learned to count in 
Dutch she is now making a conscious effort to count in Papiamentu. 
Others pray in Papiamentu but prefer to read in English. The ability to 
speak many languages was perceived as a basic trait of the Curaçaoan.   
A few interviewees pointed out that the Curaçaoan is highly aware of 
racial issues. Respectively, one or two subjects expressed that they did 
not appreciate that a group of black Curaçaoans call themselves the real 
Curaçaoans. One female talked about the defensive behavior often 
exhibited by black Curaçaoans and described it as ‘a tight arrogant 
attitude’, ‘a ready to defend behavior; this is mine so stay out’. She saw 
these behaviors as remnants of a slave past.  
An elderly male interviewee observed the general lack of knowledge of 
our own history and an overall deficient social structure that would 
provide for strong educational values. 
Several subjects noted a general international orientation on the island 
with respect to music, food and business. The love for music, all kinds 
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of music, even ‘salon music’ was considered to be a characteristic 
behavioral aspect of the Curaçaoans.  
A female subject observed that the company where she works strives to 
maintain a balance between American and local ways. Two female 
subjects in the younger age range pointed out, the willingness of the 
Curaçaoan to progress with respect to work. 
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Mixed Race 
(Mulatto) Group 
The majority of the subjects acknowledged the fact that they were born 
and raised on the island and found it to be one of the most influential 
factors in their ethnic identity formation. Explaining their answers they 
brought forth, ‘It is the island itself, we have everything; our 
international commerce’, ‘our multicultural and multilingual people’, 
‘the island’s humane aspect, the warmth of its people’, ‘the history of 
the island and the love for Curaçao’. A few, mostly of the older age 
range acknowledged the fact that here is where they were formed as 
professionals and received their recognition. An elderly lady added that 
her work as an educator and working on nation building has fueled her 
love for Curaçao. 
Family facts, such as: parental upbringing, norms and values, family’s 
history and its impact on the island, family’s patriotism and the 
multicultural heritage were considered significant aspects in the 
subjects’ ethnic development. A female interviewee, whose mother is 
Swiss, mentioned that the love of her mother for Curaçao has played an 
important role in her attachment to the island.  
Many interviewees highlighted that in relation to the language 
Papiamentu and their having had part in its development, whether 
through music, writing and its orthography, has triggered in them an 
immense love for what means to be Curaçaoan. 
Others mentioned the multicultural neighborhood and schools in which 
they were brought up, as having conditioned them to perceive 
themselves as a multicultural Curaçaoan. 
According to the subjects, going abroad for study and work, living 
abroad and traveling have not only made them aware of differences in 
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culture and in people, but also made them realize their bond with 
Curaçao. An older male subject, who is in education and has visited 
many universities in the region, expressed his irritation for the ‘narrow-
mindedness of those in educational policy making. He finds that they 
seem to blind themselves in regards to the Dutch, the Dutch language 
and Dutch education and fail to see educational possibilities (Caribbean, 
U.S.  and Latin America) close to home.  
 
Ethnic Attitudes of the Mixed Race (Mulatto) Group towards other 
groups 
Almost all of the subjects found that they could relate closely to 
members of other ethnic groups, but mentioned that they feel more at 
home with people of their own, the Curaçaoan; being the Curaçaoan so 
mixed; one interviewee added, ‘we represent the world’ and ‘we fit in 
everywhere’. A few subjects mentioned that ethnicity is not so much an 
issue for them as is social class; a male subject added that he does not 
feel comfortable with people of the upper class and who in his mind, are 
mostly white.  
The majority of the interviewees emphasized that norms and values are 
more important than ethnicity. A female subject in her early seventies, 
whose father was Jewish, mentioned her affinity for the Jews and talked 
about the memories of her father who would take her by her hand as a 
little girl to the synagogue. Two or more subjects mentioned their 
affinity for black people. One female explained that although she has a 
multicultural circle of friends, she feels a special attraction for black 
people, not only in Curaçao but whenever she goes. She thought about 
what she said, and explained, ‘perhaps it is because of the good relation 
that I had with my father’. 
One subject expressed that she feels less comfortable to have close 
relationships with other Mulattos and black Curaçaoans, as she feels on 
edge with racial comparisons. Another mentioned that she felt less 
comfortable with the new Chinese as she does not understand them and 
moreover that they have ‘taken over the ‘snack bars’ and ‘tokos’ 
(convenience stores). 
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Mixed Race (Mulatto) Group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow 
Curaçaoans  
Likes 
The subjects basically illustrated the liking for the humane and kind 
nature of the Curaçaoan people. However, many subjects expressed 
their concern for the deterioration of this aspect in the younger 
generation. It is remarkable that most of the interviewees expressed their 
dislikes before their likes and their dislikes doubled their likes. 
A female interviewee in the older age range reflected in relation to the 
humane nature, ‘but again, I must say if I get a flat tire all, young and 
old, will stop to help me out’. She added, ‘it is the attention, that extra 
attention that makes us so special’.  Almost all interviewees referred to 
the warmth of the Curaçaoan that expresses itself in many ways: ‘the 
cordial greeting when you enter a place, bon dia, bon tardi, bon nochi’ 
(good morning, good afternoon, good evening), the possibility to just 
start a conversation with people you don’t know’, and ‘even during top 
hours in traffic, people will stop to give way to others’. 
They described the Curaçaoan as attentive, considerate, cordial, warm, 
friendly, generous and helpful. A female subject that lives in Banda 
Abou (rural part of western Curaçao), spoke candidly of the warmth of 
the people of this region; ‘they have a ‘savoir vivre’ (zeal for life), ‘you 
see a certain emotional development, that set them apart, mind you 
though, most black people display that genuine warmth’. Another 
female whose mother is a Swiss, compared the humane side of the 
Curaçaoans with that of the Europeans, and said ‘the fact that the 
Curaçaoans are so spiritually inclined accentuates even more that 
humane part in them and that she does not see the same in Europeans. 
The Curaçaoans were also experienced as happy, joyful people, as a 
female in the middle age range said, ‘we are able to laugh even in 
sadness and have the capacity to make of every event a festive one’.  
 
Dislikes 
The dislikes, expressed by the subjects centered on personality traits 
observed mostly in black Curaçaoans and born seemingly out of an 
inferiority complex. A female subject in her thirties said accordingly, ‘I 
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hate the deep rooted inferiority complex, with all its consequences; I 
note it in myself, and it is like a self-fulfilling prophecy’. A male subject 
in the middle age range observed with respect to the latter, ‘many times 
politicians speak out loud that we cannot do this, we do not have the 
capacity to do this on our own’ and he expressed the opinion ‘that does 
not help at all’, it is like giving yourself and your people ‘a license for 
incapacity’.  
A female subject in the younger age range talked about ‘reverse racism’ 
and showed her dislike for having been discriminated because of her fair 
skin and blond hair. Others expressed their disapproval of the 
discrimination in general and found it ridiculous that blacks discriminate 
other blacks. One subject poked fun at her mulatto husband that holds 
racial attitudes, telling about when he went to sit next to a Dutch couple 
in a train and the couple stood up and sat somewhere else. Another 
female subject in the younger age range fiercely opposed ‘the 
stereotyping’ of the Curaçaoan as ‘the one that is black and that tightens 
a rope around their butts and dances  tambu’; ‘my grandfathers did not 
do that and who are you to come and tell me that I am not Curaçaoan’. 
The subjects described the Curaçaoan as one who often puts up a 
façade, who is pretentious, who worries too much about what others 
think, who is ready to judge, who speaks without having clear 
information, who is not straightforward, who tends to spend more than 
he/she has, who does not accept criticism well and who through 
informal ways tends to overlook rules. A few thought of the Curaçaoan 
as boisterous and with a machismo attitude. The subjects disapproved of 
the irresponsible child making and the fatherless homes, together with 
‘poor’ and ‘vulgar’ ways of dressing by women of all ages and an 
overall deterioration in quality of life. 
Many subjects emphasized the lack of responsibility that manifests itself 
as well as a lax attitude, seen in for example, ‘ta Hulanda mester yuda’ 
(‘Holland has to help’), lack of determination, lack of punctuality and a 
lack of critical attitude. A subject in the middle age range illustrated the 
latter, ‘we lack a hands-on attitude, we are afraid of challenges; if we 
stand in front of a huge block we will discuss forever how to move on, 
without actually moving on’. Respectively, a younger subject observed 
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that, ‘a small problem gets big and never ending’ and added that as she 
works with Dutch, she learned to let go and move on. 
Several interviewees linked the indecisive attitude to the lack of a sense 
of patriotism, as seen in the Arubans; ‘we don’t know how to put 
differences aside to unite for a common cause and for the benefit of the 
country’. In addition, a few subjects mentioned the often seen ‘crab 
mentality’ that refers to the act of obstructing the progress of another 
because of one’s own incapacity. They added, ‘the Curaçaoans think of 
individual benefits and not of collective benefits’; and that this attitude 
reflects itself at all levels, but especially at the political level.  
Several subjects expressed their disgust for the ‘opportunistic attitude of 
politicians’ and emphasized their concern for the overall lack of union. 
A subject in accounting spoke about the fast social mobility among 
Curaçaoans that has led to discrepancies in financial expressions as well 
as in social degeneration. 
 
Additional Ethnic issues of the Mixed Race (Mulatto) Group 
The answers to this last question whether there was anything else to add, 
centered on ethnicity, how we identify ourselves as a person, who we 
are as a nation, changes induced by the upheaval of 30th of May and how 
to assume responsibility as a nation. 
A few subjects observed that they found the topic of ethnicity very 
interesting and that in reality it was not a theme that they would think 
about. However, they realized through the interviews that they actually 
live it; ethnicity seemed to be so much a part of them. One female 
subject in her mid twenties answered this last question with ‘I am 
confused’. She adopted throughout the interview several ethnic labels 
and is apparently still in search of an ethnic identity which through her 
development has been obscured by racial issues. 
Many from the older generation referred to the upheaval of 30th of May, 
1969 in association with the deterioration of norms and values in the 
Curaçaoan people. They expressed the opinion that overall attitudes 
have degenerated and people have lost their place and manners. A 
female interviewee in the older age range reflected, ‘there may have 
been indeed covered discrimination, but never has there been so much 
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overt hostility like in the present.  One more subject added that it is just 
that multicultural heritage of our people and society, and the acceptance 
of all that have enriched us as people, as a nation, at all developmental 
levels and in all areas of feeling, reasoning and behavior. 
A young subject thought that as a nation we can do a lot more by having 
the right people in the right places to get things done. Two more 
subjects in the middle age range added with respect to the latter, ‘we 
have to assume responsibility as a nation’, ‘as Curaçaoan and not as an 
individuals in their own separate groups’.  An elderly male subject 
expressed the need to cultivate patriotism by emphasizing our history, 
values and language.  
 
Summary 
The general results revealed that the nature of ethnic identity among this 
Mixed Race (Mulatto) group is characterized by a mono-ethnic identity: 
‘Curaçaoan’. Almost all of the subjects related their ethnic identity with 
their multicultural heritage, individually and as a nation.  
The majority of the subjects acknowledged the fact that they were born 
and raised on the island as one of the most influential factors in their 
ethnic identity formation. Other aspects that the subjects recognized as 
significant in their ethnic identity formation were: family, multicultural 
setting, multicultural heritage, experiences abroad and Papiamentu. 
Neighborhood of upbringing and work aspects were also mentioned as 
influential indicators. 
 
The four basic components of ethnic identity – ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic attitudes, ethnic behavior and ethnic awareness - were 
represented by this group as follows: 
The subjects identified themselves ethnically as Curaçaoans and 
acknowledged their ancestral multicultural background.   
Their Ethnic Attitudes reflected feelings of belonging, feelings of pride 
to be part of multicultural Curaçao and feelings of confusion and 
irritation related to racial issues.    
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The subjects’ ethnic behavioral patterns as Curaçaoans, were 
constituted by a genuine humane disposition and a strong patriotic 
outlook guided by multicultural viewpoints. 
The interviewees displayed a high racial and ethnic awareness in all 
their responses, heightened firstly by intense racial attitudes within the 
family nucleus and secondly by an equally racially predisposed and 
multicultural society.  

5.6 Bonairean Descendants 

Demographics 
All the interviews took place in Papiamentu. The sample consisted of 
twelve interviewees. Eight of the subjects were female and four were 
male.  
The subjects were distributed in three age ranges as follows: two 
subjects in the age range 19-36 years, seven subjects in the age range 
37-60 and three subjects in the age range 60 and up. The subjects’ ages 
varied from 28 to 75 years. 
The parental background was predominantly Bonairean. Six subjects 
had both parents who were Bonaireans. Four subjects had Bonairean 
and Curaçaoan parents. One subject had a Bonairean and Surinamese 
parent. Only one subject had parents who were both born in Curaçao. 
Other ancestral backgrounds were Venezuelan, Amerindian, Aruban, 
German, Jewish or Surinamese. 
The neighborhood of upbringing was scattered all over the island and 
denoted mostly low to middle socio-economic levels with one or two in 
a middle high level.  
The profession /work fields were in: administration, insurance, real 
estate, communication/ journalism/television, education, housewife, 
music and technology.  
 
Bonairean Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification 
The majority of the subjects identified as Curaçaoan and a few added: 
‘a mix’, ‘a multicultural one’. A male subject in the older age range said 
instantly ‘ami ta Curasoleňo, no Yu di Korsou (translated I am 
Curaçaoan, not a child of Curaçao); I am a child of my mother and 
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father and a proud Curaçaoan’. A female subject in the middle age range 
with a strong Bonairean accent added ‘but many notice my Bonairean 
accent and then I will tell them that I am from Curaçao, but that my 
family is from Bonaire’. Another female in the middle age range, who 
identified as Curaçaoan explained, ‘by race I identify as Black 
Amerindian because of my ancestors; people see me as both, Curaçaoan 
and Bonairean’. She felt proud that her features resembled a mix of her 
black and Amerindian roots. 
Many of the subjects explained the Curaçaoan identity by making 
reference to their place of birth and upbringing and to life itself on the 
island: ‘I am born and raised here, I love this country, this is my life, I 
am from here and this is my nation’. 
Being Curaçaoan was explained by several subjects by their love for 
Curaçao, ‘if I reincarnate I wish to be born again here’, I am very proud 
to be Curaçaoan and I feel Curaçaoan’.  
Others referred to the multi-ethnic connotation of the Curaçaoan 
identity, ‘I feel Curaçaoan, people of all over came here’, ‘my feelings 
tell me that I am Curaçaoan, others may see me as a mix’, ‘being part of 
an island in the Caribbean, having multiple cultural roots’ and ‘the 
island’s multicultural richness broadens perspective’. A female subject 
in the younger age range considered ‘being Curaçaoan as an 
advantage; to be multicultural to have all that in me’. A female subject 
in the older age range said with respect to her Curaçaoan identity and 
multi-ethnic background, ‘I feel myself Curaçaoan, but others see me as 
Bonairean, since my mother is Bonairean; but my ancestors were 
Bonairean, Curaçaoan and Jewish’. 
Two subjects, a male and a female in the middle age range attached to 
their ethnic label as Curaçaoan, the sense of caring for the island and 
the need to contribute to the development of Curaçao. The male subject 
referred to the material and mental richness of the Curaçaoan, ‘I have 
travelled and realize how much we have, as Curaçaoans we also have a 
lot to offer’. 
Other ethnic labels were: ‘Curaçaoan, descendant of Bonaireans’ and 
‘Antillean’. One subject, a female in the older age range, identified as 
‘Curaçaoan, descendant of Bonairean’. She explained her ethnic label 
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by saying, ‘I am very proud of my Bonairean heritage, but I love 
Curaçao and I am proud of our multicultural upbringing, all the 
languages we speak, our high education level and our potential as a 
people, as an island’.  
Even though a female subject in the middle age range with a heavy 
Bonairean accent, identified as Curaçaoan, the explanation of her ethnic 
label corresponded to a bi-ethnic label, ‘although I was born here, I 
know that my blood is of Bonairean descent’. 
The male subject, who identified as Antillean, felt that the ethnic label 
contained ‘feeling wise’ a broader denomination; ‘in my heart I am 
Bonairean, but Curaçao has been good to me, here I developed’. 
Several subjects expressed tender feelings for Bonaire. The female 
subject, who identified as Curaçaoan, with black Amerindian roots, 
spoke lovingly of her Bonairean father, her family in Bonaire and how 
as a child, she adored listening to stories about Bonaire. She comments 
with a laugh that she considered Bonaire as her weekend house.  
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and Developmental Stages among 
Bonairean Descendants  
Many of the subjects observed that the Curaçaoan identity was a 
constant throughout their formation, while many others recognized the 
Curaçaoan-Bonairean identity as a constant.  The subjects said with 
respect to the latter that they did not see the separation; ‘being 
Curaçaoan-Bonairean was a whole; that is how it has been in our 
family’. A female subject in the middle age range said, ‘the Bonairean 
link was always there’. A female subject in the younger age range 
observed, ‘although I do not identify as Bonairean, I love Bonaire and I 
feel at home there’. 
A female subject in the older age range, who identified as’ Curaçaoan, 
descendant of Bonairean, remembered the Dutch influence in her 
upbringing, such as, schooling, knowing the Dutch language and having 
the Dutch passport. She said that therefore she also considered herself 
Antillean-Dutch and she recalled that when times became difficult as an 
adult, she moved for some years to Holland and said that she never 
regretted it. 
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A female subject in the younger age range from Bonairean and 
Surinamese parents recalled that her family in Bonaire used to speak 
Dutch to her although she spoke Papiamentu to them. 
Several subjects observed that although they felt Curaçaoan, people 
would remind them of their Bonairean background, ‘abo ta yu di 
Bonasaira’ (you are a child of Bonaireans). A female subject in the older 
age range said that she hated the name Bonasaira because of the attitude 
that goes along with it. 
The perception of having Bonairean parent(s) and the feelings attached 
to the Bonairean identity differed among the group, ‘I knew that my 
parents were Bonairean, but that is it’, ‘The Bonairean link was lost 
with the coming of my father at a young age to Curaçao’, ‘I have family 
in Bonaire, but besides that there is no link’, ‘I feel comfortable with my 
Bonairean family’, ‘my Bonairean mother has cultivated the love for 
Bonaire in me’ and ‘I have dear memories from Bonaire’. A female 
subject in the older age range said to recognize a Bonairean in the crowd 
because of their intonation. A female subject in the younger age range 
found the Bonairean more easygoing and docile, as seen with her father 
and aunt, compared to the Curaçaoan. 
A female subject in the middle age range brought up memories of the 
neighborhoods in which she lived as a child. She remembered clearly 
the vessels with Bonaireans arriving at ‘Scharloo’; and how they used 
to come to their house to greet them. She recalled also a section in 
‘Suffisant’ where Bonaireans lived. People in the neighborhood called 
her the girl from the Bonairean house. She said that the Bonaireans in 
the neighborhood lived together like family. Another female in the 
middle age range, who also lived for a while in ‘Suffisant’, recalled that 
the school she attended had primarily black children and that she felt 
different because she was white. The teachers at school could not place 
her either and they asked her whether she was Venezuelan or Aruban. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range spoke about how 
Bonaireans were often perceived as stupid, badly clothed and docile; 
and they found this hurtful. 
 The teenage years and throughout the adolescent years were 
characterized by increased racial, ethnic and social class awareness. A 
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female subject in the middle age years, who identified herself as black 
Amerindian, said to have perceived very strong racial divisions at high 
school between white Dutch and local blacks. The latter had such an 
impact on her that she started writing about it to get it out of her system. 
A female subject in the younger age range said that she was aware of 
classes and race, ‘black, brown, light brown, white’; and that the social 
class level was race related. She said that she did not relate to the upper 
class. Others recounted that their friends were mixed race and of the 
middle class. 
A female subject in the middle age range said that after she stayed in 
Bonaire for a year, she became more aware of her Curaçaoan identity. 
A male subject related that in the U.S. he started noticing racial 
differences, ‘there I realized that people considered me black’. ‘I had 
good friends that came to visit me in Curaçao, and even though they 
invited me, I did not feel comfortable going to their house’. He related 
that when he went to live in Holland he got the name ‘coffee bean’, 
because he was considered black. His father bought an apartment for 
him and his sister, and he said that people became suspicious of them; 
they wondered how as black Antilleans they could afford an apartment. 
He said that he once offered a seat to an elderly lady and that she 
rejected his gesture by saying that she would not sit where a nigger had 
sat. Another male subject in the middle age range recalled that when he 
was living in The Hague there were places where he was not allowed 
entrance. 
A female in the older age range brought up that when she was living in 
Holland she realized how well she knew the Dutch geography compared 
to the Curaçaoan geography. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Bonairean Descent Group 
Going abroad whether for study or vacation tended to accentuate the 
subjects’ ethnic feelings. A male subject in the middle age range said, 
‘being in Holland I realized my identity as Antillean, deep down in my 
heart I am Bonairean, but at the same time Curaçaoan, inseparable 
identities’. Another male in the middle age range said, ‘I stayed in 
Holland for eight years and all I wanted was to complete my studies and 
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return to Curaçao; and I never went back’. A young, mixed race female 
subject spoke about her experience in Holland, ‘there I realized that the 
Dutch considered me black. The Dutch did not like that I was eager to 
learn, so I changed to be accepted. The Dutch liked to have an edge on 
you’. ‘When I traveled the world people wondered where I was from 
and therefore my pride as Curaçaoan heightened. A female in the older 
age range, who identified as ‘Curaçaoan, descendant of Bonaireans’ 
related that Holland made her strong. She realized that as an Antillean 
she had rights. She learned that she had to stand up for her rights as a 
person and a woman and was grateful to Holland for that. A female 
subject in the younger age range related that in Holland people used to 
see her for Indonesian and when she told them that she was Curaçaoan, 
they lost interest. 
Several other subjects found that when they traveled, the comparison 
between cultures was likely to heighten their identity as Curaçaoan. 
Several subjects spoke about the shame and the disgust they felt at 
seeing the behavior of black Curaçaoans abroad, especially in Holland. 
A male in the older age range, who proudly and without a second 
thought identified himself as Curaçaoan, fiercely said: ‘Curaçaoans have 
always been respectful and nice people and we are not like that’. He is a 
musician and he said to have played the Curaçaoan music (waltz, tumba, 
mazurka, danza) together with all international music, for over fifty two 
years whenever they played. However, because of the disgusting 
behavior of Curaçaoans in Holland he said that his band chose not to 
play again in Holland. 
Cultural aspects such as: Flag Day of Curaçao and association to the 
Bonairean Club were in a few examples determining ethnic elements. A 
female subject in the middle age range, who works with Bonairean 
cultural events, mentioned that her work accentuated her feelings for 
Bonaire. A female subject in the older age range found her association 
to the Bonairean Club a reminder of her Bonairean background. 
A female subject in the older age range mentioned that she was married 
to a Dutchman and that the intercultural relation has somehow 
influenced her behavior and therefore she speaks Dutch with her 
daughter. A male in the middle age range, who identified as Antillean, 
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married a Dutch woman, so he speaks Dutch with his children. He notes 
that life itself in Curaçao, where his children were born and where he 
lives and works accentuates his Curaçaoan part. 
A female subject in the middle age range said that when she reads about 
the history of Curaçao or whenever there is an event that concerns 
Curaçao, like a protest march for preservation of nature, she likes to 
take part. While working in tourism, a female subject in the older age 
range noticed that she has delved into the history of Curaçao and takes 
pride in promoting her island.  
A female subject in the younger age range was proud that as a 
Curaçaoan she could speak the various languages. Because of her 
multilingual abilities, the Dutch considered her an asset during her study 
in journalism.  
Two female subjects, one in the younger age range and the other in the 
middle age range said that they really feel Curaçaoan even when others, 
especially black Curaçaoans tell them that they are not Curaçaoan 
because of their white race and features.  
The younger subject brought up that when people, in particular the 
Dutch, make silly observations about Curaçaoans she gets defensive 
since her Curaçaoan pride rises to the surface. 
 
Bonairean Descent Group and Ethnic Identification Abroad 
When abroad the majority of the subjects identified as Curaçaoan, with 
following observations, ‘here is where I live’, ‘I travel with Curaçao in 
my mind and I cannot stay away for too long’ and ‘I always travel with 
a Curaçaoan flag; once in CNN in Atlanta I noticed that they had flags 
from all over, but not from Curaçao, so I gave them one’.  
A female in the older age range, who was married to a Dutchman  said, 
‘only if people ask will I tell them that I am from Curaçao, otherwise I 
am Dutch, at least that is what my passport reveals’; I have a Dutch 
passport, before everybody was Dutch there was not that silly thing of 
European Dutch and local Dutch’. 
A male in the middle age range, who earlier in the interview identified 
himself as Antillean, maintained the same identity abroad.  
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Characteristic Behavioral patterns among the Bonairean Descent 
Group 
Many subjects, especially in the middle and older age ranges, thought 
the Curaçaoan to be considerate, cordial and helpful. A female subject 
in the older age range explained being considerate with the tendency to 
beat around the bush to avoid hurting others. A female subject in the 
middle age range mentioned that ‘particularly the human aspects stand 
out’. Several subjects mentioned hospitality as a characteristic that they 
have seen in their own homes.  
A male in the older age range said frankly, ‘I can tell you about the 
Curaçaoan I am and those of my time, since the Curaçaoan of yesterday 
is not the one of today; we were and are cordial, polite and honest’. 
Other behavioral patterns associated with the Curaçaoan were: zest for 
life, partying, liking of all kind of food, sitting and conversing with 
friends, playing domino and moving about freely.   
Three subjects of the middle age range, two females and one male, 
thought the Curaçaoan to be rough and opposite of the calm docile 
Bonaireans. One of the female subjects explained, ‘in Bonaire I can be 
laid back, but in Curaçao I feel that I have to be rough and stand up for 
my rights in order for people not to walk all over me’.  
A female subject in the younger age range spoke about the disposition 
of the Curaçaoan to communicate with whoever and whenever. Two 
subjects in the middle age range thought the Curaçaoan to be worldly. 
Several subjects, all age ranges included, spoke about their multicultural 
and multilingual disposition as well as the ability to shift between 
languages. A female subject spoke about her effort to speak Papiamentu 
as pure as possible and she observed the change in her attitude when 
speaking a specific language. 
A young female subject associated the entrepreneurial spirit, the 
multicultural business orientation and the general eagerness to promote 
the island. 
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Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Bonairean 
descent group 
Having been born and raised in Curaçao was considered by the 
majority of the subjects as the most influential factor. The subjects 
associated elements such as the Bonairean neighborhood in which they 
were brought up, love for Curaçao, the multicultural setting, having 
Papiamentu in common or as an older female subject plainly said, ‘I 
have always lived here, I have no point of comparison’. 
The next significant factor in line was the Bonairean parents and 
family. Many of the subjects referred to the love for their parents and 
their family in Bonaire. 
Three subjects considered living in the Netherlands and the vacations 
spent in Bonaire as important factors in their ethnic identity formation.  
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Bonairean descent group towards other 
groups 
All the subjects, but one, said to feel comfortable relating to people 
from all ethnic groups. However, several subjects mentioned that they 
felt more comfortable with Curaçaoans from various backgrounds. As 
one female subject in the younger age range illustrated, ‘although we 
are aware of cultural and social class barriers, there is a mutual 
understanding among Curaçaoans. A female subject in the middle age 
group explained that she could relate to all but that she felt more 
comfortable with black Curaçaoans and Bonaireans. She said that she 
still remembered from her childhood the stereotypes of the various 
groups on the island; ‘somehow it stays with you’. Another female in 
the middle age range acknowledged the discomfort she feels at times 
among black Curaçaoans, ‘it is as if I have to prove myself’. 
A male subject in the middle age range bluntly said, ‘I do not like being 
among blacks. I am aware that it is not fair from my part since I know 
that my disastrous racial experiences abroad have a great deal to do 
with it. 
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Bonairean descent Group: likes and dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Most of the subjects liked the warm, friendly, happy, helpful and 
considerate nature of the Curaçaoan. They enjoyed the laughter, the 
flexibility and the easygoingness of fellow islanders. 
Several subjects said that they like the cleanliness and the neat 
appearance of Curaçaoans. The hospitality, politeness, goodness and 
pride in being Curaçaoan and the upcoming progressiveness were points 
of which they greatly approved. 
Three subjects really had difficulties seeing the ‘likes’ of fellow 
Curaçaoans. 
The disliked aspects were scattered among the group and were rather 
individually presented. 
A few subjects disliked the rough and aggressive behavior of the 
Curaçaoan. They found that the Curaçaoan liked to show off, used too 
much foul language too often and had an inferiority complex. The 
inconsistent and at times greedy behavior was a problem in the eyes of a 
few. A male subject in the middle age range spoke of the crab mentality 
and said ‘people do not want to see you grow. Some disapproved 
aspects were work related. A female subject in the younger age range 
observed with a sigh, ‘I may sound controversial, but I like that the 
Curaçaoan is considerate, although at times it is too much, it comes 
from not being upfront’. A female subject in the middle age range talked 
about a false sense of pride that inhibits the person to work at a lower 
level where work is available. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Bonairean Descent Group 
The additional issues focused on the behavior of the Curaçaoan for 
which the Curaçaoan should go back to basic: family education and 
family values. A male subject stressed on the fact that people should 
realize that ‘we are the government’ and in that politicians in their turn 
should work together for the development of the island. A female 
subject in the middle age range talked about the general acceptance of 
the multicultural characteristic of Curaçao. A young female subject 
observed that the interview opened her eyes to new perspectives of the 
Curaçaoan that she will consider in her work. 
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Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among this group of Bonairean 
descendants was predominantly mono-ethnic, ‘Curaçaoan’. 
The aspects that have mostly influenced the subjects’ ethnic identity 
formation were: having been born and raised in Curaçao, their 
Bonairean family and going for study abroad. 
 
Ethnic self-identification was primarily mono-ethnic Curaçaoan and in 
several cases there was acknowledgement of the Bonairean background. 
Many subjects were in their heart Bonaireans and expressed tender 
feelings for the Bonairean parentage and family. The overall attitude 
was that Curaçao is the place where they were born, raised and made a 
living.  
The behavioral patterns were characterized by a humane and humble 
nature, but with the tendency to be tougher as Curaçaoan than the calm 
and docile Bonaireans. The subjects presented a multicultural 
disposition. 
Ethnic awareness was primarily shaped by a modest upbringing within 
a racially and multicultural inclined society. 

5.7 Aruban Descendents 

Demographics 
This group consisted of ten subjects. All the interviews were conducted 
in Papiamentu. Five of the subjects were female and five were male. 
The subjects were distributed according to their age as follows: six 
subjects were in the age range 19 to 36 and four subjects were in the age 
range 37 to sixty. There were no subjects available for the age range 60 
and up, who were born in Curaçao or somewhere else, but who have 
come to Curaçao before seven years of age in order to have received the 
socialization patterns of the island. According to Aruban people on the 
island when Arubans reach the stage of late adulthood (60 and up) they 
return to Aruba. The ages varied from 26 years to 58 years.  
Seven of the subjects were born in Curaçao and three subjects were born 
elsewhere; one subject was born in Venezuela and two other subjects 
were born in The Netherlands. 
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All the subjects had at least one Aruban parent. Three subjects had both 
parents who were Aruban born, six subjects had an Aruban and a 
Curaçaoan parent and one subject had an Aruban and a Dutch parent. 
The data indicated that the majority of the group was second generation 
Aruban descendants. The ancestral background was besides Aruban 
and Curaçaoan, Amerindian, Arab, Colombian, Venezuelan or Dutch.  
The neighborhood of upbringing was located in the central southern, 
central northern and eastern part of the island. The areas denoted a 
middle low, middle, to middle high socio-economic levels. 
The profession/work fields were in: administration/management/finance, 
education/social-cultural field, graphic design and information 
technology. Four participants of the middle age range are in 
administration, which was the most recurrent field. The educational 
level varied from high school to academic formation. 
 
Aruban Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification 
Ethnic self-identification tended to be more bi-ethnic than mono ethnic. 
There were in total six labels: Curaçaoan, Curaçaoan-Aruban, Antillean-
Curaçaoan, Dutch-Antillean-Aruban, Antillean and Aruban. 
Four subjects, two males and two females in the younger age ranges 
identified as Curaçaoan and explained, ‘I was born and raised in 
Curaçao’, ‘my roots are here’, ‘to know and understand my culture’, ‘to 
know the history of the island’ and to feel comfortable with my 
language’. A male subject in the younger age range referred to the 
multicultural influence in his development, ‘I am Curaçaoan, a constant 
changing mix’ since he was born in Venezuela, from Aruban parents, 
was raised in Curaçao, studied in the U.S. and lives in Curaçao. The 
other male subject in the younger age range, who also identified as 
Curaçaoan spoke of a sense of freedom that went along with the ethnic 
label by being part of a multi-ethnic, multi-racial and multi-religious 
society. He added that it is the beauty of Curaçao and its people, 
‘anyone who decides to establish here will be accepted independent of 
race, religion or ethnic background’. 
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The two females related to the Curaçaoan label with feelings of 
belonging and love for the island, ‘I feel at home’, this is my own’ and 
‘I love my country’. 
One of the female subjects reflected and said ‘to identify myself 
ethnically is like an internal search, a constant switching, since the 
strong sense of patriotism of my Aruban mother for her country has 
always been present’. 
The other female subject spontaneously added the Antillean label given 
that in Holland she was identified as such. However, she quickly said 
that she felt Curaçaoan, ‘my roots are here’. She reflected about the time 
she lived in Holland as a point of reference to explain her Curaçaoan 
identity and said, ‘I feel that the Dutch are different, I know how to get 
along with them, but they feel like “not my own”, this, here is my own; 
here I feel that I am home’. 
Two subjects, a male and a female in the middle age range identified as 
Curaçaoan-Aruban. The male subject defining his identity said ‘I am 
40% Curaçaoan and 60% Aruban. He explained that his father is 
Aruban and his mother Curaçaoan. He has been brought up with both 
cultures and said to understand both. He expressed his feelings for both 
cultures: ‘I love Curaçao, I identify with life here, I want to live here but 
I have a lot of feelings for Aruba that have been cultivated by the 
Aruban family and my father’s love and patriotism for Aruba. He 
continued explaining, ‘we have been brought up with nationalistic 
feelings for Aruba. I was always with my father and when he sat to 
watch soccer he always cheered for Aruba; so did I’. The female 
subject, who was born in Curaçao of Aruban parents, explained the 
Curaçaoan-Aruban label by acknowledging her upbringing with both 
cultures; with her parents at home and with the broader Curaçaoan 
community as well. 
The following ethnic labels containing the ‘Antillean label’ were 
presented as the compromising denominator of the Curaçaoan and 
Aruban identities and implied at the same time the link with the Dutch 
Kingdom. ‘Antillean’ suggested one identity that would unify the 
feelings towards two ethnic backgrounds. 
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The Dutch Antillean-Aruban label was adopted by a young female 
subject, who has a Curaçaoan father and Aruban mother. She said that 
the label comprised a distribution of fifty-fifty % ethnic identity. ‘Dutch 
Antillean’ stood for Curaçao; she explained, ‘I was born in Curaçao, and 
I am actually a Curaçaoan with an Aruban mother who is very patriotic. 
I have families on both islands, and while each island has a different 
culture, I feel at home on both islands’. She described ‘when I am with 
my Aruban family I am Aruban, when I am with my Curaçaoan family I 
am Curaçaoan; I am part of both’. 
The Antillean Curaçaoan label was applied by a male subject in the 
middle age range, who was born from a Dutch father and Aruban 
mother. The chosen ethnic label denoted ‘the one who is part of the 
Dutch Antilles and makes an effort to work for its progress’. The 
subject explained that in Holland he was described as Antillean while in 
Curaçao he was perceived as Dutch, because he is white. He associated 
the Antillean Curaçaoan label with the two basic languages in his 
upbringing Papiamentu and Dutch. The subject said that after the 
disappearance of The Netherlands Antilles (10-10-10) he would identify 
as Curaçaoan. 
The Antillean label was adopted by a male subject in the middle age 
range, who was born in Curaçao, from an Aruban father and Curaçaoan 
mother. The Antillean label was explained by the fact that Aruba 
formed once part of the Dutch Antilles. The subject showed regrets that 
this was no longer the case. The subject expressed feelings of pride and 
love for his Aruban father and prominent Aruban families of whom 
various have held key political positions. He spoke with affection of 
both, the Curaçaoan and Aruban families. Once or twice he 
spontaneously spoke of ‘we Arubans’. 
The Aruban label was applied by a female subject in the younger age 
range born from an Aruban father and Curaçaoan mother from 
Colombian descent. When she was asked how she identified herself 
ethnically she answered with a chuckle, ‘not Curaçaoan’. She paused 
and said I am not Dutch either, I think, I feel more Aruban than 
Curaçaoan’. She described her ethnic identity as ‘a double feeling’ as if 
it was not completely clear to her how come she felt Aruban while 
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living in Curaçao. She explained ‘my upbringing at home is Aruban; 
there was always the strong influence of my Aruban father. Every year 
we celebrate the Aruban Day, my friends are Aruban and I even identify 
with the Aruban music’. She continued, ‘it is an awkward feeling; I 
remember that at school I felt like an outsider’.  
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and Developmental Stages in Aruban 
Descendants 
The Curaçaoan-Aruban connotation was constant throughout the 
development of most of the subjects. The Aruban parents and families 
in Aruba were strong ethnic determinants, ‘I was aware that my mother 
is Aruban’, ‘the love of my father for Aruba’ and ‘the stories about 
Aruba’. Several subjects spoke about the strong family ties with Aruban 
relatives.  
The subjects related that the Aruban family used to jokingly tease them 
that they are Curaçaoans. A female subjects in the younger age range 
remembered that when family in Aruba played with words denoting 
ethnic implications, ‘Aruba ariba, Korsou abou (literally translated 
Aruba up, Curaçao down’, something clicked into her ‘I am Curaçaoan’. 
A young female subject expressed her ethnic perceptions ‘I was born 
Dutch, in an Aruban home, living in Curaçao’. 
The subjects described their homes where patriotic feelings for Aruba 
played the upper role. A female subject in the younger age range said, 
’my mother is a very fanatic Aruban, very patriotic unlike Curaçaoans’. 
A male subject in the younger age range whose parents are both 
Arubans, spoke of his family as being ‘very patriotic’; ‘they used to ask 
me whether I felt Aruban or Curaçaoan and I remember answering I am 
the son of my father and my mother’. A female subject born from an 
Aruban mother and Curaçaoan father spoke lovingly of her mother who 
instilled in her the love for Aruba. The young female, who identified as 
Aruban, said that her father brought her up within an Aruban oriented 
home.  
Most of the subjects recalled the frequent travels to Aruba for vacations 
and holidays. These travels to the homeland of their parents represented 
a major reminder of their Aruban background. A female subject in the 
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younger age range spoke of the school vacations during which the 
family used to spend in Aruba. She remembered the cousins and nieces 
of her age with whom she used to play. Although she said that she 
understood that Aruba was for vacation and Curaçao was her home.  
The profession of the parents as teachers played a role in language, and 
personal experiences were also influential ethnic elements. Two 
subjects, a male and female, whose parents were in education and one 
male subject whose father is Dutch, were brought up with the Dutch 
language. They spoke Dutch with one of the parents and Papiamentu 
with the other parent. In the first two cases the Dutch language was 
associated with educational perspectives. All three subjects applied 
‘Antillean’ in the ethnic label. A male subject in the middle age range 
from an Aruban father and Curaçaoan mother brought to mind the 
ongoing discussions between the parents about which Papiamentu word 
was the correct one. Through Papiamentu he was constantly aware of 
the Aruban and Curaçaoan identities. 
The male subject with a Dutch father brought forth that his parent’s 
divorce, when he was young, had nothing to do with the fact that he did 
not want to be considered Dutch.  
One male subject in the younger age range, whose mother is Curaçaoan, 
and father Aruban proudly spoke of his multi-ethnic oriented home, 
‘very open views, very balanced’.  
Several subjects mentioned the multi-ethnic neighborhood of 
upbringing, the multi-ethnic friends and schooling that have influenced 
their ethnic perceptions and feelings. A male in the middle age range 
spoke positively about the school he attended in his childhood. 
According to school policies, the children were instructed about the 
multicultural, multi-racial and multi-religious facets of Curaçao and the 
acceptance of all; the freedom that Curaçaoans enjoy to live together on 
the island independent of ethnicity, race or faith. 
A male subject in the middle age range, whose father is Dutch, 
recounted that he was teased at school for being white and Dutch. He 
did not like to be identified as Dutch then, nor does he in the present. 
Several subjects actually related that in Curaçao they were seen and 
addressed to as Aruban because they have a fair complexion. 
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Ethnic related feelings of confusion formed part of the ethnic 
identification process. This was the case of a female subject in the 
middle age range, who was born in the Netherlands. She spoke earlier in 
the interview about the ‘awkward feelings’ she had attending a 
predominantly Dutch school in Curaçao. She said, ‘by birth I am Dutch, 
yet my father is Aruban and my heart is Aruban, but I live in Curaçao. 
At school I was not considered Dutch or Curaçaoan. I spoke Dutch as I 
learned it in Holland, but in spite of that I felt left out. The division 
between the Dutch and Curaçaoan children was too sharp and I did not 
feel part of either group’. 
The identity with the Curaçaoan and Aruban heritage remained constant 
for most of the subjects during teenage years. The male subject in the 
middle age range with the Dutch father said that the Curaçaoan identity 
accentuated during teenage years through friends. Most of the subjects 
recalled having friends from all ethnic groups. A female subject in the 
younger age range brought to mind that she felt ashamed of being 
Curaçaoan. As she explained, ‘since there has always been a certain 
rivalry between the islands, Curaçaoans were seen by the Arubans as 
the ones that make problems’. 
Politics formed part of the influential ethnic factors in adolescence and 
adulthood. The ‘Status Aparte’ (national structure: Aruba was not 
longer part of the Netherlands Antilles) meant for the subject in the 
middle age range, who identified earlier in the interview as Antillean, an 
accentuation of his ‘Antillean’ identity. He explained that Aruba being 
part of the Netherlands Antilles was part of what his father knew; it was 
part of his life. The Antillean label signified holding on to the memory 
of his father. He told with pride the story that when his father passed 
away, the Prime Minister of Aruba sent him personal condolences. 
The female subject, who identified as Aruban, viewed the Arubans as 
one united team, while the Curaçaoans were more individually oriented. 
Several subjects commented that they were loyal to Curaçao as well as 
to Aruba and defended both when anybody spoke badly of one of the 
two. 
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Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Aruban Descent Group 
Several subjects brought forth that life in Curaçao with the multicultural 
setting, having a home here and especially working in Curaçao has 
generated circumstances that have accentuated their Curaçaoan identity.  
Many of the subjects found that when they return from a trip, their 
feelings of belonging for Curaçao heightened. The subjects ultimately 
recognized then the sensation of ‘here is where I live, this is my home’.  
Two subjects, a male in the middle age range and a female in the 
younger age range told that studying abroad made them aware of their 
ethnic feelings. The male subject with an Aruban mother and Dutch 
father brought to mind a circumstance in Holland in which some 
Dutchmen did not believe that he was Curaçaoan because he is white. 
He remembered showing them a picture of his grandfather who was a 
black man to make the point that being Curaçaoan did not have anything 
to do with the color of his skin. A female subject with an Aruban 
mother and Curaçaoan father said that in Holland she noticed her 
affinity for Antilleans and Curaçaoans. 
Being with families, having conversations and watching sports events 
tended to stir ethnic feelings in the Curaçaoan or Aruban direction. 
When Andruw Jones (Curaçaoan in major league baseball) excelled 
abroad feelings of pride as a Curaçaoan highlighted. 
Two subjects, a female in the younger age range and a male in the 
middle age range mentioned the yearly celebration of the Aruban day in 
Curaçao that tended to emphasize the Aruban identity. A male in the 
middle age range, who identified as Antillean-Curaçaoan, compared the 
Curaçaoan Flag Day with the Antillean Flag Day and found the 
Curaçaoan Day to touch him more.  
A female subject in the younger age range strongly identified with the 
Aruban way of politics, the Aruban patriotism and sense of nationalism.  
One female subject brought forth that information she acquires from 
abroad through traveling, reading about other countries and media, 
played a role in determining her ethnic identity. She related about a 
television program she saw about a Curaçaoan female who talked about 
her life in Abu Dhabi and the predominant Muslim customs. What 
stayed in her mind, among other ideas, was when the lady related that if 
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she would get pregnant without being married, even being from Curaçao 
and being a non Muslim, she would be persecuted. She said to have 
realized then the freedom she enjoys as a woman, as a citizen in 
Curaçao. At the same time, she said that she discovered feelings of 
pride at seeing a Curaçaoan woman in a managerial position in a 
country so alien to her own. She observed with respect the freedom of 
movement referring to the time she lived in Holland, ‘even in Holland, 
there are so many things to take into account, which limit that sense of 
freedom that we have here; here we are indeed privileged’. 
 
Aruban Descent Group and Ethnic Identification Abroad 
Ethnic self-identification shifted somewhat from bi-ethnic labeling to 
mono-ethnic labeling, ‘Curaçaoan’. Most of the subjects identified 
abroad as Curaçaoans and explained that Curaçao is their home, ‘we 
may have a Dutch passport, but our culture is different than the Dutch 
culture. One male subject said to have strategically used the Dutch label 
but that he does not identify himself as Dutch. He was born from a 
Dutch father. 
Three subjects identified themselves abroad with a bi-ethnic label 
referring to the Curaçaoan and Aruban identity, ‘I will promote both 
identities’, ‘my parents are from Curaçao and Aruba’ and ‘I am born in 
Curaçao but I cannot deny my feelings for Aruba, instilled by my 
Aruban mother’. 
One female subject, who earlier in the interview identified as Aruban, 
referred abroad to a ‘three in one identity’, I was born in the 
Netherlands, I live in Curaçao and I have an Aruban heart’. 
 
Characteristic Behavioral patterns among the Aruban Descent Group 
The emphasis in the behavioral patterns was credited by many of the 
subjects to the multicultural and multilingual disposition. They 
identified with the consideration and understanding among the many 
cultures, races and religions on the island.  
One subject found that the Aruban side of him was more direct, less 
considerate and more disciplined than the average Curaçaoan. 
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Some identified their knowledge of both the Aruban and Curaçaoan 
Papiamentu as characteristic of their behavior. 
Two subjects, a male and female in the middle age range found the 
Aruban to have more flair to communicate and to be more service 
minded than the average Curaçaoan. They considered the latter as part 
of their behaviors.  
One male subject found the Curaçaoan to be more knowledgeable than 
the Aruban. 
Several subjects of the younger and middle age ranges stressed their 
loyalty and sense of patriotism as typical of their behavioral patterns 
and said to channel those feelings towards Aruba and Curaçao. 
The liking for food, ‘Curaçaoans like to eat’ and the inborn sense of 
rhythm, were considered basic characteristics.  
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Aruban 
Descent Group 
The subjects found the fact that they were born, raised and molded on 
the island within a multicultural setting and with Aruban parent(s), who 
brought them up with feelings of love and patriotism for Aruba, as a 
strong determinant of their ethnic identity formation.  
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Aruban Descent Group towards other 
groups 
All the subjects, with the exception of one male in the middle age range, 
felt comfortable relating to people of different ethnic backgrounds. This 
one subject said to feel more comfortable with his ‘own kind of people’ 
referring to Curaçaoan-Arubans of his own social class and fair skinned 
race. 
A female subject in the younger age range added to the latter that  she 
married a Dutchman knowing that there would be cultural differences, 
but that ‘as Curaçaoan we have the ability to adapt’. She credited the 
latter to her multicultural familial heritage and the multicultural setting 
of the island. 
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Aruban Descent Group: likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Likes 
The subjects expressed their likings for the friendly, warm, considerate 
and hospitable nature of fellow Curaçaoans. They also communicated 
their liking for the sociable character and the disposition of the 
Curaçaoan to live together with people of different ethnic backgrounds, 
religions and race and the readiness to speak various languages. 
 
Dislikes 
The dislikes expressed by subjects of both age ranges focused on a 
perceived inferiority complex in black Curaçaoans and a boisterous and 
aggressive attitude that many times went along with it.  
A male in the middle age range and a female subject in the younger age 
range mentioned their dislike that the Curaçaoan is not open for 
criticism and that they easily see it as a personal attack. A female 
subject in the middle age range thought that by being too considerate 
the person loses the ability to be up front and then tended to beat around 
the bush, an aspect which she disliked. 
A male subject in the younger age range disliked ‘the lazy attitude and 
lack of punctuality’ in relation to work. 
Two female subjects in the younger age range expressed their 
disapproval for what they perceived as an ‘envious mentality’ in the 
world of business. They referred to the ‘crab mentality’, the tendency to 
bring another down. 
A male subject in the middle age range said to disapprove of the lack of 
union and patriotism among Curaçaoans; he recognized however, a 
slow development in that direction. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Aruban Descent Group 
The additional observations centered on the multicultural, multi-racial 
multi-religious constitution of Curaçao. A male in the younger age 
range brought forth that the society of Curaçao keeps on changing 
groups of newcomers. He found the latter to be ‘the facet that made the 
Curaçaoan very interesting’. A male subject in the younger age range 
emphasized the education of the youth on the multicultural, multi-racial 
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and multi-religious structure of the island. He thought the latter 
important in order to preserve the multi-faceted character which is so 
proper to the island. A male in the middle age range suggested that the 
variety of ethnic groups on the island may be playing a role on the lack 
of unity among the people on the island. 
 
Summary 
Ethnic Self-identification was mainly bi-ethnic, Curaçaoan-Aruban. 
However, while abroad ethnic labeling tended to shift mostly towards a 
mono-label, Curaçaoan. The Curaçaoan part represented identification 
with the island, a sense of belonging and the multifaceted culture. The 
Aruban part embodied identification with the Aruban family, pride and 
patriotism. 
The aspects that have mostly influenced ethnic identity formation were: 
having been born and raised in Curaçao, having bi-cultural parents and 
the multicultural and multi-religious setting of the island. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes reflected patriotic feelings for Aruba and Curaçao, 
cultivated by the strong nationalistic disposition of the Aruban parents. 
The subjects held warm feelings for Curaçao, which represented their 
home; where they were born, raised, live and work with many other 
ethnic groups of all faith and races.  
Ethnic behaviors were characterized by a sociable character and a 
strong sense of patriotism and loyalty for Curaçao as well as for Aruba.  
Ethnic awareness was broadened by the love of the parents for their 
homeland, the many vacations and holidays spent in Aruba with the 
regularly drawn contrast by relatives between the Curaçaoan and 
Aruban ways, celebration of Aruban Day and life in the multicultural 
and multi-racial Curaçaoan society.  
The subjects were as a ‘non black group from Aruban descent’ aware of 
racial relations in the racially inclined setting of Curaçao.  
Ethnic identity among the Aruban descendants had a predominantly bi-
ethnic character, Curaçaoan-Aruban. 
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5.8 Windward Island (Saint Martin, Statia, Saba)Descendents 

Demographics 
All the interviews took place in Papiamentu. The sample consisted of 
ten interviewees. Four of the subjects were female and six were male.  
The subjects were distributed in three age ranges as follows: two 
subjects in the age range 19-36 years, five subjects in 37-60 and three 
subjects in 60 and up. The subjects’ ages varied from 28 to 69 years. 
All subjects had their Windward Island heritage (territory of the 
Netherlands Antilles) in common. The parental background was in 
almost all cases from St. Martin. One subject had one parent from St. 
Eustatius and one from Curaçao. Three subjects had at least one 
Curaçaoan parent. Only one subject had parents, who were both born in 
Curaçao. Other ancestral backgrounds were from Santo Domingo, 
Dominica, Saba or Scandinavia. The majority of the subjects were 
second generation Windward Island descendants. The subjects were 
Black, Mulatto or White. 
The neighborhoods of upbringing were mostly located in the middle 
south and middle north of the island and denoted mostly a low to middle 
socio-economic levels. 
The profession /work fields were in: administration/business, 
agriculture, air traffic/ communication/journalism/radio, social field, 
politics and education. The majority of the subjects have completed 
higher studies. The most recurrent field was education, with four 
participants: three in the older age range and one in the middle age 
range. 
 
Windward Islanders: Ethnic Self-Identification 
Two subjects in the middle age range, one male and one female, 
identified as Curaçaoan. Both spoke about their experiences and their 
feelings with respect to Curaçao, ‘Curaçao has been good to me, a safe 
haven, my home’, ‘I can be black here without feeling discriminated’, 
‘people know me here, I have made my name here, I live here by 
choice’. Both of the subjects expressed with deep feelings, ‘I am from 
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here and I would sacrifice for Curaçao’ and ‘I travel a lot and I always 
long to be back home. 
Three female subjects, one of each age range, referred to their 
Curaçaoan and Windward Island background in their ethnic label, 
‘Curaçaoan with Windward Island roots’ and ‘Curaçaoan, a mix’. The 
youngest subject, who was born in St. Eustatius (Statia) said, ‘my 
identity will shift according to where I am, right now I am Krioyo 
(typically from Curaçao), Curaçaoan’. Her mother’s ethnic background 
is Curaçaoan and Statian.  
The subjects’ responses were explained by their birthplace, Curaçao 
and their Windward Island heritage. They respectively said, ‘I have part 
of both, it is an advantage, ‘I feel Curaçaoan, I am born Curaçaoan, here 
I am raised and formed, although others may not see me as Curaçaoan’, 
‘I am proud of my Windward heritage’, ‘family made sure that you were 
part of them’, ‘my Windward Island roots formed my identity as a 
person’ and ‘my upbringing was impregnated with customs of the 
English Caribbean’. Two of the three subjects expressed their 
preference for speaking and writing in English. The youngest subject 
found that the fact that she speaks Papiamentu identified her as 
Curaçaoan and added ‘although music wise I identify with the 
Windward Islands’. 
One male subject in the younger age range identified himself ethnically 
as ‘Curaçaoan Dutch’. He is the third generation Curaçaoan from his 
father’s side (Windward Island). His mother is Curaçaoan. He detailed, 
‘I see myself as a mix of Dutch and Curaçaoan, I was born in The 
Netherlands; there is a lot of Dutch influence in Curaçao and I identify 
as such, but in combination with the Curaçaoan lifestyle’. 
One male subject in the middle age range identified as Antillean 
Caribbean. He explained the appropriated label as follows: ‘Holland 
sees us as Antilleans; I was born in Curaçao, an island in the Caribbean, 
but raised by parents who were from Saint Martin; my customs, 
behavior, eating habits, dancing and dressing are Antillean. 
The ‘World Citizen, Antillean Curaçaoan label’ was used by a male 
subject in the older age range, who explained, ‘firstly I feel as a citizen 
of this world, I travel yearly’. ‘My parents are Antilleans from Statia 
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and Saint Martin, who died in Australia, they are buried there and I have 
two siblings who still live there’. He said that his ancestors were 
originally from Scandinavia. He detailed further the Antillean identity 
by saying that politically he would have preferred an Antillean nation. 
The Curaçaoan part of the label was explained by the fact that he was 
born and lives in Curaçao. 
A male subject in the middle age range applied the ‘World Citizen 
Curaçaoan label’ and explained, ‘as a way to break borders, to be free 
from limitations’. He confessed that it was difficult for him to answer 
questions about identity as ‘that theme is not something I often think 
about, we were not raised to think about this in Curaçao’. ‘I am born in 
Curaçao which is part of the Dutch Antilles, I have a Dutch passport; 
Holland is a place where perhaps I have been once or twice in my life; I 
definitely do not feel Dutch’. He continued, ‘we are already speaking of 
three hymns and three flags’ ( Dutch Antillean, Curaçaoan). He said 
‘right now I feel Curaçaoan and I will fight for Curaçao’.  
The British Caribbean label was adopted by a male subject in the older 
age range who respectively referred to his British ancestors, English 
upbringing, the English language and the primarily British Windward 
Island customs with which he was brought up. 
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and Developmental Stages in Windward 
Island Descendants 
Most of the subjects mentioned that they were aware of two cultures 
during their upbringing, which was mainly triggered by their family and 
the broader community. Some said that they had the notion that they 
were not ‘pure Curaçaoans’. A male in the older age range brought to 
mind that his father used to tell him ‘remember you are a guest in this 
country, you should behave’. Two other subjects in the middle and older 
age ranges said that they were brought up with a very strong Windward 
Island influence. One male subject in the older age range observed that 
in reality he has never been part of the Curaçaoan culture. He said to 
have always identified with the English language and the British 
Caribbean culture.  
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Several subjects mentioned that they were aware of social class 
differences because of their neighborhoods of upbringing, their friends 
and the divisions created by the Shell Company according to 
occupation, ethnic groups and living conditions. Many of the subjects’ 
fathers worked for the Shell.  
A male subject in the middle age range said that the neighborhood in 
which you lived, denoted the social economic class to which you 
belonged.  
The influence of home was a major determining factor in the subjects’ 
ethnic formation. The recollections of the subjects reflected feelings of 
love, pride, gratefulness and a bit of resentment for the hardships their 
parents had to go through to give them a better future. A male subject in 
the middle age range brought to mind that his mother stressed upon 
them that they were not Curaçaoans. His parents were both from Saint 
Martin and he said that his mother has had a tough time acculturating 
and that she has transmitted this to them. He said that somehow these 
memories stayed with him; hence his identification as Antillean 
Caribbean. A male in the middle age range recalled the accounts of his 
father about the injustices of the Dutch towards the workers; his father 
used to work for WESCAR (a Shell Contractor Company). A white 
male subject in the middle age range also brought to mind the biased 
attitudes of Dutch bosses towards non-Dutch workers, as told to him by 
his father. 
A male subject in the older age range remembered that as the son of 
immigrants there was always the pressure from home to do better than 
your parents. Several subjects in all three age ranges commented that 
norms and values were strict and the motto was ‘work to make it, 
develop yourself as a person, believe in yourself’. A female subject in 
the middle age range relates with immense love and pride that her father 
instilled in her the importance of self pride and self esteem. She still 
remembered his encouraging words, ‘you are beautiful and you can do 
whatever you propose’. Her father was from the Windward Islands and 
her mother Curaçaoan. She illustrated the progressive disposition of the 
immigrant by comparing her parents’ families; ‘my father’s families are 
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all professionals, but my mother’s families who are pure Curaçaoan are 
not. They are the ones, who have more social problems’.  
Several subjects in the middle and older age ranges spoke about their 
mothers working as a maid in Dutch people’s houses. A female subject 
in the older age range, whose mother ironed for those families, said that 
her mother wanted to give her and her siblings the best education 
possible and worked extra hours to send them to  a ‘skol di plaka’ (a 
paid for education).  
The subjects talked about the strong presence of their family in their 
ethnic identity development. Two subjects recalled the presence of their 
grandmother from the Windward Islands who came to live with them. A 
female subject in the older age range recalled how her father used to 
take them every Sunday in his car to visit families and acquaintances 
from the Windward Islands. A male subject, as several others, told that 
their homes were basically British Caribbean. They spoke English at 
home, the kind of food they ate, the music they listened to and the 
holiday celebrations corresponded more to the Windward Island 
customs and other British Caribbean Islands. A male in the older age 
range respectively commented that he was not brought up with Latin 
customs as seen in many households, and added that he did not feel any 
affinity for Latinos or Latin music either. 
Many subjects mentioned that the regular travels to the Windward 
Islands to visit family were considered fuel for their English identity; 
they felt at home there.  
Language was experienced by the subjects as a determinant ethnic 
element. Most of the subjects related having been brought up with the 
English language. Hence, Papiamentu was spoken with an accent and 
has been, according to the subjects’ account, a source of mockery by 
others. A male subject in the older age range told that Papiamentu was 
not allowed to be spoken at home and that he learned Papiamentu on the 
streets. A male subject in the middle age range brought up how his 
mother refused to speak Papiamentu as a way to rebel against the 
system, since she considered that ‘she was disrespectfully treated when 
coming to live in Curaçao’. A female in the middle age range, who had 
a Curaçaoan mother, spoke English and Papiamentu at home. A male 
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subject in the younger age range, whose mother was Curaçaoan and a 
teacher, spoke Dutch at home during more formal discussions and 
Papiamentu when they were simply relaxing. A male subject in the 
middle age range said that as his pronunciation of Papiamentu 
improved, his identity as Curaçaoan was more solidified. Others related 
that they chose to speak Dutch and not English in order not to be teased. 
Many of the subjects in the middle and older age ranges remembered 
that during their childhood, people considered them different. A male 
subject in the middle age range said ‘I knew that I was Curaçaoan but a 
different one’. He recalled having been addressed to as ‘boso’ (‘you’ 
plural), meaning those of your kind. He mentioned the church as a 
differentiating factor. The Methodist/ Anglican Church where many of 
the English descendants attended played a significant role in the 
socializing patterns of the group. 
Several subjects said that the way they dressed, the way the boys’ hair 
was combed with a part on the side, the way the girls’ hair was parted in 
various sections and braided, the food they took to school such as 
‘Johnny cake’ made them different in the eyes of other children.  
Several subjects recalled name calling such as ‘BG’ (from British 
Guyana) and ‘bati yande’. A female and male in the older age range 
remembered that they called back ‘komedó di funchi’ (translated 
‘funchi, cornmeal cake eaters’).  
A female in the middle age range recalled still with anger that in 
scouting she was always chosen to play the role of father and was never 
allowed to play the mother role, because she had very short hair. She 
found it denigrating for a girl to be assigned a male role. 
Many of the subjects were raised in ethnically segmented 
neighborhoods, designed by Shell. Several subjects mainly in the 
middle and older age groups mentioned the tendency of migrants’ 
children to stick together as a way of mutual support. The English 
speaking children preferred to play with other English speaking 
children. A female subject in the middle age group said that she had 
friends in all groups, although she was not allowed to go visit other 
people’s houses. The subjects told that the English speaking families in 
a neighborhood tended to stick together and used to favor other English 
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Caribbean descendants above black Curaçaoans and other groups. A 
male subject in the middle age range recalled his childhood as 
confusing, trying to fit in. A male subject in the older age range, who 
was white, related that he learned to defend himself in a predominantly 
black neighborhood and especially from black Curaçaoan children. He 
described the ethnic relations in his neighborhood of upbringing as a 
dichotomy between migrants and black Curaçaoans, a mistrust which 
originated on the part of black Curaçaoans. 
A majority of the subjects in the middle and older age ranges had 
memories of racial and ethnic discrimination in the school setting. A 
male subject, who was the only white in a predominantly black 
classroom, recalled being picked on and discriminated by his 
classmates. He was name called ‘white’. A female subject in the middle 
age range brought to mind two teachers, who did so much wrong to 
Blacks; she remarked, ‘they were not even White, they were Mulattos’. 
She recalled that at Christmas time she was not allowed by the female 
teacher to play the angel in the school play because she was black and 
had short hair. The other teacher was a male, who had divided the class 
into rows of Blacks, Whites and ‘those in between’. The row of black 
children, where she was seated was the so called ‘dumb row’. She 
remembered thinking, ‘I am smart, not dumb; how come I am seated 
here?’ The row with white children was the smart row. 
 
Teenage Years through adolescent years 
According to the subjects, the teenage years developed rather smoothly 
with respect to ethnic and racial relations. The teasing stopped for the 
most and several subjects related that they even had friends from 
various groups; racially, ethnically and socio-economically speaking. 
However, a female subject in the older age range realized that racial 
relations in fact did not change. She described the ethnic and racial 
relations during her teenage years as follows: ‘At school you may have 
had all kind of friends, but outside the school doors you were confined 
to your own circle’. She told that once while standing at the bus stop, 
her Dutch school friend passed in a car, saw her, but did not gave her a 
lift to school. She said that it was hurtful for her to realize that at school 
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they were best friends and that she was good enough to help her friend 
with the subjects in which she had problems; however she was not good 
enough to be invited to her house for parties nor to be offered a ride to 
school. 
A white male subject in the middle age range talked about various 
‘cliques’ at school. He remembered having had access to all the groups, 
although he preferred the ‘Curaçaoan group’ with all kinds of people, 
‘like me, who spoke Papiamentu’. Knowing Papiamentu was a 
determining factor. 
 
Ethnic related memories have influenced the subjects’ attitudes in 
different ways. A male subject in the middle age range, who was 
repeatedly told by his mother that he was not a Curaçaoan, recalled his 
feelings of pride when his friends who came from Saint Martin to 
follow their high school studies in Curaçao, considered him Curaçaoan.  
A male subject in the middle age range, whose parents experienced 
injustices working with the Dutch, was predetermined not to be affected 
by the Dutch when he went for study to Holland. He told that as soon as 
he noticed that he was developing feelings for a Dutch woman, he 
immediately stopped the relationship. 
The attitude towards, and of English speaking children, has changed 
over the years. A female subject in the younger age range found pride in 
the fact that she was fluent in English and that she has been good at it, at 
school.  
A male subject in the younger age range, who was raised by his 
Curaçaoan mother and later got closer to his father, a descendant from 
the Windward Island, during his teenage years said that he did not 
notice any affinity in him for the Windward Islands. He identifyed 
himself ethnically as Curaçaoan Dutch.  
A female subject in the older age range talked about the ignorance of 
the Dutch towards the Antilleans during the time that she went to 
Holland for study. She and her friend were the first Antilleans who went 
to Drenthe (Eastern Holland) to pursue their studies in Education. She 
related, ‘they were not acquainted with people of color and we were not 
prepared for the fact that the Dutch did know about people of color. 
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They ignored everything Curaçaoan. Our first day at school was a 
disaster. The children saw us for ‘Zwarte Piet’ (‘Black Pete’, companion 
of Saint Nicholas)’. The subject admitted that the cultural shock was 
from both sides, ‘in Curaçao we knew the Dutch in positions of 
authority and we were astonished at seeing Dutch working as garbage 
men’. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Windward Island Descent 
Group 
Going abroad for study constituted circumstances that have most 
widely influenced ethnic feelings. The other mentioned circumstances 
were more individually perceived. Several subjects in the middle and 
older age range felt their Curaçaoan identity stronger abroad, ‘in 
England I identified myself as Curaçaoan; we were two guys from 
Curaçao one black and one white, I felt Curaçaoan’ and ‘In Holland I 
identified as Curaçaoan’. The male subject, who studied in England and 
went to Holland afterwards described his feelings, ‘when I arrived in 
Holland I felt like I had reached home, there was a point of reference’. 
He wondered why and reached the conclusion that his parents were very 
much ‘Koninkrijk gezind’ (affinity for the Dutch Kingdom). A male 
subject in the older age range observed, ’we were all Antilleans 
together’.  
A female subject in the middle age range, who has experienced 
discrimination first hand, during her youth, because of her looks and 
race, got the opportunity to overcome past frustrations by working as a 
model in The Netherlands.  
Two white male subjects in the middle and older age ranges brought to 
mind ethnically and racially oriented circumstances that have stirred 
ethnic feelings. The subject in the middle age range reacted aggressively 
towards a young Dutchman, who behaved disrespectfully. He caught 
himself insulting him in Papiamentu, ‘what is the matter with you 
Makamba pendeu’ (Dutch asshole)’. He attributed his ‘unusual reaction’ 
to past feelings related to name calling in childhood and recounted 
injustices by Dutch bosses towards non Dutch workers, told by his 
father.  
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The male in the older age range recalled the period when he came back, 
as a young teacher from Holland. He was assigned a class with white 
Dutch children by the Roman Catholic School Administration, since he 
was white and had completed his studies in Holland. His black 
colleague, who completed his studies in Curaçao, was assigned a class 
with black children. To his disgust he was not allowed to formally react 
to the blatant discrimination. 
A male in the older age range, who identified himself as World Citizen, 
Antillean and Curaçaoan found that developmental stages played a role 
in ethnic feelings and that each phase had its separate identity. 
Two female subjects, on each in the younger and older age ranges 
indicated that cultural events heightened their feelings as Windward 
Islanders. The youngest subject identified with the British Caribbean 
music and carnival while the older subject identified with customs and 
rituals surrounding wakes at funerals. The subject in the older age range 
brought to mind a presentation by Windward Islanders in Curaçao. She 
respectively commented that ‘people may discriminate back home, but 
abroad they are one, as shown by the fact that the auditorium was jam 
packed with all typesof Windward Island people, who together were 
having a good time’.  
Circumstances that included the family and English language tended to 
heighten the English identity. A young female subject said that she 
spoke English with her family, but when they travel they speak 
Papiamentu. Two male subjects in the older age range considered 
having English as mother tongue an asset, since it is a language that is 
globally spoken. 
Three subjects in the middle age range observed that their inter-ethnic 
and inter-racial marital relations have influenced ethnic feelings and 
broadened ethnic awareness. 
Subjects from all age ranges but especially the middle age range 
associated ‘the migrant philosophy to progress’ as an ethnic highlighter 
and which influenced their social status more than race. A young male, 
who identified as Curaçaoan-Dutch identified with the progressiveness 
of the Dutch. 
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Two subjects in the older age range found that their time spent in 
politics stirred ethnic feelings. 
 
Windward Island Descent Group and Ethnic Identification Abroad 
The responses indicated a slight shift in ethnic self-identification when 
traveling abroad. Many of the subjects identified abroad as Curaçaoan. 
Three female subjects, one in each age range, who identified as 
Curaçaoan would change their identity to Windward Islander when 
being in the Windward Islands. A young female subject said to prefer to 
identify as Statian when she is in Holland and not to be identified as 
black Curaçaoan because of the bad reputation regarding behavior. 
Four male subjects, one in each age range, maintained the previously 
used label that is a male in the older age range identified as World 
Citizen, a male in the younger age range identified as Dutch-Curaçaoan, 
a male in the middle age range identified as British Caribbean, from 
Curaçao and another male in the middle age range identified as 
Antillean/Dutch Caribbean. He said that it was still difficult for him to 
adopt the Curaçaoan identity after the insistence of his mother that he 
was not a Curaçaoan. He said that he has now made his own choice and 
that his mother was incorrect to instill ethnic discrimination in her 
children. 
 
Characteristic Behavioral patterns among the Windward Island 
Descent Group 
Adherence to strict norms and values were found by many of the 
subjects to be typical of their behavioral patterns; those were: drive to 
progress, getting an education and work hard to do better in life, talk 
less and act more, believe in yourself, do not be mediocre, be sober and 
save ‘because you got to have something for the rainy days’. A female 
in the middle age range remembered that when she started working, she 
had to contribute financially at home. The spending patterns were 
expected to be closely monitored. 
Proficiency in English as well as the ability to speak Papiamentu and at 
times shifting between these two languages was perceived characteristic 
of this group.  
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It was considered important to have a neat, clean appearance. A young 
female subject saw as part of her behaviors the embellishments during 
holidays, such as painting the house and putting on nicer clothes. Two 
male subjects in the middle age range thought that the way a person 
carries himself was essential.  
The two younger subjects a male and female mentioned as characteristic 
of their Curaçaoan part to be laid back and easy going.  
Other individually perceived traits were: loud behavior, party lover, 
defensive conduct, pragmatic attitude and the readiness to communicate 
and give information to a tourist. 
A male subject in the middle age range found that ethnic confusion 
formed part of his behavioral patterns since he is having difficulties 
identifying himself and is influenced by how others identified him. 
  
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of Windward 
Island Descendants  
The most influential factors in the ethnic identity formation were having 
been born and raised in Curaçao and the parental upbringing. The 
upbringing in Curaçao as determining factor was explained by ‘my 
personal history, my family and my school experiences are here’.  
The strong family imprint as Windward Islanders, with English as the 
mother tongue, constituted significant ethnic elements. 
A male subject in the older age range, who in previous sectors identified 
as ‘World Citizen, Antillean, Curaçaoan’ indicated as strong ethnic 
factors: going to Holland for studying, having English as mother tongue, 
knowing Papiamentu fluently and making the effort to fit in with lower 
class black Curaçaoans. 
The male subject in the younger age range, who identified himself 
previously as ‘Curaçaoan Dutch’ considered having been born in 
Holland and living in Curaçao as influential ethnic factors.  
The male subject in the middle age range, who in previous sections 
identified himself as Antillean, acknowledged going to Holland an 
important factor in his ethnic formation. He said that there he was 
assigned the label Antillean and he appropriated it. He considered the 
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doctrine of his mother ‘we (English) and they (Curaçaoan)’ very 
influential. 
A female subject in the older age range found that her work in politics 
greatly influenced her ethnic identity formation. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Windward Island descent group towards 
other groups 
The majority of the subjects felt comfortable having close relationships 
with members of other ethnic groups. The subjects explained that an 
ethnic group did not matter to them but that it was the person that 
counted. A female subject in the older age range detailed, ‘the key 
positions I held opened all doors, but I learned to distinguish the person 
behind the position. I was many times invited at homes because of my 
position and not because of my person’. 
Two male subjects openly said ‘no’; they did not feel comfortable 
relating to all groups. A male in the older age range explained that he 
got along better with the lower class black Curaçaoans or blacks from 
other groups and classes. The other male subject in the middle age range 
said to prefer his own people. 
 
Windward Island Descent Group: likes and dislikes of fellow 
Curaçaoans 
Likes 
Several subjects referred to the black Curaçaoan when speaking of 
fellow Curaçaoans. A female subject in the younger age range 
responded that she liked how the Curaçaoan lived their culture. When 
she was asked for further explanation she referred to the black 
Curaçaoan and honestly said not to be aware of other types of 
Curaçaoan.  
Many of the subjects liked the outgoing, free and sociable nature of the 
Curaçaoan, for example: their friendly, happy, helpful, spontaneous and 
flexible ways. A male subject in the middle age range spoke of the 
natural rhythm of the Curaçaoan which facilitates the ability to dance to 
any music. 
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A male subject in the older age range liked the multicultural facet of the 
Curaçaoan.  An older female subject appreciated the humble and 
hospitable ways, especially among the black Curaçaoan. 
 
Dislikes 
The dislikes focused mainly on black Curaçaoans and centered on a 
perceived lack of authenticity. Two male subjects in the middle age 
range explained ‘something is good when it is imported or seen in 
Holland or the U.S. or somewhere else and not because of what it stands 
for’. The subjects spoke of an insecure attitude, ‘what is ours is not good 
therefore we have to copy’. A female subject in the middle age range 
disliked what she called ‘a dependant attitude, a fear for change’.  
Other subjects disliked the pretentious ways, ‘we maintain a façade’ and 
‘the Curaçaoan has become materialistic; there is too much focus to 
have things in order to count’. Two females in the middle and older age 
range disapproved of the lack of responsibility, ‘we find too easily 
excuses for our failures’. A male in the older age range criticized that 
the Curaçaoan did not know his/her cultural inheritance. A male in the 
middle age range added to the thought ‘we lack an identity as 
Curaçaoan, who we are as a nation’. He condemned the fact that 
education lacked attention to our own historical background’. 
A male subject in the younger age range disliked the ‘tough guy’ 
behavior especially of the black Curaçaoan youth, ‘they lack respect’. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Windward Island descent group 
The additional thoughts center on the research topic itself, which was 
found to be very interesting to the interviewees. To a young female 
subject it has been an eye opener regarding  the multicultural facet of 
the Curaçaoan. Questions were raised as to who are the Curaçaoans and 
responses followed ‘the Curaçaoan people have to define themselves 
and as a nation. 
The role of the Dutch language as the primary language in education 
was questioned by a male in the middle age range. He thought that 
Dutch should have its place in education as a second language. A female 
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in the middle age range objected that the ‘new Dutch’ were rapidly 
changing the social relations on the island. 
A young male subject expressed his concern for the ‘destructive 
behavior of black Curaçaoan youth and lack of respect’. He suggested 
that education should stress more on educating and tackle the real issues 
facing black Curaçaoan youth. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among this group of Saint Martin, Statia 
and Saba descendants was bi-ethnic, Curaçaoan with strong 
acknowledgement of the ‘Windward Island roots’ and the British 
Caribbean.  
The factors that have mostly influenced the subjects’ ethnic identity 
formation were: having been born and raised in Curaçao and their 
parental upbringing. 
 
Ethnic Self-identification was predominantly bi-ethnic, Curaçaoan and 
‘English’ and was mostly constant throughout the interviews. 
Ethnic behavior was bi-ethnic in nature and was chiefly determined by 
the predominance of the English language, knowledge of Papiamentu 
and the intense will to cultivate inner strength in order to progress. 
Ethnic attitudes were conditioned by racial, ethnic and social 
stigmatization during youth and the ‘migrant’s philosophy’ to strive for 
betterment. The strong family imprint as Windward Islanders and 
having English as a mother tongue has reinforced ethnic feelings and the 
knowledge of Papiamentu has enabled healthier ethnic interrelations. 
Ethnic awareness has been restricted on the one hand, by a mostly 
modest upbringing in a close English speaking community, and on the 
other hand heightened by social mobilization within a highly racially 
and multi-ethnic inclined society. 

5.9 British Caribbean Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of ten interviewees; three were female and seven 
were male. The language of all the interviews was Papiamentu. 
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The interviewees were distributed according to their age in three age 
ranges: three subjects were in the age range 19-36; five subjects were in 
the age range 37-60 and two subjects in the age range 61 and up. The 
ages varied from 20 years to 77 years. 
All subjects, but one, were born in Curaçao. The case concerned a male 
subject, who was born in Trinidad and Tobago and came to Curaçao at 
the age of two. 
Three of the subjects had at least one Curaçaoan parent. The parents of 
the other subjects were from various islands in the Caribbean, such as: 
Anguilla, Antigua, Grenada, Guyana, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincent 
and Trinidad and Tobago. The parental background data of this group 
implied that the majority of the subjects were the second generation on 
the island with only three subjects whose ancestors have been in 
Curaçao for three or more generations. A female subject in the younger 
age range had a Dutch father. A male subject in the older age range had 
besides Curaçaoan and British Caribbean ancestors, Amerindian 
ancestors. The subjects belonged predominantly to the black race. 
The subjects’ neighborhoods of upbringing were mostly in the area of 
Punda, Otrobanda and the North-middle parts of the island and denoted 
mostly a low socio-economic level.  
The profession/work fields were in: education, economics, hospitality 
management, marketing and management, music, social field, prison 
guard and technology. One of the subjects was finishing high school. 
Half of the sample was in education. The majority of the subjects have 
enjoyed an academic formation. 
 
British Caribbean Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification 
The majority of the subjects identified as Curaçaoan, denoting as such a 
mono-ethnic identity. The others adopted a bi-ethnic label: Curaçaoan-
Guyanese, Curaçaoan-Trinidadian, Curaçaoan daughter of Anguillan 
parents or Trinidadian-Curaçaoan. 
The factor that was most associated with the Curaçaoan label was 
having been born and raised in Curaçao.  
Several interviewees of all age levels explained their feelings attached 
to the Curaçaoan label as follows: ‘it is an inner feeling difficult to 
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describe’, ‘I am a true Curaçaoan, the attachment is such that I did not 
like to leave the island and I was never interested in visiting St. Lucia, 
the place of my parents’, ‘Curaçao is for me the first and the last place 
on earth’ and ‘it is the love for my island’. 
To know Papiamentu and English, especially Papiamentu, and to be 
overall multilingual was recognized as an identifying Curaçaoan factor.  
The variety of bi-ethnic labels was related to having the Curaçaoan as 
well as the British Caribbean upbringing. The closeness with the family 
and having English as their mother tongue were influential ethnic 
elements. One female subject in the middle age range, who identified as 
‘Curaçaoan, but with an English background’, said, ‘I have to add the 
latter as it influences who I am today’.  
Several subjects in the middle age range denoted the naturalization law, 
which was then in force, as a determining ethnic factor. They observed 
respectively ‘we inherited the nationality of our parents’, ‘I had to pay 
to be Curaçaoan’ and ‘as an adult I got my Dutch passport’. A female 
subject still with traces of resentment pointed out that every time she 
left the island she needed to present documents to re enter her own 
country. She further said ‘whenever I went abroad I was asked by the 
officials to explain how come I had a British passport while I was born 
in a Dutch country’. The ‘bad feelings’ that this generated were still 
fresh in her memory. She said that she has learned to deal with those 
feelings, but still the sentiments of not being a ‘pure’ Curaçaoan 
remained. 
A female subject in the middle age range explained her bi-ethnic 
identity by saying, ‘I feel Curaçaoan but it is still different, not pure 
Curaçaoan’. ‘This is partly so because since I was young we have been 
teased in the neighborhood for being of British descent, it made me feel 
that I was not from here’. 
Another female subject in the middle age range, by analyzing her bi-
ethnic identity said ‘if I compare myself to another Curaçaoan, I may 
perhaps not be a pure Curaçaoan if I look at the norms and values I 
received in my upbringing’. 
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Ethnic Identity Formation and Developmental Stages among the 
British Descent Group 
Ethnic self-identification remained fairly constant throughout the 
subjects’ development. This was the case for those who identified as 
Curaçaoan, as well as with those who have adopted a bi-ethnic label. 
Many of the subjects related that their father worked for the Shell 
Company and as such they grew up in multi-ethnic neighborhoods 
designated by the Shell. Many remembered growing up hearing and 
speaking Papiamentu and English at home and in the neighborhood. A 
male subject in the older age range detailed how all children played 
together in the neighborhood and that he was not aware of their ethnic 
identity until he was older.  
A male subject in the middle age range portrayed the ‘British Caribbean 
neighborhood‘, which although ethnically mixed, had all the British 
Caribbean ingredients according to him. They included walking to 
school together, going to church together, being teased by kids because 
of the English intonation in speaking Papiamentu. He noted the ‘English 
circle’ was always there and to him it was part of being Curaçaoan.  
A male in the middle age range related that as a kid he avoided speaking 
English so that kids would not make fun of him. He said that he was 
afraid of name calling although he had not experienced it personally. A 
few other subjects recounted that since they dressed and combed 
‘differently’ and took ‘Johnny cake’ to school, children used to tease 
them and call them names such as ‘Ingles stinky’ (stinky English). 
A female subject in the middle age range explained that the English 
background has always been clearly present in her upbringing. The 
close relation with the family and the contact with the homeland of the 
parents kept vivid the subjects’ ancestral background in several cases. 
Several subjects of the middle and the older age range noted that people 
would let them know that they were ‘Ingles’ (from the English speaking 
islands). 
One subject in the middle age range brought up clear memories of his 
siblings’ upset feelings by trying to get a Dutch passport which 
generated feelings of resentment in them. 
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Several subjects spoke about their multicultural friends during their 
teenage years. Many friends were also from the neighborhood, which 
according to the subjects has strengthened the Curaçaoan identity during 
these years. 
The female subject from a Dutch father and British Caribbean mother 
reflected racial and ethnic awareness in her accounts. Earlier in the 
interview she mentioned that the only difference she was aware of was 
between her color and that of the Dutch. She has attended a Dutch 
school and said to have been aware of the Dutch children that stuck 
together. She commented that she was not discriminated against, but she 
was very much conscious of her color. She said ‘I knew that I was a 
mix, I knew that I have the lightest color among us siblings’. She 
associated the latter with regrets for not having been raised with her 
father, as her parents separated when she was young. She further said ‘I 
could not say that my father was Dutch, as I did not have anything 
Dutch in me, I did not know him until my adolescent years’. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the British Caribbean Descent 
Group 
A male subject in the middle age range considered the Curaçaoan 
identity a constant. He is a musician and found that music is universal. 
Another male subject found pride in the Curaçaoan infrastructure in 
comparison to that of the Trinidadian and found that life in Curaçao was 
technologically more modern than in Trinidad. 
An older male subject, who recently went to make photos in Otrobanda, 
told how emotional he became at seeing the ruins, because he identified 
with the place where he spent many years of his youth. 
Several subjects spoke about circumstances abroad that heightened their 
ethnic feelings. A young male subject, the only subject in the sample 
that was born in Trinidad, said that in Trinidad he feels Curaçaoan as 
the people there see that he is ‘different’. A male subject in the older 
age range brought up the immense joy he felt when after many years in 
Holland his plane landed in Curaçao. A male subject who identified as 
Trinidadian-Curaçaoan said that in Trinidad he feels Trinidadian; he 
feels at home in the land of his father which is also because of his last 
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name. A female subject in the younger age range born from a Grenadian 
mother said to feel Grenadian in Grenada. 
A young female subject mentioned parties at a specific nightclub as a 
highlight of her Curaçaoan identity. According to the subject mostly 
black Curaçaoan used to frequent the mentioned nightclub.  
Several subjects of all age ranges identified being within the family 
circle and indicated that hearing and speaking English, were the major 
circumstances that would enhance their British Caribbean identity; 
especially those with ancestors from Trinidad. A male subject in the 
middle age range, who identified himself as Trinidadian-Curaçaoan 
because of the love for his Trinidadian father, recounted  that since his 
children were young he instilled in them the love for Trinidad and has 
taken them there many times. A young male subject said that when he is 
with his Trinidadian grandparents he feels Trinidadian. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range noted that with regards to 
food and cooking habits they were British Caribbean; one case was 
Guyanese and the other Anguillan. 
A female subject in the middle age range found that when she is within 
the church community, with the mass in English and together with other 
British Caribbean church goers, her English identity heightens. She also 
prefers to read the Bible in English. 
 
British Caribbean Descent Group an Ethnic Identification Abroad 
Ethnic labeling remained rather constant when the subjects are abroad; 
mostly Curaçaoan with a few bi-ethnic labels.  
A young female subject with a Dutch father and Grenadian mother 
identified as Curaçaoan when in Grenada but said to feel otherwise 
Grenadian. She described her feelings as follows: people in Grenada are 
predominantly black; I felt white between the blacks but I felt at the 
same time as one of them’.  
A male subject in the younger age range said respective his Curaçaoan 
identity, ‘I feel at times that I was accidently born in Trinidad; regarding 
Curaçao I know, this is my homeland. 
A male subject in the middle age range, who identified earlier in the 
interview as Trinidadian-Curaçaoan, switched his ethnic label to 
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Curaçaoan-Trinidadian when he is abroad. He explained the latter, ‘I 
feel Curaçaoan but I like to add Trinidadian because of the love for my 
father who was born there’. 
 
Characteristic behavioral patterns among the British Caribbean 
Descent Group 
The behavioral patterns were bi-ethnic in nature; they included patterns 
inherited from the family circle as well as influences by the broader 
Curaçaoan society. 
The behavioral patterns that mostly characterized the subjects were 
personality traits that would define them as individuals: such as being 
sure of themselves, bearing the responsibility of their actions, 
perseverance, listening to advice, evaluating pros and cons before 
making decisions, and who are disciplined, respectful and stand up for 
their rights.  
Several subjects, who identified themselves as Curaçaoans and 
identified the above mentioned characteristics as part of their behaviors, 
added ‘this is not the case for Curaçaoans’. They wanted to emphasize 
that those traits were cultivated in them by their British Caribbean 
parents. 
A male subject in the older and one in the younger age range identified 
with the openness of the Curaçaoan for all races, cultures and 
religions. 
A female subject in the middle age range recognized the capacity of the 
Curaçaoan to share and give a helping hand where needed. 
Many subjects stressed educational values that is, the importance of 
having an education to be able to progress in life. A male subject in the 
younger age range identified with the strength and progressiveness of 
his single mother who worked hard to raise him. He found that the ’guys 
in the neighborhood’ took educational possibilities for granted. 
The will to progress and to be independent and have a high self-esteem 
were perceived by a female subject in the middle age range as basic 
characteristics. She explained that the fact that she was teased so much 
during her childhood has strengthened her as a person.  
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She recognized in the British Caribbean descent group two tendencies: 
one, to recognize and honor the parents’ background or two, to deny the 
parental history and completely acculturate into the Curaçaoan culture.  
Several subjects in the middle age range valued the norms and values 
instilled in them by their parents such as: be honest, keep your word, 
know why you do something and put duties before leisure. 
Many subjects gave great value to Papiamentu and identified the 
knowledge of the language as basic of their behaviors. A young female 
subject detailed about how her class at UNA (University of the 
Netherlands Antilles) continued speaking Papiamentu in spite of having 
a Dutch girl in their group. She explained that unlike before, everybody 
in a situation similar as above would switch to Dutch and that that was 
no longer the case, ‘we prefer to speak our language’. 
The love of the Curaçaoan for his/her homeland and culture was 
identified by the youngest subject in the sample, as a characteristic 
behavior.  
Several subjects proudly pointed out multilingualism as a typical aspect 
of the Curaçaoan identity. A female subject in the middle age range 
explained that her parents instilled in her the value to know and 
communicate in various languages.  
The family union and love for the homeland of the parents were 
conceived as basic traits in this group, as was also food and cooking 
habits. 
A female subject in the younger age range and a male subject in the 
middle age range considered appearance, hygiene and dress code 
essential parts of their behavior. The female subject said to give 
attention to her appearance, although being at the same time very 
conscious of spending. The male subject compared the way Curaçaoans 
dressed with that of Trinidad, which he found less formal. 
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the British 
Caribbean descent group 
Almost all subjects identified having been born and raised in Curaçao, 
as the most influential factor in their ethnic identity formation. They 
said not only to feel Curaçaoan but that people see them as Curaçaoan. 
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The subjects mentioned the multicultural setting in which they grew up 
and the multi-ethnic friends and neighborhoods as influential ethnic 
determinants.  
The subjects gave great value to their parental upbringing and familial 
bond and the way it shaped them into what they are today. Some 
observations were: ‘my mother raised me to fit in, her attitude was that I 
am part of here’, ‘my father instilled in us the love for his homeland 
Trinidad’, ‘my father spoke Papiamentu with me and introduced me to 
Padvinderij (Boy scout)’ and ‘our strong family unit with my 
Trinidadian grandparents’. One female subject in the middle age range 
remembered vividly the joy she felt when she visited the homeland of 
her parents, Guyana for the first time. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range brought forth the 
naturalization law and the difficulties in acquiring the Dutch passport 
as a determining factor in their ethnic identity process. 
A male subject in the older age range recalled a frère (Roman Catholic 
brother) kicking a school friend at the age of nine. The image of that 
incident remained with him until present. As an adult he came to know 
that kicking is something he believed acceptable in the Dutch culture 
but as he said, ‘surely not in our culture’. As an adult he realized that 
since then he emotionally disconnected with the Dutch and that that 
incident has played a role in his ethnic perceptions. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the British Caribbean descent group towards 
other groups 
All subjects responded to have a positive outlook towards other groups. 
Several subjects added the thought that ultimately it is the person who 
counts not the ethnic background. 
A female subject in the younger age range, born of a Dutch father, 
observed ‘I have the idea that the Dutch do not like us, they keep 
themselves separated’; and of the Chinese, I do not really know them; 
only Chinese work in the Chinese businesses’.   
A male subject in the younger age range said that at times he did not 
feel comfortable with the Dutch because of language barriers. He said 
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to have noticed similar attitudes at school among fellow students who 
feel inhibited to respond to questions in the presence of Dutch students. 
A few other subjects (middle and younger age ranges) said to have more 
affinity with English speaking people. A young male subject expressed 
that he felt more of an affinity with black Curaçaoans than with white 
Curaçaoans. 
 
British Caribbean descent group: likes and dislikes of fellow 
Curaçaoans 
Likes 
Many subjects, in all age ranges, expressed their likings for the sociable, 
friendly and happy character of Curaçaoans. An older male observed, 
with respect to the latter, that lately people have become less friendly. 
They liked the ‘socially flexible’ and tolerant character, the openness 
and the genuine warmth of the Curaçaoan towards all cultures, creeds 
and races, but said that at the same time these characteristics are far less 
than what they used to be. An older male said ‘we tend to complain 
about newcomers, but ultimately I have not seen anyone treating them 
badly, it is just our nature to complain’. 
A few subjects in the younger age range and an older male subject 
admired in the Curaçaoan the love for their island and culture, and the 
willingness to defend their country.  
The sense of rhythm was also among the aspects that were liked. 
 
Dislikes 
Three subjects, all in the younger age range found objectionable the 
discrimination of black Curaçaoans towards whites and the Dutch. 
They disliked what they perceived as feelings of inferiority among 
Curaçaoans towards the Dutch. 
Almost all the subjects expressed their dislike for what they perceived 
as a lack of determination, a lack of discipline, a lack of motivation and 
a lack of perseverance in Curaçaoans, qualities that hamper their 
developmental possibilities. They found that the Curaçaoans do not 
stand up for their rights and that they display a one track mind. 
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The subjects thought that the Curaçaoan tends to spend irresponsibly 
and that they talk too much without acting and that people tended to 
look in general for the easy way out. 
A male subject in the older age range disapproved of the lack of 
‘entrepreneurial insight’ in Curaçaoans; he said respectively, ‘a 
Dutchman comes and start a business and then we copy’.  
A young male subject criticized the fact that especially black 
Curaçaoans do not look for information, ‘they do not go beyond their 
borders, especially the youth’. He condemned politicians for not 
welcoming the ideas of other Curaçaoans, but preferred the ideas of 
outsiders. A male in the middle age range observed that there is a lack 
of consciousness among politicians about what we want and need for 
our country. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the British Caribbean Descent Group 
The additional issues revolved around the Curaçaoan. A few subjects 
(younger age range), although they identified themselves as Curaçaoan, 
addressed the black Curaçaoan as ‘the real Curaçaoan’. A female 
subject in the middle age range raised the question ‘who is the 
Curaçaoan?’ She observed that the society is changing very quickly 
through the influx of new groups and that within a few years the 
Curaçaoan society will portray a different variety of ‘Curaçaoans’. This 
research topic was found interesting. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among this sample of British Caribbean 
descendants was predominantly mono-ethnic, ‘Curaçaoan’ with some 
tendency towards bi-ethnic. 
The majority of the subjects identified themselves as Curaçaoan and 
acknowledged their parents’ background. 
The aspects that have mostly influenced the ethnic identity process 
were: having been born in Curaçao and the parental upbringing. Other 
mentioned aspects were: multicultural setting, upbringing in the 
neighborhood, naturalization process, school education and parental 
homeland. 
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The subjects’ ethnic attitudes reflected feelings of love for the familial 
background in combination with a sense of belonging for Curaçao, and 
colored in a few cases by sentiments of being ‘different’. 
Ethnic behavioral patterns were shaped by the independent immigrants’ 
mind of the parents and the multi-cultural population of the island and 
marked by a tremendous will to progress. 
The subjects’ ethnic awareness was heightened by being the 
descendants of an immigrants’ group, brought up in a predominantly 
working class, within a multi-racial and multi-cultural society. 

5.10 Surinamese Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of thirteen interviewees: seven female and six 
male. All interviews took place in Papiamentu, with the exception of 
one interview that was in Dutch. The subject that did the interview in 
Dutch was a female in the younger age group, born in the Netherlands, 
from Surinamese parents. 
The subjects were distributed in the age ranges as follows: four in the 
age group 19-35, five in the age group 36-60 and four of age 61 and up. 
Their ages ranged from 21 years to 72 years. 
Twelve of the interviewees were born in Curaçao and one elsewhere. 
All of the interviewees had Surinamese predecessors. Five of the 
interviewees had in common that one of their parents was Curaçaoan 
and the other Surinamese. Two of the interviewees had both parents that 
were Curaçaoan and five of the interviewees had both parents that were 
Surinamese. Seven of the interviewees had ancestors that had 
established for three or more generations on the island. All of the 
subjects had a multicultural ancestral background.  
The neighborhood of upbringing was distributed over several parts 
(eastern, middle and northern areas) of the island and denoted in general 
a middle low socio-economic level and up. The profession/work-fields 
were in: administration/ accounting/ economics/insurance, 
law/education/ psychology/ social, chemistry/ physics/ ICT/technology/ 
and mechanical engineering. The subjects’ educational foundation 
varied from high school to an academic background. 
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Surinamese Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification  
A majority of the subjects identified themselves as Curaçaoan. A 
female subject in the older age range, born in Curaçao, from Surinamese 
parents, identified herself as Curaçaoan-Surinamese. Another female 
subject, in the younger age range, born in the Netherlands, from 
Surinamese parents identified herself as Antillean-Curaçaoan from 
Surinamese parents. Another female subject in the middle age range, 
born in Curaçao from Surinamese parents, identified herself as World 
Citizen. Two subjects in the older age ranges added a second label 
referring to their race, namely, African descent and mixed race. 
Many subjects associated the Curaçaoan identity with the fact that they 
were born and raised in Curaçao and highlighted the latter with 
attributes of the island, ‘knowing the island, its beauty and customs’ and 
‘the life standards, its beauty is incomparable’. A male subject in the 
middle age range affirmatively said, ‘this is my home, I live here, this is 
my country, here is my loyalty’. 
Two subjects, a female in the middle age range and a male of 21 years, 
reaffirmed their identity and questioned at the same time the ‘pureness’ 
of the Curaçaoans, ‘I feel that I am Curaçaoan, but there are no ‘pure’ 
Curaçaoans as everybody came from somewhere else’.   
 Several subjects referred to their identity according to their role and 
concern for the community, ‘to be Curaçaoan means to be part of the 
community, its culture, norms and values’, and ‘here I have received my 
family’s norms and values’. An older male subject showed his concern 
for the development of the island and others added, ‘it fills me with 
pride to be able to work for my country, to contribute to the 
community’; ‘Here I am someone, not just a number’.  
Many subjects of all age ranges explained their identity by referring to 
the language Papiamentu. A subject in the middle age range related that 
in her teenage years she understood that being Curaçaoan meant to 
speak the Papiamentu language. 
Several subjects of the middle and older age ranges described their 
ethnic identity with their feelings for the island, ‘here I feel at home’, ‘I 
am proud to be Curaçaoan’, ‘I feel for the island, for its well-being’, ‘I 
love Curaçao and ‘I feel the island in me, since I am part of the island’. 
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Many subjects of all age ranges talked about their multi-racial and 
multi-ethnic ancestral background (Javanese, Chinese, Creole, Indian, 
Black, White) in relation to their ethnic label, ‘we are so mixed’, ‘the 
multicultural background, I have all this in me’, ’I am able to associate 
with all groups’. Another male in the older age group, who referred to 
his black identity earlier in the interview, noted that he identifies better 
with Latinos than with the Afro-Caribbean, because of the Latin 
influence in the Curaçaoan culture. 
A female interviewee in her early twenties related her ethnic identity to 
the ‘humane’ characteristic of the island and the social control in the 
neighborhood. 
Two male subjects in the middle and older age ranges referred to racial 
and ethnic differentiation, ‘I see myself as Curaçaoan but others see me 
as Surinamese, ‘Yu di Sürnam’ and ‘my appearance  denotes my 
African descent’. 
Two female subjects, one in the younger age range and the other in the 
older age range identified themselves ethnically as Curaçaoan-
Surinamese. The Curaçaoan identity was linked to the fact that one of 
them was born here and both were raised on the island; the Surinamese 
identity was associated with the Surinamese upbringing, as received by 
their parents. They expressed that they felt at home here, ‘I live here, 
here I spread my roots’ and that in spite of regular visits to Suriname, 
they could not live there. 
The female subject, who identified herself as World Citizen, was born 
and raised in Curaçao. She explained her identity by saying that before 
anything she is human. She related that during her upbringing she used 
to speak Dutch, a reason why people would not consider her as 
Curaçaoan, ‘abo ta Yu di Sürnam’ (you are Surinamese) and in 
Suriname she was not considered Surinamese either, there she was seen 
as  Curaçaoan. Her ethnic self-identification as World Citizen was born 
from feelings of rejection that the subject experienced by the 
Curaçaoans and Surinamese; she explained, ‘then I said whatever, I am 
a World Citizen’. 
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Ethnic identity formationand developmental stages in the Surinamese 
Descent Group 
All of the subjects, of all three age groups expressed having had in some 
degree in their upbringing, a notion of ethnic determinants in relation to 
their identity as Curaçaoan; the most mentioned were: school, 
Surinamese parent(s), language, racial and ethnic differentiation by the 
community and neighborhood of upbringing. 
 
Childhood 
The oldest interviewee of this group was born and raised in Curaçao 
from a Surinamese father and Dominican mother who came here in her 
teenage years. She was brought up in the ‘Suriname dorp’ (a village 
designed by Shell for its’ Surinamese working families). The subject 
could name the families, house by house. She vividly recounted about 
the other ethnic villages in the neighborhood and the beautiful youth she 
had. She perceived the ethnic variety in her life, including the fact that 
she was brought up in a Surinamese village, as part of her identity as 
Curaçaoan, ‘I never felt Surinamese and when people referred to me as 
such, I would say that I am Curaçaoan, and that I have a Surinamese 
father’.  
A female subject in her early thirties, pondering how she identified 
herself as a child, said ‘I was aware that we were Curaçaoans, we were 
all living here’. The ethnic identity of the youngest subject of the group, 
a male, born and raised in Curaçao was loud and clear, ‘I knew that I 
was Curaçaoan, as every Monday morning at school, we would sing the 
national hymn. 
Several subjects of all age groups mentioned school and the Dutch 
language as important ethnic and racial determinants, in association 
with the Curaçaoan identity. The subjects mentioned as part of their 
daily life, their upbringing on the island, the children at school with the 
various ethnic backgrounds and languages. They even recalled the 
differences in sandwiches such as, brown bread with ‘muisjes’ 
(chocolate chips) or the white bread with sardines that denoted ethnic 
differences. 
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A male interviewee in his early seventies, whose father was Surinamese 
and mother Curaçaoan recalled that as a child he had thought that the 
Dutch were superior and smarter than the Curaçaoan people, since they 
knew the Dutch language which was the spoken language at school and 
being intelligent was associated with knowing the Dutch language. 
A female subject in the mid fifties, who was born in Curaçao, from a 
Curaçaoan mother and Surinamese father, recalled that at school other 
kids identified her as Surinamese, while she felt Curaçaoan. She brought 
up clear racial recollections of the elementary school she attended. The 
children that spoke Dutch and did well at school were seated in the front 
rows and were in most cases either ‘fair skinned and/or darker skinned 
but of well to do parents’. The black children that were not competent 
with the Dutch language and who were mostly poor achievers had to sit 
at the back of the class. She herself was ‘brown’, but spoke Dutch at 
home with her parents, who were both in education; Dutch was spoken 
at home as a way to enhance her schooling. She told of her first ‘sad’ 
experience with racial discrimination. A black child was punished in 
front of the class with a slap on her behind. The child had to lift her skirt 
to receive her punishment, and as a result the whole class got to see the 
holes in her underpants and laughed at it. 
The subjects considered family, together with the Dutch language, as 
strong elements in their ethnic formation. Many of the subjects in all age 
ranges mentioned that they spoke Dutch at home because the parents 
considered it necessary for their schooling or because Dutch was the 
mother tongue of the parents. A few of the subjects, mostly those with a 
Curaçaoan mother used to speak Dutch and Papiamentu at home, or 
only Papiamentu. They also mentioned that their customs were 
Curaçaoan. A male subject in his early twenties, who was born in 
Curaçao, from a Curaçaoan mother and a Surinamese father, recounted 
that he used to speak Dutch at home. He recalled feeling different from 
other Curaçaoan kids since he did not know Papiamentu. He realized 
that the ‘normal’ thing to do was to learn to speak Papiamentu and so he 
did. Other subjects mentioned that they befriended Dutch speaking 
children because they could identify with the Dutch language. A male 
subject in the older age range, with a Curaçaoan mother related that he 
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used to speak Dutch with his father but that his Dutch was not good 
enough to do well at school.  
Several subjects recalled Surinamese indicators, such as: one of the 
parents being Surinamese, their parents’ Surinamese friends that used to 
come to their houses; their father listening to Surinamese radio; their 
mother that cooked (or learned to cook) Surinamese food; visits to the 
Surinamese club and the regular travels to Suriname. 
 
Teenage Years/adolescence adulthood 
Many subjects recounted becoming more aware of their ‘ethnic’ socio-
economic status mainly through family values, friends, language, school 
and racial aspects in the society. 
Socio-economic status and friends proved to be important aspects 
during these years. A male subject in the older age range brought to 
mind the values and norms in relation to friends,  that since childhood 
his Surinamese father instilled in him and that he still remembers today: 
‘always choose your friends wisely and make sure that they know more 
than you’. A male subject in the middle age range recalled with respect 
to friends that his parents taught him to have ‘good’ friends. He told of a 
friend from Banda Abou, who was black and with whom he participated 
in sports; that he was surprised to learn that his mother’s friend 
commented to his mother that he was hanging out with ‘bad’ friends. 
Another male subject in the older age range brought forth in respect to 
social class that in his teenage years he came to know that not all whites 
had money and that there were clubs for whites. He also related that 
white kids had a superiority attitude but that they were ‘not very smart’.  
Language, especially Dutch and Papiamentu, played a major role 
during the teenage years. Most of the subjects were brought up with 
Dutch as their mother tongue and affected the subjects’ ethnic identity 
formation in various ways. 
A female subject in her early thirties, who was brought up with 
Papiamentu, mentioned that because of her sense of insecurity with the 
Dutch language, she did not associate with Dutch children. Another 
female subject in the middle age range who was brought up with Dutch 
as her mother tongue, related that she was not accepted by the 
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Curaçaoan group and identified as Surinamese, while she saw herself as 
Curaçaoan. Her mother was Curaçaoan. She was puzzled by the 
rejection, until she figured out that it was because she spoke Dutch. 
Since then she made an effort to speak Papiamentu.  
A male subject in the middle age range, who was born in Curaçao, from 
Curaçaoan-Surinamese parents, and brought up with the Dutch language 
as mother tongue, related his feelings of ‘being left out’, as the Dutch 
did not consider him as part of their circle and the local community 
identified him as Surinamese. He recalled his feelings of confusion, of 
feeling different and that he did not identify himself as Surinamese, nor 
Curaçaoan, until his adolescent years when he went to the Netherlands 
for study and as an adult he realized that he was and felt like ‘a pure 
Curaçaoan’. The subject mentioned with respect to the ‘discriminative’ 
situation of his teenage years, that because of his upbringing at home, to 
believe in himself and know who he is, that he dealt fairly well with it, 
in the sense that there were no personal after effects. A senior male 
interviewee went through similar situations and mentioned that he 
managed because of the teachings of his Surinamese father , ‘to be true 
to himself’. A female subject in the younger age range, born in Curaçao 
from a Surinamese mother and Curaçaoan father related her ‘mixed 
ethnic feelings’ and lack of belonging during her teenage years. She 
recalled that she was caught up in a ‘ball of confusion’ due to the facts 
that her mother was Surinamese, Dutch was her mother tongue and that 
she lived here and ‘wanted to be Dutch’, but realized that she was not 
Dutch. She remembered that as a little girl she felt Surinamese because 
of her mother but that the shift towards a Curaçaoan identity came in her 
teenage years when she started speaking Papiamentu with her sister. 
A male subject in the older age range, from a Surinamese father and 
Curaçaoan mother, brought forth that during his teenage years he 
identified himself as Curaçaoan-Surinamese. He recalled having mostly 
friends of Surinamese descent and that during these years he frequented 
the Surinamese club more often.  
A female subject in her early thirties, from Curaçaoan parents and 
whose grandfather on her father’s side was Surinamese, related that as 
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an adult she became interested in knowing about her Surinamese 
family. 
Three female subjects identified themselves differently than Curaçaoan, 
one in each age range and all three were born in Curaҫao from 
Surinamese parents; two adopted the Curaçaoan-Surinamese label and 
the subject in the middle age range adopted the World Citizen label. All 
three subjects were brought up with Surinamese parents, had the Dutch 
language as mother tongue and parents whose friends were of 
Surinamese descent. All the three subjects went to schools with children 
from a variety of ethnic and religious backgrounds. In Suriname they 
were considered Curaçaoans while in Curaҫao as ‘Yu di Sürnam’ (child 
of Surinamese).  
In spite of the similarities in their upbringing, their personal and social 
perception in relation to ethnicity differed. The subject in her early 
seventies was very conscious of her identity as Curaçaoan-Surinamese 
ever since childhood. She relates that in her teenage years she learned to 
speak Papiamentu better and considered her proficiency in Dutch as an 
overall advantage. In Holland she learned to speak Sarantongo 
(Surinamese language) as her parents never taught it to her and 
mentioned feeling very comfortable ‘in her skin’ as Curaçaoan-
Surinamese. The subject in the younger age range related feeling more 
comfortable speaking Dutch, although she is fluent in Papiamentu. She 
chose to be interviewed in Dutch. 
The subject in the middle age range, who identified earlier in the 
interview as World Citizen, experienced her ethnic identity formation as 
difficult, since she was raised in Curaçao, but perceived that she was not 
a true Curaçaoan; her family circle and ways were predominantly 
Surinamese. She felt that she was not accepted as Curaçaoan because 
she spoke Dutch and that she was not accepted as Surinamese either 
because she was from Curaçao. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the group of Surinamese 
Descent  
Many of the subjects felt their identity as Curaçaoan awakened and/or 
strengthened, when they went to the Netherlands to study. Some 
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mentioned that they were discriminated against; others felt nostalgia and 
others, through socializing with Curaçaoans, Antilleans and Arubans 
experienced a heightening in their identity. A male subject in the middle 
age group recounted how in the Netherlands he learned to dance 
mazurka and other dances from here. He also recalled that before he 
went to Holland he never liked ‘guiambo’ (okra), but on one of his first 
vacations he asked for it. He commented ‘Hulanda a hasi’mi Yu di 
Korsou’ ( Holland made me Curaçaoan). 
Several subjects mentioned that travels and the experience of the living 
conditions in foreign countries as well as the contrast between cultures, 
made them aware of the favorable life circumstances in Curaçao and 
also heightened their ethnic feelings. One male subject in the younger 
age range mentioned the pride he felt as Curaçaoan to be able to adapt 
to various cultures and to speak various languages.  
Several subjects of the middle and older age ranges mentioned their 
disapproval of the Curaçaoans that misbehave in the Netherlands as a 
circumstance that confronts them with their ethnic feelings. An older 
male subject who identified himself as a Curaçaoan from African 
descent brought forth his preoccupation with the increase of criminality 
especially among young, black Curaçaoans. 
A few subjects mentioned that life itself on the island as well as 
national events served as constant reminders of their identity as 
Curaçaoan. A female subject in the middle age range considered the 
kindness of the people as a token of her identity. 
A few subjects referred with pride to the language Papiamentu and their 
involvement in its development as a reinforcement of their identity as 
Curaçaoan. 
Many subjects proudly identified with Curaçaoans that received 
recognition abroad.  
Three of the four subjects in the younger age group indicated their work 
as a heightening factor in the Curaçaoan identity; in two cases because 
of the ethnic variety of the co workers who reflected the multicultural 
facets of the island and in the other case because of the socio-cultural 
aspect of the work. 
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Many subjects mentioned that the Surinamese identity as well as the 
Curaçaoan identity was heightened during vacations in Suriname, as the 
Surinamese family identified them as Curaçaoans. The female subject 
that identified herself as Curaçaoan-Surinamese recalled a constant 
spontaneous feeling for both cultures while she was living in Holland. 
The subject that identified as World Citizen placed stress on the values 
of the person as such and not on the belonging to an ethnic group. She 
recognized in herself values instilled by her Surinamese parents. She 
expressed her love for Curaçao and feels a bond with Suriname, but says 
that she is not attached to Curaçao and would not like to live in Holland. 
When she came back from Holland and started working she mentioned 
getting more in touch with other facets of the Curaçaoan culture.  
 
Surinamese Descent Group and Ethnic identity abroad 
All the subjects, with the exception of one, identified themselves abroad 
as Curaçaoan. A female subject, the eldest of the group, proudly added 
‘I like others to know my island’. The female subject that did the 
interview in Dutch related that in Holland, with her husband, they 
automatically switched to Papiamentu.  
Several subjects said that they explained the location of Curaçao. A 
subject in the older age range added with a naughty smile on his face 
that he would say ‘close to the coast of Venezuela’ and preferred not to 
mention Aruba.  
Another male subject in the middle age range related that many times he 
has proudly represented Curaçao abroad, but that lately he felt ashamed 
of the Curaçaoans that misbehaved in Holland and in some instances he 
has avoided saying that he was Curaçaoan. 
The elderly lady that identified herself as Curaçaoan-Surinamese 
identified herself abroad as Curaçaoan, from Surinamese parents and 
also used to mention the fact that she spoke Dutch. 
The Antillean label was adopted abroad by the subject who identified 
herself earlier in the interview as World Citizen. Actually she would use 
two denominations, Antillean and Curaçaoan; Antillean was used 
custom wise as she was raised with the notion that Curaçao was part of 
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the Dutch Antilles, and Curaçaoan, because that is the place where she 
lives. 
 
Behavioral Patterns among Surinamese Descendants 
Many subjects mentioned finding this question difficult, although they 
identified as Curaçaoans, they realized that the norms and values that 
they have received from their parents in their upbringing made a 
difference in their behavioral patterns in comparison to those who were 
raised with Curaçaoan parents. Results showed that this was especially 
the case of those subjects with a Surinamese mother.  
The answers to this question presented interrelated behaviors of the 
Curaçaoan and Surinamese identities. 
A male subject pointed out that as a child of immigrants, in his 
upbringing, great emphasis was given to education as a means to 
succeed and that discipline was a key aspect in the household. 
Respectively, a senior female interviewee and another female subject in 
the middle age range related that their Surinamese parents instilled in 
them the ethic to work for what they need and want. Therefore they had 
to earn their money to buy extras, as a way to raise their consciousness 
that nothing comes without costs. The subject in her fifties also brought 
to mind that her parents taught her that once she gave her word she had 
to comply with it till the end and assume the responsibilities for her 
actions. 
A male subject in his late fifties found that as he grew older he became 
more aware of cultural differences, but that he mainly focused on 
working for the island and that he definitely could identify with the 
capacity of enjoying life that is so typical of the Curaçaoan. 
Actually, the capacity to enjoy life was recognized by many as 
characteristic of their Curaçaoan identity.  
A male subject in the middle age range wondered ‘who is Yu di 
Korsou’. He realized that behavioral wise he did not have much in 
common with the ‘average’ Curaçaoan behaviors. He related that for 
example, at work he noticed that people had difficulties confronting a 
situation openly and that he was not like that. Finally he found common 
ground in that he wanted the island to do well, he wanted the island to 
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prosper and that he could recognize that aspect in other Curaçaoans. He 
used to contribute with financial aid to educational entities, such as 
scouting. 
A female subject mentioned the feeling of pride for the island and its 
flag, what the flag stands for and its people. Together with a few others, 
she identified with the kindness of the Curaçaoan and in the same breath 
brought forth the acceptance of other cultures as well as the 
adaptability to them. She observed that in Cuba people of various racial 
backgrounds had a similar ‘smoothness’ as here; namely to relate to 
each other, while she has not seen this aspect in Suriname and she added 
that here, people of various backgrounds have mingled throughout 
history. 
In relation to adaptability and language, a male subject in the older age 
range observed that our adaptability comes to the fore in a setting where 
a group of Curaçaoans are sitting in a conversation and a foreigner joins 
in. Automatically the people would switch to his /her language. He 
added that at least his generation would do that but that he knew people 
that would not. Language was mentioned by many subjects as an 
identifying factor of the Curaçaoan behavior and many found pride in 
the fact that they spoke many languages. A senior female subject 
proudly related when she was on vacation in France, how with her 
MULO education, she managed to ask the way in French. A male in his 
early seventies said, ‘we speak many languages but none well, not even 
Papiamentu, and he found that a shame.  
Several interviewees found that Papiamentu was the defining 
determinant of the Curaçaoan identity. A female subject in her fifties 
said, ‘here, in general people speak Papiamentu, unlike in other places, 
for example in Suriname not everybody speaks Sarantongo’.  
The dominance of the Dutch language was definitely a strong ethnic 
determinant in this group of Surinamese descent and an asset as several 
subjects discovered. A senior female interviewee observed that because 
of dominance of the Dutch language, those of Surinamese descent had 
more drive, while Curaçaoans were more laid back and that the 
Curaçaoan-Surinamese had more general knowledge to communicate 
about diverse topics. She also found that the Curaçaoan-Surinamese 
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were more fluent than the Curaçaoans in their verbal expression and that 
still today Curaçaoan kids are very self-conscious in expressing 
themselves verbally and related this to the schooling in Dutch. She 
noted that the other side of the coin was that the Surinamese often 
displayed an insolent behavior and that many times they act like they 
know better.  
Other personal traits that the subjects brought forth were: hospitality, 
generosity, gesturing with the whole body when speaking and loudness. 
In respect to hospitability a male in the older age range related that his 
Curaçaoan mother would serve food to somebody that dropped in 
although she herself has not eaten. He added ‘we Curaçaoans may be 
hospitable but the Surinamese hospitability knows no limit’. 
A male subject in his early fifties very honestly brought forth that he 
recognized in himself and in other Curaçaoans an accommodating 
attitude towards others, especially the Dutch and undermining as such 
his own opinions. He would get irritated at himself for not standing 
stronger behind his own points of view and let others time and time 
again impose their ideas over his, while his were as good as or better 
than theirs. He thought that perhaps the latter attitude was due to a 
tendency of being too eager to please. 
Several subjects mentioned their liking for food as characteristic of the 
Curaçaoans and Surinamese, especially Surinamese food. A young 
female subject who identified as Curaçaoan-Surinamese mentioned food 
in relation to family gathering. A young male subject identified the stop 
at the ‘truck di pan’ (a food truck) after parties as a typical Curaçaoan 
behavioral pattern. 
Respect was considered by many subjects of all age ranges an important 
characteristic of their behaviors; respect for elders, respect in addressing 
others, ‘semper papia ku dos palabra’ (speak always with two words). 
An elderly female subject brought to mind that children were not 
allowed to sit in on the conversation when adults were visiting. A 
female subject related to a form of respect intrinsic to the culture, for 
example greeting in public places, saying: bon dia, bon tardi, bon nochi’ 
(translated good morning, good afternoon, good evening). She also 
mentioned attending funerals as part of the Curaçaoan culture. 
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Two senior female subjects, one is Protestant and the other Roman 
Catholic, identified their religious upbringing as important aspects in 
their behaviors.  
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Surinamese 
Descent Group 
Most interviewees in all age ranges identified the facts that they were 
born and raised in Curaçao, as an influential aspect in their ethnic 
identity formation. They recognized their ethnic feelings not only for the 
reasons that they were brought up here, the happy childhood and the 
games and friends they had, but also because they are living here and 
participating in the development of the island.  
Two subjects, a male and a female in the middle age range mentioned 
that their study period in Holland served as a powerful determinant of 
their ethnic identity. 
A male subject in the middle age range related his strong ethnic feelings 
when he was in a Surinamese circle in Suriname, ‘being there made me 
realize this is not me and I affirmed my identity as Curaçaoan’; ‘the 
Surinamese used to call me ‘Curaçaoan man’.  
Almost all of the subjects in all age ranges mentioned the fact that they 
spoke Papiamentu as a key influence in the ethnic identity formation, 
especially knowing Papiamentu while they did not speak Sarantongo’. 
Family, the Curaçaoan mother, Curaçaoan grandfather, parents, family 
events and Surinamese upbringing were considered determinant ethnic 
elements. An interviewee in the middle age range mentioned that her 
Curaçaoan mother has instilled in her the love for Curaçao and the 
respect for its culture.  
Several subjects brought forth their mixed neighborhood of upbringing, 
which played an important role in their identity.  
An elderly female subject recalled the sport events in the neighborhood 
as a unifying ethnic element, during which time groups mixed. She also 
mentioned the respect of boys towards girls. She clearly recalled 
schooling and the maps of Holland that she knew by heart and realized 
that they hardly learned anything about Curaçao. 
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Ethnic Attitudes of the Surinamese Descent Group towards other 
groups 
All of the interviewees said that they could relate closely to members of 
other groups with the exception of one female interviewee in the 
younger age range who was brought up with Dutch as her mother 
tongue. She said that she related better to Curaçaoans, indeed in all its 
variety of types, but felt less comfortable with Dutch Europeans; she did 
not state the reasons. 
The explanations of the ‘yes’ response were various: ‘I have more 
difficulties associating  with upper class people’, ‘the person counts’, 
‘values and customs are more important’, ‘ethnic groups are not a point 
to me’, ‘I feel affinity for Latinos’, ‘all groups are my group just the 
same as Curaçaoan’ and ‘intellectually I am prepared to associate with 
everybody’. A male subject pointed out that the exposure to the 
multicultural aspects of the island has contributed to his comfortable 
feeling with different kinds of people. 
 
Surinamese Descent Group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans  
Likes 
The majority of the subjects in all age ranges liked the sociable 
character of the Curaçaoan, his/her adaptability and accessibility 
regarding cultures and religions. Many subjects approved of the display 
of kindness, warmth, sense of sharing and hospitality towards others. A 
male subject in the middle age range added that in addition to Curaçao 
being home to a small unique group who are part of the whole wide 
world, the Curaçaoan is also ‘dushi hende’ (nice people) and very ‘easy 
to communicate with’. 
They liked the fact that the Curaçaoans are happy people, easy going 
and people who know how to enjoy life. A young male subject liked 
that the Curaçaoans are very family oriented as that is how he relates to 
his family. 
A senior male subject liked that the Curaçaoan is generally very clean 
and very much into hygiene and appearance. He added that at times 
they even overdo, for example, ‘when you see a black woman with her 
back full of white powder’. 
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A female subject in her early thirties mentioned that the Curaçaoan is a 
creative person and added that it is a sad fact that at times they use that 
capacity in the wrong way. 
The subjects that were brought up in mixed neighborhoods showed their 
approval for the combination of all the above mentioned aspects. 
A male subject in his early seventies brought forth that the Curaçaoans 
in general are not very critical, but that those who are and care, are 
working hard for the development of the island and he appreciates that. 
 
 Dislikes 
The aspect that the subjects disliked centered mostly on inferiority 
complex and ‘slave mentality’ in black Curaçaoans and related facets 
such as: discrimination among blacks themselves, a defensive attitude 
as they feel easily offended, traits such as low self-esteem, false pride, 
passive attitude, lack of drive, and lack of being service minded.  
A senior male subject strongly disapproved of the stereotyping of the 
various groups on the island and observed that it was an attitude born 
out of an inferiority complex; degrade another in order to feel superior. 
He thought that the ‘name calling’ had its roots in the white- black 
history of the island, in which blacks were denominated those of ‘triste 
color’ (sad color). 
A few subjects talked about degeneration in values notable for example 
in irresponsible child making without assuming responsibilities. A 
young female subject thought with respect to degeneration in values that 
the Curaçaoan has turned very materialistic; she found that people focus 
too much on having things, strive for status and as such lose the essence 
of life.  
Some subjects expressed their dislikes for the use of foul language, lack 
of punctuality and machismo.  
Several subjects described the mindset of the Curaçaoan as narrow 
minded and found that the Curaçaoan maintains a limited attitude 
towards life, taking many things too personal. Two senior subjects 
observed a superficial and poor general knowledge, hence a poor ability 
in verbal expression and communication. A male in the older age range 
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observed that the Curaçaoan thinks that the world starts and ends with 
Curaçao. 
Two male subjects disapproved of the lack of concern among the 
Curaçaoans for the environment and animals. 
 
Additional Ethnic issues of the Surinamese Descent Group  
Only a few subjects responded to this question. The answers denoted 
difficulties with the ethnic theme, an overall superficial attitude towards 
knowledge, concern for the political system and lack of unity to look out 
for the interest of the island. 
A subject in the middle age range who identified herself as World 
Citizen at the beginning of the interview and as Antillean-Curaçaoan 
when she is abroad said that she found it difficult to respond to the 
questions as she has not been brought up with Surinamese culture as 
such, other than what she received from her parents. She mentioned that 
as she spoke Dutch and did not know Papiamentu during her high 
school years, and that she was unhappy being called ‘Yu di Sürnam’ 
which was perceived as an alienation from the Curaçaoan culture. Her 
ethnic formation was thus marked by a lack of identity with the 
Surinamese background of her parents as well as with the broader 
society which is Curaçao.  
A senior male subject brought forth the overall ‘superficial’ knowledge 
of the Curaçaoan. He perceived that the Curaçaoan did not take time to 
look deeply into an issue, any issue for that matter. 
Two subjects, both in the middle age range, perceived a lack of unity on 
the island that reflected itself in the political system, hampering as such 
the overall development of Curaçao. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among the group of Surinamese 
Descendants can be described as mono-ethnic, Curaçaoan.  
The subjects considered the ability to speak Papiamentu and Dutch, the 
fact that they were born and raised on the island, family, going abroad, 
multicultural neighborhoods, sportive events and schooling as the most 
influential aspects in their ethnic identity formation. 
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The four interrelated components of ethnic identity – ethnic self-
identification, ethnic attitudes, ethnic behavior and ethnic awareness -, 
were brought forth as follows: 
The majority of the subjects identified themselves ethnically as 
Curaçaoans as Curaçao was the place where they were born and raised; 
the place that they know, live and work.  
Their ethnic attitudes reflected feelings of belonging to Curaçao, 
accompanied by a zeal for an overall development. 
The behavioral platform reflected a bicultural pattern, Curaçaoan-
Surinamese, constituted by a tremendous drive and intellectual 
eagerness instilled by the Surinamese parentage, molded by the 
Curaçaoan sense of sociability and backed up by the dominance of the 
Dutch language and knowledge of the Papiamentu language. 
The interviewees displayed a high ethnic awareness, heightened by a 
multi-ethnic ancestral background and an inherited disposition as 
offspring of immigrants, to adapt and succeed within the multicultural 
homeland, Curaçao. 
 
5.11 Arab Descendants 
 
Demographics 
All the interviews took place in Papiamentu. This group consisted of ten 
interviewees, five female and five male.  The subjects were distributed 
in three age ranges: three in the age group 19-35, four in the age group 
36-60 and three of age 61 and up, being the youngest interviewee a 
female of 24 years and the oldest, a male of 69 years.  
Eight interviewees were born in Curaçao and two elsewhere; one female 
subject in the middle age range was born in Holland and a male subject 
in the younger age range was born in Lebanon.  
All of the interviewees had Arab ancestors, mostly Lebanese. Two of 
the interviewees had in common that both parents were Curaçaoan. Two 
other interviewees had in common that both parents were Lebanese. 
Four of the subjects had one parent who was Curaçaoan and the other 
one Lebanese. Two interviewees had a Bonairean mother; one had a 
Curaçaoan father and the other one had an Arab father. Six of the 
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subjects had ancestors that were on the island for at least three 
generations. Their ancestral ethnic heritage is in addition to Curaçaoan 
and Arab-Lebanese, American-Indian, Bonairean, Curaçaoan, Dutch, 
Panamanian-Jew, Syrian. Two subjects reported having predecessors of 
Curaçaoan-African descent.  
The neighborhood of upbringing predominantly centered on the 
northern and north-western parts of the island, with a few in the eastern 
and middle parts of Curaçao. These regions varied from a low to high 
socio-economic level. 
The profession/work-fields were in: business, education, engineering, 
law, political science, and aviation. The education level was mostly on 
an academic level with the exception of two female interviewees, in the 
middle and older age range with a high school degree. The most 
recurrent professional field was business management. 
 
Arab Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification  
The majority of the subjects identified themselves ethnically as 
Curaçaoan with the exception of two subjects. The other two labels 
were Antillean and Curaçaoan-Lebanese.  
Ethnic self-identification was basically mono-ethnic.  
Many of the subjects explained their Curaçaoan identity based on the 
fact that they were born and raised on the island. Their responses 
presented an awareness of the Arab group and its development in 
relation to other groups on the island as well as ethnic feelings and –
behaviors. 
The subjects associated their identity with their Arab family, 
upbringing, the history of Curaçao, school, role as a citizen, role as a 
woman, and work for the progress of the island, neighborhood of 
upbringing, Papiamentu, racial issues and Arabs in Curaçao.  
 
Three of the subjects who were born in Curaçao, also acknowledged in 
this question their Arab descent. One female in the middle age range, 
born of a Bonairean mother and Curaçaoan father who was of Arab 
descent, identified herself as ‘Curaçaoan with an Arab tint’. She 
explained, ‘I am an islander, I feel at home, here I am not a number, I 
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have my freedom and my values are from here’. She compared herself 
to her Arab grandparents, especially her grandmother and said, ‘as a 
woman I am very independent unlike Arab women, although my 
grandparents were more liberal as Catholics’. 
A male in the older age range described his identity as ‘Curaçaoan and 
proud son of a Lebanese father’. He said, ‘I feel that I am a Curaçaoan’ 
and he referred to his mother who was a Curaçaoan and who had 
plantations. He remembered the times that he used to spend on the land 
with the ‘vitos’ (caretakers of the land) and stories they told him of 
Curaçao. He spoke of his Lebanese-Druze (member of South West 
Asian religion) father with feelings of love and pride; the disciplined 
upbringing he received from his father with strong norms and values ‘to 
work is to have’. He candidly spoke of the Arabs in Curaçao and how 
they integrated in the community, how they did not have clubs like other 
groups and the fact that many Curaçaoans of Arab descent achieved a 
higher education and that they constituted part of the intellectuals of 
Curaçao. 
A female interviewee in the older age range identified herself as 
‘Curaçaoan of Arab descent’, because her father was an Arab: she 
added, ‘so I have Arab blood too’. She added, ‘I am so proud to be a 
Curaçaoan’. 
One male subject in the middle age range added a second label ‘World 
Citizen’ to the Curaçaoan label and mentioned his feelings of pride to be 
the son of a Lebanese-Druze father. He also spoke of his American-
Indian ancestors of his mother’s side. He was born in Curaçao from a 
Curaçaoan mother and Lebanese-Druze father. He passionately 
reaffirmed his identity by saying, ‘Ami ta Yu di Korsou, Yu di Korsou, 
nasé i kresé; banda di Yu di Korsou mi ta yu di mundo, Korsou ta 
muchu chiki pa mi’ (‘I am a true Curaçaoan, born and raised and I 
consider myself also a World Citizen, as Curaçao is too small for me’). 
He further said, ‘my family is here, here I received my education and 
was formed and here is where I comply with my duties as a citizen’. 
A female interviewee in the middle age range, who was born from a 
Curaçaoan mother of Arab descent and an Arab father, explained her 
identity as Curaçaoan by drawing a comparison between the Arab and 
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Curaçaoan world. She mentioned Curaçao as her birth place and the 
island where she was brought up and that she has never gone to 
Lebanon. She knows that she has family there but has no contact with 
them. She speaks Papiamentu but does not know the Arab language. Her 
mother died when she was ten and she and her siblings were brought up 
by their hard working dad who had a cafeteria in which they used to 
help out as children. She now has her own business. 
A male subject in the older age range born from Arab parents associated 
his Curaçaoan identity with the neighborhood of his upbringing. His 
parents had a grocery store where they worked all day long and he and 
his siblings were brought up by the black locals in the neighborhood; for 
example, a black Curaçaoan lady in the neighborhood would look after 
them. He knew the houses in the neighborhood, ate the neighbors’ food, 
and used to play with the kids and said that as such, his values were 
from here. He mentioned being the only whites in the neighborhood and 
that he has never gone to Lebanon. 
‘I am a full Yu di Korsou’ said a male subject in the younger age range 
referring to the fact that his family has been on the island for centuries. 
He was born in Curaçao of Curaçaoan parents. His grandparents from 
his mother’s side were Arabs from Lebanon. He proudly mentioned 
having seen the coat of arms from his fathers’ family, who established 
on the island since the early sixties. He mentioned feeling irritated at the 
fact that black Curaçaoans do not consider him Curaçaoan because he is 
white. He fiercely opposed such statements and said with disdain that he 
knew the history of Curaçao and that as a matter of fact he would tell 
those that made such remarks that according to him, they were one of 
the last on the list to be included as inhabitants of Curaçao. To this he 
would mention the history sequence of arrivals of immigrants on the 
island. 
A male subject in the younger age range who was born of Arab parents 
associated his identity as Curaçaoan with hard work, ‘I work for 
progress, if the island progresses I will progress too’. 
The Curaçaoan Lebanese label was adopted by an interviewee in the 
younger age range who was born of a Lebanese mother and a 
Curaçaoan father of Arab descent. She explained her bi-ethnic identity 
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with her birthplace Curaçao, where she enjoyed her upbringing and 
where she lives. She mentioned that she speaks Papiamentu as well as 
Arabic. She feels at home in Curaçao as well as in Lebanon. She spoke 
about her strong ties with Lebanon because of her Lebanese mother. She 
mentioned that she feels for the people of Lebanon and what they go 
through with the war. When her mother got sick she went back to her 
homeland Lebanon, and her mother died in Lebanon, and was buried 
there. Since then she goes to Lebanon every year.  
A female subject of the middle age range identified herself as 
‘Antillean, as it would give a broader perspective’. She explained the 
label with the fact that she was born in Holland and that ‘Curaçaoan’ 
would rather refer to somebody born on the island. The subject 
mentioned the fact of having a Dutch passport by saying, ‘but I do not 
consider myself Dutch’. She associated the Antillean identity with her 
work which embraces other islands of the Netherlands Antilles, besides 
Curaçao. She considered her duty as an Antillean to work for the 
prosperity of the Antillean community and said, ‘as such I will prosper’. 
She expressed that ultimately her loyalty is with her country, Curaçao. 
 
Ethnic Identity Formation in the Arab Descent Group 
Many subjects related that they have been aware of their ethnic identity 
since childhood. A male subject in his early fifties, born from a 
Curaçaoan mother and Lebanese-Druze father responded to this 
question, ‘oh for sure, since childhood I knew, because in Curaçao, you 
know your identity and race’. 
Childhood 
Results showed that the subjects’ ethnic identity basically remained the 
same throughout their development. Respectively, a male subject in the 
older age range observed that ‘being a Curaçaoan, with love for my 
Lebanese father, has always been a constant’. 
The female subject in the middle age range, who identified herself as 
Antillean, brought forth that her notion of identity started at two years 
when she came to live in Curaçao. The black Curaçaoan lady who 
helped them out in the household, would tell her that she was Dutch 
because she was white and spoke Dutch.  
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The female subject, who identified herself as Curaçaoan-Lebanese, said 
that as a child she definitely was aware of ethnicity, since her mother, 
who was Lebanese brought her up with Lebanese values and customs. 
She related that she always saw herself as Curaçaoan-Lebanese because 
of her Curaçaoan father and Lebanese mother. 
Actually, several subjects especially of the middle age range reported 
that their ethnic and racial awareness heightened through discriminative 
observations. The racial issues, while presented by some as a ‘normal’ 
daily issue, were perceived by others as a ‘setting apart’.  
A female subject in her fifties mentioned that people identified her as 
Aruban because she is white. A male subject in the older age group 
recalled name calling by the boys in the neighborhood, such as, ‘Arabir 
na bleki’ (canned Arab) or ‘Arabir stinki’ (dirty Arab).  He took it as a 
joke among the boys, as those who called him names were the same 
with whom he daily played and fought. He said, ‘my friends who were 
all black Curaçaoans, were of the neighborhood and I was just one of 
them’. 
Another male interviewee in the middle age range mentioned that ever 
since he could remember he has seen and heard discriminative 
observations, such as ‘do not talk like a nigger’ or ‘you will get bad 
hair’ and he mentioned as a young boy he knew places that black people 
did not frequent and he proceeded telling that as a boy they went with 
their father swimming at a private beach. There was a car with black 
people in front of them who were not allowed to enter. He recalled his 
father complaining to the gatekeeper why he prohibited the car before 
them entrance, to which the man answered that he was just following 
orders. He mentioned that his father made a point of the whole 
happening to teach them that everybody was equal. 
Many of the subjects related school with name calling. The female 
subject in her early forties, born in Holland recalled that she was called 
‘makamba’ because she was born in Holland and spoke Dutch. She 
found this ‘hurtful’ as in her perception she belonged here. A male 
subject in the older age range related that at school kids called them 
names such as ‘komedó di konoflo, komedó di sardinchi’ (translated 
garlic and sardines eater). A female subject in the older age range 
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remembered her sister picking a fight after school with a local child, 
because she was called ‘Arabir na bleki’ (canned Arab).  
A male subject in the middle age range mentioned tacit but still obvious 
discriminatory policies at school; he brought forth that, ‘white kids 
(Jewish and Dutch kids) always had an edge, perhaps they were not 
even that smart but still they got access to certain schools whereas 
others had to work hard to earn their entrance’. 
Several subjects, males and females talked about their neighborhood of 
upbringing, where children played together and walked to church 
together, independent of race or ethnic group. An interviewee in the 
older age range remembered her happy, simple childhood, flying kites 
and counting cars passing by in the neighborhood with mainly black 
Curaçaoan kids. 
Friends seemed to have played an important role as an ethnic 
determinant, as several subjects mentioned having had friends from 
various groups. 
Many subjects mentioned their family and the Arab parent as a strong 
ethnic element in relation to loving ties but also disciplined upbringing. 
The subjects who represented the second generation of Arab descent on 
the island expressed having influential norms and values from their 
Arab parents. A male subject in the older age range brought to mind 
stories his father used to tell him about his homeland and the political 
situation there. He said he could feel the pain and hardships his father 
went through, as well as the antagonism for the colonizers, and he saw 
himself ‘as the people of my father’. He remembered how everyday his 
father used to play Arab music and said ‘that is how I came to love it 
too’. His father recently passed away and still with emotions in his voice 
he recounted how close he was to his father. Another male subject, in 
his early fifties recounted that they practically have been raised with the 
Ten Commandments as a guide. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range spoke about how their 
fathers were very protective of their daughters. One of  the subjects, 
who has a degree in business, mentioned that in spite of her father’s 
protectiveness he was very supportive in allowing his daughters  to 
pursue their studies and career as he had the opportunity to study well 
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into adulthood. She remembered her Lebanese grandmother, with a mix 
of pride and sympathy, as a woman who had to work hard to serve 
husband and children and, now being an adult herself, she counted her 
blessing for being an educated independent woman. 
A male in the middle age range related that since his early years he was 
raised with both cultures as his mother was Curaçaoan and his father 
Arab. A female and male subject in the younger age range related that 
their Lebanese mother brought them up with the Lebanese customs and 
language, therefore since young they had the notion of ethnicity.  
Several subjects brought forth that they were brought up with the 
concept of work and whether they were girls or boys, they helped out in 
the business of the parents. An older male subject who has a degree in 
business management related that everyday his father used to take him 
and his siblings to the store and he commented, ‘that is how he instilled 
in us the love for business, it runs in our blood, in our veins’. He told 
that since his youth his father taught them that everybody is equal 
irrespective of race and creed and that they had to work for what they 
want and save for tomorrow. A female subject in the middle age range 
related that her father of Arab descent, attached value to education, as 
he himself until an older age had access to study, since work came 
before education. She herself has a degree in business administration. 
Actually, four of the ten interviewees are in business.  
Language definitely proved to be an ethnic determinant, as several 
subjects associated the Curaçaoan identity with speaking Papiamentu. 
Only two of the ten subjects were raised with the Arabic language. Both 
of them are in the younger age range, had an Arab mother and are from 
the second generation Arab descent on the island. The female subject is 
actually second generation of Arab descent on her mother’s side, but 
third generation on her father’s side.  
It seemed that the subjects who were brought up with their Arab mother 
learned the Arabic language, unlike those with an Arab father. A male 
subject in the older age range born from an Arab mother and father 
recounted that he never learned the Arab language as both his parents 
worked and the children were raised by locals with the Papiamentu 
language. A female subject with a Curaçaoan mother from Arab descent 
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and Arab father brought to mind that her parents spoke Arabic to each 
other, but Papiamentu with the children (her mother passed away when 
she was ten). 
The subjects with an Arab father brought forth that they spoke 
Papiamentu with their father. Fact is that they had a Curaçaoan mother. 
They mentioned their family, including the grandparents who all spoke 
Papiamentu and that their customs were totally Curaçaoan.  
The female subject, who was born in Holland, related that she was 
raised with the Dutch language. She is third generation of Arab descent. 
Her parents spoke Dutch to her and her siblings, partly because they 
were born in Holland and for educational reasons. The parents spoke 
Papiamentu between themselves and the children spoke Papiamentu to 
each other. 
Several of the subjects spoke about religion. Two male subjects, one in 
the middle and the other in the older age range spoke of their fathers, 
who were Druze, a religion similar to Islam. The male subject in the 
older age range related that his father was very open to religion. He 
mentioned that his mother was Protestant, but that they were baptized 
Catholic. The other male subject said that they were raised religiously 
but with the freedom to choose their own creed. A subject in the middle 
age range said that they were Muslims but that she never practiced the 
religion. She said that her father used to go to the mosque but that he 
never took them along with him. Nowadays she goes to a Catholic 
church. Several subjects mentioned having a Koran at home. A female 
subject in the younger age range spoke about her Roman Orthodox 
family that adapted the Catholic ways as the Roman Orthodox religion 
did not exist on the island.  
 
Teenage years/ Adolescence 
The subjects related that their ethnic perception remained pretty much 
the same during their teenage years. Two male subjects one in the older 
age range and a third in the younger age range mentioned that their 
Lebanese influence strengthened during teenage years. The male 
subject, who was born in Lebanon from Lebanese parents, recounted 
that during teenage years he became more aware of his Lebanese roots 
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and he considered himself then Curaçaoan-Lebanese, although 
nowadays he identifies as Curaçaoan. 
The older male subject went with his father during his teenage years to 
Lebanon to learn about and see his father’s homeland for himself. He 
brought to mind that his father formed him politically through his 
narratives of his native country. He remembered being sent out of the 
class room during his high school years, because of his rebellious 
attitude toward countries undergoing any form of oppression.  
The female subject who identified herself as Antillean and spoke Dutch 
rather than Papiamentu related that in her teenage years she had more of 
an affinity for Dutch speaking people, as she said, that her friends were 
mostly ‘like a mix of Antillean-Dutch’ and that the Dutch language has 
always been a part of her life.  
Other subjects recounted having had friends from all groups, especially 
the male subjects who played sports.  
Discrimination seemed to have been part of the subjects’ teenage life. 
Two subjects, both males one in the younger age group and the other in 
the middle age group brought forth that some people, for example, other 
Curaçaoans would tell them that they were not Curaçaoans, because 
they were not black. One of them recalled that when he started high 
school he was categorized within the Dutch group, in which he felt 
unhappy. He explained that there were two groups, one of white kids 
and the other group of other locals, to which his friends belonged. He 
asked them to change him to the other group. He added that in his 
teenage years it was clear to him that there were different ‘kinds of 
Curaçaoans’. 
 
Adulthood 
The influence of the Lebanese fathers on the sons has been very strong 
in few cases. An older male subject related that after his studies in the 
Netherlands he came back to Curaçao for his father, and to keep the 
tradition of taking care of the business that his father built over the 
years. He commented that the influence of his father in his upbringing is 
still felt in his approval of the lately ruling left wing governments in 
South America.  
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A female interviewee, in regards to discrimination, related that about 
forty years ago an Aruban made remarks about discrimination in 
Curaçao to which she said that she honestly answered that she was not 
aware of that, but that nowadays she recognizes discrimination of blacks 
towards whites instead of the opposite. She said that actually as an adult 
she became more aware of her Arab roots. A male subject in the middle 
age range said that black Curaçaoans did not consider him as a 
Curaçaoan which he found very disappointing as he was born and 
raised Curaçaoan and has never seen himself as different. He added, 
‘history taught me that I could not be a more authentic Curaçaoan 
because of my mixed background and in a way he reaffirmed his 
Curaçaoan identity by mentioning his grandmother with typical 
American-Indian features. He said ‘we are all imported and have mixed 
over time; that constitutes the Curaçaoan identity’. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic feelings in the Arab Descent Group 
There were various circumstances in the subjects’ lives that have 
affected their ethnic feelings and the ethnic label used by them. For 
some it was going abroad, whether for study or travel. 
A female subject in the middle age range related that after she 
completed her studies in America she had the choice of going to Aruba 
since her parents were then living there or coming to Curaçao and she 
chose for her native island. She found that she did not fit into the 
Aruban lifestyle; she could not identify with the people and the island 
and saw that as a main reason that Arubans do not like Curaçaoans. A 
male subject in the middle age range, who went for studies to the 
Netherlands, spoke of a ‘cultural crash’ in the three first years that not 
only heightened his Curaçaoan identity, but made him more aware of 
differences in cultures. He mentioned having experienced bad situations 
as well as positive ones that overall have helped him grow. A male 
subject in the older age range related that when he was in Holland, the 
Dutch used to call the foreigners ‘blauwe pijpen’ (blue pants), which 
made him reaffirm his identity; ‘indeed I am from Curaçao’. 
The female subject who identified herself earlier in the interview as 
Antillean related that when she was living in Holland she always felt the 
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tendency to defend the Curaçaoans. She found that the Dutch held 
prejudices against the Antilleans. For example, that she could not be 
Antillean because she is white. She realized that she wanted to go back 
to Curaçao and work. On the other hand, now that she is here, she 
recognizes her irritation with a certain group of locals that as she said, 
‘expresses to my way of thinking senseless notions and unnecessary 
uproar about the new national political structure’. 
Two subjects, one in the younger age range and the other in the middle 
age range, expressed their disapproval of the bad behavior of the 
Curaçaoans in Holland. They said that as Curaçaoans they felt bad 
because most Curaçaoans are not like that. The male subject in the 
middle age range noted that many times he has represented Curaçao 
abroad and he felt compelled to defend the Curaçaoans when Dutch 
people made insolent remarks about Curaçaoans and added, ‘without 
them really knowing our people’.  
A male subject in the younger age range from Lebanese father and 
mother, who identified himself as Curaçaoan, said that when he is in 
Lebanon he is very much aware of his life in Curaçao and speaks highly 
of the island, but also he is aware of the Lebanese norms and values 
with which he grew up and which have shaped his life perceptions, he 
identifies as Lebanese. Here he realizes that it is especially the norms 
and values of young people which called for his concern and he 
expressed his disapproval for what he perceived as vulgar behavior. He 
added with a smile, ‘here I speak highly of Lebanon’. 
Life itself on the island seemed to have accentuated ethnic feelings and 
ethnic labeling. A male subject in the older age range who grew up 
around plantations spoke of his love for animals and plantations which 
of themselves tied him to the ‘land’, Curaçao. He talked about the 
workers who taught him a lot about the flora and fauna of Curaçao.  
The female interviewee who identified herself as Curaçaoan-Lebanese 
related about her life in Curaçao within a western society and her 
Lebanese upbringing at home with her Lebanese mother. Her mother 
used to tell her ‘remember you are a Lebanese girl’. These two cultural 
settings have taught her the balance between Western and Eastern 
education, which in fact has formed her ethnic identity as Curaçaoan-
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Lebanese. The latter aspects are also valid for the male subject in the 
younger age range, whose parents are both Lebanese. He said that the 
daily life on the island affects him being Curaçaoan and at the same 
time he is aware of his Lebanese part because of his parents. 
A male in the older age range said that everything in Curaçao concerns 
him as he feels that being Curaçaoan is a constant.  
A female in the middle age range made a comparison between her 
lifestyle and that of black Curaçaoans and reached the conclusion that 
she identifies better with the lifestyle of the Curaçaoans who have been 
abroad and studied. 
Another female interviewee in the middle age range from a Curaçaoan 
mother of Arab descent and a Lebanese father, and who identified 
herself as Curaçaoan, observed that when she enters an Arab store, the 
owners would not let her pay or charged her very little. A female subject 
related that those of Arab descent on the island whether she knew them 
or not recognized her as one of theirs and addressed her as ‘prima’ 
(cousin). 
A female interviewee in the middle age range related that she was 
brought up with Curaçaoan culture and history; she clearly 
remembered the upheaval of May 30th, 1969 as did another female 
subject in the older age range who told that she was approached by 
locals who did not know that she was Curaçaoan because of her 
appearance. She had to be escorted home. 
Two subjects mentioned that their ethnic feelings sharpened when black 
Curaçaoans would tell them that they are not Curaçaoans. It just 
seemed outrageous to them as both were born and raised on the island 
and had families that were settled in Curaçao for centuries. A female 
subject told that in regards to the above, at a work party, black 
colleagues made odd remarks when they saw her dancing the tumba (a 
typical Curaçaoan dance). She said that they did not think that she could 
dance the tumba since they did not consider her Curaçaoan because of 
her appearance. 
Several interviewees talked about their relations with the Dutch that in a 
way heightened their ethnic feelings. One particular male subject in the 
younger age range, who went to Holland for training in engineering, 
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clearly recalled his first meeting with his training director who jokingly 
asked him ‘oh, you are from Curaçao, so you have your knife with 
you’? With the same wittiness the interviewee answered him, ‘no, 
perhaps in Holland that may be fashionable but in Curaçao that is 
outdated for a long time already, there we carry pistols’. Others 
commented about the ignorance of the Dutch for everything that is 
Curaçaoan and how they made fun of the Dutch.  
A female subject related that with Dutch people she felt uncomfortable 
because she found them too bold. This subject showed confusion at this 
point of the interview in relation to her ethnic identity; she said ‘I do not 
really know what I am perhaps Latina, Dutch and Curaçaoan’ and 
finished saying ‘Curaçaoan in all its variety’.  
A male subject in the older age range spoke about cultural events, such 
as, Flag Day and other cultural celebrations. He remarked that in a way, 
those events have made him more conscious of his identity as 
Curaçaoan. He showed regret that at school he never got to learn about 
Curaçaoan history and local geography and that back then everything 
was Holland related. Several subjects spoke about culture and the 
groups on the island; a lady in the middle age range said frankly that 
although she was brought up with a Lebanese father her upbringing was 
more Curaçaoan. She pondered about her identity and tried to draw a 
comparison between the Curaçaoan and Arab ways. She said that she 
goes to funerals like any other Curaçaoan does to pay her respects and 
that about the Arabs she did not know much but that she could not 
identify with the Arab women with their veils. She said that when she 
sees movies with Arab themes she reflects upon it and tries to recognize 
aspects that she could have seen in her Arab parents. Actually another 
female subject said the same and they both found that their ways were 
more Curaçaoan than any other culture. A male in the middle age range 
and with a degree in political science noted that the new arrival of 
immigrants is influencing the community in different ways and that we 
were on the verge of a new Curaçao.  
Sport events, international competitions with Curaçaoan baseball 
leagues performing with the Curaçaoan flag waving represented the 
pride of many. 
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A few subjects mentioned that they were always waiting for the 
international news to keep track of what happens in Lebanon. The male 
subject who was born in Lebanon said that when there is something 
going on in Lebanon he feels inclined to be there for his birth place. The 
subject in the older age range whose father told him so much about 
Lebanon said that he felt his loyalty towards the Arabs as in the case of 
Palestine-Israel. He mentioned reading books about Arabs to better 
understand the memories of his father. 
 
Arab Descent Group and ethnic identity abroad 
Almost all the subjects identified themselves abroad as Curaçaoan and 
explained the geographical location of the island. The ethnic labels 
remained constant. The subject who identified herself earlier in the 
interview as Antillean would say that she is Curaçaoan and when people 
questioned the location of Curaçao she would explain Dutch-Caribbean. 
Others mentioned that they sang the pride of their country, ‘this is my 
country and I always come back, it’s my nature’. A female in the middle 
age range related that in America, she mentioned her Dutch nationality 
and explained the location of Curaçao as Dutch island in the Caribbean. 
She also mentioned that at times people looked up strangely when she 
said that she was Curaçaoan, because she is white and that people 
generally have the perception that Curaçaoans are black. The male 
subject who was born in Lebanon said that abroad he would 
strategically identify himself as Curaçaoan-Lebanese because of the 
negativism towards Arabs after the tragic event of 9-11. The female 
subject who identified herself earlier in the interview as Curaçaoan-
Lebanese said that she acknowledged both cultures. 
 
Behavioral Patterns among Arab Descendants 
The behavioral patterns which the subjects found that characterized 
them mostly, were those related to norms and values instilled by the 
Arab parents during childhood. The subjects mentioned being brought 
up with the sense of honesty, respect and discipline. With respect to 
that, one male subject in the middle age range brought to mind how all 
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the six brothers had to stand in a row and recite the Ten Commandments 
before leaving the house.  
Work ethics were conceived as part of the principles to which the 
subjects strictly adhered; such as: comply with duties, have rights and 
duties, be punctual and save for tomorrow. A female subject described 
her behavior in relation to norms and values as conservative. This she 
interpreted as possible ‘Latin’ behavior, while her work behavior which 
is very achievement oriented, direct and punctual, she finds was more 
‘American’ behaviors, which she found that most Curaçaoans did not 
appreciate. A male subject in the older age range mentioned the 
disposition of those of Arab descent for business.  
A female subject in the middle age range, whose work involves dealing 
with people, observed her ability to understand and feel for people 
better than would her Dutch colleagues. 
A female subject spoke about the strong family ties between siblings. 
Her mother died when she was ten and her father stressed very much 
upon them to stay together and care for each other. Several subjects 
mentioned the strong family bond and the care for family. 
Many subjects mentioned to have accomplished their desire to know 
Lebanon, their ancestral homeland. A male subject in the middle age 
range told that when his father reached a certain age and Lebanon was 
going through tumultuous time, he went to Lebanon to support his 
sisters who were living there. His father died there. Another male also in 
the middle age range expressed his appreciation for the genuine warmth 
with which his cousins, in fourth or farther degrees received him at a 
family reunion. 
To have an education was considered very important by many subjects. 
A few expressed their liking for educated people who were able to 
maintain a good conversation. Three female subjects expressed that they 
were free to speak their minds, unlike other Arab women. 
The island life seemed to have shaped behavioral patterns. The subjects 
could find the easy going and relaxed ways of the islander in 
themselves, ‘the love for the sun, wind and sea’, the cultural 
expressions, food, the use of Papiamentu, the ability to speak various 
languages and the innate love for music and rhythm.  
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A male subject in the older age range spoke about the friendliness and 
readiness of the Curaçaoan to help. Several subjects talked about the 
compassion and kindness of the Curaçaoan and the acceptance of 
various cultures independant of creed and race. 
The male subject who was born in Lebanon from Lebanese parents, 
recognized having behavior patterns from both cultures, Curaçaoan and 
Lebanese. 
 
Influential factors in the Ethnic Identity Formation of the Arab 
Descent Group 
The majority of the interviewees considered the fact that they were born 
and/or raised in Curaçao as one of the most influential factors in their 
ethnic identity formation. Some subjects gave additional explanations to 
the latter by mentioning, their Curaçaoan family, the island’s language 
Papiamentu, schooling, the fact of marrying a local and that they live 
and work on the island.  
A male subject in the older age range related that the love of his 
Lebanese father for Curaçao was immense and that he has instilled in 
him the feelings for his island; everyday his father used to pray asking 
for blessings for Curaçao and expressed his gratefulness and honor for 
the island that has received him on a daily basis.  
A female subject from a Curaçaoan mother of Arab descent and a 
Lebanese father brought up clear memories of May 30th, 1969, which 
she found has impacted on her as Curaçaoan. At that time, the subject 
was living at Rio Canario in front of the Shell Refinery, close to where 
the event started. She remembered the scariness of the event and people 
on trucks shouting ‘mucha blanku’ (white kids) to them. In this regard 
she related that a fraction of the Curaçaoan history was part of her and 
of her being Curaçaoan.   
Several subjects brought forth the multicultural aspects of the island 
and/or of their own parental background as influential factors in their 
ethnic identity formation, as are: the friends from various groups, the 
many spoken languages, the multi-ethnic neighborhoods and the 
Curaçaoan society in general. 
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The parental upbringing with the strong norms and values was 
mentioned as an important ethnic determinant. A male subject in the 
middle age range explained that the fact that his father came to Curaçao 
as an immigrant, worked hard to make a living as an entrepreneur and 
the fact that he has mentally emancipated himself free from every form 
of oppression, has enabled him to give the children a balanced 
upbringing with an internal sense of confidence as to who they are as a 
person. His father taught them that everybody was equal and capable 
and this, to the subject’s perception, made him a different Curaçaoan 
with no superiority or inferiority complex in relation to the Dutch.  
A female subject in the older age range related that as an adult she 
traveled to Lebanon to see her father’s homeland and that the 
experience has touched her in a very special way. She came to know an 
older brother that she had in Lebanon and learned of other family 
members that are scattered all over the world and now keeps in touch 
with them. She took a stone of the father’s parental house as a token of 
her Arab roots. Several subjects previously related having visited 
Lebanon. 
A male subject born to Curaçaoan parents considered that the 
perception of poor work ethics and performance of black Curaçaoans 
on a daily basis made him realize that as a Curaçaoan he maintained 
different work ethics. He mentioned that it hurt him to see that other 
groups progress quickly and our people remained behind. He referred to 
a Haitian contractor with Curaçaoan workers who worked for him and 
he said that he could not help but think that it should have been the other 
way around. 
The female subject in the middle age range, who identified herself as 
Antillean considered as influential in her ethnic identity formation, her 
Dutch oriented upbringing but recognized that her ‘loyalty and heart’ 
are with the Antilleans. Furthermore, she realized that the cultural 
contrast during her stay in Holland for study reasons, ignited her 
feelings for the Antillean identity. 
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Ethnic Attitudes of the Arab Descent Group towards other groups 
All the subjects expressed having a positive attitude towards members 
of other ethnic groups and found that they could relate closely to the 
members of the various groups. Respectively, a male subject in the 
middle age range observed that his whole upbringing in family and 
society has been multicultural; hence multicultural relations come 
naturally to him. A male subject born in Lebanon from Lebanese 
parents said in regards to close relationships that what mattered to him 
were the norms and values a person has, independent of the cultural 
background and that he had respect for all cultures.  
Others brought forth their likes and interests for people, as such, the 
importance of the person counted irrespective of cultural background. 
Some mentioned their affinity or just the opposite for a specific group. 
For example, a female subject in the middle age range expressed having 
affinity for Latinos but showed less sympathy for the Dutch. A male 
subject born from Curaçaoan parents, but whose mother is from Arab 
descent mentioned his affinity for people of Arab descent. He warmly 
related about the yearly family reunions that this year he would attend 
to. He spoke of his ‘extended’ Arab family that in fact were not even 
family anymore because they were cousins in so many degrees back, but 
that still called him their cousin and he felt good about that. 
 
Arab Descent group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans (in all 
its variety) 
Many subjects before mentioning their likes stood still at the thought of 
whether the perceptions of their likes were still valid in the present. A 
male subject in the middle age range respectively said, ‘what I like of 
the Curaçaoan is the gracefulness, the friendliness, but what I do not 
like is that, that same aspect is vanishing because people have become 
complex, while before they were more simple. 
The aspects that the subjects liked of fellow Curaçaoans, centered on 
sociability; the subjects liked the acceptance of the various groups with 
spontaneity and openness. They found the Curaçaoan to be affectionate, 
considerate, caring and ready to help. Several subjects spoke of the 
friendly, kind and warm disposition of the Yu di Korsou. A female 
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subject in the middle age range mentioned the kind greeting when 
entering for example a doctor’s office, an aspect which she added she 
could appreciate and that she did not see in Holland. They liked the easy 
going character, the capacity to enjoy life, the happy nature and the 
outgoing laughter. A female subject in the middle age range with a quite 
serious job mentioned that she could enjoy the spontaneous outburst of 
laughter in the corridors at work and a male subject said gesturing, ‘how 
they laugh with their whole body, leaning forward then bending back 
with arms in the air’. 
A male subject in the middle age range expressed his admiration for the 
capacity to enjoy life and added in relation to carnival and work that 
’hopefully ‘they’ could maintain that same enthusiasm in their work all 
year long’. He also added that he liked the readiness to have a joint 
effort to help out a fellow Curaçaoan. 
A female subject in the middle age range after intense pondering 
mentioned the sense of freedom and well-being and added that she is 
afraid that, within a new national structure, life will change on the 
island. 
 
Dislikes 
A few subjects when expressing their dislikes referred to the Curaçaoan 
as ‘nan’ (they). Respectively, a male subject in the younger age range 
born in Lebanon from Lebanese parents explained, ‘I say ‘nan’ because 
this is not me’. He referred to the inferiority complex which he found 
that the black Curaçaoan often displayed and he thought that the ‘white’ 
Curaçaoans could be much more forthcoming in this respect, by 
lessening their ‘tacit but still so tangible attitude of superiority’. 
Most of the subjects showed their disapproval of an inferiority complex 
in the black Curaçaoan and linked the latter with the perception that the 
black Curaçaoan was stuck in slavery past, was not service minded and 
that they discriminated against not only whites but also other blacks. A 
male subject in the younger age range emphatically expressed his 
disapproval of the ‘celebration of Tula and Karpata’ (Curaçaoan slaves 
who led a revolt) by governmental entities, as he thought that it 
unnecessarily revived past sorrow.  
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A male subject in the older age range, who is in education and 
disapproves of discrimination, noted the importance of educating 
children on how to deal with racial discrimination to insure a sense of 
internal security. He recounted that in his capacity as an educator, a 
child came to him crying because black children teased her that she was 
‘chuku’ (dark black). He asked the child ‘bo ta weta mener’? ‘Ki koló 
mener ta? (Do you see me, what color am I?)  The child answered, 
‘white, sir’, upon which he asked her, ‘why do you think that I am 
white’? She said, ‘because your parents are white sir’. He asked her to 
look at herself and asked her, ‘what color are you?’ She answered black 
sir; he asked her, ‘why are you black’? She answered, ‘because my 
parents are black’. He then asked her, ‘should I cry because I am 
white?’ She answered, ‘well no sir’ He asked her, ‘should you cry 
because you are black?’ she said ‘yes sir’. He then asked her ‘why’? She 
answered, ‘I do not know sir?’ He then told her, I am white and I do not 
cry because I am white, ‘you are black and you should not cry either 
because you are black, you are a beautiful child and I love you’. He said 
that since that day the child’s problems were over. 
A female subject, contrary to the use of ‘nan’ expressed, ‘I say we, 
because I am a Curaçaoan too’ and mentioned her dislike for the often 
rude way of communicating not only personally but also on the phone. 
A few subjects spoke about the use of foul language by adults and the 
youth on the street. A female subject in the older age range found that 
the youth has become very disrespectful and several subjects attributed 
the latter to a lack of parental formation in combination with changing 
times that put a lot of pressure on the people. A female subject in the 
middle age range disliked the careless attitude on the road especially 
from younger people, like when you give them way in traffic they do 
not even bother to thank you, she added ‘it is that careless, rough 
vibration that I do not like’. A few subjects noted that they dislike the 
attitude of taking things for granted. 
Several subjects spoke about personal traits in relation to work. They 
disliked that the Curaçaoan is bad at taking criticism, tends not to 
assume responsibility for his/her action, does not comply with duties as 
should, has a ‘touchy’ attitude, is not ‘work’ oriented, is lazy, displays  
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poor judgment and tends to beat around the bush. A female subject 
explained the latter by saying ‘it irritates me that people do not tell you 
clearly yes or no or I do not know how to do it, instead there is a vague 
yes, but things do not get done’. 
 
Additional ethnic issues of the Arab Descent Group 
The responses to this last question mainly centered on the concern for 
the new political structure of Curaçao in relation to the formation and 
maturation of the Curaçaoan people and a perceived  lack of mental 
readiness and drive of the people to embark on the new venture. 
The perceived degeneration in norms and values and in the general 
education level of the people was expressed by several of the subjects as 
a point of concern throughout the interview. The lack of strong norms 
and values was seen to negatively affect the development of the 
Curaçaoan people which in turn would hamper the progress towards the 
new national structure of the island. A male subject in the middle age 
range with a degree in political science said, ‘education is very 
important and a lack of proper foundation of our people will lead to a 
serious handicap in ‘Pais Curaçao’ (land Curaçao). 
 
Summary 
Results obtained showed that the nature of ethnic identity among this 
group of Arab descent is predominantly mono-ethnic, Curaçaoan. The 
nature of their ethnic identity reflected a harmonious integration of the 
Arab and Curaçaoan cultures, into one culture.  
The subjects considered as the most influential aspects in their ethnic 
identity formation, the fact that they were born and raised in Curaçao 
and the strong moral values in their parental upbringing. 
 
Ethnic self-identification was predominantly, Curaçaoan. All the 
subjects at some point in their life acknowledged their Arab descent. 
The ethnic self-labeling ‘Curaçaoan’, remained constant throughout the 
interviews. 
The subjects presented ethnic attitudes that represented a natural 
balance of intra-cultural feelings basically cultivated within the family 
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nucleus and projected within the broader community. The subjects 
showed respect and honor for their Arab roots and pride for who they 
are as Curaçaoans. Their ethnic attitudes reflected a ‘Curaçaoan heart’ 
with warm feelings for the Arab heritage. 
Their ethnic behaviors conveyed integrated ways of a strong internal 
structure of norms and values provided by the family of Arab descent 
and a rich external multi-cultural pattern, imparted by the broader 
community. Their behaviors presented an accentuated tendency toward 
hard work and progress in daily life. 
Ethnic awareness was gradually nurtured throughout their development 
from childhood to adulthood, as such they displayed a profound 
understanding of the various groups around them and of themselves as a 
multicultural person, a Curaçaoan. 

5.12 Chinese Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of ten interviewees. Six were female and four were 
male. All interviews were conducted in Papiamentu. One male subject 
in the middle age range and whose mother is from Dutch descent 
alternated Papiamentu and Dutch during the interview.  
The ages of the subjects were distributed in three age ranges: three in 
the age group 19-35, four in the age group 36-60 and three of age 61 
and up. The oldest interviewee is a female of seventy one years, born 
and raised in Curaçao from a Chinese father and Venezuelan mother. 
Her mother came to Curaçao at eight years of age. Her father came to 
Curaçao in 1932. The youngest subject of the group is a twenty six year 
old male who was born and raised in Curaçao with Chinese parents.   
Eight of the subjects were born in Curaçao and two were born 
elsewhere. One female subject in the younger age range was born in 
Holland from Curaçaoan parents. Both her parents are partly from 
Chinese descent. The other subject is a male born in Colombia from a 
Curaçaoan mother of Chinese descent and a Chinese father. The subject 
was alternately raised in Curaçao and Colombia.  
The subjects’ ethnic backgrounds were American-Indian, Aruban, 
Dutch, German, Surinamese, and Venezuelan besides Curaçaoan and 
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Chinese and included the black and white race. Eight of the ten subjects 
had ancestors who have been established on the island for at least three 
generations. 
The neighborhoods of upbringing were located in the middle-north, in 
Willemstad and outskirts and denoted a mix of socio-economic levels. 
The profession/work-fields were in: education, accountancy/ 
administration/economy, architecture/interior design, information 
technology and technology. Three subjects in the middle age range were 
in administration. 
Two of the younger subjects are currently doing their academic studies. 
The education level of this group varied from a high school level to an 
academic level. 
 
Chinese Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification 
Nine of the ten subjects identified themselves ethnically as Curaçaoan 
and several of the subjects acknowledged with a sense of respect and 
affection their Chinese descent: ‘I am a Curaçaoan with a Chinese 
background’,’ I am a Curaçaoan with a Chinese link’, ‘I am a 
Curaçaoan with an inner fondness for the Asians especially Chinese’, ‘I 
am a Curaçaoan with a strong affinity for the Chinese culture and ‘I am 
a Curaçaoan with interest for the Chinese culture, for my Chinese roots’. 
A female subject in the oldest age range answered right away, ‘I am 
Curaçaoan, but I have to tell you very honestly that deep within my 
heart, I have a ‘weakness’ for Asians, especially Chinese’. With a mix 
of mellowness and pride she brought up memories of her father, and 
said, ‘before people used to make fun of the Chinese, but my father was 
one in a million, a Chinese whose appearance was always neat, with his 
shirts always buttoned up and his polished ‘Florsheim’ shoes, unlike the 
Chinese we see nowadays with their flip flops and half open shirts. He 
was elegant and at the same time very simple’. ‘He was always there for 
us’. 
A subject in the middle age range said that she considered herself 
Curaçaoan and that she felt a strong affinity for the Chinese culture. She 
identified with aspects of the Chinese culture as well as Curaçaoan. She 
added that her last name is also indicative of her Chinese roots.  
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A male subject in the older age range identified as Curaçaoan and 
explained, ‘I feel that I am a Yu di Kòrsou, but I recognize my Chinese 
link, my Chinese roots’. 
The subjects put their Curaçaoan and Chinese characteristics in 
balance to explain their identity and said, ‘my Chinese descent does not 
influence my being Yu di Korsou’, ‘I know about the Curaçaoan ways 
but not about the Chinese’, ‘biologically I am Chinese but I am 
integrated in this culture and I am part of this community’. 
The notion of family, especially the father figure was the strong link 
with the Chinese identity. A male in subject in his early sixties said, 
‘Curaçao is my home, I went to study and I came back because my 
family is here’, ‘My father is Chinese and he gave me part of it in my 
upbringing, especially respect for elders’, ‘My father worked a lot, as 
such we did not see him much’, ‘The values with which my father 
brought us up formed us as a person’, ‘the love for my Chinese father’ 
and ‘My father instilled the strong family ties in us’. 
Many subjects explained their Curaçaoan identity with the fact that they 
were born and raised in Curaçao and a female subject in the middle age 
range added ‘I went to school here’. 
One particular female subject, with a noticeable Chinese accent in her 
Papiamentu, had difficulties identifying herself. When I asked her for 
the third time for her ethnic identity she said, ‘Mi ta Yu di Kòrsou, (I am 
a child of Curaçao), but when I say that, people will stress upon that I 
am Chinese and I will answer them ‘yes I am a Yu di Chines’ (a 
Chinese), as well as I am a ‘Yu di Kòrsou’, because I was born and 
raised here’. 
She had difficulties verbalizing ‘I am Curaçaoan’. She started answering 
the question by diminishing her Chinese roots in a way. She said that in 
reality she did not have contact with Chinese people and that perhaps 
her only contact with the Chinese was her sister in-law. She said, ‘I 
don’t feel myself as Chinese as I do not follow the Chinese culture and 
religion, my parents never taught me about those things so I cannot 
speak about them’.  
Many of the subjects gave importance to know the Curaçaoan culture 
as a determinant factor of their identity, ‘I know the norms and values 
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like to greet ‘bon dia, bon tardi’ (translated: good morning, good 
afternoon) when I enter somewhere’ and ‘I like the Curaçaoan culture as 
well as the music the dance and cuisine’. A female subject in the middle 
age range mentioned that she participated in carnival and liked it.  
Two subjects in the younger age range, a female and a male, found that 
being part of and knowing both cultures, the Curaçaoan and the 
Chinese, was an advantage.  
A few subjects addressed the multicultural aspect of Curaçao in relation 
to their identity. A female in the younger age range said that she felt 
good to live in Curaçao, free and independent of race and creed and 
where people are so mixed. A male subject in the younger age range, 
from Chinese parents, found it an advantage to be raised in Curaçao 
because of the many cultures. One male subject in the middle age range 
brought forth that he is multicultural with strong Chinese roots. He 
added that during his college years in America he became aware of his 
Chinese heritage and that he fell in love with it. 
A male subject in the older age range said with respect to his Curaçaoan 
identity and Chinese roots that ‘it makes you feel like a World Citizen, 
people cannot really place you’. 
Many of the subjects especially those of the middle and older age ranges 
expressed their feelings in relation to their ethnic identity. ‘It is 
something you feel, I feel Yu di Korsou, but the Chinese link is there 
because of my father’, ‘I am proud to be Curaçaoan’, ‘I love Curaçao’, 
‘I feel at  home, this is my home’, ‘I feel committed to Curaçao’ and 
‘from the heart I feel Curaçaoan’. Many subjects brought forth that 
although they identified themselves as Curaçaoan, the community will 
label them Chinese. 
The language was seen as a determinant element for their Curaçaoan 
identity. Several subjects of all age ranges mentioned that they spoke 
Papiamentu, that they have been brought up with Papiamentu and that 
they ignored the Chinese language. They may know some words but 
that their knowledge went only so far. 
A male subject in the older age range associated his Curaçaoan identity 
with the work and commitment to Curaçao, by saying, ‘I work for my 
country and feel committed to my country’. A female subject in the 
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older age range brought forth the love for Curaçao and the dedication of 
her family, especially her brother, to promote Curaçao abroad. 
Two subjects spoke about their travels to China to learn more about and 
to get more in touch with their Chinese heritage. 
One male subject born to a Chinese father and Curaçaoan mother of 
Chinese descent adopted a label that consisted of three denominations, 
Chinese-Colombian Curaçaoan. He explained that the Chinese 
denomination was because his race and his customs are Chinese. The 
Colombian-Curaçaoan denominations were because he was born in 
Colombia and raised in Curaçao. He also identified with the Spanish 
language; he speaks Spanish with his mother and thinks in Spanish. He 
explained his ethnic labels percentage wise: ‘I am 40% Chinese, 40% 
Colombian and the 20% Curaçaoan. 
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and developmental stages in the Chinese 
Descendants  
All of the subjects in all age ranges mentioned that they were aware of 
especially of their Chinese identity during their development because 
people would always let them know that they were Chinese. 
One of the key elements in their ethnic identity formation was the name 
calling by children during the childhood stage, at school and on the 
street. Most of the subjects also expressed feelings of discomfort and 
embarrassment because of the name calling, such as ‘Chino’ and 
‘lumpia’. A male in the older age range said that he always had a notion 
of his ethnic background, especially during childhood. This subject 
together with others said respectively, ‘there was a lot of name calling 
and it made you feel as if you belonged to a lesser group’. He explained: 
‘growing up I realized that the teasing by children was not necessarily 
meant badly, but nevertheless it made me feel uncomfortable’. A male 
subject in the younger age range said that the name calling during 
kindergarten years generated anger in him, since he could not 
understand why he was being teased. A female subject in the older age 
range mentioned with respect to the name calling that since she went to 
a public school, she noticed that Arab children and other groups had that 
same problem. 
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All of the subjects also spoke to some extent of their Chinese features 
that made them different from the broader community. A female subject 
in the middle age range noted, ‘the only difference with the broader 
context was my eyes and my straight hair’. A female in the older age 
range recalled that the children at school made her aware that she was 
‘different’ because of her looks. 
The mix of Dutch white descent together with a Chinese background 
seemed to have had a bearing on the ethnic identity formation, as being 
white denoted an added social value to being Chinese. One particular 
male subject, born of a Curaçaoan father of Chinese descent and a 
Curaçaoan mother from Dutch descent, associated identity with the 
importance of race. He brought up the feelings of embarrassment from 
being called ‘chino’ and said that as his mother was white he learned 
from very young age to identify himself as Curaçaoan White, as race 
was an issue in Curaçao.  
A female subject in the younger age range born of Curaçaoan parents 
and having a father of Chinese descent, said that she attended a Dutch 
school and as she was white with Chinese features she felt ‘different’ 
and could not place herself. 
As mentioned above, family and especially the father figure proved to 
be an important ethnic determinant. The father was in most of the 
families the one from Chinese origin. Almost all of the subjects in all 
age ranges mentioned in some way the role of the family in their ethnic 
identity process.  
A female subject in the older age range mentioned that the presence of 
her Chinese father in the family was very strong because of who he was 
as a person and the values that he had instilled in them. She still recalled 
the pain of her father for having to leave his homeland. 
Another female subject of the older age range, born of a Chinese father 
and a Curaçaoan mother of African descent lovingly noted that her 
father left a huge mark on their development and that he was always 
there for them. She recalled how her father’s Chinese friends used to 
come to their house to celebrate the Chinese festive days. She also 
remembered her father’s calm introvert personality that was opposite to 
hers and as she said ‘he used to call my attention on it’. 
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Many of the interviewees brought up memories of their hard working 
fathers. Several of the fathers had their own restaurants, one was in 
agriculture and another had his own import/ export business. Several of 
the subjects mentioned that they used to help in the business. 
The subjects with a non Chinese mother related that their mother 
adapted to their Chinese father’s system. The mother stayed at home 
with the children and took care of them. 
The male subject who identified himself earlier in the interview as 
Chinese-Colombian-Curaçaoan mentioned that his ‘strong Chinese 
identity’ was because of his Chinese family. 
A few of the subjects mentioned that the Chinese link was there as long 
as their father was alive as they did not know and had no contact with 
their family in China. A female subject in the middle age range, who 
was born from a Chinese father and a Curaçaoan mother of Surinamese 
descent, related that with the passing of her father when she was thirteen 
her Chinese link was practically lost.  
A male subject whose father was a Curaçaoan from Chinese descent 
mentioned that as his father was born and raised in Curaçao, he did not 
bring them up with Chinese customs. An older male subject noted that 
the Chinese club stopped existing with the passing of his father’s 
generation. 
Language played an important role in the ethnic identity formation of 
the subjects as it influenced the degree of closeness with the subjects’ 
Chinese heritage. In most cases the Chinese language was not spoken at 
home. Only two subjects, a male subject in the younger age range and a 
female subject in the middle age range, who were born in Curaçao of 
Chinese parents, related speaking Chinese at home. The siblings spoke 
Papiamentu to each other. 
A male subject in the older age range recalled that his father tried to 
give them lessons in the Chinese language without much success.  
Two subjects both with a Curaçaoan mother, one of Dutch descent and 
the other of Surinamese descent mentioned that they spoke Dutch at 
home and one said that the children used to answer their parents in 
Papiamentu. The other subjects spoke Papiamentu at home. 
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One subject in the older age range mentioned that her father spoke 
Papiamentu to the children on purpose and did not teach them the 
Chinese language as a way to protect them; she said ‘he did not want 
people to laugh and make fun of his children’. 
The subject that adopted the Chinese-Colombian-Curaçaoan label 
related speaking Spanish to his mother. 
The parent-child relationship was also of influence in the ethnic identity 
formation. The female subject in the middle age range born of Chinese 
parents identified herself as Curaçaoan and showed difficulties in 
having to identify herself ethnically. She has restricted her Chinese 
heritage to her biological inheritance by saying ‘biologically I am 
Chinese’. She spoke Cantonese with her parents and Papiamentu 
among her siblings. She mentioned that presently she hardly spoke 
Cantonese and that she only knew some basic words. She described her 
childhood as very quiet and with barely any communications with her 
parents as they worked the whole day. Her father did not like noise of 
children around. Nowadays she scarcely has contact with her Chinese 
mother. Her Chinese contact was mostly her sister in law. She married a 
local and mentioned having raised her children in the same way as she 
was raised.  
Several subjects brought up pleasant memories of socializing at the 
Chinese club. They used to go there for the Chinese festivities and 
played with other children. Two subjects a male and female mentioned 
that their father was involved in the founding of the club which 
practically lasted for one generation as the next generation was not 
interested in maintaining the club. 
Some of the subjects mentioned having had Chinese friends of the same 
mixed background as theirs while others had friends in all groups. 
 
Teenage years/adolescence/adulthood 
Several subjects mentioned that the shift from Chinese to a Curaçaoan 
identity took place during the teenage years. The subjects related having 
had friends from various backgrounds and that induced them to make 
the ethnic shift.  
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The female subject that spoke Cantonese with the parents but 
Papiamentu among siblings related that they shifted to the Dutch 
language during this developmental stage. 
The name calling was not present anymore during teenage years, but 
left a sensibility for ethnic perceptions. A male subject in the younger 
age group who studies at the University of the Netherlands Antilles 
spoke about a ‘tacit prejudiced attitude’ towards him. He described the 
attitude as ‘look at him, a ‘wanna’ be Curaçaoan’. 
A male subject in the middle age group discovered during the interview 
that he did not identify with the Chinese heritage partly because of the 
resentful feelings he had towards his father for leaving them when he 
entered his teenage years and because of the name calling during 
childhood years. He took on the ‘Curaçaoan white Label’ because of his 
Curaçaoan mother and Dutch grandfather, who he then saw as a father 
figure.  
It was when he went to America for study that he was again confronted 
with his Asian heritage. As an adult he made peace with his father and is 
now proud of his Chinese heritage. He expressed his regrets for not 
having been exposed to the Chinese culture. 
The male subject who identified himself as Chinese-Colombian-
Curaçaoan mentioned that during his teenage years he felt Colombian 
because in Colombia there was no name calling like in Curaçao, ‘people 
called me by my name’. 
Several of the subjects expressed their regrets for not having learned 
Chinese and spoke of having visited China to get to know their fathers’ 
homeland. A few recalled their intuitive recognition of places and 
smells, as if they had lived it before.  
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Chinese Descent Group 
Several subjects noted that when they went abroad for study they felt 
that their Curaçaoan identity heightened. They felt nostalgia for 
Curaçao. A female subject in the older age range spoke about a 
discriminative attitude from some Dutch co-students. She recalled her 
cynical reaction and she said that it took her time to modify her 
behavior. She spoke only good about the family she stayed with in 
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Holland. One female subject in the older age range related that when she 
traveled to China and she could not speak her father’s language, she felt 
a mix of nostalgia and regret; this emphasized the feelings for her 
Chinese heritage. A few subjects expressed their feelings of shame due 
to the Curaçaoans that misbehave in the Netherlands. A female subject 
in the younger age range noted that she could not identify with a 
specific group of Curaçaoans in Holland that had golden teeth and were 
loud. A female in the middle age range observed ‘if I see the widespread 
irresponsible behaviors of many Curaçaoans I ask myself if I am indeed 
a Curaçaoan as I say that I am’. 
Subjects of the middle and younger age ranges mentioned that when 
people call them Chinese it reaffirms their identity as Curaçaoans. A 
female in the middle age range laughingly noted with regards to the 
latter ‘can you imagine if I travel to China and they see this face, for 
sure they will not see me as one of them’. 
A male subject in the younger age range expressed feelings of hurt for 
the generalization of Chinese (with regards to poor hygiene in 
restaurants) in the Curaçaoan media lately; he considered it an injustice 
towards the Chinese. 
A few mentioned cultural events like carnival that heightened their 
ethnic feelings.  
The male subject in the middle age range, who because of his 
resentment has ignored his Chinese background, mentioned that in the 
present he finds joy reading books about Asian ways. The female 
subject in the middle age range, who said that she is only biologically 
Chinese, related attending her father’s funeral in the traditional Chinese 
way. 
Many subjects of different age ranges mentioned that daily life on the 
island, latest developments like the privatization of the beaches, 
negative remarks towards Curaçaoans, basically everything that 
concerns the island, intensified their feelings as Curaçaoans. A few of 
the subjects mentioned that the nature of their work reinforced their 
feelings and their desire to contribute to the development of the island. 
Many subjects brought forth that with regards to food and family bond 
they tended to lean towards the Chinese culture. 
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The male subject who identified with the triple label Chinese-
Colombian-Curaçaoan associated the possibilities of socializing and 
recreation in Colombia with his identity, as ‘there they were far better’. 
 
Chinese Descent Group and Ethnic Identity abroad 
All the subjects identified themselves abroad as Curaçaoan and added a 
short observation, like: ‘In China we are called ‘Overseas Chinese’, ‘I 
will explain the location of Curaçao, an island in the Caribbean’ and 
‘when people identify me as Chinese I will show them my Dutch 
passport and tell them that I am Curaçaoan’.  
Ethnic labeling was rather constant, with the exception of the young 
male subject who identified as Chinese-Colombian-Curaçaoan earlier in 
the interview. He mostly identified abroad as Curaçaoan. 
A few subjects mentioned instances of having strategically used the 
Dutch passport. 
The young male subject, who was born in Colombia and identified 
himself with the triple ethnic label Chinese-Colombian-Curaçaoan, used 
his Dutch passport in Colombia and observed that in Holland he 
identified as Curaçaoan ‘out of loyalty, there I feel Curaçaoan; it is my 
way of demonstrating that not all Curaçaoans are bad’.  
With respect to Curaçao being on the ‘drug list, a male subject in the 
middle age range noted that in America he identified as Asian to avoid 
being profiled.  
A male subject in the older age range related that lately in Holland 
because of the bad behavior of the Curaçaoans, he remained 
strategically quiet. 
 
Behavioral patterns among the Chinese Descendants 
The majority of the subjects of all age ranges considered ‘work in order 
to achieve’ as a basic characteristic of their behavioral pattern. As such, 
work attitudes and work ethics were kept high. Work was considered as 
part of life. A female subject said with respect to work, ‘all work is 
work’. 
Parents were eager for their children to have a good education. A male 
subject in the older age range brought forth with respect to work and 
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education that their fathers came as immigrants and worked hard to 
make a living. He said, ‘they could have been cooks but they expected 
their children to be doctors’. This same subject observed that ‘all 
Curaçaoans have the island at heart and that each one in their way 
strives for a better Curaçao’. 
The subjects regarded the respect for others, especially elders, as a 
fundamental characteristic of their behavior patterns.  
Several subjects described themselves as ‘calm, Chinese are calm 
people’, with a sense of order and discipline. A female subject 
explained her Chinese family’s behavior as ‘discrete and not big 
talkers’. A male subject in the older age range noted, ‘discipline was an 
integral part of our upbringing. We had to help out in the restaurant and 
comply as well with our school and home duties’. 
A male subject in the younger age range spoke about the importance of 
moral principles and his spiritual inclination. He practices Buddhism.  
The subjects portrayed the Curaçaoan part of their behavior as sociable, 
with a sense of sharing. Other behavioral patterns that the subjects 
mentioned were the multilingual aspects and the outgoing 
characteristics, for example, the joy for life, rhythm, music, dancing, 
and carnival.  
A male subject in the younger age range mentioned the stop at the 
‘truck di pan’ (snack truck) after a party as a very Curaçaoan thing to 
do. 
The male subject in the younger age range who identified himself as 
Chinese-Colombian-Curaçaoan described his behaviors accordingly: 
honesty and dedication were Chinese, ways of socializing were 
Colombian,  and ‘bruá’ (messed up) like going out without putting on a 
shirt, was Curaçaoan. He explained, ‘my mother would tell me that I 
should stop with those Curaçaoan ways’. He further spoke about the 
strong ways of imposing himself, like speaking loud to be taken into 
account, a behavior which he considered typical of the Curaçaoan. 
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Influential factors in the Ethnic Identity Formation of the Chinese 
Descent Group 
The majority of the subjects mentioned the fact that they were born and 
raised in Curaçao as the most influential factor in their ethnic identity 
formation. The subjects considered that they live here, their family is 
here, some got married here and that they raised their children and had 
grandchildren in Curaçao, as indicative of their ethnic identity. A few 
mentioned the impact of the multicultural and multilingual setting on 
their ethnic identity formation. 
Family and parents of Chinese descent, was regarded as a significant 
ethnic indicator, whether in a positive or negative sense: ‘the love for 
my Chinese father’, ‘the closeness of my mother to my Chinese 
grandfather’, ‘the Chinese norms and values at home’ and ‘feelings of 
resentment because of the absence of my father of Chinese descent 
during my pre-teen years’ and ‘feelings of regret for not having received 
aspects of the Chinese culture’. A female in the middle age range born 
of Chinese parents, who hardly acknowledged her Chinese descent, told 
of a simple passive youth without major impact of either the Chinese or 
Curaçaoan culture. 
Going abroad was indicated as a part of the ethnic identity formation in 
a few cases. This was the case for a female subject in the younger age 
range and a male in the older age range who went to Holland for study 
and who realized their Curaçaoan identity through the contrast of 
cultures. The other case was of a male subject in the middle age range, 
who was confronted with his Asian identity in America, which he had 
denied due to racial perceptions and feelings of resentment towards his 
father of Chinese descent. The latter case concerned a subject, who was 
born of a Curaçaoan mother of Dutch descent and a Curaçaoan father of 
Chinese descent. He brought forth as influential ethnic determinants that 
the Chinese were socially perceived as an ‘inferior race, as lesser 
people’ and that ‘the whites were viewed as a superior race’. When 
early on in his childhood he experienced insulting name calling because 
of his Chinese heritage, he learned to identify as ‘Curaçaoan white’. The 
denial of his Chinese roots was reaffirmed by feelings of resentment due 
to the absence of his father in his pre-teen years. As an adolescent he 
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was confronted again with his Asian roots in America. As an adult he 
came to love and respect the Chinese culture and has developed interest 
in his Chinese roots. He spoke about ‘the discriminative attitude’ of a 
group of people in our community towards the Chinese and told of a 
sign that the Chinese owner put up in his ‘toko’ (translated convenience 
store) that read, ‘my name is not Chino; respect me, so I can respect 
you’. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes of Chinese Descent Group towards other Groups 
Almost all the interviewees said that they felt comfortable relating to 
other ethnic groups, with the exception of one male subject in the 
younger age range who was born of Chinese parents. He found it easier 
to relate to Curaçaoans, in all their varieties. 
The subjects amplified their response with the following observations: 
‘at school we had friends of all ethnic groups’, ‘I have friends from 
various cultures’ and ‘everybody is the same to me, I see it that way 
because of my spiritual inclination’. 
A male subject in the older age range observed that the social structure 
of the Curaçaoan community is changing. He reflected upon the Chinese 
immigrants of his father’s time who came and formed a group, but 
rather quickly integrated and dissolved into the Curaçaoan community. 
He spoke about the new arrivals of Chinese and especially Latinos that 
are coming, the latter as a cohesive group that is maintaining its culture 
within the Curaçaoan culture. 
 
Chinese Descent Group: Likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Likes 
Many of the subjects in all age ranges liked the sociable, giving 
character, the acceptance of other cultures, the multicultural nature and 
the way neighbors live together. A female subject in the older age range 
said with regards to the social nature, a person does not easily go 
without food in Curaçao, because there will always be a giving hand. 
Several subjects mentioned their approval for the joy of living, sense of 
rhythm and music, the spontaneity, kindness and the politeness and 
respect; the latter especially of the older generation. A female subject in 
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the middle age range observed in relation to the friendly nature, that the 
Curaçaoan is always ready for a chat. 
 
Dislikes 
The most disliked aspects revolved around inferiority complex. The 
subjects disliked that a group of Curaçaoans were easily talked down by 
the Dutch and that they were not sure of themselves. A female subject 
pointed out that the latter was also noticeable in our politicians.  
They disliked the name calling and the fact that people looked down on 
the Chinese. A male subject in the younger age range said that he saw 
the discriminative attitude in the ‘toko’ (translated convenience store) 
where he worked part time. He is presently doing his academic studies 
in technology. 
A female subject in the older age range together with a few others, 
disliked the foul language and the often rough way of communication.  
The subjects disliked the degeneration in norms and values and the lack 
of commitment with relation to work.  A female subject in the older age 
range said that she disliked that a group of people choose to live on 
‘onderstand’ (social security) while they are fully capable of working. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Chinese Descent Group 
Two subjects mentioned that through the interviews they became aware 
of their ethnic behaviors and attitudes that were engendered in their 
upbringing. A female subject in the middle age range noted that she 
unconsciously repeated the same pattern of communication that she 
received from her Chinese parents. The other was a male subject who 
discovered that the resentment he held against his father, has partly 
influenced his ethnic identity. 
Several subjects throughout the interview mentioned their regret for not 
knowing more of the Chinese culture and language. 
Some subjects in the younger and older age range brought forth their 
concern for a general degeneration of norms and values observed 
especially in the younger generation. One male subject partly attributed 
the latter to the bad influence of the media. 
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A female subject and the oldest interviewee of this group spoke of 
degeneration in the humane part of the Curaçaoan after the upheaval of 
30th of May, 1969. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among this sample of Chinese descents is 
mainly characterized by a mono-ethnic identity, Curaçaoan, with a high 
sense of respect and affection for the Chinese heritage. 
Most of the subjects mentioned the fact that they were born and raised 
in Curaçao as an influential factor in their ethnic identity formation. The 
subjects furthermore referred to going abroad, life on the island and 
ethnic/racial issues, as important elements. 
 
Ethnic self-identification was predominantly Curaçaoan and constant 
throughout the interview. Identification with the Chinese culture was 
‘obscured’ by discriminative social experiences during childhood. 
The ethnic attitudes reflected a focused mind-set with a modest and 
respectful disposition towards fellow Curaçaoans. The Chinese 
inheritance was mainly related to the affective level of the subjects’ 
ethnic identity. 
The behavioral patterns were primarily associated with work and 
discipline imparted by the Chinese family circuit, especially the father 
figure, and denoted on the whole, integrative ways of the Curaçaoan 
culture. 
Ethnic awareness was partly intensified through social prejudices. The 
subjects have matured in their social responsiveness in spite of the 
negative attitudes of a few other members of the Curaçaoan society 
towards their race. They have cultivated understanding of the Curaçaoan 
society thanks to an inner serene disposition, inherited from their 
Chinese familial background. 

5.13 Indian (India) Descendants 

Demographics 
This group consisted of ten interviewees. Five of the interviews took 
place in Papiamentu and five in English. The interviews in English were 
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alternated with phrases in Papiamentu and here and there some Dutch 
words. Four of the subjects were female and six were male. 
The sample was distributed among three age ranges: seven in the age 
group 19-35, two in the age group 36-60 and one of age 61 and up.  
The oldest interviewee was a male of seventy five years, who was born 
in Curaçao from a Curaçaoan mother and an Indian father. The youngest 
interviewee was a female of twenty four years, who was born in 
Curaçao from Indian parents. 
The availability of subjects, who would comply with the conditions set 
for this study (born in Curaçao or elsewhere, but who have come to 
Curaçao at an early age before seven years of age), was scarce for the 
middle age range and almost non-existent for the older age range. 
Actually, the first born child in Curaçao, whose parents are both 
Indians, formed part of the middle age group. This data indicates that 
the Indian group is a fairly new group on the island.  
All the subjects were born and raised in Curaçao. Their parental 
background was predominantly East Indian. The majority of the parents 
were Sindhis, originally from Hyderabad Sindh, a region that was 
previously Indian and now belongs to Pakistan. One subject’s parents 
were from Gujarat, a district in India. 
Other backgrounds were Curaçaoan with African and Jewish ancestors 
and Singaporean and Spanish; the two last ones are both from East 
Indian descent. 
The neighborhoods of upbringing were located in the middle northern 
part of the island and denoted middle to upper socio-economic levels.  
Most of the subjects were academically founded and had degrees in 
accounting, business, economics, finance, mathematics or political 
science. Several of the subjects are working in commerce. 
 
East Indian: Ethnic Self-Identification 
Ethnic self-identification was predominantly mono-ethnic, ‘Indian’. The 
majority of the subjects spontaneously identified themselves as Indians, 
‘I am 100 % Indian’, ‘I identify with the Indian culture and traditions’, 
‘I was not born in India (I am a NRI meaning, non residential Indian), 
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but I am very much an Indian’ and ‘I follow principles of my Indian 
culture’.   
Most of the subjects also acknowledged Curaçao as the place where 
they were born, raised and live; ‘I am Indian although I am born in 
Curaçao’, ‘I am Indian, a local Indian’, ‘I am Indian, by birth 
Curaçaoan’, ‘I am Indian although I am born here and have local traits’ 
and ‘first and foremost I am Indian and then Antillean, I was born here 
but I have a deeper connection with my Indian cultural background’.  
A female subject further explained that people automatically identified 
her as Indian because of her appearance. She also considered the fact 
that she lived in India for a period as a determinant factor for her Indian 
identity. 
Almost all the subjects mentioned the Indian parents along with the 
Indian upbringing and Hindu principles, as the fundamental 
determinants of their ethnic identity: ‘because my parents are Indian, ‘I 
feel that I am Indian because of my parents’, ‘my Indian beliefs, that is 
how I have been brought up’, It is my background, the way that I was 
raised’ and ‘my parents are Indians they have Indian values’.  
One female subject in the younger age range, who identified herself 
ethnically (religiously) as ‘Hindu’ said ‘I am a Hindu; I feel that I am a 
Yu di Kòrsou (a Curaçaoan) too, but very much a Hindu also’. ‘I am 
Hindu, because of my religion, the way I was raised’. 
The subject that identified as ‘100 % Indian’, strongly associated his 
identity with the Indian philosophical outlook which his parents instilled 
in him, ‘be virtuous, mentally skillful, physically fit and spiritually 
balanced’. 
When the subjects were asked for a more in depth explanation (question 
three Appendix I) of their ethnic label ‘Indian’, they seemed to have 
been confronted with their feelings in relation to their lives in Curaçao. 
A male subject of thirty four years, who initially identified himself as 
Indian, detailed his identity further on, by saying, ‘there is an inner bond 
with Curaçao, my motherland, that is difficult to put in words; I do not 
have these feelings for India’. ‘I have an obligation to give back to the 
island’. 
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Actually more subjects expressed their feelings for Curaçao as their 
motherland and added that they were not born in India. Others who 
identified as Indians respectively added, ‘I am a Yu di Korsou, raised 
within an Indian culture, this enables me to see the diversity of cultures’. 
Several subjects mentioned recognizing within them two cultures, the 
Indian and the Curaçaoan:  ‘I am not completely Indian as some that 
just arrived, I am more of a mix’, it is a privilege to be raised with two 
cultures, this enriches you as a person’, ‘Indian values, Indian way of 
life, but broader minded, my roots are here, I am more flexible’, ‘I am 
raised here so I am a mix’. 
The two oldest subjects of this sample identified themselves as 
Curaçaoans. One was a male and the only interviewee in the older age 
range. He was born from a Curaçaoan mother and an Indian father. He 
explained his Curaçaoan identity, as follows: ‘a Curaçaoan is a person 
of a mixed cultural background and one that is concerned with the 
development of his island’.  
The other one was a female in the middle age range and she related 
being the first child born to Indian parents on the island. She described 
her identity by saying, ‘I am a Yu di Korsou, this is my country, but my 
religion and traditions are Indian. I love my country. I am born here 
raised here and went to school here. Curaçao is my motherland, not 
India. I was not born in India. I have rights as well as duties, like any 
other Curaçaoan’.  
She mentioned the political system in relation to her Curaçaoan identity 
and showed as a Curaçaoan her disgust for what she described as ‘unjust 
political practice, a practice of favoritism’. 
A male subject in the younger age range, who identified as Antillean 
explained, ‘I am more an Antillean, not an Indian nor the typical 
Curaçaoan’ as they are both narrow minded, and added ‘in their circle I 
embody both’. 
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Ethnic Identity Formation and developmental stages in the East-
Indian Descent Group 
The developmental stages were characterized by the awareness of two 
cultures: home was perceived as Indian and the place of their 
upbringing was perceived as Curaçaoan.  
Most of the subjects related that during their childhood years they had 
the perception of being Indian but knew at the same time that they 
formed part of a whole, Curaçao.  
 
Childhood 
A male subject reaffirming the dichotomy (Curaçaoan-Indian) of 
cultural perception said, ‘we were all the same, I did not have to explain 
that I was Indian, I never felt different’. 
The male subject, who identified as 100 % Indian, reflectively observed, 
‘The perfect part of Curaçao is that we are all the same. I may identify 
myself as Indian, but at the end of the day I am still also a Yu di 
Korsou’. ‘My homeland is Curaçao’.  
A male subject in the middle age range and a female subject in the 
younger age range brought forth that they knew that they were born 
here, but that there was still the notion of being different, ‘as a child you 
wanted to do things that you saw other children do, but that you were 
not allowed to do; it was like living in two cultures’. A male subject 
said with respect to being Indian and living in Curaçao, ‘yes, people 
knew that I was Indian, living in a multicultural context, just blending in 
without any major issue’. 
Schooling and friends were mentioned as significant ethnic elements 
since the subjects came to learn the differences between religions, the 
culture at home and of the broader community through these factors. A 
female subject in her mid thirties said in relation to her Indian identity 
and living in two cultures, ‘I always felt Indian, Hindu; you go to school 
then you come back to your own Indian environment and beliefs’. She 
added, ‘the culture at home is Indian but you socialize with everybody 
else outside’. Another female subject in her middle thirties mentioned 
that during her school years, she and her sister were the only Indian 
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children at school. Nowadays this is quite different and it has reinforced 
her perception of being Indian. 
Several subjects mentioned having attended Catholic or Protestant 
schools. A female subject in the younger age range talked about the 
Catholic school she went to; with the school they went to church and 
observed Catholic festivities. She said that she participated with respect, 
but could not identify with it, as it was not part of her and as she did not 
feel a connection. She recalled being curious about ‘Vastentijd’ (Lent) 
just before Easter, as her friends were curious about her religion 
(Hinduism) and that there was an interchange of religious beliefs and 
general information about Indians. 
The majority of subjects related having had friends from various ethnic 
groups. While the oldest female of the sample, related that she never felt 
Indian among her friends. They played together and went to each 
other’s houses. Another female in the younger age range mentioned 
having Papiamentu speaking friends, but that she was not allowed to do 
what they did, like going to sleep over parties.  
A male subject in his early thirties explained that according to Indian 
customs, when a child is invited to a friend’s house the mother goes 
with the child. He said, ‘that is why most of my friends were the 
children of my mother’s friends.’ He related that Indian youth are very 
protected and that this had more to do with laying the basis for the 
childrens’ development.  
While several subjects noted that ‘their daily lives were very much like 
that of any other child’, a few said in relation to their upbringing ‘I have 
been raised as a very traditional Indian’ and that the Hindu beliefs have 
been a constant guide, ‘a way of life’, in their development.  
Language was brought forth as an ethnic element through which the 
subjects noticed differences at home and the broader community. Most 
of the subjects were brought up with English at home. A few said that 
they learned Papiamentu through their maid early on in their childhood. 
A few subjects mentioned knowing Sindhi or a little Hindi, while others 
said that they understood their parents’ mother tongue but did not speak 
it. All subjects mentioned that they spoke Papiamentu and Dutch in 
addition to English. 
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Several subjects mentioned regular travels to India which would 
strengthen their connection with Indian families and customs. 
The oldest male subject, born from a Curaçaoan mother and Indian 
father, mentioned that his father was not married to his mother and that 
his father had a wife and children in India. He related that his father 
took good care of him financially and that he used to visit him. He 
recalled that in his pre-teen years his father left for India; he said that he 
identified more with his mother’s culture, than with his father’s culture.  
 
Teenage Years/Adolescence/Adulthood 
Friends were the key element associated with ethnic identification 
during teenage years. A few subjects related that through friends they 
became aware of social classes. Through friends, ethnic identification 
as Indians weakened in a few cases and strengthened in others.  
A male related that as a teenager he was more connected to his friends, 
and he identified more with the multicultural background of his friends 
and did not think about being Indian. Two males said just the contrary, 
their identity as an Indian strengthened as they became more aware of 
their Indian norms and values. 
Several subjects, males and females noted that as they started getting 
interested in heterogeneous relationships, that they also became more 
conscious of the Indian customs in relation to dating. Indian girls were 
not allowed to date. A male related that Indian boys were not allowed to 
date Indian girls, so they dated girls from other ethnic groups. He said, 
‘there was like a glass barrier and I imagine that Indian girls must have 
felt worse about it’. 
The youngest female subject commented that ‘as an Indian girl you 
cannot date, you have to get married’. Another female said ‘my friends 
would do things that were not really a big thing, but that I could not see 
myself doing’. A female in the middle age range related that her friends 
knew that her parents were strict so they were considerate of that.  
For a few subjects this period was very confusing, ‘you speak the 
languages Dutch, Papiamentu, but you do not fit in, you never fit in’ 
and ‘moreover, and in India they see you as different’.  
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The male in the older age range from a Curaçaoan mother and Indian 
father, related that in his teenage years his father came back from India 
with his Indian wife and children. His father then, taught him Hindu 
principles but he said that it was all very confusing to him and that he 
then could not identify with it. Recently he noticed that his interest for 
spiritual practices has grown. 
A female subject talked about her ‘conflictive’ perception of having 
been raised as an Indian in the Western world. She spoke of two 
worlds, ‘two very different worlds’ and said ‘I am too Indian to be 
Western and too Western to be Indian; that has always been the conflict 
within me’. 
Another young female subject related that her way to stay connected 
with her Indian heritage was to adhere to the Indian norms and values 
and the Hindu practices. A male interviewee said, ‘the Hindu beliefs 
provided life principles that I always put in practice. I do not need to go 
to the temple. My parents gave me a strong philosophical basis that will 
stay with me forever. As an adult I always saw myself fall back on those 
principles that constitute my identity as an Indian’. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Indian (India) Group 
The circumstances mentioned reflected interrelated bi-ethnic feelings, 
Indian and Curaçaoan. The upbringing within an East-Indian family and 
a Western oriented Curaçaoan culture has shaped perceptions in various 
ways.  
Circumstances that were associated with the Indian affiliation were 
mostly related to family, strict norms and values, intra versus inter 
group marriage, religion and cultural events.  
The ethnic feelings related to the Curaçaoan upbringing had to do with: 
study abroad, life in Curaçao and the multicultural setting, being 
considered non Curaçaoan, friends, language, politics and work 
environment. Some subjects mentioned instances of inner conflict 
caused by bridging the Indian culture and the Curaçaoan culture. 
Many of the subjects associated going abroad (America, England and 
Holland) with their ethnic feelings, Indian as well as Curaçaoan. The 
multicultural student community abroad and having been raised in a 
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multicultural setting reinforced ethnic attitudes as well. One or two 
subjects pointed out that their Indian identity strengthened abroad. A 
male subject observed the opposite, ‘In America I made it a point to 
explain that in Curaçao we grew up all the same, independent of ethnic 
groups or religion’. A female commented, ‘as in high school, I was at a 
college with a lot of different cultures and I guess I was lucky having 
had friends from different cultures’. The oldest male subject talked 
about his experience in Holland and said, ‘there, I missed Curaçao and 
in Holland I became more aware of my Curaçaoan identity’.  
A female subject observed with regards to her travels to India, ‘when I 
am in India I do not identify myself as Indian, there I feel different as I 
was born in Curaçao’. She related that her way of thinking and seeing 
things are broader compared to for example her cousin in India. On the 
other hand she felt that she missed out on the Indian culture and customs 
and added, ‘their way is more authentic’. 
Several subjects spoke about how their lives on the island have enriched 
their ethnic perceptions and feelings. A female subject in the middle age 
range related, ‘my grandfather and my father came here, I was born 
here, I married here, my children are born here, my life is here, I have 
never lived abroad’. She added, ‘I get upset when people consider me as 
less Curaçaoan than they are’.  
A male subject expressed his feelings for the island by saying, ‘I have 
an emotional bond with the island, when I leave I have to come back’. A 
female subject related to the multi-ethnic Curaçaoan setting by saying, 
‘I feel privileged to be born and raised here with the Latin-Caribbean 
flavor’.                     
A male subject brought forth that during daily life, he feels Curaçaoan 
‘relaxed, happy’ and added ‘I guess we both learn from each other’ 
referring to the way the Indian sees and lives life compared to the 
Curaçaoan way of life. 
The two older subjects, a male in the older age range and a female 
subject in the middle age range, who identified themselves as 
Curaçaoans, expressed their concern for the political system on the 
island and showed their malcontent for the way politicians make 
decisions. 
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A male subject observed, ’besides being Indian, everything else is 
Curaçaoan’. He commented that he did not adhere to the traditional 
values, ‘the old school thinking’ of his parents; for example, that you 
must marry an Indian, of the same caste’. He pointed out that it is 
logical that the younger generation which was brought up on the island 
sees things differently than their parents. Another male subject of the 
same age range commented respectively that he could not see himself 
marrying a pure Indian girl, who was brought up and always lived in 
India, as they would not have much in common because of the fact of 
having been raised in different cultures. This subject identified himself 
earlier in the interview as Indian, because of his upbringing within an 
Indian family with Indian traditions. As a matter of fact he married a 
non Indian. He married a Curaçaoan from Dutch descent. He recounted 
that the parents of his fiancée were suspicious of his intentions towards 
their daughter during their dating period, knowing that generally Indians 
marry other Indians. The subject recounted that once married, some 
members of the Indian community covertly judged him for not marrying 
an Indian. Another male subject, who identified himself as Antillean, 
also mentioned marrying a non-Indian, a Venezuelan. He commented 
that he was with his in- laws, his Indian identity was accentuated, as 
they see him as Indian, not Curaçaoan. 
Several subjects identified language as an ethnic determinant of their 
Curaçaoan characteristics. ‘I do not speak the Indian language, but I do 
speak Papiamentu, English and Dutch’. A female subject recounted that 
on her travels she was asked how was it possible, being an Indian, that 
she knew Dutch and Spanish. To this she acknowledged having been 
raised on the island. 
Work circumstances were perceived by several subjects to reinforce 
ethnic feelings. A male subject felt more Indian at work, as in the field 
in which he is employed Indians prefer to seek his service as he is an 
Indian. Another male underlined the same idea due to the predominant 
Indian work environment that he works in. One more male subject 
described himself at the workplace as follows, ‘at work I am more 
Antillean with the experience of an Indian’ by referring to ‘a 
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multicultural awareness with the business mindset and competence of 
Indians’. 
A male subject talked about interchange of cultures at work. He spoke 
about their employees, ‘our people’ that have been with the family 
company for many years; ‘the oldest worker is seventy years with us 
and considers us as family. It gives a good feeling’. The subject 
expressed his doubts about having similar work relations with what he 
considered ‘the more aggressive younger generation’. A male subject in 
the middle age range spoke about the difficulties as a Curaçaoan-Indian 
to get a job, since the ‘normal’ way is that Indians have their own 
business. 
A female subject in the younger age range talked about conflicting work 
circumstances in which her feelings, norms, values and submissiveness 
as an Indian woman, interfered with her being a competent female 
professional. She felt insecure and awkward explaining her thoughts to 
older colleagues and relating to male colleagues. She mentioned though 
that her colleagues showed understanding and consideration towards 
her. 
Two female subjects talked about the confusion they had in relation to 
the role of the Indian woman in a Western society. The role of the 
woman according the Indian standards was perceived by them as ‘too 
submissive’. They expressed having difficulties finding a balance 
between their Indian upbringing and the norms and values of the 
broader society.                             
A few subjects pointed out that their parents wanted to make sure that 
their children were raised within the Indian system. As such the Indian 
identity was stronger felt when being in family and in Indian cultural 
events. Some subjects talked about the importance of the Hindu 
religious and philosophical practices in their daily life. A male subject 
mentioned that it was especially the philosophical principles instilled in 
him during his upbringing which are constant guidelines that fortified 
his identity with the Hindu religion and that in difficult situations he 
would always fall back on his spiritual practices. 
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Indian (India) Descent Group and ethnic Identification abroad 
Ethnic self-identification remained constant in most cases, ‘Indian’. 
Almost all of the subjects identified themselves abroad as Indians and if 
people asked, they would say that they were from Curaçao. Most of 
subjects also mentioned that in India people could tell that they were 
‘different’, because of their clothing, behavior and the language barrier. 
A male subject related, ‘people know that you are Indian, but that you 
do not live there’, ‘there you are a little bit of an outsider’. Another male 
subject explained with regards to the latter, ‘people feel that you cannot 
identify with the hardships that they have gone through’. In India the 
subjects are identified as NRI’s, meaning non resident Indians.  
One male subject in the older age range, who was born of a Curaçaoan 
mother and Indian father identified abroad as Curaçaoan. Another 
male in the younger age range, who earlier in the interview identified 
himself ethnically as Antillean, would maintain the same label abroad 
except when he is in India, where he identifies as being ‘from the West’. 
A few subjects would use the Curaçaoan label strategically in the 
Netherlands.  There the Curaçaoan label was related to the Dutch 
language, ethnic perceptions and feelings.  
Three subjects said that in Holland they identified as Curaçaoan. Two of 
them explained that because they spoke Dutch there, people had the 
tendency to identify them as Surinamese.  
One subject commented, ‘in Holland I identify as Curaçaoan and I 
speak Dutch as deep down I want to see their reactions. The Dutch for 
some reason have this thinking that they are smarter than the Antilleans 
and I do not like that. I want to beat them in their own language’. 
According to him his Dutch descent friends were different than the pure 
Dutch.  
One male subject detailed ethnic self-identification abroad as follows: 
‘In the Far East I am Indian; with Americans, Latinos and Dutch I am 
Curaçaoan and Indian’.  
 
Behavioral patterns among the Indian (India) Descendants 
The behavioral patterns were bi-ethnic in nature; they reflected a 
combination of both, the Indian and Curaçaoan culture. The behavioral 
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patterns that mostly characterized this group were receptiveness for 
other cultures and religions, the use of various languages, spiritual 
inclination and moral values. The openness for cultures and religions as 
well as the multilingual behaviors were attributed to the Curaçaoan 
background, while the spiritual and moral values were closely related to 
the Indian upbringing.  
Other behaviors that this group brought forth were a mix of both 
cultures: easy going, relaxed, free, zest for life, dance, music (Indian as 
well as all kinds of dances and music), Indian and international food, 
conscious of appearance and hygiene, respect for elders and assume 
responsibility for one’s actions, the care for parents, feelings of 
confusion, importance of having an education and the importance of 
work.  
The female subject in the middle age range, who earlier in the interview 
identified herself as Curaçaoan, remarked that she got the sense of 
responsibility for one’s actions from her Indian education. She was of 
the opinion that Curaçaoans fell short in assuming responsibility for 
their actions and observed that even in Papiamentu the latter is 
noticeable and gave the example: ‘e kuchu a kortami’ (literally 
translated: the knife cut me). She clarified that the Curaçaoan has the 
tendency to lay fault on others in this case the knife and not the one who 
performed the action. She found the latter to be a basic character of 
Curaçaoan people with which she definitely could not identify. 
With regards to the characteristic of appearance and hygiene, a male 
subject in the younger age range observed that he is very conscious of 
his appearance and hygiene, of the way he dressed and smelled, ‘more 
than the average Indian’, even so that his father used to tell him that he 
is a real Curaçaoan.  
One of the subjects in the younger age range who spoke about respect 
for elders mentioned that this behavior was so strongly instilled in her 
upbringing that in the present, her ‘submissiveness’ tended to interfere 
with her interaction with older colleagues, like for example, joking 
around.  
Other subjects spoke about ethnic confusion. A male subject in the 
younger age range said that as an adult he outgrew this confusion, but 
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that he noticed that many of Indian descent are also coping with it. He 
explained that ‘as the Indian culture at home is so different from that of 
the broader environment, you may feel lost, looking for balance’. He 
said that the latter is true, even in adulthood when it concerned making 
decisions about relationships and marriage. 
The subjects considered socializing patterns like, tolerance towards all 
religions and understanding and acceptance for other cultures parts of 
their behavioral patterns. A male subject commented that the fact that 
he was raised in a multicultural society enabled him to understand and 
respect diversity of cultures and religions. The male subject with a 
Curaçaoan mother and Indian father related that his multi-ethnic 
background has enabled him to understand, feel and recognize 
characteristics of various cultures and classes. He said that he could 
identify with the hardships his ancestors of African descent went 
through.  
Many subjects mentioned that their religion, spiritual inclination and 
moral values structured their behavioral patterns. A male subject in the 
younger age range said, ‘I make sure that my day starts and ends with 
God and my family and everything else that happens in between is for 
me to make sure that I complete my tasks for my family and God’. The 
oldest male subject, who was born to a Curaçaoan mother and Indian 
father, said, ‘I inherited my spiritual inclination from my Indian father, 
which he taught me since I was a child’. 
A female subject in the middle age range said with respect to moral 
values, ‘well I guess it is just my way of life, the way Indians live life, 
our values, respect and care for parents and prayers’.  
Two subjects in the middle age range brought forth in relation to 
education that ‘Indian parents push a lot on education’. A female 
subject in the middle age range found herself a lot more accommodating 
with her children, whereas she thought many ‘Indian parents to be too 
pushy with their kids.’ 
Knowing and speaking several languages was considered by many of 
the subjects’ characteristic of having been raised in Curaçao. They took 
pride in knowing many languages. A male subject commented, ‘people 
will be amazed, I tell you, anywhere you go especially in the U.S. when 
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you tell them that you speak at least four languages, they cannot believe 
it’. Another male found the multilingual ability the basic difference 
between the Curaçaoan Indian and an Indian from elsewhere. One 
female subject related that she counts in Dutch, dreams in English and 
prays in Gujarati. She writes in English with a few words in Dutch.  
A male subject, who identified as Antillean and is married to a 
Venezuelan, found pride in  speaking Papiamentu fluently and without 
any intonation. Although, when he wants to make a point, he said that 
he tended to switch to English. A female subject added that in addition 
to being multilingual, the setting has provided her with a multi-ethnic 
basis to befriend multicultural people.  
A few subjects spoke about work as a basic part of their behavioral 
pattern. A male subject highlighted this fact by saying, ‘Sindhis are 
businessmen in mind and soul’. A female subject emphasized the 
importance of assuming responsibility for your work. She said that 
Indian work-ethics are stricter than that of the Curaçaoans, ‘like when 
you have a business it is a twenty four hour thing, it is not that I close 
my door and go home and that is the end of the day like a job’.  She 
found that Curaçaoans are laxer in relation to work and tend to take 
things for granted. Another male subject that identified as Antillean said 
with regards to work, ‘I like to work, but my day off is my day off, but 
if my company has a need for me to work I will work it full time’. 
 
Influential factors in the Ethnic Identity Formation of East Indian 
Descendants 
Most of the subjects considered their Indian upbringing, with norms and 
values instilled by their parents, within the Curaçaoan multicultural 
context as the most influential factors in their ethnic identity formation.  
The two oldest subjects in this group who identified as Curaçaoan 
mentioned the fact that they were born and raised in Curaçao as the 
most significant factor in their ethnic identity formation. 
The female subject in the middle age range added to the latter that 
although she was brought up with Indian norms, values and religion, her 
memories are here, her life is here.  
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The eldest subject born to a Curaçaoan mother and Indian father 
mentioned as an influential ethnic determinant the stories told by his 
mother of his great grandmother’s background as a slave. He thought 
that he subconsciously identified with the suffering his African 
ancestors went through. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes of the East Indian Descent Group towards other 
Groups 
The majority of the subjects with the exception of two expressed that 
they felt comfortable having close relations with members of other 
ethnic groups. The subjects substantiated their answers in various ways: 
‘my daughter married a Latin and I had no problem with that’ and 
several subjects said that they have close friends from various 
backgrounds. Two male subjects in the younger age range mentioned 
that they have married non Indians. 
A female subject expressed that although she felt comfortable with 
people from other groups, she preferred to be among Indians as in her 
own group she could be herself and felt more comfortable. She added 
that as a woman she still would be ‘on guard, ‘I am too stuck with the 
Indian beliefs and customs’. She also said that she would not marry a 
non Indian and as a male subject pointed out too, both subjects preferred 
to marry an Indian, ‘not a pure Indian but an Indian brought up in the 
West’. 
The eldest subject said that he felt more comfortable with Curaçaoans 
in all their variety, acknowledging the multicultural character of the 
Curaçaoans. He added that he definitely did not feel a sense of 
belonging to the Indian group. 
 
East Indian descent group: Likes and dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Likes 
Several subjects said that in general they liked that the Curaçaoan 
people are receptive to all cultures and religions. 
A few of the subjects mentioned their approval for the communication 
in four languages.  
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The eldest subject liked the kindness and sharing character of his 
people. Several others showed their approval for the zest of life and the 
openness of Curaçaoans. A male liked the more ‘broad minded’ spirit of 
the Curaçaoan in comparison to the Indian people. 
 
Dislikes 
Most of the dislikes were brought forth by the two older subjects who 
identified themselves earlier in the interview as Curaçaoans. They 
showed their disapproval for aspects especially concerning work and a 
few psycho-social traits such as: lack of commitment and time 
management, dull attitude, lack of responsibility, take things for 
granted, irresponsible spending, loose behavior in youth and casual 
child making.  
Two females in the younger age range expressed their dislikes for what 
they perceived as ‘limited view’ of Indians towards women and their 
role in life. 
A male subject in the younger age range talked about a general lack of 
ability in Curaçaoans to look for information. He thought that people are 
smart but ‘ignorant’ in the sense that they do not look for the ‘why’ 
behind things. He had the opinion that Curaçaoans sub-consciously do 
not bother to learn more. He considered that the various groups on the 
island, each group with their assets, could take Curaçao to different 
levels; and that the present slow developmental pace could go a lot 
faster if the Curaçaoan people opened themselves to learn and look 
behind the simple façade of what they see and think they know. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the East Indian Descent Group 
The responses to this last question ‘if there was anything else that the 
subjects would like to add’, focused on the preservation of the multi-
cultural character of the island.  
The eldest subject perceived the lack of unity on the island as the result 
of the diversity of groups and socio-economic classes that over time 
have cultivated mistrust between the groups. However, he cherished the 
diversity that typified the island. As a matter of fact all the subjects were 
unanimous in their opinion to safeguard the diversity of ethnic groups, 
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religion and languages; the eldest subject added to the latter, ‘but with 
the respect and dominance of Papiamentu’. 
One male subject in the younger age range expressed his thought with 
regards to the acceptance of cultures and the sense of freedom he and 
others have experienced, ‘I feel blessed to live here and be as Indian as 
possible and as Curaçaoan as possible’. He brought forth however his 
worries on the future multi-cultural prospect of the island. He perceived 
the fact that the Dutch are buying and occupying the coastline as the 
centralization of one group on one spot, which would interfere with the 
‘natural’ ethnic balance of the island. He mentioned that this process is 
already cultivating fear in the people that the Dutch have a ‘hidden 
agenda’ and he expressed his feelings with regards to the latter, ‘I fear 
that in the future there may be accentuated divisions on the island’. 
Another male subject in the younger age range laid the importance on 
how to make use of the knowledge and capacities of each group on the 
island to enrich ‘us’ as a nation. 
 
Summary 
Overall results showed the nature of ethnic identity among the East-
Indian descent group to be bi- ethnic, Indian and Curaçaoan. 
Almost all the subjects mentioned their Indian upbringing by their 
parents, Hindu religion, Indian norms and values and the upbringing 
within the Curaçaoan multicultural context with the schooling system 
and multilingualism, as the most influential aspects in their ethnic 
identity formation.  
 
The majority of the subjects identified themselves ethnically as Indians. 
Ethnic self-identification remained constant throughout the interviews. 
However, most of the subjects explained the Indian self-labeling by 
acknowledging the reality of their lives in Curaçao. 
Ethnic attitudes consisted of a predominant Indian core, supported by 
strong norms, values and spiritual principles that the subjects received in 
their familial upbringing and that they as adults adhered to in their daily 
lives. A lack of balance between familial upbringing and the broader 
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community influenced ethnic feelings and behaviors in such a way that 
it lead to confusions in several cases. 
The behavioral patterns reflected a mixture of the Indian and Curaçaoan 
upbringing. The subjects’ behaviors were predominantly defined by an 
Indian focal point of beliefs and customs with a Curaçaoan periphery of 
tolerance for diversity of cultures and religions blended with the zestful 
nature of the island. 
The subjects’ ethnic awareness mirrored an Eastern mindset influenced 
by Western ways of thinking within a multicultural Curaçaoan society. 

5.14 Portuguese Descendants 

 Demographics 
The sample of Portuguese descendants consisted of ten interviewees. 
All the interviews were conducted in Papiamentu. Five of the 
interviewees were female and five were male. The subjects were 
distributed according to their age in three age ranges as follows: three 
subjects in the age range 19-36, five subjects in the age range 37-60 and 
two subjects in the age range 60+. 
The youngest subject was a female of 32 years from Portuguese parents, 
who was born and raised in Curaçao. The oldest subject was a male of 
63 years from Portuguese parents, who was born in Madeira but raised 
in Curaçao. Eight of the ten subjects were born in Curaçao and the other 
two were born elsewhere. 
The parents’ ethnic background was predominantly Portuguese. Seven 
of the ten subjects had parents who were both born in Madeira. Three 
subjects had one parent who was born in Curaçao. The parents’ birth 
places were Azores, Madeira, or Portugal.  
The subjects’ neighborhoods of upbringing were scattered all over the 
island and indicated in most cases a low to middle socio-economic 
level. 
The profession and/or work fields were in: administration/ 
business/economics/sales, education/social geography, languages and 
engineering/electronics. Administration, business, and sales were the 
most recurrent fields. The subjects’ educational levels ranged from 
elementary school education to an academic background. 
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Portuguese Descendants: Ethnic Self-Identification 
Ethnic Self-identification was predominantly bi-ethnic, Curaçaoan and 
Portuguese. Only one subject identified as Dutch Curaçaoan. Three 
labels were mono-ethnic, ‘Curaçaoan’. 
Three subjects adopted the Curaçaoan label. All three subjects were 
male, had an academic background and were in the middle and older 
age ranges. One of the subjects in the middle age range referred to 
existing discussions on the island about the labels ‘Yu di Korsou’ and 
‘Curasoleño’. He said to prefer the label ‘Curasoleño’ above ‘Yu di 
Kòrsou’, as it denoted a more distinguished connotation. 
The subject in the older age, who identified as Curaçaoan, was born to a 
Curaçaoan mother and Portuguese father (the only parent from Azores). 
He explained the Curaçaoan label as follows: ‘I am born and raised in 
Curaçao, I have received my upbringing here, I speak Papiamentu, I 
know the norms, customs and values, here I feel at home and I am proud 
to say that my father is an immigrant from Azores’, ‘I have the Dutch 
nationality and I have no problem with that’. 
The two males in the middle age range, who identified as Curaçaoans, 
considered Curaçao their land. They expressed their feelings of 
belonging, ‘mi ta sintimi un yu di tera’ (I am a child of this land). They 
associated the Curaçaoan label with their upbringing in a multicultural 
and multi-racial setting and identified with the culture. Although one of 
them quickly emphasized not to identify with the ‘happy, partying spirit 
typical of the Curaçaoan-Caribbean’; he found himself to be more 
uptight and conscious of assuming responsibilities of daily life’s issues. 
Both subjects brought forth in relation to their Curaçaoan identity, that 
growing up they were aware of socio-economic and racial discrepancies 
in the Curaçaoan society.  
The bi-ethnic labels were: ‘Yu di Kòrsou with Portuguese parents or 
with Portuguese roots’, ‘Yu di Kòrsou with multicultural ancestors’, 
‘Curaçaoan citizen with Portuguese roots and Portuguese Curaçaoan. 
Three subjects, all three females and in the younger age range identified 
themselves as ‘Yu di Kòrsou with Portuguese parents or with 
Portuguese roots’. The Curaçaoan part of their identity was associated 
with feelings of belonging and pride to be born and raised in Curaçao 
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and to be part of the island. One subject sang her praise and pride for the 
beauty of the island.  
The Portuguese part of their identity was mainly related to their parents, 
who were Portuguese. They strongly referred to the ‘conservative’ 
upbringing within the Portuguese community on the island. One subject 
said that her upbringing has been rather liberal in comparison to other 
Portuguese families. She found that because of the liberal parental 
education she received, she had a tendency to identify more as 
Curaçaoan. Another subject said that she could not identify with 
conservative, ‘often narrow minded’ customs of the Portuguese 
community. 
A male subject in the middle age range, who was born of a Portuguese 
father and Curaçaoan mother from Surinamese descent identified as ‘Yu 
di Kòrsou with multicultural ancestors’. To be a ‘good Curaçaoan’ 
meant to him ‘not only to have been born and raised, but included also 
the one that feels for the island and collaborates toward the progress and 
development of the island. He identified with his multicultural familial 
background and with the upbringing in the multicultural society of 
Curaçao. 
The male subject in the older age range, who identified as a ‘Curaçaoan 
citizen with Portuguese roots’, explained his adopted ethnic label, I 
cannot say that I am ‘Yu di Kòrsou, because I do not have Curaçaoan 
blood, but for sure I feel like a Yu di Kòrsou, I love and feel for this 
island and I identify with the culture and the happiness of its people’. ‘I 
was raised here, I work here and here I have accomplished everything in 
life. This is my country’. 
One female subject in the middle age range identified herself ethnically 
as Portuguese-Curaçaoan. She detailed that her parents are Portuguese 
and that the Portuguese blood runs through her veins. She spoke of her 
identification with Curaçao and that she likes the island, but that if she 
had a choice she would live in Madeira, as she lived there for a year as a 
teenager and did not want to come back. 
The Dutch Curaçaoan label was adopted by a female in the middle age 
range, who was born and raised in Curaçao from Portuguese parents. 
She explained that feeling wise she was Curaçaoan, but rational wise 
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Dutch. She said to identify as Dutch because of her rights associated 
with having been born on Dutch territory. She associated the chosen 
ethnic label with the frustrations of not getting the Dutch nationality due 
to the naturalization law. She inherited the Portuguese nationality of her 
father. Until adulthood the law was changed and she had to pay to 
obtain the Dutch passport. She regretted having been raised without a 
flag and without a hymn. She further explained that she could not 
identify as Curaçaoan as she did not see how Curaçao could exist 
without the Netherlands. She further associated her identity with 
Papiamentu and Dutch, which she considered essential languages in 
education. 
  
Ethnic Identity Formation and developmental stages in the 
Portuguese Descent Group 
All the subjects reported to some extent that during their development 
they were aware of ethnic, racial and social class differences: ‘I knew I 
was from here but different’, ‘I was teased because I am white’, ‘I was 
not poor, unlike other Portuguese’ and ‘I was aware of a Portuguese 
home and a broader Curaçaoan environment’. 
Schooling, with its multi-ethnic and multi-racial characteristics was a 
major aspect of ethnic element, where most of the subjects experienced 
one or other form of discrimination, whether because of race, ethnicity 
or social class, and mainly by black children. The subjects reported 
name calling such as ‘Portuguese’, ‘Portugués sushi’ (translated dirty 
Portuguese and ‘your white color is like the sole of my feet’. A female 
in the middle age range even described how the children used to pull her 
and her sister’s hair and called her ‘Portugués sushi’ (dirty Portuguese). 
These occurrences were perceived by the subjects as ‘demeaning’, 
‘hurtful’, ‘very uncomfortable’ and ‘ugly’. It was difficult for the 
subjects to understand the reason behind the teasing. A male in the older 
age range observed, ‘we were seen as lesser citizens’. He associated the 
discrimination with not knowing Papiamentu well. A female in the 
middle age range wondered ‘why this teasing, if I am born here and 
have the same rights?’ Another female thought it was because they were 
white. 
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Discrimination and rejection also took place in the Portuguese 
community. A male subject in the older age range, who was born to a 
Curaçaoan mother and Portuguese father, related that his family was not 
accepted within the Portuguese community, mainly because of his 
Curaçaoan mother and partly because his father was the only Portuguese 
from the Azores.  
Home, parental upbringing, language, Portuguese community and 
neighborhood were brought forth as strong ethnic determinants.  
The majority of the subjects related that their homes were Portuguese; 
their customs, norms, values, food were Portuguese and most of the 
subjects spoke Portuguese at home.  A few subjects mentioned their 
family’s association with the Portuguese club. 
A male in the older age range, born from Portuguese parents detailed, 
‘my father stressed speaking Portuguese at home, as at school we 
learned Dutch and on the street we could learn Papiamentu’. He 
described that his father did not have much schooling, but that he very 
much accentuated norms and values. The pattern of speaking 
Portuguese at home, Dutch at school and Papiamentu on the street was 
also the case for several other subjects. 
A female in the middle age range related that she and her sister had little 
schooling as they were taken out of the elementary school (5th and 6th 
grade) by their father to help out in the family business and to take care 
of siblings. They had a ‘toko’ (a small convenience store) in which they 
worked, weekends included. 
A male subject in the middle age range from Portuguese parents, who 
identified himself as Curaçaoan, related being bilingual at home. He 
identified with the neighbors and the high middle class neighborhood in 
which he was raised. In a way he disassociated himself from the 
Portuguese community as he perceived his family to be different from 
other Portuguese families due to differences in socio-economic level. 
Several subjects mentioned growing up in a multi-ethnic neighborhood 
while others talked about a primarily Portuguese neighborhood, which 
has influenced their identity differently.  A male in the older age range 
of a Portuguese father and Curaçaoan mother, highlighted the fact that 
his family lived in a neighborhood that was predominantly black; they 
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were the only ‘whites’.  At home they spoke Papiamentu also with his 
father. He related that when his father got emotional and cried or sang, 
he used to switch to Portuguese. The subject clearly expressed in his 
account the pride for his Azorean heritage, which stood out in the 
predominantly Portuguese community consisting of mainly Portuguese 
from Madeira. 
The Curaçaoan-Portuguese connotation remained a constant during 
teenage years, with a slight shift towards the Curaçaoan identity. As the 
subjects went to high school and were more involved with friends, they 
mentioned that they became more aware of the relation between race, 
ethnicity and social class. A male subject in the middle age range 
observed that when he was in high school he realized that there were 
people who lived differently than that he was accustomed to, ‘like 
having cars and motorbikes; I was accustomed to take the bus’. Several 
subjects mentioned that their multi-racial and multicultural friends 
helped them to understand and integrate more into the Curaçaoan way 
of life. A female subject in the younger age range described that in high 
school, she was referred to as ‘e mucha muhé Portugués’ (the 
Portuguese girl) and felt alienated from the group. Several subjects 
described ethnic perception during their teenage years as a ‘silent 
division’; They said that there was no longer name calling as such, but 
that they could still feel the ‘you and us’. 
Two female subjects in the middle age range said that they felt 
Curaçaoan when they got their Dutch passport. For one of these females 
in particular, the law which stated that after 1950 children inherited the 
nationality of their father, meant a true stumbling block in her ethnic 
identity formation. Quite outraged she brought up, ‘ as an adult I bought 
the Dutch nationality for two guilders and to realize that in the present, 
the law states that having been five years on the island a person is 
entitled to apply for the Dutch nationality’. 
Many subjects recounted that as they grew up and spoke Papiamentu 
they became more integrated and parallel to that their sense of being 
Curaçaoan grew. 
A male subject in the older age range added that he felt more integrated 
when he started working as an adolescent.  
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The male subject of a Portuguese father and Curaçaoan mother, whose 
family during his youth was not accepted within the Portuguese 
community, recounted that as an adult, with a prominent position, he 
was referred to by the Portuguese community as ‘the son of a 
Portuguese’. 
An older male subject described his perception of the present Curaçaoan 
population, ‘I still perceive a grey line between the Curaçaoan ‘whites’ 
and others, not so much because of the color, but I think because of the 
adherence to past social- class perceptions. On the other side are the 
black Curaçaoans who perceive themselves as the real Curaçaoans’. 
 
Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Portuguese Descent Group 
The subjects described a variety of circumstances that increased their 
ethnic feelings.  
Going abroad for study, leisure, business or to compete was considered 
by several subjects as a strong ethnic determinant of the Curaçaoan 
identity. Some experiences were: ‘In Holland I realized my capacity to 
relate to various groups, and that made me more aware of being 
Curaçaoan’, ‘my identity as Curaçaoan strengthened through association 
with Antillean groups’, ‘I had a hard time in America, there I became 
more aware of life in Curaçao’ and ‘I longed to go back home, ‘this is 
my home’.  
A male in the middle age range recounted that in order for him to obtain 
a scholarship his parents adopted the Dutch nationality. That stirred his 
ethnic feelings as Portuguese as well as Curaçaoan. A male subject in 
the older age range said to feel ashamed of the misbehaviors of 
Curaçaoans in Holland. A female subject in the middle age range, who 
identified as Portuguese-Curaçaoan spoke about the pride she felt as a 
Curaçaoan when seeing her kids compete abroad. 
Circumstances concerning socio-political tension, the upheaval of 30th 
of May, the development of the island were identified by primarily male 
subjects in the middle and older age ranges as heightening elements of 
their Curaçaoan identity. Two male subjects, one in the middle age 
range and the other in the older age range observed that especially when 
the island goes through difficult times, they feel the urge to get more 
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involved. The older subject added that he could not understand how 
some Curaçaoans leave their island to go to Holland instead of working 
hard; and for others to come and take their places. He reached the 
conclusion that daily life on the island, the freedom of movement 
independent of creed, ethnicity and language is what intensifies his 
Curaçaoan identity.  
Hearing the national hymn was identified by a male subject in the older 
age range as an ethnic enhancer. A male subject in the middle age range 
brought up the pride he felt for his multilingual upbringing when he 
found work in Venezuela in teaching languages without having studied 
in that area. 
The parents’ house, the Portuguese community, speaking Portuguese 
and visiting the parents’ homeland were associated with the Portuguese 
identity. 
Two female subjects in the middle age ranges mentioned that when 
Curaçaoans displayed a denigrating attitude towards Portuguese they 
got defensive because of identifying with their Portuguese parents. They 
found that at the same time such incidents tended to affirm their 
Curaçaoan identity as well, ‘mi ta mas Yu di Korsou ku bo’ (translated I 
am more Curaçaoan than you are). 
Circumstances that lead to a breaking with existing Portuguese patterns 
tended to stir ethnic emotions in both directions Portuguese and 
Curaçaoan. A male subject in the middle age range, who identified as 
Curaçaoan, mentioned that after finishing his studies and returning to 
Curaçao, he made a conscious decision to integrate within the 
multicultural community and not to restrict himself to the Portuguese 
community. He has married a Dutch woman. Several subjects, in the 
younger and mainly in the middle age ranges said to have married a non 
Portuguese or have a non Portuguese partner. A female subject in the 
younger age range related that after her father passed away, her mother 
lived with a black Curaçaoan partner and the Portuguese community 
shunned her for this.    
Several subjects in the younger and middle age ranges mentioned that 
they have always seen their fathers working. So work, progress and 
saving for rainy days reminded them of their fathers and constituted 
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basic values of their Portuguese upbringing. Actually a male in the 
middle age range noted that as he gets older, he becomes more aware of 
his Portuguese upbringing together with the norms and values which his 
parents instilled in him.  
 
Portuguese Descent Group and Ethnic Identification Abroad 
All subjects identified abroad as Curaçaoan. A male subject in the 
middle age range added to the Curaçaoan label, ‘I am proud to be 
Curaçaoan and proud of our diversity’. 
A female subject in the younger age range explained that in Holland, 
because of her looks – white, blond hair- people would not identify her 
as Curaçaoan. If they asked she would say ‘my parents are Portuguese’. 
Another female subject added to the Curaçaoan label, ‘I will always say 
with Portuguese parents’. 
The predominant bi-ethnic labeling previously observed in the research, 
shifted abroad to a primarily mono-ethnic self-identification. 
  
Characteristic Behavioral patterns among the Portuguese Descent 
Group 
All the subjects found that to a certain extent the behavioral pattern that 
mostly characterized them was their attitude towards work and their 
sense of discipline and responsibility.  
Most of them were very eager to say that their disposition towards work 
was the Portuguese part in them.  
Adequate spending patterns were equally important to them and were 
instilled in them by their parents. A female subject in the younger age 
range brought up what her father ‘engraved’ in her ‘be aware of what 
you have and how you spend’. 
The care and respect for parents and family was regarded by many of 
the subjects as a basic behavior. Respect for all was considered basic. 
Many of the subjects of all age ranges concidered their abilities to 
understand and relate to people of various ethnic backgrounds and 
social classes to be characteristic of their behaviors. 
Other behaviors that were individually observed were: friendliness, easy 
going, multilingual, love for music and dance, gratitude for the island 
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that received their parents, rough attitude, law abiding, patriotism and 
religious. 
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of Portuguese 
Descendants 
The majority of the subjects of all age ranges indicated having been 
born and/or raised in Curaçao and having been brought up by their 
Portuguese parents, as the factors that have mostly influenced their 
ethnic identity formation. Several subjects referred with pride and 
affection to their Portuguese grandparents and cherished memories of 
the time they spent with them in the parent’s homeland. 
A female subject in the younger age range passionately explained her 
ethnic identity formation as a ‘Curaçaoan, with Portuguese roots’, ‘I am 
raised on the island, I became part of it and the island forms part of me, 
of who I am; I work with other Curaçaoans and listen to them’. ‘My 
upbringing was according to Portuguese norms and values, but I came 
to realize that my mother has become more Curaçaoan than Portuguese’. 
Another female subject in the younger age range, who identified as 
Curaçaoan, with Portuguese parents, identified her ‘ liberal upbringing’ 
as the key element that permitted her to develop into both cultures, 
Curaçaoan and Portuguese. She attributed her liberal upbringing to her 
father’s reaction to his and his ex- wife’s conservative childhood and 
wanted to provide his children with a different education. Her parents 
married young and her mother left when she was young to pursue her 
own life.   
Several subjects of all age ranges mentioned the multi-ethnic setting of 
the island and their multi-ethnic friends having greatly influenced their 
ethnic formation. 
A male subject in the middle age range, who identified as Curaçaoan, 
acknowledged his school education as an influential factor for his socio-
economic mobilization. 
The naturalization law and name calling were perceived by two females 
in the middle age range, who identified as ‘Portuguese Curaçaoan’ and 
‘Dutch Curaçaoan’ as tremendously inhibiting ethnic elements. 
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A male subject in the older age range, who identified as a ‘Curaçaoan 
citizen with Portuguese roots’ explained his ethnic identity formation by 
detailing the developmental process of several  Portuguese on the 
island, which was similar to that of his family, as follows: ‘Many of the 
Portuguese came as workers for the Shell Company. They went into 
agriculture, then opened a ‘toko’ (translated small convenience store), 
then a minimarket and then a supermarket. The older generation is more 
conservative, the second generation (the subject’s generation) got more 
flexible and the third generation integrated and got also more accepted 
by the community’. He further analyzed the geographic repartition of 
the Portuguese on the island and reached the conclusion that being 
spread all over the island helped them to integrate more rapidly and at 
the same time maintain a social balance. 
A female subject in the middle age range, who identified as ‘Portuguese 
Curaçaoan’ recognized that life circumstances have been tough on her 
and made her reaffirm the norms and values with which she was 
brought up, ‘I had to turn to my Portuguese roots’. She identified, 
earlier in the interview certain disillusions in life had made her rough; 
while she recognized herself not to be like that. She has married a non 
Portuguese against the will of her parents. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Portuguese descent group towards other 
groups 
All the subjects expressed to harboring positive attitudes towards all 
ethnic groups. Two female subjects in the younger and middle age 
ranges said to have affinity for Latinos. A subject in the younger age 
range told that her best friend is a black Curaçaoan. A female subject in 
the middle age range, who identified as Portuguese Curaçaoan thought 
that the Portuguese community was complicated and intriguing, which 
made relations difficult at times. Another female subject in the younger 
age range observed, ‘although I am not like that, but I know that many 
Portuguese tend to keep their distance, they choose to stay in their own 
circle and not to relate closely to other groups’. She said not to like the 
‘invidious attitude of some Portuguese of constantly comparing and 
measuring what the other has or does not have’. 
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A male in the middle age range, who earlier in the interview identified 
as Curaçaoan with a multi-ethnic background, found that ‘many 
Portuguese did not like to speak the language of their parents; they 
preferred to identify as Curaçaoans and speak Papiamentu. ‘I am proud 
to speak Portuguese’. He noticed the latter especially in offspring of 
intercultural marriages like his. 
 
Portuguese descent Group: likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Likes 
A majority of the sample including all age ranges liked the ‘friendly, 
sociable and warm’ nature of the Curaçaoan. A female in the middle 
age range thought the Curaçaoan to be ‘good people’. A male subject in 
the older age range explained that you can approach any person and 
easily start a pleasant conversation with the chance that others will join 
and said not to have seen this in Holland.  
Many subjects liked the capacity of the Curaçaoan to enjoy life. 
Others, in the middle and older age ranges found the Curaçaoan in 
general to be intelligent and they appreciated that.  
A male in the middle age range took pleasure in the fact that fellow 
Curaçaoans were neat, hygienic and took care of their appearance. 
 
Dislikes 
As much as many of the subjects liked how the Curaçaoan live and 
enjoy their life, they found objectionable that ‘the enjoyment goes 
beyond borders’ as a male subject in the older age range observed. They 
found that a great part of Curaçaoans tend to be geared ‘to have a good 
time, all the time, and forget their responsibilities along the way; they 
procreate “spreading seeds” everywhere and leaving the consequences 
on the shoulders of the community’.  
Many subjects especially in the middle and older age range opposed the 
way of spending; ‘our people like to have a good life too much, to show 
off and live beyond their means’.  
Several subjects, mostly in the younger and middle age ranges 
expressed their indignation towards the discriminative attitude of black 
Curaçaoans directed towards them, as they said, ‘especially towards 
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non-Dutch whites’. Two males spoke disapprovingly of the inferiority 
complex in blacks and instigative attitude of blacks towards whites. 
A young female spoke of ‘the brutal and disrespectful way’ black 
Curaçaoan men addressed her on the street thinking that she was a 
Latina; she added, ‘that should not be the case’. Another female fiercely 
said, ‘I am definitely against the discrimination by blacks and whites’. A 
female subject in the younger age range cautiously reaffirmed the above 
observations and related a recent incident she had with a mixed race 
Curaçaoan, who told her insultingly to go back to her country; upon 
which she responded, ‘I am already in my country’. Another female 
spoke of the tacit discrimination of white Curaçaoans towards 
Portuguese. She said to detect many times an attitude of superiority by 
the whites. 
A male subject had problems with the lack of taking intellectuals into 
account. He thought that this had perhaps to do with a fear of change as 
the person who studied may come with new ideas. He found that the 
Curaçaoan was not open for new information, did not like change and 
set as such barriers in their own development. Common observations 
such as ‘universidat di kaya’ (street university), ‘e la makambia’ (he/she 
became Dutch) and ‘ING, in Nederland geweest’ (he/she has been in 
Holland) were considered by him disrespectful for those who have 
achieved a certain level of education. He found his fellowmen to think 
that everything starts and ends with Curaçao. He showed his irritation 
for the fact that the Curaçaoan is too eager to reaffirm his/her assets 
such as ‘Yu di Kòrsou ta dushi hende’ (Curaçaoan are friendly people) 
or ‘we are multilingual’. 
A male subject in the older age range disliked that the ‘Curaçaoans tend 
to fight each other, there is no trust and that hampers harmony and 
union’.  He also referred to an attitude of fear among Curaçaoans to 
make decisions. 
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Portuguese Descent Group 
Almost the whole sample expressed their concern for ‘País Korsou’ 
(Curaçao as an independent country in the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands). The responses reflected preoccupation for the increasing 
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number of immigrants and the rapidly changing structure of the society. 
The influence of newcomers was perceived as very strong and 
imposing. An older male described the population as 50 % integrated 
and 50 % mosaic. The responses further suggested the need to preserve 
the multiethnic attitude among the people and to include the teaching of 
the history of Curaçao in the school education as a way to foment 
patriotism for Curaçao. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among the sample of Portuguese 
descendants was predominantly bi-ethnic Curaçaoan- Portuguese. 
The subjects considered having been born and/or raised in Curaçao and 
the Portuguese familial upbringing within a multi-ethnic broader society 
as the most influential aspects in their ethnic identity formation. 
 
Ethnic Self-identification was mainly Curaçaoan-Portuguese. However, 
all the subjects identified themselves ethnically as Curaçaoan when 
being abroad, indicating a shift from bi-ethnicity to mono-ethnicity.  
The subjects’ ethnic attitudes were characterized by the need to break 
through from a ‘conservative cocoon’ spun by the Portuguese parents, 
often within a closed Portuguese community. Their attitudes reflected a 
readiness to adopt liberal perspectives while adhering to the principles 
of hard work, discipline and respect as received from their parents, 
within a multi-ethnic environment. 
The behavioral patterns were distinguished by commitment to work and 
family and steered by discipline, respect and responsibility with the goal 
to progress with understanding in pluralistic Curaçao.  
Ethnic, racial and social class awareness were broadened by the 
upbringing in a mainly workers’ social class and mobilization to higher 
socio-economic levels in a multi-cultural and racially inclined society.    
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5.15 Other Descendants: German, Haitian, Indo-Dutch and Italian 
 
Demographics 
This ‘Other’ descent group consisted of nine subjects: one subject of 
German descent, two subjects of Haitian descents, three subjects of 
Indo-Dutch descents and three subjects of Italian descent. The 
interviews were conducted in Papiamentu and/or Dutch. The three 
subjects of Indo-Dutch descent chose to be interviewed in Dutch. One 
male subject of Italian descent in the younger age range shifted back 
and forth between Papiamentu and Dutch.  
The youngest subject of the group was twenty one years old and from 
Haitian descent.  The oldest subject was fifty two years old and was 
from Indo-Dutch descent. There were no subjects available in the older 
age range 61 and up, who were born in Curaçao or who have come to 
the island at an early age in order to have received the socialization 
patterns of the island. 
The group was constituted according to ethnic descent, age, place of 
birth, parental background, neighborhood of upbringing and work 
field/profession as follows. 
The male subject of German descent in the middle age range 37-60, was 
born in Curaçao. Both his parents were born in Curaçao. His mother 
was of Aruban descent and his father of German descent. He was 
brought up in a middle class neighborhood and has a bachelor’s degree 
in technology. He was brought up in a middle socio-economic class 
environment. 
The two female subjects of Haitian descent in the younger age range 
19-36, were born in Haiti and came to Curaçao at an early age. Both 
their parents were from Haiti. They were modestly brought up in the 
northeasterrn parts of the island. One of the subjects, works as a 
pharmacist assistant and the other is finishing high school and works 
part-time in hospitality. 
All the three subjects of Indo-Dutch descent had an Indonesian mother 
and a Dutch father. All three subjects were in the middle age range 37-
60. The oldest of the group was a female, who was born in Curaçao. She 
works in the tourist sector. The two other subjects were males. One was 
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born in Curaçao and the other in the Netherlands. One works in 
accountancy and the other is a physiotherapist, who has his own 
business in the hospitality sector. All three subjects were brought up in a 
middle class social economic environment. 
The three subjects of Italian descent consisted of one female and two 
males. The female subject in the middle age range was born in Curaçao, 
to an Italian father and Curaçaoan mother. Both of the males, one in the 
younger age range and the other in the middle age range have an Italian 
father. The youngest male has an Aruban mother and the older male has 
a Curaçaoan mother. All three subjects were brought up in a middle to 
upper class social economic environment. 
Their profession/ work fields were in: business, communications/ 
psychology/ hospitality, fysiotherapy/pharmacy and information and 
communication technology. Bussines was the most recurrent field. 
 
Ethnic Self-Identification of the Other Descendants  
Ethnic self-identification was overall Curaçaoan, with the 
acknowledgement of the parental ethnic background. There were eight 
ethnic labels. The four labels that mostly made reference to the 
Curaçaoan identity were adopted by five subjects. These labels were: 
‘Curaçaoan’, ‘predominantly Curaçaoan, at times Italian’, 
‘predominantly Curaçaoan, it varies at times’, ‘Curaçaoan-German, I 
feel Curaçaoan’.  
The ‘Curaçaoan-European’ label and ‘Indonesian, I do not know, I am 
born and raised in Curaçao’, described two identities and tended to be 
more bi-ethnic in nature.   
The ‘Haitian’ and ‘Dutch, I feel Dutch’ labels were clearly mono-ethnic 
in nature.  
The male subject from German descent readily identified as German 
and then said, ‘but it varies, at times I feel Curaçaoan’. He finally 
adopted the Curaçaoan-German label. He described that he felt 
Curaçaoan because of the ethnic richness of the Curaçaoan people and 
the freedom they have to be who they want to be. He explained his 
German identity with the history of his German grandparents who had 
to move with the family from Curaçao to a concentration camp in 
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Bonaire during the war. He spoke of his parents who divorced when he 
was young. His mother was Aruban.  
The two females in the younger age range, who were both born in Haiti, 
identified themselves differently from each other. One identified as 
‘predominantly Curaçaoan’ and added ‘it varies at times’. She explained 
that it was a matter of shifting between cultures, the Haitian culture of 
her parents, her home and the Curaçaoan culture with the schooling and 
the perception others had of her. She identified with the way 
Curaçaoans dressed and was very much aware of her looks, recognizing 
the latter as a typical Curaçaoan feature. The other subject identified 
herself as Haitian and said, ‘I still feel that I am a Haitian’. She 
passionately associated the Haitian label with the opportunity she got as 
a Haitian to be raised in Curaçao, considering that the educational 
possibilities in Haiti are limited.  She spoke of the social benefits and 
observed, ‘when the first time I heard of onderstand’ (translated 
welfare) I was flabbergasted. She commented ‘we do not have such 
things in Haiti’. She was grateful to have gotten the possibility to go to 
school and to have learned the various languages. She proudly said that 
she speaks them all. 
The subjects of Indonesian descent identified themselves ethnically with 
three different labels. One male subject in the middle age range 
identified as Curaçaoan and with conviction explained, ‘I was born and 
raised here, I am child of this land, this is my home’. A determining 
factor for his identity was that his mother, on her death bed, told him 
that she considered Curaçao her homeland. His mother is buried here. 
He further explained, ‘my children are born here and my life is here’. 
He felt that he had a responsibility to contribute to the progress of the 
island and to participate in promoting whether socially or perhaps even 
politically, the development of Curaçao. 
 
The female subject in the middle age range identified as Indonesian, but 
added that she was not clear about her identity. She felt that she was 
accidently born and raised in Curaçao and that she does not feel 
Curaçaoan. She identified with her Indonesian mother although not 
Indonesia, considering all the pain her mother went through in her land 
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of birth. She said to identify with the Indonesian food, customs and 
culture as taught by her mother. She identified with the Dutch language, 
but said not to identify as Dutch.  
The other male subject in the middle age range plainly identified as 
Dutch and explained that he predominantly identified with the Dutch 
mentality, ‘I feel myself Dutch’; perhaps not completely, but if I 
compare the Dutch ways with the Curaçaoan ways, I tend to be more 
direct and say the things like I see them and that is not always well 
received here’. 
 
There were three subjects from Italian descent. A male subject in the 
younger age range, who was born in Curaçao, to an Aruban mother and 
Curaçaoan father of Italian descent, identified as Curaçaoan-European. 
The Curaçaoan part of the label was associated with love for the island, 
the potential of the island to do business and the facility to move from 
the island to other parts of the world. The European part of the label was 
associated with his European ancestors.  
The female subject in the middle age range was born in Curaçao from a 
Curaçaoan mother and Italian father. She identified as ‘predominantly 
Curaçaoan, at times Italian’. She expressed her love and care for 
Curaçao. She spoke of the island’s beauty that time and time again gets 
her in its ‘magic charm’. The Italian part was because of the 
identification with her father. The other male subject of this group was 
in the middle age range and was also born in Curaçao. He identified as 
Curaçaoan and said, ‘aki mi lumbrishi ta derá (my umbilical cord is 
buried here). His mother is Curaçaoan and his father Italian. He 
identified with multicultural setting of the island and also his 
multicultural friends from school with whom he grew up.  
 
Ethnic Identity Formation and developmental stages in the Other 
Descendants 
Almost all the subjects mentioned that they were aware to a certain 
extent of ethnic and racial differences during their childhood, but that 
the ethnic identity as such became clearer entering into adolescence. 
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The ethnic identity was perceived by most of the subjects (with 
exception of the subjects from Haiti) as something dormant. 
The two female subjects in the younger age range, were born in Haiti 
and came to Curaçao when they were about six years. They described 
that they spoke only French Creole when they came to Curaçao and had 
a hard time trying to connect with the Dutch language. They were 
completely aware that they were Haitians. One of them said that she had 
Curaçaoan friends and was aware that she could not speak Papiamentu 
properly. At school the teacher informed the children that she came 
from Haiti and she said that some children could deal with the fact that 
she was Haitian but that others set her apart.  
The other female subject, who was also born in Haiti, said that language 
has definitely been a barrier. She recalled that when she arrived she was 
placed in the first group of kindergarten because of not understanding 
Papiamentu or Dutch. She recalled how terrible she felt among the four 
year olds. She described that she could not understand why the children 
were crying so much. At that young age she already had the notion that 
children in Haiti were happy to go to school since possibilities to get 
schooling were rare. She remembered that at school she was 
discriminated by black Curaçaoans because she was black and dressed 
differently. She said to have felt bad at the reaction of the children at 
school when they knew that she was Haitian. So strong was the feeling 
that in her teenage years she tried to hide her identity as Haitian out of 
fear and so not to be teased. She avoided saying her last name not to be 
identified as such. She said that those memories are still with her, 
although she sees things now from a different perspective. When she 
sees the class photos she asks herself, ‘were these children that called 
me black, not as black as I am?’ 
She remembered being teased with the pronunciation of the letter ‘r’ 
which was very difficult for her to pronounce because of its guttural 
sound in French. The most hurtful thing she recalled from her childhood 
was, when a schoolmate at seeing a ‘choller’ (homeless junkie) 
commented, ‘manera un Haitiano’ (just like a Haitian). She said that she 
got along better with the Dutch children, even so that the black children 
started calling her ‘makamba pretu’ (black Dutch).  
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Racial discrimination was also experienced at home and in the public 
system. A male subject of Italian descent, born to a white Protestant 
Curaçaoan mother and Italian father, commented that in his childhood 
he was aware of racial differences, since he was not allowed to take his 
black friends home. The subject brought to mind that as an adolescent 
he was denied scholarship by the public educational system, which he 
profoundly regretted, because he was white and came from an upscale 
family. He still remembered the official’s facial expression and words, 
‘abo ta di famia ‘x’, ta ki bo ta bin buska beurs’ (you are of family ‘x’, 
why are you applying for scholarship). He recalled that at that time of 
his life he just wanted to leave and said that he was very disillusioned 
with the system. 
A male from Indo-Dutch descent in the middle age range knew racial 
differences, but said that it has not affected him in any way, since his 
upbringing has been ‘very liberal, very open and independent of class, 
race and faith’.  
Language was for many subjects a determining factor for ethnic 
awareness. That was definitely the case of the young females from 
Haiti, as mentioned in the above section. They spoke French Creole at 
home. Five subjects said that they were brought up with the Dutch 
language at home. One of them was a male in the younger age range, 
born to an Aruban mother and Curaçaoan father of Italian descent. His 
mother, who was a teacher, spoke Dutch with them for educational 
purposes. He said to have learned Papiamentu from the streets and 
Italian from his grandparents. The other four subjects who spoke Dutch 
at home were the male subject of German descent and the three subjects 
of Dutch-Indonesian descent. The male subject of Indonesian descent, 
who identified as Curaçaoan, said that he also spoke Papiamentu 
fluently, which he learned from the children in the neighborhood. He 
spoke with joy of his ‘beautiful youth’. He qualified the norms and 
values in his upbringing as Dutch-Indonesian. 
The ethnic customs that typified each home were tacit ethnic 
determinants as were school and friends. They have influenced the 
subjects differently. A female subject of Italian descent spoke of her 
Curaçaoan-Italian home, ‘I have always spoken Papiamentu with my 
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Italian father since he always spoke Papiamentu with us. I learned 
Italian from the many trips to Italy.  Now I speak Italian with my 
husband, who is an Italian’. She commented that her father was very 
protective of her. 
A female subject in the middle age range from Indo-Dutch descent said 
that she was aware of ethnic differences since she was brought up with 
Indonesian norms and values. She said to know the other Dutch-
Indonesian families on the island and recalled that her mother was a 
member of the Indonesian club. As an adult she joined the club. She 
perceived herself as Dutch, since she was categorized as Dutch at 
school. In the same breath she mentioned that you could pick out the 
Dutch children at school and that she was not Dutch as she had dark 
hair.   
A male subject in the middle age range, of Indo-Dutch decent, spoke 
with gratefulness of his upbringing, which he described as liberal, very 
open and independent of class, race and faith. The norms and values 
were predominantly Dutch- Indonesian. 
Many of the subjects related that they had friends of all backgrounds 
during their teenage years. A few mentioned that through friends they 
became more aware of social class and racial differences. 
The male subject in the middle age range, from German descent, 
observed his lack of identity accentuated in the teenage years. His 
parents divorced when he was eight years old. He recalled clearly his 
grandmother who spoke German with his father. His grandfather died 
before he was born. He attributed the lack of identity to the absence of 
his father and the need to belong. He explained that when family came 
over he could not identify, as he did not know the German language. 
Looking for his roots going into adulthood he spoke with his uncle, who 
then lived in Holland. He helped him set his mind straight and 
understand who he was as a person. He came to realize that he formed 
his family here and that his life was here, ‘my place is here, I realized 
that I am Curaçaoan’. 
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Circumstances and Ethnic Feelings in the Other Descent Group 
Several subjects mentioned that when they went for study abroad they 
realized ethnic differences through which ethnic identification 
accentuated. A male subject in the younger age range from Italian 
descent commented that in Holland he tended to speak English since he 
felt that he was treated better, ‘I learned that very fast. When I spoke 
Dutch, they noticed that I was not Dutch and they would not treat me as 
well as when I spoke English to them. By speaking Dutch, I had to 
explain that I was from Curaçao and then the problems started; it was a 
difference of day and night’.  
A male subject of Indo-Dutch descent in the middle age range told that 
he became aware of his Dutch identity when he went for study in The 
Netherlands. He mentioned that in the beginning he noticed the 
differences in customs, for example, once he went to somebody’s house 
and they told him that they were ready to sit for dinner and asked him if 
he could come at another time. He said that over the years he learned to 
appreciate the customs and adapted to them. He commented that when 
he came back to Curaçao he had a difficult time getting accustomed to 
the people’s mind-set over here and that they often seemed narrow-
minded to him.   
A female subject from Italian descent, who identified as predominantly 
Curaçaoan, said that in America she realized that she was multi-ethnic 
and multi-racial when she was asked to fill out the slots. She said to 
have filled out ‘other’ as she considered herself to be of mixed race with 
multiple ethnic backgrounds. 
A male subject in the middle age range from Italian descent, who 
identified as Curaçaoan, related that in Holland he has sent résumés to 
several places applying for jobs, but had no luck. At one of the job 
agencies a lady suggested him to add a photo to his résumé for people to 
see that he was white, since in his résumé was written that he is from 
Curaçao. He answered that if he had to do that to get a job he would 
rather go back to his country and that is what he did. 
A male subject in the middle age range of German descent, who 
identified as Curaçaoan- German, described his feelings when he returns 
from having been abroad. He feels that he is back home, ‘it is that 
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particular smell, the people, the talking and hearing the language 
Papiamentu’. 
A female subject in the middle age range, who identified as Indonesian 
and had married a Dutch-Indonesian related that after having lived in 
Holland for five years they had enough and resettled in Curaçao. During 
that time she said to have learned to appreciate Curaçao.  
 
Several subjects talked about the bad behavior of Curaçaoans in 
Holland. A male subject in the younger age range of Italian descent, 
who identified as Curaçaoan-European, avoided identifying as 
Curaçaoan over there, because of their behavior. A male subject in the 
middle age range from Indonesian descent, who earlier in the interview 
identified as Curaçaoan, said to have called the attention of young 
Curaçaoans regarding their bad behavior, in Papiamentu, in Holland. He 
definitely identified as Curaçaoan.  
A female subject who was born in Haiti and who identified as 
Curaçaoan said that the Curaçaoan will accept her as Curaçaoan, 
perhaps a Curaçaoan-Haitian, but that a Haitian will perceive her as 
different, as a non Haitian. She said that she speaks Papiamentu fluently 
and with hardly any accent, but that if somebody listened carefully they 
could detect her Haitian accent. She said that when people talk bad of 
Curaçaoans or Haitians she gets defensive. 
The other female subject from Haiti identified with the way of dressing 
of the Curaçaoan which according to her differed from the Haitian. 
Several subjects spoke of the Curaçaoan-Dutch relation. A female 
subject in the younger age range, who was born in Haiti and identified 
as Haitian, remarked that Curaçaoans feel themselves inferior towards 
the Dutch. She observed that through their attitude the Dutch tend to 
feel superior towards Curaçaoans and that she felt that the latter was 
not the case for Haitians. 
A male in the middle age range of Indo-Dutch descent, who identified 
as Dutch, spoke of the poor adaptation capacity of some Dutch. He 
found that in a way they tended to import Dutch ways and impose them 
on the island’s culture, fauna and flora. He said that he did not like the 
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pure Dutch bluntness and identified better with the considerateness of 
the Curaçaoan. 
A female in the middle age range, who identified as Indonesian and 
identified with the Dutch language but not with the Dutch, showed 
frustration with Papiamentu lessons ‘in Dutch schools’. She was of the 
opinion that Papiamentu was unnecessary in schools and related about 
the difficulties her children have faced with the educational system on 
the island which according to her was below level. A male subject in the 
middle age range of Indonesian descent also expressed irritation with 
Papiamentu at school especially when he had to help out his children 
with Papiamentu lessons and said ‘it is ridiculous, I have learned to 
speak it not to write it and they have to do it by themselves because I do 
not know anything about it’.  
 
A male subject in the middle age range of Italian descent related an 
incident in which he was discriminated against for being white a few 
years back. He went to a snack bar with a group of friends, he greeted 
and ordered. The man at the snack bar completely ignored him and 
denied him service, while he helped out all black clients. He said that he 
did what any good Curaçaoan would have done, ‘mi a mandele kaminda 
ela sali’ (‘I sent him to hell’) and I invited him to come out to show him 
that I am as Curaçaoan as he was. I was very angry and could not 
comprehend that in a place where I grew up and went to school with all 
type of people I could be treated like this’. He further observed that 
many times we talk about ‘Yu di Korsou’ and ‘Curasoleño’. He was of 
the opinion that those who called themselves ‘Curasoleño’ had an issue 
and in a way draw themselves apart from the ‘Yu di Korsou’, 
denomination that denoted all Curaçaoans independent of race or class. 
He added, ‘I know that, I have done that’. He said that as a Curaçaoan 
he identified with greeting somebody on the streets or be greeted, ‘you 
are not a number’. 
Another male subject in the middle age range of Indo-Dutch descent 
observed that Curaçaoans do not see him as Curaçaoan because of his 
features.  
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The flag of Curaçao, the hymn of Curaçao and the adaptation capacity 
have heightened ethnic feelings. A male subject in the middle age range 
of Indo-Dutch descent talked with pride about waving the flag of 
Curaçao when his son represented Curaçao in sport championships 
abroad. A female subject in the middle age range of Italian descent 
reflected about being Curaçaoan and emphasized the capacity to adjust 
to many cultures. She said to get goose bumps listening to the hymn of 
Curaçao and feels a sense of solemnity when the flag of Curaçao is 
raised.  
The work setting and work attitude were identified as ethnic enhancers. 
A male subject in the middle age range of Indo-Dutch descent identified 
with the progressive work attitude of the Dutch. A male subject in the 
younger age range of Italian descent saw possibilities for business in 
Curaçao and observed, I came back and I am investing in my island’. 
The female subject in the middle age range, who identified as 
Indonesian, found that her work in tourism has taught her about the 
island’s history. 
 
Other Descent Group and Ethnic Identification Abroad 
Five ethnic labels were adopted for self-identification abroad, indicating 
a shift in the previous eight labels. Three subjects, a female of Italian 
descent and a female and male of Indonesian descent, identified as 
‘Dutch Antillean’. They explained that they were from Curaçao, an 
island in the Caribbean. One of the subjects, a male in the middle age 
range of Indonesian descent said to adopt the Dutch Antillean label in 
the Netherlands. Anywhere else he would identify as Dutch. A female 
subject in the middle age range, who identified also as Dutch Antillean 
would identify herself in Holland as Dutch.  
One female subject, who identified earlier in the interview as Haitian 
would use the same label abroad. She said that she would add ‘living in 
Curaçao, as that will give me a status’. 
One male in the younger age range of Italian descent identified abroad 
as ‘white European’ and justified ‘Curaçao is anyways part of Holland’.  
Four subjects, a female of Haitian descent, a male of German descent, a 
male of Indonesian descent and a male of Italian descent, identified as 
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Curaçaoan abroad, with additional explanation that Curaçao is part of 
the Dutch Kingdom and that the nationality is Dutch. The male of 
Italian descent genuinely said ‘wherever I am, I will remain Curaçaoan, 
perhaps I will remain quiet when some of us behave badly, but ‘leu for 
di kas’ (translated far from home) one Curaçaoan recognizes the other. 
 
Characteristic Behavioral Patterns among the Other Descent Group 
Some of the subjects, of all ethnic descents, identified with the social, 
friendly, considerate and lenient character of the Curaçaoan. The male 
subject from German descent spoke of a sense of freedom and openness 
mixed with friendliness in communicating and greeting another person 
that he could identify with. He referred to the ‘informal’ way of greeting 
‘bon dia, bon tardi’, (good morning, good afternoon) and the way 
people standing in a row just join in conversation or when people greet 
and they ask how the family is doing; he could definitely identify with 
that behavior. 
A male subject in the middle age range of Italian descent described his 
often short-tempered and emotional reactions towards ‘things’ he does 
not like and found that to be a characteristic of the Curaçaoan. He 
observed, ‘many times we Curaçaoans do not like people to tell us what 
to do and how to do it and we do not like critique either’. 
A few subjects pointed on their punctuality and observed that as their 
Dutch side. A female subject in the middle age range of Italian descent 
explained that living in Curaçao she unfortunately tends at times to 
slack down in that aspect. 
The two female subjects in the younger age range of Haitian descent 
and a male subject in the middle age range of Indonesian descent 
identified the sense of respect as an essential part of their behaviors. The 
subjects of Haitian descent stressed especially respect for parents and 
obedience to the parents. They explained that in the Haitian culture 
talking back by children towards parents was not allowed and 
mentioned to have experienced cultural clash in this sense. 
A female subject in the middle age range of Italian descent and a male 
subject in the middle age range of Indonesian descent spoke of their 
identification with the strong family unit. 
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A male subject in the middle age range of Indo-Dutch descent and a 
female of Haitian descent described their readiness and progressive 
attitude towards work.  
 
Influential factors in the ethnic identity formation of the Other 
Descent Group 
Most of the subjects identified the fact that they were born and/or 
raised in Curaçao and their parental upbringing as determining factors 
in their ethnic identity. They observed, ‘here is where I was born and/or 
raised’, ‘it is a process, something that has been growing’, ‘I like the 
island the sun, I do not like Holland, but I speak Dutch’, ‘I know all the 
corners of the island’, it is the multi-ethnic community’, ‘here I have 
received schooling’ and ‘the Papiamentu language that identifies us’.  
Two subjects of Indonesian descent found the fact that their mothers 
have found their homeland in Curaçao as determining for their ethnic 
identity formation. 
A female subject, who identified as Haitian thought that the fact that she 
was born Haitian was influential for her identity process and mentioned 
that she was proud to be Haitian and that she has progressed. 
Both of the subjects considered the Haitian nationality of their parents 
the most influential factor in their ethnic identity formation. 
 
Ethnic Attitudes among the Other Descent Group towards other 
groups 
All the subjects said that they could have close relationships with 
members of other ethnic groups. Some additional observations follow. 
A male subject of Italian decent, who spoke earlier in the interview 
about ‘Yu di Kòrsou’ and ‘Curasoleño’ genuinely said, ‘to me class, 
race or ethnic group does not matter’. He told of his black Curaçaoan 
friend, who people address as ‘mi ruman pretu’ (my black brother’.  
A male subject in the younger age range of Italian descent sincerely said 
that educational level, norms and values mattered to him, not ethnic 
descent, but that he had problems mainly relating to black Curaçaoans 
in association with work ethics. 
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The male subject in the middle age range of Indonesian descent, who 
identified earlier in the interview as Dutch very honestly observed, ‘I 
am open to all groups, although with European Dutch I feel the least 
comfortable; very contradictory, but that is how it feels’. 
A female from Haitian descent added that her boyfriend is Dutch. A 
male subject of Indonesian descent said to have married a German girl 
who was raised on the island. Others laid importance on the prevalence 
of human values. 
 
Other Descent Group: likes and Dislikes of fellow Curaçaoans 
Likes 
The likes centered on the sociable, friendly and considerate nature of 
the Curaçaoan. A few subjects expressed their appreciation for the more 
lenient view of the Curaçaoan towards life than the Dutch and the 
acceptance for what is different; hence, also their multicultural and 
multiracial disposition.  
The Curaçaoan was perceived as a happy person, who is ready to help 
another and has zest for life. Two male subjects in the middle age range, 
one of Italian descent and the other of German descent liked the sense of 
loyalty of the Curaçaoan. They described, ‘It takes time for the 
Curaçaoan to get your confidence, but once you pass that barrier they 
give you their loyalty’.  
 
Dislikes 
A male subject in the middle age range of Italian descent reflected about 
what he disliked and observed with a sigh, ‘it is just the other side of the 
coin’. He related ‘for over five years there is a boy bringing the 
newspaper, he will not greet. We are kind to him but nothing, I do not 
understand, I have not seen that in Aruba or the Netherlands’.  
Several subjects showed their disapproval and in some instances their 
irritation for what they called slave mentality and discrimination. The 
subjects mentioned discrimination of black Curaçaoans towards white 
and black people.  
A male in the middle age of Italian descent said to really have a hard 
time with the problems that Curaçaoans have with authority. He related 
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that the Curaçaoan will not easily accept the authority of another 
Curaçaoan but will accept that of the Dutch. He said to have 
experienced that and explained, ‘a Dutchman comes from abroad and 
the bigheaded attitude immediately changes to a submissive one; ‘ja 
meneer nee meneer kasi bai riba rudia’ (translated yes sir, no sir, going 
almost on the knees). He spoke of a double standard, the attitude of 
submissiveness towards the Dutch on one hand and on the other hand an 
attitude of rejection of the Dutch, as was the case for example in 
politics.  
Several subjects disapproved that the Curaçaoans (especially the black 
Curaçaoan) do not look for information and ‘put up barriers for what is 
unknown; Curaçaoans have a false pride and they are afraid of asking 
when they are ignorant of something’. 
Other personal traits that some subjects disliked were that fellow 
Curaçaoans do not think things through and tend to get emotional and 
aggressive.  
A female subject of Haitian descent, who pointed out previously the 
opportunities that the island has provided her, remarked that the 
Curaçaoans do not make use of life opportunities and others added that 
they take things for granted and fail to assume responsibility for their 
actions. 
Several subjects who were in hospitality area or had their own business 
brought forth their dissatisfaction with the often poor work ethics, such 
as: not being service minded like Arubans and Latinos, lack of 
commitment and being too laid back. A male subject in the middle age 
range of Italian descent expressed his dislikes for the often envious 
attitude, of not wanting others to succeed, the so called crab mentality.  
He further commented about how the Curaçaoan, when being abroad 
deliver good work and will take on all kinds of jobs. He met a young 
man in Aruba who was working in hospitality and doing a great job. 
This person who he knew was previously doing very poorly in 
hospitality in Curaçao. The man when approached by the subject 
commented that in Curaçao he does not serve anybody. A young male 
of Italian descent disapproved of the lack of social hygiene; he observed 
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‘there are garbage bins all over, but every morning we pick up garbage 
next to the bin.  
 
Additional Ethnic Issues of the Other Descent Group 
The subjects, mainly males in the middle age range of the German, 
Italian and Indo-Dutch descent showed their concern about the 
degenerating behavior of young Curaçaoans and especially black 
Curaçaoans. A subject of Indo-Dutch descent highlighted the 
differences between Curaçaoans of older generations and those of the 
younger generation and said ‘the degeneration may be a global thing, 
but still we should honor our old customs’. The subject of German 
descent emphasized the need for education at home. 
The theme of the research was of interest to the subjects, especially as it 
addressed a question vital to two subjects, of German descent and of 
Indo-Dutch descent. 
 
Summary 
The nature of ethnic identity among this group of German, Haitian, 
Indonesian and Italian descent was predominantly Curaçaoan, with a 
strong accent on the respective parental ethnic backgrounds.  
The subjects considered that having been born and raised in 
multicultural and multilingual Curaçao and the parental upbringing have 
influenced their ethnic identity formation the most. 
 
Ethnic self-identification was predominantly Curaçaoan, with 
acknowledgement of the parental ethnic inheritance. 
Ethnic attitudes of the whole group mirrored a multicultural disposition, 
but with a clear disapproval of the inferiority complex, discriminative 
attitude and poor work ethics of mostly black Curaçaoans in the 
working class. 
The subjects of Haitian descent maintained an attitude to make use of 
life’s opportunities in order to progress. 
The attitude of the subjects of Indo-Dutch descent echoed a Dutch 
mind-set, but molded and ‘softened’ by the influence of their Indonesian 
mothers. The fact that their mothers considered Curaçao as their second 
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homeland affected the subjects’ ethnic feelings and perceptions for the 
island and its people. 
The subjects of Italian and German descent expressed feelings of love 
and belonging for Curaçao.  
Ethnic behavior reflected overall the Curaçaoan sociable multicultural 
ways and a general progressive attitude towards work.  
The subjects of Indo-Dutch descent gave preference to the Dutch 
language.  
Ethnic awareness was heightened by an overall multi-ethnic ancestral 
background and the upbringing in a multicultural and racially inclined 
society. 
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6. THE NATURE OF ETHNIC IDENTITY AMONG 
THE PEOPLE OF CURAÇAO 

 
Discussion: Connecting Literary and Implementation dots 

 
Curaçao is a multicultural society whose ethno-cultural composition has 
been shaped over time by multicultural ancestral traces. The Native 
Indians, Hispanics, Dutch, Sephardic Jews, Africans and Mulattos set 
the tone for the initial make-up of the country. Their descendants and 
each consecutive new wave of immigrants with their particular 
background have complemented its diversity.  
The main objective of this research was to explore the nature of ethnic 
identity among the people of Curaçao and to consequently arrive at a 
deeper understanding of the perceptions, thinking, feelings and behavior 
patterns of the island’s people in relation to ethnic identity.  
The nature of ethnic identity was studied among descendants of the 
fifteen major ethnic groups on the island, such as, Hispanics, Dutch, 
Jews, Africans, Mulattos, Bonaireans, Arubans, Windward Islanders, 
Surinamese, British Caribbeans, Arabs, Chinese, Indians (India), 
Portuguese, Haitians and ‘Others’, according to four basic interactive 
components: ethnic self-identification (i.e. ethnic self labeling), ethnic 
awareness (i.e. ethnic understanding), ethnic attitudes (i.e. ethnic 
feelings) and ethnic behavior (i.e. group behavioral patterns). The 
interaction of these components at the individuals’ cognitive, affective 
and behavioral levels is considered basic for the comprehension of the 
nature of ethnic identity (Phinney and Rotheram, 1987).  
Ethnic identity was approached throughout this study as a dynamic 
psycho-social process that is subject to change according to prevailing 
characteristics of the individuals’ development within the social context 
of the Curaçaoan society. The global scope of the encountered 
characteristics gives a true insight into the ethnic disposition of the 
Curaçao people.  
It is the goal of this chapter to discuss the reviewed multicultural 
ancestral traces in connection with the findings of each group and thus 
present the nature of ethnic identity among the people of Curaçao.  
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Curaçao is an island in the Caribbean (444 km²), which forms part of the 
Dutch Kingdom. The island has an estimated population of 141.766 
(CBS, 2009). The written history of its people goes back five centuries 
in time and constitutes an interwoven multicultural and multilingual 
account. The migrant, trading and heterogeneous ‘spirit of the island’ 
was glimmering since the Native Indians (AD 500 arrival of the 
Caiquetio Indians), whose migrant living mode was characterized by 
‘shifting small-scale settlements’ between the mainland and the island 
(Premdas, 1996), and by their organized trade network with pirates who 
came ashore (Haviser (1987) cited by Rupert (2002); Arellano, 1987). A 
little less than one and a half century after Curaçao was discovered by 
the Spanish in 1499 the Island came under Dutch command in 1634. 
The Native Indians of the islands formed an ethnic union with the 
Caiquetios of the coastal line of Falcon (Venezuela). Together with the 
later abducted Guajiran Indians (from Venezuela, Colombia) the Native 
Indians blended into the broader community. The presence of the 
Hispanics, although with an ‘on and off’ character, was constant on the 
island.  
The Dutch group (which included also other Europeans) constituted the 
‘high’ and ‘low’ white Protestants. They spoke initially Dutch, formed 
part of the upper-class and perceived themselves as “the owners of 
Curaçao” (Simons, 1868). The white Dutch Catholics were classified a 
step lower on the ladder. The white Sephardic Jews were the “Hudiu”. 
They were the merchants with their Jewish religion and formed the 
upper-class next to the Dutch high Protestants, who constituted the 
government. The Jews spoke initially Portuguese and Spanish (see 
chapter 3 on Multicultural Ancestral Traces).  
Subsequent to the Dutch take over followed the arrival of enslaved 
Africans and approximately two hundred years of slavery of Africans 
and their descendants, until 1863, when abolition took place. The 
Curaçao Indian, African descendants and Mulattos were ‘traditionally’ 
denominated by the Dutch, the “Curaçaowenaars”, the Curaçaoans 
(Simons, 1968; Nooyen, 1979).  
A mixed race was created as children of the masters and slaves were 
born. Continuous offspring of Whites and non-Whites eventually 
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created a separate group, ‘Mixed Race’ (Mulatto) with their own social 
ranks and classifications (Klooster, 1994). 
Papiamento (which includes among others Arowakan, Spanish, 
Portuguese, African and Dutch influences) (Martinus, 1997; Van Buurt 
& Joubert, 1997) was widely spoken by all groups (Fouse, 1984). 
Spanish was the trendy language and Dutch lost its paramount position, 
till the arrival of a few Dutch educators in the nineteenth century, who 
thought it necessary to replace (what they called) the “Curaçaowse 
patois” Papiamentu, with the (what they considered) ‘refined mother 
tongue’ Dutch. Papiamentu was perceived as the nation’s basic 
language, while Dutch was seen as the ‘higher’ cultural language. The 
nineteenth century’s overall perception among the upper and middle 
class on language, was that Dutch was spoken by the Dutch and the 
“decent and civilized class”, while Papiamentu was spoken by the 
“lesser” class, who formed the majority in numbers. The latter 
connotations attached to Papiamentu and Dutch, to variable degrees, 
endured throughout times to the present and was evident in the 
upbringing of many participants of the various groups and age ranges, 
as the following examples illustrates: ‘my father stressed for us to speak 
Portuguese at home, since at school we learned Dutch and on the street 
we could pick up Papiamentu’. A young male of Italian descent whose 
Aruban mother is a teacher said to have learned Papiamentu from the 
streets, since at home his mother spoke Dutch with the children for 
educational purposes. 
The white European Protestant descendants, who throughout times 
identified with the European ways and customs, realized the huge 
differences between ‘we’, ‘the white Protestants of Dutch descent’, and 
‘they’, the newly arrived ‘Shell Dutch. The establishment of the Oil 
Refinery at the beginning of the twentieth century and the arrival of 
Bonaireans, Arubans, Windward Islanders, Surinamese, British 
Caribbeans, Chinese, Arabs, Portuguese, Indians (India) and others, 
with their ethnic background, made up for the islands’ complex society.  
Most of the groups that arrived later adjusted to various degrees to the 
encountered racial social structure, (Van Hulst, 2002) and made it their 
own. Consequently, the awareness, attitudes and behaviors of the 
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inhabitants of Curaçao developed in line with these inherent colonial 
and racial characteristics, which were transmitted from one generation 
to another.  
The from onset segmented Curaçaoan society, according to race, 
language, religion, economic sphere and various places of origin, with 
the color-line as the most divisive factor between the strata (Teenstra, 
1863; Hoetink,1958), continued well into the twentieth century (Schrils, 
1990). In spite of the facts, that the different groups intermingled, the 
mixed race group increased tremendously, religion is no longer a 
divisive factor, social mobility took place across all groups and Curaçao 
developed a rather ‘normal’ class system (Schrils, 1990), the ‘color and 
identity perception’ continues to be a conflict ridden factor. As Eikrem 
(1999) respectively observed, ‘ethnic identity on the island of Curaçao 
hinges on many perceptions of the past’.  
 
Strongly ingrained mental patterns tend to express themselves in 
different ways in accordance with the era and place. Repeatedly, people 
of all strata observe in relation to the colonial and slavery past, ‘past is 
past’, we need to move on’, but the mind has its own ways. Feelings, 
beliefs, prejudices, experiences are often firmly and indelibly impressed 
in people’s minds and passed from one generation to another. 
Collectively developed mental patterns are reinforced by the interrelated 
dimensions of a society as are: politics, economy, education and religion 
(spirituality). It is a bi-dimensional process, the people are formed by 
the society and the society is formed by its people. History shows that 
for example the education at home and at school has contributed to the 
maintenance of racial perceptions, by the same people (White, Black 
and Mulatto) involved in the system. The many accounts of members of 
the various sample groups attest for the racial and ethnic discriminatory 
practices among family members and in the schools by teachers and 
children (see chapter 5 on Descendant). For example: a female subject 
of Mulatto descent, who works in education, confirms that unfortunately 
racial attitudes still exist in schools. Psychologists, far and wide agree 
that people tend to repeat patterns with which they were brought up.  
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The Curaçaoan platform has thus known, the hospitable and good 
natured disposition of the Native Indians, the durable, ‘neighborly’ and 
cultural presence of the Hispanics, the open door policy, audacity and 
calculated enterprising orientation of the Dutch, the commercial spirit 
and distinctiveness of the Jews, the resilience of the Africans, the 
multicultural embodiment of the Mixed Race (Mulatto), the ‘sibling’ 
oriented link of the Arubans, Bonaireans and Windward Islanders, the 
‘we are here to stay’ disposition of the Surinamese, the courageous and 
success driven attitude of the British Caribbeans, the silent low key 
integration capacity of the Chinese, the ‘extended family’ and politically 
inclined attitude of the Arabs, the business yet spiritually minded 
Indians, the hard work and economic mentality of the Portuguese and 
the ‘demele’ (look for solutions to come out of a bind) concept of the 
Haitian, which generally constitutes the immigrants’ spirit, 
characterized by developmental drive, hard work and discipline.  
The ‘later arrived groups’ at the beginning of the twentieth century are 
approximately one hundred years on the island and these groups were 
complemented with new waves. Their initial ethnic classification by the 
Shell Company, according to work and living place, was by way of 
saying their ‘presentation card’ within the community. Hence, also the 
way they and their descendants were referred to by others on the island, 
such as ‘Yu di Sürnam, (child of Surinamese), ‘su tata ta Chinés’ (his 
father is Chinese), ‘e ta Portugués’ (he/she is Portuguese) and so on. 
Without knowing a person, he/she was still known, because of the last 
name and the place where their parents used to live, e.g. ‘su hendenan ta 
di Otrobanda’ (his/her ancestors are from Otrobanda). In addition, each 
of these groups had its own rhythm and ways of acculturating and/or 
assimilating (see Chapter 3 on Multicultural Ancestral Traces), which 
would add another characteristic to the person’s description and group’s 
ascription. The society basically knew the ‘Curaçaoans’, and the ‘other 
inhabitants’ by their membership to their ascribed group.  
 
The premise of ‘person, place and time’ is very important to understand 
the historical development of the Curaçao society and the changing 
nature of ethnic identity. The ‘naturally’ developed ‘multicultural 
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union’, lived by the inhabitants of Curaçao well into the middle of the 
twentieth century was because everybody knew their place according to 
their standing and race. There was a ‘well defined’ social structure that 
served as guideline for the inhabitants of the island to attain themselves 
to. With respect to the set social borders, for example, a mulatto male 
participant in his seventies recounted that he knew that he could not go 
to ‘Club de Gezelligheid’, but was not distracted by it, since he had the 
‘Club Social Católico’ to go to and a professional black male in the 
middle age range, who also knew that he did not have entrance in 
certain clubs, which traditionally are considered ‘white’ clubs. There 
was this ‘mutual understanding’ among groups that was mentally 
internalized and acted upon by most, which enabled this felt ‘union’, 
‘nos tabata biba dushi ku otro’ (we lived pleasantly which each other), 
but which did not impede painful racial experiences from taking place. 
Many participants of the older age ranges recounted about the 
harmonious co-living spirit in the neighborhoods. These contradictory 
features contained in the tacitly established bonds between Whites and 
Blacks and the silent mutual consent, apparently led one to believe that 
inner tensions no longer exist (Paula, 1967).  
In addition, the Shell Oil Refinery physically and mentally reinforced 
these social, ethnic and racial borders, on and off the Shell terrain, 
during approximately three quarters of a century, hardly sixty years after 
slavery abolition. Several participants illustrated their Shell experience, 
whether personally or through their parents. The case of a participant of 
African descent in the older age range, who worked as a trainee at the 
Shell stood out and highlighted the continuation of the centuries’ old 
coercion of Blacks on the island and their resilience to cope with being 
the underdogs (see section 5.4 on African Descendants). The historic 
sentiments of having got hold of the wrong end of the stick and the 
preferential treatment of newcomers (as was for example the case of the 
harbor strikes) accentuated racial and ethnic attitudes.  
People who lived this ‘well defined system’ are sound alive still; they 
constitute the people in their late and the middle adulthood. Their 
memories (pleasant and painful) are buzzing as well and stored at the 
different mind levels. Participants of almost all groups mentioned with 
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regards to the interview that they had the answers, only not at hand, they 
had to dig into their minds to come up with a response. Their accounts 
reflect that racial issues had the upper hand over ethnic issues. A male 
Mulatto in the middle age range said, ‘it is a complicated issue, I have 
been brought up hearing and believing that I am white with good hair, 
till I went to the U.S. and I was called nigger’.  
 
As social mobility proceeded and the collective consciousness was 
undergoing changes, the well-defined social borders were gradually 
fading. Perceptions and experiences from those who studied abroad 
were infused into the community. The social upheaval of May 30th, 
1969, abruptly altered social emotional borders and raised racial and 
class awareness, but left a void among Curaçaoans of all races and 
standings with regards to racial and behavioral issues. Many participants 
felt that before May 30th, 1969, people were more respectful and 
everybody ‘knew their place’. Several participants of all the groups 
made a distinction between the black Curaçaoan of before and after the 
upheaval of May 30th. Respectively, a female in the older age range 
observed ‘people have become complex, while before they were more 
simple’. Most of the older generation found that basic norms and values 
were lost.  
The rigidly imposed external group borders as mentioned before by the 
Shell and reinforced by discriminative rules led to self-organization on 
the part of mainly the Blacks, in order to fight such treatment and thus 
increase their self-awareness. While the ‘May’ event opened 
perspectives for social expressions and racial integration, it was 
mentioned by almost all sample groups as an occurrence with a negative 
aftermath in terms of a spill-over of emotions without the proper 
guidance to canalize the released energy into the right tracks. 
Respectively, an older interviewee expressed that due to the fact that 
‘syndicalism has promoted rights and ignored the importance of duty, it 
has promoted authority and ignored responsibility, the abrupt massive 
social shift from absolutism to flexibility, without proper coaching’, led 
to a ‘moral devaluation’ in the Curaçaoan people as they were not 
prepared to deal with the attained ‘state of suppleness’. In addition, 
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several participants observed that ‘after the upheaval of 30th of May the 
work attitude changed for the worse, since subsequent to the upheaval a 
degeneration in norms and values and a general lack of commitment 
with relation to work were manifested. 
 
After 376 years that Curaçao has been subject to The Netherlands, as of 
October 10th, 2010, Curaçao became an autonomous territory within the 
Dutch Kingdom. In view of this official constitutional change and the 
recently held election of August 27th, 2010 to vote for the new Islands 
Government, emotions were running high and as the final parts of this 
research are being written, people of all facets of the community are 
digging and investigating into the past to understand the future. In the 
turmoil of changes and social transformation, groups are claiming their 
identity as ‘Yu di Kòrsou’ (Curaçaoans) and attach their sense of 
cultural norms, values and nationalism to what and how the country 
should be. The participants were very adamant in expressing their 
thinking in relation to the autonomous status of Curaçao. They 
emphasized the role of the Curaçaoan to actively assume responsibility 
for their country as ‘one’ nation and equally stressed on the preservation 
of the multicultural and multilingual character of the island with the 
proper respect for Papiamentu as the Nation’s language. Many 
accentuated the need for strong norms and values in the education of the 
youth and drew attention as well on knowledge of the history of the 
island.  
 
6.1 Demographics  
The demographic data of the sample groups reveal that the youngest 
interviewee, a male of nineteen years, and the two oldest female 
participants, 92 and 93 years, happened to be of African and Mulatto 
descent. All three identified themselves as Curaçaoan and the two oldest 
ones stated ‘What else should I be?’ Placing the ages into a historic 
context we see that the two oldest participants were literally born two 
generations (1916-1917) after the abolition of slavery (1863). The 
female participant of African descent explains that her family (mother 
and great aunt) did not talk about slavery, because ‘people just did not 
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do that’, which confirms the findings of Paula (1967) and Allen (2007) 
on the matter. While some subjects in the younger age ranges 
commented that they used to talk openly about slavery with their family, 
with the purpose ‘for history not to repeat itself’, which suggests a 
change in attitudes with regards to the willingness to ‘unwrap’ the topic 
of slavery, in younger generations of Blacks.  
The selected age ranges permitted the observation of development at 
personal and social levels with regards to reigning perceptions, feelings 
and behaviors, which is in line with the developmental stages of Erikson 
(Harder, 2009), in that each stage of adulthood has its own 
characteristics. The participants in the older age ranges clearly have 
been brought up in a more racially oriented society as the differences in 
answers between the middle and late adulthood and the younger age 
range attest. Whereas those born at the beginning and the middle of the 
century spoke more of their black-white experiences in terms of ‘white 
aggressor’ and ‘black recipient’. In the younger generations the answers 
suggested racial attitudes of Blacks towards other Blacks and towards 
Whites (see Chapter 5 on Descendants).  
With respect to ethnic identity and maturation, several senior 
participants gave priority to the ‘identity as a person, a human being’, 
illustrating the findings of Abboud and Skerry (1984) that the 
development of ethnic attitudes involves a gradual differentiated 
perspective in which the individual adopts mature ethnic attitudes based 
on inferences about the person’s disposition rather than his/her group 
membership.  
 
The most recurrent ancestral backgrounds among the groups in addition 
to the “Curaçaoan” inheritance (which included an ample variety of 
races and ethnicities), were Amerindian, Venezuelan, Dutch, African, 
Bonairean and Jewish. These are groups which actually formed part of 
the island since its early beginnings (see Chapter 3 on Multicultural 
Ancestral Traces). Most of the groups (not necessarily all individuals) 
mentioned a minimum of three different ancestries. The latter data 
indicate in addition to multicultural familial background and 
intermingling of most groups, a genetically multicultural disposition.  
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It is interesting to note that eleven out of the fifteen groups had at least 
one member who reported having Amerindians in their ancestral 
background with the exception of the Indians (India), Windward 
Islanders (although the Taíno, Arawaks were the original inhabitants of 
the Windward Islands), Jewish and Portuguese descendants. The 
aforementioned data included sentiments of pride attached to the 
Amerindian ancestry and denoted the assimilation of the Amerindians 
into the broader community, which corresponds with the findings of 
Estevez (2002) and Nooyen, (1979), that people on the smaller 
Caribbean islands held by the English or Dutch, readily accept their 
Indian ancestry.  
The black race was also present in almost all the groups, with exception 
of the Jewish group, whose ancestral background consisted of white 
American, Hispanic and Europeans.  
The Jewish ancestry, however, was recognized by members of many 
other groups and was multiple in the Mulatto group. Even the Arab 
group had a participant with Jewish ancestry. That the Jewish sample 
did not include Native Indian or Black ancestors, in spite of the fact that 
the Jews were one of the first groups to settle in Curaçao, highlights the 
historic traces within the Jewish community to preserve religious and 
socio-economic standards by marrying within the same circles. These 
data affirm the distinct position that the Jews maintained as a group 
(Benjamin, 2002), but which is slowly changing with lowering of social 
barriers. A female subject in the older age range talked about her 
appreciation for the increased interest of the community for the Jewish 
aspects on the island as schools are coming to visit the synagogue. A 
young female of Jewish descent expressed her wish for the general 
community to know more of the history of the Jews on the island and to 
embrace it as an integrated whole. The sample of the Jewish 
descendants included Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews. The Ashkenazi 
Jews arrived in the twentieth century, a fact that alludes to different 
ethnic identification patterns between the two Jewish sub-groups. As a 
matter of fact a few subjects of Jewish descent in the older and younger 
age range expressed their desire for a more harmonious relation between 
the two Jewish sections. 
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The sample of Portuguese and Indian (India) descendants present a 
rather homogeneous ancestral background, which corresponds with the 
slow acculturation rate described in the review of historic traces of these 
two groups on the island of Curaçao. The homogeneity and the low 
integration rate of the Indian (India) group can be attributed to the fact 
of being one of the ‘youngest’ groups on the island and in addition, 
having a strong socio-economic network, religious and cultural heritage, 
which tend to reinforce in-group bonding and self-sufficiency.  
The majority of the participants’ parents of the African descent group 
happened to be natives of Banda Abou (Western part of the island), 
while one third of the participants themselves, of all age ranges, were 
also brought up in ‘Banda Abou’ (rural Western part). The latter data on 
the one hand implied a double hurdle to overcome, since according to 
the reports being black has a ‘stigma’ and people of Banda Abou were 
‘covertly’ considered backwards. There was the distinction between 
‘mucha di Punda i mucha di kunuku’ (city and country child).  On the 
other hand several of the participants of Banda Abou said to have an 
uncomplicated attitude towards life. They had a sense of serenity about 
them and expressed being in tune with nature (see section 5.4 African 
descendants), which constitutes their strength.  
Social mobility and social changes were closely related to education, as 
is evidenced by the neighborhoods of upbringing and the education 
obtained. Education in most groups varied predominantly from high 
school levels to academic levels, with some exceptions of basic 
educational levels, mostly in the older participants, relating to a time 
when access to higher education was rare.  
The professional fields denoted a wide range of occupations that were 
recurrent in most groups. The Jewish and Indian (India) were the two 
groups that were mostly in accounting, business and commerce, which 
reflect their historic commercial background. These two sample groups 
did not report any professionals in the social fields, such as education. 
Nor did the ‘Others’ group, consisting of European, Indo-Dutch and 
Haitian descendants. Whereas the Jews according to reviewed data (see 
section 3.4 on Jewish ancestry) had quite some representatives in the 
educational field during the nineteenth century, this was not the case in 
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the present sample. But then again those schools corresponded with the 
time that many Jews came from Latin America to Curaçao (see 3.2 on 
Hispanic ancestry). 
A remarkable fact was that education happened to be the most recurrent 
professional/work field amongst the British Caribbean and Windward 
Island descendants, while the other groups had the sample members 
classified among the various professions. According to the reports, there 
was enormous pressure of the English speaking parents on their children 
to do well at school, which could be a possible explanation on the 
encountered data of number of participants in the educational field.  
Most of the interviews were conducted in Papiamentu and a few were 
alternately in Papiamentu, English or Dutch. There were two specific 
cases that stood out in their respective groups. Both were male 
participants in the middle age range, born and raised in Curaçao, who 
said to speak Papiamentu. Both went to predominantly multicultural and 
multiracial schools and had multicultural and multiracial friends as well. 
Both alienated the Curaçaoan identity from their ethnic self-
identification. The first participant concerned a second generation, 
Jewish descendant, who chose to speak in English. He identified himself 
as ‘white and 100 % Jew’. He expressed his gratefulness to the island 
for having received his ancestors. His relation was with his religion and 
the white race, his affinity with Israel and he liked to live in Curaçao, 
which indicates a conscious choice. His ethnic self-identification, 
attitudes and behavioral patterns followed similar traces as of the 
Ashkenazi ancestors on the island (see sections 3.4 on Jewish Ancestry 
and 5.3 on Jewish Descendants) but differed from the other Jewish 
participants who identified themselves as Curaçaoans, Curaçaoan Jew or 
Jewish Curaçaoan. The latter case clearly shows the multi-faceted and 
incongruent nature of ethnic identity. The other case concerned a third 
generation Dutch descendant. He chose to be interviewed in Dutch or 
English. He clearly wanted to make a point about Papiamentu. During 
the interview he pointed out that he is an advocate for Dutch as the 
vehicle language in schools. He identified himself as “Dutch Caribbean” 
and explained “I am from Dutch descent, my parents’ ethnic roots are 
Dutch, but they lived most of their lives in the tropics. I would not be 
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able to live in Holland; that does not agree with me”. The latter case 
exemplifies the close relation between language and ethnic identity, as 
expressed by (Anzaldua in Mabele, 2006), “Ethnic identity is twin skin 
to linguistic identity”. The participant touched the century’s old 
lingering divisive topic of language and education in relation to ethnic 
self-identification. The language-education issue which apparently was 
resolved by ministerial decree, is still of concern in the society (see 
section 3.3 on Dutch ancestry) and capable of making emotions run high 
as evidenced in a recent article in the newspaper (Amigoe, August 9th, 
10th, 2010). The latter article referred to the recently proposed intentions 
of the director of the ‘Radulphus College’ (high school) to enforce 
communication between teachers and students in Dutch on the school 
grounds, in order to improve the Dutch level of the students for the final 
exams which are in Dutch. In spite of the fact that the director’s 
proposal seemed to represent a ‘logical’ solution to a stated problem, 
many people not only questioned the approach, but vehemently opposed 
it. The latter case re-asserts the statement of Fishman (1999) that 
language is fundamental in defining identity and that it is unavoidable 
that historic ethnic perceptions revive in language matters. A young 
female respondent said, ‘when culture and language are threatened, I 
feel like standing up and defending what is my own’. 

6.2 Ethnic Self-Identification 

The qualitative results display the interplay of multiple factors in the 
ethnic identity formation of the interviewees. The most recurrent factors 
attached to the ethnic label are: place of birth, multicultural ancestral 
background, multicultural setting, family’s norm and values, ethnic 
confusion, education (on the island and abroad), Papiamentu/Dutch, 
multilingualism, racial and ethnic discrimination, patriotism, religion, 
freedom, culture (music, dance, flag, hymn, and food), the Dutch, Dutch 
passport, and political interests. The interchange of these factors 
supports in fact the importance given by Vaughan (1987) to the study of 
ethnic identity from a psychological social model. 
Ethnic self-identification among the groups varied from mono-ethnic to 
bi-ethnic to multiple ethnic labeling. The ethnic label most used by most 
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groups was “ Curaçaoan” and was closely related to ethnic feelings, 
ethnic awareness and ethnic behaviors. Irrespective of which label was 
used for ethnic self-identification, the affiliation and affinity for the 
Curaçaoan heritage was a constant factor in all groups. 
Nine out of 15 groups predominantly identified themselves as 
Curaçaoan. These were the Bonairean, British Caribbean, Chinese, 
Arab, Surinamese, Mulatto, Dutch, African descendants and most of the 
Italian descendents in the ‘Others’ group also adopted the Curaçaoan 
label.  
The modest entrance status of the first Bonaireans, British Caribbeans, 
Chinese, Arabs, and Surinamese, in combination with their high social 
and psychological acculturation levels (Berry, 2001), led to cultural 
assimilation, with absorption of their culture into the Curaçaoan culture. 
This may explain in turn the resulting ethnic self-identification of their 
descendants as ‘Curaçaoan’. In addition, the historic affiliation of the 
people of Bonaire and Curaçao may have played a facilitating role in the 
easy integration of the Bonairean descendants into the Curaçaoan 
society. The frequent vacations spent in Bonaire kept their hearts warm 
in relation to Bonaire, but as many of the participants of Bonairean 
descent observed they made a conscious choice for Curaçao and 
identified as such. 
The drive of the British Caribbean descendants to make it and the 
support of fellow church members lessened the burdens and made 
integration smoother. The fact that the Chinese and the Arabs did not 
arrive simultaneously in large numbers aided their rapid integration 
within the community. Many participants of these groups referred to 
Curaçao as the place where they were born, raised and live. They 
pledged their love and expressed their feelings of pride for their 
multicultural nation.  
Some feelings associated with the “Curaçaoan” label and taken from the 
various groups were e.g. “it is the love for this land”, “I feel that I am 
Curaçaoan in my heart”, “I am proud to be Curaçaoan”, “My heart beats 
for this island”, “This is my home, when I am away I get homesick”, 
“here is my loyalty”, and “I love this country, this is my life”, “I feel the 
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island is in me, since I am part of the island”, “if I reincarnate I wish to 
be born again here”. 
Almost all groups attached their multicultural ancestral background to 
the Curaçaoan label (whether mono-ethnic, bi-ethnic or multi-ethnic 
label) and/or recognized at the same time the multicultural setting of the 
island as a determining factor for their identity, affirming as such a 
multicultural disposition. Several interviewees found that the 
multicultural setting in which one can meet people from all over, 
accentuates their Curaçaoan identity, like: ‘talking to people’, ’meeting 
people from all over, it’s like a world on a small island’, ‘the 
multicultural shifting’ and ‘it is the people around me that makes me 
realize my identity’, ‘the fact that the Curaçaoan is from all over, makes 
him/her a citizen of the world”. A female participant in the older age 
range stated, “mi ta un Yu di Kòrsou, sin kita ni pone” (I am a 
Curaçaoan, no more and no less), referring to the ethnic categories 
applied in America, such as Afro-American, Cuban American and so 
on. She added, here we do not have those distinctions, implicitly 
recognizing the multicultural faceted Curaçaoan. 
The participants further explained their Curaçaoan identity with a 
variety of factors, especially the fact of having been born and raised on 
the island was one of the most recurrent aspects among all groups, 
which in turn was combined with other factor(s), such as e.g. “mi ta Yu 
di Kòrsou di pura sepa, aki mi lumbrishi ta derá (I am a true Curaçaoan, 
my umbilical cord is buried here), “I am born and raised in Curaçao, I 
have received my formation here, I speak Papiamentu, I know the 
norms, customs and values”, “Curaçao has been good to me, a safe 
haven, my home”, “I can be black here without feeling discriminated”, 
“Curaçao, I know”, “its beauty is incomparable”, “as a woman I am 
very independent, unlike Arab women”, “I know the culture, to greet 
‘bon dia, bon tardi (good morning, good afternoon)”, “I can practice my 
religion freely” and “the islands multicultural richness broadens 
perspective”. One of the most humorous explanations of the ‘born and 
raised’ factor in relation to the Curaçaoan identity was of a Jewish 
participant in the older age range, “my lumbrishi (umbilical cord) may 
not be buried here, since I was born in Panama, but for sure it must have 
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followed me all the way to Curaçao”. The participant used this phrase to 
explain his intense love and commitment for Curaçao.  
All the groups to some degree expressed their commitment as 
‘Curaçaoan’ or as a citizen of Curaçao, or attached a behavioral aspect 
to the label: “I have a responsibility to give back to the island”, “to be 
Curaçaoan means to be part of the community, its culture, norms and 
values”, “it fills me with pride to be able to work for my country, to 
contribute to the community”, being Curaçaoan means to speak 
Papiamentu”, “to work for the progress of the island” and “I have 
promoted my island everywhere that I have been”.  
Participants of Dutch and Jewish descent emphasized the centuries’ old 
existence of their ancestors on Curaçao and acknowledged with pride 
the history of their families on the island, as a way to reinforce their 
identity as Curaçaoans and as a way to oppose the tendency of a group 
of blacks to claim that they are the real Curaçaoans.  
The participants at times combined a broad array of factors in one label: 
e.g., the ‘Multinational Human Being’ label was used by a female 
participant in her late fifties, from a Curaçaoan mother and Dominican 
father. She explained the label by saying, “I was born in Aruba, raised 
in Curaçao, in Banda Abou (Western part) and Van Engelen (upscale 
neighborhood), with so many cultures around me, I myself have so 
many cultures in me, I married a British Caribbean Indian, and I can 
adapt to all these cultures. Before all these cultures I am a human being 
and I wanted to emphasize that aspect”. She combined place of birth, 
country of upbringing, multicultural awareness, philosophical outlook 
on life, and personal experiences to identify herself ethnically. 
 
Bi-Ethnic self-identification patterns were salient among the Hispanic, 
Jewish, Aruban, Windward Islands, Portuguese and ‘Other’ (Europeans, 
Indo-Dutch and Haitians) groups. The bi-ethnic labels were explained in 
two different ways: 1) as a dichotomized identity in which the 
characteristics of both identities were expressed separately, e.g., “I am 
40 % Curaçaoan and 60 % Aruban, I love Curaçao, I identify with life 
here, here is where I want to live, but I have a lot of feelings for Aruba 
cultivated by the Aruban family and my father’s love and patriotism for 
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Aruba”, “I am born Curaçaoan with Windward Island roots; and 2) as 
one identity, in which the ethnic label was presented as an integrated 
whole, “to be Curaçaoan is a source of pride, Curaçao gave us (Jews) 
the opportunity to grow and to be what we are today”. Most of the 
Jewish and Hispanic participants tended to adopt a ‘two in one 
identity’, an integrated whole. Most, if not all of the subjects of 
Hispanic descent, associated the Curaçaoan part of their identity 
interwoven with their familial cultural heritage. Bi-ethnic self-
identification among the sample of the Jewish group stood out by the 
equally strong inborn identification labels adhered to being Curaçaoan 
and Jew, e.g. “I am Curaçaoan, but I also feel my Jewish religion 
strongly”.  
The Portuguese descendants honored their Portuguese roots as a 
complementary factor to the ethnic label, Curaçaoan. A male 
interviewee in the older age range, born in Madeira but raised in 
Curaçao, who identified himself as a ‘Curaçaoan citizen with 
Portuguese roots’, explained, “I cannot say that I am Curaçaoan, 
because I do not have Curaçaoan blood, but for sure I feel like a Yu di 
Korsou, I love and feel for this island and I identify with the culture and 
the happiness of its people”.  
Some other examples of bi-ethnic labeling are: “Curaçaoan-German, it 
varies, I feel Curaçaoan”. A young female born from an Aruban mother 
and Curaçaoan father, who identified herself as Curaçaoan-Aruban, 
spoke lovingly of her Aruban mother who instilled in her the love for 
Aruba. 
  
Patriotic ethnic feelings transmitted by Aruban predecessors constituted 
a key factor in the Aruban descendants and revealed the sentiments of 
pride for the Aruban nation. The reports of the Aruban descendants 
reflect the historic sentiments of pride of their ancestors for their 
country of origin. While the Arubans passed their patriotic feelings for 
Aruba to their successors, the Hispanics consciously canalized these 
feelings in their inheritors towards Curaçao, as is for example the case 
with a senior male who said, ‘my father taught me the importance of 
nationalism, patriotism and the recognition of one’s own ethnic 
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identity’. As a matter of fact several Hispanic and Aruban descendants 
referred to the patriotic inclination of their ancestors. 
A few subjects showed their approval for the growing feelings of 
patriotism on the island and the resilience of the people to keep the 
culture and the native language alive. Actually, the love and devotion 
for Curaçao was immense across all sample groups.  
Several of the males of Arab descent in all age ranges expressed an 
innate political disposition, inculcated by their fathers. They were very 
resolute in their views on the political structure of the island and the 
importance of proper formation of the people to carry the 
responsibilities of the Nation. This disposition partly explains the key 
positions held by Arab descendants in the government. 
Religion played a determining role in the Jewish and Indian ethnic self-
identification patterns. Members of both groups referred in the 
explanation of their ethnic labels to their religious tradition reaffirming 
the statement of Durkheim that “religion can never be divorced from its 
social nexus”, in the sense that religious life reinforces the identity as 
part of a community with common beliefs and thus provides guidelines 
for daily living. The latter is illustrated by the statement of a young 
Indian man, who associated the Indian philosophical outlook which his 
parents instilled in him with his identity, to be Indian meant to him “to 
be virtuous, mentally skillful, physically fit and spiritually balanced”. 
Another young Indian woman identified herself as, “I am a Yu di 
Korsou, but very much a Hindu also”. A senior male said, ‘my norms 
and values I got from Judaism’.   
The Jewish and Indian (India) descendants have in common that their 
ancestors had to flee their countries of origin because of religion (see 
section 3.8 on Indian Ancestry). Religion, constitutes as such not only a 
spiritual source, but represents a binding social factor for the respective 
communities. Their centuries old civilizations and traditions represent a 
source of pride and unifying factor as well. Both groups consider 
Curaçao as their nation, but while Curaçao forms an inherent part of the 
ethnic label of most of the members of the Jewish descendants, for most 
of the Indian descendents this is yet not the case.   
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Differences between the Catholic and Protestant ways were brought 
forth in the upbringing of a female participant in the middle age group, 
who was raised in an interfaith marriage. She spoke about the more 
lenient Catholic socializing ways versus the more rigid Protestant 
approach. Her mother who was Catholic permitted her to befriend 
people of various classes, ethnic and racial backgrounds, but only before 
marriage. Sure enough the marriage issue had a more racial character, 
but nonetheless illustrates historic traces along the religious, race and 
class line. 
It must be noted however, that in general, besides marriage, religion at 
the present does not form a barrier for close interrelations. Several 
Jewish participants mentioned to have had or still have best friends who 
are Catholic or Protestant and many Jewish descendants married outside 
of their religion.  
Two male Indians (India) in the younger age range mentioned to have 
married non Indians and non Hindus.       
 
With regards to ethnic self-identification and socialization patterns, the 
reports show that the Indian (India) group predominantly used a mono-
ethnic label which was ‘Indian’, e.g., “I am 100% Indian”, “I identify 
with the Indian culture and traditions”, “I follow principles of my Indian 
culture”, but as mentioned before recognized Curaçao, ‘a multicultural 
setting’ as their motherland. In India they are denoted as NRI non 
residential Indians. The Indian descent sample was made up mainly of 
young adults in the age range 18-35, who recognized the strong norms, 
values and traditions imparted by their parents, while realizing early 
acculturation signs by comparing themselves with ‘newly arrived 
Indians’. Ethnic self-identification patterns among this group affirmed 
the theories of acculturation within a pluralistic society that ethnic 
identity is likely to be strong when there is a strong desire to retain the 
identity when a country encourages and accepts pluralism (Phinney, 
Horenczyck, Liebkind and Veddar, 2001). The latter is illustrated by the 
following statement of a participant, “the perfect part of Curaçao is that 
we are all the same (referring to the Curaçaoan population of 
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immigrants), and I may identify myself as Indian and be as Indian as I 
want to be, but at the end of the day I am still also a Yu di Korsou”. 
 
Ethnic labeling tended to shift throughout the interviews back and forth 
from mono-ethnic to bi-ethnic to multi-ethnic labeling, depending on 
what particular characteristic(s) the participants wanted to emphasize. 
The dynamic and flexible nature of ethnic self-identification could be 
observed in the fact that a mono label could be backed up by bi-cultural 
and mono-cultural perceptions. This was the case e.g. of a second 
generation female of Dutch descent, who applied the mono label 
‘Dutch’. She explained “I have a Dutch nationality, upbringing and 
roots, but I also have the influence from here (multicultural setting); I 
feel that I belong here, not in Holland”. 
For example, a male Indo-Dutch descendant in the middle age range 
said to adopt the Dutch Antillean label in The Netherlands (reaffirming 
his feelings of being a different Dutch), whereas anywhere else he 
would identify as Dutch (because of the inherent status). A young 
female Haitian, who early in the interview identified as ‘Haitian’ said 
that abroad she would add ‘living in Curaçao’, since that would give her 
a ‘status’.  
A clear example of ethnic self-identification and strategic labeling 
which stood out was a case concerning a young female participant of the 
Dutch Windward Island descent. With a big smile on her face, she right 
away said, “my identity will shift according to where I am; right now I 
am a ‘Krioyo’ Curaçaoan (a typical Curaçaoan). The shift in labeling 
indicates a strategic and flexible use of ethnic self-identification and 
confirms the observation of Hutnik (1986), that ethnic labeling may 
vary from mono-ethnic to multi-ethnic self-identification and that the 
flexibility of ethnic self-identification should be viewed in the light of 
stereotypes that the individual accommodates relative to the majority 
group and the ethnic minority group. For example, a male Arab 
descendant, who was born in Lebanon, would strategically identify 
himself as ‘Curaçaoan-Lebanese’, emphasizing his Curaçaoan identity, 
because of the negativism towards Arabs after the tragic event of ‘9-11’. 
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Almost all the groups (with the exception of the Indian and some of the 
‘Other’ group) predominantly identified abroad as ‘Curaçaoan’ and 
complemented the label with feelings of love and pride for their 
country.  
Ethnic self-identification was confusing for several participants to the 
study. This was the case for example of a young female participant born 
in Colombia, from a Curaçaoan mother and Colombian father. She 
found that she lacked a sense of belonging, as she could not identify 
fully with ‘one country, a hymn and a flag’. She identified with 
Curaçao, the place where she was raised and has received schooling, but 
felt for Colombia where she was born. Another female’s confusion was 
related to the veracity of her ethnic identity, since she identified as 
Curaçaoan, but did not identify with every aspect of the Curaçaoan 
culture.  
Being an Indian woman represented conflicting feelings with regards to 
the role as a woman in the Western world and work circumstances. 
According to the accounts, feelings, norms, values and submissiveness 
as an Indian woman, interfered with being a competent female 
professional. Two young adult Indian females expressed difficulties 
finding a balance between their Indian upbringing and the norms and 
values of the broader society.  
Several participants, mostly from the British Caribbean and Portuguese 
group, in the middle age range, obtained the Dutch nationality until their 
adulthood, according to a decree that stated that they were to get the 
nationality of their fathers, in spite of the fact of being born and raised 
on the island. The decree was cancelled in the 1980s. A female 
Portuguese had serious problems identifying herself ethnically; she felt 
anger and frustration and inhibited to identify herself as Curaçaoan. She 
explained that feeling-wise she was Curaçaoan, but rationally she was 
Dutch, as having been born on Dutch territory she considered it her birth 
right to have a Dutch identity, which for long she has been deprived of. 
Race, physical appearance and having been brought up with interracial 
parents constituted key reasons for confusion in relation to ethnic self-
identification within the Mulatto group, “It has been a search for 
belonging”, “I have always looked for a way to identify myself”. These 
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cases illustrate that the subjective identity conflict will have as much 
force in determining ethnic identity as will the external force of 
ascription exercised by the society (De Vos and Romanucci-Ross, 
1975).  
Ethnic self-identification and personal factors went hand in hand. A 
young man from Chinese descent, whose father was absent during his 
pre teen years, never identified himself as Chinese until his adolescent 
years in college when others referred to him as Asian. Now, as a young 
adult, and after having reconciled with his father, he identifies himself 
with his Chinese heritage. A male participant in the middle age range of 
Dutch descent who was grieving the death of his uncle, the last family 
member of his father’s generation, referred to the relative aspect of life 
in relation to the multicultural setting of the island. He rather recurred to 
a philosophical outlook on life where the importance was laid on the 
development of humankind. A young female participant whose mother 
is a black British Caribbean and whose father is Dutch, regretted not 
having been brought up with her father since her parents separated when 
she was small. She commented that she could not identify as Dutch, as 
she did not look Dutch and did not know her father until her adolescent 
years.  

6.3 Ethnic Awareness 

The parental upbringing and the fact that the subjects were born and 
raised in multicultural Curaçao were considered the key factors in the 
ethnic identity formation of the participants. The daily interaction with 
diverse cultures and the inter-flow of influences in one’s formation were 
beautifully explained through the account of a senior male, who made a 
remark on the illegal status of a Haitian migrant worker. The senior’s 
perception was changed by the response of the Haitian, ‘The greatest 
respect one can give to a country, is to be part of it by working’. 
Members of all the groups to various degrees expressed that the familial 
circle, the fact of growing up in an ethnically diverse neighborhood and 
going to school with children from various races and ethnic 
backgrounds, gave them the knowledge as a child of the existence of 
different kinds of people that live in Curaçao. An Indian female (young 
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adult) accurately said: “you go to school, with your friends, then you 
come back home within your own Indian environment. The culture at 
home is Indian, but you socialize with everybody else outside”. The 
subjects related that the various snacks taken to school such as, arepas 
(Hispanic corn bread), Johnny cakes (British Caribbean/Windward 
Island) and bread with sugar coated anise seeds (Dutch ‘muisjes’) has 
increased their notion of the various groups. The diverse broader 
community and different languages constituted the heartfelt child 
experiences of most of the participants. Some observed:  “I did not see 
color or group, only play”. Many subjects of most of the groups related 
that in their childhood they did not know different, “I always saw 
myself as one of the island”. The Indian descendants, for example, who 
predominantly identified as Indians, realized their multicultural 
upbringing when recounting about their youth.  
The fact that the groups have attended Catholic, Protestant or Public 
schools, were mentioned as significant ethnic elements, which confirms 
the findings of Tucker and others (1978) in relation to the heightening 
of ethnic awareness in a diverse ethnic context.  
The participants across the groups displayed overall a high level of 
ethnic awareness broadened not only by the multicultural society in 
which they were brought up, but also by their multi-ethnic ancestral 
backgrounds. The groups have intermixed to the degree that they 
reflected a certain margin of ‘ethnic comfort’. This comfort zone was 
very salient among both the ‘old’ and ‘new’ Hispanic descendants 
whose heritage constitutes an integral part of the Curaçao society since 
its early beginnings. A senior male said ‘everybody would help out and 
understand my mother with her broken Papiamentu’. Most Hispanic and 
Curaçaoan ethnic identifiers, such as Roman Catholic religion, 
language, music, food, family norms and values are intimately shared 
aspects. The protectiveness of the girls, the expression of emotions 
through music and the extended family bonds are all recognizable 
features in the broader Curaçaoan society. A person may not know 
Spanish perfectly, but can still follow the soaps on television, sing along 
with the ‘Ranchera’ at a surprise party, or a love ballad heard on the 
radio. The ‘old Curaçaoan Dutch’ descendants are aware of their broad 
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mix of ethnic background and their even so extensive cultural affinities, 
be it Dutch, Hispanic, or others. The awareness of being Curaçaoan, 
Curaçaoan-Jew was something that came natural to the Jewish 
descendants. Their gratefulness to the Dutch Kingdom and the island of 
Curaçao for having received their ancestors was passed from one 
generation to another. The latter is an inherited part of being Curaçaoan 
Jew which is evidenced by the weekly prayers to give grace for their 
existence on the island. The Bonairean descendants are that mixed with 
Curaçaoans as the demographic data attest that being Curaçaoan and 
having Bonairean family is characteristic of the Curaçaoan identity. The 
Surinamese descendants were facilitated to make it on the social 
economic ladder due to their dominance of the Dutch language, 
knowledge of Papiamentu and an overall zeal for development. Being 
Curaçaoan connoted among the British Caribbean descendants the 
awareness of working hard to progress in life. As the Arab descendants 
were brought up between and among Curaçaoans of all standings and in 
addition mixed into the broader Curaçao society, they displayed a 
profound sense of co-living and understanding of the Curaçao society, 
Roman Catholics and Muslims. Being Curaçaoan meant to them ‘being 
involved’. The Chinese descendants integrated silently. The early male 
settlers married Curaçaoan women and most never went back to their 
country. The Chinese descendants are denominated ‘Overseas Chinese 
in China’. The Chinese father figure who instilled values of work and 
discipline was often mentioned among the participants. The Chinese 
language was given up for Papiamentu in order for the offspring to 
overcome social barriers and to fit into the community. A female 
participant recounted that her father did not teach them Chinese to avoid 
that children would tease them. The Chinese descendants do not know 
different than to be truly Curaçaoans. The Chinese restaurants, groceries 
with the Chinese prunes and firework are part of the Curaçaoan culture. 
Ethnic awareness among Portuguese descendants were shaped by the 
upbringing in a mainly closed Portuguese worker’s social class 
community. Social mobilization to higher socio-economic levels was 
attained through hard work and discipline. The initial social integration 
took place at a slow rate with a more rapid pace in the last decades. The 
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Haitian descendants broadened their ethnic awareness through the 
multicultural setting, while maintaining the attitude to make use of life’s 
opportunities in order to progress. Participants of all the ‘groups’ of all 
races alike referred to the black Curaçaoan descendants at some point 
during the interview. A senior male of Hispanic descent had the 
remembrance of his childhood that the black Curaçaoan children kept 
themselves separated from the children of the migrant groups. A male of 
Windward Island descent mentioned that an English speaking elder 
would take it up for English children against black Curaçaoan children. 
A young black male of British Caribbean descent thought that the black 
young people of the neighborhood were taking their self-development 
lightly. A young Indian male compared the work attitude of the loyal 
Curaçaoan employees who grew with the family’s company, with that 
of the young workers. He found the latter to lack in work behavioral 
attitude. The black Curaçaoan participants were aware of their multi-
ethnic environment of upbringing and identified with that. Several 
subjects in the Windward Island group (who used a bi-ethnic label) 
brought to mind that within the familial circle they were brought up 
with a strong Windward Island influence, with the English language 
and the British Caribbean culture. The influence of the familial 
upbringing and its various connotations were strongly felt in the 
responses of the participants and the ways in which they identified 
themselves. It was remarkable that several of these participants 
expressed feelings of resentment for the hardships that their parents had 
to go through to give them a better future and also because of the fact 
that their parents would remind them that they were immigrants. In one 
case a parent even impressed the thought over and over “remember you 
are not a Curaçaoan”. That participant identified as Antillean Caribbean 
(see section 5.8 on Windward Island descendants).  
It is interesting to note that descendants with Aruban and the Windward 
Island ancestries mostly identified themselves bi-ethnically. Both 
islands Aruba and Saint Martin have cherished rivalry sentiments with 
regards to their position within the governmental constellation, which 
probably influenced the ethnic identity patterns of their descendants 
living in Curaçao. While the Aruban descendants expressed their bi-
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ethnic label mostly positively, several Windward Island descendants 
conveyed negative feelings in relation to their ethnic experience. The 
differences between the two groups may be partly due to their entrance 
status within the Curaçaoan society which was in line with the interplay 
of racial/class perceptions. However, many of the British Caribbean 
descendants whose living conditions in Curaçao were similar to that of 
the Windward Islanders, perceived the ‘English circle’ as an integral 
part of being Curaçaoan.  
 
Race was a recurrent issue in the upbringing of most of the samples, but 
was experienced differently among the groups and was more salient 
among descendants in the middle and late adulthood of all groups. 
Although race relations may have changed for the better in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, the incorporated patterns of racial 
dynamics, continued at unconscious and conscious levels as the 
responses of the participants denote. Ethnic awareness was subject to 
racial awareness.  In spite of being aware of the various ethnic groups, 
racial awareness seems to be more salient. Two young female 
participants, of Surinamese and Windward island descent expressed the 
thought that the researcher was not a Curaçaoan, because of her ‘fair 
skin’, ‘the way she talks’ and the ‘fact that a majority of Curaçaoans are 
dark skinned’. A few participants also experienced the stereotype of the 
Curaçaoan as black when being abroad. 
Racial attitudes and awareness were cultivated and mostly heightened in 
schools and familial circles. Many of the Dutch descendants, especially 
of the middle and older age ranges were brought up with rules imparted 
by the family which emphasized the differentiation between house, 
school and work friends according to class and race. Friends who all 
used to play with many of the white subjects in the older age ranges at 
school or in the streets were not allowed to come to their house. Often 
the black yaya (nanny) was the one who reinforced the rules. Older 
participants even remembered that black people had to enter via the 
backdoor. What lied at the heart of many females of African descent in 
the middle and late adulthood, among all sample groups, was that at 
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school they were the best friends with white children, but at birthdays or 
outside of the schools, these contacts were cut off.  
Among the younger age group of the Dutch descent the perceptions 
were different, but then again they were of the second generation of 
‘new’ Dutch arrivals. A young Jewish female participant brought forth 
that to be Jewish set her apart from other White Curaçaoans, since “I am 
not into racial issues”, denoting that racial attitudes may be still vibrant 
among white adolescents. A second generation Dutch participant in the 
younger age range, whose partner is a black Curaçaoan, perceives the 
white Curaçaoan to have a superior attitude towards Blacks. The fact 
that she was raised in a village and has interacted with black children 
and in addition has a black partner raised her ethnic and racial 
awareness. Being emotionally involved adds an additional dimension to 
ethnic awareness. 
Almost all the participants in all age ranges in the Mulatto group 
expressed that in the family circle, they have been brought up with the 
notion of skin color and type of hair, following a similar trend as 
observed in traces of their ancestors (see section 3.6). The Mulatto 
group presented actually as the group with the most controversial racial 
perceptions, which finds its origin in the historic social- economic color 
ladder. According to the accounts of the participants, the high sensitivity 
and feelings of ambivalence in relation to race have generated a lot of 
tensions in the close and broader Mulatto family circles. While racial 
issues (grades of skin color, favoritism, hair type, racial alienation) were 
expressed as a very strong discriminating aspect in the close Mulatto 
family circle, in the white circles it was brought forth as rules that the 
subjects had to attain to. For example, a female participant of Dutch 
descent in her sixties observed ‘you knew what you could and could not 
do, but you did not discriminate’. A Jewish participant in her late 
adulthood, respectively commented that she was not allowed to speak of 
‘e mucha pretu’ (the black child), since that was considered a lack of 
respect and that she was brought up with the notion that everybody was 
the same. Both ladies emphasized the sense of respect towards other 
races as a key element in their upbringing. But like the previously 
mentioned case of a Dutch participant in the middle age range, they too 
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observed that when it came to marriage their parents would have 
opposed them marrying a black person.  
 
Schooling was reported by the participants as the most common 
situation where racial discrimination and unfair treatment was 
experienced. The multiple projections of ill-fated racial beliefs by 
people in their daily lives onto their surroundings and others constitute 
the most aggravating part in a mainly mixed racial society, as is 
Curaçao. Children are the most vulnerable since attitudes towards own 
and other groups develop quite early in children (Abboud & Skerry, 
1984). The latter accentuates the crucial role of authority figures, such 
as parents and teachers. Several of the participants of African descent 
commented that they were aware of being black because others, mainly 
within the school setting would let them know that they are black. The 
memories of school, Dutch language, Roman Catholic frères and nuns 
and denigrating racial experiences were all interrelated and had the 
common denomination of being black (see Chapter 5 on Descendants). 
Many of the participants across the groups remembered that black 
children had to sit separated from the lighter skinned, who spoke better 
Dutch. Subjects of the older age ranges (middle and late adulthood) of 
many groups remembered being cut short in their expressions and being 
put down by Dutch, Black and Mulatto authority figures, while a few of 
the younger age range mentioned being discriminated by black children 
themselves. A male (ex) head teacher of Arab descent in his sixties told 
of a black girl at his school, who used to cry her heart out because of 
being teased by blacks for her blackness, until he helped her gain 
awareness that the skin color does not determine who you are. A young 
woman in her early thirties lucidly remembered how a black child in a 
denigrating way called her Tula (name of a slave) and that she felt ugly. 
Tula was a heroic slave, who lost his life, fighting for the freedom of 
enslaved Africans and their descendants. Theoretically the occurrence 
should have engendered pride, but the ignorance of both children by not 
knowing who Tula was and what he stood for and the low self-esteem of 
‘being black’ caused hurtful name calling and bad feelings. The 
occurrence also emphasizes the lack of having received education of 
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one’s own history (Mijts, 2006). As a matter of fact, many participants 
across the groups pointed to lack of history and knowledge of the island 
at school, ‘the Curaçaoan ignores his/her cultural inheritance’. A male 
in the middle age range added to the thought ‘we lack an identity as 
Curaçaoan, who we are as a nation’. He condemned the fact that 
education lacked the formation ‘of our own historical background’.  
Participants of Surinamese and Arab descent of the middle and late 
adulthood mentioned favoritism of white and Dutch speaking children 
over colored children, such as getting entrance into HAVO, which is a 
more advanced stream within the high school system. Those of 
Surinamese descent usually have Dutch as their mother tongue and the 
Arabs who mingled with other whites have as such a point of 
comparison between them and the Dutch and the other whites in terms 
of favoritism. A senior female of Surinamese descent accurately 
described the interplay of knowledge, attitudes and behavior in relation 
to language, race and ethnicity.  She observed that because of 
dominance of the Dutch language, those of Surinamese descent had 
more drive, while Curaçaoans were more laid back. The Curaçaoan-
Surinamese disposed of more general knowledge to communicate about 
diverse topics. She also found that the Curaçaoan-Surinamese were 
more fluent than the Curaçaoans in their verbal expression and that still 
today Curaçaoan children are very self-conscious in expressing 
themselves verbally and related this to the education in Dutch. She 
noted that the other side of the coin was that the Surinamese often 
displayed an insolent behavior and that many times they act like they 
know better. Respectively, a senior male of Hispanic descent mentioned 
that the Surinamese descendants had a ‘drive’, because of their 
proficiency in Dutch. 
As a matter of fact, language and multilingualism were presented by 
members of all sample groups as variables that are intensely related to 
the four components of ethnic identity, being ethnic self-identification, 
ethnic awareness, ethnic feelings and behaviors.  
Many participants of the various groups in all age ranges associated 
Papiamentu as a key factor in being Curaçaoan and parallel expressed 
their multilingual interaction whether at home, work or social events. A 
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female of Surinamese descent observed that in her teen years she 
became aware that part of being Curaçaoan is to know Papiamentu. A 
senior female highlighted the inherent diverse richness of Papiamentu 
and how as the nation’s language it truly represents the variety of the 
island’s people. Several participants mentioned the dichotomous 
language experience of Papiamentu-Dutch, in Papiamentu speaking 
households and the strategic choice of the parents to adopt the Dutch 
language at home, as a way to guarantee positive school performance 
for their children and in some cases even to avoid the hardships that 
they themselves went through. 
Especially the middle and late adulthood participants, of Hispanic, 
Mulatto and Black descent brought up painful memories of their youth 
in relation to education, the Dutch language and Dutch authority figures. 
Huender (1993) in her study about the Curaçaoan community found that 
schools were accomplice in creating an image of the ‘black as dumb and 
dirty and white as smart and good’.  
 
Teasing and name calling were reported by mostly all members of 
minority groups during their school years. It was at school or in the 
neighborhood that most of the minority groups experienced name 
calling. A female subject in her early forties of Arab descent recalled 
that she was called ‘makamba’ because she was born in Holland and 
spoke Dutch. She found this ‘hurtful’ as in her perception she belonged 
here. A female Mulatto recounted that she was called ‘makamba pretu’, 
because she was more fluent in Dutch than Papiamentu. Many of the 
Chinese, ‘English speaking’ descendants, Haitians and Portuguese 
descendants expressed having felt uncomfortable in their childhood, 
because of teasing in relation with their physical features, the way they 
dressed, combed their hair and accent. A senior male of Chinese descent 
related that when he realized that children from other ethnic groups 
were also called names, he felt better. Arab descendants also recounted 
about name calling by black children, but took it up lighter. They 
remembered picking up a fight and moments later they were friends 
again. According to the accounts of Chinese and Haitian descendants in 
the younger age range, name calling is still taking place in schools and 
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neighborhoods and mainly by black children. These data corresponded 
with the findings of the ‘Ethnic Diversity Survey’ (2003) on visible 
minorities, especially recent first generations, who were more likely to 
feel uncomfortable or out of place, because of their ethnicity, culture, 
race, skin color, language, accent or religion.  
The high level of ethnic and racial discrimination that Portuguese 
descendants experienced in their youth from black Curaçaoan children 
stood out (see section 5.14 on Portuguese Descendants), since it 
concerns a white group in a white biased society. The origin may be 
partly sought in the fact that the Portuguese did work that the locals 
despised and considered beneath their standard. Their entrance status 
was generally as unskilled workers and lower social class citizens (see 
section 3.8 on Portuguese Ancestry). However, the fact in itself does not 
justify the action. The aversion towards ‘hard’ work transmitted through 
generations induced by slavery and mixed with feelings of inferiority, 
constitute the underlying factors for the hurtful name calling. The fact 
that the name calling was done by children goes deeper than the simple 
action, as it implies the perpetuation of ‘chains of mental slavery’ 
(Akbar, 1996), transmitted by adults. Actually, many participants 
expressed their annoyance and disapproval of the name calling. A senior 
male explained it as the degradation of another in order to feel superior 
and thought it to have its roots in the white-black history of the island, 
in which blacks were denominated those of ‘triste color’ (sad color). 
Moreover, it was State colonial policies ‘to keep the distance between 
the whites and blacks, in order to ensure immense humiliation as ways 
to guarantee a stronger and more lasting ‘colonial constitution’ 
(Teenstra, 1863). Accordingly, a retired head teacher from Arab descent 
noted the importance of educating children on how to deal with racial 
discrimination to insure a sense of internal security (see chapter 5.11 on 
Arab Descendants).  
All group accounts indicate that in the Curaçaoan society, racial 
discrimination is far more salient than ethnic discrimination. However, 
the Portuguese group seems to be the most ethnically targeted group, 
not only by black children, but also by white adults. A female of 
Portuguese descent spoke of the tacit discrimination of white 
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Curaçaoans towards the Portuguese. She said to detect many times an 
attitude of superiority of the whites. There was the case of a senior 
female white Protestant descendant, who was reprimanded by her father 
for playing with a Portuguese girl on the school playgrounds.   
 
The subjects who were brought up in multi-ethnic neighborhoods, such 
as ‘Suffisant’ and surroundings, ‘Otrobanda’, or ‘Volksbond’, 
mentioned the characteristics of each group, the joy of playing with 
other children, the sharing and the inherent social control. An 
interviewee of African descent who was raised in a multi-ethnic 
environment commented ‘name it and we had it, Venezuelans, 
Surinamese, Dutch, Bonaireans, Arubans, Windward Islanders’. He 
recalled with a mix of pride and passion about the tight bond and 
moments of happiness and sadness everyone on the block shared and 
still share as adults. The socialization patterns within neighborhoods 
engendered inter-group relations as seen in the reports of the various 
groups. Several Arab subjects, males and females talked about their 
neighborhood of upbringing, where children played together, walked to 
church together, independent of race or ethnic group. An interviewee of 
Arab descent in the older age range remembered her happy, simple 
childhood, flying kites and counting cars passing by in the 
neighborhood with mainly black Curaçaoan children. As a matter of fact 
the Arabs were involved with all groups and at all levels. These 
individuals learned not only details about the various ethnic groups, but 
they also developed a disposition towards those groups (Milner, 1983). 
Especially the male subjects of most groups, ages and classes mentioned 
playing in the streets and having friends from all groups. In general, 
females tended to have a more protected upbringing. Both, Brusse 
(1882) in the nineteenth century and Sjak Shie in Heiligers (2001) in the 
middle of the twentieth century referred to the protective features of the 
Curaçaoan young women.  
The social clubs constituted an important ethnic determinant. Several 
participants of the older age range mentioned the social clubs as 
highlights of their ethnic experience, which was not the case in the 
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middle and younger age groups. These data correspond with what 
Santine (1999) denoted as ‘fallen monuments’. 
 
It is customary on the island after the completion of high school to go 
abroad, mostly to The Netherlands, U.S. or the Latin Caribbean region, 
to pursue higher studies. The experience of going abroad opened new 
horizons and participants of all the sample groups to some degree 
referred to this period of their lives as an important factor in the 
broadening of their ethnic and racial awareness, a heightening of their 
ethnic feelings and an adjustment of their behaviors, irrespective of the 
positive or negative sense of the experience. The experience in The 
Netherlands weighed so heavy for a few participants that they swore 
never to go back.  
Those who considered themselves as ‘just Curaçaoan’ without attaching 
race to it learned in The Netherlands or U.S. that they were black and 
were categorized as such, black Antillean. The Mulattos who perceived 
themselves as ‘white’ in Curaçao were classified in The Netherlands 
and the U.S. as Black (Caribbean). The Chinese and Indian descendants, 
due to their visual physical attributes were tagged as Asians. With 
regards to going abroad and the subsequent ethnic and racial 
categorization, a female participant in the older age range observed that 
unlike in the United States and elsewhere, Curaçao does not know the 
classification by ethnic group, such as Italian American, African 
American and so on. A young male of Indian descent said to have 
experienced the ethnic categorization at a University meeting in the U.S. 
as ‘odd’, since he has never experienced that in Curaçao. There were the 
‘Curaçaoans’ and the other groups and what remains at present is 
basically the memories of the classifications, since throughout the last 
two decades, as racial barriers lowered and groups intermingled, the 
‘mosaic multicultural’ composition of Curaçao described by Haviser 
(1997) naturally progressed to a ‘racial and ethnic medley’ at individual 
as well as at social levels (see chapter 5 qualitative reports). There may 
be areas (and schools) that are predominantly black (for example Banda 
Abou) or predominantly white (Mahaai), but mostly with a dash of 
white or black through it. The separate ethnic villages dissolved with the 
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closing of the Shell Company. Respectively, a young male of Dutch 
descent observed no longer being able to identify and being identified 
by family name, class and neighborhood. Several participants of the 
various groups brought forth the differences they notice between the old 
and the new waves of immigrants. Respectively, a senior female 
Mulatto observed, people were different then, they adopted and 
respected our language and culture, but that is no longer the case’. 
According to Vaughan (1987), newcomers induce changes in the social 
structures which produce shifting perceptions and the apparent 
incongruities in ethnic patterns. The differences tend to raise the ethnic 
awareness and were mentioned as point of comparison for the ones who 
acculturated and/ or assimilated. With a mix of mellowness and pride, a 
senior female of Chinese descent who identified herself as Curaçaoan, 
brought up memories of her father, and said, ‘before people used to 
make fun of the Chinese, but my father was one in a million, a Chinese 
whose appearance was always neat, with his shirts always buttoned up 
and his polished ‘Florscheim’ shoes, unlike the Chinese we see 
nowadays with their flip flops and half open shirts. He was elegant and 
at the same time very simple’. A few participants of Hispanic descent 
questioned the adaptability of the new waves of Hispanic on the island, 
who according to their perception have not integrated as well as they 
did. A few Indians noted the differences between them and the newly 
arrived Indians. A young male of Dutch descent observed that he could 
not find points of identification with Dutch newcomers. 

6.4 Ethnic Attitudes  

The childhood perception of ethnicity of the various groups showed that 
the cognitive and the affective components of a developing sense of 
ethnic identity went hand in hand. These perceptions tended to change 
during the teenage years, as friends and sports gained in importance, to 
change again in the young adult years with the personal development 
and the broadening of ethnic experiences. The teenage years that went 
parallel with going to high school with the conglomeration of 
Curaçaoans from different backgrounds, classes and races, meant not 
only an awareness of boundaries between one’s own ethnic group and 
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other groups, but also an increased knowledge about other ethnic 
groups. Many of the participants recounted that during the teenage years 
they adopted the Curaçaoan identity. The teenage years constituted the 
development stage during which many of the participants reported 
becoming aware of class and group differences as heterogeneous 
relations grew in importance. While some participants of the different 
groups told about their multicultural friends through whom they felt 
being part of a whole multicultural setting, others became more 
conscious of the learnt parental norms and values in relation for 
example to inter-ethnic and interfaith dating and marriage. The 
differences between groups, however, were more pronounced in the 
teenage years of the older participants than the younger ones. Although 
for a few participants of the Indian and Jewish descent group, these 
years were perceived as confusing, as they were trying to bridge their 
parental culture and the Curaçaoan culture due to strong group 
boundaries and intra group marriage. 
The most striking example of intergenerational change in ethnic and 
racial attitudes among the participants was the observations of a senior 
female of Dutch descent, who got confronted with her own racial 
attitudes during the interview. At the beginning of the interview she 
observed that she could not perceive inter racial marriages, because of 
the difference in cultures. Towards the end of the interview, she 
reflectively expressed, ‘things are different nowadays, things have 
changed, and I have seen that with my granddaughter’. The latter 
example is in line with the findings of Ramsey (1987) and Aboud and 
Skerry (1984) that ethnic attitudes become more integrated and 
differentiated with age, but are also subject to time and space (Cheyny 
and Tarulli (1998). 
Ethnic feelings were accentuated by a wide gamut of factors. The 
multiple groups, each group with its multi-faceted characteristics and 
each individual with his/her assorted identity, constitute the ever 
complex, controversial, contradictory and yet so humane Curaçaoan. 
Identification and disassociation with the described characteristics of the 
Curaçaoan was similar across the groups and went accompanied by ‘we, 
they, ours and theirs, and according to the level of affinity with each 
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aspect. Members of all the groups of all age ranges perceived the 
Curaçaoan in general to be friendly, and genuinely humane. A female 
participant whose mother is a Swiss and father a Curaçaoan Mulatto, 
compared the humane side of the Curaçaoan with that of the Europeans, 
and said ‘the fact that the Curaçaoans are so spiritually inclined 
accentuates even more that humane part in them’. Ellis Juliana referred 
to the spiritual disposition of the Curaçaoan in his poem “Corsow”; a 
few lines read, “cu ‘n ta come un funchi sin marc’ un krus den su cabes 
(who does not eat a cornmeal dish before making a cross on the 
forehead)…Maske con ricu bo bira, con sabí, con orgulloso, (no matter 
how rich smart or proud you become) Corsow, Corsow no lubidá bo 
religion” (Curaçao, Curaçao, do not forget your religion).  
The kind, warm and hospitable disposition of the Curaçaoan was found 
in the acceptance of others, independent of culture, race and faith. It is 
striking that the caring and hospitable disposition of the Curaçaoan is 
traceable to the islands’ first inhabitants, the Curaçaoan Native Indians 
(Arellano, 1987; Jean Remi Perrin in Brusse, 1882; Las Casas in 
Hartog, 1961).  
Participants of all the ‘groups’ embraced the existence of all races, 
religions, ethnicities and languages and considered them patrimony of 
the island of Curaçao. Most of the participants re-emphasized the multi-
cultural and multi-lingual aspects as the beauty of the island and the true 
characteristics of its inhabitants. A male subject stated, ‘the Curaçaoan 
identity is constituted, not only by a black majority or white minority, 
but also by all the other minorities of all color, creed and caste’. It is that 
attitude of acceptance that emanates a spirit of freedom which 
according to many participants enabled them to live their lives without 
restraints. People generally felt that their multicultural genetic 
background predisposed them to have affinity for various groups. The 
big majority of the participants of all the groups felt that ethnicity was 
not a barrier to have close relations with a person, since human values 
were considered far more important than ethnicity. Ultimately the norms 
and values of the person would determine a relationship. According to 
ethnic theories the inferences about the person’s disposition rather than 
his/her group membership, denote mature ethnic attitudes (Aboud & 
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Skerry, 1984). However, many also mentioned to feel more comfortable 
with Curaçaoans, in all their variety, since Curaçaoans understand and 
feel each other, ‘they know each other’.  
Several members of all groups brought forth that they felt great when a 
Curaçaoan excelled on the international front, which meant for them a 
source of pride. Almost all the groups mentioned the attainments of 
Andruw Jones (Curaçaoan major league baseball player) on the baseball 
field. Like him there are at the present more Curaçaoans in the major 
leagues in the U.S. It is remarkable that the first islanders, the Native 
Indians had a superb dexterity for ball games, especially in throwing 
technique with calabash (Castellanos in (Hartog 1961).  
The groups generally expressed an inner sense of loyalty for fellow 
Curaçaoans. There is this ‘highly calibrated’ sensitivity that Paula 
(1967) described among the black Curaçaoans, which throughout time 
expanded to all the groups on the island as the reports attest. A female 
of Arab descent who relates that in her job, unlike her Dutch colleagues 
she can feel and understand her clients, the white Italian descendant that 
turned down the suggestion of an employment agency in Holland to 
attach a photo to his curriculum vitae, in order for people to see that he 
is white and which would increase his job possibilities; an Arab 
descendant who felt the need to defend Curaçaoans against the 
prejudices of the Dutch; a Jewish descendant who got defensive because 
of the negative attitude of a Dutch professor against Antilleans, the 
young Indian female descendant who in her struggle to adapt to her 
work environment, felt backed up by her older colleagues and the 
Bonairean descendant that got defensive when the European-Dutch told 
silly jokes about Curaçaoans. A few subjects in the middle and older age 
range observed ‘it takes time for the Curaçaoans to give you their 
confidence, but once you pass that barrier they give you their loyalty’. 
Because of the identification as Curaçaoan, participants of all groups 
objected firmly the bad behavior of a group of Curaçaoans in The 
Netherlands. A senior female of Dutch descent said ‘we are not like 
that’. Respectively, another senior female of Chinese descent questioned 
her identity, ‘if I see the widespread irresponsible behaviors of many 
Curaçaoans I ask myself if I am indeed a Curaçaoan as I say that I am’. 
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In spite of the welcoming disposition towards newcomers, a few 
participants expressed concern towards the increased number of the 
Dutch on the island and referred to their occasional imposing attitude. 
Those participants who have experienced discrimination or passed 
through racially ambiguous situations in The Netherlands, tended to 
express attitudes of defiance, ‘enough is enough’, ‘I am now in my own 
country’. The expressed defiance is not directed towards the Dutch as 
such, but to what is felt or implied as any kind of imposition by the 
Dutch. A participant said, ‘that does not mean at all that I am anti 
Dutch’. The aversion was described by the subjects as ‘a feeling of 
injustice’, an ‘inner reaction to what ‘sounds simple but weighs heavy’, 
for example that ‘I knew Dutch topography better than that of Curaçao’.  
Members of the various groups showed their frustration with the 
governmental decisions favoring the establishment of Dutch enterprises 
on the seashore. A young male of Indian descent brought forth his 
worries on the fact that the Dutch are buying and occupying the 
coastline, which would lead to the centralization of one group on one 
spot and hence interfere with the ‘natural ethnic balance of the island’.  
The many centuries under the Dutch umbrella and the accompanying 
perceptions and sentiments were evident, in that all the groups, to some 
degree, in some way and at some point during the interviews, referred to 
the Dutch, Dutch language and their ways. Actually, participants across 
the groups acknowledged their Dutch nationality and Dutch passport. 
Many expressed keeping a warm heart for the Dutch, the Dutch 
ancestors, family and friends.  
 
All groups identified with the readiness of the Curaçaoan to speak 
various languages. The appreciation for Papiamentu and the multi-
linguistic character of the islanders were considered major ethnic 
determinants. Respectively a senior male of Indian (India) and 
Curaçaoan descent underlined the importance to preserve the 
multilingual character of the island, but with a clear recognition of 
Papiamentu as the native language. A senior male of Surinamese 
descent observed ‘we speak many languages, but non are spoken well’, 
which he thought was a shame. The attitude towards language expressed 
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itself in giving respect to Papiamentu as the local language parallel to 
safeguarding the diversity of languages. A senior male recognized and 
emphasized the ‘human’ aspect of the Curaçaoan reflected in the 
island’s native language Papiamentu. In Papiamentu you would say 
‘hende hòmber (human/ man), hende muhé (human/ woman) and hende 
di koló (human/ colored), denoting as such the human value before 
being man, woman or colored. Papiamentu was also observed to mirror 
the diverse richness of the island, since it contains Arowakan, Spanish, 
Portuguese, English, Dutch, French and African lingual influences and 
reason also why it lies at the heart of many. During the interview a 
female of Jewish descent realized that her children do not speak 
Papiamentu, which she regretted. Especially since her family has been 
prominent in advocating the language. The children speak English at 
home and at school. This is the case of many Jewish and Indian 
children, which is a shame, as these children in a way are being 
deprived of actively forming part of the society in which they live. It is 
the interchange of languages, cultures and human contact that from old 
times forms the richness of the island and that the majority of the 
participants took pride in.  
In relation to adaptability and language, a male subject in the older age 
range observed that our adaptability comes to the fore in for example a 
setting where a group of Curaçaoans are sitting in a conversation and a 
foreigner joins in and automatically the people would switch to his /her 
language. He added that at least his generation would do that but that he 
knew people that would not. People used to take pride in writing and in 
speaking the languages correctly. In addition, it was considered 
respectful in the company of a non Papiamentu speaking person to 
speak his/her language. The attitude to accommodate another person 
seemingly changed as the following case illustrates: A young female 
from British Caribbean descendant mentioned the presence of a Dutch 
fellow student in their group at the university and said that they 
continued speaking Papiamentu, ‘we prefer to speak our language’. The 
latter statement includes additional connotation to the simple preference 
of speaking Papiamentu. The young woman’s feelings of belonging 
were apparently reflected in the awareness of ‘Papiamentu is our 
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heritage’, which was strengthened by in-group solidarity and associated 
with the structural characteristics of the dominant society (Rosenthal 
and Hrynevich (1985).  
With regards to the role of the Dutch language, a young male of British 
Caribbean decent brought forth repetitive situations at a local university 
level, where Curaçaoan students would become self-conscious in the 
presence of Dutch students.  
 
The cultural expression such as raising the Curaçaoan flag, singing the 
hymn, the multicultural food events and carnival where ‘everybody’ 
joins in the celebration constituted for many strong ethnic enhancers and 
identifiers of their identity. A senior female of Mulatto descent 
mentioned in relation to multiculturalism and food the making of ayacas 
(Venezuelan corn pastry) at Christmas time and observed, ‘as 
Curaçaoan we know very well how to adopt things and give them a true 
Curaçaoan flavor’. The latter case indicates the malleability of the 
Curaçaoan culture. 
Many of the participants identified with the inherent sense of rhythm of 
the Curaçaoans, ‘a natural rhythm’, which facilitates the ability to dance 
to any music. Music has been an indispensable expression of cultural 
diversity on the island and traditionally has played an integrative role 
among the diverse groups. And as (Palm, 1978) noted music has blurred 
all ethnic and racial borders as the influences from Latin, Dutch, West-
European and African cultures have developed in ‘a couleur locale’ 
(local color). A young female of Aruban descent mentioned with respect 
to music and Carnival that she identified more with the Aruban calypso. 
A genre of music originally from the British Caribbean, which also once 
actively formed part of the Curaçaoan music.  The calypso and steel 
bands were replaced by the tumba in Carnival, and is hardly heard on 
the island, which is a pity, since historically the Curaçaoan music was 
enriched by the mix and match of diverse ethnic cultures. 
Many participants related to their ancestors’ diverse musical ways and 
gusto and showed their annoyance for the stereotyped cultural ideas. 
Across the groups a few participants mentioned their liking for classical 
music and especially a few of African descent made this a point to 
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contradict the perceptions of narrowing down the black Curaçaoan to 
‘tambú or tumba’. Many fiercely opposed ‘the stereotyping’ of the 
Curaçaoan, as ‘the one that is black and tightens a rope around their 
buds and dances tambú’. A senior female of Mulatto descent related that 
she enjoys a ‘good tambú’, but that as a child she was not allowed to 
dance it. As a matter of fact, the Catholic Church for a long time 
opposed the tambú music (Rosalia, 1997).  
Almost all participants got very involved with the ethnicity topic as the 
interview went on. As mentioned previously, they were very adamant in 
expressing their thoughts. The notion of freedom came clearly to the 
front. Participants of all groups at some point during the interview 
associated ‘the Curaçaoan’ with a ‘sense of freedom’, which was felt 
and expressed in many ways, freedom of: movement, speaking out your 
mind, standing up for your rights, professing your religion and living 
your culture. The Curaçaoan was described as the one that ‘you cannot 
put in categories’ because he/she ‘is one that has no color and comes in 
all shapes and forms’, alluding to the multicultural nature of the islands 
population as well as the general acceptance of races, cultures and faith. 
The relaxed, easy going and flexible way on the island complemented 
the ‘picture of freedom’. The capacity to live and let live was brought 
forth by all groups, which was illustrated by the example, ‘when people 
visiting the island, be it a prince or a well-known artist, could feel safe 
in the crowd, as the Curaçaoans will not bother them, they just want 
them to feel at home and are proud too that they are having a good 
time’. Marcha in Breukink (2005) denoted the latter as typifying of the 
Curaçaoan people. Respectively, a young Indian male observed ‘I feel 
blessed to live here and be as Indian as possible and as Curaçaoan as 
possible’. 
 
With the same breath that most of the participants of all groups brought 
forth their likes of the characteristics of the Curaçaoan people, they 
unleashed their frustration in relation to the surged discriminative 
attitudes of some black Curaçaoans towards Whites and towards Blacks 
themselves. There were sentiments of disgust for  discrimination against 
Whites. A female spoke of ‘reverse racism’ and showed her dislike for 
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having been discriminated because of her fair skin and blond hair. Many 
participants objected the perception that the Blacks are the Curaçaoans, 
‘we are not considered by them as Curaçaoans’. Others expressed their 
disapproval of the discrimination in general and found it ridiculous that 
blacks discriminate other blacks. A female subject in the younger age 
range cautiously related of a recent incident she had with a mixed race 
Curaçaoan, who told her insultingly to go back to her country; upon 
which she responded, ‘I am already in my country’. A few participants 
even expressed harshly, ‘they (referring to the black Curaçaoan) blame 
everybody for their misfortunes and then hide their incapacities behind 
the pain inflicted by the Dutch through colonialism and slavery’. With 
the same passion two participants in the younger age ranges one of Arab 
descent and the other of Dutch descent referred to the often ‘attitude of 
superiority’ displayed by the white Curaçaoan. The male of Arab 
descent observed, ‘the white Curaçaoans could be much more 
forthcoming in this respect, by lessening their tacit but still so tangible 
attitude of superiority’. A young female of Dutch descent found that the 
white Curaçaoans exhibit a superior attitude towards the blacks which 
was confirmed by two other females, of Portuguese and Jewish descent.  
 
The accounts of the participants indicate that the fruits of the racial 
seeds that were sown centuries after centuries are still being reaped and 
that indeed the past is a shaper of the present (Akbar, 1996).  
The dislikes, taken from all the groups, centered on attitudes that found 
their origin in slavery and were reinforced by the cycle of repetition. 
Almost all the groups spoke of the Black Curaҫaoan and pointed to: 
inferiority complex, work and associated behavioral attitudes such as 
low self-esteem, lack of: determination, responsibility, discipline, 
motivation, perseveration, drive, commitment, service-mindedness and 
identity. Actually, many participants spoke of a low level of self-esteem 
that reflects itself in a general lack of ability to take decisions 
independently and to set goals. ‘People tend to put much more attention 
on personal issues than on work goals’.  
The participants spoke of poor work attitudes and quality. Many 
disapproved of the lack of commitment with respect to work: a passive 
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attitude and ‘not complying with appointments’, ‘it irritates me that 
people do not tell you clearly yes or no or I do not know how to do it, 
instead there is a vague yes, but things do not get done’. The behavior of 
non commitment is the result of the cultivated self denying 
characteristics (Clemencia, 2004). Several participants associated the 
lack of commitment with the choice of many to live on ‘onderstand’ 
(welfare) while they are in their full capacity to work. A female senior 
interviewee thought that, ‘as a people we are lazy, without drive, we 
have been spoiled by ‘onderstand’ (welfare), but it is like a double 
edged knife, since we did not have to fight, work for our needs, we 
learned to depend’. The mental representation of work is equated with 
enslavement, and of freedom with avoiding work, hence the choice for 
social security.  
The information observed was given from intellectual and feeling 
perspectives: some participants explained the above to have its roots in 
the slave and colonial history of the island, while others explained the 
disliked characteristics according to personal feelings, ‘I hate the deep 
rooted inferiority complex, with all its consequences; I note it in myself, 
and it is like a self-fulfilling prophecy’.  
 
The enduring situations marked by “a Black head was not allowed to 
think” (Akbar, 1996), generated inadequate mental habits. Censuring of 
the reasoning ability was systematically reinforced by the State. The 
legal status that the slaves in the Dutch colonies obtained in 1828 meant 
that ‘the masters would assume a position of guardians with respect to 
‘fools’ (Menkman, 1953). One may wonder at this point, ‘past is past, 
why bring this up’, as a few participants themselves brought forth. In 
spite of the fact that the Catholic Church fought for education for all, the 
repression of the thinking capacity did not end after the ten generations 
of black Curaçaoans that lived in slavery. The learned pattern ‘not to 
think’ was carried on in the consecutive eight generations of Curaçaoan 
inhabitants, during the 147 years after the abolition of slavery. 
Curaçaoans were brought up with the imposed identity image of ‘white 
equals superior’ and ‘black equals inferior’, openly or covertly. Those 
working in the educational field (Blacks, Mulattos and Whites alike), in 
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their turn transmitted and acted out this burdensome inheritance on their 
students, as multiple accounts of the participants attest. Students were 
discouraged in all possible ways to pursue a career (like becoming a 
pilot), since the studies would be above their capacities and self 
expression was constantly cut short. There were racial and ethnic 
discrimination by teachers, such as ‘you have already a high school 
diploma, with that you can become President of Venezuela’. The 
petition of a black child who longed to play the role of angel with the 
Christmas celebration was turned down, for not having the ‘right’ hair 
and color (see chapter 5 on Descendants). That the latter example was 
not a separate case, is illustrated by the poem of Juliana entitled “Angel 
Pretu” (Black Angel) “Den scochi di su mama e mucha a puntra: 
Mamita tin Angel pretu? E único contesta cu e mama por a ‘nele ta: 
drumi mi yiu, drumi ketu” (A child on her mother’s lap asked: mother 
are there black angels? The only answer the mother could give her was: 
sleep my child, sleep tight).   
The reports indicate that thinking was discouraged, feelings were hurt 
and behaviors were canalized accordingly. The most targeted groups 
were, and still are the ones at the other side of the white ‘color -class 
line’.  
 
The participants mentioned attitudes that denoted mental poverty, 
difficulties accepting criticism and in addition an attitude of having 
rights and forgetting duties (see section 3.5 on African Ancestry). A few 
participants brought forth that the Curaçaoan often displays a ‘lack of 
education’ in spite of having received academic studies that expresses 
itself as a void in the social-emotional formation in comparison to the 
academic development. The latter was observed to reflect itself in an 
inadequacy in giving service.  
People observed a general idleness to look for information, ‘a low 
functioning educational level’ and a lack of interest to look for in depth 
knowledge. A female in the younger age range observed that people 
tended to accept things too easily whithout figuring out for themselves. 
Clemencia (2004) explained the avoiding characteristic as a way to 
survive the oppressive system and Tjin–Kon-Fat (1984) paraphrased the 
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‘avoiding’ nature of the Curaçaoan, ‘a way to be happy is to be 
ignorant’. Respectively, a participant observed, ‘they tend to talk 
without knowing, exhibit narrow-mindedness and have an excuse for 
everything’. An older male interviewee observed ‘the Curaçaoan 
invented excuse’. A young male thought that ‘Curaçao people are smart 
but ignorant’ in the sense that they do not look for the ‘why’ behind 
things and that Curaçaoans sub-consciously do not bother to learn more. 
A young woman of Haitian descent could not comprehend that many 
times Curaçaoans ‘tend to take education for granted, while in Haiti 
only those who can pay receive proper education’.  
A male participant in the older age range pointed to the lack of 
‘entrepreneurial insight’, he said, ‘a Dutchman comes and starts a 
business and then we copy’. The dependant nature born of the master–
slave relation forms one of the barriers to generate independent 
businesses and to assume the responsibility to manage it successfully. 
Two male subjects in the middle age range explained ‘something is 
good when it is imported or seen in Holland or the U.S. or somewhere 
else and not because of what it stands for’. A senior male interviewee 
spoke of a lack of identity and conviction, which he explained as the 
absence of loyalty towards own beliefs. He thought that the Curaçaoan 
was too easily persuaded by others, especially by the Dutch and lacked 
confidence to stand behind their own principles. Others explained that 
Curaçao people do not accept orders from another Curaçaoan, but would 
accept them from the Dutch. The attitude towards the Dutch was 
explained by a participant as ‘a double standard’, the attitude of 
submissiveness towards the Dutch on the one hand and on the other 
hand an attitude of rejection of the Dutch, which affirms what Paula 
(1967) denoted as ‘disrespect and lack of confidence for members of 
own congeners’. These attitudes sprout forth from the belief that ‘a 
black head may not think’. Orders from the white master had to be 
accepted and acted upon, hence the tendency to rather take instructions 
from the Dutch than from a fellowman or –woman. An attitude that was 
further enhanced by the Dutch oriented schooling system, ‘what is 
Dutch is good, the Dutch knows and being smart means to know 
Dutch’. A senior male made clear, ‘it is the lack of that margin of self-
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esteem, to know that what the other says or does may be true, may be 
good, but what I say and do is equally good or better’; ‘why should I 
give up my ideas for yours’, he added, ‘perhaps since childhood they 
have been instilled with the thought that the Dutch is top of the line’.  
Several participants found that the cultivated ‘dependant and unreliable 
attitude’ mentioned in earlier sections, reflects itself also in politics. 
They showed their disapproval for what they called the ‘ostentatious 
display’ of politics, ‘the tendency to fight each other and not assuming a 
clear position’, which in essence denotes a lack of social cohesion, 
which according to Akbar (1996) finds its origin in the colonial ‘rule 
and divide’ policy. Some observations were ‘we don’t know how to put 
our differences aside to unite for a common cause and for the benefit of 
the country’. The participants spoke of the ‘opportunistic attitude of 
politicians’ and emphasized their concern for the overall lack of union. 
They added, ‘the Curaçaoans think of individual benefits and not of 
collective benefits’; and that this attitude reflects itself at all levels, but 
especially at the political level. ‘Politicians do not welcome ideas of 
other Curaçaoans and prefer the ideas of others, such as of the Dutch’. A 
male in the middle age range observed that ‘there is a lack of 
consciousness among politicians about what we want and need for our 
country’. A female in the middle age range observed, ‘we lack a hands 
on attitude, we are afraid of challenges; if we stand in front of a huge 
block we will discuss forever how to move on, without actually moving 
on’. Respectively, a younger subject observed that, ‘a small problem 
gets big and never ending’ and added that as she works with the Dutch, 
she learned to let go and move on, which denotes the interchangeable 
cultural behavioral patterns. A young female interviewee of Dutch 
descent pointed to a lack of involvement in University students. She 
made a comparison with Latin America where the students actively 
voice their opinions in national matters. 
A few participants questioned the performance rate of the Curaçaoans 
abroad, which was perceived to be better than at home. A male of Italian 
descent respectively said, the Curaçaoan abroad delivers good work and 
will take on all kinds of jobs. In a foreign country the person assumes 
the immigrant’s attitude to do better, to succeed at any cost, which in 
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itself suggests a change of attitude and personal growth. The person is 
no longer hindered by a group ascription, like ‘e Yu di Korsou’ ta floho’ 
(the Curaçaoan is lazy), which illustrates that the subjective identity 
conflict will have as much force in determining ethnic identity as will 
the external force of ascription exercised by the society (De Vos and 
Romanucci-Ross, 1975). The individual breaks the cycle of ‘being 
incompetent’, induced by ingrained behavioral attitudes of mistrusting 
fellowmen (‘bomba figure’, see section 3.5 on African Ancestry). 
Hence, he/she does not have to take orders any longer from fellowmen 
and is free to entrust his/her service to others and make a living 
elsewhere. It is for this same reason that other black Caribbeans do well 
in Curaçao; they work to get out of the ‘bind’ (Cassagnol Chierici, 
1991).  
There was a general disapproval by the participants for the use of foul 
language and the loud and imprudent behavior displayed in public by 
some Curaçaoans. A few participants spoke of the often ‘vulgar’ ways 
of dressing by women and an overall deterioration in lifestyle. The 
youth were found to lack respect, to be aggressive, and too prone to 
imitate bad things. Participants of all age ranges and groups condemned 
the degeneration in family norms and values, as seen in careless 
conceiving and child rearing and men who do not assume their fatherly 
responsibilities and the growing numbers of single mothers. The pattern 
of the absent father is actually a learned pattern, adopted through the 
cycle of repetition (see section 3.5 on African Ancestry and 3.6 on 
Mulatto Ancestry). Curaçao did not know the ‘familieregt’ (family 
rights) (Teenstra, 1863). In reality, the absence of the father figure from 
family life and the result of large number of single mothers heading 
families on the island is more the progression of a social structure than 
degeneration. These patterns are retraceable to the slavery system, in 
which the black father was taken from his responsibilities as a family 
man. He was pulled out of the family circle and had no saying when his 
children were sold or his wife was sexually used by the master (Paula, 
1967). In addition, for slaves the family union was forbidden by the 
State and they were not allowed to marry since a marriage would 
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interfere with sales possibilities (Teenstra, 1863), tarnishing even more 
the notion of family cohesion.  
Several participants pointed to an increased materialistic tendency, ‘too 
much spending more than they can afford’, ‘people have become 
ambitious, and they want to make easy money’. Some of the participants 
linked the ‘machismo complex’ with irresponsible spending. The 
interviewees observed an inclination towards materialism and false 
pride that lead to ‘buying luxury items instead of buying bread’. A 
young female of Surinamese descent said, ‘people tend to strive for 
status and as such loose the essence of life’, which reflects itself in the 
less cohesive neighborhoods and distant co-living. The materialistic 
tendency is recognized by Akbar (1996) as part of the Western mind, 
but also as the result of socio-economic deprivation, while having to 
take care of other persons’ property. The feelings of resentment which 
are generated are illustrated by the recount of a male participant of 
Windward Island descent who spoke of the bitterness of his mother 
having to clean other’s houses to make a living. Actually, having to take 
care of other’s property was closely related with feelings of envy and 
resentment, a ‘secret delight’ in attacking it as seen in vandalism or 
abuse of other’s property (Akbar, 1996). With regards to the latter a few 
participants mentioned ‘a lack of consciousness for animals and the 
environment’. Teenstra (1863) indicated this aspect approximately one 
century ago, as seen in the heaps of garbage in the public square.  
The obvious display of acquired properties was related by a few 
participants as pretentiousness and putting up a façade. As a participant 
observed, ‘the Curaçaoan puts too much focus to have things in order to 
count, worries too much about what others think, is ready to judge and 
is not straightforward’. These tendencies are recognized in the 
continuous striving to improve the social economic status. Mulatto 
subjects (see section 5.5 on Mulatto Descendants) brought forth that 
skin color was closely related to social class and that the socio-
economic level in its turn played an important role in the acceptance of 
mulattos within the white upper class circles. The intense, deceptive and 
constant fight to climb the social ladder cultivated attitudes of jealousy 
with the consequent pulling down of each other, which was dubbed by 
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the late Ong-A-Kwie as ‘mentalidat di kangreu’ (crab mentality). All the 
groups strongly objected to this attitude which was explained by the 
participants as ‘the tendency to bring another down’, ‘to obstruct the 
progression of others due to own incapacity’. It is interesting to note that 
the ‘crab mentality’ was an essential drive in the Fon society (see 
section 3.5 on African ancestry).  
 
The above described attitudes should be understood by the force of 
repetition of learned patterns transmitted throughout generations that 
takes form again in each lifetime, until this cycle is consciously broken. 
This has to take place at an individual level by consciously creating new 
patterns that would gradually reduce the strength of old imprints. The 
many individual efforts will then reflect themselves at a social level. 
The consequent collective energy will be mirrored in the dimensions of 
the society, enabling in turn individual growth in thinking, attitudes and 
behaviors.  

6.5 Behavioral Patterns 

Almost all the participants expressed an inherent multicultural 
disposition in their behavioral patterns: an integration of various cultural 
patterns. The multicultural setting of the island itself would induce the 
diverse behavioral orientations; a senior male said ‘the island itself 
inspires that’. A male in the middle age range denoted with regards to 
the multicultural setting and behavioral patterns, the accessibility to go 
to the Portuguese Toko (grocery store) in the neighborhood to buy 
groceries and than just around the corner buy food at a Chinese 
restaurant and do business with America just within the hand reach of 
the telephone or internet. The latter example implied connotations of 
accepting and dealing with people of diverse orientations. A female of 
Dutch descent, giving credit to the diverse spirit of the island, said ‘I 
have learned not to discriminate, to see the person, to put the human 
being before the outward pertinence to a nation or cultural group, that is 
why I feel privileged to be born and raised here’. Several subjects 
recognized their overall international inclination, which alluded to 
multicultural behavioral patterns. 
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The respect and acceptance of all cultures, races and religions was 
expressed by most interviewees as a fundamental element of the 
Curaçaoan behavioral patterns. A subject in the younger age range said, 
‘it is that ability to take the best of each group around you to develop 
yourself’. As a matter of fact, several interviewees with a specific 
religion mentioned having gone to a church or temple of another 
religious orientation. 
Most of the participants identified an innate sense for rhythm and 
expressed their predilection for diverse music, dance and food. Young 
and old identified in their behavioral patterns a local and international 
taste for food.  
The use of the diverse languages comprised the complementing part of 
the multicultural behavioral patterns. In addition to the general 
recognition of Papiamentu as the Nation’s language and pride, the 
multilingual ability was greatly acknowledged as an imperative symbol 
of the Curaçaoan identity and in line with the thinking of Fishman 
(1999), who considers language an important feature of human identity. 
Multilingualism actually forms part of the daily activities of the 
Curaçaoans. A young female participant of Curaçaoan parents, with 
predominant Dutch, Dominican and Bonairean ancestors related that she 
prays in Spanish (because as a child her Spanish speaking grandmother 
used to pray with her, scolds in Papiamentu, counts in Dutch, says the 
days in Dutch and thinks in Papiamentu. A female of Indian descent 
said to be fluent in Papiamentu, count in Dutch, dream in English and 
pray in Gujarati. In addition to the personal language inclination, for 
many, their work required from them the ability to speak the different 
languages.  
Most of the subjects identified with the Curaçaoan social interrelation 
patterns such as: friendly, considerate, lenient, hospitable, flexible, 
sharing, caring, relaxed, happy, social, as in ways of greeting complete 
strangers in public places ‘bon dia, bon tardi’ (good morning, good 
afternoon) and the readiness to chat. All agree on the humane nature of 
the Curaçaoan and to a certain degree, the capacity to enjoy life. Almost 
all interviewees referred to the warmth of the Curaçaoan that expresses 
itself in many ways: ‘even during top hours in traffic, people will stop to 
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give you a chance’. One female in her forties and many others 
commented on the hospitability aspect saying, ‘if I have to make a list 
the first thing on it would be the hospitability of our people, our giving 
nature, people are always ready to give, to share and when guests come 
to your house, you will make sure they eat even though there might not 
be enough for yourself’. Another young female interviewee said with 
respect to the hospitability aspect that she enjoys the warm welcome 
feeling when she drops in at a relative or friend at any time.  
It is that same warmth, sharing and group caring inclination that is 
expressed at funerals. Several participants especially in the older age 
ranges of the various groups included attendance to funerals within the 
list of typical Curaçaoan patterns.  
The extended family, with the gatherings and the role that the 
grandparents play in the upbringing of the children (especially the 
grandmother), are still vital characteristics of the Curaçaoan family 
pattern, as evidenced in the interviewees’ accounts and the review of 
most of the groups. The collective culture, with the basic constituents 
such as affiliation, and strong cohesive in-group affiliation, observed 
since the Caiquetio Indians, persisted through times; although perhaps 
to a lesser degree through the influences of individual oriented cultures, 
such as of the Dutch, but constitutes still a strong indicator of the 
Curaçao culture.  
The Curaçaoan is seen as the one who is considerate and sensitive to the 
feelings of others and always ready to help. One participant with a sigh, 
observed ‘I may sound controversial, I like that the Curaçaoan is 
considerate but at times it is too much, it becomes in fact being not 
upfront’. Others reaffirmed the latter and added, ‘by being too 
considerate the person loses the ability to be upfront and then tend to 
beat around the bush’. The latter example indicates the often 
‘contradictable’ picture of the Curaçaoan, created by its inherent 
ethnically diverse nature. 
One female elaborating on the flexible nature of the Curaçaoan, said ‘it 
is that same flexible character that enables the Curaçaoan to co-live with 
people not only of different cultures, but also to accept what is 
‘different’. She observed that ‘it is because of that same resilient spirit 
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that we somehow always make it’ and the developing sense of 
progressiveness of the Curaçaoan, was greatly supported. The leniency 
of the black Curaçaoan constituted its strength to survive and as groups 
mingled came to form an indispensable characteristic of being 
Curaçaoan. A young female of Haitian descent referred to this inherent 
feature saying that somehow the Curaçaoan has this ability to overcome 
its grudges and to live life.  
That flexible nature comes to the fore in many ways. Several 
participants mentioned the creative nature that not only comes to light 
during carnival time but also in looking for ways to make a living (‘ela 
bira man ku kalke kos’), as seen especially in the women on the island. 
Petty trade was actually described by Schwimmer as a pervasive 
economic activity among Akan women. Several subjects also mentioned 
the joyous ways of the people; the spontaneous outburst of laughter, 
loudness, openess and zest for life, just the air of happy people’, ‘we are 
able to laugh even in sadness and have the capacity to make of every 
event a festive one’. The Curaçaoan tends to gesture with the whole 
body when speaking. A male subject said gesturing, ‘how they laugh 
with their whole body, leaning forward then bending back with arms in 
the air’. Many of the participants took pleasure in the cheerful, 
spontaneous and expressive nature of the islanders, a female subject in 
her forties said with a laughing face, ‘yes, we are loud, black and white 
and we talk with our whole body’. One female in her sixties 
remembered that when she was living in Holland she enjoyed hearing 
the ‘spontaneous laughter’ of the Curaçaoans. At times ‘the enjoyment 
goes beyond borders’ as a senior male subject observed, but said that he 
wished he had the capacity to be less uptight and able to enjoy more. A 
female in her early forties realized the same. A few also found that a 
great number of Curaçaoans tend to be geared ‘to have a good time, all 
the time, and forget their responsibilities along the way’.  
Work related behavioral patterns such as responsibility, discipline, 
perseverance and progressiveness were eagerly attributed to the parental 
upbringing of the various backgrounds. All the groups mentioned and 
subjects of all age ranges considered respect as an important 
characteristic of their behaviors; respect for elders, people of all races, 
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culture and class, respect in addressing others (like always speak with 
two words) and do not address others who are not your equal with ‘bo’ 
(you). A black senior male of Bonairean descent emphatically said, ‘I 
can tell you about the Curaçaoan I am and those of my time, since the 
Curaçaoan of yesterday is not the one of today; we are cordial, polite 
and honest’. 
The emphasis on cleanliness, personal hygiene and a neat appearance 
came forth in all the groups. Quite some subjects mentioned their 
appreciation for how Curaçaoan men and women take great care of their 
personal appearance and hygiene. A young male subject of Indian 
descent observed that he is very conscious of his appearance and 
hygiene, of the way he dresses and smells, ‘more than the average 
Indian’, even so that his Indian father used to tell him that he is a real 
Curaçaoan.  
 
A prevalent aspect in the presentation of the attitudinal and behavioral 
patterns was the categorization made by the subjects of their various 
behaviors. A female participant in her early forties, who identified as 
Curaçaoan pointed to punctuality as her Dutch part, and being lax as her 
Curaçaoan part. Punctuality was generally described by the subjects’ as 
their Dutch side, which is an aspect partly inculcated by the schooling 
system and built in the Curaçaoan system, although to a lesser degree 
than the Dutch and a higher degree than the Latin.  
It was striking that many participants across the sample groups, who 
identified themselves as Curaçaoan disassociated the norms and values 
that they received from their parents from their identity as Curaçaoan. 
Some participants discovered the mental separation they were making, 
while analyzing the behavioral patterns and changed the ‘they’ to ‘we’, 
as for example, ‘the Curaçaoan is generally a good, kindhearted person, 
and we are not that explosive as people say we are’. The resulting inner 
awareness of this distinction and the subsequent mental conflict made 
answering the question on behavioral patterns for most interviewees 
difficult. A male participant who firmly identified himself as Curaçaoan 
in earlier sections of the interview wondered and questioned ‘who is the 
Curaçaoan’, since he realized that he did not identify with certain 
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behavioral patterns which he classified as ‘typical Curaçaoan’ and 
which mostly were related to work attitudes such as, lack of capacity to 
deal well with critique (see previous sector 6.4 on ethnic attitudes).  
 
The above can be understood by the strength of repetition of the name 
‘Curaçaoan’ associated with the image ‘Black’ and correlated features, 
throughout times. From old times the non-white inhabitants of Curaçao 
were denominated ‘the Curaçaoans’ and the Dutch, the white 
Protestants as the owners of Curaçao (Simons, 1868). The ascription of 
the Blacks as ‘Curaçaoan’ apparently persevered, while the ascription of 
‘the Dutch’ as the owners and white Protestants vanished throughout 
times. The individual and social identity of the Whites, who 
traditionally differentiated themselves from the ‘black Curaçaoans’, was 
thus left in a void at the same time as the image of the Blacks attached 
to the name ‘Curaçaoan’ was strengthened by the force of repetition in 
time. The same is the case with the ‘Hudiu’ (Jews); the individual 
identity ‘Curaçaoan-Jew’ and social ascription ‘Hudiu’ is still alive. The 
latter may explain also why a group of Blacks consider themselves as 
‘the Curaçaoans’. 
The historical socio-economic and educational contrast between the 
‘white European Protestant’ and the black ‘Curaçaoan’ apparently 
played a determinant role in identifying ethnic behaviors. The mental 
picture of the attitudes and behaviors attached to ‘the Curaçaoan’ 
disabled the participants to perceive and conceive their ‘good’ attitudes 
and behaviors as part of their identity as ‘Curaçaoan’. It is remarkable 
that the typifying attitudes and behaviors of the black Curaçaoans 
expressed in their accounts were similar to those of the other groups, 
such as, ‘respect towards others, speak the truth, to do good, be honest, 
be straightforward, whatever you do, do it right, be helpful, be simple, 
be disciplined, be humble and do not spend beyond your means. In 
general the children are expected to do better than the parents’. The 
overall ethnic identity patterns of the African descendants were very 
much alike the other groups with respect to thinking, feeling and 
behaviors as Curaçaoans. While they outgrew the picture of Black with 
ascribed attributes, others hang on to it. They felt free to identify 
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themselves as ‘Curaçaoan’, by recognizing their positive characteristics 
as such, without neglecting the negative ones that are present in the 
community. The latter illustrates the maturity to break loose from group 
ascription and to perceive the person behind the action. Implicit to the 
aforementioned is the lenient nature that enabled the person to set 
him/herself free, while the denoted conception of ‘human’, as an 
integral characteristic of the Curaçaoan and inherent in the language 
Papiamentu, is also highlighted.  
 
The behavioral patterns interpreted along the four dimensions identified 
by Phinney and Rotheram (1987) represented an integration of the 
opposites, which indicates a blending of cultures. The behavioral 
patterns tended to be: 1) both group and individually oriented, with 
predominance towards group orientation.  
2) The subjects tended to adopt the active and passive coping styles, but 
indicated the existence of a predominant passive style. For example, a 
young female of Dutch descent, who identifies herself as Curaçaoan 
perceives her behavior as independent with a Dutch active attitude 
versus a dependant Curaçaoan passive attitude; in work settings she will 
give the utmost of herself saying, ‘even if something is not mine I will 
be as efficient as possible to bring forth a change, unlike Curaçaoans’. 
Two females in the middle age range of Indian and Jewish descent 
observed that the passive nature of the Curaçaoan is noticeable in 
Papiamentu and gave the example: ‘e kuchu a kortami’ (literally 
translated: the knife cut me), laying fault on others, in this case the 
knife, and not oneself who performed the action. Several participants 
expressed the thought that ‘there should be equal rights of partners in 
the Kingdom’, suggesting the undertaking of responsibilities, which 
denote an active style.  
3) The accounts of the participants denote both behavioral modes:  
Obedience and dependence to a nearly equal behavior and 
independence. Many subjects mentioned Curaçaoans to have 
predominant passive behavioral attitudes in relation to authority. Across 
the groups participants mentioned the desire for the island to prosper 
and their readiness to assume responsibility to work towards that goal. 
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Most participants mentioned their sense of discipline and responsibility 
and said to work for what they need and want.  
4) Open expressive versus private restrained. Most of the participants 
identified with the open expressive behavior of the Curaçaoan, although 
the observation of shifting behavioral patterns was present. One female 
in the younger age range observed, ‘as Curaçaoan we are losing our 
identity, that humane aspect, the simplicity that is so much ours’. She 
asked herself whether it is the Dutch influence or that we are trying too 
hard to prove ourselves before the Dutch and as such losing our 
integrity. The latter exemplifies the observation of De Vos (1975), 
which states that in a pluralistic society the individual often may be 
faced with a dilemma of shifting patterns in relation to ethnic identity. 
 
The review and implementation phases of this research indicate 
that the five centuries of multicultural ancestral traces are intrinsic 
in the thinking, feeling and behavioral patterns of the Curaçaoan 
people and tend to manifest themselves according to the prevalent 
context and individual development. Several norms that guided the lives 
of the Curaçaoan Indians (Caiquetios), such as peace and friendship 
with others and honoring guests by providing them with food, still live 
forth today. Their generosity, hospitality, sense of respect and 
enjoyment of cleanliness which constituted part of their virtues, proved 
to be predominant features in the present Curaçaoan community.  
One of the most characterizing factors of the Hispanic heritage, which is 
Catholicism, is prevalent on the island. The Hispanic music, food and 
language created common ground for easy interrelations.  
The Dutch historic governmental policies, language, individually 
oriented ways, audacity and calculated inclination are impregnated in 
the Curaçaoan bureaucratic system and are interwoven in the feeling, 
thinking and behavioral patterns.  
Throughout five centuries, the Jewish descendants preserved their 
distinct identity as Curaçaoan-Jews with a predominant ascribed social 
image of a powerful socio-economic group.  
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The legacy of the African inheritance is exemplified in the joy for life 
and the leniency which constitutes the strength to overcome mental and 
social hurdles and to live and let live.  
The ‘Mixed Race’ heritage, which embodies the conglomeration of the 
multicultural ancestral genes and the drive to climb the racially inclined 
socio-econmic ladder, constitutes an important facet.  
The Aruban, Bonairean and Windward Islander ancestry comes to the 
fore in the ‘sibling’ oriented link given by the historic governmental 
ties, defined by shared feelings and ways.  
The proficiency of the Dutch language forms a big part of the drive to 
progress of the Surinamese ancestry.  
The courageous and success driven attitude of the British Caribbean 
descendants, the silent low key integration capacity of the Chinese, the 
‘extended family’ and politically inclined attitude of the Arabs, the 
business yet spiritually minded Indians (India), the hard work and 
economic mentality of the Portuguese and the ‘demele’ (look for 
solutions to come out of a bind) concept of the Haitian, constitute the 
immigrants’ spirit, characterized by developmental drive, hard work and 
discipline.  
These multi-ethnic ancestral traces are individually and socially 
intertwined and are shaped by a humane, friendly, yet racially inclined 
society.  The blend of these multicultural oriented attitudes, awareness 
and behaviors with a clear Dutch and African stamp portrayes as such 
often a contradictory picture, but is kept in balance by the interplay of 
the other cultural forces which form part of the Curaçaoan society. 
 
The general results of this study reveal that the nature of ethnic identity 
among the people of Curaçao is mainly characterized by a mono-ethnic 
identity, ‘Curaçaoan, with a multicultural disposition’. The identity 
comprises a blend of cultures, races and religions. The subjects 
predominantly identified with their diverse genetic ethnic composition 
and recognized their multicultural disposition instilled by the society in 
which they were raised. Most of the subjects experienced their sense of 
belonging as Curaçaoans at feeling, thinking and behavioral levels. 
Family, multicultural ancestral background, multi-ethnic school setting, 
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language, racial issues, and studying abroad were the predominant 
factors that influenced that intrinsic part of the subjects being due to 
ethnic group membership.  
Ethnic identity as mentioned before implies cognitive, affective and 
behavioral components. In the light of these components it was 
observed that being Curaçaoan at a cognitive level is related with the 
multicultural, multi-religious, multiracial and multilingual society, 
where the participants were born, raised, worked, lived and spread their 
roots. The participants were aware of their ancestral heritage and 
recognized the diverse ethnic influences and the highly racially inclined 
society in which they live. Alas, the from old times described ‘gap 
between colors as foolish arrogance’ by Teenstra (1863) although 
narrowed and molded through times, still constitutes a divisive factor at 
individual and social, thinking, feeling and behavior levels and is 
capable of  influencing that intrinsic part of their being due to 
ethnic/racial group membership. 
The multicultural constitution of the Curaçaoan identity was mostly 
experienced at the behavioral level and lived as the integration of many 
cultures. The parental backgrounds were honored, respected and 
incorporated into the Curaçaoan identity.  
Being Curaçaoan at the affective level, stood out for its ‘humane’ nature 
and was symbolized by a profound inner sense of belonging, ‘here is 
where my home is, where my heart is’.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study covered three generations of people that were brought up in 
Curaçao, with respect to their ethnic identity patterns. Even though 
ethnic identity was analyzed at separate levels, still it is of utmost 
importance to consider that its nature includes interrelated ways of 
thinking, feeling and behaving, which in reality cannot be separated. Its 
complexity was mainly perceived in its psycho-social nature, of which 
the integration of the individual and the social world would provide 
multiple factors to be considered in the interpretation of this issue. In 
addition, the review of the historical ancestral traces was of ultimate 
value to truly comprehend the thinking, feeling and behavioral patterns 
of the Curaçaoan people. 
The study shows ample evidence that covert racial issues lie at the core 
of the Curaçaoan community and has the upper hand over ethnicity. 
Deep-seated mental patterns engendered by the slavery past and 
maintained by actors on both side of the color/class line, have shaped 
perceptions, feelings and behaviors, which in turn were reflected upon 
the various dimensions of the society they live in. Consequently, these 
patterns perpetuated in time through the force of repetition by the 
interaction individual-society.  
It is therefore of utmost importance for people to realize that ‘the past is 
a shaper of the present’ and that these historic induced influences need 
to be recognized and addressed at individual and social levels. As such, 
the relevance of this study is conceived at both, individual and social 
planes.  
The predominant multidimensional nature of the ethnic identity 
‘Curaçaoan’, implied multicultural socialization sources and indicated 
the continuity of the multicultural interaction patterns of the overall 
society. The historical multicultural, multilingual and multireligious 
nature of the island represented throughout times a fertile soil for social 
dynamics such as acculturation, assimilation, and pluralism, according 
to which new waves of migrant groups established, satisfied their 
‘psycho-cultural’ needs and developed into the society.  
Unlike for example the United States, with the various classifications of 
groups, Curaçao exemplifies a stage of natural progression of diverse 
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cultures, races and religions. The history of the islands people and 
demographic data of this study attest not only the veracity of the 
multidimensional aspects at a social level, but also at individual levels, 
evidenced by the diverse  inherited conditions; hence, the multiple 
ethnic disposition of the people. The latter complicated the formation of 
the sample groups, as in a way it was like forming groups by ethnically 
dissecting a totality.  
The general results suggest that any policy that in one way or another 
imposes limitations that target the multicultural essence of the island 
will face setback, since it would clash with the genetic diverse 
constitution of the islands people itself. Ethnic identity is individual and 
cannot be imposed. In addition, freedom was denoted by the participants 
as a key characteristic of the Curaçaoan. However, Berry (2000) states 
that societies with a multicultural disposition need to pursue a ‘strategy 
of integration’, that requires the immigrant to adopt the basic values of 
the receiving country, and at the same time the receiving country must 
be prepared to adapt national institutions to meet the needs of all living 
in the society. 
 
The overall contents of this study, the literary review and the 
participants’ personal reflections enabled the experience of important 
aspects of the life and heritage of the Curaçao people and compel to 
consider the conditions which exist in Curaçao and throughout the 
globalizing world which we so often choose to ignore.  
The encountered multiple factors at play in the formation of ethnic 
identity provide important data for the comprehension of ethnic identity 
at theoretical as well as practical levels. The results of the study offer 
valuable psycho-social elements for the development of policies of the 
various dimensions of the Curaҫao society, especially education and 
mental health. In addition, the data can be used to facilitate the 
understanding of the diverse ethnic nature and thus improve social 
cohesion within the Curaҫao society.  
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APPENDIX I Semi Open Ended Interview 
‘The Nature of Ethnic Identity’ 

 
1.   How do you identify yourself ethnically? 
2. Please explain in what way you consider yourself…… 

(Alternate question: What does it mean to you to be…?) 
3. How did you identify yourself ethnically when you were 

younger? 
4. Under what circumstances do you feel more or less …..? 
5. How would you identify yourself ethnically when being outside  

of Curaçao? 
 6.  What behavior patterns do you consider that characterizes you  

as  being…? 
7. What aspects do you consider that have influenced mostly in 

your ethnic identity process? 
8. Is it the same to you to have close relationships with members of 

your own ethnic group, as with members of other ethnic groups? 
9. What are the aspects that you like or dislike of the…….? 
10. Is there anything else that you would like to add? 
 
Each question may be followed by complementary questions: how, 
what, where, why, in order to get a clearer picture of the 
component(s) and associated factors. 
 
 
 
                                   Distribution of Questions by Component(s)                
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ethnic Self-Identification x x x

Ethnic Awareness x x x x x x x x

Ethnic Attitudes x x x x x x

Ethnic Behavior x x x x  
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APPENDIX II  
Curaçao Historical Highlights 

 
2500 BC   Amerindians arrived from Northern South America.  
AD 500     Arrival of the Caiquetio Indians.   
1499-1634  Spaniards occupied Curaçao.  
1513  Indians taken from the ABC islands to Hispañola for slave  

labor.  
1526  Indians brought back to Curaçao to populate the island  
1634   The Dutch seized Curaçao from Spain.  
1651 West Indian Company grants concession to Sephardic Jews to 

establish  agricultural colony 
1659   Second group of Sephardic Jews arrived.  
1665  The Dutch West Indian Company started importing slaves   

from Africa.  
1675                The Dutch West Indian Company declared Curaçao a free port 
1713   French privateer Jacques Cassard invaded Curaçao.  
1751                Revolt of newly arrived slaves from Africa 
1795                Slave rebellion: Tula, Karpata and Pedro Wacao 
1800-1802  First British occupation of Curaçao.  
1807-1816  Second British occupation   
1806  Indians in Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao struck collectively 

against governmental policies 
1821                Venezuelan political refugees sought excile in Curaçao 
1863  Slave emancipation in Curaçao (July 1st) 
1837                Catechism in Papiamentu by Monsignor Nieuwindt  
1864-1895  Curaçaoan merchants traded in Guajiran children.  
1871  First regular steamship connection was established.  
1871     Public opposition in support of the public prosecutor                         

Willem ‘Papachi’ Sassen 
1882  Venezuelan president Guzman Blanco imposed 30% surcharge 

on all imports from the Antilles.  
1901  First modern cruise ships call.  
1913                Harbor workers strike 
1918  The Royal Dutch Shell oil refinery officially opens in Curaçao 

and ‘new’ groups came to the island with the rouse of the 
industrial modernization  

1923  First airplane lands in Curaçao.  
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1922                Harbor workers strike 
1929  Pan American World Airways inaugurates regular service from 

Miami.  
1934  First KLM mid Atlantic flight, called ‘de kerstvlucht’ 

(Christmas flight) with a Fokker airplane ‘de Snip’ lands in 
Curaçao.  

1944  First local political party was founded.  
1954  Netherlands Antilles becomes an autonomous member of the 

Dutch Kingdom. 
1969  Workers' strike becomes a social uprising with on the 

international front evolvements of Counter Culture/ Social 
Revolution.  

1969-1971  First black Prime Minister O. Petrona was elected.  
1970-1976       First black Lieutenant Governor Anno Kibbelaar 
1970-1983       First black governor of the Netherlands Antilles Bernadito  
                        Leito 
1974  Venezuela repealed 30% surcharge on Antillean goods.  
1983  Venezuelan Bolivar devalued, halting shopping tourism to 

Curaçao.  
1983                Papiamentu was introduced as a subject in primary schools 
1985  Royal Dutch Shell left Curaçao and the refinery operations 

were taken over by the Venezuelan state oil company.  
1985  Aruba seceded from the Netherlands Antilles.  
2004  Dutch cabinet approved the proposal for the dismantling of the 

Netherlands Antilles.  
2007  Beginning of transition process. 
2008  CARICOM and the European Union signed an Economic  

Partnership Agreement                                               
2009   Referendum was held on the dismantling process of the  
                        N. A.   
2010  10th of October Dismantling process is approved by Dutch 

Parliament  
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DE AARD VAN ETNISCHE IDENTITEIT ONDER DE 
BEWONERS VAN CURAÇAO 

Samenvatting 
Migratie heeft altijd een karakteristieke rol gespeeld in de geschiedenis 
van Curaçao. Al meer dan vijf eeuwen zijn mensen uit alle hoeken van 
de wereld naar Curaçao gekomen en maakten het hun thuisland. 
Migratie en een geschiedenis van kolonisatie en slavernij hebben de 
psycho-sociale samenstelling van het eiland op ingewikkelde manieren 
gevormd.  
Multiculturalisme is eigen voor Curaçao, en wordt gekenmerkt door een 
natuurlijke progressie en creatieve uitwisseling van de vele etnische en 
raciale subculturen en religies. 
De etnisch-culturele samenstelling is door de tijden heen gevormd door 
multiculturele voorouderlijke sporen. De Indianen, Hispanics, 
Nederlanders, Sefardische Joden, Afrikanen en Mulatten zetten de toon 
voor de eerste opmaak van het land. Hun nakomelingen en elke 
opeenvolgende nieuwe golf van immigranten met hun specifieke 
achtergronden hebben deze diversiteit aangevuld. 
 
Het belangrijkste doel van dit kwalitatief onderzoek was om de aard van 
de etnische identiteit onder de bevolking van Curaçao te verkennen en 
daarmee tot een dieper inzicht te komen in perceptie, denken, gevoelens 
en gedragspatronen van de mensen van het eiland, in relatie tot etnische 
identiteit.  
De aard van de etnische identiteit werd onderzocht bij nakomelingen 
van vijftien belangrijkste etnische groeperingen op het eiland, volgens 
vier fundamentele interactieve componenten: etnische zelf-identificatie 
(dwz etnische zelf-etikettering), etnisch bewustzijn (dwz etnisch 
inzicht), etnische attitudes (dwz etnische gevoelens) en etnisch gedrag 
(dwz de groep gedragspatronen). De interactie van deze componenten 
op  cognitief, affectief en gedragsniveau wordt beschouwd als basis 
voor het begrijpen van de aard van de etnische identiteit (Phinney en 
Rotheram, 1986). 
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De steekproef voor deze studie bestaat uit 182 respondenten van zowel 
mannen als vrouwen, die ingedeeld zijn in drie leeftijdsgroepen: 19 tot 
36 (jong-volwassenen), 37 tot 60 (volwassenen) en 61 en hoger 
(ouderen). Ze zijn geboren op Curaçao, of elders, en in dat laatste geval, 
moesten ze wel op jonge leeftijd naar Curaçao zijn gekomen, zodat ze 
de socialisatie-patronen van het eiland hebben ontvangen.  
De studie hanteert een sociaal-psychologisch model dat de cognitieve, 
affectieve, gedragsmatige en sociale componenten van de etnische 
identiteit omhelst. Deze onderdelen zijn onderzocht door semi-
openeinde interviews.  
 
Resultaten tonen aan dat de aard van de etnische identiteit onder de 
mensen van Curaçao vooral gekenmerkt wordt door een mono-etnische 
identiteit, 'Curaçaosch, met een multicultureel karakter'. De 
respondenten identificeerden zich overwegend met hun verschillende 
genetische etnische samenstelling en erkenden het multiculturele 
karakter van de maatschappij waarin ze werden grootgebracht. Het 
merendeel van de respondenten beleefden hun identiteit als 
Curaçaoënaars in hun gevoels-, denk- en gedragswereld. Familie, 
multicultureel voorouderlijke achtergrond, multi-etnische 
schoolinstelling, taal, raciale kwesties, en studeren in het buitenland 
waren de overheersende factoren in de etnische identiteitsformatie.  
Etnische identiteit zoals eerder vermeld impliceert cognitieve, affectieve 
en gedragsmatige componenten. In het licht van deze componenten 
werd waargenomen dat de Curaçaosche identiteit op een cognitief 
niveau is gerelateerd aan de multiculturele, multi-religieuse, multiraciale 
en meertalige samenleving, waar de deelnemers waren geboren en 
getogen, wonen, werken en hun wortels hebben verspreid. De 
deelnemers waren zich bewust van hun voorouderlijk erfgoed en 
herkenden de diverse etnische invloeden en de racistisch geneigde 
samenleving waarin zij leven. De beschreven 'kloof tussen kleuren als 
dwaze arrogantie' (Teenstra,1863), hoewel verminderd en veranderd 
door de tijden heen, vormt nog steeds een tegenstrijdige factor op 
individuele en sociale niveaus.  
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De multiculturele samenstelling van de Curaçaosche identiteit werd 
vooral ervaren op gedrags-niveau, en als een integratie van vele 
culturen. De ouderlijke achtergronden werden geëerd, gerespecteerd en 
opgenomen in de Curaçaosche identiteit.  
De Curaçaosche identiteit werd ervaren op het affectieve niveau, als 
'humane' natuur en gesymboliseerd door een diep innerlijk gevoel van 
verbondenheid, 'Thuis is waar mijn hart is'. 
De studie toont voldoende bewijs dat in de Curaçaosche gemeenschap 
verborgen raciale aspecten de overhand hebben over etniciteit. 
Diepgewortelde mentale patronen, veroorzaakt door een 
slavernijverleden, worden gehanteerd door acteurs aan beide zijden van 
de kleur / klassenlijn en hebben de waarnemingswereld, gevoelens en 
gedragspatronen beïnvloed, die op hun beurt zich weerspiegelen op de 
verschillende dimensies van de samenleving. Bijgevolg hebben deze 
patronen, door de kracht van herhaling en de interactie individu en 
maatschappij, een blijvende invloed gehad. 
De algemene resultaten wijzen erop dat elk beleid dat op de een of 
andere manier beperkingen legt op de multiculturele essentie van het 
eiland, geconfronteerd zal worden met tegenslag, omdat het zou botsen 
met de genetische diversiteit van het volk.  
Etnische identiteit is individueel en kan niet worden opgelegd. 
Daarnaast werd door de deelnemers de vrijheid aangeduid als een 
belangrijk kenmerk van de Curaçaosche identiteit. Berry (2000) stelt 
echter dat samenlevingen met een multiculturele opbouw, een "strategie 
voor de integratie", moeten naleven waardoor de immigranten de 
fundamentele waarden van het ontvangende land kunnen nakomen. Het 
ontvangende land moet tegelijkertijd bereid zijn de nationale 
instellingen aan te passen om aan de behoeften van allen in de 
maatschappij te voldoen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


